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THEME

Combustion in the gas turbine engine was last considered at an AGARD meeting in 1983. Since that time, apart from the
continuing need to ever increase engine operating conditions, the attention of combustor designers and researchers has
focussed upon two main factors: the identification of the significance of fuel degradation upon combustion design and
performance, and the potential prizes to be gained by the development of better design techniques.

The aim of the meeting was to review the progress made in these areas under four main subject headings. namely,
alternative fuels and fuel injection, combustor development, soot and radiation, and the development of mathematical models
for the design of gas turbine combustors.

La combustion dans les moteurs a turbines 5 gaz a 6td examin&e pour ]a derni•re fois lors d'une reunion AGARD en 1983.
Depuis lors, et mis h part le besoin continuel d'amdliorer Ics conditions de fonctionnement des moteurs, l'attention des
chercheurs et des concepteurs de syst~mes de combustion s'est concentri6c sur deux facteurs principaux: la determination de
I'importance de la degradation en matire de combustion du carburant dans Ia conception ct les performances, et Ics avantages
potentiels resultant dc meilleures techniques de conception.

Le but du symposium 6tait de passer en revue les progr~s r~alisds dans ces domaines sous quatre rubriques principales, 'i
savoir les diffurents types de carburant et de systimes d'injection, ]a rnalisation des systimes de combustion, les r•sidus de
combustion et le rayonnement et le dveloppement de modles mathtmatiques pour la conception de syst•mcs de combustion
des turbines ii gaz.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT
COMBUSTION AND FUELS IN GAS TURBINES

by

George Opdyke, Jr
Textron, Lycoming

1. INTRODUCTION

"design of gas turbine combustion chambers is becoming increasingly more sophisticated as demands on performance
increase and combustor operating conditions become more and more harsh. The design compromises which account for much
of the art in successful combustor design have become more difficult as gas turbine cycles reach higher pressure and
temperature levels and design objectives become more rigorous. This is particularly true for military applications of gas
turbines, for both manned and unmanned aircraft. Concurrently, there is significant pressure for the combustor designer to
reduce development time and cost, reduce life cycle costs, increase fuel tolerance and continue to minimize the environmental
impact of the combustion process.

In the past two decades, an increasing amount of fund.Amental knowledge of chemical, aerodynamic and thermal
phenomena, plus a more detailed understanding of sprays, has been applied with considerable success to practical combustor
design This 70th Symposium coordinated by the AGARD Propulsion and Energetics Panel (PEP) held in Chania, Crete,
Octob" 19-23, 1987, is another contribution to the growing collection of scientific literature which addresses the difficult
problei of designing better combustors which must operate under more and more difficult conditions.

e papers presented at this symposium Combustion and Fuels in Gas Turbine Enginesare categorized under the

followirng four subject headings:

"-&i Alternative Fuels and Fuel Injection

SCombustor Development'

"Soot and Radiation, ek ptL

Combustion Modeling, K...to S, , , / O ' . , "-" Tj " I. V i L U) :
E~ach subject area is discussed in7§ections 2 f~ro•tgn3, respectiecly. The papers are cetegonzed stightlyitfferently than in

the published program and they are tabulated in Tables I to IV. These indicate the major subject content of each paper. )

2. ALTERNATIVE FUELS AND FUEL ATOMIZATION

Tt'e eleven papers grouped under this heading a'e listed in Table I.

Alternative fuels experience in engine and combustor tests has shown that the effects of fuel can be conveniently divided
into two categories; chemical effects and physical effects. The latter are of overwhelming practical importance, largely because
of the impact of the change in physical characteristics of the fuel on fuel atomization and vaporization and the resultant effects
on combustor performance.

The papers presented in this group represent a continuation of the work reported on alternative fuels at the PEP meeting
in 1983 in Cesme, Turkey. The general conclusion from both that earlier symposium and this one is that no projected
alternative fuel helps combustor performance, and the combustor design problem becomes more difficult, particularly for the
fuel injection system.

There are only two reported areas where alternate fuels have only a minimal effect. They are:

I. Experience with the TF30 afterburner showed negligible fuel effects on performance, ostensibly because this is a
premixed type of combustor where atomization effects are absent.

2.. Extensive experience with main burners shows that alternate fuels have only a minor or negligible impact on the
combustor pattern factor or on radial temperature distribution.

The combustor characteristics which are affected by fuel type were reported in considerable detail.

Sor-s production in the combustor is the major change in combustor operation caused by fuel chemistry. Since exhaust
smoke is the difference betwe;n soot production and soot burnup, the aerotherma! design of the combustor, as well as the
operating conditions of the combustor, will affect these processes. There is evidence, also, that a reduction in spray drop size
will have a small beneficial impact on exhaust smoke.

Engine exhaust smoke has been correlated quite well with fuel hydrogen content, with the sensitivity to fuel ty-e being a
function of combustor design. The ASTM smoke point test is also a good measure of the soot formation tendency of a fuel if
hydrogen content data is not available. The radiation flux from the primary zone increases with soot production and the
resultant increase in liner wall temperature will shorten the low cycle fatigue (LCF) life of the combustor liner.
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"The effects of changes in fuel physical characteristics on combustor performance far overshadow the effects of chemistry.

A decrease in atomization quality occurs primarily because of the higher viscosity of most alternate fuels and the resultant
larger drop sizes with their increased evaporation times will worsen lean limit and ignition, combustor efficiency and CO and
UHC emissions at low power conditions, and slightly worsen NOx emission at high power. A quantitative measure of these
changes can be approximated by using the empirical expressions given in the papers by Lefebvre and by Odgcrs. The
quantitative impact of the effect of injector characteristics on combustor performance is also influenced significantly by both
the design of the injector and the design of the combustor, i.e., there is a requirement to match the injector to the combustor.
"T1 - I- ,s been characteristically done by combustor development tests after the injector specifications have been drawn up and
after bench tests have shown that the injectors meet the specification. Additional effort in the future is required to pri-dict the
match of the injector spray characteristics to the flow pattern in the combustor at all operating conditions at the time the
specification is written. Highly atomized, well distributed sprays are desired for high efficiency and good pattern factor, but
some non uniformity is helpful in achieving good ignition and broad stability limit,,. 'r e performance of several types of tuel
injection systems was reported. These types included pressure atomizing, airblas' and vaporizing styles. The pertotmance of
these different types of fuel injectors was examined primarily from the point of viev, of how combustor operating c,-iditions
and fuel characteristics would affect their spray characteristics. Eight papers, all listed in Table I, cover fuel injector or spray
performance at some length.

Lefebvre pointed out that despite a hundred years of theoretical study of the breakup of a liquid jet it is still not possible to
predict spray characteristics satisfactorily from first principles. Even empirical correlations, of which there are many, have
significant shortcomings, particularly for sophisticated injector designs. The effects of air velocity and turbulence in the region
surrounding the spray also influence ;njector performance, and this is dominated by the swirler design. Although a well
designed airblast injector should have less performance deterioration with more viscous alternate fuels wan does a pressure
atomizer, the average SMD can still increase by 20% to 3 0%, with a resultant increase in average droplet vaporization time of
the order of 5(1%, possibly more for the largest drops in the spray.

The sensitivity to fuel physical characteristics varies with the styles of fuel injector, with those types which rely on air
pressure drop for fine spray formation being the least sensitive. Since the airblast style of injector relies on combustor pressure
drop to provide the air energy for atomization, it is difficult to achieve good atomization at the low pressure drops associated
with light off conditions. Hebrard and Jasusja point out that the so-called vaporizing injector style has performance trends and
atomization capabilities that are generally similar to those of conventional airblast atomizers. It is usual to provide some
supplementary means for igniting this type of combustor. The impact of combustor operating conditions on-the performance of
the dual swirler type of airblast injector was discussed in detail. Here droplet inertia and aerodynamic forces cause an increase
in spray angle with increasing engine power,just opposite from the dc,.:ease in spray angle characteristic of pressure atomizers.
It was also clearly pointed out that small variation in manufacturing of injectors or their associated swirlers would have a
negative, non-trivial impact on the spray.

Gulder presented a practical scheme to correct for the effect of multiple scattering ia a dense spray when using the
forward light scattering technique for measuring drop size.

These papers on the subject of atomization generated considerable interest, and it is worth noting that there were no
representatives of fuel injector manufacturing companies in the audience.

3. COMBUSTOR DEVELOPMENT

The papers in this category are listed in Table 11. As usual, these papers were case studies ot expcinences encountered in
the development of a combustor, something which is always useful to understand since the point of gas turbine combustor
research is to assure better combustor design and development. These case studies illustrated the degree to which some
engineers are able to use the advanced design techniques.

Two papers described afterburner development in some detail, particularly emphasizing the range of stable operation of
msodern afterburner designs. The point was -.'cry clearly made that lean extinction cannot be correlated solely by the
flameholder blockage in the duct, but is also affected by the geometry and location of the V gutters. Tests of development
afterburners should model the engine geometry accurately to ensure that proper test results are obtained.

The two paper- about main combustors described diametrically opposed development approaches. one ,sing a modern
3D flow field prediction method, and the other an imaginative series of development tests. Both represented successful
beginnings, but as these programs progress to completion, the development methodology used will probably become more
similar. Additional papers of this sort are needed to continue to demonstrate the practical value (or lack of value) of modem
combustor modeling methods.

4. SOOT AND RADIATION

The papers grouped under this heading are listed in Table III.

The increased radiation flux which usually occurs with alternate fuels results from the increased soot production in the
primary combustion zone. If this soot is not subsequently consumed in the combustor, an increase in exhaust smoke results.
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While smoke correlates well with fuel hydrogen contert, the point was made that fuels with low hydrogen corteciniay have
thteir smoking tendencies incrcased because of the presence of other compouids. The prediction ot iadiatioji ftion sl(ot is% liot
straightforward and it was pointed out that soot particles outside of the formation region tend to block some of the radiation. In
addition, knowledge of soot particle size can be impo,'tant in predicting turbine weal, and methods of particle size
measurement were described. Measurement ofengine exhaust smoke with precision is ditficul, and standard pro icedur.s do not
give data in real lime or measure smoke during transients. Investigators at Pyc.tock have developed a smoke generator which
can be used for instrument calibrations. Samuelson dcscribed a surrogate fuel which could be used as a repeatable standatd.

1_'mpirical equations were prescnted for the formation and burnup of sooit, with indieations that soot forms at att
equivalence ratio of 1.5 and above, with this onset value increasing as temperature increases above I 500K. l)ata was prcsented
on the effect of pressure and temperauLre oi soiot production as well as measurements of emissivity with teniperatnrc Laminar
flamelet modeling of turbulent combustion indicated a soiit formation rate prptor tional to p ', with soot fol rialion restricted
to about a 3/1 range of lower mixture fractions. This comparcs with earlier data indicating rates proportuiionai to p

2 .

A summary of alternate fuel radiation on hot section durability showed that a l/2% reduction iii fuel hydrogen content,
which has occurred in JP-5 fuel in tfie past 20 years, can shorten combustor liner life by 10% to 601'.', depciiding on tlie liner
,':sign Intermittent use of fuel with 1/21, lower hIt ydrogen content will reduce the combustor life by 1. 1 to 2.11 hour s for every
hour the low hydrogen fuel is used. depending on how benign the mission is. The impact on maintenance depends on current
liner life and maintenance frequency. Some engines will be nearly unaffected, while others, like the T58, F404 and J59 (high
smoke) may require increased maintenance as fuel quality decreases.

Despite difficulties, it appears that sooting flames and thein impact on flame radiation can be estimated to a detgree which is
useful inl design. but considenable work remains to be none before soot concentration arid radiation pr edietions can be

incorporated with confidence into combustor design models.

5. COMBUSTOR MODELLING

The 15 papers grouped under this heading are listed in Table IV This group can be subdivided into those papers dealing
with design of combustors and a larger group addressing methords of modehinL some uenineirts of combuntiot.

Ce'mbustor multi dimensional design models can now better match combusto: ge ometry, since body fitted coordinates
with adaptive grds arc replacing cartesian coordinates, and this permits more accurate representation of geometric details.
Despite some inaccuracies, predictions of exit temperature distribution have been shown to be reasonably good. and the
prorais of these models being effectiveiy used in combustor design appears to bc nearer at hand. Errors still exist because of
limited knowledge of bhondary conditions, spray characterization, for example, plus the ever present possibility of numerical
inaccuracies. However, advanced numerical schemes are now being enuployed. itoth for imtiproveinent in accuracy and for cost
reduction by shortening computer run time. There is a clear tendency to increase the number of grid nodes ten fold from the
21lK to 35K currently used to 25(1K or even 500LK, a step which requires ver, large, high speed computer capability

Burrus presented details of the development of combustor models at General Electric and their application to (FM56
annular cemburor. A simitar presentation was made by the university of Sheffield team with both canl and annular ,;ontiustoi
examples, white Wittig decribed the modeling of a reverse flow combustor. In all cases the authors were encouraged with the
results.

Mongia presented a some•hat different approach based oft a background of 12 different combustors of several styles. He
buggested a combination of the best of semi -analytical and multi dimensional numerical modeling techniques. In this approach,

macro, volume models for efficiency. blowout, ignition, exit tt.mperature, soot arid radiation interface with a 3-1) model of a
combustor, which "lia been designed in a preliminary way using semi-analytical correlationi This approach is claimed to htave
given gaood agreement with data from a numbcr of combustors, and the data shown is for the most part as good as experimental
accuracy. Advanced numerical scheme,, to reduce computer time, a P11 approach to turbulence modeling and a modeling
appriach to atomization and splay transport processes are all discussed.

As a complement to this last item. Blumcke showed that the complex flowficld front a counter swir! atrblaw t atomizei can
be predicted with reasonable accuracy.

ThZ various combu•,ti-o1 nii-s dhsLu.ssed iii tre remaining paper in this group dctail procedures which sooner of liter
can 1-t used to improve the numerical solution of gas turbine combustor problems. Several papers dealt with flame modeling
including flame stretch in non uniform flow and with the p-ediction of the turbulen-c levels within the flamzs. The value of
adaptive gridding for the numerical simulation of premixed flames was demonstrated. Predictions of flos in a simplified
primary zone showed only small differences '.etween the burning and non-burning cases, and a simple model for CO oxidation
in a diluent zone was shown to give better agreement with experimental results than the chemical equilibrium model.
Limitations of applicability of this latter model were given, a most desirable service by the author. The optimism concerning the
utility of both eombistor and combustion modeling is cersainly encodraging. and yet a significant amount of validation is still
required with both practical eombus'o)rs and with benchmark quality experimental data. Many years of elfort will be required
before combustor design can be attempted with these models with a significant degree of confidence, and we should expect to
hoar more in this regard at the neat AGARD symposium on combustion Advances are required in numerics, to increase
accuracy and reduce computational costs, as well as in turbulence models and in characterization of atomization and spray

. droplet transport and vaporization processes.

7- i .



6. CONCIUiSIONS AND EVALUATION OF THE MEETING

This syrnposium plus the associatcd panel meeting stre attended Iry 144 delegates from a toital of 15 NATO countries.
The qutestitints and discussions of eacti paper were of con.derable intercst and helped to increase the understanding of the
author's subject. The resulting exchange of infornit,,irr among the mall" Cebustor ,xpcrts present added significantly it) the
value of the syitposiutms.

The reason for the synillposrum was to aid colnhusto i designts, to coise with more difficult operating ctnditicons, and the
symposium iret its objective or reviewing progress made under the four tmain subject headings rF.,c delegates were appreciative,
of the Prorpulsioi and Energetics Panel and the Progrant Cotnininee for coordinating the presentation of these papers, The
subjects were not ntarly exhausted, and remain candidates for future symposia, particularly the subjscts of combustor
modeling, fuel injection systems, and combustor durability.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE MEETINGS

Future conferences should feature papers about design or design methods which demonstrate how the negative effects of
poor quality fuels can tic minimized or eliminated. Since these design approaches will involvc fuel systcm arid fuel injectiin
desigin, these should be featured subjects in the next symposium.

The design of advanced fuel injcctioni and preparation systemn, which will guarantee highly reliable ignition, plus high
combustor efficiency in the transient bctw.ec ignition ,nd idle is of interest. The operation of these systems at low ambient
temperatures, high altitudes and with fuels of high viscosity should be addressed.

.The further edanecnrrnt, in combustor numerical design models and submodcls will bi- of eirntinuing interest for many
)cars. The solutions obtained with these models to nseet detailed coasbusi•o design rbjectivcs, including fuel injector
performancc, liner wall temperatures for ling life. reduced pattern factorrs and other performance requircnents particularly
under difficult operating conditioins., should be delineated. along with experimental validation of the results in nmceting these
iobjectives. While etnmhustor dcsign mndels will not givc pefect solutions in the near future, lie imperfect solutions presciitlv

possible appear tir he satisfactory for many enginecring purposes. Repeated assurances of the practical value of these models
are needed to help justif) the cust of thcIr development.

iReprts of coihut oand after burner designs which are both lower vcight., runj lasting and require only nminimal cootling

Sair would be t desirabie addition to the next symposium.

Etxpcrietice gained in eimnbustir ioperation at high inlet pressurres ant temperaturcs. ant] with exit tciipciatiure,
approaching stoichiomritnc, wv nuld be irf great interest, particularly if mu lti-ditnensonal models ere s hown to be helpful in the
design of these eomsbustorr.

There are indications that significant advsanees in gas turbine deign will be takingplace during tie next decade, and major
eronmbussot dcsign and operalit.nal inspi ovements will hle required. 1 he dissemination tof infot muatiort about these combustor
design advances is an iniprrtant function of the AGARI.D Propulsion and Energetics Panel.
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FUEL PROPERTY EFFECTS ON THE U.S. NAVY'S TF30 ENGINE

S. A. Moite, P. A. Karpov;ch
Pratt & Whitney U.S. Navy

Fngineerihg Division Naval Air Propulsion Center

West Palm Beach. Ft 33410-96W Trenton. NJ 08628

USA USA

SUMMARY

The TF30 engine was introduced into Navy service In 1972 an0 is schedu!ed to continue to power the carner-based F 14 'Tomcat"

for some time. Although the engine wan designed ae developed to operate on specificttion-grado JP-5 fuel, it Is conleivabie thnt during

its lifetime, the TFSO might have to operate on out-of-spec.Ificatioinvroadeeod-specification fuels. This contingency could arise shoutl the

availability of high-grade petroleum crude oil used for aircraft fuel production Do decreased. Therefore. a rrogrnmr of experimentation and

anatysIs was conducted to evaluate the effects of broadened-specificatlon petroleum fuels on the performance. durability and operablfily

of the TF30-P-414A engine. As fuel quality deteriorated. some reductions In engine performsnce characteristics wore obsenved.
However. based upon limited-duiation testing, the TF30--P-414A engine was shown to De capable of operating on liquid petroleum fuels

having a wide range of properties.

NOMENCLATURE

APt American Petroleum Institute Max Maximum
ARTS Automated Recording Temperature System N, High Rotor Speed

ATP Alternate Test Procedure NAPC Naval Air Propulsion Center

BIM Biil-of-Matenial NATOPS Naval Air Training

DFM Diesel Fuel Marine (F-76) Operations Procedure
EFrf Equivalent Flight Hjurs Standard

EP End Point P Pressure
fie Fuel-to-Air Ratio Ap Differential Pressure

"FCP Fuel Characterization Parameter r
2  

Coefficient of Determination

FPR Fuel Parameter Ratio r Stoic.iometric Ratio

Fn Thrust SLTO Sea-Level Takeoff

F-76 Diesel Fuel Marino SMB Sauter Mean Diaern'ý,
If Heat of Combustion SN Smoke Number (SAE ARP

HZ Hydrogen Content. % 1179A: Referunce 11)

HO No. 2 Heating Oil No- 2 Sun A.B Suniech Fuel Brand A,B
IBP Initial Boiling Point T Teimporatura

IOC Initial Operational Capability AT Differentia; Temperature
IRP Intermediate Rated Power TIC Thermocuple
JFTOT Jet Fuel Thermal Oxidation Tester VI Vaporization Index

LCF Low-Cycle Fatigue W Flow Rate

LSP Liner Severity Parametner Z Afterburner Zone

im Meter 71 Combustion Efficiency

SUBSCRIPTS

f Fuel S Static

g Gas 90 Valve at 90% Distiliat;on Point

d lie T Tolal

I Liquid 0 Initial

L Liner 2 Engine Inlet

REF Reference 4 Cormbustor Intet
10 Value at 10% Distillation Point 5 Combustor Exit

1. INTRODUCTION

Gas turbine fuel costs have stabilized in scent years and the world fuel supply has been abundant: however. the fuel shortages of
1973 and 1979 demonstrated how quickly this situation can cnange. The unstable economic and political conditions of the world petroleum
market have caused the Navy to evaluate its dependency on middie distillatn petroleum fuels. The potential threat of disruption to the

Navy's aviation turbine funl supply has prompted effoils to conserve fuel and to identity alternat;ve sources of jet tuel.

Whila in pleciil -_..ht *r.u ... Cu l up:dh .;..-..,;:!! ,,;y ru peioleurni crudes as the source oh JP-5 for Eone time, it is
expected that there will be significant changes In the type and quality of crudes available to efiners. The changes in the petroleunt supply
market (i.e.. increased use of more highly aromatic crudes. the additional refining necessary .o process these crudee, end supplamenItal

use of fuil derived from shale or COEI) are likely to axert influence to broaden Jet fuel specifications.

Several solutions have been proposed for obtaining adequate, reliable supplies of the Navy's aviation turbine fuels. i.e.:

o Reraxing the current JP-5 specification to Inc;ude a larger fraction of the petroleum barrel could increase aveilability. This action.
however, together with the Introduction of new crudes from Alask'. and Mexico, or previously undesirahle residual cronds. and the

charges in processing necessary to refine some of these Crudes may result In specification changes to fuel propartea3 and
composition.

.. Io Tire Navy will likely begin to use fuers refined from non-petroleum sourcea such as Gil abale. This will help to improse fuel avalablihty.

but may produce additional pressure for apecification changes.

.:: .•-.........--.--. ......--- .... _ __ _.
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a In Srcergencv situations, the temporary use of non--aviation fuels Such as F-76(Oiesel Fuel Marine), or F -,• blanded with JP-5. has
been suggested as a means of extending supplies of JP-5. The use of Such fuels must also be hrVest gated with respect to
performance characterlstias.

Duo to the logistics of Navy aircraft operations, future jet fuels wiil undoubtedly be obtained from a , osmnbhtlon of these sources
The many scenarios for future jet fuel supplies dictate the reoqirement for es!ablishing a technical info'nmation base from which fuel
acceptance and usage decisions can be made end futu;e yes turbine engine technology can evolve.

The 1F30 engine was introduced into New service, following !IS Initisl Operational Capability quelificetlon in 1972. as the propulsion
system for the twin-engine, carrier--based FtA "Tomcato fighter. The engine was desigined and developed to Operate on JP-5 fuel. To
dste.fuel quality has bean well within spezification end t•e engine has performed &s intetred.

The TF30;s classified as being motur&; howeoer, it will not be phased out of Navy service for some time. Although fire engine went
Out of Production lsst November, the Navy has 1200 TFc0h in eit Inventory; the angina is Scheduled to be there pest the year 2000.
Therefore, Itlere Is the possibility that during Its lifetime, the TF30 engine now in service could be required to operate on
out-of-sseclf;cetlon fuels. This contingency might arise should the aveflubility of high-grade petroleum crude nll to," JP-5 production be
decreased: possibry necessiteting the use of aircraft fuels having property values broader than these of JP-5. Therefore. a program of
uperitmentatfoi and analysis wis conducted to evaluate the effect of broadeneo-spectl;cutlon fuels on the performance, durability. and
Operability of the TF30-P-414A engina. This paper describes Sorta of the resufls of the evaluation program.

2. TEST APPROACH

A TF30-P-414A engine wes tested at sea-lavel end smouloted altitude corditio.s using sirt iquid hydrocarbon fuels, described in a
later section. The ses-lovel tert were conducted at Pratt & Whirley's Government Products Division at operating conditions
corresponding to idle, takeoff, and two high-rolor speeds (87 and 92 percent Nz).

Engine start and transient demonstrations were also conducted at sea-level Conditions; however, no afterburn-ar testing was
undertaken during sea-level operation. All simnu!ated eltilude testing was Conducted at the U.S. Nave's Naval Air Propulsion Center.
Testing at NAPO consisted of hot and cold-day ground Start end altitude e;rstsrt evaluations, malnurner arid afterburner steady--state end
transient operations and afterburner opersbiti;y characterizations.

S. TEST ENGINE

The TF30-P-414iP-414A is a 92.97 kN maximum thrust afterburning turbotan engine. Figure 1. It powers the Grumman F-t4A.
one of the Navy's highest performance fighter aircraft This engine Inc-orporetes a three-stage fan. a six-stage low pressure compressor. a
saein-stege high pressure compressor, a can-ninusar combustor. a cooled one-stage htgh pressVre turbine end an uncoolnd
three-stsge low pressure turbine. The afterburner system Incorporates a five-zone fuel injection system, and a flamrholder consisting of
art annular vat gutter with reoiaf Spokes. The nozzle is a convergent/r..ergent variable iris type.

4. FUEL SELECtiON

Six test fuels were used in tee TF30-P-414A englnelefterburner evaluation program. JP-5, the fuel of Choice for naval aircraft.
served as the baseline. JP-7, a very high thermal stability fuel for special aircraft applications. was used as a high-quality baseline.
Heating oil No. 2 (HO No.2) end F-76 represented emergency fiLsts; compared to Ihe baseline JP-5, they had lower thermal stability.
decreeted volatility erid higher vi3cosity. Suntech A and B were special fuel blends having higher aromatic and lower hydrogen contents
than the emeQtncy fuels. The test fuels were selected to exhibit pronounced variations in properties predicted to affect
ergine•lafterburner operation signifcAntliy. Properties of the fuels are presented in Table 1. NAPC Fuel No. 22 (JP-5) snd No. 17 (F-761
were used In the nonafterburning tests; NAP Fuel No. 27 (J2-5) and No. 20 (F-76) were used in the aftorburning tests.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RFAULTS

A sig•nific31t amount of experimental •ataf wa3 obtained during conduct of the engine test program. No atrempt will be mace,

fhowever, to preseait all of the data or the rentrlting analyses. This information is available in contractor report. through tfie sponsoring

agency. The objoctine of this paper is to provido a somewhat limitlod assessment of the effect of liquid hydrocarbon fuels. havrng a wide
range of properties. on selected engine component and system performance and operalton. This assessnrent is provided in the following
paragraphs.

Reference has been made throughout the discussion of results to the Alternate Tast Procedure IATP). Tne Pratt & Whitney version
of thi ATP consists of a set of fuel effect (;orrelatlons that quanrhf, changes in engine system and component performance end durability
that result from changes in fuel properties. The objective of the ATP is to provide means for qualifying new fuels for Naw,/ aircraft with a
minimum of costly full-scale enointe taSling and for determining the acceptability of nonspecilication fuels in emergency Situations. The ATP
modeling eflort has concenratad on defining fuel effects for the TF30 engine while generally outlining approache•s that could be applied to
other systems.

A. COMBUSTOR

The TF30-P-414A combustor is a cari-annular design having eight Individual bu;ner cans which dischsroe into an annular transition

h T.e rtnt';r;o'.ai..n*i 6,vsvelaine ceniee and are Inlterccrtnect•d through crossover lubes to allow propagation of
itrem from one can to anotnor. There are two Ignileis that are positioned in each of the twu burners at the bottom of the engine: cans 4

and 5. Each ignitor is aligned with a foel nozzle to ensute a fuel rich croldure for ign Ilon. From the lower burner Cans. flame propcgates
through the cirossover tubes to the remaining six cans.

The impwove dlurstbllity/ow Smoke combustor embodKies cO-rotating "riOllow-s•pray cone' air swirlars. an Increased pre•.jure drop
liner end a tailored cooling and dilution nole pattern compared to the BeM vereio-. In addition, the nunbet 4 and & buriner canrs have T
reduced ftoo air swirls. at the Ignitor position for Improved lighting. Aside from the ignitor bosses; ignitor awHIer and different d..ution role

patterne fol ne two loeer cans; and the afterburner squirt Injection port In the number 4 can: all eight cans ere Idertical.

Fuel in Introduced in the dome of each can through a Cluster of four pressure atomizing `nOzZlos mounted on o suppor thal anchors
the front Cd of the Can, Primary combustion air erIa the dome through awrieva concentric whir the lue nozzles and through a center

I.o.r,-,, ,*,,- , , , ,,0'' , , , , , , ,
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tube. Of the flow Sintet tog the center tube, twir is imported to only approximaetly 40 percent of this airflow. Dilution air to reduce th~e
aVerage0 gas temperature sod to tailor tro temperature distribution to produce * profilef that Is aCCopteble for the In hine is Introduced

through raocIm holes In Itie walls ot the can. Cooling alt isf Introduced in the annular Sl0ts torttad where the cytiii ,feat couers are welded

TABLE 1.
FUEL ANALYSIS

FoInn Janito st--12L .PO Ž-7 L-fl t6 "0o4. 2 un, A _uah7 J-

... ComoosItion...
Paral...8W. 2 9e.a 72.a 67.3 62.3 60.4 7t.h 01.3
Ai-rrlmnai Vol1 Parcet M 2 T.1 mao 7 2.6 20.4 3o.a 3.1? 30.7 27.5 t7%9a
Olatbna. Voi Wosr e o max n.8 e a 0.5 t.8 60' 0.9 0.9 0.8
Oulln, Total. WI panaroan 0 40 nmoo 0 0 0.37 0.12 0.2t 0.07 0.63 0.0a?
Anidiry, Totai, mn 601115 0.0,5 wo 0.003 0.00t 0.07 0.023 0.017 0.nt7 onee 0.003

I4 eno. wiaill. M0 paool 13.50 win 137 t4.0 13.3 13.4 17.2 12.0 13.17 13.?
Nltr68'. xir. 50tfvix 0 01.0 e7 h4 t~a 70 - -

...Vole fitty* ..
Distiliiation. K

4P 57 486 uug 4oo 4e 445 c5S 4"S
10 Paoml 470 ma 72 400 400 491 4609 47 6 h6,1 406
on p-o,n. 411f 482 6el6 606 478 4011 16 a1 423
00 P.oo co ceo 63 642 014 so 90 2 48
00 -non 51h 607 087 SOS 58t 656 605 1113
EP 503- na 634 1138 603 6t4 800 003 616 637
Rhasilo.. fal 1 5w,- 1.0 0a 1.0 165 2.0 t.5 3 .0 1.0

Loa. wi 1.0 woo, 1.0 0.2 to0 0.0 0.. 0.5 2.5 0.0
Flasih F.ront. K 33M win 341 300 044 Z44 330l 3a3 350 3
0-1 siP 0.62, 0 .001 0.3 0 .032 0.003 0.043 0 .1547 0.010e
AR3 iQi-ty 812288K 56.0 -4.0S. 40 .0 45.2 37.4 37.1 32.5 383 30.6 41.5
SnortoolanaWt. N-tnýntS S.140 0.100 0. 354 S.30d 0.246 S. 34 5.3803 4.740

.... Fiuijfity...
Visoollty at 273K mnialolt 0.OB 33 3.5 7.2, 005 4.80 4.00 10.21 3.51

t'az~ito227 WS5 Z2 2t~ 2M 250 255 206 227
2.5 f.06 t1 3.3?1.2 1.57

Tarnpator at t2o. tO-Qrt*1/s. K 2n? 237 2610 650 240 24? 258 230
Pno Point, Kr 216 2 5222 24 7 24f 236 263 218

-Combustion'"

A,,IVine- Gronily wodot u.sd0 mini 5.8,;s 7,417 5.950 0.009 3.??? 4.2"0 6 008 0.922
KIMt Haat of Cuvn-ut'on. %V~ 425E55 win 030907 0.3442 42.638 42.720 42.066 42.300 42.000 42-006
NW liviraul ol mnS.ial. ki,"rAn 30100.3 30850 3 0400.ý3 30776.0 306175.9 35074.0 3611406 350-004
Seroti Point, -ro 10.0 win 19 30 Ie is 13 11 is 00f

"*Corrosion* ..
Cuurrarfitop, 2hr &1373 K t0,o 18 i IA IA IA IA IA 1A 15

JF70T Breaahwnt Tarn0p. K1 840 >58 461 404 483 494 0111 005

-Co rntainants...
E.11.Istar Oruo 10 n- hm t 7.0 mao 1.2 0 15.2 1.4 30.6 12 11.0 0.9

p mgiat. rriar 1.0 woox 1.73 0.1 0.45 1.77 4.10 1.02 2.42 1.5,,

(t) Plait Tempeiraturi; Distnlbotlon

Cotmbustor exit temlperatures werei recorded using the Automated tReoordorg Temperature System (ANTS) pockage that consisted
Of a Set of c~ompletely in~rtumnnotod first-stage turbine 001100 with 240 tharmocouples (five par nane). ARTS dota erone usad to calculate
the tu bono inlet pattnrn tooter for each test loot hornod at 8005 ot the four power settings 91 san -Innet cotiditiOOis. Pattern 

t
oCtOr is defined

as 1115ma woo ) /(ho5 .0il. )where Tns woo Is the maulorunn temperature In the plsenof0 the first stage v~fl0; T1 , .5 th average

combustor unit tempotreture in the Same ploena od T14 s ~the cumbostor onlet temperature. Weibult techorqueo wore used to determine
TSmooý where 175 wanu was assumed to equol the tempertutre of qi? tjiraoert of the coumulative dato (moon fit. 50 percent cOnfidencef

as shown in Figure 2. This technique eliminates Much of the uncerta Mty thiat results from hav~ng a reduced number oftIhermocouples, andt
Is particularly helpful if Itia number ot functioning thtermocouples dirnoshes during the course of the testing.

The range of combustor patteiti tudor nooeoored at sea levol for the Onx tools as shown In Ficore 3. Thre pattero faoter at

intermediate power. 98 perrcent N2. is considered to be the mont sarrhilicont oct08 hecauosr of theaeffect of high TTm On~ turbine none
durabilityi. Pattern foctors wore lower whrr tlie oViatroO-type tools JPi-5 sod JP-7 were bu~rned than when the emnergency fools HO No. 2

and F-7S wera usco.

Tiot Welhull pattern faoctor results meaSoireti for vatious fuels In :ho tF3O-P-414A engine were Correlated with SC perceilt distilltoion,
fuel 'vaporization index ratio as Shown In Figuta 4. Theg ATP prediction ard burner rig results 01 Reference I were also contacted to the

dots or the AlrP Pradili~ton. The dilfoerence 11102 ha attributed to Improved operatirg conditions (i.e.. higher fuel temperature) in engine
testng nd t fie tmpertur mesureentJe~r.Iqe3 ~od(i.e., engine ARTS vanes verslus rig lrensneisitrg reke),

Ths NIP Correlation of pottere factor was based on 0730 foal affecti sensitivity anchiredl to previous 1030 engine data. tots

I~~u7 - .-.
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Reference I data are single-can rig data winch typically e.ow murch lower puttern factors than engine date - - .inireice in the effect of

fuel property variations on pattern factor for the engine results are attributed to bettor aerodynamic mfxinr for trne improved

dUrelbilty/low-smofke combustor and higher fuel temperatures with the engine fuel system as compared to the TF3U) rig.

The fuel effect on average radial temperature profile at sea level intermediate powe; is shrown in Figure 5. tne averege radiel profile

Is significant between zero and 5C percent span because n is influence on turbine blade yield strength. The meximuni difference. 3.8Ki.
in radial profile at the 50 percent span location due to fuel effects is coisidered to be insignificant for the TF30 engine.

(2) Combuator Utner Temperat ure

Any changes In the combustion process which results in a change in the hoot transfer to the combustor linei will effect combustor

durabilty. The affect of fuel property variations on the local combustion gas temperature and the resultant liner temperature is of concern

Tie temperature of the combustor liner is dependent on convective and radiative heating, as well as :ooling Air temperature To

isclate these separate effects, the temperature of the combustor liner was correlated with the rise in burnef temperature. IfT5 -
T

Ta. Thiis

parsmeter is used In heit transfer analysis to determine the cooling film temperature end the convective hoet loading for a louver liner

design. Stuch as the TF30 combustor. This term accounts for differences in gas temperature, reprasentea by T
T

5 cltanges, end for

deficiencies in coolant temperature, TT4. By comparison of fuet effects date at a constant burner temperature rise, the radiative heating

effects due to fuel property variation were determined. The fuel radiative heating effect on the highest combustor liner temlpereture over

the range of combuslor AT operation is shown itn Figure 6 the aviation JP-type fuels Ohowo the lowest radiative heating effect. and the

Suntech blend fuels with low hydrogen content had the highest effect, The results indicate the highest combustor liner temperatures occur

at intermediate power, the condition at which life predictions were made.

Hiher combustion flame radiation caused en increase in combustor liner metal temperature. Increased liner temperature caused

by fuel Combustion effects has commonly boen correlated with liner Severity parameter, LSP, trotined as:

Liner Severity Parameter (LSP) x IL.Jrnos T4
T -T

TS T4

Whore: T T Compressor discharge temperature
T4

T L Mmaxirum liner temperature
I man

T is Combustor exit temperature

Correlation of combustor LSP with hyrrogen content for the latest engine data is coimparLd with the ATP correlation (Refererce 2)

irn Figure 7. A good Correlation wais obtained for tire LSP as a function of hyd.Ogen content. T ,e trend toward increased radiatien with

decreasing hydrogen conttent is evident for the TF30 coroeustor. Since it ii the chsnge in LSP which determines changes in liner life, the

agreement in the slopes of the data trends confirm thu original ATP preciction.

(3) Comdustor Life

The ATP prediction of fuel effects on combustor linve fomperature was based on the SF30-P-414A bill-of-rrmlel'eils combustor and

fuel effects data of Reference 1. "Tne improved durebility,Iow-smoin combustor proposed for the TF30-P-414A engine incorporates

several Improvements to increase life, inctuding local cooling changes and louver posts to prevent liner overheating due to ;ouver cooling

passage closure. Based on the current fF30 fuel effects data and improvad durability combustor geometry. a life prediction analysis was
cOlOaucteO. Isi0ng thiis analyis of tile oifect u; enuripererure uri in ;yilc ida. trio efiect i fuel irydrugurl oiiOrent (it, inr rife

was determined. The resslzing correlation is Shown in Figure B. Relative to the JP-5 beseline. the fuel with the lowest hydrogen content

(1.5 percent less hydrogen) reduced TF30 liner life by 20 percent. The percent reduction in riner life with decreased hydrogen Content is

similar to that predicted by trio ATP correlation.

(4) Altitude Alrstan

The abi•ty to restart asn engine in flight is dependent on the aerodynamic conditions within the combusto, and on the condition of

1he fuel spray near the Igniter. The aerodynamic variables at standard day cond~ticns inclide: inlet pressure, Much number, altitude,

airflow rate and air temperature. Using any two of these variables, the other variables may be defined from a standard day windmill map

The critical fuel properties and flow factors which determine the conditioir of the fuel spray near the ignitor are typically fuel viscosity,

suiface tension, density. voretitlty. flowrate and flow split in dues orifice Injectors.

Ahitude airstart limits 85 dafiid by flame propagation to all burner cans were devornrrnesd for onc.i of the test fuels by finding the

boundary between complete (i.e. successful) and part;al tights, no Lghts, and/or hot sterts (t.a. unsuccessful). CotnrihtrlsOl of results for

each fuel is plotted on the TF30 wincdmilling airstert -invelope, shown In Fignire 9. A compasriso between fuels is made along fines of

constant high rotor speed at windmilling. the aviation JP-type fuels, which reg more volatile end less viscous than the other blend fuels,
have the hLilh-r sirotart altitds limits.

Under the AltP, an attitude ignition correlatior was developed eosed upon the relationship derived by BeialP and Lelobvre for
minimum Ignition energy in a heterogeneous flowing stream (Fitrerenca 31. The correlation was developed b;, explicitly combining fuel

prooerties into a single parameter referred to as the fuel characterization parameter (FOP): Reference 4.

A stiuplified correlation was developed in order to compare results from simulated attiudie Igrillion rig operations and TF,0 engine

"operations. The change In altitude Ignition lim;t an a function of FOP was determined for the hNghest rotor speed line (35 percent N1) of the

engine results end for the equivelent oir flow line of the TF30 rig results (Reference 5). The ignition data consisted of only those points

that wore determined to be no lights or single burner can lights (i.e.. only one burner caei ignited). FCP for a fuel in question was
-'".' Jnor-mtnized by dcivding It by the FOP value for JP-5 to obtain the fuel parameter ratio, FPR:



FPFA- . (2)

FGP
JP-5

A correlation comp•rison of the efaect o! fuel properties on fF30 altitude ignition for tire latest engine results end for the ATP model

I1 shown in Figure 10.1A , ger fuel effect verariton Is seen for the improved durebhlity/flow smoke combustor than for the bill-of-muterelol

Cormbustor. The difference may be attributed to an aerodynemic change to Improve Ignition capability of tha improved
durabliiyflow-sgnuke combustor used In the TF30-P-4D4A engine end to better conditions for igniion relalive to ,Cimponint rig testing
(Reforeers 1). The fuel temperature wee also a contributing factor: the temperature ranged from 304 to 372 K during engine testing, but

wea controlled at 278 K during component testing. The altitude Ignition correltion for tri TF30 engine with the diM P-414 combustor is

enpected to lie between the current component rig results and the engine results for the improved durabiltyrlow smoke combustor.

(m) Grounda Start

During prior ATP st~dies, a correlation was dteveloped based on TF30 combustor rig date of mi'murln fuel flow a: three different err
flowrales to obtain ground start ignition character=Sties A correlation of ground start minimum fueol-arr ratio as a function of normalizted
vaporization index. calcilated for TO percent d.stillation temperature., is presented in Figure 1 1

During This program. data on ground starts were obtained for the TF 30P.-414A engine by varying the embinl tutmperature for the

highest v, scosty fuels: F- 76 and HO No 2 The ground start 1t';:,.its were dehnj as full lirhts: determined by flame propagation between
cans. Since drfferent crienria were employed to evaluate ground start limits (i.e., minimum amuieant temperature vreLlS minimum fuel..aer

ratio). the TF30 engin. results could not be directly compared with those of the Ceombustor rig (ATP correlation)- Using the TF30 engine

results. a correlation was developed for mnirnurr ambient temperature as a funnction of fuel volutility similar to other investigators
(Reference 6). The effect of fuel 10 percent distrIetton temperature on fF30 grov.,nd start is shown tn Figure 12. Since the ambient
tempereatre is the Cold soak temperature for the engine, it represents both the combusto, inlet err temperature and fuel temlperaturn.

(8) Smoke

The influence of the fuel on this particulate formation is exurted through both the fuel chemistry and The physical properties involved
is luel-air muxture prepararion. Aromt.C molecules have been shown to readily unOerilo condensation reactrons that eventually leand to
giphtic structure (Reference 7). Additfonally, long droplet lifetimes increase the change for liquid pyrolysis and Create locally fuol-rich
cenditionS under whictl the consdenset:iOn roeclions may dominate the oxidative reactions. The cumulative effect of changes in i3dli

physical and chemical properties of tle fuel Is shown in Figure 13 where smoke number is plotted egainst high rotor speea. The operating
Conditions of the TF3OP-P414A engine that yields the highest smoke is a pert power setting. The higher smoke at part power conditic is is
attriuted to low secondary nozzle fuel pressure drop and correspOndinOgly Do0r fuel atenuizetion. The largest fuel effects on smoke
ferrolf ion also occurs at parn power setting To," the P-414A enrgne. This result implies that fuel effects become more pronounced under
less favorable operating conditions.

A 71F30 smrrko comparison at intermediate power is Shown in Figrre 14 for the test fuels at different flight points. The smoke
reh.utS nave been plotted against fuel hydrogt content, Euriter stuaies (References 1, 2. 5 amd 8; have indicateo a strong dependence of
smoke number on hydrogen content, The change in smoke wife fl.ght point is attributed to differences in fuel preparation (ie.. fuel

temperature end nozzle pressure diop) arid combustor operating conditions (i.e.. inlet temperofurn. pressure and fuel-air rutio).

The TF30-P-414A engine smoke results for the improved durabWh!y/lOw-snrokn Compusfao measured at intermedeato power for

several flight points wore correlated with hydrogen content of the fuel in Figure 15. hee ATP smoke prediction is indicated 8s a shaded

region throughr the JP-5 (baseline fuel) data. Comparison shows Slightly larger effects of fuel property veriatron on smoke 1lo the engine

* results than predicted with the ATP Correlation The ATP smoke correlation was based on higher smoke number results of engine and rig

If testing of the TF30-P-414 and P-3 bull-of-materilas combustors (References f, 5 and 9).

r Extrapolation of th& low smoke combustor dars indicates that a zero smoke number corrn-srnnrfs to a hyd•rogen• c.,. Ui
. . n qt~ lý 1........0 p s.ucr, pii T-t,3 rAlluiaon is Probably nnl val!,d abhve s.'jyut 15.0 percent hyd:og-n. However. the tends do indicate
ithol ,vef the range of interest, 12.0 to 15.0 percent hydrogen. the effect of hydrogen content on Smoke number is linear, eand the Slore is

aperoxrimetely proportional to tiri smoke number at some reference hydrogen content. The xupression for smoke number fronm Poaer once

5 was modified for tire proposed combustor and is pines as follows:

SN = SNF[ 1 .( 2 ý-H 2 ) (3
acE (tI H H2 1 )

A correlatron was also developed to erafuee the effect of variations of fuel physical properries on smoke formatron. The ph"ysical

property etlece were calculated based on a relative fuel droplet size. The fuel drople' Sauter mean diametOr (SMD) was normalizedl by

divding the SMD for .P-5 fuel calculated at 289 K. 'lie smoke date for other fuels were aC;juSted to a reference smoke number for a 13.7

percent nydrogen cratent fuel using thle above Correattion. The effect of SkID rlati an TF30 smoke number it ahown in Figure IS. A
comparison Of the smoke correlations Indioatos a stronger dependence on flrdrogen content than on droplet size.

(7) Tranfaent Operaton a

Engine acoe:eration from Idle to Intermediate power is ant by the operation of the main fu.
1
, control. Fulel fltp r.t !•. •

anrete�e;�.Žri C. .. . . a•:r;Ue•ars intermediate N2, The rate of acceleration Is dependent on combustor heat release during
the acceleration p•rioad. The heat reluease. In turn, Is Influenced by fuel effef;IS parameters, such as combustion efficiency, fuel flow rate

and lower heating value. Analysil of transient data from snap accelerations with tano test fuels indicates acceleration times to reach 98
perce•;t of Intermediate N2 at the Mach No. 0.513.348 m flight point to range from 29 to 41 percent of the apecifred maximum sea-level

transient tiWre for The COntrol.

The minimum burner fuel-asi ratio for evafuating blowout wae determined by performing snap intermediate-to-iole decefaletaions at

ahlitude for each of the test fuels. During engine deceleration, the fuel flow is set by the main fuel control to a minimum WfIP 4 acheudule

A - I+ "until engine speed nears Idle N4. A typical deceleration Trernsient Is shown In Figure 17. Analysis of the transient data Indicates a minimum
,.. fuel-alf ratio of 0.0055 occurs within 1.2 seconds of the throttle pull becK.The engsne speed reached 98 percent of Idre-settng Nz 

2
within 12

,- C u • ,'.-, *-. ,.. ~
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seconds 01 the thro'lle Change. A loan blowout fuel sir ratio of ý,.0030 was MeSsuied for J11-5 fuel in rig onsts at idle condifions. A

coriyarlsort of minimum teal-air ratio during snap docoleration at Mech No. 0.8'15.240 m with the measured leoan blowout value indicates

at tire least a 45 pe,ceiit margin No burner lean blowouts were experienced during the snap deceleration iarslaiort testing with any of the

fuels.

U. AFTERBURNER

The afterburner of the IF30-P-414A consists of five independent zones tlint are engaged undidually depending on trio level of

thrust augmentation required. Fuel flow to each zone Is supple1d through indopandeut fuel monifolos and si reyrings The fuel is injected

upstream against a aptsih plate throuuh fixed arsn orifices in each sprayring. The spreyrings for zones Ill and V consist of single concentric

rngs and are ocuIted in the fan stream The three concuntric spreyrings for zone IV are in the vitiated core stieam, and the single rngs of

zone I and II are located near the Interface betwsen the fan and coie streams The locations of the spneyringS and flamoholdors are shown

In Figure 18.

The flamehicder consists of an annular noe ntlter willt radiet spokes. There are six equally spaced tlameoholdors thet extend radially

Inward from the annular vee getter Scions the Co 3 stream. An additional six vee outters extend from the annular vnu gutter halfway across

the core stream. So.enteen redro! vou gutiirs extend from the annular flameholder outward in~to the ten streamn

Tise annular flamehclder acts AS a plot providing an ignition source end flame stabilization The cornIhUtiO,1 process is distributed

axially downstream to the nozzle throat. The hot combus.ion gaises are suriounOed by a ltier to reduce the heat transfer to this engile

case. This leer is 2.20 i in length and consists of two sections: a Screech portinr designed to soptiess high ffeqnency ecousfic

oscillations. And a Conventional louvered portion. The uicrce..tr section contains a total of 30 rows of holes in three geoups with an auxal hole

spacing of 0.019 m between each group. Eleven louvered panels are located dow-nstream ot the screech section.

(1) Lighting Disturbance*

The TF'30-P--t4tA afterburner uses a nrtin and auxiliary fee, squirt systent and zone t fuel sprayring doing ignizon. Durvng the

lighting sequence. the aftoiburner fuel control starts fIliyg the zone 1 sprayring. and begins flowing the suxrlinry uquirt thal inlects fuel rnto

the air stream at the turbine exhaust A zone I manifold fuel pressure signel initiatef the main squirt that injects fuel into the No. 4 hurner

can causing a momentary rich fuel-air mixture and a hot streak flame. This flame propagates thiough the turbinr and lights trie Auxiliary

squirt and zore I fuel flw. The ignition of the squirt flow along with thin zone I lighting fuel ftsw can result in realfvely high lighting pressure

Spikes due to the sudden gas temperature rise nitp. a choked exhaust nozzle.

Zores II through V are schoduled independently at a minimum fuel flow ratio (Wtf/is 4 ) by the afterburner fuel control The

introduction of these zones wiT: also cause a pressure disturbonce becaeuse of Sucddin temperature Chenge in the afterburner The amount

of pressure disturbance depends on the size of the zone, the sequence order and the combustion efficiency. The TF30-P-414A ongine

uses an afterburner soft tight system to reduce this over suppressionr by preopening the engine exhaust rozzcl ts a resuel, the turbine

pressure ratio is suppressed prior to the introduction of each zone; So that it is still within stall manrgin limits With the addlion of lighting

spikes for each zone.

Data taken with five fuels at the Mach No. 0.5f3.048 m point displayed no significant differences in pressure spikes during I ghting
of the different zones. Table 2 summarizes the maximum pressure spike from the norniest steady state pressure levels. Trhe dote indicate

that there Should be a minrimat change in afterburner lighting disturbance with these fuels.

TABLE 2.
IGNITION SPIKES FOR TEST FUELS

(Relative to JP-5 operation)

Irn oe i Zune Sews 5 
2
c.,a re Icn Ar

ip? 16 1.01t 1 re 1 e13 0.0e 1.000
F-"6 17 . ý6 D. r-6a 1 065 Die• 0. 973
HO hi. 2 1r; s ee7 s.76 1.070 1 01t 1 nr13
Seun A lg 0e071 0.na2 1 rou tern 1.002
j4-6 27 u.ase BISa Billsa. ease

(2) Afterburser Perferenance

Combustion efficiency of the afterburner Is determined by the flame sprood:ng process downotreudm of the flmrinehotder. For a

turbofan engine afterburner, such as the TF30. better vaporization in the core stream leads to hiyhoei combustion efficiency than in the fan

stream. Toe influence of fuel prorerty varietious is to change in the rate of fuel vaporization and fuel droplet combustion.

The afterburner combustlon efficisoc- was determined tor tht lest fuels from measurements of carson monoxide and unburned

hydrocarbon concentratIons at the nozzle exst. Data ware obtained at (he following testin Pailn.j: Math Ni, Q Ri 3Q'rf in. UIz•! Nc. O F:

1U.668 m and MaCe No. 0.8/ 12,119.2 m. The afterburner combustion efficlency variation with fuel type for the Mach No. 0.8112,192 in test
point is shown In Figure 19. The solid line Indicates the expected efficiency for operation of each afterburner zone with JP-5 fuel. The
efficierny results for the other test points show a similar fuel effects Z.e,.J.

In correlating the afierburner comouston Iefliciency data. the properties of ine fuel relatirng tie burning rates of fuel droplets were

" "tusied. An ATP correlation for combustion efficiency was doveleped using the 10 percent and 90 percent dintillation temperatures

.Reforract) 5). The t0 percent d:stillat,.in temperalura ia Conlsdared to affect the vaporization rate And burning at the Ighter fuel ends in

the flamolholder wake. and the 90 percent distillatlon temperature is related to veaporization and droplet burning of the hea-der fuel ends

dtowsarream of the ftameholoer. A linear regression was used to develop an expression for the change in combustion efficiency relatice to

Aoa.
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'IfiEF = Combustion *ilficiancy of reference twat (por:eit)

The coefficienls Of this COrrnlation differ from those of the previous ATP coirelatOn The dOtrimental fuel effects are showin by the

net negsatve coefficiants for both the tO percent end 90 percent rJrstllation temperature difference. Tire resLIls of this correlaton are

compared with the efficiency data and the pbvious A7P p'•ectioe n Fligue 20 for F-76.

These curves indicate that thi above Corralaton egrees well wilh the measured efficiency data; th3 coefficient of derei"nristion (rz)
Is 0.975 IOr all of the e1ltenetva fuel date. The ATP prediclion was based on pirwusiO fuel effects sector rig tesring These tests were

apparently not roproiser:ativo of full engine taste. The above correlation bnttei reflects expected fuel effect rirnds and should be used for

prodCting afterburner combustion efficiency charlges an place -'t the previous ATP pred,cirol

(2) Flaremholder Temperature

The TF30 afterbureer flamehofeer consists of an annular pilot vee gutter witn iadiaf vea gutters extendinif ,nto the Core and fan

streams.The flameholdora acts as a bluff pority to maintain a combustion flame within its wake. In performing Ihs 3unctruir. the flawenodeiof

is heated by cOnvectie heat tlansfe' treo," Ire airstream and by red-aive heat transfei fhom tihe combustion flamre The intluence of fuel

property variationi on learnehuldor temperet'ire is through changes in eaigine operating temperalure (i.e., turbine exit temper•etue

d-ffeoences) end through changes in radiative heating duo to differtnces in fuel chemistry.

Tee flarmeholder metal lampilratures were measured by thermocouples installed on the annular and radial see gutters at seversa

tocaticns.The highest eompeterune reading occurred for the core stream radial flameholder a tire MaCs NO. L.5/3048 m maximum

aflerburier point The variation in tile highest flameholde teorpereture with fuel type is shown in Figure 21.

A fuel effect correlation for the maximum flamerholder ternperature was obtained from the measurerents (reference Figure 2 1) by
applying a corroction to G.052 afterburirer fuel -air ratio. The flar.roholder temperature coriele.on at maximum afterburnig is shown in

Figure 22. Thu actual data corrected to the eppropriate afterburner fuel-ar reao saettirg are inedcatod. The results show a radiatve heating

effect of tre hinl on tomportatre of the flemeholder due to fuel property vaiahon. Only a minor effect on durability is expected with the

use of alternative fuels since the flmetholde, is a low ,mraintenance part requiring weld repair of trailing edge cracks at periodic Overhaul

periods

(4) Afterburner Liner

"The aflorblrner liner, whirl is a ConventiOnal louver desgn. uses a poon of fan airflow lot cooling Liner heating is througn

convective and radiative heat transfer from hot Combustion gases The amount of heating depends on afterburner fuel-air ratio. particularly

that of zone V since it is ther most iulebon-d zone located nearest toe lieer The influfencs of fuel property variations on finef femperature is

througi changes in after.l'irrer operating fuel-air ratio and changes in radiative heating duo to diflorences in fou; chemistry. The

aflerburner liner temperatures were measured at several locations along the length of the liner. Tire highest liner tempcratrvrs were

recordedi at the Mach No. 0.5/3,048nl maximum afterburner test point. Moasurnments of typical Iner tenmperrtures are shown in Figure

23.

A fuel efoecf correlation of afterburner liner temperature %et determined from the moesuroments (reference Figure 23) by applyying

the corroctio, for afterburner fuel-air ratio. Tire afrerburner liner irneporaturs correlation is shown ,) Figure 24. ACtudl data corrected to

the appropriate afterburner fuel-air ratio setting ai included The results indicate that afterburner liner temoerature is sl.ghrl5 depundont

"on radiative heating effects, Using an afterburner liner life orediction modal (Reference 9), the :hango in LOF life was delormonod for the

"altornative fuels relative to JP-5. The results shown in Figure 25, indicate 2 3.5 percent LCF 140 enipuovpment for JP-7 and a fohcrt for the

other alternautive fuels.

(5) Afterburner Exhauat Nozzle

The afterburner enhausl nozzle 13 a convergnt/drvergent area type. It has hydraulically driven nozzle segments located aft of thie
afterburner comoustion Chambor duct. Seats are installed intoenally betwoen adjacent segments ty guides, seal tucks and boils. This

arrangement allows the Segments to travel in both a radial and an axual direction while maintaining surface contact between the sea;s and

segments. Both nozzle segments and seals are exposed to convective and radiative hoeting by hot Combustion gases whan the nOzzle is

fully opened; this Occurs at the •nrxnis um afterburner Operating o•iont.

The afterburner exhaust nozzle tempnratures were measured by insfalthg thei moCoUp.ee on tfe backside of [he nozzle segments

Due to relative travel between the overlapopng seals and segmnis on Ihi inside (i a.. hot side) surface, it was necessary to install r1a
thermocouples on the outSide segment surface. Although the meusured temperatures are lower than expyorencad on the hot side. the

trends wcrh fuel property variation can be determined. A tyOcel nozzle segment temporeture is shown in Figure 26.

A fuel effect Correlation of e'haust nozzle temperature via determined from the measuremernt, (reference Figure 
2

61 by apalying
the cor'rection for aflerburnor fUel-eir ratio Trhe exhauxt nozzle temperature correliston at manximum efierburning iS shown in Figure 27.

Actual data corrected for appropriate fuel-air ratio are included. The results show a smniI fuel reniative treating effect The correletion

indicates an teK difference in nozzle tempcraturn between atre- end.n n•. fl a.-. tx,;v.u uirm ls leference 10j. lThs would

rasult in a small influence of fuel property variation On exhaust nozzle life.

(6) Sprneing Coking and Fouling

Tire TF30c afterburner fuel spiayrngs consiete of rxed orifice injectors and splash platis for fuel disltrbution. Ths sprayringn are

= " empty O fuel u6tIr afterburner opermtion is selected. The core stream sprayring (i.e.. zones I. II and IV) are exposed to 14603K turbine
"tampererure both during intaeta adiate and afterburner operation. The sorayring hot wall and fuel temperatures Isad to conditions that

"cause Internal coking, perlicLarly during initiation ans cancellation oft he zone.

.. , ,
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Tire core stream spriyrings are also subject to the build-L'p of external surface deposits through formation of combustion rested

compounds carriod in the fuel as Impurities (i.e . sulfur end metals). These compounds may be deposited by the turbine exhaust flow. or

they way be formed when fuel spray collects oW tire sypreyrn g S urface and Is hasted. The build -Up of the surface deposit eround tfie fuel

orifices can restrict fie fuel Pow rWde through tMe spraytrng

The severity ou afterburner sprayring coking end orif;ca foaxing was evaluated by condurrxi.g post-test flow calibrations. Pesulis

indicated flow reductions of 12.8 endj 3.5 percent in the Zor.e Ii and Ill spreyrings. respuctinety; the remasining spireyrings were within flow

apecificatians This amount of sprayingx fouling is not unylpical for the amount of afft_,burner testirg conducted in tie en1ine fuel effects

Investigasiirn.

Following post -test inspection Of the engine, the flow capacities of tee spreyrings were tully restored through chemical and

yrolytic cleanuno te..hniqres. Iis likely that some pyraitic cleaning of zone I and IV sprayrings occurs when installed ir the afterburner

since these apreyrings are directly enposed to turbine exhaust temperulures.

(7) Smoke

Carbon partictes are generally consumed during eflorhbrner operation due to multiple diffusion flame fronts and relhtive long

residence time at high temperature in the afterburner duct. The amoke reduction with afterburner satting at Mach No y.513.046 m is

shown in Figure 28 The results indicale a 40 percent reduction in Intermedrite Smoke lavnl through zone 3 operation and an 85 percent

smoke reduction for maximum afterburner operation The amount of smoke reduction is independent of fuel type and is associaled with

the amoue of acmbuStion Coverage of the core stream zones (i.e. zones i. II and IV)

(6) Transient OperatIon/Opeirabltfy

Rapid transients require txe afteroturnao controt Systeri to initiate zone I ignitl, compute and meter fuel flow. Select individuhl fuel

zone3 for operation, and change the exit area to maintair. the desired engine pressure ratio. Dufing a transient to zone V oporation, the

nozzle area is scheduled to lead the fuel flow. There is s scheduled pause as each individual fuel zone comes In to allow enough f :1 and

light time before ntozzle area and fuel flow are increased. toe infruence of fuel property variations is to change ihe scheduted flow rates

through specific gravety diffee ances anid/or to Change afterburner temperatures (i.e.. desired nozzle opening) due tn fuel veporizatiori and

combustion eftiolency differences. Tire altorburnor cerntrol must be tolerant of these luol property variations to prevent fan stall die to over

suppression i e.a, h:gn angine pressure .etio) or low rotor overspeed due to undersuppression (i.e. low engine pressure ratio).

The capability of the P-414A aft(irbu,.er contrrol to accommodate various fuels was evaluated by performing intarmediats to

maximum afterburner naop transients. A n.c;/iS of five snaps waer attempted for each fuel in each of five tact regimes: Mach No.

0.513,048 m. and Mach No. 0.8 at 10.66; 1292i.O: 13.716: and 15.240 in. The results indicate srccessful intermedinte to minoimum

transient operation for all attempts. encept for the Mace No. 0.8/15.240 or point. A Slow intermediate to manximium transient wan

performed for each fuel at this point. and it suls found that tan stall occurred during the afterburner reduction to intermediate setting.

Analysis of transient date of the Stall indicates the fan w es oversuppressed clue tO the nozzle else change leading the after bu'nor fuel flow

reduclion. The stalls during afterburner car'colIltro le Mach NO. 0.8115.240 m point were considered to be s result of the font control

schedule. and were not attributed to fuel propaly ations.

The time to complete the Intermediate tO maximum afterburner transient is a functron of afterburner fuel control tcherule. and is

independent of fuel type. Analysis of the snap transient dars ,nricutees the mean trmes to achieve 58 percent manimwum nozzle area were

39 and 5.2 seconds for the Mach No. 0.5:3.048 m and Macu No. 0.8/13.716 m poents respectively. These test points reprev.rnt the

afterburner fuet florn range over which transient testing was accomplished. These transient times are within the fuel colltrol specifications.

Art assessment of the effect of fuel property vnaration was made for those aspects of the TF30 afterburner ,hich affect irs ability to

fulfrir the requirements oa an aircraft mission. i e.. operability. The most critical condition is the upper teft-hand corner of the fight eavolope

(low Mach number, high altitude conditions) Afterburner operation at these conditions requires; (1i ignition of the pilot zone, (2)

subosequent flame propagation to the remaining zones, San (3) stable. eficien: combustion. Efforts were directed at defining fuel effects

on the Ignitions, Stablihty and transient Oeration of the afterbiuner under these conditions

The fuel effects testing of afterburner lighting indicated zone 1 ignition with tha hot squirt system occurred for a'; fuels for lire test

points of 3.048 through 15.240 m altitude Prenious afterburner lighting testing with a spark ignrtor at the zone 1 circumforenixal

aamehotder location fuund a limit in ignition altitude due to variations in tue: properties (Reference 5) Comparrson of these results indicate

that thu hot squirt system has superior lighting capability to the spark igniter and no fuel effects are apparent with the hot Squirt ignition

system.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Based upon the results af toe TF30-P-4.f4A engine testing, and the analysis of fuel effects dsta, the following conclusions are

made with regard to :he effe-ct of fuel propeity varration.

a. A significant rOes fir altitude airstaet capability was seen for fuels with higher fuel characterization parameter, FCP. The primary

factors which caused this change are dilfarences In fuel viscosity and 10 percent distillalion temperature. Altitude ignition was

found to occur at or above NATOPS ceiling tar all of the test fuels, except for F-76. The flame propagation between burner cans

was oeferorined to be the lighting criteria limiting altitude saistsrt capability. The flame propagation limit shown a similar fuel effect

trend and a dependence on combustir condriorirs (i e.. inlet air temperature).

r1. C;- iulsty •run•d start rmrapy beome OriTIolit vi. ..rI VISCOus, low VOlatility fuels.

C. The turner combustion efficiency. gaseous emissions and pattern factor for the TF3Q tow smoke combustor were slightly affected

by fuel property variation Itrough changes in fuel viscoslty and volatility,

d. Exhaust smoke was found to be strongly influenced by the hydroUjen content in the fuel. Smoke was also seen to be influenced by

• .-•- •- e. relative fuel droptet size through fuel viscosity and fuel temperature changes.

.. Increased flame radiation with the decreased fuel hydrogen content reduced the projected low cycle fatigue life of the oorLustor

hner" Relative to the lJP-5 baseline. ttu.ntech A fuel, which had the toaeist irydrogfeh content (i.e. 1.5 ptrcent less hydrogen).

4reduced the TF30 maltr life by 2P percent.Ii
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f. Thea durabalt y of it 8 tiie e C;01j rne opor'leiis fi 6.. faeneholderi. lnre end enlieust eozzls) weie only slightly Iirfluenced !,y senatl,o
.'tfuel properties.

V flelatice to Ji'S5 iho afterburner COmbluustin Officieflcy with Oltoreilfive fauel weni foundj tin v" with tO peiceint end 90 percent fuel
teco'eiy tempeiyturds end fuel aer ret ýo. The revised crtrietatun predicts a Small dfficienicy loss will, less vofahdo tue

1
.

hi fndkrir of thio ettetbrrrel at high etlqtdes w.1l1 thle l101 squnit systeer was i00 pracent lelalile to 15.240 in attitude wit, all of the
fuels tGsied

I.Compriý'sons with the Altf piedintions ed cute tce previous btnalstfs0 end rid insults Cue be usatd to pidooct ;ue
t 

effect trends

howevejr Ilia ectutl tevets may bei gifferent due to timitationa ot rig festing
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DISCUSSION

G.Gricnche, FR

How can you expltin that the maximum smoke nurmbcr doesn't allp,par at the m'aximumn power?

Author's Reply
The variation in smoke number with power setting for the T•1-31) engine is a unique characteristic of that engine. The
measure rel,uonshir for the two variahlcs cini-tiltttcs a "'fingerprint" for this partic tar engine. Each etngne has its own
"fingerprint" whicl is, a function of variables such as fuel injection characteristics; combustor geometry; cotalustor inlet
air flowrate, tetnpcrature and pressure; and, of course, the fuel being us, L. No attemtpt has been made to determine the
interaction of these variables to produce a unique "fingerprint". Instead, the smotkc number -power prolile was acquired
using the faelt f choice for US Navy engines. viz. JP-5 The measured deviation front this baseline chiaracteristic, when
other fuels wcre uir ncd, served to indicate their impact on smoke prodtuction in tite TF3t) engine.

A.Winterfeld, GE
If we agree that the physical properotcs of the fuel-s are lte mtain sourCe of oroblems ii tlte main comibliustor, it would bc
interesting to know whether there has also been carbon deposition at the combustor walls.

Author's Reply
After 94. hours o•f operation at ',ca-lcvcl con~ditions during which six ie:,t fuels were burned. an inspection of the_ fuel

nozzles and burner cans was tmade. No unusual carbon depposits were scen as a result of using four poor qmality fuels.
Again, after approximately 13 1 hours of operation at simulated altitude conditions there waas ni excessive carhots
tot ma',ion on the bnrnecr lawn.s, with one, exKception1. There was a cmrbon clinker at the ignitor swirlcir tlocatioln inl one c'an.

Because the total amount of engine operating time was relatively small, however, it is not inconceivable that carbon

deposits observed were likewise small. thcre is great concern that carbon deposition both on liners and within, and on,
fuel injector: will increase noticeably if poor quatlt fuels are used ;n today's aircraft gas turbine engines for extendet
periods ol time. This concern Must be. addressed in tile design and development (ii new and upgraded combustion
systemts.

J.Odgers. CA
What was maximumn combustion efliciency for the afterburner?

Author's Replyr" The afterburner maximum com'nbustor efficiency, on tie slide that was displaycd, was approsimately 96 percent wheit all
five zones were engaged The operating cot'.ition that was simtulated in this case was Macch No. 0.8/40,0)0t ft
(12,1t2 m).

J.Odgers, CA
This fits with our observation that 'chentcalf effects are small (approx. 3%) whereas 'physical' effects are much more
significant.

G.Bayle-Laboure, FR
ltow do you measure smoke in reheat conditions?

Author's Reply
During engine operation unter reheat conditions, cole'.l multiple-point eutry, traversing probes were used to acquire a
portion of the exhaust gas in a continuous natater.

Exhaust gas was treated in compliance with SAE Aerospace Rc:oitmcndcd Practice No. II 79A (1980) to obtain the

actual smoke number.

S},.' '.'
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ALTERNATIVE FUEL SPRAY BEHAVIOR

J. P. Asheim and J. E. Peters

Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
University of Illiuols at Urbana - Champaign

1206 Weat Green Street
Urbana, Illinois 61801

ABSTRACT

In this paper rte effects of alternative fuels on the combustion characteristics of a liquid fuel spray am examined. Fuel propernes
are systematically varied and die effects of these variations on the structure ýdrop histories, temperatures a species concentrations) of
the spray flame are calculated. In addition, a comparison is made of the differences in two spray flames fueled by the standard NATO F -
40 fuel and a proposed alternative fuel, the AGARD Research Fuel. The calculations are performed using a reacting, two phase, two
dimensional flow code which utilizes a Lagrangian calculation of droplet tajectories and an Eulcaian approach (with the k - E turbulence
nyioel) for the gas phase flowfieldi Interactions between the drops and 'he gas phase we accomplished through the patticle-soumce-in-cell
technique with exchange of mass, momentum and energy between the two phases. A globel reaction scheme is used with dte reaction
rate determined by the minimum of either an Anhenius rate or mixing rate.

Fuel property changes which affec; drople: size and volatility ame shown to have significant effects on droplet trajectory patterns.
However, for the flowfield examined in this paper (where the fuel spray core is very rich and the mixing of air with the fuel occurs at a
relatively slow rate) these trajectory changes only moderately modify trie fuel vaporization pattern within the spray. In additicn. the
majority of the fuel is vaporized in an extremely fuel rich environment so that the energy release throughout most of the flowfield is
controlled by the gas phase phenomena of mixing and chemical kinetics- The exception to this is the location of the ignition posnt which
is shown to move downstream with reduced evaporation rates associated wish higher fuel boiling points. Increasing the width of the inlet
droplet size distribution significantly increases the length of the droplet trajectories due to the resence of large drops in the spray but it
does not affect the overall structure of ",he spray shice all the droplets still evaporate in highly fuel rich regions. Turbulent dispersion of
the droplets and droplet collisions are shown to have little effect on the spray flame for this flowfield.

NOMENCLATURE

a air mass fraction time
At empirict constant tm eddy lifetime
IBM mass transfer number t transit timre
BT thermal transfer number iI total velocity
CD drag coefficient b axial velocity component
C1, C2, Cl turbulence model constants v radial velocity component
Cp specif.c heat 3 position vector
O droplet diameter x axWa coordinate"Rosin Rummier mean droplet diameter T droplet relaxation time

"FD1 drag force P gas viscosity
f fuel mass fraction or fuel viscosity
Hf fuel's heat of combustion E dissipatiot rate of turbulence
h enthalpy p densityi stoickiorietric air/fuel ratio P density(1 general flow variablek kinetic energy of risbulence 0 standard deviation
kg glas shrssial .v,,iduciiy rs ,'o" fuel surface tension
L latent heat of vaporzaUton Gkc.0Eo-f.
Le eddy length -h.map turbulence model constantsSmass a. number of carbon atoms
"Idr droplet mass flow rate number of hydrogen atoms
4vap droplet evaporation rate" W P molecular weight sis
N Rosin Raammler exponent d droplet
Nd number of droplets in a parcel eff efl'ctivei

pressure f fuel
I p ct mass fractionphase; r P ndt] n um ber f e p h s

Rf fuel reaction rate per unit volume o outlet
Rfj.j, kinetic limited reaction rate I droplet surface
Rft,5A mixing limited reaction rate 10 general variable
r radial coordinate 01 number of carbon atomis
,Re Reynolds number Tnumber of hydrogen atoms
S source term

SSMD) Sauter Mean DiameterT , .m -ure
Tb tx,.ng t'ffiPCt un gener'al variable

tinic averaged value;

INTRODUCTION

Spray flame behavior can strongly depend on die fuel's physical ptoperties such as boiling point, vapor pressure, viscosity and
surface tension because of the influence of these parameters on fuel evajaurdon rate. This has been demonstrated frequently in the
literature from a global point of view as emissions, flame stability and efticiency have been shown to depend on physical properties of

I . . . ••L - ." ' "Ln..
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the fuiel [I - 31. In addition, detailed studies of spraty flames have also tevealed fuel property effects on flame structure as spray flames
have been observed to vary from gas diffusion bumting of the fuel vapor (when the fuel evaporates rapidly resulting in a fuel rich vapoIr
cose) so iiidi Adual dropet burning (when large, slowly evapoatntsg droplets penetrate beyond the central spray region and progress into
the c-xyge rich environment sarsounding the spray) [4].

Thse results can be cause for concern when alternative fuels are astbstiituted for conventiooall fuels because of she poseuitial for
changes in t13t flame atruature and. hence, changes in the pierfronnance of the combustion deviccn in terms of global paranrezrs such as
emiussions, flxme stability. etc;. 1Therefore, in this paper the struciture of a spray flame is modeled as fuel proplerties are varied through a
realistic range correspondinig to the changes that would be encountered in switchting from a relatively volatile kerosene type fuel to a

Sha fuel oil. In particular, droplet trajectories, temperature proffile, equivalence ratio profiles and evaporation rates are examined as
yl properties are independently varield.

MODEL DLSRIPTION

In this paper we consider a geometry similar to the one used in the experiments by Yule and Holado, (4] becsuise of our interest is
eventually comparing nlut compustatonsal work with their eaperimenital results on spray flame structure. As shown in Fig. 1. the
conffigwtsrrion consists of an air blast atomizer from which fuel and ait arc ineced through a I cm diameter orifice at the centerline. A 7.
5can circular flame siabinuriond disk is located at the .ttotnime exit plane. T7he duct is 27 cm in diameter and 1.5 meters long.

Air

Fuel
A&r

F'Bsre I. Schematic of the combustion test rig 0f Yale and Bolado r4].
In fth following sections the model details live briefly described. The approach is fairly corventional and draws on ow' past work

and the work of others for the variousi sitboedels. We do nor intend to 'break new grund" vith the model fonnulation but rather to use
existing modeling techniques to examine thie particular problem of alternative fuel effcts on spray structure.

* Gas Phase Model

In modeling the gas phase, we employ a ThACi I-based code IS! which solves asisyminetric. two-dimensional, time-averaged
turbulent incas flow gas phase, equations- TChe code uses a hybrid differercing scheme and a tri diagonal mastix algorithm equstion
s~olver wish relaxation. The k-c model provides for turbulence closure.

Eight conservation equations are sivled simaltaneously, one each for u- and v-momentumn, tinss. enthalpy (h). turbulent kinetic
energy (k) and it, rate of dissipation (e), fuel mass fraction (t) and product mass fraction f(p). The general form of these conservation
equations is

=i r(F* 2.l(r rl+SO+ SO (1)

where 0 is any one of die eight genera] flow variables, r, is the effective diffusion coefficient fort4. and S40 ait ISO ate t6e sources for$t
from the droplets and gas phase, respectively. Specific expressions for the eight flow variables arc; shown in Ta l~e 1.

Table 1. Tranport coc:;izthir asM source t---ms fur the variable Q

9d t'* s* 5s r*5

*~~At t' 
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In calculating the droplet source temrs, we calploy =the Particle-Sou•e-ln.Coeil (6] method. When a droplet leaves a finite
difference cell, the mass, momentum, and energy are compared to their values upon cute, ng thai cell; the difference in the enterirng and
exiting values become droplet sowce terms fix the Eulerian gas phase equations.

Combustion Model

The Combustion model determincs the fuel consumption rate (Rf) for eaclh finite difference cell. As Table I shows. this rate
produces e soured (or sink) term in the energy, fuel mass lta,;un, and product mass fraction equations. The model assumes that the fuel
and oxygen combine irrversibly in & single global reaction given by

Tie fuel consumption rate is then determined from the slower of either the mixing rare of the reactants or the chemical reaction rate.
We chose to use the eddy mixing model of Magnussen ard Hjertager 171 because it requires only the evaluation of mean fuel and

oxidizer concentrations; additional equations of concentration fluctuations (as required by the eddy breakup model [81, for example) need
not be solved. With this model the fuel reaction rate per unit volume, as determined by the intermixing of the fuel and oxygen eddies. can
be es•pressed using the mean mass fractions of the species In regions in which the lime mean fuel mass fraction is very low. the
dissipation of the fuel eddies liritis the combustion rate- Sim-ilarly, the dissipation of the oxygen eddies limits Rf in regions where the

mass fraction of fuel is high and the oxygern mass fraction is low. Consequently. the nsixir.g limited fuel reaction rate per unit volume(kg/,,/m-) is given by

'hereE/ has units of sec-1v., is the stoichionrenic air/fuel ratio, Al is an tmpirical constant set equal to 4, p is tie .mass weighted gasdensity (kg/m3) of the fuel vapor, products, and air, and f and a are the fuel and air miass fractions, respectively.
The fuel consumption rate may also be controlled by chemical kinetics )hen the fuel and oxidizer mixing is rapid. An Arrheniu;

expression taken from [9] provides the chemical hnmitcd fuel reaction rate (kg/in Is) which is given by

Rfk = 1.73 x 10
6

M .p -5115/T (4)

where T is die gas temperature in K, MWf is the molecular weight of the fuel (kg/km-le), anid p. a and f are the same as in Eq (3).
Using equations (3) and (4), the fuel reaction rate is then determined from

Rf = (ri ( X R•)" (5)

"Droplet Model

The spray is followed by employing a discrete droplet model which represents the spray by a statistically meaningful number of
individual droplets. Each of the computational droplets represents a parcel of droplets all having the same velocity, temperature,
position, and size. A droplet's velocity is calculated hy integrating Newton's second law

Sid
t t.= t.-4(6.)

w he r, F D is the diagt fu e%:c o U t o rup iet given by

P. = -8CP g g u! (u 5)-dD.(7

'He drag coefficient, CD. is a function of the Reynolds number based on the relative drop velocity and the drop diameter. The specific
values used are gien by Dickerron and Schuman [10]. Once a new droplet velocity is found, the new droplet position is determined
from integrating

As developeil by (osman and loannides [ill] and discussed by Faeth [123, the turbulence effects on droplet motion are simulated
a,.,-oaar~cal," by _sp.n-r=mp.a .. y.,a tic ga6 ,•fad Wlrbailaira oaudus. raai iaiving a length, lifetime, and u- and v-velocity ftuctuations.

As determined by the dissipation scale in the k-c model, tie length of each eddy is

Le C l /c (9)

'' with its lifetime given by

Ie. - (10)

T V2,

Jill5
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The djoplet interwac with an eddy for a time taken to be the smaller of citherth or the transit tint. tt. required for the droplet to traverse
the eddy. Following Brown and Hutchison 113], the transit tint is desemined from a lincarizd form of the droplet equation o motion
aid is given M

.1414!

where [ is die drvplet relaxation time defined as

t
pfD

3 = ,- ,(12)
p 8 C liut - si1I

When Le > T 4-ig l. equation (1I) has no solution and the droplet is assumed to have been captured by the eddy.To find toe velocity fluctuations tssocisted with each eddy. random numbers ate grnerated by a Gaussian probability densityfunction (PDF) centered about zero with a standard deviation of one. A fluctuating velocity component is then set equal to the product of
the PDF random number and the al,.dI standard deviation given by

2k W/
o = (.) (13)

where k is the interpolated value at the dhop's current position. The u- and v-velocity fluctuation calculations for a particular eddy use
two different PDF random numbers."The droplet evaporation rate is given by

2xDk (rum __ 0.276Re Pr a )ln (I- B,) (141)

which is the d2 
law expression with Frossling's [ 14] correction for forced convection. Red is the Reynolds number based on the relativevelocity between the droplet and die gas. The gas thermal conductivity k and specific heat, Cpg, are found by mass weighting the air

and furl vapor values. The values for these two quantities are highly deperlent on the temperati• and fuel vapor mass fraction at whichthey are evaluated. Chin and Lefebvre 115] recommended using Sparrow's "1/3 rule" j16] which employs a reference temperature equal
to the droplet surface temperature plus 1/3 of the difference between the surrounding gas and droplet surface temperature. A referencevalue for the fuel vapor mass fraction is found similarly. The droplet temperature" which is asstmed to be spatially constant within the
droplet, is found by integrating the following

ar M. t1,BI___ T ps " I•]). (IS)
(UL C to B (5

BT and BM are the thermal and mass transfer numbers, respectively, given as

SCP.g (Tg" VOBy ,--•- 4  (16)

and

BM = 1- " (17)

Note that in order to detennine fs. the mass fraction of fuel at the surface, relations of vapor prissure as a I unction of temsperature were
developed for the fuels of interest from data presented in f 17]. Also a single boiling point is esod which implies that the constituents inthe droplet do not change as evaporation ocums. Thus distillation curve effects have been teglected.

Finally, the droplet diameter can be found by integrating

sIP -4 It
-- ( = 'O 0.276Re12 PrnsIn (l +Bt). (18)
SpfCpg Dy

Computational Meah and Boundary Conditions
The geonetry under consideration has already been descnbed and is shown in Fig. 1. The finite difference mesh starts at the

atontizer exit plane and extends 1.5 m axially with 32 cells and 13.5 cm radially with 35 cells. The axial dinmtnsions of the cells wereuniform (1.7 cm) up to 1.5 tunnel diameters downstream at which point they continually expanded in the axial direction. In the radial
direction, 5 cells were placed in the center jet and then the radial dimensions of the cells were uniform (0.4 cm) up to 0.33 tunnel
C'iameters at which point they expanded in the radial direction. (The results are considered to be independent of the grid configuiation

, 4 .since similar results were obtained "•an other grid conligjraiions with reduced resolution.)
At the tunnel's wall. a no-slip condition is imposed which requires that the turbulent kinetic energy and the u- and v-velocites beset to zero. The wall temperatures are approximated from measurements presented by Yule and Bolado [5] Along the tunnel's

centerline, the radial gradients of all variables are zero. For ts secondary air flow between the stabilization disk and the wall, the inlet

•... :../•(• • ,, .. , . ........ ;... ..'• . ..

_ _. .. _ '. .,
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u- and v velocity art 2 m/s atnd 0 n/s, rspectively, and the inlet k and c are: deterstined by assunsing a tubulencc intensity of 1.5 pCrVeeL
and P turbulence length scale equal to 3 peret.nt of tint tunncl's diameter Theo aand v velocity ot the primary air flow from the atoili., rr

ar 21.4 nti/s nd 0-374 aids, respectively. This provides a tiricciory half angle of 10. For this primary flow region. k and r are
deterntined as stated above except that the turbulence length scale is set equal to 3 pcn-cut of the crifice diameter. Between the radial
distanccs of 0.5 cns and 3.75 cm, the stabilization disk is oodeled with a no slip wall condition. The temperature of the primary and
secondary air flow as well as the stabilization disk wall are set to 383 K. Finally. at the computatonal outlet, a fully developed protilc is
assunmed by imposing a zero v-vclocity along with a zero axial derivative for the remaining variables.

Droplet Initial Conditions

A Rosi.,-Ranmntler (RR) distribution is assumed for the inlet droplet sizes so that

volume % of droplets larger than diameter D - 100 cap[ - (D/)N]. (19)

For a given RR distribution, the spray is divided into 20 size classes with each class representing 5 % of the fuel on a mass basis
Twenty droplet parcels for each size class are fired into di'e flowficld. (1The results are considered independent of the number of droplet
parcel. since 50 parcels for each size class were injected for one test rmn with no noticeable diffecrnce in the results between the 510 and
20 parcel runs.) The total fuel flow rate is constant at 3.14 x 10-

4 
kg/s which gives an overall equivalence ratio is 0.29 and an

equivalence ratio for the innerjet of 18.8.
Eac& droplet parcel has the same initial temperature of 383 K. The initial u- and v-velocity for each droplet parcel is arbiti-arily

chosen from a Gaussian distribution with a mean chop velocity equal to that of the center jet air velocity given above and a standard
deviation given by Eq. (13). As a result, every droplet parcel for all of the sets will have different u- and v- initial velocines though the
velocity distribution used is the same for each parcel.

After injecting droplets into the gas phase, the droplet source tcrmis of mass, momentum, and energy are used to obtain a new
converged gas phase rolution. Droplets are then injected into this new gas phase solution, thus producing new source teris and a
subsequent new gas phase solution. This iterative procedure is repeated until the results converge.

FUEL PROPERTIES AND TEST CASES

As discussed in the introiuction, the purpose of thi" paper is to consider the effect of potential ahernatave fuels on spray flame
structure. With this goal in mind, fuel properties were selected to range from those for a conventional fuel (NATO F-40). to a likely

alternative furl fAGARD Research Fuel) arid to a heavy fuel oil. Some key fuel properties for these fuels are shown in Table 2 Note

that the SMD values were detemtined by arbitrarily choosing 40 pm for the NATO fuel and then calculating the SMD for the other two
fuels by usuig the following empirical equatiot from Lefebvre 1 18] for pressure swirl atomizers.

SMD = SMD Pt) 2(20)
S(20)

Pp•

Within the fuel property constraints of Table 2, specific :rsa cases were designed to detetrnne the effect of three key variables on
the spray flame structure. These variables ,sere the mean drop size., the drop size distribution width and the fuel volatility; their values
for all the cases are indicated in Table 3. The base case corresponds to the NATO F-40 fuel. Cases 2 and 3 isolate the effects of the
mean drop size changes for the furls and cases 4 and 5 address the boiling point changes. Case 8 considers the combined effects of ell
the fuel properties in changing from the NATO F-sO fuel to the AGARD Researh Fuel. Finally, cases 6 and I were included to eanmine
the effects of the drop size distribution on the spray with the mean drop size held constant.

Table 2. Fuel properties. Table 3. Descripticn of computational cases.

tintcay 5L'CtO FA-0 D AisJ 14a-y r,,l 01 Oc ackmpvn t r lN) 
T

b

a Ban Case F-4.0 10 111,iP) rJ-

btaa Ton_ b, dacm 21.4 24.3 25.2 2 B.. si Fm40 40 (71.2)

Den .72 
D.P s_ 11 - o¢ 55 (9775.25

"3 DPp Sir Vanain 25 (14.21

tM-ian Uwnnh Fu'. K 373 47i 573.
4 Uo~s.at r.-Vsa&.'--7

ailSn,- M-onV-.. pn, 40. .570.
a n os i Fr ,." v-1 .a_ - 57 3

Iwv-r'uflis•lu,[whh ath rarer Proas- ll 0.1 W. 7 W'dc .OnbuiO' (107.D.)

a -,n V/niarMu, Ail (5 7 5•.2) A-, 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fuel Properet EfTects

The general s'uiture of the spray flamer to be discussed her are illustrated is Fig. 2 which shows droplet trajectories, isothernis
and gas phase equivalence ratio profiles for the base case. The mixture ignites rapidly (within 0. 1 diameters downtsreanitt of the injector) 1
as shown by the high temperatures near the injection point and the ieet•iic. --".cda us riinxua jsscee downstream. The

droplet trajectories show the dispersion of the dopleta due both to the random nature of tmeir inlet velocities and the influence of the

turbulent velocity fluctuations. Note that all the droplets evaporate within 2 diameterls downwreans ii an extgremely fuel rich cnvirontuent.
Thus, the flame striscture is similar to a gaseous jet diffusion flarme in that the nixing of the fuel and oxidizer is limited by the gas phase

beha io- trither than the droplet evaporation rater. We now 'wish to esutamine the spray flame st•mcture as the fuel spray properties ar

changed as discussed in the previous section.
The effects of the increase of the mean drop size (due to increased viscosity and stuface tension of the fuels) or, the spray flame

r are indicated in Figs. 3 5. Fig. 3 illustrates the charge in droplet trajectories As the mean drop size is changed. As expected, the
incrense in droplet lifetinme for the larger drops of c 2 and 3 can hbe seen frm the longer trajectories for those cases. However, even

2, A, .'j

"- -c.- -l' '
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though the trajectories of case 3 ac nearly twice as long as those of case I. dbis does not drastically change either the temperature or
easivalencc ratio profiles as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The ignition point does move slightly downstream fot cases 2 and 3 and the
temperature is somewhat cooler at the centcrline for case 1. Both of these effect• se due to the reduced evaporation rare for the larger
droplets but, in general, the flame structure is still very similar for all three c:ases Again this indicates that droplet evapmoration is rapid
enough so that the inergy release is limited by gas phas phenomcna rather than droplet effcts even for the Insgest daip sizes. This is
further illustrated in Fig. 6 where the cumulative perorent of mass evaporated is plotted versus axial distance for cases 1, 2 and 3. The
similarities of these curcs, where in all three cases over 70 9 of the fuel is evaporated by one diameter downstream, indicates that the
lage differences in the droplet trajectory curves can be somewhat misleading.

"Tlh effects of the variation of boiling point on the spray flam are shown in Figs. 7 - 9. The droplet trajectories are very similar
with only a slight increase as the boiling point increases by 200 K. As indicated in Fig. 8, slk equivalence ratio profiles beyond one
diameter downstream are similar but within 0.5 diametcrs downstream of the injector the region near the centerline is much leaner for
case 5 as compared to case I due to the slower evaporation rate of case 5. This difference is also evident in Fig. 9 where the ignition
point moves downstream for the higher boiling point but the downstream temperatures for the three cases are similar (somewhat cooler at
the centerline for ease I as previously mentioned). Although the initial region where the temperature and equivalence ratios vary
significantly from case 1 to case 5 is small, it becomes more important when one considers Fig. 10. Note, for example, that for case 5

100'-"tl

80O

S 60 SMD=4 ti" SMDII = 55 1111

#" 40y S S4D = 70 gtil

20-

9  40.• 20

0 1 2 3 4
x/)r

Figure 6. ITle effect of initial drop size on percent of fuel evaporated.
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Figgure 10. Tlh effect of boiling point on percent of fuel evapootatcd.

nearly 40 % of the fuel is evaporated pricr to 0.5 diameters dowrnast eam. Thus, a significant fraction of the evaporation occurs in a fuel
lean, r.ther than rich, gas phase environment.

The combiined effects of boiling poin., drop size and other fuel piopeny variations are shown in Fig.. J I - 13 for a comnarison of
the AGARD Reatml, FPLC¢ and the NAi'O F -40 fuel. These figures show trends similar to those alren-, dis-nussed where the larger
drop size results in longer droplet L-ajectories for the AGARD Research Fuel. In addition, the higher boiling point delays evaporation
rate so mat the ignition point is further downstream and the initial ph~ases of evaporation occur ander much leaner conditions for tht
AGARD Research Fuel.

Additional Considerations

In additioc rto considering the effect of fuel property variations on U e spray flam• stucture, some additional cases were examined
to investigate the effects of drop size distribution width (cases 6 and 7 in Table 3), the effects of the turbulent eddies end the effects of
droplet collisions on the results.

Figures 14 and 15 show the effects of drop s.ze distribution on the spray flame. First, note that foe the monodisperse case the
droplet tra-ectories are exuemel; htort in comparison to the other two cases. This is due to the fact that there are no large droplets present
in thr nmnodisperse casc ext I the droplet trajectories. Figure 15 indicates that similar amounts of fuel c -c evaporated in the initial
regions of the flowfield so that t., trimperature and equaivalence ratio profiles (not shown here due to space limitations) in the upstream
region are virtually identical. Oie might expect that the monorisperae case would have limited evaporation in the initial region of the
flow because of the lack of small dropleLt. However, sti is evidently compensated by the lack of large droplets which would othervise
carry significant fractions of the fuel downstream. In the downstream region, the drops in all three cases are evaporating (or have
evaporated) in a very fuel rich region so that the gas phase phenomena ar. again controlling and the temperature (and equivalence ratio)
profiles are similar for all three cases.
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Finally, Figs. 16 and 17 ame included to show the effects of the turbulent eddies and droplet collisi,,ns, respectively. In Fig. 16

the turbulent eddies tuc shown to psonkotc the spreading of the liquid droplets. However they do not have a significant effect for this
flowfield ott the overall evaporati.on rate of the spray so that the flame stnlctares. in termis of temperature and equivalence ratio profiles

droplets leavitng the iniectoronly a small percentage (5 to 10 %) of the drpets collide. Over 90% of tOx colltatom invtnolve one drop withadtametetr less than 40 pim and one drop with a diameter greater than 10 pmn and 95% of these collts'ons result in cottlescense, Forthese large; size diftextrnces, msofthe fuel masa is contained is the large drop and the combined drop diamseter is only P, few percentlarger than the otigital large drop. Thberefore, these tnfrequeni colhisions do not radically alter the drop stze dtstribution. Consociqntly,Fig. 17 shows little change in the droplet trajectories wt;.t only a few increased urajectory lengths due to the colltsion etfeets, Thlis small
change i ýi trajectories resulted in no ifferacsm tnhe tensperatum of equivalence ratio profilts of the two flames.
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CONCLUSIONS

In general, fuel prope~rty changes which influence drop size and volatility were shown to have significant effects on the druplet
trajectory pasterns. However, for the flowfield exanuined in this paper these trajector' changes only moderately modified the fuel
vaportzation pattern withint th! srpy. In addition. the: majority of the fuel was always vaporized in an extremely fuel rich environuxnt so
that the energy release was (throughout most of the flowfield) controlled by the gas phaie phenomena of mixrig and chemical kinetics.

Tne exception to this was the location of the ignition point which was shown to move downstream with reduced evaporation rates
associated with higher fuel boiling points. I

Other parameters investigeted illrded size distribution effects, turbulent eddy effects and droplet collisions- Increasing tire
width of the trlet droplet sire distribution significantly icrase lr e doilc ajco~det h rsneo a drop sctespa u
o.;c nut aftecttie overalls'iicture, of tti spray atireeal it ne ~c O tes switevapoaee itm itrfgniiy uci nrkil rcgionS. kiuroiurltdispersion ot
the droplets and droplet eullislor were shown to have little effect on th spray fl..e

'lire conclusions nosed above and the results repored rit the papnr should be reriranshesred to be limited so tire particurlar spray
flame consirdered. one in which the furl spray corers very rich v It telativerly slow mixiang of the air with the fuel. In other stasstions,
wtthmrlatively lean spray intreiors and rapid inssmixnrgof airch-..gs in droplei trajutoeres could havel a mire pronounced Mnlue.=e on
the flame atrutieure with she possibility of transition from gaseous diffustnn flame behravior to somse individual drolet burniri4 Along
these lines, further work. could address the effect of varying the same luel properties in a different flowfield wkith leaner inserior spray
condtions plus a more desaild look at fhe effects of oher important variables suceh as buirsig point disauslutiotwi of dhe fuels.
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DISCUSSION

B.NoiI, G-:
Which convergence criterion did you use to stop the iterative procedure which accounts for dropcet/gas phase
interaction'?

Author's Reply
We iterated between tire liquid and gas phases until the results changed by less than one percent for all variables. In many
cases, most of the variables were converged to within a much smaller tolerance than one percent.

AM.Mellor, US

Why is therc so lilte calculated effect of turbulent dispersion? Were gas-phase radial turbulent itntensities reported for the
experiment? If not, what values were assumed for the calculations shown'?

Author's Reply
The effect of turbulent dispersion is small because even with dispe:rsion of the droplets, thcy all cvaporate in a fuel rich
core so that the gas phase phenomena still control mrost of the spray flame structure.

No radial turbulent intensities were rcporrcd in the original experimental work so we assumed a turbulence intensity of
1.5% as noted in the paper.

A.Williams, UK
The properties attnbuted to th- heavy fuel oil do not allow for the presence of high boiling poilt compneirts which are
present in real heavy fuel oil,. therefore the computed burning rates will be faster than the real case. I las any comparison
been made with experinenial results to check the accuracy of the predictiont?

Authorfs Reply
F The results presented in the paper are based on the assumption of a single boiling point for the fuel. The boiling point

temperature that was used is the temperature for which the vapour pressure of the fuel is one atmosphere. If, in actuality.
the evaporation process is better approximatcd with a distillation type of evaporation behaviour, then the initial
evaporation rate is actually under predicted by the moidel and the final evaporation rate i- overpredictcd.

* We have not yet compared our calculations with experimental rcsults but we plan to do so. Also we plan to look at the
, effects of distillation curve helhaviour on the results ny relaxing the assumption of a single boiling point temperature and

using distillatiur cur ve data.

A.Lefebrrc, US
To what extent arc your results and conclusions influenced hy your assumptions of a Rosin-Ranumer drop-size
distribution parameter?

"Author's Reply

The use of some other appropriate drop-size distribution function (such as an upper limit distribution function, for
example) would not change oar rcsults or conclusions. This is due to the fact that for this particular flow field the structure
of the spray flame is primarily controlled by the gas phase phenomena. In other spray flame situations, where droplet
effects are more pronounced, the form at the drop-size might be important. This could be determined by comparing
computed spray flame structures for different assumed drop- size distribution forms.

A.Ormancey, FR
Apropos dc votre modcle stochastique de dispersion des gouttelettes, vous utilisez une densitd de probabilitui gaussicinec

pour duivrnriincr Its valcurs des fluctuations dc vitcsse de Iceoulricitnt sues par les gouttelettes. Est-ce urre IhypoLhese

fordc ct salable lorsque les goutclettes se trouveit:

I . Pr6s de linjeeteur?

2. PrYs des paroi,?

Author's Reply
We have only worked with a Gaussian probability density function for velocity fluctuation calculations and cannot
comment on the applicability of other forms of PDFs for this part of the model.

"C.Moses, 1US
Do all the droplets initially have the same velocity or is there a distribution of velocities correlated to the sizes?

-" ' '-
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A ithor's Reply 4
All the droplet parcels have the same initial mcan velocity but each indisidual drop has its own "c:tity which ist he sum of
the mean velocity and a fluctuating compopent which is randomly selectcd as discussed in the f r. We recognize that for
many injection processes there is a correlation between drop sizes and velocity (in many eases, large drops have large
velocifies) but for this particular injector %e have no such evidence and believe that using the same initial mean velocity for
all drop-size is appropriate for this injector.

r." . L , , y ,., < 77
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ATOMIZATION OF ALTERINATIVF FUELS
by

Arthtir I1. Lefiebvre
Reilly Professor v; Combustion Engineering

School of Mechanical Engineering
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA

SUMMARY

The Influence of atomnization quality on several key aspects of combustion performance is revuesed. The
performance parameters considered include combustion efficiency, lean blowout, and lean lightup, and also the pollutant
emissions of carbon monoxide, unburned hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen, and smoke. The fuel properties of
importance are described and equations are presented for estimiting the effects of changes in fuel properties on spray
characteristics for the main types of fuel noisle employed in aero gas turbines, namely pip.in orifice, priussure-swirl, and
airblast atomizers. The anticipated effects on atomization of changes from conventional to alternative fuels is
discussed.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Ap total inilet ports rtrea, ml
AFR air/fuel mass ratio

Do Sauter mean diameter, m

Dh hydraulic mean diameter of air exit duct, tn
Dp prefilmer diameter, ni
D, swil chamber diameter, m
do discharge orifice diameter, in
f fraction of total combustor airflow
FN flow number 'rhL/(AP-VVu;, M2

LCV lower calorific value of fuel, J/kg

L, chatacteristic dim.ension of airblast atomizcr, m
L, length of swirl chamber, in
MMD mass median distaoter, m
im flow rate, kg/s
P pressure, Pa
ZP1  injection press-re differential across nozzle, lPa

-.d'L liner pressure drop, Ps
Q volumetric flow rate, .1/s
qLsO fuel/air ratio at lean blovout, g fuel/kg air
q1tL0 fuel/air ratio at lean .ightup, g fuel/kg air
ReF Reynolds number based on fuel properties ('prd~/;u.)
SMI) Sauter mean diameter, in

• T temperature, IC
U velocity, r/s
V volume, m
We- Weber number based on fuel properties (p"Ur'do/o)
p density, kg/m

3

Xff effective value of evaporation constant, mt/s
p dynamic viscosity, kg/ms

*' kinematic viscosity, ml/s
* _ surface tension, kg/s 2

Subscripts

A a ir
F fuel
L liquid
It air relative to liquid

ps primary lone

3 combustor entry conditions

INTRODUCTION

Until camparatively recently an abundance of mid-distillalea from petroleum has been made available for jet fuel.

Future denmand for jet fuel is expected to increase at a time when there Is severe competition for the available mid-
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distillates. The measures now being taken to ensuere future supplies of fuels for acre gas turbines include the

exploitation of alternative fuel sources and the acceptance of a broader specification for aviation fuels. Compared to

present specificatior jet fuels, future jet fuels may exhibit any combination of the following property changes: higher

freezing point, higher aromatic content, lower hydrogen content, lower volatility, higher viscosity, and poorer thermal

stability [1-3a.

In the late 1970's the USAF, Arry, Navy and NASA, along with engine manufacturers, initiated programe s to

determine the effects of anticipated future fuels on existing engines 1481. As a result of these studies, data became
available that yielded new and useful insights into fuel property effects on combustion performance. The fuels employed
ranged from aviatiou gasoline (Jl4) thru diesel oil (DF2) and were chosen to achieve a range of hydrogen content from

14 to 12 percent by mass.

The rationale for the diesel fuel was to approximate the Experimental Referee Broad Specification (I.BS) aviation

fuel that emanated from the NASA-Lewis Workshop on Jet Aircraft Hydrocarbon Fuel Technology [1[. The J1'4, JPS

fuels, and their blends were chosen to span systematically the possible fuel variationo in key properties that might be

dictated in the future on ground, of availability and coat, and the use of non-petroleum sources for jet fuel production.

The experimental data acquired in the'e programs provided much useful inlormation on the influence of fuel

chemistry on many important aspects of combustion performance. Analysis of these data [10-14] also highlighted the

significance of fuel viscosity and surface tension which affect both the atomization quality and the cone angle of the fuel

spray. Equatians were derived from which quantitative assessments could be made of the impaet of any change in

atomization quality on combustion performance snd pollutaut emissions. The main results of this analytical study are
summarined below.

COMBUSTION PEI•FIORMANCE

The three main facets of combustion performance are combustion efficiency, lean blowout li nits, and lean lightolf
limits.

Combustion Efficieney

This is expressed as the product of the reaction rate efficiency s77 and the evaporation rate efficiency r,%, i.e.

nc = l~o x 11. (1)

["-o-02nPsaaV,cxp(Tc/400)

where 7 1  -expI f)-02 ] (2)

and = 1 a lVc~ar (a)

Comparison of measured and predicted values of combustion efficiency for the T'F33 combustor are shown in Fig.

Lean Blowout

An expression for the fuel/air ratio at lean blowout+ %as derived as

VLB -i A'v M.p. \ ts (4)

The first term on the right-band side of the foregoing expression is a function of combustor design. The second

term represents the -ombustor operating conditions. The third term cmbodics the relevant fuel-depeudeut properties.

The value of the constant A depends on the geomnetry aud mixing characteristics of the combustion zone and must be

arrived at experimentally.

The correlation of lean blowout lionits provided by Eq. (4) for an F101 combustor, using a value for A of 0.54, is

shown in Fig. 2.

Ignition

The minimum fuel/air needed for ignition ran also be expressed in terms of combustor dimensions, combustor

operating conditions, fuel properties, and mean fuel drop sise. An appropriate equation is the foilowing:

ft.I[ 'Th. if , - 1
V.. P.i p xp(7'3.I[a/330)

This equation is almost identical to Eq. (4), except for a higher pressure dependence: PI31 versus P31 The correlation

i .i[ of data obtained with Eq. (5) for an F100 combustor using a value for D of 0.70, is illustrated in Fig. 3.

4.
1
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Fig. 3 Comparison of measured and predicted

values of lean lightup limits for the F130•, combustor.

Other examples that demonstrate the ability of Eqs. (i), (4) and k5) to predict combustion elliciencies, lean
blowout limits, and lean lightoff limits, respretively, for a wIdc range of aircraft comhuztors, are contained ;n references
11 and 14.

POLLUTANT EMISSIONS

The pollutant emissions of most concern for the aircraft gas turbine are oxides of nitrogen (NO,), carbon monoxide

(CO), unburned hydrocarbons (UHC), and smoke. The concentration levels of these pollutants can be related directly to
the temperature, time, and concentration histories of the gases within the combustor. Theae histories vary from one
combustor to another and, for any given combustor, with changes in operating conditions. The nature oi pollutant
formation is such that the concentrations of carbon monoxide ai. unburned hydrocarbons are highest at low-power
conditions and diminish with increase in power. In contrast, oxide* of nitrogen and smoke are fairly hisignificant at low
power settings and attain maximura values at the highest power condition. The basic causes of these pollutants, and
the various methods employed to aiieviate them have been fiily discussed elseawoere, i"ii

Most modeling of emission characteristics has been concerned with oxides of nitrogen, NO,, but efforts have also

been made to predict the formation of other pollutant species. The high cost and complexity of the more sophisticated
mathematical models have encouraged the development of semi-empirical models for predicting the effects on emissions

i ". t -. "of variations in the dimensions, design features, and operating conditions of gas turbine combustors [18- 181.
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Oxides of Nitrogen

Lefebvre's semi-empirical model for the prediction of pollutant emissioDs 110], based on considerations of mixing
rates, chemical reaction rates, and combustor residence time, leads to the following expression for NO..

NO - x to 11, 1 V, exp (0.01 T,)g/kgrnA Tp,

Equation (8) demonstrates that the only influence of fuel type on NO, formation is via the two temperatures terms
TV, and T,,. The former is calculated as

TP, - Ta + ATp,

where AT., is the temperature rise due to combustion corresponding to the inlet temperature, 
T
s, and the primary-eone

fuel/air ratio. Tt is the stoichiomet'ic flrme temperature corresponding to the inlet temperature, T3 . Equation (8)
suggests that in the combustion of heterogeneous fuel-air mixtures, it is the stoichiometric flame temperature that
determines the formation of NO,. Ilowevcr, for the residence time in the combustion zone, which is also signiticant to
NO, formation, the appropriate temperature term is the bulk value, Tp,, as indicated ;u the denominator of Eq. (6).

The justification for the use of stonicLiometric flame temperature in Eq. (8) is that a significant proportion of the
total combustion process occurs in the forem of envelope flames surrounding the larger drops in the spray, where
combustion taken place preferentially at the stiochoimetric fuel/air ratio. If this hypothesis is correct then a reduction
in mean drop size should, by eliminating some of the largest drops in the spray, lead to n reduction in NO2 . Recent
work by Rink et al. (t8] has, in fact, shown that improvements in atomization quality result in lower NO, emissions, as
shown for asiation kerosine (JP7) in Fig. 4.

Carbon Monoxide

For the estimation of CO emissions we have (13].

=O -- 86 tiA TP, cxp - (0.00345 Tp_).gJg (7)

(Vs 0.,55 l0-, en3 5s

Atomization quality affects CO emissions through its influence on the rate of evaporation of the fuel spray. As CO
emissions are most important at low pressure conditions, where evalpration rates are relatively slow, it is necessary to
reduce the combustion volume, V,, by the volume occupied in fuel evaporatior., V.. This was evaluated 111) as

V. - 0.55 1o-' f,, ., Do'/p, k, (8)

The influence of mean fuel drop size on CO emissions is illustrated for a high aromatic fuel in Fig. 5.

Unburned Hydrocarbons

Unburned hydrocarbons are normally associated with poor atomisation and inadequate burning rates. Increase in
engine power setting usuly redne the eisis Of ,nh-nrsne y...-.-s, rlly tarcugh improved furl atomization
but also through the effects of higher inlet air pressure and temperature, which together enhance chemical reaction
rates In the primary combustion zone. Analysis of the experimental data contained in references 4 thru 9 yielded an
equation of the form [13]

This equation is very similar to Eq. (7) for the prediction of CO emissions. It shows that the primary influence of
atomization quality on the emissions of unburned hydrocarbons is manifested 'hrough its effect on fuel evaporation
rates. Increase in mean drop size slow3 down the rate of fuel evaporation so that less time is available for chemical
reactiou.

Smoke

Exhaust smoke is caused by the production of finely-divided soot particles in fuel-rich regions of the flame, and
"zzmay be generated in any part of the combustion zone where mixing is inadequate. With pressure atomisers, the nmin
soot-formIng region lies inside the fuel spray at the center of tht combustor. This is the region in which the

I •,. •.- recirculating burned products move upctream toward the fuel spray, and where local pockets of fuel vapor are
envloped in oxyges-deficiezt gases at high temperature. In thes fuel-rich regions, soot may be prodiced in
considerable quantities.

V(< W <-<.. ....... 4. " .',' &- ':-7- 7 ..-' . ___
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Rink et iL [20] have examined the influence of combustor operating conditions, fuel chemistry, and fuel mean drop
siOe on soot formation in a continuous flow combustor. Teir results for Jl'4 fuel, at a combustion pressure or 1.01 MPa
(10 atmos.) are shown in Fig. 6. They indicate that snmall but worthwhile reductions in exhaust smoke can he realised
by improved fuel atomization.

45
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Fig. 5 Influence of mean drop size on carbon Fig. 6 Influence of mean drop size on particulates
monoxide emissions [191. formation 1201.

I
SUMMAtY OF EFFECTS OF FUEL ATOMIZATION ON COMBIUSTION PERFORMANCE

From the preceding discussion it is clear that atomization quality has a significant effect on many important
aspects or combustion performance. These effects stem directly from the pronounced influence of mean drop site on
evapoiatiou rates. At low combustion pressures, where spray quality is relatively poor, ignition performance and lean
blowout limits are both limited by inadequate concentrations of fuel vapor in the primary combustion zone. In a similar
manner, combustion inefficiency and the accompanying emissions of carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons, are
due mainly to the time absorbed in fuel evaporation which, at low combustion pressures, represents a significant
proportion of the total residence time of the combustor. These considerations highlight the need to take full account of
changes in fuel spray characteristics when assessing the impact of any change in fuel type on combustion performance.

ATOMIZATION

The spray properties of interest for gas turbines include mean drop size, drop-size distribution, radial and
circumferential patternation, droplet number density, cone angle, and penetration. Of these the mean drop size is of
pa a..un.t i t c through !t5 s a' - ..f.ci - __- ...-"-ri der tnitiou.s ri s m esn dron sire &re

available of which the moat widely used is the Sauter mean diameter which represents the surface/volume ratio of the
spray.

Unfortunately, the physical processes involved in atomization are not yet sufficieutly well understood for mean
diameters to be expressed in terms of equations derived from basic principles. The simplest case of thi breakup of a
liquid jet has been studied theoretically for more than a hundred years, but the results of these studies have been
unable to predict the spray characteristics to a satisfactory level of accuracy. The situation in regard to the complex
sprays produced by more sophisticated types of atomixers is, understandably, oven worse. As the physical structure and
dynamics of a spray are the result of many Interwoven complex mechanisms, none of which are fully understood, i is
hardly surprising that mathematical treatments of atomization have so far defied successful development. Li
consequence, the majority of investigations into the drop sis distributions produced in atomization have, of necessity,
been empirical in nature. Nevertheless, they have yielded a , )asiderable body of useful information from which a
number of general conclusions on the effects of fuel properties, gas properties, and injector dimensions, on mean drop
size can be drawn.

The properties of a fuel moat relevant to atomization are surface tension, viscosity, and density. For a fuel
injected into a gaseous medium, the oniy thermodynamic property generaily considered ot imoportanue us ILL. Ks.use.
The turbulence characteristics of the air or gas may also influence atomisation, but no systematic study of this effect
has yet been undertaken.

For plain-orifice injectors, the key geometric variables ar- the orifice length and diameter. Final orifice diameter is
'- also of prime importance for pressure-swirl atomiszer. For prefilming-type airblast atomizers the dimensions that have

_______ __.___________
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rmost influence on mean drop size are the prelirmer diameter and the hydraulic mean diastoter of the atomizer air duct
at the exit plane. For twin-fluid Injectors, another variable affecting atonuizatiou is the fuel/air mass ratio.

The absence of any greeral theoretical treatment of the atosnizetion procrys has led to the evolution of empirical
equations to express the relationship between the mean drop-size In a spray and the variables of fuel properties, gas
properties, flow conditions, and atomizer diu,:ensions. "]he equations presented below are considered to bL the beit
available for engineering calculatious of mean drop sizes for the types of atomizers of relevance to gas turbines.

ATOMIZERS

The atzuzizers employed in aircraft gas turbines include plain-orifice, pressure-swirl, And airblast types. Plain-orifiee
nozzles are unsuitable for rosin combustors because their spray cone angles are too small (< 15 '), but they arc widely
used in ramjets and afterburrers, where the fuel Injection systcm normially consists of one or mnore circular manifolds
supported by struts within the jet pipe. Fuel is sprayed into the flame zone front holes drilled in the nanifolds.
Sometimes "stub pipes" are used instead of misnifolds, and niany fuel-injector arrays consist of stub pipes mounted
radially on circular manifolds. In all cases the objective is to provide a uniform distribution of fuel drops throughovt
the portion of the gas stream that flows into the combustion zone.

The problem of narrow cone angle that besets the plain-orifice atomizer is eliminated in the pressure-swirl
atomizer by imparting a swirling motion t0 the fuel- As soon as the fuel emerges front the exit orifice, it spreads out
into a hollow conical sheet which rapidly disintegrates into ligaments and drops. The simplest form of pressure-swirl
atomizer is the simplex nozzle, as illustrated in Fig. 7a. Another widely-used type of pressure-swirl atomizer i- the
dual-orifice nozzle, as shown in Fig. 7b. lssentially, it comprises two simplex nozzles wl:ihli are fitted concentrically, one
inside the other. This nozzle has the ability to provide good atomization over wide ranges of fuel flow rate. Its main
drawback is a tendency to generate copious amount of soot at high combustioni pressures, Pum this rearon airblast
atomizers are generally preferred for engines of high pressure ratio. Most airblast atomizers are of the prefilmoing type
in which the fuel is spread into a thin sheet before being exposed on both sides to high velocity air. Also used
occasionally is the plain-jet airblast atormier in which the fuel is injected into a high-velocity airstream in the form of
one or more discrete jets. These two alternative fornms of airblast atomizer are shown schematically in Fig. 7c and 7d.

DROP-SIZE EQUATIONS

The following equations fot mean nrop size are normally expressed in terms of the Sauter mean diameter (SfM).
However, some workers prefer to express their results in terms of the mass median dianmccer (MMD), which is defined as
the drop diameter below or above which lie 50 percent of the toass of the drops. For many practical sprays, the mass
median diameter is about 20 percent larger than the Sauter wean diameter,

Plain-Orifice Atomizers

With this type of injector atootization lakes place as the fuel jet is first converted to ligamenut and then to drops.
Disintegration of the jet is promoted by an increase in flow velocity, sehicb increases both the level of turbulence in the
issuing jet and the aerodynamic drag forces exerted by the surrounding medium; it is opposed by an increase in fuel

LIQUID '

LU SIMPLEX

lh SECONDARY -• DUAL-ORIFICE,: b P RI MARY LA .

LIQU
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Fig. 7 Atondasersuped in gas turbines.
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viscosity %lieh delays the onset of atomization by resisting breacup of the ligaments. Mcrrington and lichardson's 1211
experiments on sprans injected from a plain circular orifice into stagnant air yielded the following relationship for meanl
drop size.

500 do.' ' I
S 61D - - " ½ (10)

Must of the research carried out on plain-orifice atomizers has been dircctcd toward the types of iriectors
employed in compressiin ignition (diesel) engines. With these injectors, jet breakup is due mainly to aerodynamic
interaction with a highly turbulent jet. In an early study, Panasenkov (22] examined the influence of turbulence on the

breakup of a liquid jet and determined mean drop sizes for jet Reynolds numbers ranging from 1,000 to 12,000. Drop
setze were correlated in terms of discharge orifice diameter and liquid Reynolds number as

MMD - 6 dltei-sý (11)

Ilarmon's [23] equation for SMD takes ;,ecount of ambient gas properties as well as focl properties. We nave

SMD - 3330 dc0
5 

iie0,7 n ) c-0b48 c,-0 15 [y F-0 5S PGO07 PtG-o052 (12)

An unusual feature of this equation is that an increase in surface teunion is predicted to give finer atomization.

The above equations for plain-orifice atomizers apply stioctly to the injection of fuels into quiescent air. Two
other cases of practical importance arc (1) injection into a co-flowing or contra-flowing stream of air, and (2) transverse
injection across a flowing streami of air.

The influence of air or gas velocity is important because the atomizatlon process is not completed as soon as the
jet leaves the orifice. Instead, the process continues in the surrounding medium until the drop size falls to a critical
value below which no further dirintegration can occur. For any given fuel this critical drop size depenids not on the
absolute velocity of the fuel jet, hut on its velocity relative to that of the surrounding medium. If both are moving in
the same direction, penetration ;s augnoented, atomization is retarded, and mean drop diameter is increased. When the
movements are in opposite directions, penetrat ion is decreased, the cone angle widens, and the quality of atomization is
improved. Thus, insofar as gaseous flow affects the formation and development nf the spray and the degree of
atomization achieved, it is the relative velocity that should be taken ir,to consideration.

The above discussion on the effects of air motion on the spray characteristics of plain-orifice atomizers is relevant
only to situations in which the air velocity is not sufficiently high to change the basic nature of the atoinization process.

If, however, the issuing jet is subjected to a high-velocit) airstreamn, the mechanism of jet disintegration changes and
corresponds to airblant atomization. Ingebo and Foster 124] used a plain-jet type of airblast atomizer, featuring cross-
current air injection, to examine the break-up of iso-octane, JP-5, benzene, carbon tetrachloride and water. They
derived an empirical relationship for cor-elating their experimental data which they expressed in the following form:

SMD/do = 5-0 (WeF Re) -0
2

S (13)

Substituting for Wee- and Rey gives

SM- -- [ iL ~f, U1 ,tF,,,

According to Ingebo [21] the above equations are valid for We4e Rey < l0'. For WeyRee > i&' he recommends the

following expression for neran drt-p size

SMD/do - 37(We, rep ) t (is)

or

Only waler jets were used ir deriving these dimcnsionally-correct empirical expressions.

Equations (13) to (18) are highly relevant to the design of ramnjets and turbojet afterburners which conmiorily
employ radial fuel injection from plain orifice atomizers into high velocity, cross-flowing streams of air or gas.

"- , in situations where transverse pecnetratian of fuel into the gas stream is unnecessary or undesirable, a "splash-
-r• I. plate" type of injector is generally preferred. With this device a round fuel jet is arranged to impinge at the center of a

small plate. As the fuel flows over the edge of the plate it is atomized by the high velocity gas stream in which it is

S- immersed. Essentially the device functions as a simple prefilsing alrblast atomizer.

- -- ' c -.'
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3-iIngebs [28] has studied the atomi: ing performance of this type of injeclor for air pressures ranging front 0.10 to 2.1

SMPa (I 'to 20 atreos). His tests were confined to water, for which the effects of liquid velocity and air properties on

mean drop size conformed to the relationship

SDle = [2.67 x 10,ULP...' "+ 4.11 x 10pAUAPA-,'o - (17)

Pressure-Swirl Atomizer

Owing to the complexity of the various physics nome'sa iuvcved in pressure-swirl nozzles, the study of

atozoination has been pursued principally by empirical m is, yielding correlations for mean drop size of the orm

SMD o, ,Pb m;A (18)

One of the earliest and most widely quoted expressions is that of Radcliffe 1271
i SMD - 7.3 P~ ' 4' rh°5 ," , VF.o4 (10)

This equation was derived from analysis of experimental data obtained by Needham ]281, Joyce [29], and Turner
and Mouiton 130]. Subsequent work by Jasuja (31] yieldel the expression

SMN1) = 4.4 on '; " 4' '2 A',F-0 4 (20)

However, the variation of surface tensio, ir. these experiments was very siall and was accompanied by wide variations
in viscosity. Thus the exponent of 0.0 has no special significance in Eqs. (to) and (20).

From a series of tests conducted on twenty-five different fuels, using six different simplex noznles of large flow

number, Kennedy [32] derived the following correlating parameter for nozzles operating at Weber numbers larger than
10.

=ý 130y 106.11-t-0.32-10' FN'\/7.-6.g73-10_3 VSPI+i 6 Al'] (21)

In estimating Weber number, Kennedy [32] u-ed the film thickness in the final orifice as the characteristic

dimeusion.

Eqiation (21) implies a very strong dependence of mean drop-isze an surface tension, while viscosity appears to

have no effect at all. Kennedy *ttributes this, and other differences between his results and those of other workers, to

the larger Weber numbers resulting from his use of noisles of exceptionally Ligh flow number. According to Kennedy,

"for Weber numbers greater than 10, a different atomsication process occurs, i.e. "shear-type breakup, which results in

much liner stomization than predicted by previously-reported correlations." However, Jones 133] using large industrial

nozzles of much higher flow numbers than those employed by Kennedy, found the effects of surface teesion and viscosity

on mean drop size to be folly consistent with all pr, vious observations on small-scale nozzles.

SJones [33j used a high-spezd photographic technique to investigate the effects of changing liquid properties,

operational variables, and geometric parameters on the drop sizes produced by large pressure-swirl atomizers. Analysis

of the cxpe,imental data yielded the following equation for mean drop sine:

MMD - 2.47 mFi LAlj- c

D,. ID.doJ [-r"I•

SLefebvyre's [1] analysis of the flow processe in the final orifice of a simplex ncstle led to the following equation for

SMd - A D 2ý P,5 4 126 d 6-e 1a AP- 175  (23)

Substituting d. u rmt,/(li,/ pýW
5 

zi into Eq. (23) and using Jasuja's [31] data to determine the value of A, gives

SMD - 2.26 o't P
0

6AP I5.05 (24)

Airblsst Atomizers

The 0rsf tjor study of airblast atomization was conducted over 43 years ago by Nuklyama and Tanasawsa 134]

on a plain-jet .,olat atomizer, as Illustrated in F-g. 7. The drop sizes were measured by collecting samples of the

aptay on oil-coated glass slides. Drop-size data were correlated by the following empirical equatlon for the SM)D:

SM!) 0.8Q+J- f
IQAJ (25) '5 5.



This equation is not dicmensionally correct but could be made so by introducing a term to denote length, raised to
the 0.5 power. One obvious choice for this length is the diameter of the liquid orifice or air noszze. Ihowever, from tests

carried out with different sizes aod shapes of nozzles and orifices, Nukiyama and Tanasawa concluded that these factors

have virtoualy no effect on mean drop size. Thus, the absence of atomizer dimensions is a notable feature of Eq. (25).

Another significant omission Ls air density, which was kept constant (at the normal atmospheric value) in all

experiments. This represents a serious limitation, since it prohibits the application of Eq. (25) to the many types of

atomizers that are required to operate over wide ranges of air pressure and temperature.

Further studiks on plain-jet airbl~si atomization have been made by Loreozetto and Lefebvre 135], .lasuja 136), and

Risk and Lefebvre '371. The latter workers derived the following dimensionally-correct eouations for mean drop size

,,r_____ 4 _ + f; [ 1
sM -0.48 7 + 1  t )de +p0• + AFR

This equation was shown to provide an excellent data correlation, especially for low-viscosity fuels.

Riukalla and Lefebvre 138] carried out the first detailed study of the atomizing performance of prefilming airblast
atomizers. Ihuy used dimensional analysis to derive the following equation for mean drop size; the various constants
and indices being deduced from the experimental data.

SIMD - 3.33 x 10V
5 

- 1 +PA UA AI

ogsiwt + . 10 ?- D cJ5761+ (27)

For fuels of low viscosity, such kerosine, the first term predominates; t'.e SMD thus increases with increases in fuel
surface tension, fuel density, ard atomizer dimensions, and decreases with increaseg in air velocity, air/fuel ratio, and
air density. For fuels of high viscosity, the second term acquires greater significance; in consequence, the SMD becomes
less sensitive to variations in air velocity and density.

Jasuja [361 subsequently examined the airbiast atomization characteristics of kerosine, gas oil cud various blends
of gas oil with residual fuel oil- The experimental data correlated well wi~h the equation

SN I 10-+o + 0.0 A 1 j (28)

This equation is very similar to Eq. (27), except for the absence of a term representing the atomizer dimensions

and a somewhat lower dependence of the SMIP on air/fuel ratio.

The effct of atomizer scale on mean drop size was examined by El Shaaawany and Lefebvre 139j. They used
three geometrically similar nozzles haoing crm~ s-sectional areas in the ratb o of 1:4:1S . Their eLpvriments were con[ined

mainly to water and kerosine, but they also used some specially prepared liquids of low viscosity. From an analysis of
all the experimental data, El Shanawany and Lefebvre 139] concluded that the mean diop sizes produced by prefinsing
airblast atomizers could be predicted by the following dimensionally correct equation:

{PA I+D0.f t e+ 0.0688 (29)

Wittig and his colleagues [40] have also examined the spray characteristics of a prefilming type of zirblast
azoni'zer in which t~he liquid sheet is in~eeteo intov the outer air stream. Their results are generally eoesustent with those

obtained for other types of prefilinilg airblast atomizers.

DISCUSSION

From inspection of all the available experimental data on pressure atomizers, including both plain-orifice and
pressure-swirl t)pes, some general conclusions concerning the effects of air and fuel properties on mean drop site can be
drawn. Drop sizes increase with reduction iu ambient air density according to the relationship SMD o pA-4 25 . The fuel
properties of importance are surface tension, viscosity, and dresity. In practice the significance of surface tension is
diminLohed by the fact that gas turbine fuels eaLibit only minor differences in this property. This is also true for
density, as indicated by the values listed for various alternative fuels in Table 1. However, viscosity varies by more

"* lot ,: -1than *n order of maguitude, so its effect on mean drop size can be appreciable.

,.', .'-4" I • ¢.,
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Table I Atomizirt, potential of jet fuels derived

from shale oils, tar sands, and coal syncrudes

p A SM. ratio

at 288 K at 293 K Plain Pressure Prefilmer
Fuel kic//m

3  
k/rms orifice swirl airblast

Aviation kerosine 800 0.00130 1.00 1.00 1.00

Shale oils

Tosco low-yiela 807 0.00547 1.33 1.43 1.14
(boiling range,
250-650K)

Tosco low-yield 795 0.00376 1.24 1.30 1.08
(initial boiling
point, 550K)

T'osco high-yield 804 0.00565 1.34 1.44 1.15
(boiling range,
250-550K)

Tosco high-yield 787 0.00341 1.22 1.27 1.07
(initial boiling
point, 550K)

Marine diesel produced 801 0.00593 1.40 1.52 1.19
by Paraho process to
Mil-F-16884-G

Jet-A/.1P-5 produced by 80b 0.00217 1.11 1.14 1.03
Paraho process to MIL-F-5624

Green River high-grade 911 0.02200 1.72 2.03 1.17
shale

Tar sands

Alberta Shell Canda 860 0.01100 1.51 1.71 1.32

Alberta GCOS, pilot 837 0.00320 1.19 1.25 1.07
plant

Alberta Sun Oil, pilot 900 0.00380 1.20 1.20 1.08
plant

Alberta Sun Oil, DF #2 882 0.00144 1.31 1.43 1.14

Coal derived

Utah A-seam 858 0.00550 1.31 1.43 1.14

Pittsburgh seam 919 0.01500 1.59 1.84 1.44

Ii .... ... j
+Ic:+

H.-+ _ _'I'" ' ,::-". ::.,= v - : • •" •• .•. + *:+-:.) ';."
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The results obtained by many workers on the many different types of airblast atomixer allow the following
conclusions to be drawn:

1. The mean drop site of the spray increases with Increasing fuel viscosity ard surface tension and with decreasing
air/fuel ratio. Ideally, the air/fuel mess ratio should exceed 3, but little improvement in atomization quality is
gained by raising this ratio above a value of about 5.

2. Fuel density appears to have little effect on the mean dr-p else.

3. The air properties of importance in airblast atoumzation are density and velocity. In general, tlie mean drop size
is roughly inversely proportional to air velocity. The effect of air density may be expressed as SMD a .rP;, where
n is about 0.3 for plaon-jet atomizers and between 0.6 and 0.7 for prefilsung types.

4. For plain-jet nozzles, the initial fuel jet diameter has littie effect on mean drop size for fuels of low viscosity; but,
for high-viscosity fuels, the atomizatliou quality deteriorates with increasing jet size.

5. For prefilmirng atomisers, the mean drop size increases with increasing atomizer scale (size) according to the
relationship S1d0 a L 04

6. For any given size of prefilming atomiser (i.e. for any fixed value of LJ, the finest atomization is obtained by
making the prefilmer lip diameter Dp as large as possible.

7. Minimum drop sizes are obtained by using at& miser3 designed to provide maximum physical contact between the
air and the fuel. With prefilmIng systems the best atomisatiou is obtained by producing the thinnest possible
liquid sheet of uniform thickness.

8. The performance of prefllming atomizers is superior to that of plain-jet types, especially under adverse conditions
of low air/fuel ratio sod/ni low air velocity.

Atomizing Properties of Some Alternative FuPds

Drop size estimates have been made for the three main types of fuel injectors most widely used in aircraft gas
turbines, namely, the plain-orifice pressure atomizer, the pressure-swirl (simplex) atomizer, and the prefilming airblast
atomizer- Drop sizes for normal atmospheric pressure were calculated for these three types of atomizers, using Eqs. (10;.,
(23), and (29) respectively. All of the airblast atomizer calculations were based on an atomizing air velocity of 100 m/s,
corresponding to a liner pressure drop of 2.5 percent, and an atomizing air/fuel ratio of 2. Data on fuel properties, as
listed in Table 1, were drawn from Lefebvre et al. [41). ULfortunately, this source of data contains no information on
surface tension. However, Lefebvre et aL [41] quote a value of 0.041 kg/s

2 
for shale-derived fuels, and this value was

used in all calculations of mean drop size for alternative synthetic fuels.
For all three types of atomizers, the constants in the equations were adjusted to give an SMD of unity for aviation

kerosine. Thus, the numbers listed in the three right-hand columns of Table I represent for each fuel the ratio of its

SMDI to that of kerosine usder the same operating conditions.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Inspection of Table 1 reveals that for all fuels the atomization quality is markedly inferior 'o that of normal
aviation kerosine- It ls also apparent that the airblast atomizer is characterized by significantly lower values of SMD
than the swirl atomizer, thus confirming previous observations on the reduced sensitivity of airblsqt etomizer
performauze to variations in fuel type. The superior atomizing performance of the airblast atomizer would, of course,
show up to even greater advantage on engines of high pressure ratio, since SMD values for airblast nozzles diminish
much more rapidly with increase in ambient gas pressure than for swirl atomizers. Thus, to some extent the problems
to be anticipated with alternative and synthetic fuels may be alleviated by the use of efficient and well-designed airblast
atomizers.

For any given atomizer the effect of changing from kerosine to some alternative fuel will be to increase the fuel/air
ratios corresponding to lean blowout and lean lightoff, as indicated by Eqs. (4) and (5) respectively. As these two
fuel/air ratios arc both proportional to the square of mean drop size, the effect of chaoging fuel will be mere pronounced
than is suggested by the SMD ratio in Table 1. Combustion efficiency at idle, al.itude cruise, and altitude relight could
also be adversely affected by the use of alternative fuels.

The larger drop sizes ebtalned with alternative fuels will lead to lower evaporation rates and hence to higher
emissions of carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons. The anticipated effect on the em:ssionks of NO1 and smoke is
much lesi. Although Increase in mean drop size is known to increase smoke, the main effect of a change in fuel type on
! .-t .. naw- thuoug' the iLo uu .1, •i •e, cuzLsi~ry, uutaubly ithe aromatic content and/cr
hydrogen/carboni ratio.
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DISCUSSION

"T.Rosfjord, US
While distinct atomizer types do exist,in real gas turbine applications, an airflow is present. Eve-n pressure atomizers have
an airflow across its face to prevent mists from depositing. Data show that this nzafllairflow has a very significant influence
on spray poticrn and atomization. I lenee, even for this injector, there is an aerating characteristic, While certain clasý ical
pressure atomizer features will persist, a useful correlation must consider the airflow influence. Perhaps a (modified)
aerating loran of correlation would be suitable.

Author's Reply
I ant well aware that Shroud air can influence spray characteristics at low fuel flow conditions where the air/fuel
momentum ratio is relatively high. It is surprising to learn that thi; minute air flow can have sigitificant effects on spray
pattern and spray aeration at high fuel injection pressurcs, as your data s;uggest.

G.Gienehe, FR
Vous ne parlez pas dans votre 6tude des injectcurs de type "canoe a pr6vaponrsation. Ne pensez-vous pas que vaporiscr le
carburant, rnmc particellement, avant son injection dans la chanibre, soit un g0,ment favorable d'adaptation aux
differents carburants?

Author's Reply
Problems of coking and carbon buildup within the vaporizer tubes restrict its useful application to light distillate fuels such
as kerosine and DF2. It would he quite unsuitable for the alternative foels described in my paper. Mr George Opdykc of
Textron Lyroming has had many years of practical experience with vaporizers. I woul J like to invite his comments on this
question.

G.Opdyke, US

The first vaporizer which I tested was a MANMIA can, using a residual fuel. The vaporizers lasted about 15 minutes
because of internal coking anti subsequent surnout. 1 have ;ckrce since tried such a heavy fuel in ia vaporizer.

C.Moses. US
You showed a significant effect of drop size On particulates. I've riot seen this effect in my own eonnl'ustor work or in my
analysis of the combustor programs sponsored by the US. Air Foce and Navy. Do you consid- r this to be an artifact of
your contbuasto or wvould you get a general conclusion from it'?

Author's Reply
The results we show on the influence (if itcan drop size on particulutcs were obtained using a continuous plug flow
combustor. This device does not sinulate conditions in a gas turbine combustor in which combustion takes place in two
stage,. i.e. a soot-fotrning zone followed by a soot oxidation zoneC. I believe that fuel drop size has a small but significtrat
effect on soot formation in the primary combustion zone, but this effect is masked by the soot oxidation process occurring

*. further downstream. The net resiult, a;s yoiu rightlsy p1nti ott, is that soot concentratiotns itnasuu Iiu di thu -t,,ib.itoi %A1
exhibit very little influence of fuel drop size

G.Facth, US
In your attontization correlations. you indicated the effects of Reynolds number, allhough other charactetistics must also
be important. Do you have correlations hich account for length/diameter ratio surface fittish, etc.'?

Author's Reply
No. Although nany physical characteristics of the nozzt: affect the quality of the spray. I have used Reynoldu number
because it is something that cani te quantified, is non-dintensional, and is related to first order effects I believe that further
down the road the second order effects will have to be included in an equation for mean drop size.

A 1 ~

t ' ~ K~____ _____
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EtUDE PAR SIMULATION DES PIIENOMNENL DE PULVERISATION,
DE RUISSELLEMENT CT DiE VAFOR1SATION LIES A L'INJECTION DE CASRURANT

par r. IIEBRARS.C L'VERGNE
ONEPRAICERTI/DE-RI'ES

2 avenue Edonard Belle 31055 Toulouse Cddex
FRANCE

1.e modkllsaston de Is combustion odresalte Is connaissance des conditions Auxs lnites at des ti-
d~els physiques que sonvent, soule l'aepdrtenca peat fournir. toe telie approclic expritmentaia pouir lee
phdnomdnealis A6 a1 injectlon obtenne par simulation A parcir do resures rdalisdes an monye de atostriols
ap~cifiqoaa diveloppia au CERT. eat pr6sentde. L'Avaluation des performances de diffiýrento types dlinjac-

t Ion locale de taille at disedora nayert de Sauter (EMS), et de mesures de conceantration de gouores.
Des moddlas ddcrivant lea phbsominea ddkvaporstioz,da missane viteasa at d'impsct de goottee aut

use paoin chauffge soot testis expirimeatalement.
La moddliesaion de l'injecrtcr. prdm6isngee de carburast dons onf injecteur du type "canoe h prdvs-

porisation', qni otilise rca risdultatn expdrinentsnx. eat un example d'applicatioo d'une talle ddiaacche.

NOTATIONS

Cd coefficient de tratote
Cv chaleur ap~cifique do g"o
d diamtirc do is goutte
D .MV.. diamitrc moyan de Sauter Co d

3
'/ Er A'

g grnesieseoent
L : ohaleur lateoite da vspociaation
lip debit Ivapor6
n jodica de rdiiaotioo

Re nombra da Reynolds - VII d/ v
S sevij d~e numdrisation
T. teapiratore de lair

TL empkrature do liqutda
To tans de turbulence
Va vitesse de l'aio

Uo composante normIae de La vi'.esa~e cla gootte
Vj vitese e AcIs gontee

VR vicesse relative -(VA - Vj)
'd, nombre de Weber -ý Ugn~0  d/v
APJ ± presolon d'inj notion du liquide

dcArbrn ionjeor d. Lee aarroi aA e ecruat(xasotlisa ienedsguts
sot nýdoesaslrea a adist de Laiffusionon

R1dremoeptsu,-fcel da nlbase ciquieAdrs lmrnaprmsreopiua(a anted itn

PLeslororsanteohius otite antr de trabusmiot s'entagresant Ati~ mha Is poinlt an CEv en onuplaint
des moasbuan A vius Liesin camdctriatq idio ont CCde cat ircalo(exansion, Cas ithoese appiqosdes S'dttues

de jets de gouttelettes. pereettent Anobtcnir desa risultata en temps r~e! realtifo A is goanolonitria at ant.
concentrations de gouttee. La prinoipe consiats a nomiciser une image dt' jet 1tortmeat grossie. on tratteoentt
donne enenite en temps rite ;s frmtia do panache, ist distribution spatlm-reinporalla de tattIle Ae gauttos,
(dtamtite moyan d~e Sauter (DMS)),...

Apris one dcosoiptiso capide Ac cee techniques, nones prieenterone quelques applications relatives
sum Atndes dAcohsambrea da combustion. Las performances d'injeoteuca Aidmentairas soot Atodiiea par Is diter-
otinatino des lois Ad'volution Au diamitre Imoyon de Soutereat de Ia forine du psoachl an fonction des par&" tren
prikclpaus pre-alion d' injection tPj., vitease de i'air Va. tension siperticielle C4. D'autraa rdesitata con-
cemnent Viojection dens Aes naquettes aimpitfibas As rurborkacteurs en simulative akrodynamique et en dcoa-
Iament isothorms. Daona le cadre des rechercles sur lea ititaabilitbs dA combustion, dee Arudes soot ectuells-
meet meniase aut l'imflueocs d'une perturbation sconecigne our is distribution Ae railias do gonttes.infin,
pluatanre aepdriancas de base ant i'Skvapcationor lat isnec en vitesse des goutras. sur l'irpact des gouttes
at le culasellemoot stir une parni rhauda pernertant de valiuez des modeles physiques qni sarnot par is suite
incorpnets so rode de osicul.

2.: .~ XK:.K '~' 7
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11 - ETUDE EXPERINENTALE

I11.1 CGrsnnulemdoie

Pour doaluor is taus ddvaporatloe d'un jet de goettdletica, is connflslsaoce do D.14.0.
m'tst pas seffisastee 11 ftaut preridre en rompte lea distributions locales c' spatisles des taillies de goutres.
Le compootouset aces outte. dens cotte prenidre phase a one influence prlnordiaie ocr Ia rdpcrtitiun do ear-

bursor dans lea difidr-eesa ZOusa de Is chambie de combustion.

11.1.1, Principe do assure

La mitliode do granulonitriý ost ddcrita aur In figure 1. Ld6cnulesment diphasique eat
iAclairk suit aver uno trancho Inoimeuso gmdnrdo p. r ein lacer to/Ito do 15 ewasat, anti pir or. diode laser. La
lualhrs diffoslo par lea pesttes oat viealsaiae A 9V par une candra par julotermhdiaire d'un banc optiqus
comportant. un t~llsacpe (diamtrce 100 mm, focalo 600 mn) et no microscope (gcoseissoetent 8 & 4) qut assure
tin grosasa~smeri anffisan.t.a a

Aver ce dispositif oprique. Ise champ objet anslyad cot do quollquss e=m (<li ale I ave snet proton-
dis do champ do 100 so. Lea taillies neacriss soot comprises eairOe 10 uin et quciquos continsla do microns.
Los images des gourtes traversAnt 1. volume k1#ismetslre ds masuro peuvont itro analysles on rasps ridl par
ile nitrooalruilstenr i partir do doeu typos do traltementa.

a) Premisilc aithode
Celts otthuda a d6JA 6t6 dlcrito dana Isa rifirooce 2. A cheque tramo (16 isa), lea
images grossies des divorsos goettos prAcentes dans Ic champ ubserv6 soot sca~ld-
adskse our n bit. Le primeipe ocoslaste A superposer lea contours do oss imsagos an
"imalllagoi dudin per le balaysge (Signal de Ia camlra at l'horiugo intarno du
calcultotur (colsonoe).
Le diasicre moyse de Sector DMS4 - En d

5
/Fn 12d pent & eaprimer par is relation

3 Pp

Pp nonisro do points strums A iiniirtiar des images dec astties

PL nueLro do points alitu~s A' Liteersectioo di maillage or do is plriphlrle des
Images

A. pertis do 1'soalyso dine euchre ouffisant do framnes (200 b1000), lc DM1 eat
caciul6i on reaps trie et ines proaliro appreoho do Isa distribution do tatilla pout
tire obtonso apris un romps voilsn do 2 minutes. Cs type diacqulsitien ear litoiti
du fis qu'il Wost peas possible d'arcider A !a position et A I& railie do chaque
gourts. Ainel avona-neca dlvoloppi uen douli~me tschnique pout augmenste lee pus-
cihilbl~is do ostre siitbode.

h) Dawdles mlthido
L'earrarrion do contour do chaque image eat offeetudo en tempo tkol A partir

de ia mltbode des gradients do Robert et l'utlllaarioe d'une lilgo do retard. Pour

pouvoir traitor no nombre important do trames sans otiliser nrte capsoiri% mlmelco
trop inportanto. en syatias diacquisition dueinag0 *iceepraaasii ear etiliad. La
pri c ipe consiata A saueagmrdac lea roordnn~eds des points ou does liges dent In
Enhlance oat snpccieure A un mivese fix6. Un 'tripiat" do vaiours oat acqols par

s egment (coordoennes de 1 0t point at lunguouc du segment) et oat transmis A enI bus 32 hirs et onsoito micurial.
Ce systluc dovalepp6 ser IBH PC utilise en craitomncit pormettant dolstonlr lea in-

- tillie do rhaque goutte,
- disltro noyce do iSauter (0 a.t)o difflrsets monenta,
- distanco moyeoico entre gouttos A partlr de l'obtantiom des coordoemlaes
does centres.

11.1.2. Etalsoosee du bano gcae~clonilrrie

Un italonnaga oar olcessairo pour redict Is tailic des Images do, gecrtre vues par Ia
comics A leor taliloe c~lolc.

Pour en faisreac de justIce incidents (intoncit6 1., langeour diunde A) et don angle d'observatioiii
deeds., Is lanceur d'italosnagc dipsod de lioptiquc (&p groaelsaomont). du scull do nmuirdisation S, do Vij

0
.

dice de rifraction n. Des bilues do verro de talilca comprises entro 50 or 200 jin asni glnlrsienent: attlialos.
Los risuitatsausot em bon accord aver teem diduits de Is thoimeo do Hie pour ai - rdiA > 10 (R601.4 1

11.2. Mesucos de conosmirstion do gourees

Principe do macuro

Le prinoipo d._e inure mrllia& dana Ise rca d'un traceur conicr injecti dams. i'aa a dEJA

datepart. 8cr l.'applicatono A en milieu diphasiqme. Le principe repose suc Ile fait quo i'intemsiti do Is
lunilca diffusie eat proporrioiuial* A isI surface d'aoaiyaa. Uns relic setiate gniodric ur lilcram du micro-
calcuistour, matirialiee is mons A Arcdler. Cetre hypothusec suppose nnie- onenootrationofaibl apour asscror coo

diffusion indtpondamta par rhaquc partirule. Le signal vid~o inrdgr6 dane la fenatcs d'anaiyse cur prepur-
itiemnel& is brilience local.t de Visage ci done ia Iconcentration des peurres. Carte techýnique nireesite
en ecaloomago pr~daabie.

5$k



11.3. FE..spies d'sppiioaiions

Depute Pluole~ura anodes. dosdides sapdrlmnotsieo ct de modkIlostion coincoanont loe
obambros do combustion soot monie asu CIPTIDR!Ede1S iWdl.12 ).Dams ceoa drudos, Isa panric oipri nlnt atIe eat
etectae par simulation en 4caulomcint isatliermo A pantic do maquattes sa, iie ocabond obsia

La dhmarche choisie tat Is saivante:

- simulation bydrauliqlue pour 6tudist l'adrodyssmiquo interns,

- sitmulation sum conditions arsmospbdnriquea do linjoctico, our banc airodynasolque,

- madiilisatian de Is combustion ulilleant des MdýIlos do ciriftique chimtgne ot on pronant.
tense candlrioosaua limitos, ies rnsuiturs espdnineotaus do simuiation.

La modilisarlos de Is phase liquids sceossito ausso 1s conoalsaissco do loin iliveoctairon cellos

quo id6vapurs tion on siliea gansos surchauff6 do goottos, l'ispast at. i',dapccstion do sooittes our oil patol
chaudo.

11.3.1. Performances d'fcjectou~n Al6nontaices

Dans cc presier ese opie., lea csroctdriariques d'iojocreura o;36sentsiron. otitiods
dams des chambros do combusat ion - ,0001 14 ddioen 1,oocI,,, des condltaon, ,oo4imnietaios. Doe tois cisoltars
osc ri~t obrenus dons uste voise atrodya.siqooe (figure 1 ) usindoi.1 en plocgis. do sortins corris (lsa a 50- h.Omm).
Caerie io.sraiisrioto cufre Is possihitlir do fairs varier leo condiriono espdclmsntstoo ivicoase e~t taus do
turbulence do lair,. proscion din~joction. mature du (buide injoordG... ). Contains r.'suitats ant diii kt6 pre-
soutfa dens Ia reffionco 12.

Des esempie :ddordsatrcats moorcant is variation do D.M.0. en fonctican do Is viteasoi do l'air ot do
is tension suporficiotI c U 1iqoidea iniecti saint pcisemtda our ion figures 2 or 3.

.Ioo .Coo rdauitats peuvent 6tro rasnatobiao noun Is forms d'une corciltaian

D-0.35 N -0-23 0'Q

Doe,.cello corrilatios montro ion riles impnrrsmte do Is viteses do l'air et do is tension suponfi -
jiells. Co o nIstats ant 6ti compidris par idrtudo do ld6voiutioa radiate do Is routet den goatros. Nasa
pouvona reus~rquc arur is figaro 4, des variations impartanten do taillies. La figure 5 mnotre on example do
distribu tion do balues do gouttes oonpsrde sos isis do TANADAWA TESIliA or do ROSIN HAMLER iRUi.6).

Dana lo cadre d'dtodes ddinstsbiiird do corabuotfo0n. no~un avans, dt atte.mnds A itodier 1 inflluence de
perturbations aco us tigoe daspl irud o t do friqoences dounde sunr la pcoar nsces dun injecroor d idosntairs.
La perturbation scooscique proviont d'un haul parleor qul pout foacsir one puissance d, 135 db A des friqoences
conprioes codre 200 or SOD Ho. Des drudos ost dci& cisliades so GEtT mostrsmL quo is mecasisse do formation

deo goutres ponc-ýcro modifiA si ma superpose A t'dcosiomosc odradynamique use excitation do forte amp irodo
A une friquonce bios difimie (RCiii. 10) . is esempie d'infisesce est nontriA nor Is figure 6 pour ieqaoi lea of iota

solvant apparslssent lorsque Is puisa&nce scoostique sugoente
-Is dispersion doe Is distribution eat pius faibie,
-le i.M.S. diminue.

11.3.2. Parfoctosocos dosn islecrour double vriile place dens one maquerte bidimonssioaeiie
de rhombre do turbordactouc

Pour ditersinor Vi'ifiuonce locale do ladrodynamique Fcur lea caroctristiqoos du
ort do carbuarsc provensent d ,on minecreur double vrille, des oxpiriencec. sot kirA ridaliisa dens one maqoetto
bidimessionnelie em daou leoconr.adrodynavalque isorherms. La distribution radislo do DM5.. nbtonuo A duff6-
ronros distances do l'inJleotor or pour one risbeoso doondo sontre (figure 7), leo kldoonta suivants;

-use variation radiate foportante ds DMS prds do Vijjeotaur ljde A l'adarodynamiquo des jets,

-nediminution do DM0 loranjie is distance A Il~imirrorsemo.

Lea petitos goutteletios subissant one aLcrdidrtiaa plus Imporrance quo ton grosses, saivont sioiux
1'dcoutememr adrodymamique. Damna is some sentroto (core do recirculation) et dams Is come dosa jeta dair,
lea grasses goorroo aont soun repndsenrdos, cc qut so tradoit par on DMS plus faible. Iris prais do linjec-
tour, Is valour impartante do DOS pocut sosxpliqoor par l'accsoulacioo do grosaeo gouttoc son encore eatral-
mdcc par Il'coulemenit. Ce type dordaoultain a aussi dcdi abroma daisIsardfironro.6Ulne itude paramicriqoc
iti offocoojie cn premant en rampto linfluonce aorlet DM0 du di~bir liqoide, do ddbic daftr or da is viziosso
do lair so mivesu do linjecteur. A titre A'eocmplo. is figure 8 smitre l'vnfiuence pou injoortante do di~bic
tiquide injecti sar toe DM0. Co rdsulrst indique quo rooet isirodysamique qoi sosble scour oine isf luence pci-
siardiote our lo DM0.

Ce. t~isultots moos ast pormis d'esprimor is variation de raillon do gouttes 00u0 is forma dune
crrittielon:

K ~ i~ 0.4

.M.S. *--(I+ - )

Us vitosse dibiroinre des jets d'air

aý d~bit masse liqoide

KI constanrs

Ce type do rotrdlatlom a aussi dci obtono par Lefebvre (It61.13).
-Coo rhsulcocs nut 4th oonpiihsc par does mesuros do concentration do gourros. Des somdsgos verticoun

ot burirontau 4le concentration (figure 9 ) effortuds our on rayoin et pout doom rirbesoos lmjscrr4s diffhron-
coo, msoutroet does variations trios Imporconros entro lose do swume at ie plan ds syonitrie entre doom owilitos

Un rhsulrtst semblobto a 4t:6 sussi obreno par Yamanako ilif. 16 ). L'sugnsntstiam imparteane do is
concentration A Io pifriphicisi done is pies horizontai correspond A lapport do liquide do 1 lojootour adjacent.
Des diesymitri. Importentio entro Ise sondage vertical (minluence des patois) or le sondoge borisonatl fiofluenco

.724%ý .
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Ac l'injderctur voisln) neat A tonarquar. Cma profilei Ac concentration Ac gouttus 600lscnt rapidoaeno avcc is
rappuri dcs d~bic, dair cotta lea deu, vijilos de 'i'jerteur. LA fermecure A" Ia vrille orrerne ^yant pour
effar dea dmisiuer le tan- de "swirl', prevaque one augmantatiun imp,'rtraoe do is concentration ant lamex
(Ifigure 10).

11.2.3. Etude do lVivaporation daun liquids-

inn aotte applicartion do rce techniques eat l'At'sde de i'dvaporatioi, do gc,,toelecres ]I-
guides ae ddplagant doen an Acoulanent d'air surchauff6. ir~e relic eapdriencc oar iatrdcepaaRr pour odriflor
lea lola atilislca dansla diceAt irenca cudes da calcul. Dana lcapdcience rnprkscntdc an' Is figure 11, de
lair chaud A tamnpirature et Adhit variableas 'dtoaie dans no tube de pinex Ao lougneur 2 mn et de diamrdtr
60 mm. Lee gourreiercca sort introdultes Anons i'6coulenant pan an petit injocteur. L'dvsporerion Aes goucree
gal Oct lc rdsultst de l'(care Ac tenpdratune at Ae virease etrce eas phases liqaide at gazeuso ent 6Eudide
par i'anaiyse. en Aiffdrentcn sections. dr Is distribution Aces tallies des gouttes. Er pransldic, 11 a 4r6
nkccacaite dl'Arudicr A chagac aectiet test, is vitossen locale des goutton at do ]'air. Lea rdsaltate obteous

an rapprochaut des rdsairat - ci-dassoua Riobtanu par Dickerson ci Ichinoan

dV8  3 CA 'g Va

At 4 0 Pg

av.. Vp - IV. -

er C0 .- 2 pour R5 < 0,48

CD -27 R; O,4$8e<?F, 8 Re - R

C,- 0,27 Re" Re~ > 78

Four comparer lea rdsuirata obtenus aaptrimnctalnnont A des r6suirata thdonlquea. or noddic mono-
diaconionnol. a 6t4 utiliad dAna Jeqofl diffirentas loin dn vap.)riaatiao not pu itro tentdca. La lot qui
aenbie 9tte en bun accord sooc non rksuitats eant cello de Proslitog (lf, 9 )

tip .t (I + 0,244 Re0 ý -eo 
1
4. -" d..L Lug ( 1+B1)

CV

B - T. -Tf
L

Ila figure 11 Indiqun an nexampie d'Aivoiution d'ltiatognromne avac is distance Ac Ilinjnrrioo et contra
uoc ddcroissasoc da diacý-ins enyon. La cooparaisnndo An ea rdsultars over inn rdsulrata Au muddle do caicul
aven is lol da l'nnnsling coman loi d'tvapotatio eant satiafaissete (Figare 12).

11.3.4. Etude Ac limanat ot du rojasnilcoent don souttnintiro

Len prenlora rdsultets nut le caspurtenent d'are goutre impuctat nour one paoin rhautde on
In transfert dn chamour qui en Atr~ouie nor AtA obtenus par Watchers et Wse~terijg (Rdf.14) aver c le 'cau.
L~ro pbdnorcdnes obacrods nont furtesant li6s at' nonibra As Weber ddfini par l'cspccaaioo cutoante

I W - L U 0

2
Pour onie tcspdrtaror do plaque de 400' C at pour des gouttea doeao, ire auttruc proponont le m0-

dOle solvent:
- We '1 30 Ito gentto robondit cur 1. Peint sans 6rattarr

-30 life S180 la goncte anbit don ddformatiuns cuoa
t
ddrcbies lots Ac limpart main re~roovaI ne force ptr.aque nphdrn!Aaic aprds in cabanA

- W. 80 Ia 3nutte 9circle cur is pa-ni an torment un fills

U0 ~ ~ ~ .-0et sviur critique pour Veau.

Wee ri"saic'rsata iblIfographiqoec obteoun pout lesa ne concernent quo ganigans rasipdraturee de parni.
line diode espirimeocaic a Ark cotreprise A1 psrcic d'unc plaque chauffante fnurnissaart one terrpkrature naxi-
tle As 3QQ5 C pour enon-Irre i'dvnlutinn "Aveotuelie" Au noobro Aic Web, Is, d'ane part, avcc is rem-

pdrarure do parni at, A'surre part, aver Ia nature do liquide.
Lea rdsalcaca prdeentdn sot Is figure 13 font appnraltte tins Avoisriun notable Ac cc nuabre Ac

Weber critique avon Is tenpktatotc An Ia plaque. A teipdratiato fixde. in nunibte do Waber cuttique Au Icdrosdno

cot p lus importan t que ceinI Ac l'ean, tin sutte enample A'appiicstiuo oar l'6voiutioo do ramps d'&vnporariuo
A'uoo goartse an fanctifun ds is tempiratCute Ac Io plaque. Lea tdsuitats obuenos poor Vlcaiol. lcsau ec ie k6-
maman font appoarltre one cone Ac tempdratroe critique appcide teinpdracran Ac 'Leldeof roar" pour laqaclic
11 y a changosent Ac node Ac transfert tltarsique (figure 14).

D'aucrea m~ualtars conuentant lns oarncthrisriqaes phaysiqauaet is Ittsar As tuissellemneo faun film

Ill - EXEMPLi D MODiLiIATION SIMl'LIFIii 0014 ECOULEMENT DIPIIA~iQUP.

L'dronlsroaot Aiphanlqac dais one canoe A pr~vaparisation cat an Anoalesient type pint le'quei Is pia-
part des medles physiques -Mrhsa ci-Acasac daivnst isae prina an compis. Le bar Ac cents iaoddlisstion ecc
d'obtenir, A partri A'uc cabaul simplifli, lea taracthriatiquss Au muflange air-carburant an corn~E d'unc coano
Al pr~vaporissrlus. Pout cc type A'inojcteuc. lea rdslaitas bibliographiquna pea nambreux no soot quc quali-

-. I ~tatifa MRA. 15;
Devost len dlfficuirds d'cffectucr des macares in situ, nonus coons cholici Ic simualation en asasyant

'd'iradler iadividaellcsatnt lec phdnamdoca pristats dana 1* canine A pettir dcsxpirisr~ccas de t-e

-.4..--' -



4.5

- polvtrisation do esrborant (tailie et vittesse initlalss des vte)

I misc en vitcsevet c vsporattco des gouttes,

-Impact a' axe goutiesunr is paint chaude do is canne,

-oissellciost so ies paroie,

transformatn [tix-ootte,
- ~odynaniqoe de In canoe.

Ce psogesess de enlcst do l'6dUcoensst doss la casne que sous scoss propood6, eat coxsttiu6 de tIs
juxtaposition des ditfdrests sindien testds esperirsenttslvnet au CElT et ~on casleul sixplitie de l'nlrodr-
onaique (Aonienent bidimcnstosnei plan, fluids parfait). Ce noddie do type luereagien persist, pour des cos-

A portir deg conditions Initieles obtenues expdrirnentaeairn~t par stenlarton, et de ealculerle1 tauxd'vto
raitons donjsctio donoes secions de ln air, L vitene e 15boonmu)de resirslere doen tansiscroises degots,

gote njectdss ear 1o tsox ddkvapororlss du carburnor en sortie de canoe. ljntdt~ t ce code do Caobol
ant Is prise en rotepte. des inpinpoint den phdnomnses physiqucs eisicasts cannis mA anic or 10 possliiiitd d'et-
fectoer des itudex do tendances (genxdtrle do Is canoe, din.'e~t or orientation dn mrilliten dc linjeercer.
r'chccss, injectet ... ) . Aetneile ment, cc code do caball hiss que osildW seotenen'tiepar injertion d'ean, foum-
vit den rdsolt&at rdslisten. lies snelioranilton de inf~rcdynasiqns tins tel 6coolexent aunt cc mcoors par In
prise en mompte do Is tarbulence & psintir doun prvogesnoc d'eroniemont dipliaxlqom tridixeosloonci du typo Km

IVs - nsehsiqoes sle. deý graouxiordtrle cc As concentrat ion do gooctes peinmotterit d'6vniocr ion
perfoinnanos ds difi~rests types d' iojeorresreto peaveet Ztre oppliqaden A den expdroencas de bane sisolnot
certaion phlsosmnone phyniqoon existants d-es les chmtabeen As comubation. Ce type do Adinarceo est actanlis.-

most 6tendo son 6couleiennnt toldisenriosnets.
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DISCUSSION

AKJasua, UK
I wish to draw the meeting's attention to the last paper of the day covering spray performancc of a % -.'oris,:: .alCCtoi - in
our work, which will be reported fully later today. we have also ob.scrvcd high degrees of vaporisa.ior in adl:l:on to high
degreeb ol atomization.

ALefebire, US
How important is the quality of atomization in the primary injector upon the quality of atomizatiot, tai,-t"- va.or zer?

Adasuja, UK
To answer Prof. Lcfcbs res qtestion, earlier papers show that the primary atomization -at i•tportatlT.
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Turbulence Effects on the Droplet Distribution
Behind AlrbJast Atomizers

by
S. Wittig, W. Klausmann and B. Noll

Lehrstuhl und Inistitut fur Thermische StrOmungamaschlnen
Unlverpitat Karlsruhe (T.11.)

ltziser-str. 12, D-500 larlaruhe (West-Germany)

Turbulent ftuctu;,tlens oi the airflow In gas turbine combustion chambers have decisive
influence on the mixing of .,,el droplets and air both in pre'i,.ing regions and primary

In the pecr-tnt work, detailed measurements In a recirculating, droplet chrrged airflowIn a combuster model arc conducted wil. an optical diffractlon-type particl_ sizer.
Theac investigations yleld information about the local fuel concentral ions as well as
the local concentration weignted ditmeter disLributions under cold and hot alrilow
conditions. The spray is produced by a r.oflslmng alrblast nozzle, which is built Into
tre (ombusior model. The caicu.ation of the esove-mentioned quantities lsingn a new
computatfional ma.del shown that In considering t,2rbulence fluctuations sqgnlf•cant
Improvemen' of the resuit- is obtained and excellent agreement between predicted and
measured values is achleved. Thereefere, the results indicate that turbulence can be
one of the major influencing parameteis ;-i droplet distribution.

NOMENCLATURE

A arce
B transfer number

cl! drag-coefficient
cp specific beat

d depending on droplet diameter
D) drup diameter
D1I ;Dso churactertetlc diameters correspondlng to a drop-size distributionI index indicates the % by volume with smaller olimieter

F (a) distribution of do ptec volume flow rate over the spray angle
4Fr Frossling factor

lx i xe ght
II latent beat of gasification
Ii inde: for suma d1on
N index for ausmasation over different size classes
k kinetic energy of turbulence
X1 evaporstion rate con3tant
M (d) distribution of droplet volume flow 0rate
n exponent in the Rosln-Ramler, drop size distribution

r-br*f i .4 ----- *--**,-.,-.' -C!
Nu Nusselt number
Pr Franid•l number
(I lJquid volume fraction wish diameter smaller than d
Re Reynolds oismter
SSC sample concentrat] ox,
t time
T, te'pperaturr
L tllae averaged velocity component, horizonttal
Stime averagea velocity component, verticalvolume flow rate

x Space 0 uordlnatc, hlorizontal
Y Bpacf•t oordInate, vertical

dropIlt nu:ruer flow rate, nimbe" of droplets leaving the
otomliation edge p-r unit time in one direction

a spray anglea ch•rmalt condustivity
C dissipation rate of turbulence

a vJscosity

'UbSCRIPTS

air e -rersporairig to the &'--flow
Pail boiling point
"d droplet

P ~.11 Lqcid
. 'el relative

a ,io

-, , . . , , • ..

sui_ .. *.~qr -I
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INTRODUCTION

In a large variety of applications concerning fuel atomizers, it is of major importance
to match the geometry of the nozzle and the duct with the flow field, This Is of special
consideration in the combustion of liquid fuels where the proper mixing of air with
the fuel dominates the combustion and the formation of pollutant emissions /I/. In the
context of a major research program directed towards the understanding of the phenomena
governing airblast atomizers, the influence of individual parameters such as the shear
stresses driving the film and the pressure gradients etc. has been analysed and
correlated yielding the droplet size distribution as generated with these atomizers
/i,2,3,4/. In continuing this work, the emphasis of the present study is extended
towards the computation of the mixing of the liquid fuel with the air under prototype
combustor conditions. Appropriate models are clearly necessary for the selection and
arrangement of the atomizers and their matching with the primary as well as the secondary
air flow within a flame tube or in premixing regions. For reaching the optimal
performance of the atondzer --I.e. the produced droplet size spectra - it is necessary
to describe the motion and evaporation of the liquid phase within the flow fi• Id.
Up tc now, detailed experimental information on the local mixing of fuel droplets with
air under conditions found in gas turbine combustora is scarce. The present paper,
therefore, aescribes measurements of the local liquid concentration and the local size
dietributto.' of a typical two-phase flow behind an alrblast nozzle. The measurements
aro primarily intended to provide accurate Information which could serve as a data base
for comparison with numerical codes recently introduced by us as well as by other
research gro.,ps. One of the dominant questions was whether the Interactive coupling
of the two phases must be considered in the model. In addition the role of turtulence
in the airflow and its effect on the droplet motion is of major interest as this is
a key quertion irn typical combustor flow.

EXPERINENTAL SETUP

A schematic view of the entire teat facility for the experimental Investigations is
given In Pigare 1. Compressed air with temperatures up to 600 K is supplied by a
coripressoy via an electrical air heater and passes a settling chamber before leaching
the test section with the atomizer. Following the test section, the cwo-phase flow is
separated in a trap-box before entering the exhaust fan. All temperature and pressure
signals are recorded by a FOP 11/34 mini-computer.

Dropet - Chimney

Compressor Concentratlon Air/Liquid
0.5 kg "s Measurement Seperator

I I .

" Air H ter ttiI

, r-E..------- .-- -- -------- - -

Mu Transducer. II- -

I °• .. "." C/L Lr__

__ 11.14

Figure. 1: Test Facility with Data Aquisitiun

Figure 2 gives a detailed view of the test section w' ich has a cross sectional area
of 100 a 330 amm

2
. A prefilaing airbiast nozzle with two-dimensional character is

instaflec linto toe test sectlon as snown. Tees airflow passes though four slots, two
of whIch carry the film, end reaches the atomizer edges. The liquid flow is controlled

. -. by calibrated volumeters. It is admitted to the atomizer plate's surface via a row of
•' '"holes perpendicular to the main flow direction, thua poviding homogeneous flow
•,../_:...distribution along the plate's eurface (Figure. 2) . To*e liquid is driven to the

.• "':•;•:: :atomizatlon edge by the shear stress at the phase let~erface. Wtth the airs of a secondair stream the liquid film disintegrates to single droplets.

L , Q•,1L,•Vi..-: .,."

Fgr 2 -ie a

ditibto alon the plae' sufc (Fgue 2) .i liudi rvnt h

atomizat-lon~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ eg bytesersrsattepaeiefc.Withtear faBcair_: stream th liui fil diinerae to singl droplets.....:_
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Tie length of the air gaps is sufficient to ensure fully developed flow conditions near
the atomization edge. The relatlons between thle flow pe-rameters within the nozZle and
the dlcintegration of the ltquid film, as well ar the formation of droplets under
comparable flow conditions are derived from our earlier studies /2,3,N/.
The flow In the combustor model itself is characterized by a recirculation zone induced
by the centerbody of the nozzle. Variations of tile charact,'ristic geometrical parameters
such as the gap and centerbody heights are possible, leading to flow fields with
differing recirculatiot. zones. In order to obtain characteristic ail velocities for
droplet formation, as well as typical flow fields in the Combustor model, proper
adjustment is required. Volumeric mean velceities In the combustor rodel in the range
from r, to 18 miS with corresponding mean velocities at the atomization edge from 30
to 1ij m/s were achieved. The liquid mass flow rate was scaled to the air mass flow
In a typical range for combustion processes to provide realistic liquid-charged air
flows. In addition, high liquid loads (Aalr/it1 z 2) were produced to study the influence
of the droplets on tile air flow.

tomen r - Sizer

ý-qllver-. -atce i

Figure, :; 2-D Combustor Model

MNASURPIENT TECHNIQUE AND DIAGNOSTICS

A systematic approach in anslyzing the flow was attempted: In the first step, tile flow
parameters of the unloaded air Jets - i.e. without fuel - at the atomizing edge were
recorded in defining the inlet flow conditions. Using a five-hole probe of 2.9 .ne OD,
profiles of tlhe velocity distribution in the duct were obtaind at eight different axial
locations Tnlis data is of predominant Interest for the varification of the numerical
codes, as shown later.

In the second phase, the droplet diameter distribution and liquid concentrations in
the loaded air flow were measured using an optical diffraction-type particle sizer
(Malvern Type 2600c) /5/. With the laser-beam arranged parallel to the atomization edge
(see Figure. 2), the measurements provide the local drop size distribution as well asthe liquid concentration, assuming the flow field behind the nozzle Is two-dimensional.

In order to avoid side wall effects oil the droplet motion, only the central regime of
the atomizatlon edge k60 mm) wins wetted, within a 300 mm wide duct.

Diffraction light measurements of drops in a probe volume over a certain time period
provide time-averaged diameter dictributions. Due to the velocity difference& of droplets
with different diameters, the sampled diameter distribution is biased towards the slower
droplets, as previously discussed uy uc /1/ and OOL b i••- . '" " 1 .. . /7!.
Tie velocity of each droplet size class, therefore, influences the results of the local
diameter distribution, which is weighted by the concentration.

.- " - .... '.5.....,

.:•--:;•:. ,,,,-
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DROPLET MOTION AND EVAPORATION.

It should be noted that the maIn purpose of the present study was not to provide a new
model for the calculation of droplet motion and evapcration. However, using detailed
knowlege of the atomization process, a comparison can be obtained between calculated
and measured values of local liquid concentration and diameter distribution in turbulent
rec•irculatlng flows, thus revealing the capabilties eof the codes and the importance
of" the determining parameters. Direct comparison betwuer predictions and meaauremcnta
are provided.

The sir flow field in the combustor model Is calculated by utilizing a Finite Volume
mnethod as has been frequently applied in solving the time averaged conservation equations
for the momentum and th~e turbulence quantities k and c. The results of the predictions
include the field quantities of th2 velocity components as well as pressure, temperature
and turbulence parameters.
The propagation of a polydiaperse spray is described by ouperposing the trajectories
of single drepiets. in a two-dimensional arrangement the droplet velocity components
and trajectories are calculated in the Lagranglan domain by solving a system of four
ordinary differential equations (1-4) /8/:

dxj--4  = ud(i)

d V4 Vd (2)
dt

C,,dud = (- )'(s-sd)• (3)

with: cD= C(Re) 0,36 + i,4SRe- 
5

'
6  

+ 24)
Re

and Re = ',i d

'The influence of the turbulence of the air can be incorporated bY superpotinug the tiat
mean air velocity and the fluctuating, components as presented by Gosman et at. i(,/.
Local turbulence quantities, therefore, are roquired. The interaction tims of a droplet
with an eddy, which is characterized by a random Il:rtantaneous velocity, Is the lower'
of two timu scales: the eddy dIssipation time given b:, llinze /11/ ard th1 diropi, teens.
time through an eddy. The transit time is estimated fron a sirolmpfled ltr.earl1zcd cquatiou.
of motion of the droplet /10/.
The description of droplet heating and evaporation is added Ic the coaputation!,l model
using two equations. This equations are solvej stparateiy assumain.g that during the firLst
phase the droplet is heated to an equtllbrlum tet.:peralure, foll:owed by ihe second phase
In which the evaporation process causes a deertonse in dlantste". n reglecting evapusl Iatcn
during the hEatIng phaze, the temp.:rature change of tire droplet Is determined by:

d, 6 Wu A (V2-~ To

2 After reaching the boiling point the temperature remains cons'tant and the dlametLr.
decreases accoroi'ng to the following eqiatlon (see /12/):

,W-...... ,........- t .
r' ,.':%,.WM-
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Sii

dD, X Fr

K - in (I+ P.)()

R•
Pd Cp

B = cp,(T-T2s.n..) (I0)

Here 'Fr' present the Froessling factt - which describes the enhancement of heat tranisfer
due to forced convection /13/.

Fr 1 + 0, 276 Re°'
8 

Pr'3 (Ii)

Nu = 2 Fr (12)

This factor is comparatle to corrections used by other authors in determining the
influence of forced convection. It should be mentioned that other evaporation models
were tested as well. In the context of the present paper, however, a detailed description
Is not possible.

MODELLING A SiRAY.

In modelling a spray, the liquid volume flow Is distributed over tne various initial
conditions at the atomization edge. For each combtnatlon of initial condltlons at least
one trajectory is calculated. Experimental results show that the liquid volume
concentrations follow a normal distlribution over the spray angle F(s) /3/. For each
initial direction, the volume flow Is dividmd into specified size classes according
to a diameter distribution functlon M(d). A series of previous investigations at our
Ii titute have shown the correspondence between the air flow parameters of comparable
nuzzles and the resulting droplet size spectra. Information coneerning the spray ar.gle
has also been provided /2.3,4,15/. Measurements of the liquid film thickness /3/, along
with the liquid flow rate, provtde the mean voluLaetrJc film velocity. The initial
velocity of the drops Is assuiied to be close to the film velocity. Thus the distribution
of the liquid volume flow leads to a droplet number flow rate Z for each trajectory:

Z (d,,) = F(,) M(d) -O. (1)
v/Ds

The droplet number flow rate determines the nuimber of drops leaving the atcmtzing edgre
per unit time and unit width in a specific angle and diameter range. A typical set of
initial conditions Is given in Figure 3. In this way, 'a group of trajectories (here
210 trajectories)' results from the computation of one trajectory for each initial
condition.
In calculating the local diameter distributions and concentratlons, the placement of
'ubservation cells' correspond to the measurinL positions as shown in Figure 4.
I-or all observation cells, the transit times of the droplets a•re determined. The number
-f dropletE in a particular diameter class in one cell cs:i then be calculated using
ilti atop number flow rate and the corresponding transit tsme (1'.):

A Md) = ~ Z (d,oj) At,) ii

1.,•,\( (14) . -

• ' Q '•A;"WA " .. .¶f~ 1 WSL t& - --" *.'
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As "ihe diameter along the tralectory drCLeases, the furMece N(d) of the droplets Is
related to tile corresponding (lower) size class. The values of N(d) arc uscd to dctersitie
the liquid concentration% In tire observation cell *]5):

sc _() (,DJ

After the spray calculation Is compleled - I.e. 'a group of trajectories' is dotermlned
- the weighting factor for the liquid volume ir each diameter range is calculated for'
each observation cell (16):

N (d) D3
) '-:r N (d) D1 1

Local diameter distributions can be calculated by fitting a diameter' distribution curve
to the summed values of W(d). Here, the well known ioslsn-ilamrcr diameter distribution
is used (17).

Q = 1 -exp (-(dl/de)") (17)

Two characteristic diameters are needed to completely define the chosen diameter
distributions. In presenting the results, the volumetric acati diameter ID-0 and a
characterlstic diameter for small droplets DI 0 are used. Again it should be noted that
the calculated distributions as well as the measured distributions depend oni the velocity
In each size class.

In considering turbulent fluctuations, the computation of one trajectory for each Initial
condition Is insufficient. Despite similar Initial conditions, turbulence lead:: to
different trajectories. For realistic results, a larger number of traject.ories for each
Initial conditions - i.e. several 'group5 of trajectories' - must be considcred. After
each complete calculatior of a 'group of trajectories', tire mean value of tire llqrid
concentration is determined taking lnto account the data from prec'-dlng furun. This
process is repeated unti2 the difference between the mean values in each observatior:
cell is within a chosenr tolerance. The diameter distribution Is then calculated using
the above curve-fitting method.

RESULTS

As has bean shown, local flow field parameters are required hir predicti;ig the droplet
motion. This data is obtained using a two-dimensiornal Finite Volume seth, d as Indicated
earlier. Accurate calculations of tire flow field, therefore, are a necessity.

AIR FLOW FIELD

Data obtained by the measurements in eight different planes are shown in Figure 5 along
with the corresponding calculations. These results reveal the typical air flow field
in the model combustor. High velocities arc obtained behind the gaps of the nozzle and
a recirculation zone is present, wlih high velocity gradients. -urtier downstream, the
velocity gradients decrease rapidly and a nearly parallel flow field is obtained at
the chamber exit. In the calculations a 28*3 computational grid is employed along with
the Q•iCK-scheme /17/ for the dlscretizatiOn of the convection terms in the momentum
equations. This scheme is completely free of numerical diffuslon. As can be seen from
Figure 5, the agreement between measurement and calculations is quite encouraging. The
high velocity gradients observed In the initial planes are accurately calculated. The
velocities within the recirculation zone are slightly underpredicted. Comparisons of
predicted and measured flow fields with different boundary conditions, for example,
different gap haigihts or air mass flow rates show comparable results. Together with
detailed measurements over the chamber width, the results verify the cxisLence of a
two-dimensional air flow field with a closed recirculation zone in the combustor model.
After verification of the two-dimens]onality, it is possible to take local measurements
of �rhe dispersed droplets.

DROPLET SIZE MEASUREMNTS

.. _ se..i.n in Figure 4, droplet -sze meazur•een_• wer ta!ý.en tox in• oae
downstream from the nozzle as indicated: The first four planes are located in the region
with strong forward and reverse flow. The study of the droplet-charged airflow was
performed in two phases. First, In analyzing the droplet motion detailed seasurements
were taken using water as the experimental liquid. In the second step, Ethanol was used
under cold and hot air flow conditions to study the evaporation processes.
The experiments with water demonstrate that the local liquid concentrations are

. . proportional to the liquid flow rate under constant inlet air velocities and geometric

i ... ... ..- - --- - ........_

S .... .... .... •.,, :.:.;...... . . . . . . . :,.~ ,. - ., .'..-
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Cs = 60 ms - Prediction (Quick - Scheme)

hs=4m.m A - Measurement

Plane 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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F--- +U I-----+ U

H K

100 m/s

Vertical - velocity

I- -+Y +Y-- ,-

* f

100 m/s

Figure 5: Comparison between Predicted and Measured FIc'. Field Parameters
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conditions. As the liquid concentration depends largely on the droplet veloctity, which
in turn is a function of the air velocity, it follows that the air flow field is not
altered by higher liquid flow rates. In other words, the momentum transfer to the air
from the droplets is small under the conditions chosen. Based on these results, the
effects of the droplets on the air flow are neglected in the following analysis. However,
close attention is paid to the influence of the air turbulence on the droplet motion.
In extending the measurements, Ethanol was used as the test fluid due to its high
evaporation rate. The local liquid concentrations in the combustion chamber at an air
temperature of 320 K are presented in Figure 6 with the highest concentrations occuring
close to the atomization edge. The concentration decreases rapidly toward the center
of the chamber (recirculation zone). Furthermore, the concentration becomes more uniform
over the chamber height. Along with the measurements, results are presented from
calculations of 210 trajectories for a 'gro'!p of trajectories'. Here, turbulence
fluctuations are not yet considered. As can be seen, the concentrations within the outer
regions of the duct are overpredicted whereas zero concentrations are obtained in the
recirculation zone.

Ethanol Air - Temperature: 320 K

V, IV/,r =0.0208%

Gý =60mis 0 Measurement

h, x 4mm Prediction
9' 1W 1cm

2
Is _-wii' Turbulence

-- wii'out Turbulerce

Plane 1 Plane 2 Plane 3 Plane 1 Plane 5 Plane 6
100o ---

75
E 0

50 0 0 O

0 0 r
0c 

0

0
0 1 20 0.75 1.5 0 05 1 05 1 0 0.5 1 0 2

sc VAir
V,

Figure 6: Predicted and Measured Local Liquid Concentrations - Influence of Turbulence

The predictions are clearly improved by the inclusion of turbulent fluctuations.
Concentrations and gradients calculated by the computational model described above,
show good agreement with measurements. Local diameter distributions can only be
calculated when turbulence is considered: The turbulent fluctuations, together with
a higher number of calculated trajectories, provide a sufficient number of droplets
in each size class in the observation cells. A comparison of predicted and measured
diameter distributions is given in Figure 7. As s.hown by the characteristic diameters
D10 and D5 0 the recirculation zone is predominantly occupied by smaller droplets because
of the turbulent dispersion, while the forward flow region is dominated by larger
droplets. The initial conditions at the atomizer were determined using our earlier
correlations /15,18/. With 60 m/s mean air velocity at the atomization edge and using
the surface tension of Ethanol, the initial drop-size spectrum is described by the
characteristic parameters D10 = 19 um and Dr0 = 52 pm. Measurements as well as
calculations reveal changes in the local size distribution relative to the initial size
distribution, which is caused by different inertia of the various drop size classes.
The good agreement of predicted and measured diameter distributions shown in Figure
7, in addition, indicates accurate predictions of the local droplet velocities in each
size class. The width of the local size spectra in each measuring plane is illustrated
by the distance between the lines of the characteristic diameters. As indicated in
Figures 6 and 7 the droplet motion can be calculated with sufficient accuracy as long
as turbulent fluctuations are taken into account.

t. . . . . . . . ... .. . . . ..I.. .. . . . . . : • ,, , .... •• • • •
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Ethanol Air - Temperature: 320 K
Characteristic Diameters

G, 60 m /s (Rosin Rammler)

h , 4mm O D,
V,/i W I 1trolls 0 D50
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Plane I Plane 2 Plane 3 Plone 4 Plane 5 Plane 6
100-E It >! 0

5- -25-

0 so 1000 50 100 0 50 1000 50 100 0 50 o1000 5'0 1 0
DOpm1

Figure 7: Local Diameter Distributions - Prediction and Measurement

Similar measurments were made under identical geometric conditions at an elevated
temperature level (520 K). Due to the lower density of the driving air the size spectrum
of the droplets produced is shifted towards larger diameters (DI 0 = 25 Jim and D50 =
65 im) according to the relation D- ( I/pl)0.5as already mentioned by other authors
/18,19/. Figure 8 illustrates the typical behaviour of two evaporating droplets, water
and Ethanol, at 520 K under simplified flow conditions. It is clear from this example
that the diameter decreases rapidly for Ethanol within the length of the test section
(4100 mm).

Water

Ethanol

60
Droplet Initia-Velocity 1 mls
Air Velocity 10 m/s

40-0 
Temperature 520 K

20 Water

• , • . Ethanol•

0 01 02 03 0.

Length [rm]

Figure 8: Evaporation of Water and Ethanol Droplets
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For hot air flow conditions local size distributions within the combustion chamber
obtained from computations and measurements are compared in Figure 9. The drop size

distributions in this Figure shov: larger characteristic diameters than under cold flow
* conditions. One reason for this is that the initial diameters are larger and in addition,

the smaller droplets evaporate faster. The computational results presented, again account
for turbulent fluctuations. The computation of the local diameter distribution at the
elevated temperature, indicating that the employed evaporation model is of sufficient
accuracy at the conditions chosen

Ethanol Air - Temperature: 520 K
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Figure 9: Local Diameter Distributions

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the present study illustrate that in utilizing well-known principles
in describing the droplet motion and evaporation the important parameters of the typical
c,.nbustor two-phase flow can be accurately computed. Detailed measurements confirm the
chosen methodology: The numerical code allows the calculation of the motion and
evaporation of droplet clouds in the turbulent flow field starting from the initial
conditions determined by the fuel nozzle. In addition, local fuel vapor sources can
be obtained in the entire flow regime which can be used for subsequent combustion
calculationb. Good agreement between experiment and theory has been obtained over a
broad range of parameters, i.e. temperature , flow velocities and fuel concentration.
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DISCUSSION

G.Fse.h, US
I have a suggestion. Your calculation method assumes Stokes flow, which most droplets do not satisfy. In our work we
have found it easier to calculate trajectories by determining the interactions from the full drag characteristics of the flow
and you might want to try that.

J.Peters, US
Could you comment on any corrections needed when using the forward scattering system while evaporation was
occurring?

Author's Reply
We used the corrections for the lower angles.

r
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SUMMARY

The velocity and turbulence levels downstream of eight variations of a model gas
turbine, aerating, fuel nozzle have been measured. The nozzle configurations were
assemblies which purposefully altered the airflow through the nozzle by mis-aligning
swirlers, changing the number of vanes in a swirler or contouring swirl vane trailing
edges. Data were acquired by a traversing, two-component laser velocimeter in planes
0.060 in. and 2.50 in. downstream from the nozzle exit. Analyses of these data indicated
that very symmetric flowfields can be produced. Such control was easier to achieve for
the airflow than the fuel, supporting the position that nozzle patternation quality is
more dependent on the fuel distribution in the nozzle. The presence of swirler wakes
could always be discerned at the nozzle exit; the extreme variations imposed by coarse
swirlers could dominate the flow. Such airflow influences were not apparent in the
velocity profiles at downstream locations. However, their influence in convecting a
higher fuel mass flux persisted from the nozzle exit and produced extreme variations in
the spray pattern.

INTRODUCTION

Gas turbine combustors are complex devices. While apparently mechanically simple,
they contain a very hostile environment; pressures exceed 20 atmospheres and temperatures
exceed 4000 F. The flow is multi-phase, three-dimensional, turbulent, at times grossly
unsteady, and reacting. Advances in computational fluid dynamics are helping to under-
stand the role of key processes in the burner but to date this knowledge is not suffi-
ciently based to permit final definition of the device without developmental testing.
The spray formed by the fuel nozzle can exhibit a strong influence on the performance,
durability and operability of the combustor. Highly-atomized, well-distributed sprays
are desired both to achieve high performance levels and to avoid temperature regions
which might distress components of the burner and turbine. In contrast, some level of
fuel-air non-uniformity ib necessary to achieve adequate light-off and stability charac-
teristics. It is not known how to specify the spray requirements to satisfy all these
demands. Further, even if limited criteria were established, a complete set of nozzle
design guidelines does not exist which would assure meeting the goals.

Most modern gas turbine combustor systems use an aerating fuel nozzle. In such a
device, the fuel is injected as a thin annular sheet with high velocity airflows adjacent
to both the inner and outer surfaces of the sheet. Unlike a pressure-atomizing nozzle,
the aerating nozzle (sometimes referred to as an airblast nozzle) does not rely upon
achieving a high fuel velocity, as produced by a high fuel path pressure loss, to atomize
and distribute the liquid. Rather these responsibilities are assigned to the airflows
which shear the fuel film and carry the droplets along the airflow trajectory. The
airflows are driven by the pressure drop established by the combustor liner; for a
nominal 3-pct-loss liner, airflow velocities in excess of 350 ft/sec would be produced at
a high power condition. Because the aerating nozzle performance principally depends on
the airflow and not the fuel flow, it has demonstrated the ability to achieve high levels
of atomization for wide ranges of fuel flowrate and with relative insensitivity to the
properties of the fuel. Both of these features represent distinct advantages over the
pressure-atomizing nozzle. In contrast, the aerating nozzle pcomotes a coupling between
the iir and fuel flowrates which can be disadvantageous. For example, atomization and
distribution are harder to achieve at light-off conditions, and this coupling could
result in undesirable heat release profiles for transient operation. Since the nozzle
uses a delicate .alsn"e of air and fuel momenta to achieve atomization and distribution
characteristics, it also displays a greater sensitivity to improper design and manufac-
turing practices; non-symmetric sprays can easily result.

A previous UTRC study, sponsored by the USAr Aero-Propulnion Laboratory and USN
Naval Air Propulsion Center, documented the influences of derign and manufacturing
practices on the circumferential uniformity of the spray formed by an aerating nozzle.
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Detailed liquid patternation data were acquired for 33 nozzle configurations including
nine which purposely imposed alterations on the nozzle airflow patterns. This paper
reports the results of a complementary study which focused on measuring the airflow
velocities for eight of those airflow configurations, and relating the results to the
fuel patterns produced by them. Data were acquired for the three velocity components,
the normal turbulent stresses and, for some cases, the correlated Reynolds stress in
planes 0.060-in. and 2.50-in. downstream from the nozzle exit.

PREVIOUS STUDY

The sensitivity of aerating nozzle performance to design and manufrcturing practices
was studied at UTRC by documenting the spray patterns produced by a Baseline and 32 other
configurations of a model aerating nozzle (Ref. 1). Detailed patternation data were
acquired by use of a unique sampling system to determine critical influences on spray
circumferential uniformity. The model nozzle used in this study (Fig. 1) was sized as a
nomimally 850 lb/hr fuel flow device which delivered inner and outer clockwise swirled
airstreams on either side of the annular fuel sheet. Alternative forms of each of the
seven components indicated in the figure were assembled to provide the 33 configurations.
Fuel, delivered to the nozzle by two 0.050-in. ID tubes, filled the plenum formed by the
core air pipe and swirl chamber. Clockwise swirl was imparted to the fuel by passing it
through a swirler constructed from a metal ring with six equally-spaced, canted slots
machined on the outer edge. The swirler and swirl chamber components were machined and
piloted to avoid flow past the endwalls. The fuel exit area ("pinch point gap") was
defined by the tip of the core air pipe and the position of the filming lip of the swirl
chamber. A spacer provided the means to alter this gap, with different thickness devices
directly changing the gap width and wedge-shaped spacers producing misaligned components.
The outer airflow was swirled by curved vanes with a final turning angle of 50 deg. The
endcap imparted a radial-inflow component to this stream; a velocity vector normal to the
minimum flow area formed a 60-deg angle with the nozzle axis. The inner swirler also
contained 50-deg vanes. The core air pipe exit wan a 0.44-in. dia circular area; the
aircap exit was a 0.91-in. dia circle.

The configurations studied imposed alterations on eight nozzle features including:
(1) Fuel exit annulus, (2) Fuel swirl chamber angular alignment, (3) Fuel filming lip
shape, (4) Fuel filming lip imperfections, (5) Fuel swirler strength and obstruction, (6)
Number of airflow swirler vanes, (7) Outer airflow swirler angular alignment, (8) Outer
airflow swirler trailing edge shape.

A detailed discussion of the role of each of these alterations on fuel circumfer-
ential uniformity can be found in the above reference. In general, it was concluded that
the fuel exit annulus was a critical feature ir achieving symmetric spray patterns. A
very uniform gap wa .'iired to achieve a hi'n quality spray; non-uniform gaps resulted
in non-symmetric s- hich could not easily be corrected by airflow alterations. Such
gap variations wei 3ed either by translating the core air pipe or by ovalizing its
exit shape (Fig. 2). Aesults from these and other configurations were the basis of the
conclusion that the concentricity of a nominal 0.040-in. wide gap ought to be controlled
to within 0.002 in. and component angular misalignments kept below 2 deg to produce
acceptable patterns. While these tolerances may be easy to achieve in the nozzle design,
manufacturing and assembly practices must assure retaining them. Airflow influences had
a generally lesser impact on fuel patternation although severe non-uniformities can be
imposed by poorly designed airflow management components.

These several features are illustrated in Fig. 3 which contains contour plots of
sprays formed by the Baseline (Fig. 3a), an ovalized fuel gap configuration (Fig. 3b), a
mis-aligned aircap configuration (Fig. 3c) and an altered outer airflow swirler config-
uration (Fig. 3d). The Baseline contained symmetric components, aligned to the best
degree achieved in the study, with the ovalized unit containing a core air pipe as shown
in Fig. 2, The deviations of the major and minor axes from circular produced a fuel gap
variation of 0.040 +0.003/-0.002 in. The outer aircap was mis-aligned by 2.5 deg in the
third configuration. The fourth configuration resulted from removing alternate vanes
from the 14-vane outer air swirler. The contour plots represent the fuel mass flux
distribution in a plane 2.5-in. downstream from the nozzle as obtained in tests with the
UTRC Ambient Spray Test Facility. The fuel and air flowrates used were scaled from a
high power condition by both matching the air velocity and perserving the fuel-to-air
momentum ratio. An automated patternation system (Ref. 2) collected samples at ten
radial positions for 10-deg increments around the spray; 360 samples were collected in
the 2-in. dia spray. The contour plots of Fig. 3 display lines of equal fuel mass flux.
The quality of circumferential uniformity achieved in the spray was assessed by
considering the variation of the fuel flux contained in a 45-deg sector of the spray; the
consideration of this and other criteria are discussed in Ref. 2. Near aKi-symmetric
spray patterns were acheived for the Baseline while gross non-uniformities resulted from
seemingly minor variations of the fuel gap. Comparison with a nozzle manufacturing
acceptance limit, indicated that the Fig. 3b pattern was marginally unacceptable. This
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and other results led to concluding that fuel gap concentricity must be controlled to
within 0.002 in. The mis-aligned aircap appeared to divert the fuel off axis while the
pattern produced by the altered airflow ewirler configuration displayed seven regions of
high fuel mass flux in direct correspondence with the removal of the seven swirler vanes.
The spray quality criteria would not accept the diverted airflow pattern but pass the
"seven-island" profile. These last two assemblies were among those which emphasized an
airflow variation. Detailed study of the airflow directly ought to aid in interpreting
these liquid fluxes; that was a goal of the complementary study.

It should be noted that the influence of airflow on a spray pattern is not limited
to an aerating device. That is, while a pressure-atomizing nozzle primarily depends on
the fuel pressure drop for atomization and distribution, airflow influences can be
present. Figure 4 depicts fuel mass flux contours for an in-service aircraft duplex
nozzle when evaluated with fuel spray alone and with both spray and a minute airflow
directed across the nozzle face. This latter airflow is commonly used to prevent mists
from wetting the nozzle and building carbon deposits. In this case, the airflow was
0.1 pct of the total a&rflow to this can combustor. More importantly, this anti-
carboning air was directed by a cap which was secured to the nozzle by six short struts.
The influence of this "minor" airflow and the presence of these struts is quite evident
in the second spray pattern.

TEST PROGRAM

The focus of this effort was to measure and interpret air velocity and turbulence
levels for the model nozzle configurations which imposed variations on the nozzle
airflow. The alterations emphasized the following three features (Baseline and altered
components are indicated).

1. Airflow Alignment
a. Baseline: Perfectly axially aligned
b. Variation: Endcap and outer swirler were canted 2.5 deg from the nozzle

axis
2. Number of Swirler Vanes

a. Baseline: Inner-6 vanes; outer-14 vanes
b. Variation: (1) Three-vane inner swirler achieved by removing alternate

blades. (2) Seven-vane outer swirler swirler achieved by removing alternate
blades. (3) Tandem combinations of six vane swirlers.

3. Air Swirler Trailing Edge Shape
a. Baseline: Rounded trailing edge
b. Variation: (1) Square or (2) knife-edge shape

Including the original Baseline and a modified-Baseline to accept the tandem core
swirlers (2.b.3 above), eight nozzle assemblies were documented. The test apparatus used
in this study consisted of a conventional air supply system, a velocimeter system, and a
precision positioning system. All of the tests were conducted in the UTRC Jet Burner
Test Stand with the airflow discharging into the atmosphere; the nozzle airflow pressure
drop was held constant at 7-in. H20. Measurements included axial, radial and tangential
velocities and normal turbulent stresses; in some cases correlated axial-radial and
axial-tangential Reynolds stress were also obtained. These measurements were performed
along 5-deg increment circumferential traverses at typically nine radial positions. Such
measurements were performed in a plane 0.060-in. downstream of the nozzle for every
configuration; they were also obtained in a plane 2.5-in. downstream for limited
configurations. Table 1 indicates the type and location of data acquired for the eight
configurations; the identification number is the one retained from the original liquid
patternation study.

Table I Airflow Data Sets

Configuration Data Plane,z (in.) Data Type

1. Baseline 0.060, 2.50 UUrueu•,u•,u7u•,u-ue

8. Mis-aligned endcap 0.060 [jz,Ur,Ue,u!,u•,u;

18. Reduced outer vanes 0.060, 2.50 Uz,Ur,U 0 ,UzUrU'

17. Reduced inner vanes 0.060, 2.50 Uz,UrUe ul,ur,u;

23. Extended core Baseline 0.060, 2.50 U, rUeU;,Ur .U rU u6
31. Tandem inner swirler 0.060-- uz~rUeUz, rU ,UU,UzU,-

19. Square-edge outer swirler 0.060 U' ' ' ' ',u-u'

20. Knife-edge outer swirler 0.060 Uz,Ur,UeUzUr,U;,UzUrUzU,,

• I
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The velocity measurements were made using a TSI Model 9100-7, two channel
velocimeter. A two-watt argon-ion laser was used with frequency shifting by Bragg cells
in both the blue and green beams to permit resolution of negative velocities. When used
in the coincidence mode, the coincidence window was set to approximately 10 microseconds.
Processor parameter settings were optimized for the velocity ranges of interest:

Channel Blue Green

Measured component Axial Tangential or Radial
Velocity range -20 to +200 -200 to +200
Bragg shift 10 MHz 40 MHz
Hi filter 30 MHz Off
Low filter 3 MHz 10 MHz
Cycles/burst 2**4 2**5

The seed material was titanium dioxide having a characteristic size less than
1 micron. Standard seeding techniques were used with the seed being introduced far
upstream from the model nozzle. Seed rates were adjusted to achieve processor count
rates of 100 to 300 Hz. In order to perform the measurements as close to the nozzle face
as possible, a small beam convergence angle (1.67 deg) for the rays in the plane normal
to the injector face (i.e, axial velocity) was used, producing an elongated probe volume.
As a consequence, off-axis collection optics were required to achieve the desired spatial
resolution. A forward-scatter, 30-deg off-axis system was used with the collection
optics mounted rigidly to the velocimeter platform.

Figure 5 depicts the geometric orientations used to acquire the data. A flange on
the aircap was used to mount the nozzle on the end plate of a cylindrical plenum. This
assembly was mounted on a stepper-motor-driven rotary table (0.02 deg/step resolution) in
a manner to precisely align the nozzle axis with the axis of revolution. The velocimeter
was always oriented with the blue beams producing fringe patterns normal to the nozzle
face, and the green beams producing fringe patterns parallel to the face and oriented to
measure a vertical velocity. Hence the blue beams always sensed the axial velocity
component (Uz). If the measurement volume was place on the y-axis, the green beams
sensed the radial velocity (Ur). If the measurement volume was placed on the x-axis,
the green beams sensed the tangential velocity (Oe). Then locating the velocimeter at
a point on the y-axis permitted measurement of Uz and Ur, which could be followed by
nozzle rotation by 90 deg to place the point on the x-axis, and translation of the
velocimeter for measurement of Uz and Ue. The redundant measurement of Uz provided
a checx to assure the same point was being interrogated. In practice, data were acquired
for circumferential traverses of the flow as achieved by rotating the nozzle in 5-deg
increments for each of eight radial positions. Data from all radial placements of the
measurement volume along one axis were first acquired, followed by repeat circumferential
traverses with the volume on the second axis. A numerically-controlled milling machine
bed was used to position the velocimeter. The actuation of this bed and the rotary
table, and the collection/storage of the velocimeter data were governed by an Apple Ile
microcomputer equipped with 128K of RAM. Reference marks were used to initialize the
rotary table; a fine wire target, inserted into the nozzle precisely on its centerline,
was used to zero the position of the velocimeter. Operation of the system was completely
automated; approximately 30 sec were required to acquire, process and store data for
512-point PDFs on each of the two channels, and to position the equipment to the next
measurement station.

TEST RESULTS

The test program described above studied eight model aerating nozzle configurations
in order to determine the airflow characteristics produced by them. The magnitude of
data collected for the twelve measurement planes indicated in Table 1 is too great to
fully discuss in this single paper. The focus here will be to describe many features
of the airflow established by the Baseline configuration and then to describe how the
subsequent nozzle configurations altered it. Detailed analyses of the turbulence
properties of these flows wili be considered in another publication.

Baseline Configuration Airflow

The airflow produced 0.060-in. downstream from the Baseline configuration is
represented by the isometric contour plots depicted in Fig. 6. The first row of contours
reflect the data acquired for numerous circumferential traverses with the measurement
volume located to sense axial and tanigential velocities; the second row reflects measure-
ments for axial and radial velocity. Data for the first plot of each row, axial
velocity, were obtained independently and indicate the degree of repeatability achieved
in the measurement and positioning systems. While only qualitative, these profiles
convey an important sense of the complex flow exiting this nozzle. All of the profiles
were nearly axisymmetric as expected, with regions of high turbulence generation



occurring in the outer shear layers. These and other features are quantified by the
plots contained in Fig. 7 which display the circumferentially-averaged values for the
velocity and turbulence measurements at each radial station. The "error bars" indicate a
one standard deviation limit of the 72 data averaged at each radius.

These average radial profiles demonstrate the high degree of axisymmetry achieved
and indicate the magnitude of the measured quantities. The axial velocity was center
peaked and therefore gave no indication that the swirl generated by this nozzle produced
a center recirculation zone. Axial velocities approaching 170 ft/sec were in agreement
with the airflow pressure loss. Integration of the axial velocity over the nozzle area
determined the air massflow distribution and hence provided another indicator of flow
uniformity. Following the practice for fuel spray distribution, the percentages of flow
in 45-deg sectors were calculated; the highest was less than 12.6 pct, extremely close to
the ideal value of 12.50 pct. The airflow uniformity was in fact much better than
observed for the spray results for this configuration (depicted in Fig. 3a). The spray
analysis found up to 13.8 pct of the fuel in one sector despite attempts to precisely
control both the air and fuel. Since the velocity measurements indicated that a high
degree of airflow control was achieved, the spray pattern variations must have resulted
from fuel path effects. Even with fuel annular gap variations less than 0.001 in. a
noticably nonuniform pattern was produced. This conclusion is consistent with the
finding cited above that the fuel gap does have a strong influence on circumferential
uniformity.

Positive tangential velocities indicated the expected clockwise (viewing downstream)
swirl. In the outer regions of the flow the tangential velocities greatly exceeded the
axial velocities with the opposite relation near the center. Together the axial and
tangential velocities were used to calculate local swirl angles and a swirl number for
the flow. The radial variation of swirl angle for the Baseline is depicted in Fig. 8.
The depicted swirl angle was calculated from a horizontal traverse across the nozzle at a
downstream distance of 0.060 in. Because of the geometry and velocity relationships, the
clockwise swirl was discerned as a positive swirl angle along the negative x-axis and as
a negative swirl angle along the positive x-axis; in fact, the entire flow was swirling
clockwise. The calculated angle was near to tne measured vane turning angle (50 deg) for
the outer regions decaying to much lesser levels near the core. The swirl number, often
used as an indicator of vortex breakdown in the flow, is the ratio of the angular
momentum and the product of the axial thrust and a characteristic radius. The swirl
number calculated for this configuration was based on the ratio of angular momentum to
axial momentum; no account was made of the pressure thrust. Based upon the radius at
which the axial velocity dropped to zero, the swirl number was 0.62. There are various
definitions and approximations to the swirl number (Ref. 3); for some cases a vortex
breakdown and resulting central recirculation zone would be expected for this calculated
swirl number. Such a separation was not evident indicating such a single parameter did
not sufficiently characterize these complex swirling flows.

Positive radial velocities indicated flow directed toward the centerline of the
nozzle. The radial velocities (Figs. 6 and 7) were much lower than the others and
registered a greater variation in magnitude (i.e., greater standard deviation),
especially near the center regions of the flow. The RMS fluctuations of the radial
velocity were nearly equal to, or exceeded, the mean radial velocity. These radial
velocity data show that near the nozzle face, flow from the outer swirler was directed
inward while the core-swirler air moved outward; the zero radial velocity region was near
to the radius of the annular fuel gap. It was likely that the interaction of these
streams contributed to the radial velocity variations, a flow situation which ought to
aid in fuel atomization. It appeared that the wakes from the swirler vanes also
contributed to the flow variations. Figure 9 depicts the measured radial velocity and
turbulence data around the nozzle at radial positions of 0.1 in. and 0.3 in.; the former
is within the core flow while the latter is in the outer swirling stream. Although of
differing magnitude, periodic variations of the radial velocity and fluctuation were
observed, with six local peaks evident for the innner flow and fourteen in the outer flow
in direct correspondence to the number of swirler vanes; harmonic analyses also
identified these as dominant modes. The magnitude of these variations was greater for
the inner flow, consistent with the greater deviations and turbulence indicated above.
These observations were also consistent with the fuel spray .esults which indicated that
variations on the inner swirler had a greater impact on patternation than variations on
the outer swirler. It was argued that inner swirler variations were effectively more
intense because they were confined to a smaller flow area. These velocity data confirm
that potentially similar wake disturbances had a greater influence on the inner flow.

Except for the outer shear region, the turbulence appeared isotropic with component
RMS fluctuations of approximately 20 ft/sec. When compared to the total velocity vector,
the turbtlence intensity was 16 to 20 pct over the bulk of the flow with a 60 pct
intensity registered in the outer shear region.
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Altered Configurations

The mis-aligned aircap configuration inclined the outer swirler and endcap by 2.5
deg from true axial. As described above, however, the nozzle was mounted to the rotary
table by a flange attached to the endcap. Therefore, as mounted, the endcap was axially
aligned while the inner components of the nozzle deviated by the 2.5 deg. The velocity
profiles 0.060 in. downstream from the nozzle were axisymmetric. Figure 10 displays the
mean radial profiles for axial velocity for this configuration and the Baseline. The
standard deviation in the core region averaged 2.6 ft/sec for the mis-aligned configura-
tion and 4.3 ft/sec for the Baseline. Clearly the presence of the 2.5 deg mis-aligned
core swirler flow was not sensed; the bulk airflow was dominated by the outer flow. The
fuel spray pattern produced by this configuration was not axisymmetric however (Fig. 3c).
The pattern was shifted approximately 0.18 in. off center, which for a measurement plane
2.5 in. downstream, translated to a 4 deg deviation. More importantly, the pattern was
not only shifted but also skewed to result in a very nonuniform fuel mass flux. Three
regions of higher fuel mass flux were discerned in the fuel patternationo Therefore, an
altered interaction of the air and fuel streams at the filming lip was probably a
stronger influence on the resulting pattern than the alignment. Detailed studies within
the nozzle would be necessary to document this effect.

Two configurations were studied to determine the influence of reducing the number of
vanes in either the inner or outer swirler. The fuel spray formed by the reduced vanes
outer swirler configuration (Fig. 3d), displayed seven regions of high fuel mass flux in
direct correspondence to the number of swirler vanes. Figure 11 contains the velocity
and turbulence contours determined for the airflow produced by this configuration.
Again, seven distinct regions of high air flux are evident. This is particularly true
for the radial velocities where strong cyclic variations between inward and out-bound
flow were sensed. This latter feature is more clearly presented in traverses for radial
velocity and fluctuation obtained at radial positions of 0.15 and 0.35 in. (Fig. 12).
The seven distinct cycles discerned for both radii indicated the spread of the influence
over the entire flow. The velocity variations imposed by the removal of alteraate outer
swirler vanes (equivalently, increasing the gap-to-cord ratio in the swirler) were most
prominent for the radial velocity because it had the lowest magnitude. Periodic
variations in both the axial and tangential velocities were also present. Analyses of
these velocity components suggested that the fuel mass flux variations corresponded to
the regions of increased axial velocity. The patternation data were fuel mass flux and
not fuel concentration values; regions of high airflow velocity convected higher flow
rates of fuel. At the radius of maximum variation, the total velocity ranged from 167
ft/sec to 138 ft/sec. This variation occurred at a radial position of 0.25 in. or 55 pct
of the full flow radius. The fuel patternation of this configuration contained maximum
fuel flux variations at a radius of I in. or 50 pet of the fuel spray radius. The latio
of the maximum to minimum mass fl.ux at this radius was approximately 1.7, much greater
than the corresponding air velocity ratio of 1.2. Therefore, while regions of high axial
flow likely did corvert '.igher local fuel flow rates, a fuel-air interaction in the
nozzle must have occurrcd to further enhance this effect. It is important to note that
these influences were i7,'tped in the vicinity of the nozzle exit but were not apparent in
the velocity distriouti,ýns farther downstream from the nozzle. Figure 13 depicts
velocity contours in a '!ane 2.5 in. downstream from the nozzle. Regular variations
resulting from the number of swirl vanes could not be discerned. Notice also that the
radial velojity was largely negative, indicating flow away from the centerline. Hence,
while the airflow signature decayed, its influence on the fuel flux leaving the nozzle
persisted. The flow characteristics observed for the configuration with the reduced
number of core swirler vanes were similar to those described for the outer swirler
variation. That is, the use of a three-vane swirler resulting from removal of alternate
vanes from the core swirler produced a flow field which reflected the three vanes. All
four swirlers used--the 14-vane and 7-vane outer swirler, and the 6-vane and 3-vane inner
swirlers--produced cycles in the velocity profiles, particularly the radial profiles.

Two configurations used outer swirlers with each trailing edge altered to produce
either a sharp edge (knife edge) or a blunt (square) edge; the Baseline configuration had
rounded trailing edges. Velocity data were acquired only 0.060 in. downstream of the
nozzle in an attempt to sense a significant difference in the turbulence levels produced
by these configurations. Patternation data acquired previously indicated that only small
differences were produced from the use of these differing trailing edges. Figure 14
displays mean radial profiles for the axial, tangential, and radial turbulence levels for
these three configurations. No regular influence was discerned; no particular trailing
edge shape appeared to generate greater or lesser turbulence levels. Therefore, there
appears to be no need (from a fuel circumferential patternation point of view) to achieve
highly streamlined trailing edges on conventional swirlers.

A nozzle configuration was assembled which included two six-vane core swirlers in
tandem. For this configuration, the core air pipe was extended upstream to accept the
two swirlers; the velocity and turbulence characteristics of this altered Baseline (i.e.,
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extended-core Baneline) were essentially the same as the original Baseline configuration.
The two core swirlers were mounted to place the trailing edge of the upstream vanes in
the center of the gap at the inlet plane to the downstream swirler. That is, the
swirlers were oriented to place the wake regions from the upstream swirlers in the inlet
flow to the downstream swirler. The purpose of this configuration was to determine if
these upstream disturbances could be discerned in the velocity and turbulence character-
istics at the nozzle exit. A comparisozs of the contour plots and the mean radial
profiles for these quantities contained no components produced by the upstream-most
swirler. As for the Baseline configuration, the presence of flow disturbances was most
easily detected by examining the traverses for radial velocity and turbulence as
displayed in Fig. 15 at radial positions of 0.1 and 0.3 in. Fourteen cycles of the radial
velocity and turbulence can be observed at the outer radius in response to the fourteen
vanes in the outer swirler. Less than six cycles are observed for Tadial velocities at
0.1 in., a trend similar to that observed for the Baseline configuration (Fig. 9a);
harmonic analyses revealed no organized variation near 12 Hz. This result suggests that
the swirler itself is the dominant influence on the velocity and turbulent fields
downstream of it; turbulent disturbances occurring upstream of the swirler appeared not
to be transmitted through it. Similarly, it would be expected that reasonable variations
in the turbulence levels upstream of the fuel nozzle would not significantly alter the
fuel atomization and distribution process; of course, extreme deviations as might be
experienced during compressor stall or surge would clearly be transmitted through the
swirler and strongly influence the fuel pattern.

CONCLUSIONS

Detailed measurements of the airflow and turbulence have been made downstream of
several configurations of a model aerating fuel nozzle. The nozzle assemblies included a
symmetric baseline and others which purposefully altered the airflow by mis-aligning
swirlers, changing the number of vanes in a swirler, or contouring the vane trailing
edge.

1. The acquired data indicated that very symmetric airflow profiles can be achieved
supporting the position that nozzle patternation quality is more dependent on the
fuel distribution in the nozzle.

2. Directed (e.g., mis-aligned) airflows can shift the fuel patternation by
convecting higher fuel fluxes along new trajectories. Such cases are accompanied
by a new fuel-air interaction within the nozzle which often has a greater
influence in distorting the fuel distribution than the mis-alignment.

3. Significant variations in the airflow exiting the nozzle can mix out within
relatively short distances. The influence of these variations on the fuel
distribution persists, however.

4. The f'ow in the swirler passages dominate in establishing the velocity and
turbul. - field downstream of it. Upstream disturbances are not easily
transmitted through it; practical changes of the edge condition result in minor
variations. Hence, spray atomization and distribution are insensitive to such
effects.
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Do XiYiou uNe Curved bae in t he c(II ire jI swirler?
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Tite core sWirier vanes Ire straight while tire outer 'witIc' Vianes are curvted (but nut twisted). This is stitafr toiia practical
aerating nozzle that formed dthe desig guide. lThe nja~saflow ratio was approximiately 311 (oilitr-to-itttre).
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MULTIPLE SCATTERING EFFECTS IN DROP SIZING

OF DENSE FUEL SPRAYS BY LASER DIFFRACTION

Ozrer L. Guilder

National Research Council of Canada

Division of Mechanical Engineering, Al-9
Ottawa. Ontario KIA GOR, Canada

SUMMARY

The purpose o" lt', iepoited work is io pi( es'zt practical schemes to correct the effect of multiple

scattering in a dense drop field on the measured distribution parameters Iy laser light scattering base.d
spray sizing techniques. An experimental study, involving mnulti-niodlal di strihnttioris and drop field,
which can not he adequately described by single-mode two-paralieter distrihutions, is described. ]);it

front the experitmental program were Ceiployed to develop empirical expressionts to correct I lie ni nasteid

spray parameters at. high obscuration levels. Accuracies of the proposed expircssions arc acept abla for
engineering applications. and comparable to the accuracies involved iii cotiversion of light scattvritg
data to drop size itforination.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Cd c.--.- tion factor for Sauter mean diameter, D:i2/D,2
C,. correction factor for volume mean diameter, D 3 o/D3'L

Cc, correction factor for wo, w/w'

D.D,0  apparent volme nimean diametler. an
D3 2  alqparent Sauter ntt-ant diameter, pim (-'SMD)
D3o0  actual voliitte ncata daliameter, jtrn

D' 2  actual Santer tivan diameter. p/i

DA apparetnt dianmteter below which is the 10 %Yo of the spray volnite
D. apparetit diameter below which ij the 50 % of the spray volume
D, apparent diameter below which is the 90 % of the spray volutte

S apparent span of the distril utimt,defiacd by Eq.(6)
percent obscuration

to apparent ratio of the percentage votlume of the spray in the smaller drop size illode

to that of in the larger size mode for bi-modal distribution

to' actual ratio of the percentage vohltie of the spray in the smalh r drop size ntotte
to that. of in the larger s;ze oide for bi-.rrcdal dietribution

INTRODUCTION

Ignition and cottbustion of fuel sprays are dynamic pheroincaa wbich are strongly influenced

by the drop size and drop size diis.ributiot in addition to t iiertrIo-fl itid'taali•sitnic of the combustion
system and the chientical structure of the fuel. Also pollutant formatiaon. spae• tally that of soot, in

spray diffusiot flames is dependeut oil the spray characteristics,. atttong other parantetrer. For this
reason, to be abte to measure, with reasomable accuracy, droa size and size distriution in fuel sprays

of propulsion sys tenis ltas becutnc one of the major objectives in the biell of sprayi cotibustion.

, - .- ~ -. -~ -%
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For drop %i.!4- ctid IrOp size dlist ribtit ion niieasiircnietits fii transient andi steady.I flow filil spraýý Itse
of la-ser if;t IseIat t uring tecl'mityes hias laony ail VAItaltg;s over I lie ithei(r 4diagotmst lc et htiniqioie I let a;Ils
of a recent stutdy cotoiarting tilt- rclialohl v of ilfferciti t eciiiiiies hlas Ine. report-ed .N Il)mnljz' Ill 'rIo
forward light s,-at e ring (Frauntiofvr diffractijitO t eclinipiqo titt ilizes t lie scat tered light fii I It for%% ;rd;

, lirertjolt by thc I rips in t it, spray 12j. Thr hit lI)jiv of thte resu.I~t ing s-IIIere(aIit ten lit hi I ! ,itv pillfile

piroid~les lie informtat ion uicessarY for drtcriniiiing tlie( dropi sizes aind diitriloit ions.ý loev~er, t here
exists two uimportaiit probleml aria., associated withI light scat eri:ig i 'chjinqpi. The lisit oine is
to thle iliversion of light scat teritig dat a to drop site distribut ions. and thle se-olil one( te irelated to thle

problemi iif noiltililo catt,-iiiv. ill dense~ sprayN. The latter problemvin' wheni thet iiitecrop *ia~mg,

iý very' snitall such thfat ft(n' scalt erititt chiaracterist ics of a diopi ii thle spray lep ietidl oti tilt' relative

liositiOiisaiid sizes of the ticighiboring ilroiis, and when lie( pt-lie voluniiii leigi ie, opt cal pa th
(if the( illiicidet laser be;Int ) is lonig eiiiiughi so that a eollidsclralile port ion if tie pihotonti ;r sa iee

iitore than oil(e( t hroitgb t Ic piobc volumec before they reach the iletcc'dor lciits.

For Spray3S iexhiblit ing Ilosiii-Iainlcr, lor-tioriiial, or niormail drop size idist rilbutions, thel ýNbkcllet

instrumiiert piro sides aceptable data, antd for dentse sprays, availfable coriretioni schvrine, e-m ii I ' tievd
to t~ake care of it ilt ip le seat teriniig effects [31 HIowever, sonii spe ay displa.i d rop sit 'listbt Iii ont
which calltiot lie desiribmed hr' ally of the( siigli'-ni~i'tdi two-liarainctetr diet ribitionis, anid 50( so o

exhibit 11it1ti-lt -itidal ilist ribitit ions 141 For siuch spirays. Nialv ciii has th lienodri-indfprit.Icut )pioit iii

Alt.i-i'gli theilt( d-ails if tilt- tiivrsmii -.goilhinitli are oot kiiowii, anti solitte doltlit exist relit ed to thii
reliabiliry iif tlhe inivirsion inietliod 15,61 , inir rmieeittreimients with calibratrdi latex sliliri's tisitig itle

nuivdel-ittiepeim'ilcit iiiode provjided quite aneeptaloli result s. Au alt-ernat ive apiproaici is , it,, ts ie,
Shmufriti iniversionm eolitiquue to oI~atii immoulel- imrepeiu,14emu size, dist ribmution front thle light (at teting
ilat~a 171.

The effect of tonlt-iple scattering oit itiodel ;oJidpenilent rtesults hits not- I cii investiugat ed s.N.teuti)

mmtucaliv. TbiC ii;umi,,iiuat...... ... .....l 111eS u-oe 1-toithilj di'iSu ieilt nban SI. to correct thit rifeu-i

of nitulrtijle scatterinug for aniy type of size (list ribtotiout has init been ext emsivelr testvd agaiiist e';ju'r

tumitldata, andI soutit irobleimis relattedi to the forimulatiton liavc lieei recenitly disriuss-ul bt- (on

This work replorts, the( testilts ofanl exjterinieittal program u din , 'dt el to 0lutai, ialaa andl aicretv

SCILVieii for niodt'l-iiiilijieim iitt andl hi-nmodal disutributitions fur the( uiuiuiettrat iuits vorresjuniulutug mut hi(

tilt,,urat~iiit level, if 50 tio 98 "( fur -It(, diffracttion biasedl spray sizing, stv-ll,.

EXPERIMENTAL

Measiireniem'tts were imiade iii a tmagnet ically stirred cell sinuilar t~o thet wile describied hr' lI.~:tttdu anid

Swithentuaiik 181, ti study Ot vireefct't of ititilt-iple irat tef-itig oii drop size andI dulri size dii't ciluitioum ini
dlrop hirlui WitlIi tlioudel-itudepeiiuhu-ii amid l'iuiaodal size distributitions. Miutii-size latex sphelres (eight silzes
frintii 7 puni tou IGO ptti ), antd alunitminimi oIi'e particles (five diitritoiint ,ti, largest diamiet er mirouitJn 25(1
pun ) were useid to idtsignt ,ai-td--inildejiendiitt aitl lui-iiiodal size ilist riblt ions1 of diifere-ut i -tia tutrist. rs.

A very dense mispension of eachi distriltit ion of late): spjiuen.s %%as liret priejiacdrl With It deioiiiei anid

filtered water. Th~is samiple solutitott was then addled to thIe st irreid tll, cintnainitig filtiredl Water. to the
desired conrientrat iou level. Thm ti, it was possible11 to oht ami a series of toil etutrat ions i orres uoitding tot
obsc urat ion levels fromnt 15 to 98 '/(, for the sai'(cpsiesitrbu t.Fralrut (~ ~ els

miethyl alc-ohol was used as the stispensioti li-quid in the cell, and particles werie addled into tilt cell by
a i~patuula. A Malv'ern 2600 spray sizer was used for the uuteastrcmerit utilizing the mioilel-ititepeiitlent

-oefraafneso ill anImost of tlte expeirimncrts were repeated with a imodlifieulcn x;.uv
withI which tilt- ])eatti diamepter was reduced from 9 vimn down to 4 21i11. Itt x ul
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RESULTS

Teututefetof multiple satrn icto reaieyhigh icosity of trdctpwfi eld is t

follow I jll 4 itit~d o b4iaiu o aptp)Xroximat(eiy 45-55 It r Tile lirgict cecirg> urti cidroft smt'

dist ribuirt s co15irrespotirc to, withfin rthce ixpi-ierimetai ('c-CO range. tin' at! ici li riltriti ;urc'

* ~~~Ill ortier tic sllc,csc liii efi~t- cf rIcriltcli-. scatt tvring ocil lighit eucecgy. andlfinal cii ocsi' th rbic -atiollrs,
data on ticree diropa fir-it will Ibe jtrese ored . Tire first of thbest' litter (ilist rilici ionrs is a bi mod1(1al one,

Oibtainreci by mixing -iii' theii I~v di ifferenct tiistciictctiocrs of alccirliIccirc, tcxicle particles. ()ticcint't liglit

enlergy (list ribirtictrs, Figirt- 2,d tn tot give ancy clite towards tire nature of ticrtp sizt' clisiributirtar,

Anti exhibit singie-inrrtci light eniergy distriicctions at al! oFcufscratiorcs. Willh inrrcrasircg t;csccrat arc.

h ioweve'r, thlit light energy dls!rilitcritcr shift-s towards larger detector ring rlcirtiers, rigor- 2. resuiltcing

ill srm aller itrecir cirici cliaitrcti cr Figurc- 3

Tire srecriil tiist rtcctrccc we will cliscrsy is. again, a br-modal tori, icic tcitaoiecl LY rrrxcrcg Iwo

pcract ic-ally nrcorcic-s icr littrs sfifcc-rc' Tih' resiilt 1g lighrt energy (list rilitir huus at differierc riisutlitt ns

are sliactr in lFigc;rc' 4. ''ict-sr' clistributit cur carry c-ie( siigntc itres of a Ici-mcricr tvici- dlrpcii'm' ci icrri-

buriion. W ith il ircccaccirg ncctlt iple siatti'rirrg. light enrergi- clist rclcrtrorr Shrrfts riiwarcisý ai~cgcr iiIrt-ctcc

ring rirircicr-s. 'Ibis c-c-cit-s in. iii acidicion tto a redctetion in obtained mecanc droll size', arc irc~rcase ili

tire perent-rtcgt' rcci voiccrce Icitto. scccallc'rdhropf sie rittitir tif ti' ici-crodad rust ribitirior cwitic increvsircg

tcbsetrratiarr. Figutre 5.

Figure 0 iliccyt carcs tice light energy disctribuctiocrs at- tdiffererrt oibscuriat icni levels for a1 tri-triccial

d cistributrrion obticnared icy rccixircg ticreec Incrcrcc-size l;atex spcicerc-s. Elvecc at very, hicig tofsccrcct i'crc'. tite
rcc!r ~i-ioa cccltl run of tie cdt-p fol~d he- 1wv!is' ;-; ftttm lc sac ftflg.ý-,~ 1-llojj

(Correspcrnrciirg dlrocp sit-. di- t-ibctriomcs are shiowrc in Figcirrc 7.

EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Tice e pr'cjicial exlrcrsios presen~ted III rthis section were dcevelccped icy cuirve filitnrg tio tire' c-xlcrt-

mce'rtal data tsinctg rrrrhriph- t-tgressicir mrithIodcs.

The i-cc-ri-c-c ocriumcir ii ficr tire Sacrter rtrearr diarmeter is

where CG iFc tilc- rati (iccf r ice rrtc.cscur Sart-er rcean cliarrtetr, D.32 1c0 lilt' At cra]d micriD'1. F- ! a;tcl J2

arc' given as fit!lcow,

F] = -().1184(032n/100)2 4 13.122<6/D
8 2  5 57474< 0

"D ý (2)

F,= 2.2,3890" - 2.6077(& (3)

wihere 0j is thre Irerceit agc' of xeitration -

Tire rcorri'cticjIt equiat ion for tile voltni meas' nii diiarrerter is

CI, 0~ .1639C- 0-773 aDO-.O760O O.flhsc0/ll%' + 1 9~41t3C, (4)

V A 
' c
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where C", i. tlit, ratio oif ft( lie maSored A-oltitite Ficati dianret uer, Duol. to thle act liii omi(',91

For hi iriinlal 'ize dlist riblitijons, a, mintmiol jnil before, t ut' effect of nitimlt pli scaft triltig iiamiifstý
itsclf as anl ilirerasci inlthe percent age volutura f the d rop's iii lie moaleir si i.e mode, as t ieolise i cat i

percentage itirereases. Ifwe defiti ew as tilie ratio of pe rcemiage voltmrte oftlin spray il thli stiral icr drop
size mlu de to that oif inl thle larger d ropi size- mode, then tlie( corervct ion eq cat io for "' is

C,= I .048/1C,',~ iSo r7? oortS2.,S1 (5)

where C, is the( rat io of titastirced w to the actual valne. L,'. S5 is the mrccastiredi s';clir of tilie spanl
definied as

S =(D" - D,)/D 1  (6)

where Bit Lip andI R), are the spray dliatmeters below whiichI are rht lieI 50t. and 90(1 U, of tlie( spuray dfrop
voluti n, respect ivsely. Tile satdileI point was takeni as thlie reference to divide tilie two ttiiil is

Figuire 8 shlows tlie( variatibttn of hit e'rect ion factor ft r 'Sait tr ino ai dijamjet er withI oltscti ratol
for cljffi'ru'rit miicau diamtriters. Althbough ,thle percentage olusco, aioint is ilomniliatinig t hie Chtang ill
correct ion factt r, thle effect of Sailtter me1ati d ianiet er is not niegf igie.v ( )iii interest ing as; ec t (f q(1

is thlat., ',j is .ttulepctildeit tof tilt' spray distribuotioti widtht paalitr This is illtttt rmitladi jolt to

fpreviouis eniftirica. mtiodel, for llosin-lamirler ilistrilnitri jits 13,10l, antI for log-norrtral lush ihutlo 13j,
usliilit itl-olide teirmts foelliOw diitrn ii lion vidtlt i pararmeter tlmpeiitlem iv of tie... crrect o titi lot - theo Ii
Satiter tnleanl dialitet er. A di-t riltiction u l wiitI farcttueter, ill t ermis of spati S. Inlea hiemt ito-I iled ill our
regression exercrse, li C'f dlid not 'low toyN torrelit ion withI S. Sante di1 li5 -t~iolr appites cfor D>.l-1).

Figtire 9shows thle correct ion facttors fur SatitT nriicati diameter predicted liNy E-q (1) verstis tied-

stimeu oui'.(ture- a iut -elce s (1.96 aici mcitai error risauroittit :13.5 "1. SiriilLr aluris have lien,
4 ~oliainmil for thle Eqs.(4) ,cicd (5), Tablul,.l

The vaulidit y ratiges (if the corrective equiatiotis for iweeded iidepenmfctit alidt 'i- tietla .. ilist1, piillt

are, hlmitedi to

0.7 < S < 4

Table 1

Ilegpssioiit slti~ st os for th li'mpiyirical expmressionis.

Eq (1) Eq. (4) Eq.(5

Correlation coefficient, R 0.90 0.83 11.97
Standard deviationi of rcsidiials,u 0.046 0.056 0.054

*Mean ahsoluti'e error, ý63.5 3.4 3.5
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CUPICLUDING REMARKS
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DISCUSSION

J.E.Peters. US
Your cort ection for SMI) was derived using bi modal and tri-modal silt disti ibutions I low well will it wirrk for sprays
that have realistic size distributions such au Rosin-Rammhir o, upper limit disti ibution functions?

Authur's Reply
Data used for the derivation of correction expressiots includcd single-mode distributions as weil as tulti-rmodal onets
The principal application of the dcscribed corrections scheme is to correct the distributions (single or multi-modal) of
dense sprays obtained through the Malscrn "model-indepienrdent" algorithm, and through tIre Shifrin inversion technique.
I believe that it is a risky practice ti force given distribution data to fit into Rosin Rantmlcr or upper-limit typ..: two-
parameter distribution functions, with the rationale that these functions at- presumably realistic- Existence of
model-independent distributions (single-mode or rniiti-mndal uistr butions which can not be adequately described by
two-paracneter distribution functions) is not a scarce probability; these type ol distributions are frcquently incountered in
transient fuel sprays, and in high pressure full core sprays. The present correction scheLen has not been rigorously tested
for upner-linit, log-nortial, and normal distrihution, Limited tests with Rosrn-Rammler distribrtions (3 distributions)
were satislacitriy However. pcescnt espression for SMIJ gives different ciireetion factors as compared to those obtained
by expressions for Rosin-Rummicr distributions repirtcd in the literaturtr (e.g., rcf. 3 of this paper).

A.K.Jasuja, UK
The correction scheme has been derived on what arc nearly statiotary particles. Fuel sprays leature particles that are
mos ing generally at high velocities. Can tihe correction scheme be applied tt the fuel spray ease as it is orrdoes it nieed some
nmodifications?

Author's Reply
The optical drop sizing lechniques based on Fraumhibifer diffraetion arc insensitive to the mnos crient of d rnps. Therefore.

the corrcetion schentc presented dues not need any mnodnfiecation. I lowevcr. if any modification is applied to thte measured
distnbution to prevent bias due to non-equal velocities (hence. nori-equal residence tines of the drops in the probe
volunie) of different sizes of drops, the sam, miodification should be applied to tire corrected distribution.
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Summary

The performance of a gas-turbine combustion chamber depends essentially on the dis-
tribution of the fuel in the primary zone. !gnition, stability of combustion, wall
temperatures, and smoke and pollutant emission are all affected.

Maintaining a fixed geometry, the droplet size and spray angle under variation of the
air pressure drop at constant temperature were measured uising two test liquids in an
air blast atomizer s~stem. Correlation equations were provided for both variables.
Known correlations were confirmed for tht droplet size. The spray angle is pressure-
related, increasing very rapidly with increasing pressure.

Notation

AFR - Air fuel ratio

d m Characteristic nozzle diemeter (d, = 1)

m1  kg/s Air flow through nozzle

m2  kg/s Purging air flow

n - Exponent of Rosin-Rammler distribution

PA MPa Air pressure

APA kPa Air pressure drop

* r, mm NtS171e exit radius

r m2 m Collector radius

S mm Distance between the nozzle and the collector

SLD um Sauter diameter

We - Weber number = 2 dN

Q 0 degree Angle within which 50% of the fuel is injected

OL N/m Surface tension of liquid

1 Introduction

The testing of gas-turbine combustion chambers under rcalistic operating conditions
is very elaborate and expansive, requiring high pressures and great mass flows of hot
air. Traversing instrumentation for measuring the temperature, pressure and com-
position of the exhaust at the combustor outlet must be provided.

For this reason, the effort is made to conduct as many of the combustor tents as

possible under operating conditions at reduced pzessure, preferably even at atmos-
pheric pressure. The measuremont of the gas terperatures and emissions is then much
simpler because these is no need for pressure-resistant traverse-type instrumen-
tation. Also, the air requirement is more modest. This reduces the costs of the test.
However, to avoid inaccuracies, the test results must be transferable to full oper-

j.sating condition6.

S•.. ,As is known, mass and heat transfer are affected by pressure, gas radiation and
reaction rates increaae, phase and chemical equilibria change and air forces mul-
tiply. Since all these phenomena play a role in the combustion process, it isidifficult to see what differences occur in combustion chamber testing at atmospheric

pressure and at above-atmospheric pressure.

--- ----------
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In the present investigation, therefnre, mainly the infl'-"--e of pressure on the
fuel-injectt.on system is considered. Systems in which hth uegree of atomization
depends on the shear forces of the air, known as air blast atomizers, are pa.7-
ticularly sensitive. A system of this type is investigated here.

2 Test Setup

2.1 Experimental nozzle

Air blast atomization has the advantage that fue] and air are pre-mixed early, and
acceleration of the fuel droplets at the separation edge by the air ensures good heat
and mass transfer, as large differences in the droplet and air flow velocities pre-
vail from the very beginning of atomization. This is a prior condition for rapid
vaporization.

The arrangement of the air blast atomization system is illustrated schematically in
figure 1. The fuel is transferred via a simplex nozzle to the inside surface of a
venturi. A swirled airflow forces the fuel film to the end of the venturi, where it
is atomized into fina droplets at the pre-film separation edge, where there is an
outer and inner airflow, with the outer flow being swirled in the opposite direction
to the inner flow, The air leaving the nozzle flows around the contour of the com-
bastor dome. This flow pattern, important for the spray characteristics, is
obsercable in water-simulation tests and can be demonstrated nathematically. Figure 2
shows the calculated isothermal flow downstream of the nozzle, deter:ained by a two-
dimensional flow-field calculation. It can be clearly ;een that the whole of the flow
of air leaving the nozzle flows radially outwards and oecomes attached to the rear
wall. This behaviour remains constant throughout the operating range.

The purposes of the air blast atomization system are the following;

- To atomize the fuel in very fine droplets

- To generate a stabilizing recirculation zone

- To generate high turbulence for the mixing of the air, fuel and recirculated
exhaust gases

- 'o ensure homogeneous distribution of the fuel in the primary zone of the flame
tube.

In contrast to other fuel-injection system, such as a pressures atomization system
for example, the purpose of the air blast atomizer *s not merely to generate very
fine droplets. It must also generate a large stabilizing recirculation zone, and this
is achieved in particular by the radial flow of the swirled air on discharge. The
atomized fuel foliows the flow of air to a greater or lesser extent, depending oin the
strength of the interaction. This interaction determines both the droplet size and
the fuel distribution in the primary zone of the combator.

The droplet size and fuel distribu'ion are examined ,nore closely below.

2.2 Drr2let measurement

The droplet size was measured with the aid of the apparatus depicted in figure 3. To
enable the droplets to be measured at increased pressure as well, a double-walled
container with variable-diameter air dischaige lint is used. The air stream mI is the
atomization air, whereas air stream m- is required for purging the observation
windows. This container can be used fir pressures of up to 10 bar.

The droplets were measured using an optical procedure based on the light-diffraction
principle. Details of this method can be found in reference /I/. This procedure
suffers from inherent difficult;-[: if the spray-cone becomes optically too dense,
which occurs preferably under high-pressore conditions. Thus, to reduce the optical
density, the laser beam was rocused on one half of the spray cone via a tube. The
light intensity was evaluated on the basis of the Rosin-Ransaler function for the
droplet-size distribution. As liquids, water and kerosine were used.

2.3 Measurement of fuel distribution

The measurement of the local distribution of the fuel was carried out using the same
apparatus as for the droplet-size measurement, but without the optical tube for
diffraction measurement, which was replaced by a fuel collector vessel downstream of
the nozzle. lhe distance S between the collector and the nozzle could be adjusted by
means of a threaded rod (figure 4) , The collected fuel was weighed with the resulting
mass flow being determined as a function of the distance S. This allowed the volume
ef fuel, injected at a certain angle, to be determined, where the following relation
between the spray angle and the distance 5, corresponding to the geometrical con-
ditions shown in figure 5, results:

Q= 2 arc r),.-0$ = 2 are tan2 1j

'0•; 2I
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whete re is the radius of the fuel collector und r is the radius of a reference
coir:-s-ction of the nozzle. If the collector is p~sitioned immediately next to the
nozzle, the spray angle is 180 , decreasing to zero with distance of the collector
from the nozzle.

In the experimental arrangement chosen, the flow through the nozzle is affected to a
greater or lesser extent, depending on the position of the collector. At least, a
marked effect will occur when the collector 4.s located very close to the nozzle. Put,
because of the nature of the flow field of the fuel injector nozzle, this effect
decreases very rapidly with increasing distance of the collector to the nozzle. Ai
already mentioned, the air flowing from the nozzle becomes attached to the rear wall
of the test cell, and in disturbed by the collector only at very short distances. The
low-pressure region occurring downstream of the nozzle is filled, however, not by the
recirculation of the nozzle air, but bý air from the collector. This is possible
since the collector is connected with the test cell via side openings.

3 Resultt

3.1 Droplet size

A series of measurements was made with water and with kerosine, varying the air
pressure dnd relative pressure drop via the nozzle in each case. The influence of
viscosity and the air-fuel ratio was not investigated, since this is already known
wcll enough from the literature. The literature shows that the droplet size does not
depend on the viscosity, if the higher-Viscosity liquids are excluded /2/. This
finding is confirmed in more recent investigations /3/, where it is demonstrated that
up to 33 cP the viscosity has no effect on the droplet size. Ref. /21 also shows that
the effect of the air-fuel ratio can be ignored as long as it is not less than 3;1.
In the present cas.e, the AFR was in the region of 7.7:1, in other words a value at
which it was expected to have had little influence on the droplet size, and this was
confirmed by several random verificatLions.

'ite influence of the air pressure and the relative pressure drop on the Sauter dia-
meter of the spray cone is represented in figure 6 for kerosine and water. Because
the shear forces of the air play a major role in the atomization of the fuel, the
droplet size decreases with increasing drop in pressure. Similarly, because of the
accompanying higher air density, higher pressures lead to a marked reduction in the
droplet size.

These finding.s apply qualitatively to both liquids. Quantitatively, as expected,
there are major differences. Under identical conditions, the Sauter diameters are
nearly twice as great with water as with kerosine.

As can be seen in figure 7, the values for water and air correlate with a certain
scatter over the reciprocal value of the Weber number We, according to

SMDi= 6. 7 i~~(
where the Weber number is defined as We = 2- d in which the characteristic
diameter d is kept constant and taken to be equalNto 1. For this We-number, corre-
lation replesents 83t the measurements with better than + 25% fluctuation. The rela-
tively large scatter is caused by insufficient variation in the surface tension,
represented by only two liquids. Furthermore, it must be remembered that the method
of measurerent used is not free of errors. Ref. /4/ provides an estimation of the
error involved in the measurement of the droplet size by the diffraction method,
according to which the relative error is approximately 11%.

In the light-diffraction procedure, the result of the mea-urement is represented in a
Rosin-htamiler distribution of the spray, in which, as is known, the distribution is
represented not only by a characteristic diameter, such as the SMD for example, but
also as to two-parameter distribution by the exponent n. If the SMD alone is stated,
toe so-characterized distribution is comparable with others if the exponent n remains
constant.

The dependence nf thn eponent n. on the Wu wu•uber is snown in figure 8. It varies
only slightly, increasing as the We number increases. The functional relationship is

0,16
n - 4.1 We

This means that increasing We number produces somewhat closer scatter in the droplet
size. I

The finding for SMD shows good correspondence with the relevant investigations as per
references /2/ 8nd /3/, where the Sauter diameter is correlated by the relation
850 ( uL/ APA) and where the exponent b lies between 0.45 and 0.8.

3.2 Local fuel distrioution

Determination of the amount of liquid atomized tinder different angles results in a
cumulative frequency curve ovcr the spray angle (figure 9). To enable this curve to

'U - . -,: .



Sbe charcterized by a single value, the angle Qg' a t which 50% of the fuel is in-
3ected, has been introduced.

Approximately 60 measurements eye made at different pressures and relative pressure
dtops, using two different liquids, plotting a cumulative, frequency curve and deter-
minirg the angle 50 in each case.

The results were correlated using the following relationship:

a 6 PA 0.423 0-61 36/ .186 (2)

50 
5 

(A 0 AL

This equation correlates 80% of the measurements within a scatter of + 15% (figu-
re 10) . )n the same way as the mean SMD, the spray angle a05 very mu~h depends on
the relative pressure drop and the absolute air pressure as well as on the surface
tension, giving rise to the suspicion that in this case also, the droplet size is of
significance. Comparison of equation 2 with equation 1, however, reveals clear dif-
ferences between the exponents. F'urthermore, there is an additional dependence of the
fuel flow or the AFR at constant air flow.

On the basis of a selected series of measurements, the behaviour of the apray angle
depending on the air pressure, pressure drop and the AFR is illustrated belew.

3.2.1 Air-fuel r,Ltio

The AFR was varied by varying both the air mass flow, i.e. the pressure drop via the
nozzle, and the fuel flow rate. The influence of the AFr on the spray angles is
shown in figure 11. The angle becomes smaller with decreasing APR, i.e. with ticreas-
Ing fuel content of the mixture. This applies to a very similar extent with both
large and small pressure drops irrespective of the test liquid, The larger liquid
content increases the amount of inert liquid to be accelerated by the air, meaning
that the acceleration of the individual droplets becomes lower. Consequently, this
leads to a change in the spray angle because the flow of air downstream of the nozzle
is subject to a marted radial directional change, which is followed by the droplets
decreasingly as the strunyth of the aerodynamic forces acting on them weaKens.
rigure 11 also illustrates how well the measurements are approximated by the corre-
lation. Under the realistic conditions of APR of S - 10:1 the degree of error is les•
than 12%.

3.2.2 Pressure drop

The relative air pressure drop as varied between 2 and 12%. The relationship between
the spray angle a and the pressure drolp for three different pressures at constant
AFPR is show: in fi;Sre 12. As the pressure drop increases, the angle grows notice-
ably, and all -he more so as the pressure increases. Clearly, under these conditions
thc focI droplets Icceasi-,jy follow the aii as it flows radliaily outwards.

For the technically interesting range of 3% pressuie drop, equation 2 represents the
effect of pressure drop on the spray angle with an error of less then 10%.

3.2.3 Air presssure

The ai pressure was varied between 0.1 and 0.4 M1a at constant relative pressure
drop. Its influence on the spray angle is shown in figure 13. As the air press-
ure iycreases, the spray angle increases 22d approaches a limiting value, which is
reached when the direction of flow of the fuel droplets fully coicicides with that of
the air. Evidently, under normal combustor conditions ( APr /P 3%). this value will
be reached already at the relatively low pressure of 0.4 MN'a, sinco at this pressure
the spray angle 0 is in the region of 160'. with the presert geometry of the test
cell, it is not po;

2
ible to have a spray angle greather than 180'.

Since the air temperature was constant in the tests, the density of the air depended
solely on the pressure. Hence, the spray angle o0, is plotted against the density
ratio of liquid to air in figure 14 in this oaeP tho ]jq.pl used was ater, eantng
that similar spray angles to those obtained using kerosine are only reached at
smaller density ratios.

In combustion chamber tests the air is normally preheated to the compressor d:.scharge
temperature and as a result, at the same pressure, the air density is about half that
in the spray tests here. Consequently, the spray angle in these tests would have been
iiafluenced by pressures higher than 0.4 MPa, were it not for the fact that under
combustion conditions the fuel dropls lose mass to evaporation along their flight
path, and follow the air stream more rapidly.

It remains to l.e noted that already at relatively low pressure as mentioned above,

. -[the influence of the present air blast atomization system on the pressure-dependence
.-, of combustion can be ignored, but that under atmospheric conditions, however, it is

not possible to obtain representative results.

' <. •..4, '_ _



3.2.4 influence ot droplet si?.e en the spray angle.

The ability of the droplets to follow the air flow depends on the size of the drop-
lets, where smaller droplets follow tho flow better than large ones. 3t can1 thus be
assumed that the the spray angle a will also be affected by the mean SM?) of the
spray. To verify this, the Sauter aHametcr from equation 1 inl initroducvd into the
correlation act. to equation 2, res ulting in the following relationship:

Ar VA 0.237
P 0.414 0.30

-- A A AFR

*This equation shows that the spray angle decreases as the 5Mb) increases, which, in
view of the stroager i.s~polse of the large droplets, is a react ion that wag to he
expected. As a rule in combustor testing, the relative flame tube preesure drop is
maintained constant irrespective of the test pressure. Therefore the droplet size
mainly depends on the absolute pressure drop, and with increa-sing test pressure noL
only the droplet size, but also the fuel distribution varies. The influence of the
Sauter diameter on the fuel distribution is of the same order As the influience of
pressure. The significance of the relative pressure drop is small bec~ause, the re-
lative pressure dropý remains more or less constant, also if the combustion chamber is
operated under differing pressure conditions,

4 Conclusions

Using an air blast atomizer as an example, the influence of pressure and test liquids
on the droplet size and fuel distribution is illustrated. It is well known that both
have a marked effect on the combustion process and tee selated factors sueth as wall
temperatures, smoke behaviour, coke fersmation, stability of combustion and tempers-
ture distribution at the combustor outlet. The pressure was regularly found the exert
a marked influence on the above criteria, for exasmple when tests at atmospheric
pressure are compared with those at higher preasures. There are various reasons for
this, such as the greather flame radiation, accelerated thermal and mass transfer or
higher reaction rates. But it is revealed that these phenomena alone are not suffi-
cient to account absolutely for the change in behaviour between operation at atmuso-
pheric and at higher pressure. An attempt was therefoDre made to investigate the spray
behaviour of the air blast atomizer in relation to aosolute pressure in a test set-op
at constant air temperature without cosmbustion.

This revealed the following:
- The droplet size, represented by the 58(0, can be correlated well with the absolute

pressure, drop, where the exponent of this relationship corresponds well with
exponents derived from measurewnents according to the literature.

*- The moan spray angle a changes markedly with sir pressure. This lt~s two canses,
*firstly the pressure..r eited mass inertia of the droplets, &nt

t 
secondly the

pressure- and relative pressure drop-related aerodynamvic forces of the sii acting
on the droplets. Whilst the mass inertia of the droplets assists themn maintain
their direction of motion, the aerodynamic forces tend to jorce the droplets to

* change direction, insofar as the flow directions of tle air and droplets differ.
* Such conditions usually prevail when the air is strongly swirled by the nozzle.

- The two causes can be separated. The influence of pressure on the spray angle
o , resulting from the aerodynamic forces, is of similar magnitude to that
reki~ting from the droplet size.

- In contrast to the droplet size, the spray angle also depends on the AF,1, because
of the interaction between the fuel and air dowestiear of the nozzle. As the
amount of fuel in the mixture increases, the aerodynamic forces acting on the
droplets decrease, and the spray angle grows smaller.

- If, for safety reasons, the atomization tests are carried out using water instead
of fuel, the conditions must be adapted accordiny~to whether the droplet size or
the spray angle is being investigated.
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SUMMARY

The purpose of this paper is to examine the spray performance of a vaporiser fuel
injector of a type that has accumulated extensive service experience in sub - and
supersonic commercial and military aircraft applications. Spray performance data covers
a wide range of operating conditions including the effects of fuel quality as well as
the atomizing air temperature. The chief objective is to further not only the current
level of understanding regarding the fundamental functionsl aspects of vaporiser
technology but also the data base for future designs.

INTRODUCTION

Effective fuel-air mixture preparation Is now widely recognised as being of paramount
importance in order to achieve satisfactory combustor performance. This is acknowledged
to be the case it. the context not only of the current but to ar. even greater extent for
the future generation of gas turbine engines with their inherently more demending
operational requirements of pressure, temperature, fuel flexibility/flow r, ge and
pollution control. The mechanism through which hulk fuel is transformed 1- o a spray of
droplets and the factors influencing their behaviour need to be well under ood if
sprays featuring optimum characteristics as well as satisfactory interaction with the
combustor primary zone environment are to be generated. This has resulted in a
considerable amount of research activity in recent years focusing attention upon the
structure of spray emanating from fuel injectors. However, with very few exceptions
(Refs l -3) thtese auadlva It- be-ni '•-e'iJutd Lu pressureV and a1ro.LasL atomisei sprays,

largely at ambient air conditions.

This paper is devoted to an examination of the spray performance of a vaporlsing fuel
Injection system of a type that has been used extensively by Rolls-Royce in sub-and
supersonic commercial and military aircraft applications. The modern annular vaporising
chamber concept depicled in Figure I is fully described in Ref 4. The continuing
effectiveness of the 'aporiser is demonstrate,' by its having achieved substantial
trouble-free servlie life, 2300 hours to date, in the Olympus 593 engine featured in
Concorde. Confidence in its future is illustrated by its current use in the RB199
engine in Tornado as well as by its selection for the EJ200, the Euro Jet Fighter for
the next century. Whilst the vaporising fuel injector has demonstrated highly
competitive combustion/emissions performance thus far, its projected useage under more
arduous conditions of operation has prompted a thorough re-appraisal of the fundamental
functional aspects of vaporiser technology.

It transpires that the corridor of satisfactory vaporiser operation (eg. adequate
mechanical integrity without significant smoke, carbon accretion etc) narrows with
IncreasinE eomnressor xit. temnPretvre. Extreme caution therefore needs to be exercised
in the selection of the air-to-fuel ratios (AFR) that the vaporiser is designed to
operate ý,ith, especially at fuel rich conditions. Of particular relevence to the design
process is the development of an in-depth understanding of the mechanistic as well as
the operational behaviour of the vaporising injector through a serie' c well-planrtd
and executed experiments under non-combusting and combusting conditiins. Some of t.e
results pertaining to the vaporiser efflux obtained during the course of auch studies
are the subject of this paper.

EXPERIMENTAL

At the very outset it was felt that the use of imaging cum laser diffraction techniques
should prove beneficial in obtaining experimental data that would shed adequate light on
the mechanistic/operational behaviour of the vaporising style of fuel injector. Short
duration spark photography was expected to identify the character of the efflux at the
point of exit from the vaporiser tutes under non-combuating and combusting conditions
whereas the laser diffraction technique was to p'ovide quantitative information
regarding the spray structure vis-a-vis the drop size. Futhermore, the well
established, non-intrusive nature of the two techniques selected for experiments offered
the prospect of meaningful and reliable results.

S... ... ..... .. • JT , .. .. ...-.
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The test hardware and experimental technique employed in the spark photographic
investigatlon were largely as described in Ref 1. A single vaporlser sector cut from a
typical annular combustor was fitted with transpiration cooled sidewalls and modified to
permit optical access to the vaporiser efflux zone (figures 2,3). A heat exchanger was
Installed in the vaportser fuel delivery line to enable the fuel temperature effects to
be investigated in this study.

The argon arc light source and associated optics provided a parallel beam of light which
illuminated the spray for a duration of approximately 300 ns and a focused shadow of the
'frozen' efflux was cast in the plane of the film. The current exercise featured a
light source of increased power (ca. X1.5) to that of the Lunartron unit used in the
previous tests - thus offering the prospect of more reliable data. The shadowgraphy
technique was applied to combusting and non-combusting effluxes at air pressures upto
1300 kPa.

The exoerimental set up utilised for slray drop size measurements was similar to that
used in Ref. 5. Non-vitiated, hot air was generated by using electrical resistance
heating in combination with counter-flow type of heat exchanger unit connected to a
kerosine fired slave coubustor. The mass flow of hot air that was surplus to
requirement bypassed the vaporiser working section. An orifice plate to hSi042 was
installed as close as practically possible to the measurement section to enable the air
mass flow monitoring. A thermocouple was located Just upstream of the vaporiser air
inlet. Air pressure drop across the vaporiser was measured by a manometer and all drop
size tests were carried out at near atmospheric pressure.

The vaporiser as well as the fuel injector geometry for the drop size study was
basically identical to that deployed for the spark photographic assessment. Tne fuel
supplied to the injector was at ambient temperature and the relevant flow conditions
were achieved by using calibrated flow meters.

Spray drop size measurements were carried out by utilising a commercially available
particle sizer - Malvern Instruments Model 2200. Briefly, the Instrument is based upon
the well established principle of dýffractive scattering of a collimated, coherent and
monochromatic beam of light in the forward direction as a result of its passage through
the test spray. The instrument uses a Helium - Neon laser as the light source while a
multi-element, concentrically configured, scmi-circular ring detector esonitors the
scattered light signals. Through a process of iteration a dedicated microcomputer
arriv-s at a drop size distribution that exhibits a computed light energy distributiun
close to that actually measured. The computed versus measured light energy distribution
comparisons can be performed for a range of assumed drop size distributions - notably
Rosin - Rammler, log - normal, model - independent, etc.

In house and commercially developed light diffraction Instruments have been used
extensively for gas turhine fuel spray research in recent years. Drop size data
reported in the open literature, thus far however, has been confined mainly to injectors
spraying in ambient air conditions due to considerations of cost and complexity. Some
ccpoarz had ,dvecis been achievec In the use of such optical techniques for
twin-fluid atomised spray studies in elevated air pressure environments (Refs. 6 and 7).
By contrast there was almost a total dearth of similar exposure to twIn-fluli atomised
spray studies under conditions of elevated air temperature. Preliminary tests with hot
air revealed the pattern of light scattering in the proximity of the optical axis to be
vignificantly different from that for the ambient temperature tests. This change in
light scattering pattern was observed to follow the air temperature, increasing with an
increase in nir temperature and vice versa. Furthermore, the problem seemed to be just
as severe even in the absence of liquid fuel injection. From analysis of the scattering
data, it became apparent that the laser team was being diffused/steered in the vicinity
of the optical Axis. Refractive index variations resulting from temperature gradients
are responsible for the generation of additional scattering cells. Conoequently, the
overall scattering pattern is a combination of that due to liquid droplets as well as
the thermal effects. The procedure adopted during the tests was to record the
background light scattering levels at each of the working temperatures in the absence of
liquid fuel injection as the reference. This was followed by the test run wherein the
fuel was injected and the subsequent drop size analysis took account of the background
light levels at the relevant air inlet temperature thus effectively countering the beam
steering problem.

Effects of fuel quality upon vaporiser performance were confined in both studies to
aviation kerosine and gas oil. Relevant propýrtiea of the two fuels are listed in table

* 1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The primary objective of' the parametric exercise reported here was to study the effect
of air, fuel and injector variables upon vaporiser performance in a combusting and
non-combusting onvironment. This was expected to improve not only the level of
knowledge regarding the detailed structure of the two-phase efflux emanating from the
vaporising fuel injector but also the design capability for future applications,"Futhermore, the availability of such experimentally determined representative data could.n.: also enhance the prospect of its being usefully correlated with some key aspects ofcombustion performance.
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This technique is generally capable of detecting the very high frequency variations to
which all fuel injectors are subjected. The photographs presented in this paper feature
a magnification of approximately three and give a good account of the average situation
at each test condition. The zone illuminated by the spark is shown in figure 3.

Effect of Combustion

The comparison made between the effluxes at non-burning (no vaporisation situation) and
burning conditions, plate 1(a) and 1(b) respectively, highlights the significance to
fuel preparation process of the heat transfer from the reacting gases to thl vaporiser
walls. A detailed semi-empirical assessment of the external heat transfer processes
with allowances for turbulence enhancements of the convective and radiative fluxes
inferred an upper limit of 50 percent for the degree of vaporisation at this burning
ccnditioni. This is borne out by the experimental results.

Effect of Fuel Temperature

Fuel temperatures significantly higher than ambient occur at all engine conditions as a
result of the fuel being used as the coolant medium in lubricating oil coolers. The
effect this has on the fuel preparation process within the vaporiser at idle conditions
is also evident in Plate 1,(b) versus (c). A comparison between plates 1(c) and 1(a)
reveals the degree of vaporisation under cosbusting Conditions with hot fuel to be of
the order of 80 percent. This is broadly in line with the predicted value at these
conditlons.

Effects of Vaporiser AFR, Inlet Air Temperature

It is clear from Plate 2 that inereases in AFP h-ve a beneficial influence upon the
spray quality. Since such improvements are translated into higher combustion
efficiencies and lower smoke/carbon levels it is extremely important that as high a
vaporiser air throughPut as is compatible with irtegrity should be employed.

Similarly, the degree of vaporisation and fineness of the spray improve with increasing
inlet air temperature (Plate 3). Provided ti'at thl air temperature is above the boiling
range of the fuel at a given pressure, this mechanism of fuel heating is very effective
considering the short residence timen invoived. These results suggest an intimate
physical contact between the fuel and air within the vaporiser. This i1 a direct
consequence of the complex internal aerodynamics knee plate 4) necessary to ensure that
all internal surfaces of the device are well scrubbed by the two phase mixture (Pef. 8).

£ Effect of Pressure

The spark photographic investigation has been extended to examine the vaporiser efflux
at high pressures. As expected the mottled background (schlieren effect seen in all
combusting eff becas) herme in:!reas4ngly done at hlghcr pr. uren eveatally ualng
degree of obccuratlon beyond hiul•,J rn useful information could be derived by this
approach. The working ranpe of the technique was thus defined as between ambient
pressure and 1300 kFa.

The efflux for a typical AFR and inlet air temperature at this pressure 1imit is
presented in Plate 5. Although the ability of the technique to detect droplets at these
pressures is unknown, it is fair to claim a high degree of vaporisation at this
condition bearing in mind that here there is a four-fold increase in fuel flow over the
idle condition.

From a slmrle analysis of the two phase flow through the device at these conditions it
is erlmr that the heat energy of the airstream alone is suificient for this to be the
case. AutoIgnition precluded compaisons of burning and non-burning effluxes at this
pressure.

A very modest carbon accretion on the vaporiser outlet is evident at this condition.

Effect of Injector Geometry

The 4-jet fuel injector was conceived as a solution to the problem of potentially
damaging thermal gradients resulting from the deletion of stem cooling air on the
Olympus 593 vaporiser (Figure 4). Although its introduction in service has not proven
necessary with the identification of improved materials, this fuelling arrangiment may
make a worthwhile contribution to gaseous emissions and awoke/carbon control at more
arducus operating conditions.

An investigation of its effect on efflux quality (Plate 6) confirmed the potential
benefits of doubling the number of fuelling points. The more even fuel coverage of the
vaporiser stem walls is translated into an Improved fuel distribution at the outlet and"furthermore at high inlet air temperatures the more intimate fuel/air contact Is
reflected in higher degrees of vaporisation relative to the standard 2-.-jt system. Such
improvements in fuel preparation prior to combustion say prove necessary to maintain
smoke end carbon deposition at acceptable levels for advanced cycle engines.

*i,£5."...4 -- .....-... ...... -4 -
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Effect of Fuel Quality

It Is desirable that the vaporising fuel injector exhibits satisfactory fuel
flexibility/multi-fuel capability to adequately cope with the potential concerns
regarding the quality of gas turbine fuels in future as well as under emergencysituations. Consequently to determine the sensitivity of the vaporlser fuel preparation
process to fuel type, efflux measurements were made while burning a poor quality gas
oil. A direct comparison with the performance on standard aviation kerosine is mace in
Plate 7. From a simple calorimetric viewpoint, tne lower degrees of vaporisation seen
with the gas oil are not surprising. However, it has br tn demonstrated recently in a
series of alternative fuel engine tests that the penalty incurred in idling efficiency
as a result of such a deterioration in spray quality Is less than 0.05 percent.

An important point to note is that at the engine idle condition (Plate 7, Condition A)
no evidence of carbon deposition on the vaporiser is seen with the gas oil.
Furthermore, boroscope inspections of the engine combustor after extended running on
similar and even poorer quality fuels over the entire operating range revealed no
significant carbon accretion on the vaporiser or anywhere else within the combustor. It
was discovered possible, however, to genarate substantial deposits on the Vapuriser stem
and outlet tube at certain conditions not encountered during engine operation (Plate 7,
Condition B). The level of deposition shown represents an equilibrium situation.

The overall impression that emerges from the spark photographic work and engine test
programme is that the 'aporising combustor is remarkably insensitive to fuel type.

Dropsize Measurements

Before the main investigation could proceed, the location of the drop size measuring
station had to be selected carefully in order to ensure meaningful results.
Measurements that are made too close to the vaporiser outlet will be misleading because
the mechanism of droplet/spray formation will not have pro.eeded to its natural
completion. Equally, measurements too far downstream from the outlet will also be
unsatisfactory due to the possible influence of such secondary effects as droplet
coalescence and evaporation. Experimental data in this study was obtained at two
stations located some 3 and 6 centimetres from the vaporisor outlet. The 3 centimetre
station was relevant to the combustor head/vaporiser geometry while the other station
was selected to ensure compatibility with the bulk of other work carried out at the
spray laboratories. Drop size data relating to the 3 centimetre station is presented in
the subsequent sections while reference 9 features the full data.

Effect of AFE

Figure 5 depicts the influence that the vaporlser APR has upon Its Sauter Mean Diameter
((SMD) performance for a range of air inlet temperatures with kerosine as the splay
medium. An increase in vaporiser AFR can be observed to result in an improves spray
quality, although the degree of improvement diminishes at higher levels of air inlet

* temperature as well as APR. This reinforces the spark photographic study finding that
higher values of AFR are conducive to the attainment of improved comiustion performance,
From these results it is evident that caution needs to be exercised in selecting the
design point AFR. Excessively large values of APR may result in some of the additional
air riot actually contributing to improved spray/combustion performance along with the
added risk of thermal distress at high power conditions.

Effect of Air Pressure Drak

Engineers are faced with tne perennial demand of having to design gas turbine combustors
that will operate satisfactorily with a minimum of air pressure drop. This In turn
requires that careful attention be devoted to the vaporisor air flow features in order
to achieve the best Possible level of spray performance that is compatible with required
degree of wall cooling. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the influence that vaporiser air
pressure drop has upon spray quality. Clearly, the higher the available air pressure
drop the superior the drop size performance although the degree of this superiority can
be seen in both the figures to dliminish somewhat at higher levels of air inlet

already established for conventional air blast atomisers (Ref. 6,7).

Effect of Air Temperature

The influence of air temperature on mean drop size is shown in figure 8 where SMD is
plotted against vaporiser inlet sir temperature for a range of AFRs at a constant air
pressure drop of 5 percent. Higher air temperature can clearly be seen to yield
significantly finer sprays.

Such a powerful effect of aci tIripe.-eture upon mean dropsize performance is in agreement
with the findings of the im1&i-g study. The a

i
rblast atomisation study of Rizkalla arid

Lefebvre (Ref. 10) is the onl) a her attempt, to the best of the authors' knowledge, at
exploring the effect of air tempsrature upon twin-fluid atomised spgay quality.
However, their work was limited to a maximum air temperature of 424 K and the
interpretation of resultr soirswhat difficult due to the combined variations in AFP and
air inlet temperature. Futhvsiore, they made no comment whatsoever regarding the
problem of beam steerJrir Their results showed a linear increase In SMD when the air
temperature was raiset in ccn'unction with a reduction in APR. In view of the



foregoing, however, it is perhaps inappropriate to draw comparisons between the two
studies. In general though, the effect of air temperature upon spray quality would be
expected to be somewhat stronger for the vaporising type of fuel injection system
relative to the air blast due largely to the considerations of residence time and
internal aerodynamics.

Effect of Fuel Quality

Figure 9 illustrates the effect of fuel quality upon vaporiser mean drop size
performance over a range of inlet air temperatures. At air temperatures close to
ambient, the change in spray media from kerosine to gas oil leads to an increase in SMD
due largely to an increase in absolute viscosity alone - the effects of changes in
surface tension, density and distillation range being relatively insignificant, As the
air temperature rises, the difference in spray quality is a consequence of the combined
influence of absolute viscosity and distillation range differences. These results do
not, however, provide an insight into their relative importance from the viewpoint of
SMD. On the face of ic, the viscosity sensitivity of the vaporising fuel in~ector at
air temperatures close to ambient does not appear to exhibit any marked difference
relative to that observed for airblast systems. Furthermore, the vaporiser fuel
injector is free from small orifices which may be prone to blockage due to gumming while
operating on poorer quality fuels.

Effect of Injector Geometry

As stated before, the modified a jet fuel injector of figure 4 offers the prospect of
reducing thermal gradients in the Inlet section of the vaporiser tubes relative to the
basic 2 jet injector. Figure 10 allows a comparative assessment of their spray
performance at two different levels of air pressure drop. As might be expected and
indeed observed in the imaging study the 4 jet injector is exhibiting a somewhat
superior drop size performance as a result of more intimate fuel and air interaction.
This is backed up by liquid film studies that show a more even coverage of the inside
walls in the vaporiser inlet stem area (Ref. 9).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The choice of imaging cum laser diffraction techniqueF for examining the spray
performance of the vaporiser fuel injector has turned out to be a satisfactory one. A
testimony to that effect is provided by the aforegolng sections of the paper that
feature detailed and extensive experimental data covering a wide range of combusting as
well as non-combusting conditions. The two techniques complement each other to yield a
balanced insight into the phenomenological as well as the operational behaviour of the
vaporiser - thus helping to advance significantly the state of knowledge regarding this
style of fuel injector. Many of the uncertainties have been minimised if not entirely
dispelled.

The results presented in thia paper rcveal that despite its mechanical and geometric
simplicity, the vaporlsing fuel injector achieves high degrees of atomization,
vaporisation and pre-mixing at engine idle conditions. Extension of these results to
higher porer condJtJons as typified for example by take off air pressures and
temperatures would indicate further improvements in mixture preparation. In addition,
"the vaporiser seems to be remarkably insensitive to fuel type - coping admirably with
gas oil.

The vaporising fuel injector exhibits spray performance trends that are generally
similar in character to those already observed on conventional airblast atomizers - for
example an improvement in spray quality with increases in APR and air pressure drop
whilst an increase in fuel viscosity having a somewhat adverse effect. A noteworthy
exception to this general similarity being the stronger influence exerted by the air
temperature upon the dropsize performance of the veporlser due largely to considerations
of residence time and internau aerodynamics. It is hardly surprising therefore, that
the vaporising fuel injector is able to deliver highly competitive eombustion/eemaisons
performance.
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TABLE 1

PROPERTY KEROSINE GAS OIL

Density in kg/m 
3  

797 863a
at 15 C

Absolute Viscosity 0.0013 0.0053

in Na/m
2 

at 15 C

Surface Tension in 0.027 0.0299

N/m at 200C

Distillation Range, °C 152-236 188-342

One piece rear-mounted construction
Simple fuel with no sliding jointsS~injection. No
restrictions in
burner stem -rnr ,I

Dump diffussr
for aerodynamic

stability and \; Ij j j=

'I 2S1 vapnrisqr -:~

Single-skin
combustor head

FIG. I ANNULAR VAPORISING CHAMBIER
... ,1' - "

,. : : . " ., , .3 ::",

;--,L. ?-



ri..TEST UNIT

FIG3. 3.

ZONE; ILLUMINATED BY SPARK

View at A

Radial section Plan view

Cooled
Uncooled

FIG. 4 VAPORIUSER CONFrGIJFATIONS
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(b !r 30K CIc)T 43K C

(a) 'fuel 300"K, (NC) (b fuel = 0E C C fuel 3w (C

plate 1 Coinbvsting(C) Versus Noni-Combu:5tiry WNC) at 380 kPa;
Effect of T fue

IIL

I'latc 2 Combustion it. 300 kPa -Effect of AFR

00 (a T 453
0
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(a) Effect of weir plates

ii

(b1) View on'A

-''I'Plate 5 Combustion at 1300 kfa



(a) Two-jet Injector (b) Four-Jet, Injector

Flate 6 Combustion at 360 kPa -Effect of Injector Geometry

Condition A cidto

I DIESE!,

Condition A Condit ion Bi

Plate 7 Comxbustion at 380 kra. - ffect of Fuel Quality
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THE CHARACTERIZATION OF COMBUSTION Rl FUEL COMPOSITION

MEASUREMENTS IN A SKALL CONVENTIONAL COMBIUSTOR
by

D. KlietSelu:e- & J. Odgers

t6Iai tement dul gdnie mncanlque

Uninernil6 Lanal
Qu6be. QC Canaja G1K 7P4

Summary

In a eontinuing Programme on the effects of frl propertiles on rombu-,,tlon, sc::le 20 pure ilylrocarbons

and synthesized fuels were tested at atmospheric coiditicns IT a one tinlrd scale version of am aircraft,

type combustor. This combnstor used a Simplex type pressure jut atomizer, Each fuel was burned o'er a

range of air/fuel ratios, and at each condition, a full exhairet gas analvais r-as dote, exhaust temlperature

distribution was measured, as also weak entinction. The results and their Implecations arc discuesed.

1. INTRODUCTION

These tests form part of a large programme aimed at examninng which fuel properties are most cogent

in determnilng combustion behaviour. The objectivyen are detailed In [1i, the only major change in the

present work being the sjtrutituttion of the transapre,1t combhistor" by a small conventional, downstream

Injection combustor having a Simplex I.ressure jet atumioer. Whereas in Cihe earlier cork changes In droplet

size were very limited, In the present work the use of the .Simplex atoni zer has resulted in considerable

variation of droplet nize. Thus, whilst the previ.,is woret "could be thought of as largely representing
chemical effects, It was anticipated tLaL the present work would be reflective of the 'physical' effects.

2. COMBUSTOR AND TEST RIG

The combustor is one of a set of three
geometrically similar combustors originally

purchased for size scaling experiments. !hi

largest is referred to as the 'Full Scale',

the two others as the 'Half Scale' and the

'Third Scale'. It Is the latter combustor
which has been used here. A schematic is

given in Fig. 1,

The test rig was very similar to that

"inei fur thie lui'r' cmmtrrIII

exceplt that there was no requiriemenrt fo 1 IJ
atosization air. Combustion air was supplied
at close to atmospherlo pressure by a rotary

compressor and aetered by a cal Ibrated ' * M
ventur i nozzle. Fuel was metered by a

* Plerburg noluiretrlc flow meter. and except

for fuel temperature, all temperatures were SCALE WS

measured using Chromel/Alumel thermocouples.

Flame temperature measurement within the Fig. I SCIlEMAtIC OF C2OMBeSTOR AND CA.SINl
combustor were attempted using a modified fPoylions of thermocouples

red/green brightness pyrometer. Carbon was

d determined using a filter paper stale

technique -o yield the imoee number [2]. The

gas analysis train and the gas sampling
tchitni 9a were uitreaLlc to touWe ifu iIj, Table I

and the gases determined were - C02 . CO, tiC, Atomnizer Calibration

0, NO, & NOx.

Apf FN SMD ,m

The atomizer had a nominal flow cumber psig X - 0.5 1,0 1,5 inches 4
(FN) of 0, 33 as defined by -' 0,5

FN - Flow(Imp. gal/h)/pressure(pslg) ' (I) 230 0,349 59 3P 36
- •83 0.353 61 53 47

The atomizer was recalitrated by Pratt & 37 0.356 89 72 63
.hitn.ly Canada uniag a standard 'Stoddard 9.2 0.334 177 235 239

.•, :",'-'.•.{Solvent', and heresults are summarizes in

Tabla I. v distance from sprayer race.

S. ... .. . .. •t" .. . :J " • ] - - V



lhuased spon correlations given In [3], the molar mass of the Stocdard Solvent was estimated as being

0,15 0,01 kg/mol, an, the surface tension was estimated as 26 2 dyn/cem. A standard formula used to
prediet thle AMD is - SMD - 62 (fN)i 0 2 

v
0 2 

0.
6 

P0"2 P -,.2 (2)
with 3MD In vm, v in cSt, o In dyn/cm, p in g/em' and p in psig. Assuming a value of 26 dyn/em, we have

P1, 37 83 230 Psi8
AID 115 89 64 pm from 9qu. (2) (at x - 0)
SMD 112 80 64 ;,m Experiment extrapolated to a 0

It is felt thot the above compasison of predietee and neasured results Justlfies the use of tqn. (2) for

the prediction of the SMD's for any of the various fuels used in the tests. For practical reason, the

equation was rearranged and modified to give the SMD at x - 0.5 Inchls from tue sprayer face. The finalS-6 0.2 0, 6 0O55 -;0,63
version used was - ShD - 5,7tI4.l0 v n P O .f 0,63 (all in SI base units).

As prevloutly 1i], the calibration of the enit was performed using ,J2-4 fuel. The results were
compared with predietions made using the following equations:

lg(lg(1I/0) - 0,911 Ig Y - 0,55 n - A (3)

W!th n - 2f for A 5 I and 2/1 ' for A > 1, all values

being taken in tne combu3tion cone. The derivation EINOX

of Eqn (31 and a discussion of Its applicatios is

given in [i]. Based upor tne oited value for A of

-0,215 [() a comparlso,: of predicted and measured 0

nc.nbultlon effol~encles is possible (Table II).

hearing in mind the uncertainty of A, the 100

agreement, both in ferm and in abhm,lute value, is F3HC

cosoilored to be satisfactory use to confirmn the

principle of volumetric scaling. 50

Table XI
0

Aeerai measar•red fic enicte El -co

200

0.211 9L,6 % 94.8
0,288 47,2 91.6 I

T~~~rnU 0.13 97. 6 95,7 ir '~ t - K~
0,353 97,2 94,7 1.05

W -C,-

The nominal operacIeg conditions for the above --

levees and for' ait others discussed below ure -,9 -- -

Pressure - Ill kPa Air mass flow - 110 g/s O,8

Inle temperature - 350 Kt Fuel flow - varied. 0.1 0, P'o3 * 0,b

Fig. 2 COMBUSTION CHiARAuCTERISTICS A111
The fuels used In these experiments were REPRODUCIBILITY OF TE1T RESUI TS - BASE FiJL (41)

restricted to those lnstod "s 'Mixed Cuals' in [1); Ootted Line - rennults from Li1

their properties are also listed in the sane

reference.

3. TESTS WITH BASE FUEL

In order, to establish repeatability and

reproducoi'lity, four test series were done using EEPEATABILITY OF TESTS

the base fuel (hi). The results (which are

considered to be satisfactory for this type of Scan CO2 CO HC NOX No 0, Tb
combustor) are given In Table Ill and iig. 2 which % 3 pys ppm pys S" K

illustrate the repeatability anid reproduellilty

respectively. The separately metered air and fuel 1 3,75 0.20b 87,9 - 6.2 11,97 1057
indiCated a maximum difference of 2,5 % betweaen the 2 3,72 0,213 95,3 19,7 1,89 1050

values measured for the air/ftel rat'e and those 3 3,'Ib 0,207 80.6 - 6,1 15,01 1059

Indicated by the mass balance derived fros gas 4 3,72 0,211 97,7 18,8 - 15,01 1050

analy3sis. Tlis also was considered to be an 5 3.76 O,ij7 85,5 5.9 14,95 1055
acceptable srerneent. 6 3,72 0,211 87,? 13,9 - 15,00 1061
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Also shown in Fig. 2 are the performance curves for the same fuel tented in the trannparent oombustor
(13. The difference In the form of curves Indicates the effect of air-blast (near constant drop size) and
combustor geometry. The explanation for the form of the curves from the transparent comhustor has been
given in [1). The form of curves given by the 1/3 scale combuntor is typical of any pressure-Jet fuel
system and reflect.i both loading and droplet size effects. At a first glance It would appear that the
conventional combustor Is somewhat more efficiert than the air-blast system, this in spite of the larger
droplets and the higher Macb number iO,Oh as opposed to 0,02). However if the fuel loadings of the two
systems are examrined, then the transparent combustor is about 2.5 times heavier loaded then the
conventional combustor. Thus, one would estimste that at the same fuel loading the performance of the
transparent combustor would be considerably better than the present can. It was concluded that the
performance with Base Fuel was acceptable and typical of conbustors using pressure jet atomization.

A. TESTS USING OTHER FUELS 1,0 1 .. . I I

Space restrictions do not permJt the n A A - 1 ,25

experimental data to be quoted, neither in tabular
form nor as curves such ts Fig. 2. The form of the
curves for ail of the fuels tested was very similar 0,9 1
to those of Fig. 2, only the levels of the curves A
differed. The operating conditions selected did not

prove conducive to ignition testing.
S

4,1 Combustion efficiency
0,8

All fuels were burned at, nominally, the sime
alr loading, but the fuel loading was varied by
changing the overall equivelence ratio over the
approximate range of 0,2 t € b,4.

0,7
In ref. [1) it was remarked that there was a

* trend of the measured combustion efficiencies with
the average boiling points of the fuels tested in

* the transparent chamber. In the present test series
. me eight expect that this trend would again be . . . .. . .

* noted, and indeed it is (Fig. 3). The points 350 Iti0 450 T K 500
plotted orn hýg. 3 were oblalned by reading off the av

values at tihe two equivalence ratios froc the Fig. 3 RELATIONSHIP DETWEEN COMBUSTlON EFFfICIENCY
e, , vi cue bLit eupe, .im ,,i tal da a . ini fa L , true A NID AV... G. I- i tO. leT

deptndence upon boiling point is far more
pronounced than in the previous case, Also there is ho0 -r--r-i --- I i
the general observation that those fuels which have -
the higher toiling points also yield the largest

*" droplets. It' thin is so, ie It Is piobable that n ""
¶ the results would also correlate against droplet

1, 90h

j 0
0 

o'" 
N _

00

; 0 0 • P 1 0

CcTOj

0,8 o

0 7

0,7 a.....L... I I30 o 0 o n 10

40' 60 JM i im 90

o. Fig. It RELATIONSI3iP BETWEEN COMBUSTION Fig. 5 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COMBUSiIONh

EFFICIENCY AND DROPLET SIZE EFFICIENCY AND DROPLET SIZE

--- - --- - - --/•--- I; •i--i,-. '- -• • .. . .
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diameter. This is clearly indicated in Fig. 4 which gives a plot of all the data. How, - this mass of

points tends to obscure trends and so the data were evaluated for the two equivalencc, -ios of 0,21 and

0,30 80 as to compare with Fig. 3. The resu.ts are demonstrated in Fig. 5. Clearly both Figs. 4 and 5 show

a marked effect of SMP upon combustion effJelency. Moreover the closeness of the two curves on Fig. 5

suggests that the droplet diameter is more important than the boiling point since it tends to eliminate

the effects of equivalence ratio. It is concluded that the predominant effects are due to droplet size,

the small separation In Fig. 5 indicating the existence of some secondary effects.

In Ref. [U) a relatlonship was establisbhed
between the ratio of CO to unourned hiydroearbons at i ,0 ..... .

the exhaust and the combustion efficiency,

significantly improved by Introducing a function of n

the equivalence ratio within the primary zone. A

tentative explanation of this latter term was that, 0,9

in reality, the dependesce was one of temperature,

and in turn, this suggested that the flame zone to

behaved as though It were at least partially 
0  a

premixed. Figure 6 plots the results from the 0,8

present tests. The correlation has hP.out the same

scatter as that of the previous work but without co

the need to employ the equivalence ratio function o o

as additional parameter. A tentati-ce explanation Is

that in the conventional coebustor the Simplex 0
C

atomizer gives rise to droplet diffusioc flames

which then show relatively little sensitivity to ao

the zone mean equivalence ratio. What remains In

doubt is whet.her the behaviour in the transparent 0,6 ,
00,5 1 ,0 15

combustor was due to the very small droplets which 0 EIC/El 01

behaved as a pseudo-gas or whether the behaviour Co

was brought about by the Intimate mixing of the air

and droplets Occasioned by the use of air-blast, or Fig. 6 RATIO OF HYDIOCARBON TO CO
to some combiatLion of the two. EMISSION INDICES

In Ref. (1) a correlation was derived for the combustion efficiency of several combustors operated
over a range of conditions. Thin took the form -

lg(ig(i/o)) - K, . lg(.e/Vpn) - K. a n - K, (4)

Although most of the combuotors were conventionil, one of them was a vaporizer chamber and an-ther was a
h~gh velocity combustor. NO speeific term was included to represent possible droplet effects. It was

decided to attempt an Improvement of the correlatlon (iqn. 4) by Including a term au represert the effect
of droplet size. Since the combustor operated with a constant volume and at constant pressure, the new

correlati.o beca,ne -

iglg(il/n)) - 2,920 Ig mf,300K ,422 n - 35,28.10 3 Silt) - 2,556 (5)

All uniLs are SI base units. The fuel mass flow in hg/s is corrected to 300 K using -

Ig (nr,
3 0 0 !1nf) - 3,051 y-1I205 _1,2327 y-l,2?05 . ]g .3

n 2e for l S. or 21/ for t > I, y - e for 0 5 1 and y - I for d > 1, 0 being taken as the mean for thr

rmn mclt zmcove. Flmv've 7 ec ý~~. Irw'ves velces of lmeffcienc (1 hit! thI. la alcua

using Eqn (5). rhe standa-d devlation of the inefficiency was 0,268 which Is considered to be reasonably

satisfactory for most purposes.

0.2 Pollutants

Carbon oanoxidt acnd hydronarbona

The success in correlating tlie combustion efficiency gave soon hope for the correlation of the
amourts of carbon monoxide! and hydrocarbons within the exhaust. In fact, the form of equation obtained to

correlate the carbon monoxide emissions index very closely resemeled that of Eqs. (5).

Ig E10 2,316 Ig n~ 1 2,6.10- SMD 6,49 (6)

.... ..... ' '..... .. '- "..........- ..........
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In Eqa. (Mi all values are in SI base units. The 50 -'- ,----'
Comparisor, of the calculated and measured emission - T
Indices is given In Fig. 6. Apart rrom 4 points calculated I
(part of one single test series - indicated by

triangles) tht data aopear to yield a satisfactory - 0

correlation. The standard deviation (including the

'out' points) is 0,180. tO o
0

As might be expected the hydrocarbons In the .

exhaust showed little evidence of any relation to 5
thy type of correlation based upon a reaction rate a

equation, such as those of Eqns. 5 & 6. The major

factors effecting the presence of hydrocarbons

showed 'o be those parameters which defined p

evaporation rates. In addition to the droplet size 0 80 c

and the average boiling point of the fuel, it was

found necessary to include the transfer nuisber and I .-
1 2 5 10 20 % 50the hot gay. temperature. Thus the correlation took - n measured

the torn - Fig. 7 COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY CORRELATION

ElHc . 1o,85 . T 
7

,76 . T-
8

,
81  

t (\SMi' 2 (7)',9
av + 0 Qn( (u

and a fair ag'eement (Fig. 9) was obtained from Ei - ( Ca ions of 0,1 % due to HC) to El - 500 (a loss or

50 % due to hydrocarbons). All values In Eqn. (7) In Si Base Units.

SErcI •• EIHC 0 J

CoT

calculated 0

S0 tOOV

0

so as no Iee

in c00 200 400 1 0 en 1009

EIC£ measured g!kgruel EItC mea-urad gekgf..,

-Lg. 8 EXHAUST CARBSON NOOXDE rig. F 9 EtHAUST HfDROCeRBONc

% Avciroca'ribon r
Total a Carbon Mon- Mea

Figure 10 plots the measured
combustion efficiency loss (total)

against tr.e Individual losses. 1a

Obviously there is a strong

rsla;ionshlp, and it tyke3 the 5

usua-ly Observed form and
magnitude 5]. If the overall o 0

combustion efficiency Is known, 2 ao1

the hydrocarbon content may be a *

expressed as -

.i.,1 10 % 50

0-2 16 Component LossS-,•: t- Ig (Fl [ /1000) - 1 - 1,1247 (1 n)- ' 61 (8)

H'•.rig. 10 rOLLUTANT/EFFICIENCY HELATTONSHIP

- ... ... , -. . ---- - 7
- ,% ,:; -- V .:, . . -
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O.dea of Nirop.en

In all eases the observed oxides of nitrogen were very low (even lower than for the t.ensparent
combumstor [1]). Beci.use of this, the accuracy of measurenent is not thought to be very good (i 0,5 El). If

one assumes that both slsl•Os are diffusion flames, thon according to the correlatlon given In [1J -

EINo - 29 -21670/T p 0,66 e-'5OT) (9)

where T is the adiabetli dissociated flame
temperature. For the transparent combustor, a Table IV

definite trend of the effective residence time was
found with equivalence ratio: the weaker the VALUES O NO AND NOx
mixture, the longer the time. If the present system

functions as a pure droplet flame one would Fuel EINO EINO /EINox ElNox
anticipate that it would not be so sensitive to

equivelence ratio as the transparent combustor. In mean mean minimum mean maxlmunm

fact, one finds this to a fair degree. However,
the Important scatter of the experimental values 41 0,84 0,58 1,1 1,46 2.4
tends to hide any real trends. Because of this, it 42 1,23 0,8M 0.9 1,47 3.1

was decided to mean the values for each fuel 43 1,39 0.68 1,1 2,04 3.0

regardless of equivalence ratio (see Table IV). b4 1,01 0,56 1,1 1,79 2,0

45 1,07 0,55 1,0 1,94 3,2
In an attempt to use Eqn. (9), an effective 46 0,82 0,51 1,1 1,60 2,"

residerce time was calculated for fuel 41 using the 47 1,26 0,60 1,3 2,10 2,5

appropriate values for the stoichiometrla flame 48 0,86 0,53 1,3 1,62 2,3
temperature and the inlet pressure. Thie result 49 1,01 0.62 1,2 1.62 3,4

Indicated that all fuels should be between 1,h6 50 1,74 0,78 1,7 2,23 3,2
(fuel hi) and 1.63 (fuel 43) g/kg of fuel. Since 53 o,68 0,38 1,4 1,78 2,2

thli difference is smaller than the actual scatter 54 0,63 0.33 1,5 1,93 2,3
for any given fuel, this attempt remained 55 0.52 0.37 1,2 1,41 1,8

Inconclusive. A much simpler method of prediction 56 0,50 0,25 1,7 2,03 2,3

Which takes no account of residence times Is given 57 0.50 0,24 1,7 2,08 2,'i
by an empirical curve in [63. fhis curve whinh 58 0.65 0,4i 1,0 1,42 2,2

plots the sOx emission index against the maximum 59 0,58 0,41 1,1 1,43 1,7
flame tenporature is a summary or many practical 60 0,83 0,46 1,3 1,80 2,3
gas tuibinos, with and without water/steam 61 0,48 0,26 1,5 1,85 2,2

Injection, as well as several laboratory systems, 62 o,61 0,145 1,I 1,37 1,8
premixed or with droplet nomoustion. Taking into 63 0.55 0,38 I, 1,145 1.8

account a)I fuels and their respectine flame 01 0.65 0,36 1,3 1,80 2,2
temperatures, this curve indicated a mlninum value

for- the E1 of 1,5 t 0,6 and a maxic.um of 2,4 1 I NI. all value of EI an g of NO, per kg fuel.
g/kg. All the results fail withln this range of

scatter and almost all the measJred valoes, too. No

dlscernable relationship could be seen In the
ratios of NO to NOx.

Exhaust Carbon

The results of the carbon measurements were considered to be so interesting as to warrant a separate

publcetion [2). Consequently, only a summary will be given here. Durlng the present test series, lye to

the email quanttlies of soot which were formed at the operating conditions, the necessary time, which
wuuio nave been needed to obtein, a measurable swOi rendered it economically impossible to determlne the

smoke using a gravimetric technioue. Hence. a filter 'nape, stal tvrhnla'e vao A
OF/A filter paper was clamped In a double conical holder, and a known nass Or exhaust gas (21 g caloulaled
as air) was mseored through the paper. The resultant stain was then measured In terms of refletlvilty
using a Pacific Scientific RG-4600 reflectometor. The results were then expressed In terms of Smoke Number

(SN In % reflectivity change).

In earlier work [T] the influerice of temperature had been described In terms of ocmbustor inlet
temperature. IHis had appeared to give a satisfactory correlation since (for the data available), for any

- *, given engine, any one operating condition was confined to a single alr/fuel ratio, and hence changes due
to alr/ffiel ratic were not evident. Beeaose of the bahaviour with changes in sir/fuel ratio noted In the

-,i:•. -present work It was felt that the coMbusLor exit tempbrature would he mo'e representative of the burn-out
region than the inlet temperature, and additionally, the eaxit temperature would reflect changes in inlet

"temperature and flame temperature changes due to changes In fuols. A careful analysis of the experimental
d a data showed that the exponent for the exit temperature was the same as that used before far the Inlet

-,.- '4. .'i
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temperature. The new correlation group now became -

; -5,ii5100 -- -

E I iin 3(O/C)1 (H/C)-5' T84 (10) 8 ao0

or writing (10) In terms of operating conditions - SN a Q2

on. r, [x,]

X, 1 - h)'~. -8 66
\/F , A/ ), 5 To

-l " f'2 l×21 
0

X2 - \•2-7 T--8--- -T, 6 (11b) 11 010
AJ 1

where T - T3 + CT,* - I) and T, - -4 at n- 10O % 0,5 -1 -
10•1

In E?] the new correlation has been applied to

time data or the present work an wull an to publiShed Fig. 11 SMOKE CHARACTERISTICS

data from 8 other conmnstors. The data pertinent to

the present work are plotted in Fig. 11.

Attempts to modify the correlation group so as to include any effects of ruel molecular structure

have so far not mnt with amy great success, aithought there is some evidence that there are trends with

the hydrogen saturation factor SH' and that additionally, there may be small effects due to aromaticity.

Apart from the above terms, the only other determined property wnioh was round to show even a trend with

the measured smoke number was, an might be expected, the value of the Smoke Point of the fuels. The trend

was not satisfactory for correlation purposes.

j.3 Flaee temperature measuremente

It was attempted to measure flame temperatures and MeisaiVIties In the primary zone using a red-reep

brightness temperature techeique. A red brightness pyrometer (wavelength 645 nm) was modified in the

National Defence Laboratories (Ottawa) so as to include a green filter (547 mm), and a suitable

CalIbratlon was performed.

Two-colour pyrometry has been successfully app. id to gas turbine combustors over a range of from 0,2

to 7,5 MPa r8 & 9), and red brightness temperatures hod bten mcosured successfully in an identical

combustor to that used here over a pressure range of from 0,1 to 3,3 MPa [103. Under these clrcumstances

* the selection of this instrument seemed entirely reasonable.

Vul the flames ranged from blue to yellow, the former flames characteristic for tihe paraffinic

fuels, the latter for those with aromatie additions. However, most of the flames were Insufficiently

opaque to produce satisfactory results, the green temperatures being by far too higm due to the

interference of the blue radiation caused ty water vapour and carbon dioxide. As a risult of this,

analysis has been postponed until further results, using more aromatic fuels, are obtained.

4.4 Wall temperature measurements

For the determination of the flame tube wait temperatures nine thermocouples were attached in three

rows of three (see Fig. I). Due to the very high temperature gradients encountered (up to 150 Klcm) the

accuracy of placement is somewhat limited. In spite of timA: the r-31 ml'.frs e fel•rQye mn g. Th.ue ehn

values at any given axial location agreed quite well with predlotlors using the technique described In

[11], however, no full analysis will be done until more data have been obtained.

4.5 Weak extinctions

Weak extinctions were determined at the end of each test by gradually reducing tile fuel flow un:til

the flame commenced to be unsteady. At this point the ignition was Switched on and the fuel further
reduced. After a little white the Igniter was switched off. If the flame remained lit, the plug was again

fired and the fuel further reduced until extinction Occurred when the Spark wax ari ested. At this point

the plug was re-fired and the fuel increased a little. By this means It wan possible to determine the

minimum self sustaining fuel flow below which the flame always extinguished. This defined the weak

" , extinctlon.

in.

L- -VI..
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1.. .. Table V lists the appropriate data. The parameter f8 desecribed In [122

r8 " - " -, _ _ ) 0.53 - 0-92 /Oy 0,471
2n-1 , L t 17m -lni-B - (12)f",41 qn,41 m 41V

did not correlate the data in as satisfactory a

mariner as might have been anticipaued. However, TABLE V

It obvlously had an interplay slnce a very good

correlation or the data was obtained by LIMITS
plotting (4. -/4w )/f 8 against

w,ý. .41(/P)0 .8.

(pr'Pl)0'x (qnrf
1

qn.111 ) as in Fig. 12. Why * ,/6

the weak extinction should be a function of Fuel 9f 4 8 f8

what approaches to the heating value per unit

volume of liquid Is not clear. It could be that hI O,101 1,0 ',0 1,0

the denulty is only reprenentatlve of come 12 0.199 1,970 5,222 0.377

other property of the fuel (e.g. volatility, 43 0,117 1,158 1,857 0,624

viscosity, nurface tension, or any combination l4 0,120 1,188 1,952 0,609

thereof). and further analysis wili be 45 0,093 0,921 1,079 0,854

attempted in the future when other data become 46 0,093 0,921 1,190 0.774

available. 147 0,093 0,921 1.365 0,675

48 0,101 1,000 1,032 0,967
4.6 Exhaust temperature dietribution 49 0104 1,030 1,302 0,791

50 0,110 1,089 1667 0,653
As with the transparent coetestor [1], the 53 0,103 1,079 ,698 0,635

exhaust temperature distributions, based upon 54 0105 Ii00 1,571 0,662

the dimensionleas temperature rise, are very 0,096 0,950 1,111 0,855

similar for all fuels and at all operating 56 0,094 0,931 1,175 0,792

conditions. The results again indicate that the 57 0,100 1,030 1,206 0,854

exhaust pattern Is governed by the air/fuel 58 0,102 1,010 ,238 0.816
patternatlom as defined by the injector and the 59 0,1oŽ 1,010 1,365 0170

combustor air distribution. The preservatu)n of 60 0,101 1,000 1,365 0,733
the patternation shows a stable air/fuel 6i 0,097 0,960 1,11 '.864

dlstrlbutici, and experience with other 62 0,100 0,990 1,303 0.7, 0
combustors suggests that this same patternation 63 0,117 1,010 1,460 0,6S2

would persist if the chamber was operated at

higher pressures. Indeed, since at high

prensure conditions all tae fuels would operate 11,0 ' . . . i

at close to 100 % efficiency, it is liKely thatthe exhaust temperature dletrJItutlor13 would • 1f/w,

even bh more similar, f8

5. GENERAL COMMENTS
0,7

Clearly a significant amount of combustion a

data has been logged In the course of the
present work, and not all of the data have been
fully analysed yet. The major reason for this 0,5
Is that some of the trends noted require
confirmation by the use of fuels which will

extend property variations. A similar 6
requirement was found for the transparent
Cembustor. 0,3 . , , I . . i ,_ I , . , .

.10 1,05 1,1 ,15

Both programe. have shown t,. Inadequacy of 5 qf
of Mach number scaling and have proven the qn.,41
reaction volume scaling for small combustors.
This could be of considerable Interest to the Fig. I1 WEAK EXTINCTION LIMITS

manufacturera of small engines. Both units also
demonstrate tie adequacy of the NOX predictlon techniques used. With regard to combustion efficiency and

pollutants the units differ ie that the Simplex injection system shows much more dependence upon droplet
charACteristics than the air-blast system used previously. Weak extinetlon correlations differ for the two

units and, although not proven, one is tempted to attribute this to the two different injection systems.

At atmneptierio pressure the carbon found within the exhaust lies been too small to be measured

- f gravimetrically. The use of a filter paper stain technique showed vislble differences between the fuels

I . . , . ., , . .

• ... • . .. .. : a. . ,4 -: •
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V

"and enabled the carbon to be assessed quantitatively. The exhaust temperature dlstributton shown little
dIfference from one fuel to another, and it would appear that any poslitle fuel effects 'nay be neglected.

Because of flamk tr-ansparenc:y It has nft proved ,oselble to determine primary %one flame temperatures. No

success was had in entatlInhing a correlation for Ignition,

6. NOMENCLATURE

A/F air/fuel mass ratio B transfer nLk~ber

El emission index - g/kg fuel FN flow number - (T.G./h)/p5l0j'
5

fs stoichlometrlc fuel/air mass ratio f8 weak extlnctlon correlation group

iH/C atomic hydrogen/larbon ratio h hydrogen mass fraction in fuel

K a constant m mass flow - kg/s [Ibis]
n . 2f for 9 1 I, - 2/1 fur > 1 0/C atomic oxygen/carbon ratio

p pressure - Pa [,tm] P3  inlet pressure - Pa

pj atomizer pressure [pmeg] qn not calorific value - MJ/kg

SH hydrogen saturation factor - hf/hcorrespcedlng paraffin
£S1D Sauter meal, dlameter - m (am) SN SmOke number - $

Tav volume average tolling point - K 7 3 Inlet temperature - K
'T adiabatic flame temperature - K T4 outlet temperature - K

V combustion volume - m' (It') X a smote correlation group

I X distance from atomize- face - [incn] y - 4 for 9 1 1, - i for t > I
m comeustion efficiency Y fuel loading - mf/Vp"' - [lh/Is-ft'.atm)]

I I equlvalence ratio A/l stoish./ A/Factual 9w 9 at weak extinetion

i V klnematic viscosity - m /3 [cst) u surface tension - N/n [dy 'cm]

I p density - kg/m' [g/cm'] n time - 3

Suffixes; a air, f fuel.
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HmI yav u y mattdc att rtieaU tenitiets of the coillysilion of iiydroc~itl'otis titt1 It pri 'ruts ani is if cr arty) Cotrrelation tfilji
tite tiatlire ol lie parent fuel.
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Our Itydioiiarlbtii flleastircivtitis at C solely ill icr ins of total hydrocar butts using iii 21.) llte ate crlc'ilatcd it ictrist ot

the, parent Itydi oearbttn.
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Your cqiiaiori for NO. cinitinitts et xil iteittitil teiitjletriitt c depetiteticie. Was thirs thitaiiie It lilt ilictry or tx~'C titteitl.'
If (lie latter. what rangte oft residettec timecs didi the especrittiettul data Cover?

Author's Reply
The' res~idence: tuime effect is11 seussedCL ill Ref. jý ( if the ;'apel No.4 1. -:01 Vt ut emor)Y I think thle times inves~tigatedj wet

about I toi 6 nins. Much of rite experimeittal data were taken Ii oit N ASA repiorts of expetintetim itt pre-msexil pIe[,-
vapor td reaciot s arid outer stiri ed r caeror work ptlls sNic1k ftroiti real cottirbusliot lTecrciwciall 5 the exjioiteittal
futiction may also be pisti ed ttrtut lthe apprriaelr to eqn ilibririri.

A.M.Mellrtr, US8
is fthe disc repantey aissiiiatel wilth eiitmbustion Iffieilettey vetI) sirs 81)F ligu Fe 4) lor W-10f aisiicimtid wvitih its nuttins%
boiling rainge?

Aurthorr's Reply
I dii til thiink sot, bcetuse two oit fthree of tie, fuels Used here were pure comtpioirnds having tonly a. sittgle boiinirg poinit (i.e.
notirauige). In recent work mranty irire ii re substanices have bseeti introduced with tot effect. We ihielev itis due iti (a) sery
larTge dOi iplet coriil'itted withý (bs) a low voi ftility uand (Cf the deptC cc ill surisariraiot. We ra~ve rectitfly itive'tigated a
corielataiti involviiig these Three teritsarid initial results suggest a sign ifleatit reductiont itn the scatter ofi i esubs. I lowevCet

[lie new eorreclatioi' has iiitt yet beenl '14ltt lze.
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LIM1rF' IflCX~INC1ON PAITYRE 1W LA RECIIAL'I+ DUIN It'JBOREAUIEL'R

par

Niatdanic A.Cadioi
()NI RA

I ort dc I'alao'caui
91120t Paktilscat

Rdsumd

La combustion dans on foyer do rechauffe est stahilasto en Sinai
d'accroche-tlarmons et le procesnun de stablinsatLon ddpend den paradt~res
suivants :nombre do Mach, tempki-atnre. ptO55sOfl 0t ricitease do le6coalesent.
gdomdtrie de l'accroche-ftamnes. Les ktuden cxpdrisentalea effectudos
permettent Jaccdder A un paranitre do correlation englobant l'effet du noabre
do Mach et de Ia tampdrature.

Quant A le:ffet do is ptometine' d~an le can dscacroche-flanaes
linisiree en k cou lesent bidineasionn et 1 e pro fi1 de larcroche-flamse eat le
paramdtre c!6omktrique ddterminant.

bo tud eoxptrimentate ddtailide de Is zone de combustion dans to
snillag daIIccrocha- fl"mzes annulairon duos un icouleneot amisyndtriqne a mis en
evidence 1'effet d'un autre parosttre gtomdtnnque en plan du profit. le
diasdtro may00 do is gouttikre annualire coostituant l'accroche-flasmen. Len

rhsltaa epdnmnoauxobtousAu caurm de cotto 6tude pernettent do prkciner
lea mimisma do stabnliaatio do In flane liar des obstacle nuoss

FLAME STAnILIZATION XIN A PEMEAT-COISEUSTOR

abstract

to a reheat burner. combustion is stabilized with flaneholdera. The
stbilization depends on the following parameters Mach, nuimber. to~poraturu.

preinlire anti equivalence ratio of the flow, flameholder geometry.

Masny experimental aeasurementa have allowed bhe calculation of a

correlating parameter inciuding the Mach number and the temperature.

For the geometry, studies on linear atabilizors in 2-dinenst.onnul
flows have shown that the height of the stabilizer ivý a crinvafientfl~tr

An accurate ekperinental study of the recirculation zone dowantrcsm
annutar flameholdera in so axisycetnic flow havo pointed out the effect of an
anothIer gemetrical parameter, the di.ameter of the fl,.aejolder. The caponi-
rtal resuls av improved ou1r tnowledge of the flame stabilization mechanism

downstra annular flmeholders.

S.,
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NOMENCLATURLE

H hautoeur de lsaccroche-tlaamo

H- H/haetent de loannean unique (40 mm)

m ddbit niosigne d'air

M nombre do Mlacht en aoont de la rectiaufle

T temperature en snout de Ia rechaufte

V Vitesso en amant do La rechan! In

X coordonufo axiele :distante A l'accrocbe-f Issue

0' richeaso du edlunge air-/rdrosten

c1 rendement de combust ion

1.INTRODUCTION

Lee disponitifea do posctouhust ion msien place sir des avions vnsent A ueo augmentation tide
forte do la p oussie pendant u a temps rel tnvemeont court.

Cet accroisaoaent do pousude out obtanu par combeetion do Ldrosnue en aefl do la turbine. La
combustion con aduit en. effet A uno augmentation de la teap~ratuer des gaz 6joct.4s ot dlone do Leer vitemue
d'kcbappomeet et de Is pounede qun acen ddduit.

Les caractdristi1qneF do fonetion nesent do La rechauffe sont tellee gee Von sort du domuane
ci neique de ddfinitionn des chamb res do cosbastion :Is pression s t rolativmosct fanbic, do l'ordie do 2
on 3 brin. 1' Vitosce et Is tonpdratureoen axont do la recheoffe sent 6lovdcs (V = 140 n/c ; T 3O800C).
O'untre part. Icl dasponltit de rerbiuffe doit indenro 10 ninimun do pertes do charge, cer rechauffe
Otninte , 21 cot tot aleroent r, tie.

Ccc considkrmtnnns ont conduit A utiliser In Principe do atabilisation des flemmos no moyeo
d'obstacics pour le foyer do rochoeffe. En offet. en obs'cle daens en 6coulement proudit un eulloge
turbulent camportant innddiutement on evil one zone do recirculatios nkccasaino A1 ]a stabilisation do Ia
combustion (fig. 1. [Iji. Lea gin frais torment ine coecie linite an contact du stabilicareer Jucquenu
point do ddcollement oil cotte coucbo rencuntre une coucho analogue forshe do gun bril6n inudile par lo
recirculation- En ce point il y a contact eutie lea gaz Crain et leo gin brillis :A cranora la surface do
s~puration ont lieu des trnasforts do chulour gui pronoqeent l'influssation den ger franc. Les gun
nnueellcemet enfleando rostiteent encuite do la ebaleur aun gar brZit6 do Ia zone do recircelation.
cospoesant ainai La peric do choicer prdcildanet. L'estinction a liceu lorsune la qiantit6 de ehaeier eiddie
A La znoe do recircunlation deviecit infdrienre A Is quantitO do chaleor niceocaire si maintien do cetto
zone a inc tempersturo on! tisante. Memtisction dipend donc aniqoemeat des pbidnom4nen ayant lieu jonte on
aval de l'accrocho-flonmc. La zone pluneon seal gui aseure la propagation do la combistion noa eaun
effet seti la etabiliti.

Gar bruits en drais Floom~e
Stabjihsateur 4

0~Fig. I - Stabi/iuation et propmgation de Is f/ammoe.

In ddfinit ion d in o yetine do rechaLrfe compreed Is difinition ginaftr iqee do sbtaclo appolI
oecrocho-tiannea, du canal1 dean lemquel13 acre lach cat obotacl1e e1 deo injenteura ddero s t rono car bucant
l'air vcicAO basis do la turbine et l'air par vencut du fan. Cette d~t onition doit 6tre taite do fagou &
optinicer los performances do La rocheotfe c'ent-A-dire do tagon A avoir

* cue valour di reademont do combustion ansio prudhe do 1 gee possible pour inc longueer do canal
toueoors lI 1cd par Ios aplications

. nc porte do charge relativoment faiblo Atin de no pan augmenter douce fagus sensible It. consommatioi
aphcifiqno du moeteo lureqoc La rechauffe n'est peas en service

in large domains do foectionnonent atim d'asouerr La stabilitA do Ia combustion pier lee duffireates
coaditions reicuetedes mu cours du vol.

Len recherchos sor la rochauffe offectodco A I'ONtRA out pie: objectif do foernir aim
constroctooro dea Alomonto etilnoablee an otado auant-projet et on pontienclier loeftot does paramitros
samothoreocbiniquos en gioedtriqnoo air lee performances do Ia cumbnstion. Coeat see partie does travsam

~ jeo conro A l'ONERA air no anijot et pins partioulidroaaat ce~lo ayant trait ann liouses doextinctionj



- pauvres, coast-A-dire & la atabilite do Ia rechnaffe, qut eat, prisnetto let.

Lea parasdtros qua inflovocont l'extinction aunt la vitasse, la tnaphraturo at Is richeosgo do
l'dcoulosoot crn amont de to rechauffo ainna qac la gdosdtrie do l'accrochtn-tlaaso. Attn do Aaaffrancbir
des paras~tros rolatifa A Ia carbaration. caLlo-ci eat etfactudeoan sayer, din grand noahro de points
dio1joCtIor, situbn loir eni moat do 1-accrocbo-flamma cliv d'anoir dana le plan des obstacles vne
tdpartltion Astea homog~ne quo Possible du cosbustiblo.

Apt-df une doscription gLobale do montage enpdriaovtal los rtsultata obtonun avoc den aCCeocho-
flasten de forme annaLaireaineal quouno tentatine do corrdaition secant prkaontda. neo Otudo dfitaillke do
La combustion dana la zone, do recirculation a toatefota Wt nicaasaire pour axpliquar des anomalies
apparontes.

2. DESCRIPTION PSNTASEXPEEKENTAL

Los figures 2 et 3 reprd6seorvnt rougoctivonent an torbordactour 4quiDt diun dispositif do
rechauffo intdgrie an rncrordoeome do notoar at le montago expdrisontal sac Loque' coot rodootee len
conditions d'eXtinctiOli do la rochauffo. La bane doessat reprodnit loa sines niveaux do tenpbratnra at do
vitoanos quo coaix Ga noteer.

Comprossour B P CmrserHP Accurche flamnme

Foyer Kd6rosboo Peck.nuffo

Fig. 2 - &/tnAm dim wrbonfaCsur dQwpd de rechaulfo.

Thermocouple Grille soloque

Prichnaufe \/ Corps central Injectears

£30 CEnveloppo 'a

~ cangeur

Air comprim6
p < 12 bars
ri 4 10 kg/s

Fig. 3 - Schrdoa du moongv nvpdrimvnra/.

*L'air conprini oat fournt par trots conpressoars :lo d~bit maximal oat do 10 kg/s sous une
prosslon dint JA valour pout htre nodalie junqu'k 12 barn.

Cot air oar climuffli dans an 6chnogoar do dialect jusquAý 300C. 11 ponitre onsaite done ave
chambre de conbaus t ion co rres5po ndaut an foyer principal Ga turhondactour.

La ropirntnre do l'tcoaleent & la sortie de chambre peat Atro ajaat,4e A ave valour qaciconque
comprise antr'e"500

0
C ot 8 0 0.C. leas varationsi sod oatbtennos on agissant sac 1 cIn dit de -'-'-

Une grille sonique situke on aval kiomogfnttse lea natanson dons Is conduita.

Pu corpo central sisulo la ctne do faita du dornior Atago do turbina.

1/injoction de carhurant pour Lu rechauffe eat faite an moyan do 24 takes radical portia do
5 orifices de 0.6 as. Can orificon sont oriontis & contro-coarant ;los jers do kiiroadro sont brisas our
un handlier attn d'assaror an ban silango air-kiroshns.

Laccrocha-tlneme eant sitad 345 ma npovaal do linnsectiom dona la plan Ge lasxtrgsiti coal doi

corps centr a,

Li. dasmitre Ga Canal do rochangfo eat fgall A 300 am. La languour atiLiado lora den btadas
d'extinction eat sonaiblosent igale A 1 dissitre. tin Canal ralativnoent Cooat porsot d'observar )s

L-4-
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- combjustion at de 16tector sisdoont 1'oztinCtion.

Los mommae faites our co montage moat lam suivantol

- un col sooiquo on asont de Is chaabr2 do cokbuxtion Aquip6 d'une prize do proosion statique at d'un

thermocouple permet do calculor lea valeuro du d~bit dail;

- un thersoc-uple chrom~el-alumol plac6 en anoct do 1lnjevt)an de kdrosbne fournit la teapdrature do
1i*coueimout smout raoehutta

- doux d~bitn~tres A turbine lout nutlixjo pour earegistrer lea d~bits de kirosino do is chambre do

Loextinction pauvro eat obtenue en r~duisamt pz-ogreoouvement le ddbit do k~ruosne alors quo le
d~bit dair la tooptroture de I'tcoulement aoont recheutte at la preusion coneorvent respoctivosunt ufle
vaelur constantot.C Lo valeurs du nombre do Mach. de la richasse rechouffe, ainsi que des principaux
,,,,r .4 t re do I'd oulawont sout cAlrul~s en tempo r~el, enregistrds et affichi. sur sioniteur au noment dc
Poxtinction.

3. LESULTA15 5UR LES UNHITES O-EXTINCTION

Lea rdsultato priksentt-s ici concernont loa deux accrache-flammes des figures 4 ot S. Celut de
I& figure 4 est formik d-une goutti~re aunulaira unique de diamAtre moyen 200 im et de hauteur 40 mm,.
Celui de I& figure 5 comporte deux gauttidres onnulaires concuntriques et coplaunires de diex~tres Mayans
250 am et 130 mm at do hauteur 20 urm. Les deux accrocho-fl~amens conduisont au emne tans do bloaege do Is
section droite de canal.

Fig. 4 - Phorograjphie do rsmccrorhe-flsmme cocnritud do'n Fig. 5 -Photogrsphie do Ilacufoche-flammen conurirun' de
anneau aniqus seer combustior an sasi. dew anneauxu avct combustion an a vat.

L'extinction a 6td d~ternindo dunn 1e cas do Combustions & 15 prousion atacnph~rique pour les
conditions suivantes

-tempbraturte dv 1ldcoulement amont

500-C S T !0 8001C

-nombre de Much de 1'6coulement smnut

0,15 S; M 0 0,40

-richesse do rechauffo

C,0 0, 53

Lea sAmultatt cant rassamblis our 1e3 ligures 6, 7 et 8.

::'000.0 F~i. 6 -Richesse dex tinction an lonction du noflbr do Mach

j0, u' , . , '

7,0



0,5 n"O

0,3 4Too

0,+ 0,5O~

700
0, 0,41*

0,31 -a - --

_ M _

0 01 0.2 0,3 0.4 0.5 0 0'1 0.2 0,3 0,4 0,b

Fig 7 - Ricinissn a Wen/nctou, oin fonctiun du nonhbre de Mach P.4? 8 - Rtchesoe d'exuincrion en function do non'bre de Maech
atr do /a tompdratur.e da 1'dcoulin'anr pour In portftnnoou. at do ta taenpdrature do 116coulemaent pour Io grand anneuu.

Les difihreuts points d'entnnction snte repr6sentta par Ia richesne de la rechautffe ýP en
fooction du sombre de Mach M. Les poitat correapondant & une md~ne vale-: de la temperature ýe tdkcou-
latent smont unoe repr~sent"s an sayen d'un indme nynbole.

Dunn lin ca.n de syslhse dd'accro)che-tlsare conastituC lpar edens anreaun coplanuiresI de n6ne
hauteur, Iex ntion ý en anal de cea dentc aneans nes t pun s multan~ p our en couple dv valeurn
dtteremontes. noamr tde Mach.a teand~rature. lorsuqe La rochens~e rechauffe ent prugrennevement rtduite, le

gran d unocau sltieein t tonour avant le poent acneuu .i lecu de richensso correnpondaur ent de l'ordre
de 30

11 resnort de l'exaen gdndral de cen foguren quo

-pour unec vuheur constantc de La temperature la richenne d'extanctnon augmante lornque le nombre de Mach
augeente

-pour use valour cenbatnte du nombre dc Much l'auguontutioos de teape.rature conduit a use diminution de
* la cochease dvntssnction.

*4. CORRELATION DES LIMITES D'EXTINCTSON

La srabilitO do Ia csmbustion en anal d'uccroche-tlaamen a fait luobjet de noabecusas 6tuden at
diffireeto aniteurs ((2). (3], [4]) ont propos6 des formulas 49 correlatien Poor intapri~rer lutoet -den
p'rinci A.xe P.ca.e.ee ; eempetuturv. pranasioa nutesne disersion caructkrintiqu- do l'accrocho-flaanwen,
tans 4e blocage de h'ecoulemtest.

Dana le cas des exptriencem effectndes. Ia prensoon a one valeur pratiquaenet conatante 6agle A
Ia peessios atmoaph~rique at hen deun accrochv-flutmea correspondent A une pmrno valour del tans de
blocape C,38. Lea troan parnamdres dont len variations intineut sur lea linstes de stabititA, soot la

* empdratore. le sombre de Mach en I& g~ondtria des asnnaus.

A la suite de catcuin, prdlrMinaireu et rompte teen des param~tren 49 correlution ercuv6n dies
la littd:uture, it eat vV.-at q.aune expression de [a forme

perantt lobtention d'une corr~Ction satisfaisante susceptible d'isterpr~ter pour chaque accroche-tlamme

laR/at de 1e temp~rature at du sombre de Mach asont pour use v-fleur de n 6gale A 300.

accroche-tlaume an utilisant vomme conrdonndoa 1. richease d'extinrtiuro P et le groupesest O eraeA nrla e., a ' spit ecato beu orcau

M

thqu fgureardvhelungroupemerst satinfaisasn des difftreats Points qui justifie l'utilisation du
parasitre do corrilation.

La/faet de Ia gkom6tris sur lea losites riaxtioctron a /cit l'objet dt6tudaa antdrieuras dam.'
is as 'btce iki ,d grands alloagesenta pour lasquala l'tcoalvsint eaviroanant 6etai

Pr~icumen !iimenioae~ 11reasort de tea etudes que le parmaadre giomi~trique essential dout Udpend
I' .uxtinct ion eat La osguour 4o Is zone do recirculatiorn (3]. Dams lu cas de plusasurs obstacles de

7)z



formes bomotb~tiquns lea loaganurs des nones de recirculation soet proportinanelles sax bauteers H do, tee
ohstacles et le parasi~tre de correlation inclunt *imuultantisent l'effet de le tampkrakturu sonot et de is
qhonitrie a pour expression

M

aN ep (T13 00)

Cette expr-ession ne pent Vai tilisah dans le ces d'anoe-onx concentriques de thme hauteur.
La figure 12 repriisiente une tentative no -.,relstion :an lieu d'anoir une canine nniqui il y en a train,
12 coarbe de lannean de hauteur 40 ema ae aitusot entre lee courbes des deux anneaux do hauteur 20 ma.

0,1 ýP0.51Po 
--

0,3- - - 0,4-

Annean unique 0,2 -

0,1 1t

1 VT e'1300 lbI.......... ~ 1 VfiTJJOO

Fig. q - Evolution de is richesse den injct ion en fot, uion di, rig. 10- Evolution dv is richcnso d'aotinction on fonction
poarsrnjnre do corrdlarion. du, psrrntrndb de corrdlation.

I -- Grand annena
0,6 ~ ~ 0,4 -f

- -- ~ - *0,3 Petit anaoau

0,0,2-

Gi and aonoau

2- I cnnan unique 10, M

0 0 15 20 0 5 10 15 5.0

Fig. I I -- Evolution do /a richnuse dexr/ncrion an foniction Fig. 72 - Corrdlatiovi des Ifiniytet d'evininction. Elffit
du, paromiltre de corrvdlarion. do ia gdoosdtrie

Ce r~noltat paradoxal a 6t6 A tacigine dune etude dttaallke de ia combustion an voisitage
immtdiat des acccoche-ftaanes dans le can des dens or-smo' coocentriquen.I5. ETUDE DE LA COMBUSTION EN AVAL ULS DEUX ANNEAUX

La premiere explication a envisager lore do la conutatntion de richesese d'extinction
distincten p out d ens obet ac-les de mkne prodol placks dams us stune 6coaleraeut ant une b6tdrogeo6itA de cot
econlcmenz en tenpdrsture on en tic-oSese.

Lei resaomd teaptrstare effectades damn ile canal de rechautfe oat conduit Adoe profoin de
tespi-ratur1 eit ivenednt plnts prtsenitarn do- vatenre identiqaca au n'venu do petit et dn grand annean.
V Pou con.~itrc1~ rihvo~ .. rul Aa. l'4 enen,, ,o , oo Un. And o4e :'KV a A'4ctantilt,= dt

jgaz Qn combustion a 6t4! ntoiaec. Cette Ponde a 616 placte dens ie creux dol'sccrnche-flasae. L'6chan-
tilba de saz prlevb! oat amen& )neqn'A des snalyacars de gut qui mesarnat le1 ocnrtonnC.Ca
CxHy et tOn. La an~iure den cuapostn carbonds pparet do calcuier in richeese locale. Lea cdsuttats obtenus
eMrKoS pctlneaeents out cis en evidence una lidgire hdt~zogdnbntk Icl petit sanneau eat dai's ine tone

plan riche quc le grand anneen main s I&dntftreace relative v'ent 4-ic de 15 pour cent en gui nexpliquc
pie l'6cart do trEnte pour tint obtena nut lee rieheores d'extiactuon.

One antre caplicatioj A coct 6cart eureit pi: 6tre In snivnste :Is prnocedure daessai eat telle
Co.- 'extinction du petit aneate vt cello do grand saneau no no dironleot pis delsa des conditiona;

aqi slta lextinction du grand s Runa so prodnit slurs, Ial ) a oution derriice le petit
snIuilent ourlý ext 4 n"opi a'1YdeCmna;p inction d peti t antu pr coitre Il n' plusd conbustion derrikre l~e stand
snneue. La diffireunct dc'esncion c~re lee deun snuesux s'cmpiignorait put nine variation de vitesse
dana ito canal due A l'ohmtraclicn criiie per In combustion. Pour Alisnuer cette cxpliaction des mencues
daoxtinction ant In grand macnan Pana conbsbotion n anal du petit unneao ant 4te effectutes at oat

,a .. .conduit aunsmidnes t~auttata ate lee prdctdentes cxplriznataitiona.
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Miun de cojnprondre1 i'orguanosataoi tdo ii combustion derriere pl'accroche-fiamme,1 Ia sorde de
prdikves~nt a c Atpaedna 1. Pcculemunt soo combus tion non plus pour meadrerr ule richoas %si5 i
rondosent de coobu.tnon a~ns2 Quo n1se difftnen tes sapcos prdaestes. Les premieres msenaes nnt d61

ofCtectuos da. Ir.2a portion co ntrale di us$Ilage do cIcu des dciu anneaux et sulvant use di-ection
pa., tl 6 Al]ane do ltcnulomnet Iles out permsa e n particulier de dettermiuer ltvolution loagitu-
dinal1e dou readonentedo cosbustiost oný avai di gar&and et do petit anseau.

1Los resnitata sent prtsuntdn graphrqeueuet sir Is figure 13 en fonction de l'abscisse roduite
X/H ! lea d.cix courbes prdeentont le emes aspect aver toatetois un changeSent important d'abacisne. Los
poirts qui sininnt adritesit d'6tro soulignts

1) au voisisage iammdzat do chaque ancroche-fluamae 1n rendeacut prtsnete use valour constar-to et 6galo
& lpour :

o s1 x/H !;1.5 dans it can du gr and aunnean,
o a1 x/f u 3 dana lec ca dn potdt sanoan

2) plus en scsi, le readoemer dtcnuit jusqu'A Is valour saisiale = _O8d Conte valour est obtenue
respoctivoment pour:

s/R 6 625 dana l Ic s du grand annoan.
a/1 9,25 dens le cas du petit snneuu

3) au-deli des nslonrr. pricidontes de a/H le rondesent doe combistion aiguoute pnogronsuvesont.

Heridemerur

.Annoau do plus pitht diamitrre

ý/Annenu 
do plus grand diarnirre

7

X/H
0 2,5 5 7,5 10 12.5

Fig. 1.7 -- Evolurion oft renc/'rnona' en fonction do Ia dir ranca
h i'sccroche-riammo x rapportde 6 /s faroueur do I'anneau pour:

A=2,5 kg/s5 - T = 8000C - p= 0,52.

Or. ;usne en ?val do l'ncecroche-dlatms il y a une zone de returcolatios constitute par den gaz
brbits uil persot la utabilisation do in f lammo. 01, ponýt dnnc po..scr quail existe une proportionnalitt

*estre la zone do rendosent I at ]a zone do recirculation.

A glit' do hauteir H ii apparalt a insi eve 2. ranisation doe'cuvc~ avEC cwuul tnran en
seal do )da ee Isrob-12±nrnv n'est pds !a wmoe dais e c I. ea deu aoun Atudits or qie I& znoe do
recirculation eat Plub 6tendue dans le Zas du petit aconea quo dana le ce3 du graid asneau.

Quaut aux coacoatrations en CO, C~a et CxHy louts variations en function do x sent reprisenttns
oumr los figures 34 et 15. Pr~s do l'accrocho-flamve, on avii, ii ny a pas d'hydrocarbiros imbralis et in

quantit6 do CO eat kgale A la quantite prhnento i&quiiibre thorsotbisigoc (dses lea msems conditions
do richosse ':t do proissos). t~ans Is zinc do recirculottiou le temps do stjour du m~lauge mur-kkrietne oat
suffisast pour quo les reactions chiariqies silent trAs avuncdos et disc eve Ia composition des produrto

d obsto sut ri~ procho do la cinponitics A l'ote dacOqilobre, thersumlrisique corrospundant. Par
dcostar~e. enonaval ido la zone dero rc2 rculation Id costagirati on do l'4 coulemont! change. On triune inc zone
ob lea ga&st blas Din t pan s d ogrA d'avancoment Clove. Los concentrations en sononydo do carbone or en
bydrocarberes imbril~s augmoitent en fonctiun do x. Ayresa sour atteint use valont uraximale, Melse
dimisnont. Cola tor.-ospund A la none do propagation do Ia cimbiptiom.

12 Concentrationsnde CO, CO3 CxHy M%I ~~10 ~'1

Fig. 14 - Evofunion eon cinteuitrsrfifs 6n COCO, st Cx fy
6 en for~rtion de to distence & lIaccroche-flemnro rapportle h6

T - ROL7CP-p= 0,52.
4

2

x1H

0 2,5 5 7,b 10 12,5

¶ 1.A..



12 Corcentratiuni tde CO, CO2 CxHy M%

10

CO,

Fig f6 - Evol-1ion des concentrotions an CO.C02 or Cx/dy
6 aon fonction do Is distance A Preccrochaffdmmne rapportdo 0

Ia hautaur da Iannewt pour/ lgrand anneau at pour: rh- 2,5kg/s:1 Tat T= SGCfP-2  0,52.

a/H CO~_

o 2,5 5 7,5 10 12,5

Lea rhsultats obtenus par coaparsison des rendements sar lea dear anneaux oat conduit a ddfinir
une zutre experiment ationapermettant deccontirmer lea lonouears distiactes de zones die recirculation sur
ces dana x tailiatears. La lonagkecur di oces zones eat aesurkc die la faona suivante :on injecte du sadins

ansfore d'une solution aqaeuae saturde en cbi~rare die sodium & is limits de la zone tie recirculation.
Lo sodium devient 6sisaif A haute temptiratrize et dionne une in~n sette coisratian juune. Si ie point
d 'injection se sitne en dehors do I& zone tie rec~rcalation I& coloration fait Vers l'anai aver l'kcou-
insent. En revanche. s'i se sitne A lintdriear die la zone de recirculation le sctIus eat entratnd! en
stunt Vera l'accroche-flamse et 14 Colorati.oa Jaune envahit toute catte zone. On pent sinus dktinir lea
contours tie Is. zone tie recirculation.

Cette stithods a 4td mine en oeuvre par A. MESTRE 11].

L'eapdriuurtstion a persas de densions la figure 16 ou soot rnprtiaent~es lea dlua anneaux aver

jests cones do rauircaiatioo respectoven en coupe.

~Rayon (mm)

- 0 Rirumnsse rechautfe 0,S2

¶ ~~~~ ~4, [6 ~~~~~~~-Fom dozoedorcrulioddrmnaxp

1.. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ g 1ose do stormaaio dos iscmusin onwaa dem deruains annesux ant ga 1 MO onuc

riatlmApKijato esdan

Coo ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~'i ,~utt ofrtn eqiaat6toteu osdsmsrsd edsaAsvi u
Io zns ostbliaio o ncobsto o va dsdoxaneuxW ntrn a13m. .nuor



6. CONCLUSION

Las observations at le seue uie s 0Cor den, txpdtisentatione -nt eso accroche-f lanes.
conntitulis d: on seul annas or dv dean nneu nt prin dv Montrer qv ivtension dva corrtldtuonS
obtanoes ate l ea accrocbe-fiasaea lijdairve piacha dons des tdeoulesents bjdiavnsionneis A des sccrochv-
flansaes annulailres5 dane des 6 Ac ool eents axisyad~triqves eat possible pour ce quo concerns l'effet de is

vices., at de le teap~ratore onr lee lisitee do itab~ilitd sale sa rkvdie pius difficile pour l'effet de
is goedtrie.

Fou~r les accro-oche-flasses lindairea Is partedirs ghoadtrique aignificatif eel ia 1ong~uvr de is
zone ds recirco.Istion Ti le-_fiale prnportiononlle A i& hauteur dn stabillasteur. c'est cette grandeur
gkca~trique qu veat utilijban avec soccba dans lea crnrriatoons de stabilitt. En prdaenre d'aecroche-
fisfises ansalaires at probablasient & cause de i'axialedtrne de t'6couinneot et do atabilisateor. leg
z onet de recirculatino qot as ddvuioppvnt an aval de deus obstac-les de hooteura identiques aisi de rayonns
di atincta, out des longeurs diffdrentss.

Pour eve aeerochce-fisssen, qui ase rapprocheot pins de in conftiguration atiliade Fur un soteur
quy len acc roche-fiaajsea ixnlaiares, is hauteur de l'obstacla se rdvile insuffisante pour carset#rianr In
stebtijtt.

Au atads aetosi de i'Atode it noun eat encore impossible de prkciovr le parandbtre gscnadtroqae
sigeifoeatif. Un certain nombre d'exp~rinentntionn St de cAlcuis sunt encore otreessaires pour ceic.

Noels lea r6sultsts pr~ovntda ici fournissent ganiesent on certain nonbre de renunignemcut3 quo
samijorvoc Ila c onnaissance des pliknomndes da etabilisation par obstacle et onus persectront d~aedluorvr
l4 snddi~ssteoni de in combustion atmn qu'ele refl4dts encore niena lea phdnosbnvs r~els trds coapleesv.
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DISCUSSION

G.Winterfeld, OF
From the old studies of flame stabilization in tite fifties and sixties (e.g., I.I.Zukowski). it is well known that the length of

the recirculation zone is one of the piime geometric parameters for cortelating stabilization results (residence time in the
flow along recirculation zone). ]ihis length is strongly influenced by the geontetry of the flame holder system and the
blockage it causes between the ,uter wall and the centre hody. Could you comment on the effect of blockagegenerated by
your system of flame holders?

Author's Reply
The blockage has a strong irflgence on the lean blow out. Its effect has been quantified in previous studies. The value of
this blockage doesn't appear it cur correlating parameter because we have used flame holders having tite same biockage:
thet single annular flame holder and the 2 annular flaue holders have the sbame cross section. We have Itot studied the
influence of the blockage on the lean bloA out limits, only the influence of the Mach number, the temperature aid the
flame holder geometry.

A.Lekbvre, US
Many previous workers htve studied the flame stabilizing properties of single. two-dimensional flame holders. What
makes your research especially interesting and useful is that you employ fully annular flame holders, sornctintes alone and
sometimes in conjunction with one or two other annular flame bolder.'.Thus yourtest rig simunltes much more closely the
actual engine eonfigunation. I would like to ask if the flames supported on the different guttcr.s humn independently of each
of them or it one flame zone intcraclts with an adjacent flame zone, thereby raising the combustion efficiencies of both
zones.

Author's Reply
When we observed the different lean blowouts with the two annular flame holders xc first made different hypothe scs. Tlhc
first was to suppose that the upstream flow was tot homogeneous. f-ba-evcr, the temperature and cquivalcnce ratio
measurements led It) the conclusiiin that this was not a convenient ieason.

The second hypothesis was that there was an influencer f the combustion dlownstreatn of the little annular flame holder on
the combustion dossntsti cam of the large one. In order to knotw if this was truc or not we have dotte meatsureinents of lean
blow out limits on the lauge annular flame hotder without combustion downstream of the little annular flame holder. The
trcsult• obtaied were equal to, the prev~ious tree. We car, conclude that there is uno influence on the lean blow out limit,.

There is. no iniciw:tion between recirculation zones of different flame holders. )uvwnstream, interaction can occur and
this has no ialfluelcl on ean blow out.

IJ.Odgers, CA

With reference to Figure 13,1 presunie the change (reduction) in combustion efficience as one goes tik.,, hstrean frtm the
r •gtters is dui to a dilution effect brought about by the relative recirculation zont.;. Is ihs correct?

Author's Reply
In the recirculation zone, just downstream of the flame holder, the combustion proidlmcts have a large residence time. For
this reason, the combustion efficiency is equal to 1 t0%. But downstream of this zone there is mixing between combustion
products and fresh gases and therefore, because of this dilution, the cu•ibbusting efficiency decreases atd then increases its
the propagation zone of combustion.

i ~ ~
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HIGH PERFORMANCE TIlRBOFAN AFTERBURNER
SYSTEMS
A Sotheran

5

Rolls-Royce pit
FIlson. Bristol

England

ABSTRACT

The modern turbofan afterburner is characterlzed by when it is effective, but their chief purpoxa Is to
its high boost and efficiency and by its compact provide componsatory thermal throttling of the engine
geometry which is achieved by locating the whilst the variable nozzle, which Is an essential
flaereholding baffles Immediately downstream of the adjunct to a high boost system, Is progressively
turb!lia exhaust plane at the confluence of the enginn opened to high degrees. The object of opening the
core and bypass gas streams. At the confluence, the nozzle Is, of course, to rnduce its drag and it is
stream divider may be a simple cylinder or it may be this reduction in nozzle drag which is the source of
of lobed configuration to encourage mixing between afterburner boost.
the two gas ntreams ir, the downstream jet pipe in
order to Improve the unboosted thrust of the engine it is obviously not necessary that the odgree of
Obviously tile geometry of the afterburner hardware afterburning provided should always prec;isely
must be adapted to suit the choice of mixed or compensate for the nozzle opeing, that is to exactly
unmined configurations. In flight, selection of the maintain the turbomachinery on the same running line
aiterburner must be tast and reliable under all whether the afterburner is on or off. There is often
flight conditions with times tO full thrust of the a fuel consumption or thrust advantage in operating
order of only a second or two Both the light up and the boosted engine either under or over restored
the subsequent acceleration to fuil thrust ere relative to the unboostad case. that is as if
expectod to be smooth with no excessive initial operating 'dry' (unboosted) with a relatively larger
thrust jump. Synchronisation and matching of the or smaller nozzle. The 'equivalent dry nozzle area'
afterburner fuel with the variable final nozzle must or EDNA value, expressed as a percentage deviation
be accurate at all times to maintain the engine from the unboosted nozzle area is a convenient mnhns
turbomachinery on its required running lines The to indicate the pieveiling engine or fan rurning line
afterburner must always be free of combustion driven in the boosted case.
pressure oscillations which can occur either in cross
strwnm modes, which destroy engine hardware in There is a further option. whenever afterburning is
fractions of a second, or in longitudinal modes which selected, of increasing the engine thrust by a core
can also be mechanicaliv damaging and, in some engine -throttle push' that Is by increasing the
Instances, cause fan surge and other iitolerable turbine entry temperature. The term 'afterburner
effects in the engine The afterburner mutt boost' Is sometit ias used to Indicate the total
incorporate appropriate measures to avoid various (engine plus afterburnar) increase in thrust between
potential th~rmal problems inc!uding fuel boiling and afterburner on and afterburner oft but in this gaper
gumming In the supply manifolds and excessive heat it denotes only the contribution from the afterburner
itia'isfar tu tle jut pipe ass aircraft engine oiay. san is quoted as a percentage on the prevailing Ory

thrust' of the engine, that is the thrust which theSINTRODUCTION engine would deliver if it were operating without
aftorburning but at the same turbine entry

The so-caled 'propelling' nozzle of a jet engine temperature and with its nozzle set at the prevailing
I somewhat misnamed since its function is to act as EDNA value.
a throttle on the engine air flow to establish the
engine turbomachzhery on its required running lines, AFIERBURNER CONFIGURATIONS
and the aerodynamic forces acting on it are always in
the rearward direction. Far from providing the The eariliet Rolls-Royce turbofan afterburners
propulsive forward thrust of the engine, the iozzle (Figure 1) were termed mix-then-burn systems because
is actually a drag on the installation. Sonie of this they featured a stream mixer, of about one jot pipe
drag is, of course, recovered when a divergent second diameter In length, betwoen the engine end the
4tage It provided to the nozzle but this never afterburner proper Its purpose was to mix the
amounts to more then a small proportion of the turbine and bypass gas Streans ahead of the
rearward force. The value of afterburning to the fliamehoIders, to avoid the obvious and, at the time,

ngline cycle Is that, by Increasing the volume of the novel problems of promoting burning in the cold gases
turbine exhaust gases, It provides an extra, or, more of the engine bypass stream instead, similar

en =,-t n ta *hrottl - -.. ....... ...... fiauiisi udiitl and fuel injection arrangements to tfosis
airflow which Incurs no drag penalty and Is easily used in earlier turbojet afterburner systems were
varied end very powerful in Its effect. The simplest provided and these. it was anticipated, would be
use of an afterburner is to slightly uprate an engine appropriate for operation in what was intended to be
provided with only a fixed mechanical nozzle. TIt a fully mixod gas stream at near turbojet
resulting additional thrust is approximately what temperatures.
would be obtained, without afterburning. by the use
of a smaller nozzle but without Incurring the Stream mixing can, of course, be a thermodynamic

U additional drag of the small nozzle. The degree of benefit to the engine cycle in itself but Its value
boost achievable In this way, if any, depends on the at military engine bypass ratios depends strongly on
particular cherelarist;s of the engiie the aircraft epplicatlon in which the engine is
turboreachinery and on the prevailing flight employed. Whilst the mi•ing always gives a sourstant

t condition. A! best, It is restmicted to low values. If modest imnprovenient In the engine dry thrust, any
., f,. .. o High boost afterburners may use this minor effect, additional pressure losses which the miser generates

~4-
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FiG I THE MIX-THEN-BURN AFTERBURNER

result in a thrust deficit which is variable with chosen which could double as the stream mixer In the

flight condition and which can more than elirninate afterburner off case. In this paper this system is
tfle mixing benefits (Figure 2) lihe pressure Ioss referred to as the 'mix-and-burn system'
deficit is a strong function of nozzic pressure ratio The mix-and-burn afterburner system uses an
but is not Important. for instance, during high adaptation of a cold stream burner device which has
altitude, high speed flight. In applications in ueen employed in var[OUi appln,ýations in Rolls-Royce
which this flight mode dominates, the use of mixing engines, for instance in ramjets end in 'PCB', for
could clearly be beneficlal, boosting the front nonzle thrust of the Pegasus

vectored thrust engine (Reference t) In its
, The mis-then-burn afterburner acthievas its obJectives afterburner configuration the mix-end-burn system

fairly satisfactorily but at the expense of a festures a pilot burner at the downstream and of the
relatively long jet pipe It has 1030 proved to be splitter which divides r 4 bypass And tur!ine streams
prone to the instability known as afterbuner buzz o' at turbine exhaust (Figure 3) The pilot is a simple
rumble, to which turbofen afterburners are annular gutter and is sepsrateiy fuelled by direct
particularly susceptible, at intermediate to high injection Into its wake through a variation of the
levels of boost In fact the boos' which is safely veporlser- fuel Injector employed in Aolls-Royce
available from the mix-then-burn afterburner is military core combustors (Reference 21. The
limited by the appearance of buzz and the fuel distinguishing featurs of the mix-and-burn
schedule has to be set down accordingly Buzz Is a eftorburner is a system of Vve-shaped "longerons"
longitudinal -organ pipe" pressure oscillationl which which extend from the annular pilot across the bypass
can become estabflshed between either the fin or the szraJm i a i--uw a6ai. so the rOW iheterence 3)
turbine and the nozzle with lraquunsIes betw-een about Ilne Wakes of the longerons are contiguous with that
50 and 150 liz Oependlng on the type of buIzz of the annular pilot and hence fill with flame
established, the flight condition, the afterburner whenever pilot fuel is selected. The main bypass
fuelling level and so on Its causes and avoidance stipant fuel injectors are located in the slots
are discussed in later sections. between the longerons acting as the ignition source

for this fuel For the turbine stream, an
In the next afterburner evaluated 5t Rolls-Royce. a arrangement of plain V-baffles with upstream fuel
stream mining arrangement was retained but, to save injectors is employed.
engine length and weight, a flamu.older system was

With afterburner off. the action of the bypass stream
longerOns is -o turn the flow radially inwards

100 -- 0 PFraSture through an angle dependentu on the angle and
Ion. of circumferential blockage they present to the

Th-I)et, approaching flow Meanwhile, the turbine stream"thrnusk -2 eases tend to lift outward; Into the wakes of the
longerons. thus generatling a large Interface between

60 the two streams to encourage the required high level
of stream wmiing. Mlainn? affirizxrieuut ofthe olrder

4 of 85% are measured 7or this system at the engine
nozzle which is about 1.25 pipe diameters from the
end of the strean mixer.

0 -The burning performance of the mix-and-burn system Is
t. V 20 2T. 3a 30 high and, In terms of both boost and etliciency.

Nozzle Fresaica fraio matches that of the earlier mix-then-burn

configuration fairly closely. However, once egait,
"Afterburner buzz Imposes an upper limit to the thrust
which can be safely extracted from the system and,

:5'. although this is very high, it Is believed that this
systemi could riever deliver the near stoichlomaontc

. .... nozzle temperatures which are targeted for modern
FIG 2 MIXING BENEFIJS VERSUS NOZZLE afterburnars. Accordingly, the mix-and-burn

. ? PRESSURE RATIO afterburner has never been developed beyond a short

A Sr.--. r..t~ui~~u. ;y~xl'... .-. 't'.* ' -
.... ... . :•,•,•.•.>:•,:. ~. .. .... .- . ,. . .• •; ::". •... ..

! . . • , . ,.;, • "."n
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FIG 3 THE MIX-AND-BURN AFTERBURNER

programme of exploratory engine and full scale rig In the case of the mix-and-burn afterburner, when the

evaluations main bypass stream fuel in Injected into the system
from between the longerois, it immediately assurres

The cause of the mix-end-burn system's proneness to the radially Inward motion of the local vus stream
afterburner buzz is believed to be a strong inward end, despite the tact that the fuel enters the flame
migration of the bypass fuel. WhiCr is generated in and must evaporate very quickly, sign!flcant

the first place by the cross-duct movements of the proportions of it continue towards the centre of the
two ga• streams jet pipe when the bypass gases. lIt which they are

Accurate fuel placement and control of fuel movements intended to purn, turn axially rearward towards the
are always difficult to achieve in cold stream nozzle. The measured affect of this is a
burners since, ahead of the flames, the fuel droplets concentration of fuel on the jet pipe centre line
tend to remain unoveporated and to move which, coupled with the incomplete mixing of the gas
balistlzelly.that is without following the gas streams at the upstream end of tire jet pipe, leads to
stream around bends and obitacles in the flow, So very high local values of fuel/air ratios end, as
that their trajectories are always uncertain and further explained In the next section, the relative
often end in impact with the duct wails or with other proneness to afterburner buzz already mentioned. AS
hardware For this reason, in Rolls-Royce cold as alternative to the mix-end-burn system end

stream burners. the fuel Injectors are usually especially when there is no operational advantage In

located between rather than upstream of the stream nmixing, it is advantageous to dispense with
flameholders. which would otherwise tend to operate mixing altogether In order to ensure the aerodynamic.
awash with liquid fuel. so that the fuel Is injected condicions end the control over fk.ea movements WhichSd i - iiii in wu the o urnm ng zo nes. H o w eve r, an are nee ded to be st e n s ure Th at b !1 Y 15 av oi1ded . Theinevitaible consequence of -direct- fuel injection, most recent Rolls-Royce afterburners are of this type

from between the flemenolders rather then ahead of and are designed Specifically to discourage stream
them, Is that the fiermeholde; wake flames need to be mixing. However, despite the measures taken to apoid
provided with their own separate supply of fuel forcing the mixing, significant amounts nevertheless
(Figure 4). The use of -vwke* end 'fill' fuel stages occur due to natural diffusion of the streams inot
is another feature of ell Rolls-Royce cold stream each other Because of this effect, this afterburner

burners to date. Is termed the mix/burn system. A full description Is
deferred to a. later section.

Pipo wall or midway between flameholders AFTERBURNER BUZZ IN THE OLYMPUS 22R SYSE

i j a lAlthough afterb-,rrr buzz Is usually associatedni ihe lamnehoaderxl Fa with fairly recent turbofan engines. it is by no
to avoid wsetting h lae~e
Radially located to fuel Direction ot means confined to this type. and. as early as 1961.
the take over region \sflame Spreed the phenomenon was encountered in a Rolls-Royce"turbojet engine, the Olyrmpus 22R. during bench engineif InvesUgations into a quite Separate engine

Since the appearance of buzz during flight aeamed 6
Wake fuel real, If remote, possibility on this engine end Its

Injcto f apossible consequences were believed to be potentlal!y
•k •,///////. a;every damnaging, a full enquiry into Its fundamental

"L.'I/E/, flame causes was Initiated (Reference 4). From t start

"oTake •oves (If the Investigation It was knows that thor
- :, e redon possibility of buzz arose In the Olympus 22R becausu

of the nature of its fuel control Syateni. This'• :" :•'" "Gal stewnintroduced the ftnal In consecutive stages, with IIsch::'[Ga strea.m••',: fuel injection stage feeding one of the afterburner's

an enrulai" flansholders The control systemn Was
designed to deliver tne scheduled euel Irraspective

- j, , F G 4 COLD STREAM FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS of the beck pressure from the fuei Injection system

m"i" -m ti. .

XL ,...a I

INrIIIw " mI1-
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and this meant that, if one fuel injector falled to spread evenly across the gas stream oa,

be selected. due so a faulty valve, for Instance. Its alternatively. concentrated at the flamehoIders by

Intended share of the fuel would be eutomatically siting the fuel injectors e;ther relatively far or
divided between the Injgctors already operating As close upstream
a consequence their flemeholders would receive The operating characteristics of an afterbuirner which
significantly mote fuel than their scheduled flow end are Influenced by the uniformity uf the fuel
It was this circumstance which, it was foznd, could distribution are the thrust boost at which reaimum
generate buzz. efficiency is achieved- the lean operating limits

and, as will be seen the system's buzz
Turlatn exhaust Plain V-citter characteristics. All of these characteristics are

strongly Influenced by the ftuel air ratio local to
the flameholder station With channel-anvIl fuel

ineto. pathk efficiency. lean blow off fed
afterburner buzz occur at, respectively,

-- Stoichlometric. 30% stoichiometric and 150%
stolchlometrIc conditions at the flamehoider In
general, therefore, the fuel injection length can be
chosen to inanimise afterburner eoiclency at the

Lk-e aurxu"e thainl Anvol Paot brner boost required by the engine application, but with
fuil nkecnirn In sarw- possible overriding limitations determined by the
Oyrraft. al•.lgaantdrieth fatwslder,. fuel (or boost) turn down requirements and ty the

risk of buzz.

FIG 5 THE OLYMPUS 22R TURBOJET The value of the flameholc;er fuel air rttilo at buzz

AFTERBURNER onset (50% saove StOichiometricl was determined in

the series of experiments on the Olymnpus 22R engine
The Olympus 22H afterburner (Figure 5) features referred to earlier in which it was deduced that an
three, concentric, annular flameholders. of plain excess of fuel air ratlu beyond this value at any

V-baffle section. each served by a "channel-anvilr slirgie fiamehoIder was a sufficient condition for
fuel injector located about 70mm directly upstream. buzz. The tests were made in an altitude test cell
The channel-envil fuel Injector (Figure 6) is a ring at various simulated flight conditions The ingin
nianifold from which the fuel is injected in an hardware changes evaluated during the tests were to
upstream diract.an into a downstream facing channel the fuel injectors, of which several types in
The fuel spreads circumferentially in the channel addition to the channel anvil injectors were used
Which therefore acts as a line source of fuel and The Inelctors were located at various distances from
Provides a very uniform supply along its length. An the flameholders to vary the fuel concentrationt at
Important secondary advantage of the charnel anvil the flameholder station and, during the tests, the
Injector Is that the fuol ring is external;y cooled fuel to single and various combinations of fuel
by the injected fuel which helps to suppress internal injectors was Incrosaed until the buzz instability
boiling in the ring and the Instabilities in fuel was detected As already noted, it was found that.
supply and curning which this LaUSSS !n the cross in every example of buzz onset, the fuel to some

stream or, in the present case. the radial direction. flianeholder haer been raised to the critical level and
the channel anvil develops a oeak in the foal this applied irrespective of the prevailing gas
concentrationi In line with itself and this peak conditions in the jet pipe or the trevailing level of

heat release in the pipe - although the latter
u- L - LI.aI tuoliec rello obviously Influenced the amplitude of the instability
c Oo- Me.tn 'fuizak r,.1lo In, I.oclt once it had been generatod. This is illustrated in

0 1 2 3 Figure 7 which shows buzz amplitude versus a fuel

f• concentration parameter which indicates the peak fuel
r air ratio at thao flarnuholders. It shows now buzz

sliwevn sppcs's = a fioud locs: f.n: aiir rao but
Akir ./ ttiree.a-I ,asaunds to the number of flameholders In

operation, that is to the total quantity of fuel
Supplied to the system.

rc because of the nature of the Olympus 22R engine cycle
Spen 

1  ed its afterburner control SyStern. the on;y let pipe
nuaonor i4n•i•ntr-u LlOilvnzI- gas stream property which was variable with flight

. conditon during these tests was the gas pressure so
that no information on the influence of inlet gas

Tyalsat foar tera .NIna at I(h

FIG 6 TE rUELsumn N of fuel

FIG B THE FUEL DISTRIBUTION FROM THE Re a manifolds

CHANNEL ANVIL FUEL INJECTOR * (Reep'one tmpltude %) 3 0eo6cted

2
reduces Sr Increasingly remote distances downstream.

At any fixed dist&nce downstream of the fuel injector

over practical ranges of gas conditions end fuel flow
and the half-width (W) of the spray in given by the 2-
simple expreasion

W - 0.9 L 1/2

where the half-width ia defined by the stations
where the lOcal fuel concentration is hal! the peak tOO 150 200 250
value. Local fuel concentration parameter

Thi,• smple characteristic allows the fuel injection
distance to be chosen to optImise thr. distribut~on of FIG THE BUZZ CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

S , ""fuel at the flemeholder station since the fuel may be OLYMPUS 22R

r•r .. jrtira ., I r, :\r.-•. r : -..

_ .. ,;:; ' •H.-s.,

.- a-.-"--. • " "4 co 'j•.-'.# t" •,• -r . .rwor..ri. ' : tr.r; %,&..' ", " S •, "'' "- : "" • ": . .
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FIG 8 THE MIX/BURN AFTERBURNER

stream velocity, temperature or vitiation on buzz and fuel air ratio concentretions are therefore much
onset was obtained, nor were the effects of pipe higher in turbofan systems therr in turtnojets and eny
acoustics investigated Nevertheless the results failure to distribute the afterburner fuel in strict
help to explain why buzz I'ras Seldom been reported in accoraa.ice to theo local stream requiremenets can
turbojet efternrurnrnil but seems to be a common instigate buzz.
feature of turb~ofan systems In turbojet
afterburners It is a relatively simp~le matter to THE MIX/BURN AFTERBURNER
achieve a uniform fuel aistributlon at the
flamefrOlders and, even in a very high boost system. As first specified, the two main req,urirenters of
it IS never necessary to fuel beyond a mean or locel the rn's/burn afterburner were that iL should deliver
stoichilo'meti levSl Thus if Is only in the event vary hingh thrust boosts, of the order of 75% at take
of a fuel control System failure. such as describod off, and thiat rt should do so in an eutremery
earlier, that local fuel err ratios rrse to anything confinedt gsometr-y (figure El) Tire length allowed
like buzz provoking levels In normal crrcumstvinces between the turbine and the throat of the variable
turbojet afterburners operate wrthin ao 50% margin. at nozzie was approximately 1 75nr The pipe diameter
leant, of kuzz 0rUVOKIP9 fuel air ratirs The alloiwed at the afterburrer inlet station was fairly
artue-tron Is quite different rn 6 mirxdd turbofan generous no that, although the gas velocities ft this
wheare. because of the lower Iniet gas temperature. station var's considerably as the engine bypass ratro
afterburner fuellin~g levels can Sn 30% to 4

0
%r higher adjusts wirth the prevailing flight condition attd [WNA

than a turbojet of the Same fotal air flow value, then are never hirgh enough to jeopardise the
Me~anwhile the vititation of the turbine exhaust stream burning stability of the flartehoiders wrthin the
is 15%-20% higher than that of a turbojet of the same required flight erruelopa of thre system Shortly
turbine euit temperature (the entra representing the downstream (it the flameuholtherS, however, it was
work exitracted to drive the outer fan). [oaud fuel necessary to taper the jet prpe very steeply in order

fnj Hol Ah- oud

Bypass Fuel
Injectors 0- Bypass Flemetrolder

Pilot Fuel Inject or Pilot Stage
Veporisor

Core ChannelIttrtneto
Aiivil Fuel -Core

kInjector Flamelsolder

j ~Maturilrsg Linksl

FIG 9 THE MIX/BURN AFTERBURNER
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to accommodate the nozzle actuation system end a Although the bypass and turbine stream afterburners
thrust roverseor between the lot pipe and the boat of the mix/burn system are Intended to operate

tell lines of the aircraft. The effect of the pipe independently of each other. nevertheless the close

taper Is. of course. to increase the internal gas proximity of the hot turbine stream is used to aid
velocities relative to the cylindrical pipe case and, burning stability in the bypass stream where the

since all gas stream heating generates Total pressure temperature can fall as loW as 300 K at aitremes of

tosses which increase with stream velocity, the the flight envelope. To achieve this, a small

eventual consequence is a significant :ass in tile propontion of the hot gases is collected ahead of the
afterburner boost for a fixed nozzle gas temperature, turbine stream flameholders (Figure 10) end ducled to

To compensate for this the afterburner must be feed the bypass stresm vaporisers and. incese to

designed and developed either to complete Its burning enshroud the whole ot tie bypass flnmeholder system

relativelv early in the tapered pipe or to achieve a so that its wake flame is fed wholly and only with

correspondingly higher nozzle temperature In either hot turbine stream gases This has the effect of

case the tapered pipe Increases the difficulty of giving the whole of the mix/burn afterburner the

meeting tile afterburnei objectives, burning stability characteristics of a turbojet

It has already beer explained that. because of afterburner as well as provlding consilderaole

previous experience of afterburners wnech were assistance to the propagation of the main burning

designed to encourage vigorous mixing between the across the cold bfpass stream.

bypass end turbine gas streams, a principle objective

of the miX/burn system was to discourage large scale Early experience of the vaporiser fuel injection used

movements of either stream across the let pipe. To In the bypass afterburner was not encouraging until
achieve this the mix/burn system was designed as two It was rearlsed that the wake system behind the array

separate systems Intended to operate nore or less of Interconnected annular and radial baffles was

independently of each other. This allowed each divided Into quite distinct flow zones with no

system to be arranged to cult the conditions of Its guaranteed interchange of gases between them. Before

own gas stream, and. in the case of the turbine this was established it was assumed that the whole of

stream, for a simple tirbojet afterburner to be the wake reguot was effectively a single zone subject

adopted, similar to that of .Ie Olympus 22R engine, to vigorous and random cross-movemeilt of gases.
Accordingly. the pilot fuiel was aed into the wakes

In the mlx/buhn system (Figures 8 and 9) It features through "mushroom vaporisers' (Figure 11) In a fairly

two concentric and inter-conntected annular uea-shaped simple fashion.

baffles each fuelled by an upstream channel-enui;
fuel Injector. Fliateholders ano injectors are Subsequently thest were replaced by L- shaped

separately link-mounted to an enclosing outer vaporiners with various provision- to ensure that a!l
cylinder tc allow unrestricted and independent parts of the wake system ware adequatelv fuelled.
thetmal expansion of the various rings and the whole One such feature Is an Internal baffle which divides
assembly is located within the engine exhaust the vaporiser air flow between Inner tead holes to

annulus The geonmetric details of the system are the annular baffle and outer feed holes to the radial

chosen to ensure clean aerodynamics throughout the baffles The total airflow through the vaporiser is

system with accurate alignment of the fuel injectors metered by an internal orifice ahead of the baffle

with the flemeholders. An overriding requirement of The fuel flow is Injected just downstream of the

the system was to avoid afterburner buzz within the metering orifice, where the gas velocities are at
operational range of afterbuenr fuel flows and the their highest, end equal quantities of fuel are

buzz avoidance rules explained above were used to directed1t to either side of the vaporiser baffle The

achieve this effect fuel air mixture Is finally ejected from the
vaporiser through a system of sn~all holes located to

For the bypass svstem, a cold stream burner was feed the wake of the annular baffle and various zones

obviously requlir J and the usual Rolls-Royce of the radial baffle wake. Without the separate

*combinatiorn of wake-fuelled flameho:ders and coplanar feeds to the wake zones a full wake flame could not

*fill* or main fuel injector was adopted. The be guaranteed.

ftameholder arrangement is of an annular yea-shaped
baffle from which radial baffles extend across the For the main bypass fuel injectors. an arrauy of Six

b y p a s s s tre a m . V a p u r ise , fu ie itijeu rv ix er. p ,v . .niu n a r. . . . . .... . .t '"" u.- . . .. . . .f , 5 .d z o f th e ra dle t
at each intersection of the radial and annular battles, was aventualiy adopted (Figure 10). The

baffles (Figure 1Of) number and disposition of these Injectors were

Bypass
Flameholder

Injiectors • • ~ ~ •l• • Annutlar

InterConflector

f(CI

~Core

SFlaneholder

.. .. .,

• ! :-, ,.,.', , ot A ir
:•"• ' •Bleed

FIG 10 T-.E MIXIBURN AFEBRE
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Mushroom Vaporisor L-Shaped Vaporiser

FIG 11 THE PILOT BURNER FUEL INJECTION

developed on a sector burning rig reproducing e system, to esteblcsh the minimum afterburner flows
section of the annular baff;e and two radial baffles described above, to open the nozzle to the matching
in general it was found that a configuration which is area and. finally, to light the system
conducive to high heat release end combustion
efficiency Is also relatively prone to buzz. whilst, It a turbofan engine there is direct communication
for instance. if the fuel injectors are loccted between the afterburner and the fan by way of the
aufficiently far from the flemeholiders then both the bypass duct so that any mismatch of the afterburner

efficiency and the proneness to buzz is reduced An fuel with the nozzle area setting is Immediately felt
advantage of coplanar fuel injection Is that it by the fan, whose running line rises or falls
allows the placement of the main fuel to be depending on the direction ot tne mismatch

relatively accurately octimised to achieve the best Afterburner light ups inevitably involve a degree of

pcssible coirprowmsa between heat reieese, efficiency mismatch since ipnition is always instantaneous and
and buzz, much too fast for any practicable nozzle actuation

System to follow The affect of the light up is, of
The fanspray fuel injector was chosen because it course, to thermally throttle the fan flow ano to
proved to be the best of several fuel inlectors which raise its running line towards surge To compensate

were evaluated The fan ,Prayers were originally for this effect and to eliminate any possibility of
developed for use in the 'plenLim chamber burner'. to fan surge on afterburner light up. the nozzle of fhn
augment the front nozzle thrust of the Pegasus mix/burn afterburner is pre-opened to itf minimum
engine They are an adaptatict of the swallow tell boost area before the fuel is ipnited The fan

gas jet and, when employed for liquid fuel injectinn. rui ning point therefore tails on afterburner
they produce a fan shaped, thin sheet of fuel which selection but Is immediately restored when tile

quickly disrupts Into a spray of fine droplets. alterburrer lights.

FUEL STAGINC
The manifold filling procedures in the mix/burn

To achieve the very fast selections and system is In two phases - a 'fast prime' phase which

accelerations required of the min/burn afterburner a nearly fills the fuel system very quickly and e slow

relative;y simple. two stage fuel feed system was prime stage whrih completes the process These

r.lov-.d Thu flrst Stag3 nuppliuz fuel to, th, a,'t .sniuei' ,i ,.u.n that fir' r.in n ae, *nrenhes 1.i

baffte Oildy and the second stage provides tne rest. burning zones at test prime rates which, once again.
that Is to the turbine stream channel anvil fuel could over restore and, perhaps surge the fan.

injectors and to the bypass stream fan spray fuel
Injectors. The pilot fuel is not modulated with the Ignition in the mmx/burn efterburner is by 'hot
pilot's lever but. on afterburner selection. is streak' in which a smell quantity of fuel is injected

metered as f iued function of the prevailing turbine into the main combustor and briefly generates a flame

stream air flow to establish a constant fuel air through the turbine which Is long enough to ignite

ratio in the afterburner gutter wakes. The main fuel the afterburner tuel Experience of hot streak

modulates with the pilot's lever from a minimum flow. Ignition in early gas turbine engines was not always

which is set to just' keep the manifolds full of fuel satisfactory. especielly when large quantities of

against the natural drainage, to maximum flow Which, fuel were in;ecled slowly into the primary zone of

over large parn of the flight envelope, gives the main combustor. Not surprisingly these measures
approximately stocIrhiometric nozzle gas temperatures could severely damage the turbine Modern practise
This arrangement ensjres that all afterburner Is to l"•ect the fuel at the downstream end of the

acceleratiols can proceed without the hesitations combustor towards the turbine and to use very small

which would Inevitably result if thl I began with any quantities (Figure 12). With these provisions, the

paits o, the fuel Injection system vet to be filled- system Is safe and extremely reliable.
The division of the main fuel injection stage betwean
the turbine end bypass gas streams is not, of course, Engive Flow
ixed but vanes with the engine bypass ratio around

the aircraft flight envelope. Avon 250 cCs in 2 secs

"AFTERBURNER SELECTION AND IGNITION Olympus-22R 250 ccs in 0.4 secs

RB145 30 cos in 0.6 secs

The previous section describes how. once selected. RB168-25R 48 ccs in 0.3 saes

"ll psrts of the fuel Injection system remain full RB199 20 ccs In 0.25 sacs
and In operation wtatever the degree of eftarburning
selected by the pilot. Tho requirements of the

j selection procedure are to tll: the fuel injection FIG 12 HOT STREAK FUEL FLOW RATES

7
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T-li OPEN LOOP CONTROL OF THE AFTER- term: of :u;:biity:: eiht comiplicationi and so on

BUNRFULAD OZEThe miiv/burn afterburner uses simple cylindrical

Thehl efterburner aselection .times specified for the coig rings provide the stiffness required to
nsb~s~r eftrhuner erefel, whn te sytem wes withstand anly pressure loads which tire nest shield

designead, to be too test to allow automatic 'riosed mary experience. including afterburner flame out
loop control of tneo nozzle to match the fuel orsec. They aer comparatively heavy In themselves
modulations In Closed loop control, whenever the but allow a simple and light mounting system of bolts
afterburner fuel Is irloduieted en error sorprel from and radial pins which era Attached to the jet pipe
the engine, for Instance ir. the turbine pressure and locate In hohie end slots in theo heat shield
ratio, Is used to very the nozzle area In such a way Sectionss
as to restore the engine lurbomachinelrv to the
required running tine, The responses In such e The foirward section of the heat, shield is perforated
system are Inevitalbly time consuming and hence Ilinit to provide acoustic suppresslron of the high
the rate at which the fuel flow can be modulated To frequetncy. croch streamn pressure oscillationS
avoid these delays In the min/burn afterburner, the (scr'eech) to which ali high boost afterburner systems
fuel flow and nozzle area are separately controlled "re prone.
to pre-schedaled values which suit the prevailing
flight and engine running conditions and give the COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE

degre o boot slectd b tri piot.Theo performance of the three afterburner systems
The chief ramification of twin open loop control for described In previous sections is compared in Figures
the afterburner system results from tire tact that fire 14-17, Figure 14 shows the burning sinbi~lty in
schedules and control system sequences must be Chrosen tennis of the axcess nozzle area or FONA value which
to ensure the# schedule errors end mismatches which the afterburners can withstand without extiniction
inevitably occur durinl. te fttrnits re versus the prevailing eto Pipe pressure Thc. plot
always soaf and teind to lower the fan running line Indicates no- only steudy burning stability but also
rathler than raise it Towards surge Tire reoultiop tnb enyreme conditions at which the aftanhurner can
high bEDNA values increzase the engien bypass ratio end be 'bundled', that is selected or turned up or down
tire get velocities titrough the afterburner and both without risk of eutinctlon, sisce it is durting
of these effects tend to degiade tire afterburner handling that high EDHA Values are experienced.
penorthance and reduice its burning stability.

Tire full sequence of afterburner selection end nuzzleMilen /
acceleration procedures aer Shown in Figure 13. Wan~
Originally It was Intended that tire selection would W 0
not proceed beyonid light up Without a positive 4/1
Indication from a u/v flame detector but this has not / 'sl-teen-euirs'
proved to be a necessary feature. However , if the/
engine running tine, as indicated by the turbine
pressure ratio, stoulud deviate too far from normal./
then the Selection is terminated and theo system Is 20-
that drown./ ..

Priw, / fue flowto /
/ 1.0 la2.0

- - PiWe Lengti of le"n thefn of Jut pizi weacsure
Hur w Prn iwlwaiode relative to n -- um ~wrwnt

inean oil
t-iiw.l'u FIG 14 BURNER STABILITY

t filtes
SetinUnenpectedlyi the superiority of the w~in/burn

se. Iesle afterburner diminishes with reducing cressure
0 I 2 alke-oil

Tkrsaeuuci.Efetalive fiel-air ratio
relativa to datumn Datun

FIG 13 THE LIGHT-UP SEQUENCE 1'
JET PIPE AND HEAT SI:IELD -< "

The let pipe of the miK/burn afterburner Is a
titanium fabrication and is protected from the -
afterburner flames by a two place hout shield whIchi 0.8 -' , -tire',Smn
Is febrtoeted In a bet restoistant nictkel based alloy. ' 7
Design of the heat Shield is Inherently more
difficafo then that of the let pipe which is 

0
'
7 

iae QUna mur'
essentalfly a Coe! I--- i.;af aimple pressure /
drum., Against this, the heat shield not only
ritrerstos Much bonter then sire jet pipe, aind must L" 0.6
mounted from it by meacno whirh eilcw differential
eagansiona between them, it abs. ties to withsTand
preSsura loads; which very with flight conditions and
the deg cc of aftrllrburiing selected andi Which switch jet 10 p 1.5aar 2.0TM)
fromtt Cu~ia*sala to Implosive along Its lenthgi.Je iersea(TM

MIi systems hove bass devised to accommodate these FIG 15 MAXIMUM AFTERBURNER FUEL
citcumsstences with vsryiltg degree. Of Success In AIR RATIO
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pOSSIbly Indicating that. even with the assistance However. none of the alternative materials match tire
front the hot stream provided by the Mixi/burn compaative ease of manufacture and flexibility of
aft'reurner the contribution of tfie bypass stream appicalion of the high duty metal alloys they ere
buriner to high altitude boost and burning Stability intended to replace and most have serious Incidental
reduces at very low pressures defects for instance in their oxidation resistance or

high temperature strengths. As a result both the
Figures 15 and lb show how the highest fuel air tytpe and form of the material employed must he
ratios a' which the three afterburners can be selected and developed to surt its precise
opesated and their treat' etl'ciencles are affected by application whilst the manner in which the item
jet pipe pressure It, all cases the effects are achieves its aerodynamic or thermodynamic function
increasingly important sa pressure reduces below 2 mcst usually be adjusted either to protect the
atmospheres but the mix/burn system is easily the material or to secure maximum advantage front its
least sensitive to pressure anmd maintaiss its improved properties.
performance to much lower levels than the other
systems REFERENCES
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Figure 17 shows the buzz choracteristics of the three

afterburners and illustrates the increesing deogrce of
control exerted over the fuel placement within the
Succes•sve systems In the iIx/burn system, the two c R0LLS-ROYCEpl( 198ea
types of buzz whichl can be provoked depending on
whether the bypass or the coru gas stream is over
fuelled are particularly distinct The fuel air
ratio at which each stream is Provoked into buzz is
virtually independent of the fuei supplied to the
other strearrm indicating the absence of any er:change
of fuel setween the two Clearly this does not apply
to the other systems where cross-stream movements of
fuel or gas add to the buzz proneness of both stexilns
S end iower the total fuel air ratio at which buzz tree
operation is possible.

B...

P.I)ast Buz; .4ree M /tun

8O0 4J

Rueirair l.,e 4o 2 4 'a airataur
ratio tie

steady ~ ~ ~ M"x'tai opraro Ott atrunredalW

so isater

-Wse, end Burn'

io as 0to
hemlaine cown tial air ratie I%)

FIG 17 AFTERBURNER RIL177 iiAtJAC'TERISTICS

The buz, foal air ratios of the mitt/burn system are
well in excess of the maximum levels required for
steadi operation of the afterbarner end allow

' considerable eucursions above these levels during she
' ."• . fast accelerations demanded of the system

"FUTURE REQUIREMENTS

The current trend ini military engine cycles is
j towards high ens even stoichiairetric turbine entry
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Annular ceMus-t- n Chamber under Low" anda-HjIF_

Pressure Conditions
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MTU Motoren- uend Turbinan-Union Mtnchen GmbH
Postfach 50 06 40
Dachauer Str. 665
8000 Munich 50
Fedaral Republic of Germany

Abstract

Combustor development testing is usually carried out under different pressure con-
ditions; low-pressure burning tests for the optimization of the fuel distribution
inside the combustor and high-pressure tests for demonstrating the desired
performance.

Comparison of the results under these two test conditions often reveals discrep-
ancies, especially in wall temperatures and exit temperature patterns, which cannot
be attributed simply to the greater flame radiation and heat-release rate associated
with the tests at high pressure. Another cause, in particular', lies ia dilferences in
the fuel distribution in the primary zone as a function of pressure conditions. This
phenomenon will be demonstrated by measurements and 3D 2-phase flow-field calcu-
lations.

Nomenclature

FAR - Fuel-air ratio

p bar Pressure

SMIt LIM Sauter mean diameter

T3 K Combustor inlet temperature

Tm X Average temperature

X imr Axial distance between nozzle outlet and calculation plane

Introduction

Peverse-flov combustion chambers contribute to the compactness of a gas-turbine
engine because they can be in+ealled outside oý the turbine. however, this advantage
is offset by a number of disadvantages.

The large diameter of the combustion chamber results in a large flame-tube surface
area to be cooled. Furthermore, relatively large spacing between the fuel nozzles is
required, because the number of nozzles cannot be increased at will. Consequently, a
fuel injection system for uniform distribution of the fuel between the nozzles is
required.

For developing such a system, it is usual to conduct tests at atmospheric pressure,
followed by testing of the chosen design at pressures encountered in service.

Experience shows that the knowledge gained from testing at atmospheric pressure can
be applied only conditionally as far as the operating condition is conuerned. For
i,,stance, the atomization properties of the nozzles vatry in relation to the air
pressure, regarding beth the atomization of the fuel /1, 2, 3/ and the distribution
by each nozzle 14!- Harked increases in the wall temperatures of the flame-tube have
also been observed /3, 5/. Irn addition, the exit gas temperature patterns are differ-
eat at tic higher service pressure /6/.

Some of the effects of an irercase in the operating prussur? are explained below with
the aid of tests and flaw-field calculations. Beccuse th? pesrribilities for conduct-
ing tests ct elevated pressure ar-' limited, in each case, the moasuirtents at atneo,-
pheric pressure are compared with calculations at a pressute of I Lat, allowing the
results to be checked qualitatively. The in1fluence of pressure is then exttapolated
analytically.

STesting
. . f The experimental reverse-flow combustor is illustrted in figrire I. It is provided

-. .i with 33 air-blast atomizer nozzler, wihoes each r oe.:o coo-C Ste of two contralotati. j
swirlers. The task of the swirlerr is to oTeate a aLabiliziaq rnýcirculatiih, flow 're

i "-

•'I II II II II II II II~ &
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high turbulence, as well as to atomize the fuel. The inner and outer walls of the
flame-tube are each provided with two rows of 78 holes. Tn both cases, cooling is
effected via 3 cooling films. Connected to the flame-tube is a similarly-cooled
exhaust bench.

The combustor was tested under various cor'itlons up to the design values (p = 13 bar,
T - 670 K, FAR - .026). To allow comparison with the 3D flow-field calculations,
mhasurements had also to he made in the middle of the flame-tube. In this case, to be
able to accomodate all probes, testing had to be carried out without the exhaust
bench and only at atmospheric pressure.

The set-up foi this test is illustrated in figure 2. Gas measurements to determine
the local FAR were possible in any plane with a single probe. It was also possible to
scan the temperature distribution at the end of the flame-tube by means (if a thermo-
couple probe.

The flow-field within the flame-tube was assessed by water-simulation tests, iii which
the flamc-tuhe was represented as a 90' sector to the scale of 2:1 in plexiglass. The
flow pattern was recorded at various meridional light-section planes with a video
camera.

Acrothermal model

The code used to calculate the flow-field and the tempezature-field of the combustor
is the NREC adaptation /7/ of an AiResearcn code.

INTERN is P three-dimensional finite-difference code capeble of solv:ing the elliptic
partial differential equations for the conservotion of mass, momentum, energy and
chemical spec'es. It apjplies to both laminar and turbulenL, two-phase or single-
phase, steady reocting fiows. It employs a k-E two equation model for turbulence, a
two-step zhencal kinet.c model for heat release, an option of a Lagrangian or an
Eulerian model for fuel droplet transport, and an eddy break-up model for the cffects
turbulence has on reaction rates. Its numerical approach uses an implicit, upwind
differencing scheme. The rate of convergence of the iterative solution procedure has
been enhanced by the incorporation of a cyclic tridiagonal matrix algorithm into the
code.

The calculation grid consists of 41 x 33 x 27 lines in a cylindrical coordinate
system with 24,136 grid-points in the calculation field (figure 3). The flame-tube
walls are approximated in stair-step boundaries. The calculation time was approxi-
mately 1 - 5 hiurs CPU time using an IBM computer. The calculations were made in
different blocks, verifying the convergence and varying the relaxation factors and/or
adapting the solution strategy to the given iequirements in each case,

The boundary condition at the nozzle outlet is represented in figure 4. The
circumferential component of the velocity is established with the aid of the nozzle
swirl parameter under the assumption of a forced vortex, whilst the radial coipcnent
is determined in accordance with the nozzle discharge-opening contour. The axial con-
ponent is calculated from the mass flow as a plug-flow profile.

To introduce the liquid fuel, the fuel film at the atomization edge is split into 10
spray-cone rays with each ray consisting of S different droplct oize a-j.•-s. The
droplet distributions were taken from /11. The individual foul-cone rays are added to
the airflow-field at a spray angle of 90' at low initial velocity.

The dilution air ilows in perpendicular to the wall.

Results and discussion

Flow-field in the combustor

For the qualitative assessment of the calculated flow-field in the combustor, ample
rerilts from water-rimulation tests ate available. The main flow pattern is repre-
sented in figurer 5 end 6. In contrast to the calculated flow-field, the arrows serve
simply to thoe the diectton of fjow and are not an indication of the flow-velocity
level.

Figure 5 shows tha calculated anl the maeasu-e' flow-fc 1C in meridional section
through the swirler. Qualitatively, ibe measured fluw-f.3ld corresponds with the
calcu•lated field. Cii both cases the swirliv-g air leares the norsie radially without
eep~rattun.�| --.h-. n wtrzrg y:uIa, s ata• h typicai rucirculation N "ortex, which is
limited by the dilution air ostreaming through tea first row of holes. In the
rcasurement., smallish unsteady vortex areas were observed in tnt recircul.tion zone,
which arc represented in the calcula-ion by a sing12 largr x.oter, Lecau6' the
calculation proceduLe is not cal-a'ble ci recording tcanait-ory effects.

The measured meridional section between the norzleb is ciMpared with the calculaLton
in figure 6. In this area the recirculation vorticeis ot two adjacent nozzles cee,
creating an axial floe over the whole erorss-suction. At this level ti, mnasurcd flow

pati urn likewise shows good cuirespundunce with thu calculation. Arcas of sep•,ratioon
form down•tream of the jete oi dilution air, can be requized both in the riaasurement" "'", 'and the calculation.

S. .- ... .
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Fuel distribution

The course of the fuel droplets troi. the spray-point to cooplete evaporation can be
seen in figure 7, in which all trajectories are shown in projectAon at the plane of
the nozzle. At a pre.;sure of 1 bet the calculated spray-cone trajectory remains
more-or-less within the set angle of 9tU for a distance of approximately 10 mm in the
axial direction, whereas at 13 bar pressure a marked radial deviation occurs (fig-
ure 7). Despite the length of the trajectories, it should be understood that the
major part of the fuel is already evaporated a long way from the end of the trajec-
tory.

The greater expansion of the spray-cone at elevated pressure was also observed in
measurements made in the atomization experiments /4/. In the present model tests as
well as the tests ace. to ref. /4!, this expansion may be attributable to the greater
aerodynamic forces and the smaller fuel droplers.

The influence of pressure on thu amount of fuel evaporated at one axial position
downstream of the nozzle is shown in figura 8. The calcuIation at atmospheric
pressure (figure Sa) reveals a fuel-rich area at the nozzle and at th- ector edges.
In contract, at 13 bar the distribution of the evaporated fuel is much more
homogeneous at the same axial position at a level generally more rich in fuel
(figure 8b) . This fuel-rich homogeneous mixture results from the more rapid
evaporation that occurs at 13 bar becaunc of the smaller droplets. In addition, even
if only to a olight extent, the wider spray angle also contributes to the homogeneity
of the primary zone.

The measured FAR distribution at the end of the primary zone at atmospheric condition
is compareu with the corresponding calculation in figure 9. Qualitatively, the
measured FAR distribution (figure 9a) shows good agreement with the calculacd values
(jig .re 9b . Both the relatively weak region in the right-hand half of the sector and
the area more rich in fuel in the left-hand half are represented. Admittedly, the
absolute values differ markedly from one another. This is attributable essentially to
the very simplified ceaction model, which does not simulate the many intermediate
products still presen-t in tle primary zoie. Nevertheless, the ouelitatively satis-
factory correspondence indicates that the flow-field in the primary zone has been
calculated realistically.

Apart from thu spray-angle, one of the main influences on the homogeneity of the
primary zone is the droplet-size distribution in connection with a favourable air-
flow-field.

Gas temperature

"* In figure 10 the isotherms measured at the flame-tube outlet under atmospheric con-
ditions are compared with the calculated values.

The measured isotherm-fieled has hot spots at the sector edges and a relatively cool
area in the centre. These hot sector edges are caused by the fuel-enricned swirler
air, which flows radially outward froe the swirler and is theo deflected rearward in
the axial direction by the impingerant of the flows from the two neighbouring
swirlers. The fuel reacts during this axial movement, whilst cooler, leaner flows

* predominate in the sector centre. Qualitatively, there is good correspondence between
the measurpment and thie cablculatsu-

It one looks at figure 10 closely it becomes apparent that the left-hand hot region
is considerably more extensive than the right-hand one. The cooler sector centre
appears to be slightly twisted, and this twist, where a symmetrical isothersal-field
was expected, also shows in the calculation. It is caused by a slight swiri about the
combustor axis in the primary zone as a result of the bend in the duct. The occur-
ru-nce of this secondary -wirl is clearly recognizable in the flow-field of the axial
plane directly at the nozzle outlet (figu e 11). The flow fxon the nozzle-swirl area
is favoured by the annulus w,.11, curved i.. the direction of Lwirl. On the other side
of the swirler this bend acts against the swirl flow. Consequently, the swirl, which

* is eccentric in relation to the flame-tube axis, has a swirl supepiiopused upon it 2
that is slightly centric to the axis.

*This twist also causes the shift in ýhe lean regioo of the FAR disitkiDutiuon a the:

end of the primary rujie.

Qualitatively, the diLferences between thu 1 bar and 13 bar isothlrm-ficlus aoe only
insignificaint.

The radial temper;xnure ft-trituLtion at thei e-nd of the flarnc-tubu is plotted in fi-
gure 12. The moasuree cemperatuae dautribulxion under Bts")cilneric conditions (fi--
gore 13) coriesp.•nds shtiufsctoz l with the calculation with the ex-cptton of a
maxirur neaw the duct will. Tbia tiopcratuoe ma-."ises is attributable partly to the
fuel distriLution ini the primary zot.c, but above a!l to the addition of the air from
the nod ro1; at hotl a, not fully compensated for in the calculation.

Although thr iUci distribution i,, the prisasy zone changes markedly sith increase in
pteseurc, the esfect on the temperature distribution at the end of the flome-tube is
inrsgnificant.LL r.........- ----$--

-- -..v..... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .54Aif,•1•
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1 Influence of pressure on the wall temperature

rA known cause of the t hmtarature increaeatthe flame-tube wall in relation to

pressure is certainly the increased gas radiation. Another cause is to be found in
the effect of fuel treatment.

In figure 13, the calculated gas temperatures at a pressure of I bar are compared
with the measured wall temperatures in the atmospheric tests. The wall temperatures
provide only qualitative conclusions about the temperature of the gas close to the
wall, because they are affected by both the two sided thermal transfer and the gas
radiation.

flevertheless, in figure 13, both the calculation and measurement exhibit a constant
increase ii the temperature as far as the sector edge. Around the nozzle, the tem-
peratures are relatively low.

As shown in figure 14, a pressure of 13 bar results in a totally different behaviour.
The calculated isotherm-field in figure 14 b exhibits relatively high gas tempera-
r'ires alreedy close to the swirler outlet. The isotherne are concentric to the swir-
ler. The temperatures increase again toward the sector edge. The measurement also
indicates very high wall temperatures at the swirler outlet. The temperature decrease
toward the sector edge is attributable to the stronger cooling of the flame-tube
between the swirlers.

The comparison shows that, qualitatively, the wall-temperature behaviour is as would
be expected with the given gas-temperatur( distribution.

These calculations show that, in addition to the gas radiation, the better atom-
ization of the fuel under elevated pressure has an essential effect on the wall tem-
perature in the primary zone. Furthermore, the larger spray-angle makes for a more
homogeneous mixture distsibution. Associated with the higher reaction rates, markedly
higher gas temperatures occur in the vicinity of the swirler outlet.

Conclusion

rhe influence of the ai' pressure on the flow- and temperature-field as well as on
the wall temperature of a reverse-flow combustion chamber is investigated with the
aid of both experiments and a 3D flow-field program.

Qualitatively, the calculated flow-field corresponds well with the field known fror
water-simulation tests. The measured outlet temperature profile was calculatcd satis--
factorily. The FAR distribution at the-end of the primary zone corresponds qualitat-
ively with the measurements. This correspondence is almost curtalrtly attributable to
the realistic calculation of the flow-field. It is qualitatively shown that thý
marted increase in wall temperature under eleva'-d pressure, observed in the experi-
ments, is attributable to the better fuel treatment under these conditions and o the
larger spray-angle. Because of the quicker evaporation, the smaller fuol droplcts
result in more rapid combustion immediately at the swirler outlet. Tn associatioziSwith better thermal transfer under pressure because of radiation, this may well be
the cause of the higher wall terlperatures observed.

vespite th. relatively wide grid mesh in the calculati••v i the flow-tield and the
aimplified model of the nozzlc air and dilution air flc-', it was possible to explain
the phenomena ,bserved in the exp.iriments with the aid of the calculations.

However, further development cboth the physical model and of the njmerical solution
is required to puc-•t ,ore reliable determination of the temperature patterns and the
gas voioea.
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DISCUSSION

G.Grienche, FR
You have presented a good prediction (1 the radial tcenperature profiles at tic flame tube exit. e lave you calculated With
your acrothermal model the evolution of this profile in ilIc bend front the flamne tube exit to the turbine ncztzi?

Author's Reply
The calculation oif the vclocity - and temperature field in the bend isjust going on with a two dimensional axis syttinietric
model with body fitted coordinates. Firt comparison shows a good agreement between the calculated atd the measured
radial temperature.

The measured pattern fa.•ctr of these test conibausors was approximately 0.33 at the exit ot the tilanim ttthc and 0.29 at the
exit of the bend.

L.Galfetti, IT
With felerence ti the •e.lemtieal suimodel inmplemenmted in the numerical code, you meneitioncti a two stepi tecmall s•licite.
What arc the chelmical species attd the kinetic parameters consideted!

Author's Reply

The chemical reaction scheme of the evapol ated fuel muplemnented iii lie cede is:

('j I t, + 802 - NCO + 811,0

2C0 + 0, - 2C0,

'lits ceaction is often used by other code• tot), and is well documcnted in Ref.7.

I
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FLOW CHARACTEII.ISTICS .)F A iODn;L ANtULAR COMBUSPOR

A F B1CFN, 7, TSE AND J II WIITELAW

imperial College of Science alid Technology
Fluids Section

Departmnnt of Mechanical Engineering
London LA7 2BX United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

Measurements are reported of the velocity and passive scalar characteristics of the
isothermal flow in a model combustor which comprises a T-vaporiser and two rectangular
sectors of an annular combustor similar to one used in small gas-turbine engines. Mean
temperatures have also been obtained in a reacting flow with an overall equivalence
ratio similar to that of take-off conditions, The results were obtained with a
combination of laser velocimetry, thermocouples and probe techniques and quantify the
effects of flow asymmetries in the vaporiser fuel arrangement and of dfferent
alignments of the primary holes with respect to the vaporiser position. Flow
visualisation results are also included to indicate the general features o; the
comabustor flow.

The isothermal rasults show that the primary zone is characterised by a vortex
driven by the film-cooling flows and limited in its downstream extent by the primary
jets. The vortex has forward streamwise velocity peaks in the lower part of the
combustor which are in line with the primary jets and backward velocity peaks in the
upper part corresponding to the gaps between the primary holes. The T-vaporiser
distribut:es the fuel into the shear layers of the velocity profiles and a small
asymmetry in* the vaporiser flow can still be detected up to ten diameters downstream of
the plane of the vaporiser exits. Temperature results indicate two hot regions in the
primary zone which are in line with vaporiser exits and positioned close to the upper
wall. Changes in the position of the primary holes in a range from 0 to I12 pitch are
shown to result in poorer mixing. The hot regions at the combustor exit move from the
centre plane as the primary holes are moved and the hot region on one side bifurcates
as a consequence of the lower dilution jet and results in exit temperature
distributions which are asymmetric about the centre plane.

1. INTRODUCTION

This investigation was undertaken to establish the velocity and passive scalar
characteristics in a flow configuration of direct relevance to zn annular combustor
and, by so doing, to assir. the development of calculation methods which involve
numerical, turbulence and scalar transport assumptions. it is similar to that of
reference 1 but involves a more practical annular arrangement which comprises a
T-vaporiser (reference 2) and two rectangular sectors representing the primary and
upstream dilution zones of a combustor used in helicopter engines. The investigation

emphasises isothermal flow and makes use of probes and laser velocimetry to determine
the velocity and passive scalar characteristics. The effect of flow asymmetry in the
fuelling device and its relative position with respect to the primary holes are
determined to establish the importance of flow and geometric changes which can occur as
a consequence of combustion and flight cycle and mean temperature measurements are
presented to demonstrate how fuel is transported downstream and can be affected by the
;cuss-stream aligrnment of tne primary :iojes.

Related experiments with much simplified geometries have been reported previously
in, for example, references 3 and 4. In reference 3, the effects of alignmen't of a rowof holes in the cross-stream direction were investigated in a wind tunnel flow and, in

reference 4, geometric and flow asymmetries were examined in an arrangement with a
closed upstream end. The present measurements provide similar information in a
combustor.

The following section describes the combustor and the instrumentation and
experimental uncertainties. The third section presents the results and discusses them
with the purposes of the above pragraph in mind. Summary conclusions are stated in a
final section.

2. FLOW CONFIGURATIGN AND INSTRUMENTATION

The model combustor is shown in Figure 1 and corresponds to two rectangular sectors
of the Gem-CO combustor used in he~icopter engines. The ur-ual reverse-nozzle has been
removed and the reverse-flow ess'n replnlad h, ..,b4,-, ,ll.-... .!.- ...

back r.eseure on the outer surfaces of the combustor. The model includes three.
filn-cooling slots near the head, from which 33.5% of the total mass flow enters and
drives ai vortex in the primary zone. This vortex is limited in its downstream extent
by a row O! pricary jeto issuing from the lower wall, which constitutes 15% of the.•-,).1 :•,[%ilMAs flow. Furthet downstreaw, twr, additional film-couling slots and opposed

,ijlution jets. repre,-enting 14.5 and 33% of the total flow respectively, maintain a
c]dos"rram wail and th, required pattern factor in the exit plane. The combostor
i'ral'n use uf a T-vc.poriser mounted on the head with its exits in line with two of the
five primary hiles ze. shown in Figure 1. With the isothermal flow experiments, the

.01.
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vaporiser transported air at a rate of 4.5% of the total mass flow and corresponded to
a momentum similar to that of fuel at the take-off condition. In ti_ couicbostlon
experiments, natural gas (94% elI4 ) was delivered at a rate whic:h :ed to an anL-fuel
ratio of 17 . The combustor was arranged in the flow rig of Figure 2 ývhrch permitted
separate control and measurement of the bulk flow to the two sides of the combustor and
to the vaporiser at near atmospheric conditions. The mass flow rates and v"lOcitLies
associated with the p1-mary and dilution holes are gilen in Table 1 and Table 2 records
the dimensions uf the lioles and fllm-cooling slots which also comprised rows of holes.

The concentration of a passive scalar was measured in isothermal flow by adding a
trace of helium with a volumetric concentration of around 5% to the air flowing to the
T-vaporrser. Samples of gas were drawn through a total head probe of Imm outside
dianieter and passed to a katharometer which was eble to determine the helium
concentration with a precision of 2% of the ftll-scale reading. Tests to establish the
influence of sampling rate suggested that the overall measurement accuracy was of this
order of magnitude except inside the recirculating flow region where probe interference
could cause larger errors.

Velocity information was obtained by a laser-Doppler velocimeter similar to that
described in reference 5. It made use of diffraction grating optics together with a
5mw helium-neon laser and forward-scattered light. The geometrical features of the
optical system are given in Table 3. The flow was seeded with atomised silicone oil
and the signals from a photomultiplier were processed with a frequency counter
interfaced to a microcomputer which calculated mean and rms values of the local
veloc, y with an overall precision better than 2 and 5%, respectively.

Temperature mteasurements were obtained with thermocouples made from 80i.m
platinum/i3%-rhodlum and platinum wires butt welded to minimise connuction effects-
The signal was digitised and the mean temperature was evaluated by a sicrocomputer
which, according to reference 6, is closely related to the unw-ighted averagle. The
probable uncertainty in the mean value was of the order of 5% and arose mainly from
radiation losses, refe-rence 5. Flow visualisation, similar to that of reference 4, was
also used to obtain a rapid overview of the flow and to guide the choice of the
location of measurement with the above instrumentation.

More detailed consideration of measurement uncertainties can be found in references
4-7. They are insufficient to affect the conclusions drawn on the basis of results
presented and discussed in the following section.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section is divided into two parts. The first is concerned with the velocity
and passive scalar measurements obtained in the isothermal flow and the second presents
the temperature measurements with the discussion emphasising the influence of different
alignments in the cross-stream direction of the primary holes within the combustor and
at its eCit plane.

3.1 Isothermal Flow

The general nature of the flow can be deduced from Figure 3 which presents flow

visuallsation results in five vertical planes. On the centre plate and at Z = + 28-m1,
the primary jets impinge on the upper wall with a near vertical trajectory and a
recirculation pattern, driven mainly by the film-cooling jets, is contained Detween the
pi icary jeis anid head of the combustor. At z = inms., tne Impingement ot the opposed
dilution jets divides the larger-diameter upper jet and causes the flow on the
upstream side of the jet axis to be directed downwards as a consequence of the greater
upper jet momentum. The part of the jet directed towards the exit is nearly
horizontal, The result at z = -14rtim corresponds to a plane where only the upper
dilution jet is present and it impinges on the lower wall. Cross-stream flows can also
be deduced from the apparent stagnation regions, for example at z - 28mm and betweei
the dilution holes and so can small regions of recirculation, for example near the
bottom dilution jet at z 14ssn.

Figures 4-8 present velocity measurements at various stations chosen to quantify
the features of the flow associated with the vaporiser, the primary zone, the primary
jeta, the dilution jets and the convergence of the exit region. Figures 4-6
characterise the primary zone and quantify the primary recirculation with forward
streamwise velocity peaks in the lower part of the combustor corresponding to the
primary holes and in the upper part corresponding to the gaps between the primary jets.
This difference occurs because the film-cooling slot on the uoper wall and immediately
downstream of the primary jets provide sufficient mass flow to fill the gaps between
the lets. The partnrhatione in the flnw andl vlIney ,1,.tribhtjotne at x = !!am. -f'
Figure 4 in the lower half are due to the flow from the vaporiser which distributes the
fuel into the shear layers of the velocity profiles. Figure 6 shows that the normal
component of velocity is upwards and in line with the primary jets issuing from the
lower wall. The forward flow into the lower half of the combustor is comparatively
uniform with a lnaximdm velocity of around 30% of the maximum jet velocity. The
streamwise normal stresses are generally lower and more uniform than those in the
normal direction and indicate that the primary jets are responsible for large
production of turbulence at this station. The etreamwise turbulence intensity is

" •around 10% in the regions of maximum forward velocity.
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Downstream ot the dilution holes, Figure 7, the flow is in the downstream d-lectiorr
with Btreamwise velocity maxima corresponding to planes of opposed dilution jets. The
planes of the single dilution holes correspond to minima in the streamwise component of
velocity and to maxima in the downward normal velocity. These characteristics remain
downstream of the exit plane, Figure 8, but are considerably dampened. Tile contraction
towards the exit has not accelerated the flow in the upper region of the combustor to
the maximum value below the midplsne. The rms profiles at the exit are comparatively
uniform and of lower magnitude than those of Figure 7. It is evident that most of the
turbulence energy has been produced upestream of the exit plane by the various jet flows
arid their tirteraction.

Drstributions of the nion-dimensional passive scalar, based on couicentiratitrn of tile
hel ium tracer, are showwn In Figure 9 for three vertical planes. The emphasis is -in the
region upstream of the dilution jets where the higher values allowed accurate
measurements arid. as would be expected, thl flow is symmetric about the Centre plane.
This implies that, in the primary zone of a combusting flow, high teraperatul es will
coincide with the plane of the vaporiser exits and cool regions will occur rear the
centre plane, as verified in the following subsectton. Figures 3 and 4 provide partial
support for this result iii that the former shows little evidence of criiss-stream flow
in the pr'Lmary zone and the latter suggests that the fuel jets are absorbed by the
primary jets in the same planes.

The effects of flow asyrmmetry in the vaporiser-fuel arrangement oin the velocity arid
scalar characteristics are quantified in Figures 10 and 11. The symmetric arid
asyrmnetric streamwrse velocity profiles at the vaporiser exits are also shown in Figure
10 where it can be seen that the former are skewed Outwards. The asymmetric exit
profiles were caused by a smill blockage in the T-junction of about 10% of the exit
diameter and result in asymmetries of about 15% in the velocity distributions in the
lower part of the combustor as shown in Figure i0. The asynmetry in velocity profiles
is important only in the region nhas tire lower wail lout the pasbive scalar profiles are
more affected, Figure 11, with the asymmetry extending beyond the primary holes.

3.2 Temperature Field

TIre cross-plane distributions of mean temperature obtained with the syrmmetric
fuelling arrangement in the primary zone and exit plane are shown in Figure 12. Tntey
are reproduced in Figulres 13 and 14 to facilitate comparison with those obtained with,
different arranigements of the primary holes in the cross-stream direction with respect
to the vaporlser position. As expected from the isothermal flow resulte with the
in-line arrangement of the primary holes and vaporiser exit, the rmaximum temperatures,
which exceed 1950K, occur in the upper part of the primary zone and are in line with
the vapociser exits, Figure 12. This general pattern is maintained at the exit plane
with a elight shift of the high temperature regions towards positive z values caused by

the two lower dilution jets.

Thu effect of moving the primary holes by lateral distances kp to 1/2 pitch is
noticeable iii the priliary zone and at the exit of tile comfustor as shown ii" Figures 13
and 14, respectively. A small change (by 1/8 pitch) in the pr.imary hoal position
causes a sigirificant reduction in the size of the hot regions in the primary zone with
comparatively low temperatenres particularly near the centre plane, indlcating poor
mixing of fuel with air. Although the horizontal positionis of the hot regions are not
affected, they have moved downwards by about 20% of the combustor height in all
misaligned cases and, at the exit, the hot regions have shifted from the centre plane
and become out of lrie with the vaporiser exits. As a result, the hot region on the
negative z halr i v,- bram UeL -3 L the 0-- o o -i 6'io.,

4. CONCLUSIONS

The main findings of the investigation may be snummarised as follows:

1. With isothermal flow, the primary zone of the combustor is characterised by a
vortex driven by the ftin-cooling jets and limited in its downstream extent by the
primary jets. The vortex has torward streamwise velocity peaks in the lower part
of the comboustor which are i 1 line with the primary jets and backward velocity
peaks iii the upper part corresponding to the gaps between the pririary holes. The

T-vaporiser distributes fuel into the shear layers of the velocity profiles.

2. In the dilution. zone, the streamwise velocity profiles exhibit peaks in the planes
of impingtng jets. The cross-stream gradients of the profiles induce rapid mixing
and at 0.1 combustor length downstream of the exit both mean and rms velocity
profiles have become much more uniform.

3. A small blockage in the T-junction of the vaporiser, of about 10% of its diameter
causes a 15% asymsetry in velocity profiles in the lower part of the primary zone.
The eifect on passive scalar distributions is greater and is detectable beyond the
primary holes.

S4.• Temperature measurements in combusting flow indicate two regions with values in
excess of 195UK, close to the upper wall and in line with the vaporiser exits in
the primary zone; this pattern is maini-ained at tne combustor exit.

5. The lateral position of the primary holes influences primary and exit temperature

I7
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distributions. As they are moved, by up to 1/2 pitch, the hot regions in the
primary zone decrease and move downward by about 20% of the combustor height and
exit temperature distributions become more asymmetric about the centre plane.
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TABLE 1 Air Flow Split and Jet Velocities
of Model and GEN--60 Combustor at
'Take-off Condition

z It" Model Combustor cE4 60 Combustor

Top Dilution 25.4 66.2 2S.9 67.8

Primary Soles 14.9 62.1 15.6 66.8

Bottom Dilution
Boles 7.5 62.1 7.6 66.2

Values are calculated assuming a discharge coefficient of unity
and based on the mas flow rate scaled down using ufT/AP parameter
with atmospheric conditions

TABLE 2 Geometric Details of Combustor

(Figure 1 identifies the flow entries by niuber)

Cooling Slot. Slot Height/ No of Holes Dia./ Pitch/
201 Ro. MC.

2 1.65 21 2.25 S.91

3 1.38 24 2.00 5.20

4 1.28 24 1.65 5.20

S 1.60 1i 2.40 6.84

7 1.10 18 1.65 6.84

primary and Bole Dia./ Igo of Holes Piteh/
Dilution Moles 00. -.

1 6.2 4 28

6 4.6 5 28

I 4.6 2 56

Ext Dia,/
Vaporisar -.

9 5

10 5

TABLE 3 Characteristica of Laser Velocimeter

Half angle of beam intersection 7.5*

Fringe spacing 4.ts~M

Diameter of control volume at 1/ea

intensity level 152ý=

Length of control volum at 1/ea

"intensity level 2.3=n

Number of fringea 31



primary holes dilution holes

vaporiser 26

~ -~-56

S+

z 100

dimensions in mm

4 332

Figure 1 Combustor geometry.
Y 

ly

wiff "W~ 2

Figure 2 Diagram of flow rig.
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z = +28--i'

z li+14

Figure 3 Flow vxsualri-ttOfls
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Figure 4 Mean profiles of streamwise velocity near combustor head.
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Figure 10 Effect of flow asymmetry in vaporiseýr fuel
arrangment on combustor velocity characteristics.
(() asymmetric vaporiser flow.
(o) symmetric vaporiser flow.

(a)

<0.06-.

0.1-0.15
0.15-0.2 z=28mm
0.2-0.25

>0.25 .

Figure 11 Effect of flow asynmmetry in vapnriser fuel 2,-'rangement on passive scalar
characteristics.
(a) asymmetric vaporiser" flow.
(b) symmetric vaporiser flow.
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Figure 14 Effect of aiignment of primary holes with vaporiser
position on exit plane temperature.

(a) usual alignment
Ib) 1/8 pitch alignment(c5 1/4 pitch alignment

4d) 1/2 pitch alignment

DISCUSSION

C.G.W.Sheppard, UK
Do you have any particular reason for using helium to trace gas in the isothermal "passive scaler" experiment? An
alternative is to use ethylene at low concentrations-- this has a relative molecular mass close to that of air. so avoiding any
relative molecular diffusion effects. Ethylene is inexpensive and can be measured at vey low concentrations using
standard flame ionization detector unburned hydrocarbon analyzers. (Reference: Chlebour, P.V., ct al, Comb. Sci and
Teeh., circa 1 981.)

Author's Reply
In the highly turbulent flow in which these measurements were made, I do not believe th~at molecular diffusion effects are
of any significance at all. The helium trace technique was used because it is a cheap. simple and a well tried and understood
technique.

A
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ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes the results of recent combustor experiments relating to
fuel effects on combustor durability and analyzes them with respect to Navy aircraft
operations and maintenance. By combining life-ratio models with data on mission
profiles, models were developed that predict the impact of flying an aircraft on a
fuel of reduced hydrogen content in terms of the combustor life lost in flying a typical
mission. To determine the effect of decreasing hydrogen content on maintenance
requirements, the life-ratio models were combined with data obtained from maintenance
depots on combustor life along with information on the importance of combustor life
in determining engine overhaul schedules. From this, it was possible to identify
which engines/aircraft would be most affected by decreases in hydrogen content, and
at what point increases in maintenance requirements are likely to be realized.

INTRODUCTION

Since 1980, the U.S. Naval Air Propulsion Center (NAPC) has been developing the
concept of an Alternate Test Procedure (ATP) for the qualification of future Navy
aviation fuels. The purpose of the ATP is to ensure the compatibility of current
aircraft with fuels of the future as fuel specifications evolve to accommodate new
crude sources and refining techniques. The underlying thought is that it will be
easier to qualify the fuel than it will be to re-qualify all of the aircraft. Another
role of the ATP will be to assess the potential impact of using non-aviation fuels
in emergencies so that rational decisions can be made concerning operations and mainte-
nance to maximize readiness.(l,2)

One of the fuel properties of concern is the hydrogen content. Figure 1 shows
the historical trend of hydrogen content for F-44 (JP-5) and F-76 (NDF)*. This shows
that the fleet-average hydrogen content for F-44 is gradually drifting down to the
recommended minimum meaning that many fuels are below that level. The hydrogen content
of F-76 and other diesel fuels which could be condidates for aviation use in emergencies
is not controlled and rarely measured. Figure 1 shows that the hydrogen content of
F-76 is about 0.3-0.5 wt% lower than F-44 and decreasing as well.

The concern over the reduction in hydrogen content stems from the potential impact
on hot-section durability. This paper presents the results of an NAPC study at
Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) on the fuel effects on hot-section dur-bility
and the potential impact on operations and maintenance. First, several aspects of
hot-section durability will be discussed. Then the results from the Navy and Air

S14.0
14.0 F-444; l' . .. , -5)

S13.5
Recommended_

Minimum for F-44 *.

13.0- F-76

12.5

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990

Year

FIGURE 1. HISTORICAL TR8ND OF HYRDGEN CON=T IN F-44 (JP-5) AND
F-7( (NtF) - FLEET AVERAZ

*The values for F-44 prior to 1980 and for F-76 were developed from correlations with
other fuel properties.(15) 6
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Force combustor programs (3-14) on the fuel effects on liner temperature will be summa-
rized along with the resulting predictions on liner durability. Finally, the signifi-
cance of liner durability on engine overhaul is addressed to see the potential impact
of fuel changes on operations and maintenance.

DISCUSSION

Hot-Section Durability

The term hot-section durability refers in general to the life of the combustor
and the high-pressure turbine section. Variations in fuel composition and properties
can affect the life of these components insofar as they affect flame radiation and
hot streaks. In stationary gas turbines, hot corrosion from metal contaminants and
erosion from large combustion-generated particulates are of concern, but these are
relatively minor in aircraft gas turbines.

Hot streaks are non-uniformities in the high-temperature gas flow. These are
minimized by the combustor design for normal operation but can be caused or aggravated
by fuel-related problems. Fuels with high viscosity can sufficiently degrade atomiza-
tion so as to reduce the efficiency and uniformity of the fuel-air mixing. More likely
are deformations in the fuel spray caused either by deposits within the fuel atomizer
due to thermal stability problems or by carbon deposits on the outside face. If the
hot streaks impinge on the combustor wall, they obviously lead to higher local tempera-
tures and shorter life. If they are not mixed out of the flow by the dilution jets,
they can impinge on the stationary turbine vanes reducing their life. The rotating
blades are generally less sensitive to hot streaks because they tend to experience
average temperatures due to their rotation.

Radiation is not considered as a significant heat load to the rotating blades
because they are effectively shielded by the stationary guide vanes. The vanes,
however, are exposed to the flame radiation except in reverse-flow combustors like
the T53 and T76. The radiation heat load to the vanes is not as great as that to
the liner wall and dome because the viewing angle is much smaller and because some
of the radiation is absorbed by cooler gases in the dilution zones. The impact on
vane durability is further lessened by the fact that the life is usually limited by
thermal fatigue cracking on the trailing edge of the blade, a region which sees much
less radiation than the leading edge. The remainder of this discussion will therefore
address only liner durability.

The primary effect of fuel changes on combustor life is due to increases in flame
radiation and the resulting changes in combustoi liner metal temperatures. Flame
radiation primarily comes from combustion-generated soot in the primary zone of the
combustor. Design factors such as combustor pressure and the fuel/air distribution
of the primary zone determine the general soot-forming characteristics of a combus-
tor, but the effects of variations in fuel properties have been shown to be significant
with respect to liner life.

High metal temperatures and gradients in the combustor liner result in high
stresses which lead to warping and the formation of cracks. High te.,perature oxidation
or burnout can occur, but usually only after warping has disturbed the flow in such
a way as to aggravate the metal temperature. Each time a combustor goes from a low
temperature to a high temperature and back, the stresses change and, like repeated
bending stresses, eventually lead to the initiation of a crack. This failure mode
is termed low-cycle thermal fatigue (LCF) and is the dominant failure mode in almost
all combustor liners. Figure 2 illustrates typical power excursions in the mission
of a Navy fighter aircraft.(16) Liner metal temperatures follow these power changes.

S10 3 - , , l , , , , , i , , , , ,
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FIGURE 2. POWER REQUIREMENTS DURING COMBAT Cycles to Failure
MANEUVERS OF A NAVY FIGHTER AIR-
CFAFT (from ref. 16) FIGURE 3. FATIGUE DIAGRAM
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The two significant engine cycles for most aircraft are the Type I cycles (off to
max power to off) and the Type III cycles (idle to max power to idle). Type II cycles
include going to supersonic conditions. Type I and II cycles cause more damage than
Type III because the change in liner temperature is much greater going from a cold-start
condition to maximum power. The ratio of the damage severity varies with engine type;
it is strongly influenced by the temperature of the compressor discharge air which
cools the liner, the local maximum liner temperatures, and the temperature gradients
within the liner as well as the materials. These ratius vary from around 1.5:1 to
50:1 and will be further addressed later.

If the maximum liner temperature is increased beyond its nominal design, by an
increased radiant heat load for example, then the basic stress level is increased,
and cycle-life-to-failure is decreased from the design life. This can be illustrated
by Figure 3 which is a fatigue diagram for a modern, high-tempe.:ature alloy typically
used in combustor liners.(17) Using an extreme example for clarity on the riagram,
consider a combustor liner with a metal temperature of 1150K and a design life of
8000 cycles (Point A). If the temperature were increased by 100K due to an increase
in flame radiation, then the stress will increase a proportionate amount (Point B).
The associated cycle life is only about 900 cycles or 11% of the original life. A
more realistic case would be a 30K temperature increase leading to about a 40% loss
in life. The importance of this radiative heat load to the liner depends upon the
relative magnitude of the convective heat load and the agressiveness of the cooling
mechanisms. The viewing angle of the combustion zone is also iiocrtant so that aft
panels and turbine vanes/blades are less affected by changes in tiame radiation than
the dome and primary zone. However, since the highest liner temperatures are often
found in the aft panels, even small increases in heat load can be significant to
life.

Soot Fcrmation

Soot is formed in fuel-rich, high-temperature regions of the primary zone.
Most of this soot is consumed in the leaner regions downstream of the primary zone,
with perhaps 1-2% exiting the combustor and engine as exhaust smoke. The soot is
in thermal equilibrium with combustion gases; in the regions of generation, this would
be close to the stoichiometric flame temperature, around 2500-2600K (4500-4700R).
The soot radiates as a black body according to T4

, and is the largest source of
radiation heat flux to the liner.

Soot formation is dominated by engine design factors because of the importance
of air-fuel mixing. Combustion pressure plays an important role because, as this
pressure increases, the cone angle of the fuel spray is reduced thus concentrating
the fuel even more and hindering the mixing process. More soot is formed at the high
power conditions because both the combustion pressure and the fuel-air ratio are
highest. Figures 4a&h illustrate this by showing the independent effects of pressure
and fuel-air ratio on flame radiation for the T700. Note also the level of the non-
luminous radiation due to CO2 and H20.

The high power operating conditions are therefore the most important at which
to evaluate the fuel effects on liner durability. Nt these conditions, not only are
the soot and radiation levels the highest, but the liner temperatures are already
at the highest levels in the mission cycle. For most aircraft this would be the
sea-level takeoff condition (SLTO). For: supersonic aircraft the sea-level "dash"
condition is also important since the combustion pressures are higher than at SLTO
as are the measurements of radiation and liner temperature.

Fuel Effects on Soot Formation: The question of which fuel properties are
important in soot formation has been an active topic of discussion for the last ten
years or so. For distillate fuels in the range of F-40 through F-54/F-76 (JP-4 through
DF-2/NDF), there is general agreement that soot formation is controlled by gas-phase

400(a) f/a = .0265 A b) P 3 = 15 atm A

T3300 T7281< 300- T3 = 728K
N SLTO /SLTO

(IRP) (IRP)

S 300

200 200 A

ASo // 100 20

100 Radiation Level 100
For T=2550 X

0
5 10 15 20 0 0.01 0.02 0.03

Pressure, Atm Fuel-Air Ratio

FIGURE 4. EFFECTS OF COMBUSTOR PRESSURE AND FUEL-AIR
RATIO ON FLAME RADIATION FOR T700
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kinetics and the properties which affect droplet lifetime, i.e., viscosity and
boiling-point distribution, have very little affect on soot formation. This may be
somewhat surprising in light of the importance of fuel-air mixing, but evaporation
processes are controlling only at ignition and idle where soot formation is minimal.

The majur controversy has been whether hydrogen content is the controlling param-
eter or if aromatic structures, especially polycyclic aromatics (PCA) such as naphtha-
lenes, are important. This will be examined for several combustors representing differ-
ent design technologies. Table 1 summarizes the Navy combustors plus the Air Force
combustors which have been tested. (Also shown are the reference numbers which for
convenience will be left out of the text.) I-. the Air Force programs, the range of
fuels covered the spectrum of F-40, F-34, and F-54 (JP-4, JP-8, and DF-2); these were
blended to different hydrogen contents using both single-ring and double-ring. aromatics
as well as end-point extenders. The Navy tests did not cover as broad a range of
properties, but the selection was sufficient to address the concerns of Navy aviation
fuels since the scope of F-44 and F-76 (JP-5 and NDF) is less than that of the Air
Force fuels.

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF COMBUSTOR TESTING FOR FUEL EFFECTS

Navy Navy Air Force % Navy
Engine Aircraft Tested Tested Inventory(

1
) Reference

J52 A-4-A-6 9.2

J57/TF33 F-8 X - 8

J79(HS)(
2

) F-4 X 3.6 3

J79(LS)(
3

) F-4 X 3.4 6

J85 F-5,T-38 X 2.1 7

T53 H-I X 0.6 12

T56 C-2,C-130 X 47.2 10

E-2,P-3

T58 H-2,C-3,H-46 10.5

H-52

T64 C-8,C-115,H-53 3.6

T76 OV-10 X 0.9 13

T400 H-1 (4) 3.1 -

T700 H-60 X 2.7 11

TF30 F-14,A-7 X 6.5 9

TF34 S-3 X 1.7 14

TF39 --- X - 7

TF41 A-7 X 2.2 5

FI00 --- X - 8

F01/(FII0) F-14 (5) - 4

F402 AV-8 (6) 0.7 -

F404 A/F-18 X 2.3 11

(1) As of January 1985.
(2) High smoke version, J79-10A and J79-17A.
(3) Low sroke version, J79-10B and J79-17C.
(4) The T400 consists of two PT6 engines geared together; the PT6 combustor

tested by the Air Force was a significantly different configuration.
(5) F110 is programmed for F-14 retrofit; the combustor is the same as the

F101 except for the atomizers.
(6) Testing not yet completed.

The J79(HS) is a good example of an older design technology using multiple-can
combustors with a rich primary zone that produces high soot and smoke levels. Figure
5 is taken from the report of the fuels effects study on that combustor. Shown is
the liner temperature rise above the compressor discharge temperature. The peak temper-
atures at the high-power conditions of SLTO and supersonic dash are the most critical,
and the fuel effects can be seen to have caused an increase in liner temperature of
over 50K. It can be seen from these data that there is no consistent effect of either
aromatics or volatility/viscosity.
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-- ... I OF-40 (JP-4) (solid symbols indicate
OF-34 (JP-8) fuels high in PCA)
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FIGURE 5. EFFECT OF FUEL PROPERTIES ON LINER-TEMPERATURE
RISE FOR J79(high smoke)

The J79(LS) is a later model of the above engine which incorporates improved
liner cooling for longer life and a leaner primary zone and air-blast atomization
for improved mixing to reduce soot formation and smoke. Figure 6 presents the peak
liner temperatures for this combustor and as found above, there are no consistent
trends due to the presence of dicyclic aromatics or to viscosity and volatility.
Since the compressor discharge temperature, T3 , is the same for both models, comparing
the data from Figures 5 and 6 shows that the liner of the later model is about 150K
cooler than the older model, but the fuel sensitivity is about the same for both.

OF-40 (JP-4) (solid symbols indicate
OF-34 (JP-8) fuels high in PCA)
&F-54 (DF-2)

400 - 400

U 00
Ku. 300e C e300 w
wt-.0

SLTO DASH

200 200
11 12 13 14 15 11 12 13 14 15

Fuel Hydrogen Content, wt%

FIGURE 6. EFFECT OF FUEL PROPERTIES ON LINER-TEMPERATURE
RISE FOR J79(low smoke)

The TF41 is another example of an older technology engine with can combustors,
but with significantly higher pressure ratio than the J79, 22 vs. 13.5 atm. Figure
7 presents the peak combustor liner temperatures at SLTO for the same fuels used in
the J79 studies. All of the data points are well correlated except the two JP-8 fuels
at 12 and 13 wt% hydrogen blended with multi-ring aromatics; these two produced signifi-
cantly higher liner temperatures. Strangely enough the JP-4 fuels blended with these
same compounds in about the same concentrations did not -i "ilt in higher temperatures.
For this engine the question is perhaps of little cone since the life-limiting
region. is in the transition duct between the coobus, the turbine section; in
this region, the temperat'res were insensitive to any fuL ges.

The T56 engine has the largest population in the Navy inventory; it is used primar-
ily in the P-3 aircraft, but also in the C-2, E-2, and C-130 aircraft. These aircraft
have significantly different mission cycles which affect the sensitivity of combustor
life to fuel properties. In the T56 study, liner temperatvre measurements and flame
radiation were not well correlated to fuel properties. However, in an earlier study,
Blazowski showed that T56 liner temperatures were vell-correlated with hydrogen content
over the range of 10-16 wt%.(18) In the T56 report, the li.fe-limiting region was stated
to be the transition duct between the combustor and turbine inlet; in that location,
as with the TF-41, the temperatures were insensitive to fuel changes.

The combustors in the TF30 are can-type, but made of louvered rings for film
cooling. Combustor life is limited by LCF cracks at the seam between louvers because
one piece is exposed to the flame radiation while the other is shielded and remains
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FIGURE 7. EFFECT OF FUEL PROPERTIES FIGURE 8. EFFECT OF FUEL PROPERTIES
ON LINER TEMPErATUiE RISE ON LINER TEMPERATURE RISE
FOR TF41 FOR TF30

cooler, thus increasing the strain. Test-to-test variations iln fu1l-air ratio were
found to have signiticant affects on liner temperature. When corrections were made
for these variations, the fuel property best correlated to increases in linnl tempera-
toue, as well as flame radiation, was found to be hydrogen content. Figure 8 shows
this for the SLTO conditions.

The ,185 engine represents older annular eomlusters of punched-louver design and
low pressure ratio. The liner to-mperAture data from both the conbustor rig and full
engine were very etrratic, and apparent fuel effects were inconsistent even among thermo-

couples at the same axial location. The exhaust smoke data were quite conciatent,
however, and showed a proriou!sced increase with decreasing hydrogen content so the
soot formation was assumed to follow the same trend. It was concluded that tne convec-
tive heat transfer is quite complex, and the inconsistencies were due to variations
in the internal gas temperature distribution.

The TF34, T700, and F404 are adl state-of-the-art annular comburstors designed
for long life. Generally, with machined-ring combustors, it is possible to identify

specific cooling rings which arc the life-limiting regions ard calculate life predic-
tions for those areas. To illustrate the sensitivity of flame radiation to hy rogen.
content, Figures q and 10 show the data from the T700 and F404 studies at thn SLTO
condition. The P404 was operated, u-,dur -l- coidicius scaled cc 4 arm b.'cauus of
limitations in the air factory; the sensitivity to hydrogen content may not be accurate
for that reason, but the doniimaiice of this luel property is again obvious. '!rho radi-
ation data for the TF3r had .a correlation coefficient of 0.92 with hydrogen content.
The liner temperatures in those combustor studies followed the same trends.

0F-44 (JP-5) (solid symbols indicate
6r-76 (N1F) fuels high in PCA)
OF-44 Normalizing fuel

2.0 2.0[ T700 F4 04

1.5 1.5 -

13.0 13.5 14.0 13.0 13.5 14.0

Fuel Hydrogen Content, wt% Fuel Hydrogen Content, wt%

FIGURE 9. SENSITIVITY OF PRIMARY ZONE FIGURE 10. SENSITIVITY OF PRIMARY ZONE
RADIATION TO [HYDROGEN CON- RADIATION TO HYDROGEN CON-
TENT FOR T700 TENT FOR F404
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A simple hydrogen correlation is not always adequCte to correlatc the radiat ion
and teml,eatu re-rise data. Fuels with h igil e.' ti.traticn of naphtlhalenes soe, snee
result in higher values of radiation and temperature rise. Naegeli, et al. f19) have
shown in a high-pressure laboratory combustor that the importanee of nophithalenec
varies with operating conditions with r:ore soot being produced at conditions of lower
pressure, temperature, and residence time in the primary zone. When a naphthalene
ef feet has been seen in the full-sc -ic nombustir tests, they have been either at iso-

Lated randitions which were not realized at other conditions, e.g., FIll cruise condi-
tion, or rot consistent amonn the fuels, e.g., Tf41. In the cases where such effects
were seen, the naphtralcne contents were blended to abnormally high concent rations,
14-25%, although the majority of the nngines showed no apparent sensitivity even at
these same high concentrations. Typic] values in jet fuels are less than 3%, and
for diesel fuels less than 5%. In comoustor tests with fuels of more moderate naphtha-
lone coneontiationn, hydrogen content has been consistently shown to be the dominant
fuel factor in correlating flame radiation and liner temperature increases. Where
deviations have existed in liner temperature data, they have not been correlatable
to fuel properties and were gcnernlly caused by variations in operating conditions
or hardware changes such as replacing atsomizcrs leading to changes in mixing patterns.

It is therefort concluded that for the purposes of relating changes in fuel proper-
ties to comhustor life, hydrogen content is a sufficient parameter for light and middle
distillate fuels such as jet fuel, diesel fuel, and home hcating oil.

LCF Life Models

'rho effect of reduced hydrogen content on LCF life Can hc dotesmined in one of
tnree ways:

a. Extensive LCF engine tests on a number of fuels.

2. Combustor rig testing to determine the effects of changing fuel properties
on liner temperature, and the use of the liner temperature profile data
to predict LCF life using sophisticated finite-element computer codes to
calculate thermal stresses in life-limiting regions.

3. Using the simplified methodology developed in the SwRI ATP study to predict
the effect of reduced hydrogen content orl LCF life.

T),e first approach would be the most comprehensive but prohibitively expensive
because of the number of tests required for statistical confidence. The second approach
was used in most of the combustor studies; the results are very significant for those
engines arnd much less costly than the first approach. The third approach is 'auch
less sophisticated than the second but uses a similai rationale for the effsct of
temperature on stress and cycle life of liner metals; it is meant to be used where
liner temperature data are net available but estisates on life cycle ratio arc dosir-
able. It can also be applied where data on fuel effects on liner temperatures areavailable, but a sophisticated computer eiom to predict life effects is not.

The simplified methodilogV was developed under subcontract by Folz and Kenworthy
at General Elsctric (G.E.).(17; The basic assumption is that the pseudo-elastic stress,
e, is proportional to the thermal gradient and that thlis in turn is proportional to
changes in IT1 - Tcoolant), where Ti is the peak liner metal temperature and the coolant
temperature is the compressor discharge temperature. T3. Then,

T -T T -T I
Ob " a k,b =)30 b / ', '

T, a-T bLT ,-

The temperature term inside the parentheses is simply the palameter developed by
B]azowski (18) to correlate lIner temperature data vhere the subscripts a and b corre-
spond to the reference fuel and the test fuel respecti/ely. This parameter effectively
uses the liner thexmocouple as a radiation sensor asstming that convective hbat transfer
does not change as the fuels change. Working curves were developed to predict the
reduced cycle life using the current thermal cycle life and the Blazowski parameter
as input. The thermal cycle life car, be estimated from the design: life or from current
mai•tenanec experience combined with the mission profile. Thre Blazowski parameter
can either be obtained from experimental data or estimated fiom data of similar designs.
Specific details are found in Reference 17.

Initial verification of the model was obtained by comparing the life-ratio predic-
tions for the two models of the J79 engine with the predictions from G.i. 's thermal
stress analysis code. These comparisons are shown in Figure 11 and are considered
very goed considering the simplicity et the model. The simplified model was compared
to the Pratt & Whitney (PAW) model us;ng the temperature data and the thermal cycle

life from the FIll report. Figure 1.2 compares the two predictions of life ratio.!..•.;•tt:Since this comparison is also'very good, it is conucludccl that the simplified model

gives essentially sirilar -esults to that of the more sophisticated finite-element
computer codes if the same cycle life and temperature sensitivity to hydrogen content

i.:•"~A. -are used.

:. ). ,
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OF FUEL HYDROGEN ('CnQPENT ON t'OR 1liE TlO tNasN
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'Phe z':c'ceFsful app1l cat oil CI .hC meodel in oth(lr enlill 2- is therefore eCpOcied
to be dependent only on the arcu.'acy 'M cttiiblilhog. c.L assuiing, i ite lhrat tempera-

ture sensitivity with hydroagen coote ot anll the tietrl. i cycle 12 fL of the enJine for 51s
mission mix. The equ: valencý liot foPr Type '1.1 to Type I cyol cs fot i,CP damagi: dapends
greatly on design and exper lence; it thotetoio i-cpretirsts a potiotetitil we0koc:s7 in
all LCF models.

LCFP Life Predi etions: Ili.iio.a ol thm effect of tOCtOaSilny fuel hycicojin
content on the LCF life of comiusiors fall into two categories;

"o Those engines which the ti.nufacturet has llade prediCtu.ons ;Iagse- o Ion ilte-
element analysis and inr-toippratere dfla iroms fue) .1900xCt studies.

"o Those engines for which the 3wRl/tl0 nimplit,)d methodolc-., is ripliod.

The manufacturer's model predi,.'tions we'.', o•scd we'r they cxast, bevoeu they are
considered superior. Since the tao mode-ling atporaheO l.ame uil d-)' to bOnh in good
agroiient. the two will be cowbined in the prettflatat icn:1.

'aible I summarized the combustor prograis tc O.t'• i,,catit. thi.t there ri2
six combustors for which liner-temperature data do not exist, i.s., 351, T58, Tb.,
T400, Fli0, and V402. The combustor of the F110 is th,. same at; that lor the -lot
except that the atomizers have been chany,?i to pressure itomis ern. For the, pirposea
of this study, the F101 results were use». While the l -nte32s and co.ing snenec
are apparently the same, the flame radiation levuls and the seaaitslvity O_ flame radi.-
ation to soot formation may be different. 'the uoe if thP1 F101 model is the bhst that
can be done at this time without FIl0 data tu cc-sparc. The sitiplifi 1ý methodology
was used for the other flive combustous. It was aiso cocca for the F33, T5(, T76, T700,
TF34, TF41, and F404, using the linor-temperatiec data 'rom those combustor programs.

Two items of information arc needud to apply the SWFJ,'Ci ,odel:

e Tne thermal cycle life of the combustor,

0 The sensitivity of liner-temperature to variations ii, the yliriogen tontellt

of the fuel.

ThtL'maI-Cy•cle Life; The thermal-cycle lit o of each echbustor was oetkrini.t!d

by combil ing the following information and data on each engine/airframe;

"o manufacturer's data on design life and field life"o engine/combustor maintitnance schedule
"o average mission length
"o typical mix of thermal cycles in a mission
"o equivalence ratio of Tyru I and Type I50 thermal cycles

This information is sunmmarized in Table 2.

The estimates of the LOF thermal cycle life for all of the engines are also asuama-
rized in Table 2. They range from 500-600 thermal cycles for older engines such as
the J52 and 379(HS1 to around 4000 cycles for newer engines like the TF34, T700. and
F404. Also, it is apparent that Component Improvement Programs (CIP) have extended
the life of several combustors like the T58, P64, and J79.

Liner Temperature Sensitivity-, For the purposes of the SwP!,'GE: mrdol, liner
"temperature is exprersed using the liner temperature parameter defined by Dbl zowski.(16)
Where liner tem.perature data exist for various fuels, this parameter i 'valuated

IF
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78810 2. OM4Ii~ OF THEPMAJ. CYCLE AND LINie LIFE DATA

Liner Anniao Missions H-isso Cyclo Fri. LCP EF~ction I c?
Repair L~in. Ma.Ion. to rflo100 hours Olaniqe Type I Cyclac Cycle

Zn~slo OlNroft (for) Length Rote) r oo I 7 h0II Eni o ~0lr. 0

352 11-4 750 3.5 395 524 4480 39:1 639 400
70-4 7 50 1. 417 561)' 5 052 3 1 69 "184- 7 50 1.8 4W 31 3500 31:1 6960 455

776 0-1 700 30 300 331 ( 4190 139:1 419 1230

T4001 A:ll- 2000 3. 1305 534 3176 11) 770 15563

j770 90-60b 103 7., 2 5 27] 311 926" 2:1 19%4 3545

J,5 T55110 1.4 393 715 4721 32:1 9600 2445

T 563 0-3 150 2. 577O 36 451 2: 012 264 35

* T4 -7500 2. 53 49185 425 131 26 69

740 056.tAt. 000 1.3D 4 5 9 -230 77 461 1 3 11 2010 849

T64:6,, tnnq) 12000 1.03 100) 190 9000 24:1) 9000790

T7004 F/A-6 1030 1.9 542 525 52405 1:1 4161 3450

directly1 room that data. 1her suc data do not 4 e2;st a94 vauncnbetmte -rob.

imIcm c a. zadiati en- hea tra n sf r whent poss i i bl e then pa a e e h ud., be ev lu te
in, the "itcl, iin- ruie .,iSt. Icce Z a-a d t.ACCO , liy - eir(Rff

hich .l --o,'1.LP1-ýo -3 ous)aie theý teprtrs I; an Sion temp rcAtur incr e aIse, Alt . and

th Piclaoy io thramter.ta. Wfore tuhe coabusdor nonxsid, heeah valueClIoestiaed Iote

rholrespective repaorts. iAn " orsn 
0

d is , o~ toe z deoing, ate whthrthe vzoue isuestai-
miated0 ore fodaa. creThe newer ngne soed the~IoW5K highest tiermperature rith orica
derceur ione hydroe contlen of 1bu 0.5frawteinhdoen:not f1w9

h.~ od s ,ulolarie t heapo prature _ý Tnass o abou 31',, iepraue. i.ra, 15'r ,5 an T rl.
thes Baresk reflecednther lut portedictombs osummarizedin thernext discussIon. ise

are i ary 00e LjjF LjifePsditin:' regiotn of the combustor whrta LaCFn ltifepeictions.i!
13; rigurec 13- isefor toroo an n e Od"i tubshaft gno whilgat weth tihu e l alb is frtboesti
maned turbofanu engnes The dlnese aeggused forwpedicthhighnst tItue: dratau from ecoius

deroE ~ prgrn~ for (h i 1tmeauesei vr ohdogen content th II kudos

oteengine, hJsin
t

il ter" prnlanuce incprandaawreae 'of ~ abot:35K i - *53 and, the. Baoowuk
corsecintionefascued. ithe Elit 1/1101 tishowns umar l'zed inf tloi g discluss ioncete. .

life padietonj isibein usedction etihat thesut o11 tie.cmut Fliepeitos

Til vh z'gi'u whcyso th e :p earrcot impact arero the: new-rauacuers c GenermalElet in enguinesj
534; 1301an 44.Ti is becus ofl~.)o the aretmpatureohf illsw~eVq 3 incess measturedj

a nd the lifane-nitings pSal~d duings athued comstr pro~ciuras fort thsedat engnes Acmbi-s
tall of this preictiong. Geeal Eltecti ioqie noctpur.hc s o~fnlrpr a h

b Moti. lus eveal uui.: tbm dat
were us- in___ c______ir wihtdmdl h hr-dse ie ~eu

foah nle -r t ie iiijlti aa wr vial, ad te Bao k
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TABIbiE 3. SUMMARY OF TVP!:I¶ATIUKi DATA
F}OR LCV ,jD•flt CAI.CUIAT;ON:;

Engine T3 ( 'K) 7!(lre f.) AT(Alh lwt%) 3(Aliwt%)

J52 - - 0.1
) ";')-1 OA 634 1114 22 0.05 d
J7;9-10B tc7 q74 8 0.04 d
.)S5 5f8 8f0 5 0.025 d
T53 568 11'9 33 0.06 d
T56 623 t'60 35 0.15 d
T58 51 - 0.15 c
Tb4 689 - - 0.15 C
T76 630 947 47 0.15 d
T400 586 - - 0.15 c
T700 741 983 44 0.18 d
TF30 744 1003 36 0.14 J
TF34 753 1075 59 0.18 d
TF41 765 996 20 0.09 d
FlJ1/FI01 829 1180 24 0.07 ?d
F402 - - - 0.15 e
0404 800 1i50 45 0.13 d

o1.0t 1.0

0fa 0.80-

0JlJ 0 ,6 jTa z

/ .• 0 0.80 -

0 1 I 0 0.60 7 I

a)Turboshaft and Troa n
Turboprop Engines Turbojet E ngines

O.4
-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0

Change in Fuel Hydrogen Content, wtl Change i. Fuel Hydrogen Content, wt%

FIGURE 13. EFFECT OF CHANGINGi FUEL HYDROCIX CONTENT ON COMBUSTOR LCF LIFE RATIO

T7780 and 8404. so these "radirtconn are from t -c simplified method. The T734 oe,.;rt
gave a prediction of a 95% reduction in the life of the 3rd outer panel for a decrease
in hydrogen content of 2.25 wt%; the prediction curve from the simplified model shown
in Figure l3b would be in the neighborhood of that value if extrapolated to "l11 = -2.25
Wt%.

It is important to note that, at best, these predictions are based on dat3 fromt

combustor rigs, not engine data. In some cases the operating conditions were not
rea2 but scaled to reduced pressure. In other cases tile conditions were not constant
as the fuels were changed or atomizers were changed between fuels. The resultant
sot of combustnr LCY life predictions, however, seem to be as consistent a set as
can be developed at this time from the diverse soucces of information, given some
of the vagaries in temperature sensitivities and knowledge of liner life in hours
and cycles.

It is of interest to compare ae predicted life reductions with increases in
liner termperaturs for the different ibustors. Figure 14 shows the liner temperature
rise and the corresponding LCF life ratio for a reduction in fuel hydrogen content
c* 1.;3 wi; tlhe d-aLta ,itown e ie are oniy for tile combustors where liner temporature
data were available, not the ones where T=T(H) was estimated. With the exception
of one point, for the TF-l0, there is a surprisingly good correlatien (r

2
=0O.94) consid-

ering the preceding comments. Generalizing from this for cases where data are not
available, it could be estimated that every 10K rise in liner temperature results
in about a 13% loss in lte.

Impact on Flight Operations and Maintenance

The concern of this problem in hot section dirabh lity is trie reduction in the
life of the combustor and the effect on maintenance, i.e., inspection and repair times,

not the threat of a catastrophic failure during a mission. Crack initiation and propa-
gation is the net effect over hundreds of missions. The air that "leaks" into tile

combustion chamber at these uncontrolled locations distorts the flow patterns, especial-
.ly thint of the cooling air. The excess cooling through the crack means a reduction
"in cooling air everywhere else. Also the exhaust. temperature pattern factor can be

I ',*,-...- - - - - - - • - "" . "
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FIGURE 14. CORRELATION OF PREDICTED LIFE RATIO
WITH! LINER TEMPERATURE RISE

degraded. In the extreme it. is possible that the liner wall could distort nr even
collapse iniward under thle pressure diif ferr~nt i a across tile Inetl, bitt t.n real ity this

never happens because the inspection timcs are established to prevent the prloil ]i
of excessive air leakage, long before the time of wall failure. It is imlpotant,
therefore, to consider the impact of reduced hydrogen content ot these scheduled itispec-
tion and/or repair times.

The presentation of life ratic could be an overstatement of the impact because
it effectively assumes the engine is suddenly goinq to be operated only on a fuel
of low hydrogen content, when, in fact, the airclaft may use hundreds of different
fuels of varying hydrogen content over its life. It in, therefore, of interest to
see the effect of operating an engine for one hour or one mission on a fuel of reduced
hydrogen content, i.e., if a mission is flown on a fuol of reduced hydrogen content,
by how much has the co.:buster life been reduced? Relationships for this.. are easily

op.. "... ' -- h, i~o--1 • iýt:or. = ig,i:c 13. l'or cx•p c f thc 'if- -7.-, 'or i
given hydrogen con'ent 1s U.5. then each hour/sission on the emergency uel wilt result
in the same distress as two hour/missions on the reference or base fuel, i.e., a high
quality JP-5.

Figure 15 illustrales these resul s by showing the nuibor -f titissit-/houos no
a reference JP-5, e.g., with hyd rogen content of 13.8 wt%, corresponding to one
mission/hour on JP-5 with reduced hydrogen content for an equivalent amount of LCF
damage. As an example, consider the effect of a reduction in hydrogen cot-tent of
1.0 wt%. Operatine an F-18 aircraft with the I404 engine for one mission enl a itlel
with only 12.2 wat% hydrogen will produce the name LICF damage to the combusror as 3.2
missions on a JP-5 with 13.8 wt% hydroqcn; thus, 2.2 missiopn would be lost out of
the life of the combustor as compared to the repair life of 542 missions shown in

"• 4.0 (al Turboshaft and . 4 b) humbojet and
Turboprop > n-,13 ?Tu, tbofan

"".u Engines - - ties

t,-2.0 n2. i. I.0

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.( 0.5 1.0 1.5
DIecrease in Fuel Hydrogen Content, wtL%

, , .FIGURE 15 MISSION LIFE FOR LQUIVALENT COI4BUSTOR IC!" DAMAGE USING FUELS
OF LOWER HYDROGEN CONTENT

• l >,: L - --.-. 7
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Table 2. In contrast, opezating alr F-i4 with the TFiO eny' me for one mission oUz this

low-hydlogy;n fuel would be equivalent to only 1.1 missions: hole the loss would be
only a tenth of a miscion as compared to a teolali lifo ol 333 missions, Piot in tils
itliei maintenance or r eadiness, it aý only as such oprerati on beco.res normal practice

that the impact will be-ecme evident.

The results frore this study can also Lc used to investigate tile impact Oii lCicdi css
and maintenlance as opleations oni low-hydrogeni fuel become the riorm. This carl ble done
by applying the predicrcd life ratios from Figure 13 to the corsbustoi life and compating
the results With the scheduled rtaitit etince fur tihe l'ot sect lolo. Where hot-sect in
maintenance is driven by combustor life, tihe impact will be direct. lowever, if hot-
section la initCliance is del ci hned by somot.hi ng else, e.g., t urbine blades, and aL
combustor life is much longer, then there will be only as milismal impact on ma intcnance
out il the cembust or lt fe is reduced to that of t lit' othel comporieot s. Thi s is because
the combustor liner is routinoly repaired when the hot-section maintinance is performed,

This will be illustrated with sevclan exatiples. Colluidei first the case where
-,,,ji..ee 3Ui.aul us not detatmined by combustor lite. figures 16-19 illustrate the
relat ionships between t~hei predicted life curves t,: the T56, T53, TFI4 I, and T64
combustors and the schcduled inspection or repair times.

Figure l6 for the T56 Illustrates an exanmple in which no impact is preedicted
even for air extreme reduction in average hydrogen contenit of 1.5 wr%. For this engine,
the hot-section repaii time is dictated by another coiriponlont with a lifc much shorter
than that of the ccillhustor. Figure 16 also illustratce the effect ol installatioeis
of the engine in di fferent aircraft; tie 11-3 flies very long missions and thus has
fewer thermal cycles per 1000 flight hours than the E-2 and r-130 aircraft.

"0
agurc 17 compares tire prcdictcd liner life with repaii tirre for the 153 engille.

For this engine, a reduction of 1.5 wt% hydrogen would begin to impact maintenalnee
requirements as the predicted 1liet life bcceomos less than the current engine repail
time.

1100 , , 1000

8000

156 Cu."bustot LCF Life

5000

S130 - 4500 n 4000

[' 2010 "T56 l~ot tect ion Repair I 75£30500

-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 1000 T * I

-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0
Change in Fuel ilydrogen Content, wt%

Change an Fuel Ilydrogeir Content, ue%
FIGURE 16. IMPACT Or CIIANGING FUlER iIYDROGEN

CONTENT ON T56 MAINTENANCE FIGURE 17. IMPACT 01 CIIANGING FUl. IIiYDROGEN
CONTENt ON T53 MAINTENANCE

Figure I3 illustrates an example whore an impact on mainftnuance may begin at
a reduction in hydrogen of around 1.2 wt%. The figure also shows that there will
be several hot-section in$pections before sigro ficant crack growth would occur with
the lower hydrogen fuels so there should be no loss of confidence in the
flight-worthiness of these engines. A similar impact statement Call be made for tho
TF34.

Figure 19 illustrates a case where continued prnd.rrt dslpop + . ... ..... ".
tie life ot toe combustor and resulted in a more tolerant engine. The T64-611 inspec-
tions will have to be more freqeent as the average hydrogen content drops mere than
0.5 wt%. The T64-416 has a longer combustor life which is not defined as yet, but
is significantly longer than the scheduled time. Similar impact diagrams can be made
for other combustors which are not lit .- limiting.

For the TF3O, T58, J79, J85, and F402 engines, scheduled maintenance and/or over-
haul is determined largely by combustor life, and a direct impact would be expected.
Fioure 20 presents the projected impact erl these times. For the TF30, J85, and J79-10B,
the lite reductions are relatively small, and even a reduction in hydrogen cuntent
of 1 wt% is not expected to have a sigrificant impact on araintertance requirements.

For tire older 779-10A, decreases of more than 0.5 wt% might begin to create a
nioticeable change in the liner condition at the 600-hour overhaul. The T58 and P402
engines are the ones projected to have the most serious impact, especially the F402
which has a veiry short life (100-3uO hours). In each of these cases, the life ratio

• • ...... ... . . .. • "'-- • -" " ; ' " , • L°, 7 . .. . ... .. ... I
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FIGUREE 19. IMPACT OF DECREASING FUEL HYDROGEN
CONTENT ON T64 MAINTENANCE

2000

1000

1000 J79LS) T58-5/-16

J85

1.00

F402(Trng.)

50

: 30 -

t -1.5 -l.0 -0.5 0.0

jChange in Fuel Hydrogen Content-, wt%

FIGURE 20. IMPACT OF DECREASING FUEL HYDROGEN
CONTENT ON ENGINE/COMBUSTOR
MAINTENANCE

models were based on assumed sensitivities of liner temperature to hydrogen content;
these engines would bc prime candidates for fuel impact programs to verify or imp' ve
the liner temperature estimates.

This brief analysis would seem to explain why the Navy has not experienced any
significant increase in hot section or combustor maintenance over the last decade
even though the hydrogen content of JP-5 has decreased, at least in local areas.
Flying a few missions sacrifices a relatively small number of hours of combustor life.
F-yen as the average hydrogen content continues to fall, for most engines it w.U½'
have to drop at least 0.5 wt4 from current levels before any impact is projected.
Two engines sbowin; significant effects, i.e., T58 and F402, were cases where the

r liner temperature sensitivities had to be estimated so tie projections may be too
severe.

UX.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUS]ONS

1. For thle rburl'loes of cool tel hug' soot utoi kt ion aird thre iesult anit impacýt ci oi,
tot liner life, hydiloegrn content is consider cd to be, a sufitiento fuel ij'cI0

1
tY.)

to Control in, CF-5.

2. Thre simiplified model fol. jiicdi etirig ti~c effect s Ai redoced hydi Oyit cooit cot onl
LCF life iittio has beco shown to pi odoce tesut,' t seiii'aratle 1.toi imol sot cpl.stoi -
oiled Itillite-e lenient computer ittodItis it l'it' ti'r''al tqfr'cl ti aý I'atai& Whitili y
when aptiroplinlte values for ho1er teniptiatur e serisit ivi ty ali

t 
theitial Cycle life

are osed.

3. Tire effects of reduced hydiogtit~i cointont or, 1(1' life ii'jettt up'c-1 t tet mssioni proftilc
sand can vary signi f Icant ly for thle Same ettgin tic l dIff ernt *~iiictnrs *mii' i

areQ the mtore beig ssj5ion cycle of t1'it, P-3 Vs. ti'e C-l 31 In ait lie ore vi gorons
use of enityne power diring flight ttra~niog with ithrie AV-s 11at tier as costj'iu ci
to its use in the squadiron.

4. Basred on tire Conibusi ot ILL) data tot l inre, teipef asures .ird thbe ritalyser of thrat
data, there ate sVeverlr enlginles for tiricir thie predicted 1,t: lift' ratio of tire
combhustoir is stign fic.it'i1y reduced for a deer ease, of I wrY in fuel fiytr rjt'r conl-
tent . However , f lyrr'j a Ifn. mi ssions will orrc serriotisty aff cot tire fIleI ot tr-isutte-

050c eiunr stit of anry errqinie in the f feet . Tire most scr iolrs ca1ses ait,] tI'
prettictrail loss in iriet lilit for flying a mir~tsion on 12.8% vs 13.8% hyiryogctt
fuel ate as followsr

loci ls Of Comnhusi or ble I Prcreniti of 'ei)iiusi 0ii 1.r
Eirgi ire Lost fo uf 551Oi, M s tiit Ins.t I ei One Mi ,;- ci

T58-5/-16 7.R (1-7

Tb4-6 3.2 0.5
d79hifrrji smeke) 3.0 0.5ý
P4O2iTaet.I 2.') 0.7
F4O2iTfng.l 1.6 I.6

Engine oteill'ar is, le't mi red try Coritistos ori rfe for all of t Irene Fnrte. Ior
all o~th- eirgi 'ros the iitpiue tor cortibuster life- fni orro mision~i' ott a fuel withi
I wt% tests Itytioger would be less than 0.5% of combustor lile.c

5. it is oily wheni opieratitoils on .11-5 of low hydrogeon conitcnt beclrocs I tooi' 1111 fti
increases nit maintrenanice rego ir~ruerrts will bocostec ajpp ciri , Tirec0 i ties expecetedi
to be first affected arer

Tkil
1'402
J79ibigir smokei

The Tt'34 L.('l life is vory sensi: ive rot hyrvtogen cttnht'tt . -1i it i~ ., npp' 1, r
a long life cetlbustorý -1 A usrii ect si-te predicts inn i..p.-:" Oil insai iiierine

may becgini at a decrease in hydrogen ccnitcot of Li 4 to 0.% Temaliietarr
ott the T7tn and T64 enginers probably would not IL ie ffected unttil1 hydrogen decreases
bet seen 0.5 and 1 .0%. The 379-101il, 385, and 1140 engines mtay see istinor increases
in maintenance, 10% or less, and the maintena~nce regureiicnent a on thle Tjnir 1Sf,
duid TF4l engines will be eniaffeesed by decreases; in hydrogie' content. statosicuts
cannot. be mtade about t hr effects for orator, long-life etgignres s;uch as t ie( T700,
r404, and F1110 because msa intenance r-rjuiCerroirt s haVc not been established.
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11%~ nsoiueWW'T (A' A lA'fll UiX) IN ;ISJtAIaLC
JP-4 IN A iLilAY-ittlab UtUlliknti

0.S. flaselsenj, Professor
C.1'. WoodI, Assocxiat' ItWeiq-'Ara pis

hC Ciaurt-osio laboratory
flquitj!rn of ltsinnioal ElilinoeLsing

Vlnivvlaity or na1ifenitla
liviiie, k.aiifutiiia 927 17

A sunoiagto fuil tisen d-velo'nld to svusultat tic atomization aid ýixrt;tr' t-rrfolsvrazo oh a
prdsS icol1, dis-tillate ,)l'-4. TIle vusinq~ite is rusprisoi of fouiteen p-ure loadloaitbons aivi fotiliitated baisrd
oil tice distillation curve arid ooqrpcixx class coirlo-ition of the di!stillate pj-nent. in purvioLs wn'rk. the
atumrizat ion pet fonmuiceD (evaluatud ini term, of the atanization qu~ality in anl isothonmal dhiastxzr). end the
combuAstor prforsuiranc (evaluated in tours of the Velocity aid thearirn fields in a spr-ay-facoil cnrtustflt)
ware foind to be equivalent lot tlr' jnret anrd surrogate 3 l'4. Thle preset stuay addnrss the soot in 1
pert orsa~~lna Of the too f~ials, As tll as two ref cetin, fuels (at It-S and sxzae of pArpiseefully
disparate prqtvaties. Itie soot1iJ5 ec lilr of thle pcisrit AM urx~is .1l'4 arc- iictat-ly idenltical, alid
distinct-ly ditleront fncm tihat of either the JP-5 or, than isocrstan. Vie surnzrpxjte represents, as a result,
an attractive fuel blenld fur this stody of fuel ixqn;iticnal effects onl the socitinj pyifrntonsnr of p'cfloleusr
fuels in spray-fooled ocmusxstor.

Fuel flexibility is a viable and realistic al'imroah to assuire ajeoqttwit availabiliry of aviation fuiel
threnhbfi this rrsitury. 5th achieve this (co~ition, the relationship of fuel properties aid crantxuition to
conitustion hardware perhorlunce arnd duralbility trust be identificd smom precisely.

Future foes (nelametl-Spoclfication fuels fromr petroleras sources and altesilitivo- fuels tirom
nonipetrolauir so'tnrus) ame anticipatedA to cornt~ain inesra~scd ascuirts of arrant ion as cell as knot' arSo
aromitic complexity. 'ho aaaawrraadto an inctotisa fuel arn-inticity, the prloduotion of c;oot frxm comsbust.0171
eiamintisag onl relaxcd-specific-ation and alternative fuels msct bie rtdctca(. ltsan this end, etqxrisenotal

evidence is needcd to define the effects wi~ch fuel properties6 and ccnsbistor opcrating Condit~ions- have on

soot .,rriat ion and burneut.

Prac-tical fuels are ehrcnioatly on,,ley, and the partitionring Of the indhividual hydrocarbon specir i that
ciniprise such uels is difficult and fraughat withi dnsiguity. In coantrast, the usec of a fuel surrogate
comiprisced of pare hydrocatbons has the advastag, of allowing the fuel coaijxsit ioni to be ancurte~ly
controtled and monitored.

A sýurrogate would also provide an attractive fuel for tic devleimunt anid verific~atinn ohftpttina
rates. The scidelinr of evatarstirrn rates vwould rk', for nxansple, sure tractable andi the' erffet nf fliel
oexipcsition on evapatation rates would be sore readily identified anid intarprerod.

in at prejvious stiudy 11], tie rationale for the omtp-xtition and blend~ing of a surlrogate to represent a
distillate JP-4 was develqoped. In additien, (1) the surrogate blend was forsUlated, and (2) the attcriizatten
arid actuation perfoormance of a practical distillate TPl-4, a surrogate of tlie JP-4, and two referencea fuels
(a .10-5 and isoectane) were issipared. Atomization perfonmanoc was evaluated in an isotitecual diaster,

whereas Qai;,tustion rerforsarzoe, was assessed by in--f lassme ssrnt of the velocity and tetmperature field,-
aripi ral in a swirl-stabilhind mondal laboratory acouautor. Seth the atomization and the rinitrurtor
pertfonsanc'ie at the parent .70-4 arnd its surrogate were remlarkably smistr whereas the performance of the two
niieotes fuels were distinctly different. The present study compares the sooting perfonwxties of tie
surrogate and pare-nt Jp-4, amid referuriwaý thi.s sooting perormoancie to that of two fuels of widely different
Itysýical and dlacisicl properties.

Cqhrustr. The owbtustor eitiployed is a smodel axisyflisitrie can coittasslor (AseqI developed in a series;
of tests (2,3]. Viem configuration is presented in Figurve 1. Thbe ASXi features an aerodynasiucalhy

s--ý r---4--'1.ti- -~r =- - -i-- - - -- _ -z-uu of -ob_=

(e.g., swirl and hi~Ily tustulent reciroslation). It cansists of an 80 tam 1.0. cylindrical stainless steel
*tube0 that extends 32 or frns the plama of the noazleu. Rectangular, flat Winidows (35 x 306 mmi) are stuntetd

peuLettlinlar to the horilciatal plane oil bota sides of the cowtustor tuba to provide qutical access for the
lase rraaaura~ieitt. A set of swirl vanes (57 us O.D.) are concentrically located ,rithin the tuibe around a

19ml .. ontalypstindfuldeieyaue Dilution and twirl air ame metered separately. The
diltio ai isinrodcedthrug flw sraihteer L- th oueranuailus. The swirl air pass(-- througi

swirl vanes with 100 percennt bloeckage whrici inaarta at. angle of turn to the flow of 60'.

For the results reported ha-e, the fuels aue burnrs( at an overall equivalerno ratio of 0.1,
correspe~indingi to a primary zaon erkN'aleitle ratio of appoiaaxhatsly 0.9 with the curren~t ersitistor
g~ciatiy- The asnixtistor is operated at atsmasjahric piassre arnd -t (hulk refenreme veloc-ity of 7.5 Y%/5. The

* .. ratio of swirl-air to dilution-air is 1.5 bry rais. Prior to intraduiitioii into, tle asTustor, bothi swirl ai

**dilutiona etc are heated to 100'C. 7The nozzle is a twin-fluid, alt-assist atasic~er (4), CQarcited in the-
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32cm

57mm 19mm ME80amm

TII
LX TWIN FLUID NOZZLE

Figure 1 AisynMetrjc Qkn totmstor
4

Etast eaperiment at a nozzle air-to-fuel mes ratio of 2.7. This is in ontrast to a ratio of 3.0 for the
prowdcs study in which the atcuizatior, quality of the nozzle, ard the oamriustor velocity and thermal fields
were diracterized [1]. - he soot nauraents wem msae at the reaed air-to-fuel Sass ratio to piride
eufficient uast particulate light e taring levels upon dhich to make interfuel comparisons.

Optical Soot_ rts. The mathii adopted for the point mmsurnsmt of soot particle size is scattered
iotasity ratioang. Figure 2 depicta the otical and data procling layout of tin intensity ratioing
inztruaeat relative to the ASM. Laser lines frim a 5-watt Argon Ion laser (Spetra Physics Model 165),
cvsratirq in the 206 (i.e., Gaussian) mods, ar separated by a dispersion pris= to resolve t1e 0.488 v m
(blue) line at a power of -300 naf. This 3 ins is focued within the ombustor through optical windows to a

95 uLm waist by a 250 mm focal length, f/5 lei. Scattered li%(; at 60" and 20 is colleated, collimated,
and focaIsed to to otamultiplier bins (I8A Mdel 8575) with pirtole apertures of 200 urn.

The output curret trm eac ptomaultiplier tube
is directed to a Oal dimme.l logrithmic amplifier
(Spectron f'velqpm-nt Laboratories Mdl IA-W000)

Qo-pJ ER which converts the negative current to a positiv-
voltage. 'The logarithmic amplifier haS a re.TrhmE,
function of +2 volts dongs in cJtpit for every decade

-DIITAL STOR•GE cdsage in input. 'PIis 2-volts-perecade respse
I0CLLOSuOPE allows the compression of 3 orders of magnitnde of

ý2etsattering intensity into a 6 volt raz--w of signal tothe pnxnssslru electrcudcs.

RATIO The amplified signals are then diractai
PROCESSOR -simltaneposly to a 50 M41 digital storage

-Tu6 Base) ard an inatsi.it~y ratio pLaxxAiso (Sjaltnm
SDevelopment Laboratories Model HP-1000). Ube digital

Woo-LEN o3 isci oo is uEed to mondtor signal quality du=inr
both calibration aid iental work, and to archive

STOP J LENS 2 teuporal histories of particulate light scatterirr for

LEIJ 20 f-lo190m later analystj-.
___ I - 7h, intensity ratio prozoesor determines the-7 5-.t intensity ratio of inucing scattering signals and

COrABUSTOR converts the ratio to a digital word to be fed ro a
siorooaqxpter (Apple Ile). However, in contrast to

LENS 1 the previcus study that relied on the intensity ratio
MR051 2 1.260.. prssor for data proceeing, the present study2 -•- empjtsitee the acquisition of timte-rsolvei scattering

MISqROS 3 histories obtained with the digital osctlloscope"digitizirn at 1.00 Hliz.
." MIRROR I r4NdtE

o Velocity and j•wrual Fields: Prior R•esults. For

1DRIGPsGoS parp cfve, tlw ve• o dity ahdt fiel data
PRISM obtained and oaqrSd in the previows study (1J are

AROON-IOQ LASER - esuarized her. Mw velocity fields of the far
fuels ame presat-e in FIgure 3. lI- fields aen
virtually Urn cam erqst at the ,ylt-l.00 stat~ion

Figr 2 Intesity Ratioig Intrunt (Figure 4). Hera the velocity profiles vary dending
on thne evapration rates of the fuels. Isooctane is
omplet•ly evaporated, and the profiles; rpresent the

gas veloa-ty (Fignn 4a). - he JP-5, widih has the
lmast volatilfity of the four fuels, ednibits
significantly hi•tnr velocities (in xas of 60

w/o), reflecting the persisterce of hio velocity droplets at this station. The volatility of the JP-4
* •pert and surrogate lies bete the isor-tarm and jp-5. A.Itui drrplRt• fti paersi•t for t" M-4j

fials, tta drop asiz is ealler (dhi to tin hl4u svnraticn rate relative to the JP-5), and the local
vMlo-itia are, as a result, lower. Nat* the zuaznmble corromdsnc betweem the JP-S parent andsuroet (Pi,=.- b).
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AXIAL: 1.2cm 4m 7cm 10cm 1-4cm 20cm

-~ ~ PETROLEUM

a)~~ 41r020:== JP-4

b) JP-4

PETROLELUM

C) _____

d) 4 '~ISOOCT-ANE

xIR* 0.30 1.00 1.75 2.60 3.50 5.00

Figure 3 Mean Aixial Velocity Flds
(a, retrinlemx JP-4
(b) SuLrogate JP-4
(c) etroleum JP-5
(d) 1.9octane

AXIAL:__1.2cm 4cm 7cm 10cm 14cm 20cm

-PETROLEUM JP-5

iIISsoOOTANE_0 1020

b) 1- --- SURROGATE JP-4IZ4m/ 1 -~~

x/R: 0.30 1.00 1.75 2.50 :3.50 5.00

Figute 4 Nean Axial Velocity Fields at KA'jl.O00
(a) Petroieu. JP-4

Putrolum TP-5
Isouctaxie

(b) Petrule= JP-4
Surrogate 3P.-4
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The thermal fields are presented in Figure 5. Thea JP-4 parent and surrogate ame again rurarkably clawe
whereas JP-5, the fue-l iith the most disparate jtysical aid chemical properties, e~dibits a significantly
different tresut.

2340.

2150.

19w0.

5170.

Figure 5 7hernu] Fields
1

(a) Petroleum MB-4
(b) Surrtgate JP-4
(c) Petruleoun JP-t

SpoS1a Pop~m Thu-resolved scattering historier of light scattering cr1 0. 480cP m medo withi

t1- inezoty atiing-ysemat anlee of 2'and 60' ain, presented in Figure 6 fnrth am JIte

scaterd itenityveru3tine for a duration of 8.00 mi11isearxs.

durtic oftheirdvicudlscattering aents.A Figure 6a has a scale bar sindang the durations at scattering

avnsaiigfo i umcu atcetaese ftelsrba tvlcto fIa 0T/



... light scattering histories for patroleum JP-4, .0-5,& a4d isooctane (Figures 6a, c, and d
respectively) show significsnt differences among these three fuels. The dogree of scattering activity
(defined as the raster of scattering evmts, or peals, oacrring within the a millisec•nd scattering history
displayed in each figure) increases significantly from isonctans to J3-5 as hydrogen wtI decreases and
arrwatic rcatent inreasee. Tis irrreamed scattering activity is directly associated with an increase in
eowtlqr. In contrast, the scattering fingerprint of the srrogate (Figure 6b) is virtually
indistirxrdshable from that of the petrolasm Jn-4 (Figure 6&).

a) 6 PETROLEUM JP-4 b) 10 3 6, SUROAT '-

10' -010

3 10a 2 10'

z

2 t 1 1 3 4i

20" 10 rn/-a 20S

< 1t0' -7 . "

'0 ,

0 1 2 3 4 6 7 7

TIME (mii1aec) TIME (mlioser)

'3 6.PETROLEUM JP-5 6 O '. 60 IOT

c)(ic' eoo .. 1

102it o se

1 0 zi

r c 102

0;;: 20 3 4 i-6 a a 2 TIM 4
TIME (.~sed T ME illisec)

TMErolm sac)

(ad) peootanrier

A second critaria by whiich the scootng propensity Of the fuels5 can ke evaluated is flame background,
In particular, the flame background at ý = 0.438 p m (i.e., the baclqkrini signal level upon which the
particulate scattering aLwits ride) is the contribution frm: particulate blackbody eission within the field
of view of the oollection qptics, and is a msasure of relative flame radiation levels among these fuels.
This bac oumrcd ortribution is always greater at 60- because the optical path length is greater by a factor
of approximately 1.9 relative to 20'. A ccaparisca of thc flame bac:Jrrr ontribhtton at 60" shows Jr-5 >
petroleur JP-4 > isoctane by factors of 14:5:1, respectively. Again, the surrogate flame baclraund
orntribution, at a factor of 5, is identical to V-C- r•-•j-- _.

A prTeviaus s•xly established the elfectivenegs of a fuel gurrogate bleni of 14 pure hydrocarbons to
simulate the urtustor performance of a practical, distillate J3-4 In tenis of the velocity and thermal
fields in a spray-fueled rodel -nxtuastor. The present study dwnstrates that the sooting behavior: is also
nearly identical. This is in direct cretrast to two refarence fuels of disparate properties (a JO-S and
isooctana), both of which display a distinctly different sooting behavior in cntrast to the parent andsurrogate JP-4, and to eadc other. The approach used In t)e Jorrulation of the surrogate, based on
replicating the distillation curve and class o•ipr•a partitirninj of tic paret, is an effective apptýna
in the preparation of a fuel that can. be used for (1) ths acquisitin of data fcr cretustor CO&

A verification and) development, and (2) the Study of fuel coapasitirnial effects on the nootinj propensity of

•i t ,,_._. -,•_._

S., .,,..,- "-, ..

prct- fuels. .•A-'

. T.0. .:
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I)ISCU SSION

fA.Williemis, UK
You showed *hat the substantiation of a %mid' amount on N-besxanc by I -pentene in the surrogatc blend significantly
uttere~tned the Mint yield. What eftcrt did this, have onfic 11w prcent weight hyd; ogc't content and does this have intplieationtt
oin the use oif tile hydingeit cotitent alone 10 deine11 fuel soot1ing tendencies?

The data to which you refer aire prelintinar aitd, while pres~ented To demionstrate the potentMia utility of the sin rogate in

are correct that. ini tile example givetn. the doping of t 1volt-nne I -peroent in substitatioit for 1 .5 volunte n-hesane did
increase the snoting propensity as meas~ured by a ratloing proeessoir in a moicdel axi~vymmetrie: can comnbustiw devoid of
wal: jet injection. While irec are working to verify the iepeatability antI aceuracy of these measuiremnents. we find (in both
thle modeIl axisyrinnietric edit comblustor and itea model ihirce-duntteisinnal can ctttills~titr with wall jet injectiont) that fuel
prepaiatiiin nozzlc operatitng cittditiOns (in ptrtieCulat the ,itiimiing air) fuel air mnixitng in the (tunic regiolt.anid wall jet
mtixitng in the secotndary cone cant diiinituitc the priotuctiont of soot indepetident (if the ht'ydr~iget content alotie. P1 ie
chan~ge in pereent weight hydrogen ol the blenid is negligible fori the 14.4'7r 1cvl of thre lias surrogate.

IZ
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RADIATION FROM SOOT-CONTAINING FLAMES

G. M. Faeth, J. P. Gore and Y. R. Sivathanu
Department of Aerospace Engineering

TeUniversity of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Ml 48109-2140, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

The thermal radiation properties of turbulent soot-containing diffusion flames are considered, trpatinF: scalar structure,
excluding so; soot properttes; and turbulence/radiation inte.-actions. The laminar flanteler concept, implying universal correlations
of scalar properties as a function of mixture fraction (found from analysis or ntcasu-ements of laminar flumes) appears to be effective
for estirrases of scalar structure needed for analysis of flam-. radiation. Extension of the laminar flamelet concept to soot volume
fractions (the soot property needed for radiation predictions) has also been encouraging; however, universality is cruder than for gas
rIoperties due to effects of finite-rate chemistry. Turbulence/radiation interactions were studied by comparing radiation predictions

bed on statistical simulation of scalar properties along a radiation path (stochastic analysis) with conventional results using time-
averaged properties along the path. Stochastic predictions of spectral radiation intensities atr found to be 40-100 percent higher than
meats property predictions in luminous turbulent diffusion flames, suggesting significant effects of ttubulencerrxdiation interactions.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a acceleration of gravity x height above burner

ci constants in tuibulencer model C rate of dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy
d burner exit diameter X wavelength

eXb blackbody monochromatic emissive power Ip laminar viscosity
f mixture ftactira

Petl effective viscosity
fv soot volume fraction

I square of mixture fraction fluctuations ta turbulent viscosityII spectral radiation intensity ' se nsit nk ~~ tubuenesietctneg

ti turbulent Prandtl/Schnmidt numbe.rSKX spectral absorption crnsszction

d generic property, fuel-equivalence ratio

k P(f) probability dnsity function of f Subscripts

r radial distancerc centerline
li burner Reynolds number o bunerein d

0 barirer exit conditioni

a distance along optical path o ambient condition
Sc latisar Schmrid number

LSO souee term Superscripts
ST temperature

axial velocity (-), t-) time averaged mean and root-mean-square

raxial velocity fluctuating quantity
v(-), (~" Favre-averaged mean and root-mean-square

fluctuating quantitytv
I1. INTRODUCTION

Radiation from turbulent dilfusion armes is an important aspect of heat transfer in comnbutiv wulcii a•auiunics.fafcr-f
propulsion systems, internal combustion engines, furnaces, industrial flares, and unw~anted fires. M_-tivated by these applications, a
series ofstudies concerning the structure and radiation properties of nonluminous turbulent diffusion flames were recently completed
in this laboratory (1-8). Encouraging predictions of flame structure were obtaincd using the consers-rd-scalar formalism along with
the laminar flarnelet concept for relating scalar properties to the conserved scalar (9-13). Stochastic methods for predicting flame
radiation were also developed, which provided reasonably good agreement with experimental findings, as well as insight concerning
effects of turbulence/radiation interactions The present paper describes extension of this work to luminous (soot-containing)
turbulent diffusion flames, involving both measurements and predictions of flame structure and radiation properties. Results of
several studies ar briefly described, additional details are reported elsewhere (14-16).

:a".. Several reviews treat aspects of fiame radiation: Tien and Lee (17) summarize tha radiative propertieso, l1ame environments,
- Fath and coworkers discuss the radiation properties of turbulent flames (18,19), and Goody (20) and Ludwig et al. (21) considci

computations ofthe radiativ csroperties of gases and particles. Thus, the following review of earlier work will be limited to tiuve
isgues relating to luminous turbulent flames, as follows: scalar stricture, excluding soot soot properties, and tusbulcncetradiatiou
intatclions.
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The laminar flamelet concept has been successful for estimating the scalar properties needed to predict radiution for
nonluminous turbulent diffusion flamis, as nort! -- .icr. The concept is based on the observations of Bilger (11I) and Liew el al.
(12.13) that the concentrations of mrajor gas species are nearly universal functions of mixture fraction (the fraction of mass which
orngmaied from the burnir) within laminar diffusion flames. Some variation of these functions, termed state relationships (2), are
observed in regions of high flame stretch, associated with po;nts of flanic attachment and extinction (12,13). Minor gas species, like
radicals and pollutants, also display less tendency for universal state relationship- (22). Hlowe 'r, regions of attachment andextinction are generally only a small fraction of most flame fields, and minor gas species generally have little effect on flame radiation
proprties; therefore, these exceptions still leave a significant range of conditions where the state relationships can provide a useful
connection between scalar propenies and mixture fractions. The laminar flaxtclet concept is applied to turbulcet flames by assuming
that turbunent flames correspond to trrnklcd laminar flames, and have the same state rrlationships. When this approach is
appropriate, the difficulties of complex flame chemistry in turbulent environntets are replaced by relatively routine analysis or
measurements for laminar flames having the same initial and ambient states as the turbulent Banrnes.

State relationships for major gas species have been prepared for laminar nonhydrocatbon fuels, and for weakiy sooting
hydrocarbon fuels, all burning in air, as follows: hydrogen (7,11), carbon motnoxide (6), methane (2,8,11). propane (3) and n-
heptane (1I). Local thermodynamic equilibrium is generally observed for the sonhydrocarbon fuels and in the fuel-lean region for
the hydrocarbon fuels. However, hydrocarbon fuels depart significantly from local thermodynamic equilibrium for fuel-rich
conditions, due to slow chemical processes associatcd with fuel dccomplosition, soot formation and soot oxidation. Nevertheless,
scalar properties still correlated reasonably well for weakly sooting hydrocarbons, providing the state relationships needed for use of
the laminar flamelet concept (2,3,8,11).

In view of the added complexities of soot chlemistry, extension of the laminar flamclet concept, if appropriate, would be
particularly valuable for finding the scelar properties needed to analyze the radiation properties of luminous (soot-containing)
turbulent flames. Flame radiation is predominantly in the infrared, ai wavelengths longer than 1000 om, while soot particles aregenerally smaller than 100 nm; therefore, the Rayleigh limit for small particles is acceptable for estimating the spectral absorption
coefficients of soot end scattering can be ignored (17). In this siiuation, the only soot properties needed for radiation analysis are the
refractive indices and volume fractions of soot. The refractive indices of soot are relatively independent of the original fuel, and
values have been reported in the literature (17,23). Thus, soot volume fractions are the soot property that must be found froun flame
sunctuTre predictions, in order to analyze radiation from luminous flames.

Several earlier studies of son. containing turbulent flames (24-27) provide some evidence that soot volumue fractions might becorrelated with mixture fractions, yielding soot volume fraction state relataonships for ai useful range of flame conditions. Kent and
Bastin (24) observed that soot concentrations within turbulent acetylenetair diffusion flames becoine relatively independent of
residence time, fur sufficiently,-long residence times, suggesting that a quasi-equilibrium condition typical of a conclation between
soot properties and mixture fraction was being approached. Later, Kent (25) found thit characteristic soot volume fractions (aparameter related to maximum soot volume fractions in a turbulent flanie) were relatively independent of fuel residence limes for
sufficiently long residence times; and were related to the same parameter found in laminar flames for a variety of fuels. Becker and
Liang (26,27; studied turbulent sooting flames for a wide range of ,ondilions. They found that the soot generation efliciency
(defined as the mass percentage of fuel carbon which was cc evenred to soot and emitted from the flames) also became relatively
independent of flame conditions for sufficiently-lotig residence times. Based on these observations, it seems worthwhile to pursue
whether state relationships are observed for scalar properties, including soot volume fractions, in soot-containing turbulent diffusion
flames.

Another issue concerning the radiation properties of luminous turbulent diffusion flames involves effecis of
turbalencelradiation interactions. Mean scalar proprties are get erally used to compute flanme radiation; however, turbulent
fluctuations make this practice questionable since radiation properties are nonlinear. Assuming a gray gas. Cox (28) finds that
radiance -Ialues can be more than twice predictions based on miean temperature. Kabashnikov and Knrit (29) treat combined effects
of fluctuating abnuorolicn coefficient and temperature, reaching similar conclusions. Past work in this laboratory, examinedefeects of
turbulence/radiation interactions for nonliminous flames, yielded a more complex outcome (1-8). Radiation predictions for stochasticsimulation of scalar properties along a path were compared with pr-edictions based on time-averaged scalar properties along the path.
Finuuiys rutiocated relatively sntaii eff'ccts of turbutence/radrarion interatitons for carbon msonoxidejair to) and metu'anenair (.,4i
flames, while effects comparable to (28,29) were observed for hydrogen/air (7) flanes. Grosshandler and Vanitelon (30) similarly
find large effects of lurbulence/radiation interactions, using stochastic simulations with prescribed probability density functions of
scalar properties along the radiation path, for both nonluminous and luminous turbulent dilfusion flames. Based on thlese findings,
turbul neclradiation interactions appear to be appreciable for turbulent diffusion flame%: prompting further consideration of the
pheno enon during the present investigation.

The objsctives of the present investigation were to examine whether state relatinships needed for use of the laminar flamelet
concept existed for a useful range of flame conditions, and to evaluate effects of tvtrbutense/radataion inreractions, in luminous
turailent diffusion flames. Ethy!enelair and acetylene/air flames were studied, since these fuels provide strongly Iniinous flames
which have been considered by otters (24-27,31-33). Fiame sitrcture and radiation measurememits were completed, and compared"with predictions based on methods developed during earlier studies of nonlumiraous flames (1-8). Auxiliary measurements is laminar
flames, to find stare relationships, are also reported.

"flue paper begins with descriptions of experimental and theoretical methods, including the measurement of state relationships.
This is followed by comparison of predictions and measurements of flame structure for the turbulent flames. The paper concludes
with consideration of predicted and measured radiant absorption and emission properties.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Tes ljifla . The turbulent flame apparatus was identical to the arrangement used to study nonluminous flames (1-8).The fuels were injected vertically upward fronr a round burner passage having an exit diaeturerof 5 mm The flames burned vjithur a
screened enclosure, in order to reduce effects of room disturbances. The flames were attached at the bunser exit, using a small
endow of hydrogen, similar to Becker and Liang (26,27).

The larninrar flame apparatus involved vertical upflow of coflowing fiul and air, similar to the arrangemnent used by Santoro et
al. (31). Fuel flowed from the central lube (14.3 nun diameter) while air flowed from a concentric outer tube (102 mutt diameter).
Both passages contained layers of beads and honeycomb to insure uniform flow at the burner exit. The flow field was shielded by a"115 ". mmdiansererquartz cylinder, surrounted by a fine-mesh screen, toreduce effects o'drafts.

; ".eCoLJn n sm . Table I provides a summary of test conditions for tile turbuJlent effrnet. Two flames (each) were
considered for ethylene and acetylene. All flows had relatively high Reynolds numbers and were turbulent at the burner exit. Initial
Richardson numbers were relatively low; however, effects of buoyan:y were still important.
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The flames amr similar to the longer residence time flames studied by Becker and Liaatg (26,27); corresponding to Richardson

ratios on the order of 101, or characteristic residence times of 90-160s (based on definitions of these parameters of Becker arid
Liasig). Thus, the present flames are in the plateau region observed in (26,27), w.vhere radiative heat loss fractions and soot
generation efficiencies are nearly independent of the bumner flow rate.

listrumentatiort. The following measurements were made in the turbulent flames: mean and fluctuating strarnwisc
velocities, mean concentrations of major gas spccies, laser extinction, soot volume fractions, spectral radiation intensities, and
radiative heat fluxes. Velocities were measured across the burner exit (a/d - 2), at .... - _,e axis, using a single-channel laser-
Doppler anemometer. These measurements were time averages, with uncertainties 95 percent confidence) less than 5 percent for
mean velocities and less than 10 percent for velocity fluctuations (14,15).

Mean concentrations of major gas species in the turbulent flames were measured by sampling with a 6.3 trm diameter water-
cooled probe ard analysis with a gas chromatograph. At high soot concentrations, the probe tended to clog with deposited soot:
measurements at such conditions are not reported in the following. Uncertainties in mean species concentrations (95 percent
confidence) ar- less than 15 parcent in the flaming region, but arc higher in the overfire region as combustion product concentrations
become small (14-16)- Concentration measurements % re similar in the thminar flames, except that a quartz micrmprobe having an
inlet diameter of 0. 1-0.2 min, operating with choked flow at the inlet, was used to obtain better spatial resolution.

Mixture fractions were computed from the species concentration measurrrr.ents, based on the measured concentrations of
carbon and oxygen while assuming that carbon/hydrogen ratios were preserved throughout the flow field. Uncertainties in mean
mixture fractions (95 percent confidence) were - 20, - 50 and - 100 percent at f = 0.04, 0.004 and 0.0005 (16).

1-fser extinction measurements (514.5 and 632.8 inm) were used to study absorption by soot in the turbulent flames.
Uncertainties in these measurements (95 percent confidence) are less than 10 percent (14,15)

Laser extinction measurements were also used to measure soot volume fractions in the laminar flames, following the
deconvolution technique reported by Santoro et al. (31). The refractive index correlation of Dalzell and Sarofim (23) was used
during these caleulations. Uncertainties in these measurements (95 percent confidence) are estimated to be less than 20 percent
(14,15).

Turbulent fluctuations had only a small effect on laser extinction measurements for the present flames: therefore, the
extinction measurements were dcconvoluted to ,rovide time-averaged soot volume fractions in the turbulent flames. Uncertainties
(95 percent confidence) are as follows: acetylene. 15 percent at 4 ppm and 300 percent at 0.06 ppm; etnylcne, 20 percent at 0.5 ppm
and 300 percent at 0.004 ppm. Uncertainties are roughly proportional to soot volume fractions in the intervening region.

Spectral radiation intensities were measured with a inonOChromator, viewing roughly 10 mm diameter (1-2' field angle)
horizontal paths through the axis of the flames. A combination of gratings and order-sorting filters provided observations in the
1200-5500 nm wavelength range with resolutions of 80 and 230 run at the low and high ends of this range. Uncertainties of these
measturements (95 pecerent confidence) were less than 15 percent.

Radiative heat fluxes were measured at points around the turbulent flames using a gas-purged, water-cooled radiometer (150'

viewing angle wish a sapphire window which attenuates radiation having wavelengths longer than 5500 am). Uncertainties of these

measurements i95 percent confidence) were less than 10 percent (14,15).

3. TIHEORETICAL METIHODS

Elame ,Snaczure. Analysis of flame structure and radiation propenias was similar to methods used for nonlurninous flames (1-
8). Major assumptions of the structure analysis are as follows: low Mach sinuev r boundary-layer flow with no swirl; equal cAchange
coefficients of all species and heat; buoyancy only affects the mean flow; and negligible radiant energy exchange between various
portions of the flame, Except for the last, these assumptions are eitherjustified by the test conditions or by acceptable performance
for similar diffusion flames. The present flames, however, lose an unusually large fraction of their chemical energy release by
radiation (30-60 percent), suggesting significant energy exchange within the flames as well. Nevertheless, the assumption was
adopted, as a first approxi•ation, to avoid the complications ofcombined structure and radiatinnanntuvic Uihe....su--ir--
the conser'ved-sca!le forsmali-sra cao ti used, relating all sca'ar properties lo the mixture fraction tlu-ough ihe tfarnituar flamelet state
relationsbips.

Turbulence properties were found using the Favrt-averaged formulation of Bilger (,0), but wi;h specific modifications and
empirical constants due to Jetg and Faeth (2). The governing equations can be written in the following generalizeA fornt (2):

ra/dx@2ip + a/&(r•$N) = aiar(r4tIg a@o/) + rSg (s)

where f o The fornislation is based on Favrn (icass-weighted)-averaged quantities, defined as follows (10):

ý /e F f(2)

where the overbar represents a conventional tine average. Expressions for aetff.o. and So appearing in Eqs. (1) are summanzed in
Table 2, along with all empirical constants. The constants vw-ete established by matching predictions and measurements for constant
and variable density round jets (2); however, they are not much different from values originally proposed by Lockwood and Naguib
(9) for round-jet flames.

Unn.er present assumptions, instantineous scalar properties are only functions of the instantaeous mixture fraction t_-ough
the state relationships 0(f) Given g(f), the Favre-a.eraged mean and variance of scalar flow properties are found front the mass-

averaged (Favre) probability density function of f, P(), ts described by Bilger (10). for example, the expression for3 is as follows:

11" • = J € ( o • f '•( 3 )
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Noting that the tie-avCraged probability density fuietion of f. ll), is given by

P(f) - PFf)(fp)) (4)
under present assumptions, lime-averaged scalar propertes breonse (10):

i- P Iu(,(O/ P(O)Pib)df (5)
The value of p. needec to integrate Eqs. (1), can be found by setting 0 = I in Eq (5) Predictions are not very sensitive to tirefun ctio na l f( .m ch o sen fo r 'ý(f); a clippe d G au ssian fun .tion w as ua ed. - i-- rt o p s " (1. . . .. T h • p e athvarianoco ot are found from the following identities: i to ps w T

f' Ji(f)df; f fo ( f)df (6)

where both and g arc known from the solution of Eqs. (I)

The prescription of initial and boundary conditions, and numerical solution of tli equatmins was sinular to earlier work (1-8)
and is described elsewhere (14,15).

51, ate State relationships for major gas species roe the acetylene/air and ethylene/air diffusion flames wereobtained from mneasureents in the laminar flames. The concentrations of major gas species for acetylene are plotted as a function offuel equivalence ratio (a single-valaed function of mixture fsaction) in Figs. I and 2. Variouts radial positions, axial positions andburner flow rates were considered. but only the last variable is identified to reduce clutter of the figures. Predictions based on tieassumption of local tthermodynamic equilibrium (assuming no solid carbon present and adiabatic combustion) also appear on thefigures: these results were obtained using the Gordon and McBride (35) code. The measurements approuimrnne local thermodynamicequilibrium for fuel-lean conditions, but depart appreciably from local thermodynamic equilibrium for fuel-rich conditions.However, propertien in the nic region still yield reasonably universal cor-lations as a function of fuel-equivalence ratio, providingstate relationships needed for the laminar flamelct approximation.

State relationships for major gas species for erhylene.air diffusion flames ame illustrated in Fig. 3. The results for this fuel acevery sinular to acetylene, as well as to earlier findings for more weakly sooting hydrocarbonair d.iffusion flumes (2,3,8,11)-
State relationships for soot volume fractions were studied using measuremeits in lamilnar diffusion flames and in the overfire(lean) region of the turbulent diffusion flames. Findings for acetylene arc illustrated in Fig. 4. Consider the results for the laminarflames first. The highest concentrttions of soot arm confined to a relatively narrow rangr of mixture fractions, yielding a soot spikejust on the fuel-rich side of the stoichiometric condition. The spike appears due to thn competition between soot formation, for richconditions, and soot oxidation, as stoichiometric conditions are approached. Species 'oscealaations could not be measurted iu thesoot spike; therefore, mixture fractions were estimatcd by interi-olating Plots of nixture fraction as a function ofradial distance ot agiven height above the burner. The uncertainty of this procedure is highest near the burner exit. Except for results at the lowestpositions (x = 14 and 16 mm), where finite-rate chemistty arnd errors in the interpolation procedure may be factors, the results arecrudely universal, although the corielation is clearly not as good as for major gas species, illustrated in Figs. l and 2. However, thedivergence from universality of the larninar measurements illustrated in Fig. 4 was not felt to be large in view of experimentalluncertainties and the status of current capabilities for predicting s"it conenutrations in turbulent flames. Therefore, a correlation ofthe soot volume fraction state relationship toe fuel-rich conditions was fitted by averaging data at each mixture fraction - exclucingresults at the lowest two positions - as shown in Fig. 4.

For acetylene, the highest Reynolds number laminar flame and the turbulent flames were all sooting: therefore, staterelationships must also be found for fuel -lean conditions. Measurements in the overfire region of dhe turbulent flames, illustrated inFig. 4, were used to find this portion of the state relationship Within experimental uncerta.inties, shown as brackets on th irn-
tire neuritis sulptr'rrc rho, •ar;n •tr,-,f .. ......,. - J.. . .••lc.so' sO'ceso h p"". . n.. ...- .. . ... p IcciLu aI a pasiu ooar soot volume traction and mintul, fraction, followed by passiv•mixing of s.ot in the teas icgiutn. This imphes a constant volumetric soot generation coefficient (defined as the volume of soot
emitted from the flame pMr unit mass of carbon in the fuel), yielding the correlation of the lean portion of the state relationship (calledthe soot mixing region) illustrated in Fig. 4.

Relating timc-averaged measurements in a turbulent flame to intantaneous properties associated with a state relationship isquestionable- therefore, potential effects of turbulent fluctuations are illustrated in Fig. 4, by cross-plotting predictions of time-averaged soot volume fractions (based on the state relationship) as a function of Fiavre-averaged mixture fractions (whichapproximates sampling), in an attempt to simulate the measurements. There was little effict of burner Reynolds rumber or heightabove tIre burner on this correlation for acetylene: therefore, a single predicted line serves all the measurement conditions. This linemerges ssith the state relationship for very lean conditions, where effects of turbulent fuelutations are small, but is biased above thestate relationships as stoichiometnc conditions are approached, due to the presence of the soot spike. In gentral, the measurements
exhibit similar trends.Results concerning the soot volume traction state relationships for ethylene are illustrated in Fig. 5. The laminar results fotfuel-rech conditions are similar to acetylene, exhibiting a large soot spike These results are crudely universal, with greatestdepartures seen for the lowest positions, where finite-rate chenistry and the extrapo~lation procedure to find mixture fractions may befactors. These findings were correlated similar to acetylene, including a soot mixing region for lean conditions, as shown in the_.fgure.t

Measurements for the lower Reynolds number turbulent ethylene flame, illustrated for ican conditions in Fig. 5, are similar tothe findings for acetylene. The results fall along the soot volume traction state relationship for low mixture fractions, where effectsof turbulent fluctuations are small. As the mixture fraction increases toward stoiehiometrc, the measurements are biased upwardfrom the state relationships, similar to the turbulent flame predictions. In this case, the prrdictions indicate a much larger effect ofbiasing due to turbulent fluctuations, and greater variation of the degree of biasing with burner Reynolds number and height abovethe burner, since,.te soot spike is m',ch higher in comparison to soot concentrations in the lean region for eth1..e .than for acetylene.This behavior may be responsible for the larger degree of data scatter as stoichiometric conditions are approached for the lowReynolds number turbulent flame.

In contrast, the results for the high Reynolds number ethylene flaunm, illustrattd in Fig. 5. exhibit much less confornity to thesoot volume fraction state relationship in the soot mixing region. Even at low mixtrne fr.etions, where effects of Stuebulent
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fluctuations am small, the scaz, of the measuieninei exceeds experimental untserainties. This behavior could indicate failure of the
laminar flanacles concept for soot volume fractions due to effects of finite-raTe chemistry. The high Reynolds number turbulent
ethylene flate has the shortest characteristic residence time of all the turbulent flamrs; while Decker and Lang (26,27) find that larger
characteristic residence times are needed to reach the plateau regior, for soot generation efficiencies for ethylene than acetylene. Since
characteristic residence times vary fcr different paths thragh the flame, this would imply different soot volurec fractions when soot
oxidation is quenched; and different correlations of soot volume fractions as a function of mixture fraction during passive mixing in
the lean pOaison of the flame. Thus, results illustrated in Fig. 5 suggest potential for a soot volume fraction state relationship for
sufficiently long charactertstic residence times, with possible breakdown of this condition for the high Reynolds number flame.
More pre.ise experimental results are needed to confirm this conjecture; for lack of an alternative, however, the correlation illustrated
in Fig. 5 was used for subsequent radiation calculations.

Flame Raliatign Spectral radiation intensities were found using the Goody statistical narrow baud model with the Curtis-
Godson approximation for inhomogenecus gas paths, following Ludwig ct al. (2 1). This irnvolvcs solving the equation of radiative
transfer

al•.Ias = pK. ((ete / ri) - 1l. (7)

along a path through the flame. All paths eminated from a cold boundary; therefore, lx (0) was negligible. lihe computer program
RADCAL, developed by Grosshandler (36). was used for these calculations; considering the gas bands of CO2, CO, H20 and C114.
as well as continuum :adiation from soot at the small-particle limit.

Turh itence radistion interactions were either ignored, by basing predictions on time-averaged mean scalar properties
evaluated from Eq. z-); or considered, using a stochastic method due to Jcng et al, (4). The stochastic method involved dividing the
radiation path into dissipation-scale sized eddies, as follows (37):

L, - CP39 k312 I E:(8)

Each eddy was assumed to have uniform properties at each instant. The probability dersity function of mixture fraction for each
eddy was randomly sarnpled to pi-ovide a realization of scalar properties along the path, is conjunction with the state reLitionships.
Spectral radiation intensities were then computed for each realization, similar to the mean-property method, averaging sufficient
realizations to obtain the time-averaged spectral intensity. All properties needed for the stochastic solution a-m available from the
structure analysis; therefore, the procedures is cluosed (4).

Radiative beat fluxes were computed using the mean-property method, in conjunction with the discrete-transfer approach of
Lockwood and Shah (38). This involved sunmming spectral intensities for 120 paths through the flame, to cover the field of view of
the sensor; and for the wavelength range having siLnific.nt radiance, after allowing for the cut-off of the sapphire window of the
sensor (500 - 5500 nm).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

FmeStctite. Only a sample of predictions and measurements of flane structure will be considered, in order to indicate
the capabilities of the stoictur: analysis. Additional results can be found in (14-16). Predicted and nicastired mixture fraction

distributions for the turbulent acetylen'Ilair flames are illus-rated in Fig. 6. Results are plotted as a function ot r/x at various heights
above the burner exit. The flame tips (based on the location of the mean stoichiometric mixture fraction along the axis) arc reached at
x/d - 75 and 80 for the low and high Reynolds number flames. Favre-averaged predictions are shown, however, the differences
be: ween Favre- and time-averaged mixture fractions are less than 15 percent. The degree of density weighting of the measurements
is unknown. The agreement between predictions and measurements is reasonably good, typical of similar comparisons for
notiluminous flames (1-8). Largest discrepancies are obscrved at x/d - 130 for the low Reynolds number flame; they are probably
due to ambient disturbances that are difficult to control for strongly-buoyant flows far from the burner exit.

Predicted and measured mean and fluctuating streamwise velocities and nmean gas species concentrations along the axis of the
high Reynolds number acetylene flame are illustrated in Fig. 7. Tmne-averaged velocities were measured, while the analysis only

... ..... .... . ...... -- n-, u-.....g.. , u .i
averaged velocity fluctuations can be up to 40 percent greater thian Favnc averages near the flame tip (22). Furthermore,'ii" has been
cstinmated fromi kassuiing isotropic turbulence: for typical levels of anisotropy near the axis of turbulent diffusion flamesV'f would
be roughly 20 percent higher (22). In view of these considerations, the comparison between predicted and measured velocities is
reasonably good. The analysis provides both Favre- and time-averaged values of mean scalar properties but differences between the
two am not large. The comptrison between predlictions and measured species concentrations is reasonably good. typical of results
for nonluminous flames (1-8), suggesting comparable performance of the state ielaiimsships for gas concentrations for the heavily
sooing acetylene flane.

Predicted and measured time-averaged soot volume fractions in the turbulent acetylene flames are illustrated in Fig. H. Trends
with respect to position and Reynolds number are predicted reasonably well, using the single scot volume fraction state relationship.
The greatest differences between predictions aid measurements aue observ-ed near the edge of the flow at sod = 53 This could be due
to the itixing analysis, since mixture fraction widths are underestimated at this position, see Fig. 6. llowever, similar to the laminar
flames, soot levels in the lean region may be lower than the state relationship for positions relatively near the burner.

Results for the ethylene flames were similar, aside from somewhat poorer predictsons of mixing levels, indicated by the
mixture fraction distributions. The state relationshim for gas species performed reasonably well. Predictiors of soot volume
fractions were also reasonably Skid, in spite of the significant data scatter seen in Fig. 5 for the correlation of the soot volume fractionstate relationship. Taken uzeitwer, the structu.'e predietions were sufficiently encouraping to prctieed with. consideration. of ft,,.radiation properties, discussed next.

hlWsgdlb1 atic Transmitt -iLin. Predictions and measurements of liuts extinction by root, for the high Reynolds number
turbulent acetylene flame, ame illustrated in Fig. 9. Measurements at 514.5 and 632.8 nm are consistent with the re.iprocal-
wavelength dependence of extinction coefficients at the atnall-partic!e ilmit, justif•.ing this approximation in the an.Lysis. Three sets
of predictions for extinction at 632.8 nm are shown: (1) the stochastic method with the complete soot volisaru fraction state
relationship. demtoted S"OC'I. B.T.; (2) the stochastic method, but ignoring the soot mixing region of the soot volume fraction state
relationship, denoted STOCH, N.B.T.; and (3) the mean-property method with the complete soot volume fraction state relationship,
denoted MEAN, B.T. The stochastic and mean-property predictions using tite complete soot volunte fraction state =lations.hip are
nearly the usme, indicating smal effects of turbulet•ce/rauiaitiot interactions for extinction by soot. The role of soot in Use lean reloh"can be Keen by compartng rrsults with and without the soot mixing portion of the state relationships. Resutsh at the upper poaitions
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show chat neglecting the soot-mixing region causes substantial undcrcstimation of ettinction In contrast, measurmetntis at the lowest
posiion are better represented by omitting the soot mixing region, which could be an indication that the tulbulent flames do not costa
much soot into die lean region, near thti, base, similar to the lauinaar flanses.

Predictions and measurements of laser eutinction by soot, for the high Reynolds numnter turbulent ethylene flame, are
illustrated in Fig. 10. These results are fot 632.8 ran, with predictiuus using the complete soot volume fraction state relationship.
Like acetylene, there islitte difference between predictions using the mean property and stoltxhatic mtethods. suggesting small effects
of ttrbulence/radiation interactions for eatinction Also. similar to acetylene, predictions underestimate tiaristnhtivitics near the
bturner, which may indicate lower levels of soot emission into the lean region thai positions nearer lthe tip of the flame. I However,
recalling that this flame exhibited poorer agreement with the soot volume fraction state relationships than all the other flames, see Fig.
5, the coituparison eitweent predictions aid measurements is encouraging.

S•agtl.sdiutn iimi Measurements and predictions of spectral radiation intensities, for the high Reynolds number
turbulent acetylene flame, Vec illustrated in Fig. 1i. These results are for horizontal paths throiugh the axis of the flatre. at locations
before, near, and after the flame lip (which is at xad . 70 80). Predictions are based on the complete soot solunie fiaction state
relationship, both ignoring and considering cffets of tuebulncemrnadiation interactions.

The spectra in Fig- II are dominated by continuum radiation from soot, however, gas bands at 1140, 1870, 2700 and
particularly 4300 nm can still be seern. Differ-enees between mean property and stochastic precoictions suggest significant effects of
turbulenee/rudi':ion interactions, with stochastic predictions being 40-100 percent higher chacn mean property predictions near peak
spectral intensities in the continuum portions of the spectra. Since the extinctioi resi,lts exhibited little effects of turbulcncciradia:ion
interactions, the nonlinearity of the Planck function with temperature is probably the main cause of this behavior The comparison
between predictions and measurements is encouraging, particular!y for the sto•hastic approach. Discrepancics are largest at the
highest position, where inaccuracies in the temperature predictions ar- probably responsible for the r.,obleni (I5). ,his region is
;en•atiy fuel-lean for the entire o;tical path; therefore. me flow tends to absorb energy emitted from high temperature regions. since
it contains appreciable concentrations of soot and other absorbers in the infetrrd. Thus. actual tetIpi)Latires are probably greater than
present predictions, which are based on the assumption that a uniform fraction of the chcinical energy release is lost from all portions
of the flame. Furthermore, spectral intensities in the continuum aer very sensitive to flow temperatures in this region: for example, a
5 percent temperature increase caused roughly a 550 percent increase of the spectral intensity at 1770 tm. Such effects are most
apparent when the flame has, a high radiative heat loss fraction (59 percent in this case), suggesting significant energy exchange by
radiation within the flame as well. Coupled structure and radiation analysis are required to remove this deficiency.

Measurements and predictions of spectral radiation intensities, for the high Reynolds number turbilent ethylene flame, are
illustrated in Fig. 12. Similar to acetylene, spectral intensities for hitIZoitial paths through the flame axis are shown, at locations
before, near and after the flame tip (which is at x/d = 90 - 100) While the spectra are still dominated by eontivutin tadiation from
soot, the gas hands are more piohnitit than for acetylene, since ethylene has much lower soot concentrations. Tlhe. agreement
between the stochastic predictions and the measurements are somewliht better for ethylene than for acetylene, even thoug:h the
corrieltion of the soot voltume fraction state relationship was pooiest for this ethylene flame, ef Fis .4 and 5. This is probably due
to lower levels of radiant energy exchange within the ethylene flame, due to its lower radiative heat ha.s fraction, which is motre
representative of the approximations of the analysis. Differences between mean property and stochastic predictions suggest
signiicant effects of tirbulenice/radiation interactions in the ethylene flame, similar to acetylene.

Radiative Hleat Fl•xes. Measurements and predictions (using the mean property method) of radiative heat flux diqtnbutions
near the turbulent ethylene flames are illustrated in Fig. 13. These results are for a detector facing the flame axis acid traversing
vertically at a distance of 575 mrta from the axis. Radiative heat fluxes ace highest near the flame tip (ei. x = 500 mtm or x/d = 100 for
the high Reynolds number flame, and slightly nearer to the burner exit for the low Reynolds number flame). Reducing the Reynolds

- number causes predictd radiative heat fluxes to drop in a proportional manner, even though the state relationships for scalar
properties ame taken to be the same for both flames. This is due to the smaller dimensions of the lower Reynolds number flame,
caused by increased effects of buoyancy. The mean property method tends to underestimate the measurements. while predicting
trends with respect to position and burner Reynolds number reasonably well. This behavior follows from the performance of this
approach concerning spectral radiation intensities, suggesting that use of the stochistic method would yield biettr quantitative
agreement with measurements. Other findings concerning radiative heat fluxes in the present ltirr-no'-t fl.,n.re- mn.tt ila--
"conclusions l(d4, t-. 1

S. CONCLUSIONS

Major conclusions of the study arm as follows:

1. Consideration of both laminar and turbulent flames suggests nearly universal state relationships for major gas species
concentrations in soot-containing ethyle,.e/air and acetylenelair diffusion flames.

2. State relationships for soot volume fractions in the laminar and ca-bulent flames were much less universal than gas
concentrations, particularly at short residence times where effects of finite rate kinetics were noted. Nevertheless, use of
univsrsal soot volume fraction state relationships for each fuel yielded encoumaging predictions of flame radiation properties,
while circumventing the complexities of soot chemistry in a turbulent flame environment. Further evaluation of the conce•t.
for a wider range of fuels and flame conditions, appears to be warranted.

3. Effects of turbulenceiradiation interactions were significant for radiation emission from soot, but were not very importarit for
radiation absorption in ite visible, based on comparison of rman-prxperty and stochastic predictions.

4 The pcr-bnranwr .,J iv.itiuti oi scaiar structure for the luminous flames were similar to earlier findings for nonlummous
flames (1-8). However, radiation predictions for acetylene flames were generally poorer th.at for the nonluminous flames, or
even the luminous eihylene flame,. The main reason for this behavior is the high radiative heat loss fraccion for acetylene
flames (ca. 60 percent). This implies significant energy exchange within the flumes, which is not considered in the current
analysis. Coupled structure and radiation analysis should be consc;arcd to remove thia deficiency.
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DISCUSSION

P.N.Wild, UK
Do you think this type of modelling is applicable to spray cotnbustion problems?

Author's Reply
While I have never used it for spray combustion, I think that it should work, because the spray tends to be loacatd in
regions which are quite rich, ind are fairly widely separated from the flame zone itself which sets up that chemistry.

JJ.McGuirk, UK
Don't you think it is rather surprising that you can get away with a single scalar description to characterize heat loss?

Author's Reply
I don't really know what the heat loss was from the lai ninar flamscs. We have looked at the solution of the enthalpy equation
for these flames, and it had little effect on the radiation prediction. We will investigate further

S.Candel, FR
Do you take the radiative transfer into account when you calculate the temperature profile?

Author's Reply
We assume that every point in the flame ;oses 60% of the chemical energy released, and based on the knowledge of that
enthalpy and the composition you can calculate the temperature.

S.Clandel, FR
What happens beyontd the tip of the flame? Can you still uoe the mixture fracion at that point?

Author's Reply
We continue on with the same state relationships.

O.Gulder, CA
Why did you select these two particular fuels, since they are not aviation fuels?

Author's Reply
We took ethylene becaus:c there were considerable data front other investigators, and acetylene because it is inexpensive
and much data is available also.

Vt
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FLA/MELET CHEMISTRY MODELLING OF SOOT FORMATION FOR RADIATION

PREDICTION IN COMBUSTOR FLOW FIELDS

Nose, J.B., Stewart, C.D and 5yod, K.J.

School of Mechanical Engineering,
Cronfield Institute of Technology, Cranfield, Bedford KK43 OAL

SUMI'APY

The development of generalised models fox radiative heat transfer in the gas turbine
requires the detailed prediction of tne turbulent scalar fields, most notably for
temperature, the principal gaseous species (fuel, CO, Co. 1nd H,0) and particulate soot.
Mixing limited descriptions of the turbulent combustion prýcess have proved quite
successful in modelling the effects of heat release on the flowfie]d. However, the
chemical aspects of the problem - fuel-specific features and the multi-componcnc
composition - are poorly reproduced.

Laminar flamelet modelling, in which the underlying scalar r- 4lationshipi in turbulent
combustion are determined from 'exact' laminar flame calculation or experiment,
currently offers the best prospect for incorporating realistic complex chemistry into
the computations.

A strategy is described to extend laminar flamelet modelling of turbulent non-premixed
hydrocarbon combustion to include a simplified mechanism for soot formation. In the
absence of a widely applicable multi-step kinetic mechanism the forsLation rate must be
inferred from detailed mea.urement but comparatively comprehensive flowfield modelling
is necessary to distinguish fluid mechanic and chemical kinetic effects and hence
interpret the obseLvations in model terms. The effects of nucleation, surface growth
and agglomeration are accommodated in a simplified form in equations describing the
evolution of soot mass fraction and number density in the flame. Local measurements of
soot volume fraction by laser extinction and mixture fraction by microprobe
mass-spectrometric sampling in planar laminar diffusion flames, burning heavily sooting
fuels of ethylene and kerosine, are reported and have then been modelled and predicted
computationally in order to generate the basic flamelet relationships necessary for

subsequent incorporation in turbulent flowfield calculations.

A further programme of measurements with these fuels burning at elevated pressure is
underway and preliminary results up to pressures of 3 atmospheres are reported.

INTRODUCTi0N1

Confidence in the capahilities of computational fluwd oynamics to simulate plausibly the

key features of the flow in complex gas turbine geometries continues to grow.

Improvements relative to such numerical aspects as computational mesh generation and
difference schemes (cf., Leonard (1979)) have been matched by a greater concern for the
limitations of physical intuition derived from more traditional non-reacting turbulent
flows and eccor0dngiy the development of models which hetter reflect the interaction
between turbulence and combustion chemistry (Libby and Williams (1980)). Given also the

* wider availability of major computing facilities, numerical simulation can play an
increasingly important role in the design process. The paucity of information routinely
available from within the combustor - and the restricted insights possible from exit
plane traverses and water analogy tests - make detailed numerical simulation of the
primary zone, for example, a highly prized goal. Accordingly a shift in emphasis is
discernible in modelling studies; away from the prediction of pollutant emissions in the

exhaust and towards the detailed local prediction of those properties with, for example,
direct implications for comnustor durability and life. These embrace, amongst others,
soot formation and its implications for the radiative component in liner heat transfer,
the concern of the present paper.

Targetting on the detailed prediction of temperature, gaseous composition and soot in
the mote inhomogeneous zones within the combustor requires that we confront the problem
of modeling turbulent combustion chemistry at the necessary level of detail. In
practical flows this task has been approached largely in one of two ways. If the
emphasis is on heat release and its impact on the velocity field rather than chemical
composition, then the chemistry may be considered to be sufficiently rapid that

t-;b.. nt mixing 1Z te a .iliny process wnence the tuel
disappearance rate can be prescribed in terms of turbulent flowfield properties alone.
Such approaches are commonly referred to is eddy-bVeak-up' worels (after Spalding
1197I)).,Ai1equally robust alternative is to combine a conserved scalar approach (cf.,
Bilger (180) with the assumption that the chemistry is again fast and that local
chemical equilibrium prevails throughout the flowfield. Mixture fraction, or normelised
fuel-air ratio, is a conserved property - free from the immediate effects of combustion
chemistry - which can be readily determined throughout the turbulent flowfleld and so
characterise the process of scalar mixing. whilst multicomponent chemical equilibria
may then be readily computed (Gordon and McBride (1971)), the campositions so calculated
are largely inappropriate to highly inhomogeneous, fuel-rich combustion regimes in which
finite rate chemical kinetics prevail. Additional concerns, the eifects of practical
fuels and of soot formation, for example, are excluded by such strategies. A more

,,,-,g responsive approach to these problems is provided by laminar flamelet modelling ýPeters
.e(1984), Lw et al (1984b)).

. ; ; , .7.V'-
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The direct incorporation of chemical kinetic calculations within the framework of
three-dimensio:l' turbulent flowfield prediction is a lengthy, and hence computationally
expensive task even for much simplified global reaction schemes (cope (1985), for
example). The laminar flamelet approach separates these two aspects - turbulent
flowfield calculation and detailed combustion chemistry - restricting the latter ro a
small number of once-for-all, 'exact' laminar flame calculations or to prescription from
experiment. At the microscopic level within the turbulent flame, combustion is a
molecular process dominated by the interplay between heat and mass transfer and chemical
kinetics. The flamelet approach assumes that at this level the processes in the
turbulent and laminar nor-premised flames are substantially the same and further that
the turbulent flame may be viewed as comprising an ensemble of laminar-like flamelets
The detailed structure of laminar flames can be determined computationally for chemistry
cf arbitrary complexity - at least to the extent that the kinetic mechanism is
well-established - or can be analysed in detail experimen- tally. If the flamelet
structure is described in consorved scalar space (mixture fraction), LathrC than
physical space, a substantial measure of similarity is evident in the data from
different locations in the same flame or differcnt flame configurations.

Moss (1987) describes the application of this approach to the more complex hydrocarbon
fuols of practical interest. Figure 1 illustrates the flamelet profile for kerosine-air
nor-prenixed combustion, computed using a semi-global fuel disappearance step of the
form

CnH. + In 02 - ' CO . 1M H2

supplemented by a detailed mechanism for the oxidation of CO and 11 (cf., Liew et al
(1984a)). A variety of rate expressions for fuel disappearance steps of this form have
been reported (cf., westbrooK and Dryer (1984)); the profiles illustrated have used the
chemical race expression of Edelman and Fortune (1969) although other alternatives have
been investigated (Askari-Sacdhai (1987)).

Once the basic flanelet profile has been established as a function of mixture fraction,
4 - * (I), say, .t may be stored as a library file to be simply called during the
turbul!nt flowfield calculation. The statistical character of the turbulent mixing
process is accommodated in the prediction of mixture fraction, C. Favre-average balance
equations for the mean and variance of mixture fraction, which are free of any
chemistry,

¼)~ ax. 7T J

- 2

are then added to those )f a similar form for continuity, momentum, energy, turbulence
kinetic energy and its dissipation ra*'. From their simultaneous solution at discrete
points throughout the computational domain, a probability density function ?(C) can be
constructed which describes the distribution of instantaneous values of C realised at
these points- Thp average composition at each pOiii. wiay then be determined simply by
quadrature, namely

I• - JOafS) P(C) dC - (31

flamelet) r pdf for
profile) kmixture fraction)

The approach has been described extensively in the references cited and the brief
outline presented here seeks simply to emphasise that it is particularly attractive foz
the modelling of complex chesistry, and for present purposes soot, because the level of
detail introduced in the laminar flamelet does not compromise the flowfield computation.

Soot Formation in Laminar Flamelets

The complexities of soot chemistry in flames are formidable. Whilst a measure of
concensus is discernible in the several comprehensive revi-ws of the subject reported in
recent years (c.f. Haynes and Wagner (1981)) a detailed me, hanism with confidently
doresent,! edemintary 

1
tcz rnt avaoiable. For purposes of combustor fiowfield

prediction the prescription of the microscopic processes, eabodied in the laminar
flamelet. must therefore be empirically determined. The experimental approach to this
problem is described in the following section but it is appropriate to review briefly
here what kind of data is sought and how it is to be interpreted and applied.

The strategy which most closely parallels that applied to the gaseous composition
outlined earlier is simply to specify soot mass (or volume) fraction as a function of
mixture fraction through a laminar diffusion flame, analogous to the species profile
*. (C). Such an approach has been reported by Gore and Faeth (1986) with a view to
r~diation prediction from fires but there are evident shortcomings In such all extension
to snot. Whilst heat release chemistry is fast and the rates of molecular transport in
"the flame are all broadly comparable, whence a measure of similarity for gaseous species

,O, E
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in mixture fraction space is to be enpected, the same reasoning will not apply to
particulate soot. The chemical rates for key processes - nucleation, surface grcwth and
coagulation, for example - differ widely and are controlled by quite different
mechanisms, whilst mass diffusion for the particulate phase may be negligible. Without
this simplification the goal of the laminar flame experiment must therefore be less; direct and specifically be the identification of an appropriate soot formation rate as a
function of mixture fraction, w (0), which will provide a compact source term for the
turbulent flowfield prediction of average soot mass fraction of the form

- rIw.- •.< P( ý) dý.

Direct measurements of soot volume fraction in a laminar flame are therefore
insufficient in themselves. They sust be interpreted in the light of a model which can
be carried over to the turbulent flame. Of the simpler models of soot formation
available in the literature we have adopted the essential features of that due to
Gilya7-:rdinov (1972). The Impact of the pLocesses oL nucleativn, surface growth and
coagulation on soot mass fraction, ms, and number of density, n, are represented by the
equations

rn) (4)
dt (nucleation) 1()

(coagulation)
rim. v (COn + 6(r) (5)

dt (surface (nucleation)
growth)

here the respective rates a, 6, mA are explicit fuictions of local
density p, temperature T, parent fuel concentration X and 1 is Avogadto's

nusber (6 x 102),
C 2)T-'2X exp [-T./T]

y C pT""X exp (- T/T]

These p;afrters will be determined empirically.

The flexibility of such a simple model to acccommodate different fuels and working
pressures will emerge in the light of comparisons between prediction and experiment.
For this purpose eqns. (4) and (5) must evidently be incorporated into the complete
laminar flowfield prediction described more fully later.S Ex•perimental Detail

A colfhard-Parker birner has been constructed in both two- and three--slot configurations
of-.. fig. 2), producing a substantially two-dimensional thin Flame suitable for

line-of-sight, but effectively localised, laser extinction measurements of soot volume
fraction. Similar geometries have been successfully investigated experimentally in

9 ssooting studies at atmospheric pressure by Kent and Waon-, (1982) and Smyth eL al
11985), amongst others. The slots are 4.8 cm in length and 0.7 cm in width in the cacz

of the 2-slot burner and again 4.8 cm in length for the 3-slot burner but with widths of
9 mm and 6 mm for the outer air slots and central fuel slot respectiiely. The

ktransmitted intensity of the low power He-Ne laser beam (at 633 nm), aligned parallel to
the reactant slots, is measured by the silicon photo- detector as the slot burner is
traversed perpendicularly to the beam. The variation in soot concentration through the
flame, from fuel-rich (C = 1.0) to air (C - 0) streams, gives rise to an absorption
profile which is readily interpreted in terms of the distribution for soot volume
fraction (Herker (1969) ). Whilst the two-slot burner produces a more uniform and
extensive curved two-dimensional flame sheet, the obsence of an enclDsed flame tip leads
to excessive soot deposition in downstream regions which in turn causes experimental

difficulties and therefore the majority of measurements reported here were made in the
more traditional, over- ventilated three-slot geometry. Excessiva carbon build-up on
the stabilisiny gauzes and sampling probes has proved a particular problem for heavily
sooting fuels, for example ethylene and kerosine, and during high pressure operation.

The burner operates satisfactorily with both gaseous and pre-vaporised liquid fuels.
The small, but steady, fuel supply in the latter case (- 0.6 g/min) is provided by a

•in sra ino -- itivzlY hcC•tz 'ZraZZ Zh=Mtr, Loli~e eneat U. ie s~lý aiL l
a working temperature some 100 K in excess of the fuel boiling point. Flow smoothing in
the slots and shield flow is effected by filling the cavities wito glass beads. The
complete burner assembly is mciu-rted on a mo-.orised traverse inside a cylindrical
pressure vessel designed to withstand pressuref not exceeding 15 bar. Typical air and
fuel flow velocities dre 10 cms anr 1.8 cms respectively.

"As we indicates in the previous section the key to the approach lies in the
characterisation of the relationship between soot volume fraction and a conserved
scalar, the mixture fraction C. The latter is determined in the present experimentL y

nass Opectrometric uicroprobe sampling. Given the particular importance of temperature
in soot formation, the sampled composition data are supplemented by fine wire
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thermocouple (50pm PL - Pt/Rh) measurements of temperature. Probe sampling through
small orifices (- 0.2 mm) in the piesence of significant quantities of soot is naturallydifficult. Determination of local mixture fraction and detailed species profiles,
though compe~ratlvely straightforward in the higher H-C ratio fuels (ef., data for CH• in
fig. 3), has therefore been abandoned in favour of the simple;, more direct, measurementof mixture fraction alone. A second quartz probe, mounted inside the sampling probe,
supplies excess oxygen to the sampled gases which, in conjunction with a heated platinum
catalyst, then converts all the carbon present, even in fuel-rich regions in which there's unburnt fuel, to carbon dioxide. The peaks at mass numbers corresponding to CO2 and
N, are then mcnitored by the mass spectrometer (VG Micromass) and from their ratio thecarbon element mass fraction is derived. This strategy has proved satisfacto,-y over therange of mixture fractions, typically C(_ < C < 0.3, for which there is significant soot
formation.

The spacing of the probes and laser beam is held fixed as the burner, and hence theflame, i4 traversed relative to them, Soot build-up on the thermocouple is minimisedby rapid one-sided traversing from air to fuel and effectively making transient
measurements. The response time of the mass spectrometer makes this strategy
inappropriate however t. the comporition measurements. The probe is located at eachmeasuring point for approximately 30 seconds in critically sooting regions. To datemost of the data has been obtained at atmospheric pressure and, for case of handling inthe preliminary experimental phase, with ethylene as fuel. Stable flames have however
been burnt up to pressures of 7 bar and some measurements will be reported in the
following section at 3 bar.

Measurements and Model Interpretation

Results from a typical combined thermocouple and laser extinction traverse areillustrated in fig. 4. The centre-linm temperature and laser absorption level will
evidently increase with height until the flame tip is reached. In the steady-statelaminar diffusion flame it is the variation of soot volume fraction with height whichdiagnoc- the rate of soot formation, identified in eons. (4) and (5). Soot volume
fraction is inferred from the relative transmitted intensity, I/I., of radiation at
wavelength X using the standard expression

f Xln(5/I) [(n - 2 + 2)2 + 4n(K]

361L In1K

where n,K denote the complex refractive index n - iK. Some uncertainty surrounds these
latter parameters and in particular the imaginary component, depending on both the
nature of the soot and the method of measurement. The values employed in the presentstudy, 1.92 - 0.45i, were taken from the recent experiments of Mullins and Williams
(1987).

The variation of volume fraction with height, represented by the peak value and the
spread in mixture fraction space, is illustrated by fig. 5 for ethylene fuel burning at
atmospheric pressure. With the exception of the flame base, where limited quenching andfuel-air intermixing occurs, the local peak value increases s'.eadily with height in the
flame (and hence elapsed time). The spread of the sooting regime in mixture fraction
space is seen to decrease with increasing height, essentially through the progressive
reduction on the rich side which accompanies downstream mixing. There is also some
evidence of a innnrvcivj Aiapi.,1 n • of te w £PaLLiuaa towardsstoichiometcic mixture fgaction. Substdntially higher levels are observed with kerosine
as fuel in fig. 6 (approximately two-fold greater at comparable heights) but thevariation with height shows evidence of saturation at a soot voltme fraction of - 1.5 x
10- . This appears to be a function of the particular experimental conditions; fueldepletion and mixing, rather than oxidation, are envisaged as the principal reasons forthis eventual dimunition in formation rate.
It is clear from these data thr t there is an intimate link between the experimental
configuration and the observations. If a simplified representation of tne formation
rate ir to be inferred from such experiments, a complete flowfield simulation is
required which couples both detailed scalar and velocity fields.

If a simple plug flow model is employed, in which soot production occurs along lines ofconstant mixture fraction, then the various rates identified in eqns (4) and (5) are
time-independent functions of mixture fraction. They can therefore be integratedreadily and analytic solutions for soot number density arnd mass fraction growth alongthe 'reactor' can be deduced. In particular, we find that

n- -- tanh m (8)

. m-mf. -. In cosh [l(Ce1 t + t
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If the rates for rnucleation, surface growth and agglomeraticn in eqn. (6) are evaluated
using a laminar .lamelet profile to describe P, T, X, as functions of mixture fraction,
then the evolution uf soot volume fraction, f , with time (and by implication height) is
as illustrated in fig. 7. Detailed discusslol of the flamelet profile and the choice of
constants C (i - e. 0, y, 6) in eqn. (6) is deferred until later. The features to note
here are the essentially linear growth of f, with tit and the narrow range of mixture
fraction over which the soot formation is predicted to occur. The dominant influence in
the model proposed is evidently the temperature.

Such results are simply Illustrative however. The flame is clearly not a plug flow
reactor and if the soot model is to be calibrated against experiment a more plausible
representation of the distribution of pcoperties within the flame is necessary. The
laminar flame on the Wolfhard-Farker burner has therefore been simulated in
two-dimensions using a modified version of GENMIX (Spalding (1977). Figure 8
illustrates the computed flow pattern for the ethylene-air flame. The flowfield is
substnntlally similar to that reported by Smyth et al (1985) from detailed flow
visualisacion.

The predicted streamlines and lines of constant mixture fraction, as expected, are not
parallel. Fuel depletion in particular leads to a flow pattern in which a fluid element
experiences a range of local mixture fraction states within the regime of experimental
interest. The numerical simulation of the rooting flame must therefore embed the
mechanism (eqns. (4)-(6) ) in this more complex flowfield.

The conservation equations for x-momentun, mixture fraction and soot mass fraction
assume, in laminar parabolic flow, the general form

eu - + pv ;;t, -- S (9)ax ay ay ( . ay

where S. denotes the source term appropriate to the property

dpdm
C(S, • - + (V - at9; S4 - 0 ; S. - 1 . Diffusional transport,

dx I dt
represented by the diffusivity P/c , is assumed to be negligible in the case of the
particulate sont. Combustion chemistry is incorporated in the form of the flamelet, for
ethylene-air for example, illustrated in fig. 7. This is determined using a semi-global
mechanism of the form described earlier and computed using the approach described by
Liew et al (1984). For the purposes of these pceliminary calculations the soot

formation mechanism is treated as trace chemistry, decoupled from that of the heat
release, but occurring in fluid elements which are transported through the flowfield
having spatially-varying scalar properties. The temperatures measured experimentally,
including a thermocouple radiation correction, are substantially lower than those
predicted in the adiabatic flamelet model - measured T - 1980K compared with Pn

adiabatic flame temperature T - 2360K. we are evidently not in a position as yet to
calculate such laminar flame ;tructure including the effect of luminous flame radiation,
but the sensitivity of the soot formation mechanism to temperature, alluded to earlier,
makes its neglect potentially significant. The experimental temperature profile (cf.,
fig. 7) has therefore been incorporated in the present simulation.

The six undetermined constants in the mechanism, eqn. (6), have been subject to casual.......... L •,~, eA±xtu Iiu ymca ie5 uiied in fig5.nueiclcperimentation -- dft• o h ae .L nfy
The copatrisoni betweeii piedicivuJ and experiment shown in fig. 9 is obtained with the

following parameter values

C 1.7 x 108:; 10'1 0

C 2.57 x (10)

and activation temperatures

T - 46.1 x 10' (nucleation)
T' . 12.6 x 10' (surface growth)

The choice of these values, and in particular that of the activation temperatures, was
guided initially by the values reported by Gilyazetdinov (1972). Both the evolution of

peak soot volule fraction with height and the spread in mixture fraction space are
plausibly reproduced. The location of the soot peak in mixture fraction space is also
predicted to shift to lower values with increasing height in the flame. The

experimental evidence, cf., fig. 10, is a little amhigllnus but broadly c.nfirms the
overall trend.

Further optlmisation of the model parameters is clearly possible but the values cited
were obtained readily and the level of agreement achieved is very encouraging. Of the
two key steps necessary to develop this model for the gas turbine combustor, namely to

.. .accommodate kerosune at fuel and operation at elevated pressures, we consider the latter
to be the more challenging. This has therefore been the focus of recent experimental
"studies. Both laminar flame stability and the probe sampling difficulties atlendant on
the enhanced soot yield complicate the experimental task. A gradualist approach has
been adopted to detailed data acquisition although qualitative observations up to

.. ,. , .,
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pressures of 7 bar do not indicate fundamental obstruction. Fig. 11 shows the evolution
of soot volume fraction in the ethylene-air flame to a pressure of 3 bat. The
measurements were made on flames of approximately the same size by maintaining a fixed
fuel mass flow rate, however the air flow rates were varied to retain flame stability.
Fros the discussion presented earlier it is evident that a detailed flowfield simulation
is necessary if the soot formation rate is to be distinguished from flowfield effects
specific to particular flame geometries. The detailed investigation at the flamelet
approach applied to sooting flames at elevated pressure is continuing and will be
reported more fully later but it is instructive at this stage to infer the pressure
dependence of the growth rate simply with downstream distance, namely df /dx, accepting
that the transformation to the formation rate, df /dt, is flowfield-dependent and not
trivial, Comparison of this rate of soot growth at increasing pressure then suggests a
pressure dependence of p" . In broadly similar laminar flame experiments a pressure

exponent of n - 1.2 was inferred from measurements of peak integrated soot volume
fraction across an axisymmetric flame, again with ethylene as fuel, by Flower and Bawman
(1986). The effects of path integration introduced in this data, toupled with flowfield
uncertainties, make more detailed comparisons with the present results extremely
difficult however. Measurements of coot volume fraction alone appear comparatively
uninformative if they are not linked to a model which distinguishes chemical kinetic and
fluid dynamic effects. The present study is far from complete but we have attempted to
demonstrate a systematic approach to soot modelling which admits continued development
with further experimental and computational modelling input.

Conclusions

A strategy has been identified to extend laminar flamelet modelling of turbulent
combustion chemistry by embracing a simple representation of soot formation. This
approach is designed to permit the ready incorporation of soot mass fraction into the
framework of turbulent flowfield computation for purposes of detailed temperature and
radiation prediction.

The six model parameters controlling the proposed rate processes for nucleation, surface
growth and agglomeration are determined by a comparison between detailed mode]
prediction for a simulated two-dimensional laminar diffusion flame and experimental
measurament on a wolfhard-Parker burner.

The flamelet model emphasises the importance o- the relationship between soot formation
rate and mixture fraction. Simultaneous measurements have therefore been made of local
soot volume fraction by laser attenuation, mixture fraction by microprobe sampling and
temperature by fine wIre thermocouple. The burner is designed to operate with both
gaseous and liquid fuels and data is reported for both ethylene and kerosine, primarily

at atmospheric pressure but some preliminary measurements are also described at elevated
pressures.

Both prediction and experiment emphasise that soot formation is restricted to a
comparatively narrow range of mixture fractions (0.06 < C < 0.2). The particular
importance of temperature is illustrated by the activation temperatures for nucleation
and surface growth, 46.1 x 10 and 12.6 x 10 (K) respectively, inferred from the data
for ethylene-air combustion. The limited measuremenpssat a pressure of 3 bar suggest a
pressure-dependent soot formation rate of the form p
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O.Guldcr, CA
Do you have a-iv slpculation between the temperature pi ofilc you .howed and that pc.•entecd by P'ruf. Facth.

Author'-, Reply
If oine clarly h:as to do the radiation calculation for the laminar flame bfore you can infer the model properties, itaen we
are in a Catch-22 situation. Wc have, to sonte e•tent, circumvented that by u'ing a measured temperature profile, which of
cOurse cojitaits som( radiative loss.

G,Faeth, US
The caculatiotn that we did was based on the heat loss from the turbulett flame, which is the relevant parameter in the
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RADIATION TRANSFER IN GAS TURBINE COMBUSTORS
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SUMMARY

The present paper is concerned with the prediction of the local flow, heat-
transfer and combustion processes inside a three-dimensional can combustor chamber of
a gas turbine. A three-dimensional numerical solution technique is used to solve the
governing time-averaged partial differential equations and the physical modelling for
the turbulence, combustion and thermal radiation.

The heat transfer modelling is emphasised in this paper. A method to calculate
the distribution of temperature, radiative heat flux and total heat flux of the liner
is described. The implications of neglecting radiative heat transfer in gas turbine
combustion chamber calculations are discussed. The influence of working pressure on
the radiative heat transfer is investigated comparing the radiative heat flux and the

temperature distribution of the liner for three different working pressures: 5, 15
and 25 bar.

1. INTRODUCTION

For many years the design of gas turbine combustion chambers was based on the
use of empirical models correlating overall performance with simple global parameters
such as inlet air conditions, fuel/air ratio or chambers volume. This approach was
relatively successful for combustors of essentially similar shape dictated by the
need for its lenght and frontal area to remain within the limits set by other engine
components, by the necessity for a diffuser to minimize pressure loss, and by the
requirement of a liner to provide stable operation over a wide range of air/fuel
ratios [1].

In the last two decades, awareness of the limitations of energy resources, on
one hand, and pollutant emissions regulations, on the other, have imposed additional
constrains leading to the need to optimise the design of combustion equipment,
including gas turbine combustors. Together with thee imitatsi ns all combustors
should satisfy the following requirements: high combustion efficiency, uniformity of
outlet gas temperature to maximize the life turbine blades and nozzle guide vanes,
wide stability limits, low pressure loss, reliable and smooth ignition, durability
and minimum cost.

The improvement of the performance and the need to satisfy all the listed
requirements cannot be achieved by traditional methods. A more fundamental approach
is needed. So in the last years a great effort has been developed, both in the
experimental field and mathematical modelling, to increase the knowledge about the
phenomena occuring in the combustors. Experimental methods are expensive and slow
whereas mathematical models, whose implementation has been possible due to the advent
of powerful digital computers, are easily, quickly and economically adaptable to
different geometric configurations and load conditions. However the large number of
complex phenomena present in the comhbutor such as a tri-dsimesional turoulent flow,
swirl, chemical reaction, radiation, soot and, for liquid fuels, atomization and
vaporization taking place in a complex geometry, makes the modelling rather
difficult. Due to this complexity many of the results obtained by mathematical models
have only achieved qualitative agreement but, even in this case they are very useful
since they provide guidance as to the directions in which a design should be modified
in order to meet the design objectives, hence reducing considerably the number of
experimental tests required to achieve a satisfactory design.

Due to the multiplicity of phenomena involved, little atention has been paid to
radiative heat transfer, as it was thought to be a small percentage of the total heat
release by the chemical reactions and there was no means by which it could be
reliably calculated. However, if the goal is the calculation of the liner wall
temperatures, thermal stresses and liner durability an accurate means of prediction
of the radiant heat flux is needed. Furthermore the accurate assessments of pollutant
emissions necessitate fairly precise knowledge of radiant heat transfer rates as th-
models for predicting the emissions of carbon monoxide, unburned hydrocarbons and
oxides of nitrogen require an accurate description of gas temperature distributions
in all regions of the combustor 11]. Besides, over the past 30 years, pressure ratios
have increased markedly in order to improve thermal efficiency, and it seems probable



that they will continue tc do so. This increase in pressure raises the amount of heat
transfered to the liner walls by radiation.

Almost all the authors who used mathematical models for gas turbine combustors
did not calculate thermal radiation based on the argument that it is very small
compared with the heat released by the combustion.

Boysan et al [21 used a flux model to account for the effects of radiation in a
gas turbine combustor solving three second-order linear differential equations for
the fluxes in the axial, radial and tangential directions. The contribution of
radiation was considered in the enthalpy equation through a source term calculated
from those fluxes. The study was carried out at atmospheric pressure. The authors 'id
not specify the kind of boundary condition used for the calculation of the radiation
heat transfer, nor discuss its influence on the results.

Lockwood et al [31 used the "discrete transfer" radiation prediction procedure
of Lockwood and Shah [41 for the computation of the radiation transfer in a combustor
can. The authors assumed adiabatic flame and they did not solve for the enthalpy
equation. The distribution of temperature was determinated as a function of the
instantaneous mixture fraction using the equilibrium method of Gordon and McBride
151.

Therefore the effects of the radiative heat transfer on the flow, temperature
field and chemical reaction were not accounted for. The radiative heat fluxes to the
walls were calculated aposteriori assuming an uniform wall temperature equal to the
inlet air temperature. They have concluded that the total radiation heat transfer to
the walls was less than 1/4 % of the energy supplied to the combustor justifying the
adiabatic assumption on which the flow and reaction calculations were based.

Carvalho et al 161 performed a similar study as the previous one, using also the
"discrete transfer" method for the prediction of radiative heat transfer in a can
combustor. However in this case, the authors solved the enthalpy equation with a
source term accounting for the heat transfered by radiation. The wall temperature was
assumed uniform and equal to the inlet air temperature. Two sets of predictions were
made for pressures of 6 and 25 bar. Radiative wall heat fluxes increased markedly
with the pressure.

In the present paper the "discrete transfer" method of Lockwood and Shah is also
used. The principal contribution of this paper is the calculation of the wall
temperature distribution which was assumed 'in the previous works. In order to
calculate the wall temperature distribution, we use, for the calculation of the
radiative heat transfer, a boundary condition based on the energy balance of the
wall, similar to the one described by Lefebvre Ill. This balance is applied to each
control volume adjacent to the wall and it is based on empirical correlations for the
calculation of external convection and radiation, on the wall law for the calculation
of internal convection and on the "discrete transfer" method for the calculation of
internal radiation. The enthalpy equation is solved and a source terms accounting for
the radiation heat transfer is included. Instantaneous gas compositions are
determined as a function of the instantaneous mixture fraction using the equilibrium
method of Gordon and McBride [51.

Predictions of wall temperature, radiative heat fluxes and total heat fluxes
distributions are presented and discussed. The influence of the pressure ratio is
analised comparing the solutions obtained for three different working pressures: 5,
15 and 25 bar.

2. FLOW CONFIGURATION

The geometry of the combustion chamber studied is sketched in Figure 1. The
combustor has 18 separated burnerz. As the gmery nf the combustor repeats itself
every 200, and the flow pattern also, only a single 20' section of the chamber is
studied. Gaseous fuel (propane) enters the combustor through the inner of two annular
rings. It was assumed to enter in the form of a conical jet of 900 included angle.
The combustion air is introduced through a concentric annular ring. Two streams of
cooling air enter close to the inner and outer annulus walls simulating the cooling
ring flows which actually are discharged parallel to the walls. Secondary and
dilution air are introduced through round holes in the inner and outer annulus walls
as shown in Figure 1. The air has been specified ar entering only with a radial
velocity component through these holes. Three sets of operating conditions were
studied, keeping an overall air/fuel ratio of approximately 60 and varying combustors
pressure, inlet temperature and mass flow rates according to Table 1.



TABLE I - THE OPERATING CONDITIONJS

[ Cbse I Case 2 Case 3I t
jPressure [bar] 5 15 25SI I
Inlet Air Temperature [K] j 400 I 600 750

Inlet Fuel Temperature 1K] 300 400 500

Primary Air Mass Flow Rates [Kg/si 0.233 1 0.466 0.621

Cooling Air Mass Flow Rate [Kg/si I 0.146 I 0.292 [ 0.398

ISecondary Air Mass Flow Rate
Ithrough the Holes [Kg/si I 0.114 1 0.227 0.304F F
Dilution Air Mass Flow Rate through I
the Holes [Kg/si I 0.172 0.341 0.456

F I
IMass Flow Rate of Fuel [Kg/si 1 0.011 1 0.022 0.0295
I i i
]Primary Air Axial Inlet Velocity [m/si 1 40 I 40 1 40

jFuel Axial Inlet Velocity [rm/s] 25 I 22.2 22.2

3. PHYSICAL MODELLING

The governing transport equations for the mean motion of a turbulent three-
dimensional flow were applied in the cylinder polar coordinate form:

Continuity:

I3 (pr) + -" (pw) (pu) =0
r Tr r aU ~

Momen turn:

3V +Wv & DW v Dp 00 1+ ý Tr (2)
-r-To-r + x Dr [ Dr r T20 t r-- Z-x-

Dw wT w vw w) =_ h o 1 id D Tx

Os W 9 u ax a r )+. 0 IX (3)
P( w - 7 - --. r 30 TT 7--r trO1

Sr Dr5 . x r ;-r r x) + - r0( 0x ) + 4 ( XX )I

Here v, w and u represent the velocities in the (r, e , x) cylindrical-coordinate
directions; and p and p are the density and pressure, respectively. The i's represent
the combined laminar and turbulent stresses; these are supposed to be related to
velocity gradients by way of an isotropic effective vis:osity, wt. The latter is
derived at each point from:

pt C p k
2
/c (5)

where C. is a constant of the model; and k and c are derived from their differential
transport equations. The turbulence-energy equation is:

P(v Dk +Ew2 Dk Dk _ __I( "L Dk) .ID a" ak 3 "L Dk ~1 6
•r r a9 a r Dr a Drk r Do, xOk r2+, xk W +Gk (6

where ok is another universal turbulence constant and Gk represents the volumetric
rate of generation of k and can be expressed in terms of velocity gradients and the
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turbulent viscosity. The dissipation-rate equation is:

I W ýE ýU a I a t 3E L • t Ut" ) - , (7)

7. C 7V .CT.+IIkP k

where Cl, C 2 and oF are all turbulence constants.

The model constants appearing in the above equations were assigned the following
values, taken unchanged from Launder and Spalding 17]: Cu=0.9, C 1=1.44,
C 2=1.92, ak=l.0 and oc=l.3.

The combustion model is based on the assumption that the reaction rates
associated with the fuel oxidation have time scales very short ccmpared with those
describing the transport processes. Using the assumption of "fast" chemical reaction,
chemical equilibrium prevails. Assuming also that all species and heat diffuse at the
same rate and that the heat loss to the surrounds can be neglected compared with the
heat transfer released by chemical reacting then instantaneous gas composition can be
determined as a function of a strictly conserved scalar variable. Any conserved
scalar may be chosen and here we used the mixture fraction f defined as the mass
fraction of fuel present both burnt and unburnt. Instantaneous gas composition was
determined from f using an equilibrium model bas'd on the minimization of the free
energy. The computer code developded by Cordon and McBride [5] was used and the
results were tabulated for 1000 values of f from pure air (0) to pure fuel (1).
Instantaneous tei'perature field was calculated from the instantaneous enthalpy field
which was correlated with instantaneous misture fraction field assuming the relations
used by Carvalho [8].

In a turbulent flow, the mixture fraction will fluctuate and, because of the
nonlinearity of the relationships, knowledge of its mean value is insufficient to
allow the determination of the mean values of such quantities as density and
temperature, etc.

We adopt a statistical approach to describe the temporal nature of the mixture
fraction fluctuations. The time-averaged value of any property o solely dependent on
f can then be determined from:

= 4(f)P(f)df (8)

0

In the present work we have assumed the "clipped normal" probability density
function [9] which is characterized by just two parameters, and the mean square of
the fl,•ctuations g = (f - T)'. These vuriables, f and 9, also obey modelled transportequations of the form:

p( 
1

'r j - rT f (9)

,ITg H I +ar rI -)-a-r-(r tI0 r -ýU`Tg +(!R (10)

( LIf m IO ( + If 2 1 ] (I1 2.,-(--- k

where Cg, and Cg2 are additional adjustable parameters.

The mixture specific enthalpy may be defined by:

51 (T mC. (T)dT -m, fl,1H
Jo allj i PiF fu'N( I r"CO CO +N 2i 

11 
2

where C is the constant-pressure specific heat of a species j.

Density is determined from the equation of state:

o -p (RT I mj/•.)- (12)
all j

where p is pressure, Ro is the universal gas constant, and M. is the molecular weight
of species j. Since the mj's, as well as T, are all function4 of f, the time-averaged
density for use in the mean flow equations is again determined from (8).

Treatment of the Radiation Transfer

The "discrete transfer" radiation prediction procedure of Lockwood and Shah [4]
has been utilized in this study. This method combines ease of use, economy and
flexibility of application. This last feature is of particular importance in the real
world of geometrically intricate combustion chambers. The claimed ad'-antages of the
method have now survived the rigours of several industrial applications, see [10] and
[111 for example.



The "discrete transfer" method is founded on a direct solution of the radiation
transfer equation for a direction ý which runs:
di

S(kg +ks)(--) (E3)

where I is the radiation intensity in a Q direction, s is distance, E E o T
4 

is the
black body emissive power, and k and ks are rt~spectively the gas and soot absorption
coefficients. The scattering terms do not appear, although they are easily
accomodated, since the only particulate matter preient in the present application is
the soot particles which are much too small to scatter significantly. Many radiation
methods are based on the solution of the much more complex integro-differential
equation which results when equation (13) is rewritten for the whole solid angle 11.
In our opinion this is unsatisfactory since the numerical solution treatment of such
an equation is necessarily very elaborate

We prefer to solve the much simple equation (13) within discretisation d(j of
the whole solid angle Q about selected directions ). Assuming that E, kg and k. are
constant over a finite distance increment 6s, equation (13) may be integratec to
yield the simple recurrence relation:

E -(kg +k)s -(k+k)s
gn+l l e +1 e- gks (14)

where n and n+l are successive locations along P. separed by the increment 6s. The
relation is applied along the chosen Q from known conditions at point Q, say, (either
guessed or pertaining to those of the-previous iteration) on one wall to the point of
impegement, P say, of the direction ( on an opposite wall.

If the hemisphere above P is discretized into subangles 6
0r, within which the

intensity is considered to be uniform, the energy flux arriving at P is:

qP =f Ip (dQ2 I (15)
p p ~r Qr nr

all r

The wall boundary condition is:

q_, P (I- +P +CW Ew (16)

where q_,p is the energy leaving the wall at P, PW is the wall emissivity, and Ew=OT4
is the wall emissive power. The value of Io r at point Q, the initial value required
for the application of the recurrence relation (14), is q_,/7i. The net radiation
heat flux is of course:

qp =q,,P- q_,1, (17)

The net heat gain or loss within a small control volume of the flow procedure
is:

SR =(+i -1 )QdQdA (18)

where the locations n and n+l correspond to the "entry" and "exit" of a direction (
into and from a control volume, and 6A is the cell wall area projected normal to (2
The energy sources R are appended to the energy balance equation solved for by tqe
flow code.

The gas absorption coefficient kg is calculated from the "two grey plus a clear
gas" fit of Truelove [12). Water vapour and carbon dioxide are the prime contributors
to the gaseous radiation. The contribution of the carbon monoxide and fuel for the
gas absorption coefficient was not considered due to the lack of appropriate data.
However, it is though that the total combustor absorption by the fuel and carbon
monoxide will be small. The total gas emittance is expressed by:

Eg .1 ag9,n(T) 1[1-exp(k g,n (p + p,)L)] (19)

n

where the summation n is over the three gases of the assumed mixture, the k are
presumed constant with the temperature dependence of the emittance being
accomodatedin the weighting coefficients agon pW and p_ ae the partial pressures of
the water vapour and carbon dioxide and L is the path length. The values of the k
and a gn are tabulated in (12]. The value of kg required for our calculations is
obtaineA from the pseudo grey gas approximation:

-k L

which has workcd well in many furnace heat transfer computations (see, e.g. [101).
Sinc- the Truelove correlation was formulated for furnace applications, the predicted
mol fractions must be multiply by the current pressure to obtain the correct partial
pressures.
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We have made no attempt co solve for the soot. Some guidance on how this can be
done is offered by [131. In this paper a review on soot formation and soot oxidation
models is presented. The soot formation model of Khan and Greeves [14) and the soot
oxidation model of Magnussen and co-workers [151 have been applied successfully in
industrial furnaces (see [81, [101, 1111). The work of Khan and Greeves was performed
in connection with diesel engines and they present for the constant, Cf appearing in
the model, the value of 4.68 x l0s mg/Nms. The value of this constant was tuned by
Abbas and co-workers 116] for the case of spray flame combustion inside furnaces and
a value of 0,1 x 105 mg/Nms was found to be appropriate. In the aforementioned
applications the value for the soot formation constant proposed by Abbas was used.
However, there are no information on the value of this constant for high pressuzes.

The bo':ndary condition necessary for the calculation of the radiative heat
transfer was obtained from an energy balance of the liner. B:oadly, the liner is
heated by radiation and convection from the hot gases inside it; it is cooled by
radiation to the outer casing and by convection to the annulus air. Under equilibrium
conditions the liner temperature is such that the internal and external heat fluxes
at any point are just equsl. Loss of heat by conduction along the liner wall is
comparatively small and usually may be neglected. Since the liner wall is usually
very thin we have neglected the difference between inner and outer liner wall areas.
Therefore, under steady-stahe conditions, the following balance equation can be
written:

R1 + C 1 = R 2 + C2 = K12

where subscript 1 refers to internal fluxes and subscript 2 to external fluxes and
K12 is the conduction heat transfer through a solid liner wall due to a temperature
gradient within the wall. Internal radiation, RP, is calculate3 from equation (17),
while the internal convection C was calculateJ from Reynolds analogy (e.g. [171).
Calculations of external radiation and convection, R2 and C2, were done using the
correlations presented by Lefebvre Ill.

The calculation f-ro:cdure may be summarized as follows:

1. As a first guess, the liner wall temperature (flame side) is assumed to be equal
to the inlet air temperature.

2. The internal radiation R1 and internal convection C1 are calculated.

3. Using the relationship Rl + C1 = R2 + C 2 , the liner wall temperature (coolant
side) is calculated. A non-linear equation has to be solved, as R2 is
proportional to T

4
, and the Newton-Raphson's method was used for the solution of

this equation.

4. Setting R, + CI = K12, a new value for the liner wall temperature (flame side)
is obtained and it is compared with the value used in step 2.

5. Steps 2-4 may be repeated according to a convergence criterium.

4. NUMERICAL SOLUTION PROCEDURE

Method of solution

The finite difference method used to solve the equations entails by subdividing
the calculation domain into a number of finite volumes or "cells". The solution
algorithm was embodied in a version of TEACH program [18] for three-dimensional
recirculating flows. The convection terms were discretized by the Hybrid
Central/Upwind method 1191. The velocities and pressures are calculated by a variant
of the SIMPLE algorithm 1201. The solution of the individual equations sets was
obtained by a form of Gauss-Seidel line-by-line iteration.

Computational details

The equations presented in section 3, together with appropriate boundary
conditions, have been applied to the geometry shown in Figure 1. A grid of 19 x 17 x
18 nodes (r, 8, x - directions) was used. The number of iterations required for a
convergent solution was around '20, which corresponds to a CPU time of about 50 hours
in a Micro VAX II. Convergence was achieved when the rormalized residuals for the
three momentum equations and mass conservation were less than 2 x 10".

The iterative procedure for the heat transfer calculation was embodied in the
SIMPLE algorithm. This calculation was only performed after the res duals of the
main variables had attained the value 8 x 10- and for every 5 iterations. As
described in section 3, this iterative process for the heat transfer calculation
consists on: i) starting from a guessed liner wall temperature (flame side); ii)
calculating internal radiation and convection; iii) liner wall temperature (coolant
side)and again the liner wall temperature, (flame side), which will correct the
guessed value.
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This iterative procedure was applied to each wall boundary cell of the grid. The
difference between the liner temperature (flame side) for two sucessive iterations
was calculated for all the boundary cells. The process was considered to have
"converged" if the mean value of these differences would be less or equal to 10 C
and the maximum value less or equal than 50 C. An under-relaxation factor of 0.2 was
used for the temperature.

It was observed hat the iterative process for the heat transfer calculation
converged very fast. Six iterations were needed for the first time that the procedure
was called but this number decreased rapidly to one iteration.

In the present calculations, the computation time is essencially dependent on
the time required to evaluate the internal radiation by the discrete transfer method.
Thus, the computation time of the present calculations does not increase
significantly when compared with calculations with prescribed wall temperatures. The
main problem of the method used here for the heat transfer calculation is the lack of
suitable correlations for the calculation of external convection. The same problem
arises with the calculation of external radiation, but, since external convection is
more important than external radiation, errors associated with the extcrnal radiation
seem not to be important. Though, if a precise prediction of the liner temperature is
needed, the equations for the flow and heat transfer for the outer annular region
should be solved and the two solution procedures (combustion chamber and outer
annular region) should be linked in an iterative fashion as described in the present
work.

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the temperature distribution of the backplate (Fig. 2a), inner
annular wall (Fig. 2b) and outer annular wall (Fig. 2c) for the conditions identified
in Table 1 as case 1 (p=5 bar). The film-cooling air near the outer and inner annulus
wall can be identified in the backplate temperature distribution by the presence of
the two lines corresponding to low temperature (500 K and 600 K) near to the annular
walls and parallel to these walls. In the middle of the backplate there is a region
of high gradients as this region is the center of combustion activity. Near the
simmetry planes the temperature is higher (900 K) due to the recirculation of hot
gases.

The temperature distribution of the two annular walls (Fig. 2b and c) reflects
the distribution of the cooling holes. The levels of temperature increase from the
burner side to the exit side. Until the location of the second row of holes, the
film-cooling air protects the walls avoiding the occurrence of high temperature. But
due to diffusion, the cool air will tend to mix with the mainstream and the hot gases
from the mainstream will tend to mix with the cool air increasing its temperature.
The highest temperatures (800 K) in the annular walls occur near the two corners
formed between the exit plane and the simmetry planes. This is due to the fact that
the middle region of the exit plane is under the cooling effect of the dilution air
from the second row of holes. It is worth noting that the maximum wall temperature
is, in this case of about 800 K and the maximum temperature difference is of the
order of 300 K.

Figure 3 displays the radiation heat transfer contours to the backplate, inner
and outer annular walls for a working pressure of 5 bar (case 1). The heat flux to
the three walls is rather uniform. For the backplate (Fig. 3a) the radiative heat
flux wavers about a value of 25 KW/m

2
, although near the entrance of the film-cooling

air the heat flux attains a value of 50 KW/m . For the annular walls, it can be seen
that the higher values of the radiative heat fluxes can be found in the intermediate
region of the combustors between the burner plane and the exit plane. This is a
consequence of the higher temperature of the gases in this region, as after the
second row of holes, the temperature of the gases decreases d to the effect of the
dilution air. The heat transfer to the inner annular wall reflects the distribution
of the cooling holes. The heat flux through the holes is more than to the walls but
since the holes cover less 5% of the total wall area this fact is not significant.

Figure 4 shows the gas field temperature on a plane perpendicular to the axis of
symmetry of the combustor after the second row of holes, near the exit for p=5 bar.
The feature of dilution air intrusion is still identified at this location where
again cooler air penetration follows the pattern expected from the hole geometry with
one cool region near the bottom wall and one near the upler wall. It is known that an
u -iform exit temperature distribution would be considered ideal in order to maximize
the life of the turbine blades and nozzle guide vanes. However, as it can be seen for
the present case, the distribution of temperature at the combustor exit is far from
uniform as usually happens in all modern high-performance engines.

Figure 5 and 6 show the temperature distribution and the radiative heat fluxes
distribution to the combustor walls for a working pressure of 15 bar (case 2). Figure
7 shows the gas field temperature distribution at a plane near the exit for the same
pressure. For a pressure of 25 bar (case 3), the temperature and radiative heat
fluxes distribution are shown in figures 8 and 9, respectively. Comparing the results
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for the different working pressures, it can be concluded that the distributions are
qualitatively similar. How-ver, the effect of the presence of the cooling holes in
the temperature and fluxes distribution of the annular walls is more pronounced for
higher pressures. The levels of temperature and fluxes increase with pressure due to
the increase of the temperature of the gases and gas emissivity. The highest wall
temperature observed in all cases is of the order of 1100 K. To ensure a satisfatory
liner life, it is important to keep temperatures down to an acceptable level. It is
generally recognized that for the common used materials the maximum temperature of
the liner should not greatly exceed 1100 K [1]. In the cases investigated,
temperatures of this order of magnitude only occur for the pressures of 15 and 25 bar
near the exit plane where the film cooling is no longer effective.

Figure 10 shows the total heat transfer contours to the backplate, inner and
outer annular wall for a pressure of 25 bar. The convective fluxes to the holes were
not calculate. So the distribution of heat fluxes near the holes are meaningless.
Comparing figures 9 and 10, it can be concluded that, radiation is more ;mportant in
the primary zone and the convection is more important in the dilution zone. The
temperature of the film-cooling air is kept low in the primary zone. Therefore the
convective heat transfer to the liner in this region will be small. As the
temperature of the film-cooling air increases the convective heat transfer to the
liner will increase also.

Figures 11, 12 and 13 show temperature contours for several axial, radial and
tangential locations at a pressure of 25 bar. Figure lla) shows a plane perpendicular
to the axis of symmetry of the combustor passing through the first row of holes. The
influence of the secondary air entering through these holes can be seen by the
penetration of one cooler region into the combustor in each annular wall. The maximum
temperature is attained near the center of the plane due to the presence of hot
combustion products. The plane shown in Figure lib) is located near the exit of the
combustor. The features of the contours are similar to those of figure 4 (,=5 bar)
and figure 7 (p=15 bar) since the location is the same.

Figure 12 shows contours of two constant radius planes, the first passing
through the burner centre-line and the second passing close to the outer annular
wall. The influence of cooling air entering through the secondary and dilution holes
is clearly seen in the second plot but not in the first one. Primary air generates
very high gradients in the primary zone, as can be seen in figure 12 a, due to the
chemical reaction. Highest temperatures are attained in the secondary zone away from
the burner centre-line. In the second plot, figure 12 b, temperature is rather
uniform in the primary zone, due to the presence of cooling air. This influence is
less important inte t jiLermeoiate and d3ilutLin zones due to the diffusion of the
cooling air into the centre of the combustor.

In figure 13, two constant 6 planes are presented. In the first plot cooler
:egions near primary and dilution holes can be identified as well as a cooler region
close to the inner and outer annular walls in the primary zone due to the film
cooling air. Maximum temperature occurs at the central region of the plane. The
second plot shows very steep gradients in the primary zone where combustion takes
place and a much more uniform distribution downstream. Cooler regions near the first
row of holes can also be seen.

Table 2 shows the radiative, convective and total heat fluxes to the walls for
the three combustor pressures investigated. The values of the heat fluxes presented
in this table are referred to all the 18 sectors of the combustor. As it can be seen,
rndiative and convective fluxes are small. The small convective fluxes can be
justified by the streams of cooling air close to the annular walls. Although this
ccoling air deteriorates temperature pattern factor, reduces combustion efficiency
and contributes to the presence of pollutants in the exhaust gases [131, its presence
is required to reduce wall temperature. Both radiative and convective fluxes increase
with pressure, mainly due to the increase of inlet air temperature and gas
et•issivity. The ratio of these fluxes to the energy supplied to the combustor is
about 1% and is almost the same for the three cases studied. However, convective
fluxes are silgthiy greater than radiative ones.

In our calculations no attempt has been made to account for the presence of
soot. Soot would enhance radiative heat transfer mainly at high pressures. However,
measurements made by Marsland and co-workers [211 suggest that above 20 bar, soot
concentration reach a level such that blackbody radiation is approached. So a further
increase in pressure will have little or no effect on the flame radiation.
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TABLE 2 - HEAT FLUXES TO THE %.ZS [kW]

RAPIAT11VE 2A01ATVE HEAr COWECT"VE COWfcr1k "EAT TOrAL TOTAL HEAT
CHUIJTOR WEAT TU /RHERw HEAT T'VAJdSEREA1k,- HEAT T'MtS,-ERANEM:RY
PRESTEI.•M t Tl..MSFEE SZIOLIEV TO TIE TZAS1 SU0LIEV TO THE TVJOSE• SUWPLIEV TO THE

_CCTOKR COMULSTOR COaWSTOR

Combautar 6.4 0.07% 9.7 0.11% 16.1 0.18%ibeckplate

Inner annulus 45.4 0.49% 49.0 0.53% 94.4 .02%
Val I

S bar

Outer anlulus 68.0 0.74% 72.5 0.78% 140.5 1.52%

latal 119.8 1,30% 131.2 1.42% 251.0 2.72%

Combusstr
backplate 12.3 0.07% 20.3 0.11% 32.6 0.18%

Inner annulus 88.4 0.48% 116.5 0.63% 204.9 1.11%

15 bar
Outer annuluswall 131.6 0.71% 172.1 0.93% 303.7 1.6S%

Total 232.3 1,26% 308.9 1.68% 541.2 2.94%

Co13.4 0.06% 25.6 0.10% 39.0 0.16%

Inner annuluswer a 96.1 0.39% 120.8 0.49% 216.9 0.88%

25 bar
Outer annulus 146.2 0.59% 179.8 0.73% 326.0 1.32%
wall

Total 255.7 1.04% 326.2 1.32% 581.9 2.36%

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present paper describes a prediction procedure for the calculation of the
flow, heat-transfer and combustion processes inside a three-dimensional can combustor
chamber of a gas turbine. The incorporation into the computational scheme of a
technique for calculating the distribution of temperature and heat fluxes in the
liner represents the main contribution of this paper. It is believed that is the
first time that the temperature and heat fluxes distributions of the liner were
calculated. All the previous works have imposed the liner temperature. The accurate
assessment of these quantities are an essential prerequisite for the prediction of
liner life. The calculation method outlined in the present paper constitutes the only
correct way to calculate the liner temperature (a heat balance to the liner linking
the heat transfer processes occurring in the combustion chamber with the heat
transfer processes occuring in the outer annular region). The main problem of the
method used here for the heat transfer calculation is the lack of suitable
correlations for the external convection and radiation. For a complete and accurate
picture of the heat transfer in gas turbine combustion chambers, the equations for
the flow, and heat transfer for the outer annular region should be solved and the two
prediction procedures should be linked through the energy balance to the liner.
Another cause for concerne is the lack of reliable data for the contribution of the
carbon monoxide to the gas absorption coefficient and the lack of a reliable method
of predicting the soot concentrations at high pressures and hence the emissivities of
luminous flames.
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Fig. I Annular combustor geometry
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a)

Fig. 12 -Gas field temperature; p=25 bar
a) Plane r=0.344 m
b ) P lane r=0.300 m
contour levels, , 1:
A=2100; B=2000; C-1750; D=1500; E1=1250; F=1100; G=1000;
H1=800; T=600; J=500

a)

Fig. 13 -Gas field tempgrature; p=25 bar
a) plane 0=6.7
b) Plane 6=10.0')
Contour levels IKI:
B=2000; C=1750; D=1500; E=1250; F=1100; G=1000; 11=800;
I=600
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GAS TURBINE SMOKE MEASUREMENT: A SMOKE GENERATOR FOR
THE ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT AND FUTURE TECHNIQUES

by

S. P. Girling

Propulsion Department
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Pyestock

Farnborough, Hampshire, GU14 OLS, England

SUMMARY

Smoke measurement from gas turbine engines is one instrumentation technique that
remains, literally, a "black-art". Current methods are inaccurate, slow, insensitive
and unable to detect transients. A smoke generator has been developed at the Royal Air-
craft Establishment, Pyectock, capable of generating by pyrolysis of aviation kerosene,
stable levels of smoie fcr prolonged periods, representative of that from engines.
Particle size measureme:its have enabled the comparison of smokes from different sources
and provided a greater understanding of the problems of representative sampling using
currently approved methods. Several alternative measurement techniques have been
evaluated using the smoke generator, precluding the need for expensive engine testing.
This has promoted research into instrumentation that will give a truer indication of
particulate criteria of interest to the engine designer and customer, for example true
visibility and erosiveness.

1 INTRODUCTION

Developments in gas turbine technology necessitate more powerful, hotter and more
compact combustion systems. One result of this is an increased tendency for the com-
bustor to produce smoke, a problem which could be exacerbated even further with future
requirements for operation on poorer quality fuels. The measurement of this smoke is
important for a number of reasons. It may be visible and thus environmentally and
cosmetically undesirable, it may be erosive, limiting turbine life expectancy, and if it
is particularly visible or has a significant IR signature it may be hazardous to
military operation.

Methods for smoke measurement have developed little in comparison with other
exhaust gas analysis techniques, despite the increased importance being placed upon
smoke data. The current procedure relies on a filter stain technique which is non-
continuous, cannot discriminate between particulate source or characteristics and is
open to large sampling and measurement inaccuracies. The lack of both improvements and
alternatives is partly due to the difficulties of representative sampling across a wide
range of particulate size distributions. However there has also been the lack of
availability of a cheap, easily accessible source of smoke with which to undertake in-
strumentation development. To this end a smoke generator has been developed at RAE
Pyestock, capable of producing, cheaply and for long periods, a stable, controllable
source of smoke. Critical appraisals of current sampling and measurement techniques
have been possible using the smoke generator. In addition, calibrations and cross-
correlations have been made against an absolute standard of mass loading of carbon.

Furthermore it is becoming increasingly evident that techniques are required
which discriminate between different regions of the particle size spectrum and provide
real-time data which are more immediately applicable to a particular design or perfor-
mance criteria. The smoke generator has been used for the critical assessment of tech-
niques which are likely to fulfil some or all of the above requirements. The most
promising of these are optical techniques which are capable of continuous, high tem-
perature, rapid response measurements. However it must be recognised that all methods
are in some way dependent upon particle characteristics, whether it be filtration
efficiency upon physical size and shape or optical response upon absorption and
scattering properties. These characteristics are themselves dependent upon the pro-
cesses of particle formation and growth, as influenced by variables such as fuel type,
combustor design and operating conditions. Thus it is clear that no single technique
will be capable of making absolute measurements across the whole spectrum of particle
sizes, for applications from combustor development to engine certification.

This paper details the capabilities of the smoke generator and its use in assess-
ing the merits and limitations of both current and future techniques, recognising the
above constraints.

2 THE SMOKE GENERATOR

Smoke generators to date have included 2-cylinder petrol engines, oil burners
and discharge nozzles seeded with carbon black. These have proved unstable and uncon-
trollable, producing smokes of unrepresentative mass loadings and size distributions in
comparison with those from gas turbines. Recognising these problems, the Pyestock
facility generates smoke by the pyrolysis of aviation kerosene, reproducing the basic
engine formation processes as far as possible in a practical laboratory system, to A
ensure representativeness.

!I
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2.1 Principles of operation

The layout of the smoke generator is detailed in Fig 1. Aviation kerosene is
fed into a pre-vaporising furnace from a variable-drive syringe pump, through a stain-
less steel capillary. Steady fuel flow is critical to the stability of the smoke out-
put; metered flow rates are typically 0.1 - 0.5 mt/hr, so the fuel system is fully
purged of air before operation. The capillary is mounted in the furnace in an
atmosphere of preheated nitrogen as a carrier gas. From the prevaporiser the fuel/
nitrogen mix is passed through a high temperature furnace at 1600'C where pyrolysis of
the fuel takes place. Residence time is approximately 0.1s and is sufficient to ensure
effective carbon formation at this temperature. The carbon is mixed with air in tha
sample duct, to give smoke levels representative of those from engines. Air is fed in
through a 'dilution furnace' at 300*C, to maintain the smoke sample temperature at
150-180*C. This range is typical of 'in field' sample temperatures where condensation
of sample water and unburnt fuel must be prevented.

A swirler at the head of the sample duct generates effective turbulent mixing
of the carbon with the dilution air and a honeycomb flow straightener is positioned
further downstream to ensure uniform concentrations across the duct when sampling from
multiple positions at the duct exit. Excess smoke is vented to exhaust.

Smoke mass loading, the mass of particulate per unit standard volume (qg/I), is
a function of fuel flow and dilution air flowrate. Either of these may be used to set
the required level, though fuel adjustment ensures a constant air/sample flow ratio is
maintained in the duct. Further operational and development details are outlined in
Ref 1.

2.2 Capabilities and characteristics

For gas turbine smoke measurement, mass loadings typically encountered are
0.5 - 5.04g/t. Over this range the smoke generator stability is between ±0.05 to
±0.15pg/£. After a stabilisation period of 10-15 minutes this level of stability can
be maintained for a period limited only by the volume of fuel in the syringe (7 hrs at
0.5pg/1 to 1.5 hrs at 5.04g/z). The day-to-day repeatability of mass loading for a
given fuel flow is poorer.

Initially, particulate shape and size estimates were made by analysing a smoke
sample under a scanning electron microscope. Fig 2 shows the sizes and shapes of the
particles collected. The smoke appears to be made up of largely submicron particulates
in the range 0.02 -0.1pm with agglomerated chains and clusters up to '1.04m in size. A
Differential Mobility Particle Sizer (DMPS) and Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (APS) were
used to make more detailed particle size distribution measurements in the size ranges
0.01 - 1.04m and 1.0 - 15.0Mm respectively 2

. Fig 3 shows typical results and confirms
that the size distribution is submicron with few particles >14m. Information on
particle size for typical combustion generated smoke is limited; Ref 1 alludes to data
in the range 0.02 - 0.12pm for a variety of combustion systems. Measurements using the
above instruments were also made on a diesel fuelled gas turbine engine. The results
in Fig 4 show;

(a) the bulk of the particles are submicron, but with
lower count and volume mean diameters than the
smoke generator at an equivalent smoke level.
(These are the diameters above and below which lie
50% of the particles, by number and volume respec-
tively).

(b) a significant number of particles >1gm are present
which were not present on the smoke generator.

Differences in (a) may be due to fuel type while (b) is likely to be due to the fact
that the experimental combustion system on test was one which was prone to the build
up and shedding of carbon from the walls of the combustor, thus generating greater
numbers of larger particles than would be experienced in a 'clean' system (see 3.2.2).
The true representativeness of the smoke generator particle characteristics, as com-
pared to a combustion generated smoke, cannot be easily defined. Besides discrepancias
introduced by sampling and measurement techniques for submicron to >1=m particulates,
the variability introduced by fuel physical and molecular properties, combustor
mechanics, aerodynamics and operating conditions has to date only been objectively (and
crudely) studied with reference to smoke visibility or total mass loading.

2.3 Calibration of current techniques

The currently accepted technique for smoke measurement 3 
involves filtering a

predetermined mass of sample through a white filter paper. The ratio of the reflectance
of the filter paper when stained to its white reflectance is a measure of the smoke
level. According to the measurement procedure followed, the ratio is defined as an SAE
Smoke Number, a Bacharach Number or a Bosch Smoke Number, each of which has been adopted
by different sections of the engine industry, broadly speaking aeronautical, industrial/
marine and automotive respectively. These measurement scales are arbitrary in that they
bear no relation to the physical properties of the smoke. A number of correlations have
been derived for the relationships between these scales and mass loading of carbon

1
,

with a high degree of variability due to the difficulties of representative sampling
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over long periods from often unstable sources and the multiple inaccuracies inherent in
these filtration techniques (see 3.1). Using the advantage of good stability from the
smoke generator over long periods, further correlations between current techniques and
mass loading of particulate have been produced. The correlation between mass loading
and the accepted filter stain method for aero gas turbines, SAE Smoke Number, is shown
in Fig.5.

3 SMOKE MEASUREMENT: CURRENT PROBLEMS AND FUTURE TECHNIQUES

Using the smoke generator a more quantitative assessment than had been pre-
viously possible has been made of the inaccuracies inherent in the techniques described
in 2.3. This has prompted research into more fundamental and accurate methods which
are better suited to providing information of value to the combustor designer and
engine customer.

3.1 Smoke sampling and measurement

The techniques outlined in 2.3 rely upon the extraction of a sample from the
exhaust gas of the engine or combustion system under test, followed by filtration
through a low-grade filter paper. Work on the smoke generator 4 

has shown that at
typical mass loadings, with the maximum permissible length of sample line, losses of
,25% are caused by particulate diffusion and impaction onto the inner walls. Filter
tests2 

showed that for a typical particle size distribution in the range 0.02 - 0.94m,
the filtration efficiency (by mass) of the standard media is '80%. Furthermore pre-
liminary work with the same filter media1 

indicated errors introduced by poor batch-to-
batch repeatability, and poorly defined reflectance measurement procedures, could be of
the order of ±10% of the true mass loading. In addition to these cumulative errors of
possibly 50%, the technique is cumbersome and non-continuous and as mentioned does not
provide a measurement which has any direct significance to the engine designer or
customer other than by empirical correlations with physical quantities.

3.2 Future techniques for smoke measurement

3.2.1 objectives

In spite of the difficulties and inaccuracies cited in 3.1 the current technique
has been in service for the past 17 years and only recently have new techniques emerged,
which with development could prove to be satisfactory alternatives. "Total smoke"
measurements as made by the filter stain techniques are increasingly inadequate as
demand grows for information on particulate effects such as erosiveness, exhaust plume
visibility and IR radiance. Depending upon the engine application, military or civil,
and the performance criteria to be met, future procedures will necessitate some or all
of the following capabilities;

(a) sensitivity to submicron particulates (these are
primarily produced by high temperature pyrolysis
in overrich combustion zones).

(b) sensitivity to larger (>14m) particulates (these
are primarily produced by the deposition of
carbon on the interior surfaces of the combustor,
with subsequent shedding).

(c) direct plume measurements to obviate sampling in-

accuracies

(d) continuous measurements to detect transients

(e) operation in a harsh environment at high tem-
peratures

(f) calibration standards and auditable procedures

The smoke generator has proved an ideal tool with which to assess measurement techniques
that fulfil some or all of the above requirements. To date a number of instruments
have demonstrated capabilities for qualitative continuous measurements.

3.2.2 Light scattering techniques

Two commercial instruments, the MINIRAM and SIGRIST, have been evaluated using
the smoke generator and begun preliminary usage on engine test facilities 5

. The MINIRAM
is a single beam instrument measuring total light scattering in the fcrward angle 45-95O,
the SIGRIST dust monitor is a dual beam instrument measuring in the forward angle 7-22o.
Neither of these techniques discriminates particle size since they detect the total
light scattering from an ensemble of particles crossing a sensing volume. Quantitative
data are only currently available through correlations with other techniques. (Manu-
facturtrs' calibrations have been made using Arizona road dust and polystyrene latex
spheres, both with optical properties dissimilar to carbon particulates). Figs 6 and 7
show the potential of these techniques for continuous smoke monitoring. The 'steady-
state' smoke level can be observed as the baseline signal at positions (a) and (b) over
and above which carbon shedding can be observed as transient peaks in the instrument
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signal. The frequency and intensity of these peaks is a qualitative indication of the
severity of the problem. Fig 7 shows a "worst case" situation for an encine which had
idled for an extended period, over which time carbon had built up on the inside walls
of the combustor. Acceleration to high power at position (x) caused shedding of this
highly erosive carbon through the turbine. A 'steady-state' smoke condition was
achieved after a period of 18 minutes.

These techniques are attractive in that they are sensitive to low mass loadings
typical of those from combustion systems, they are continuous, have a rapid response,
and some instruments can operate at high temperatures. On the other hand dependence
upon particulate properties means quantitative, auditable measurements are not currently
possible and may limit these instruments to use on combustor development programmes and
possibly as engine health monitors.

3.2.3 Light obscuration techniques

In many engine applications the exhaust plume visibility criteria is of prime
importance. The opacity of the exhaust must be determined, ie the deqree to which the
incident light intensity is attenuated by the presence of particles between the light
source and detector. Rolls-Royce have developed a technique for opacity measurements
by intrusive sampling. While this has a slower response than scattering techniques, by
virtue of its large sample cell, its advantages are that it is continuous, repeatable,
can operate at elevated temperatures and can be calibrated to a preset transmission
level.

To eliminate inaccuracies introduced by sampling from an engine exhaust, new
techniques must be developed with the capability for makinq direct opacity measurements
across the plume or exhaust 'stock'. Techniques must be found which are sufficiently
sensitive to detect low smoke levels without inconveniently long sample path lengths,
and for which optical alignment and cleanliness can be maintained.

3.3.3 Other techniques

Shortfalls in each of the above techniques arise from their dependence upon the
physical and optical properties of the sample particulates. As such it will prove
difficult to develop an optical method to supersede the filter stain technique that is
internationally acceptable and comparable amongst different test facilities. Indeed
'true smoke visibility' measurements may necessitate judgements by trained observers as
is the current practice 6

,
7 

for stationary power sources in a number of American states.

Techniques exist which measure particulate mass loading from the change in
frequency of an oscillating filter as a result of particulate build-up. Adss is cal-
culable for given filter body characteristics, but the technique is currently too slow
or insensitive8

.

Recourse to particle size information is increasingly attractive for research
purposes and instruments such as the DMPS and APS offer a great deal in terms of their
ability to discriminate particulate characteristics, although for engine testing these
techniques are slow and cumbersome. Inertial impaction techniques may be suitable for
larger particles, if difficulties of representative sampling can be overcome.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The RAE Pyestock smoke generator provides a cheap, controllable, stable source
of smoke, with particulate characteristics similar to those produced by in-service com-
bustion systems. The ability to generate a predetermined steady smoke level for a lona
period has enabled an accurate calibration and cross-correlation of current methods for
smoke measurement. Detailed assessment of the inaccuracies of current techniques,
coupled with an increased demand for more fundamental measurements, has led to require-
ments for methods which are continuous, discriminating and more sensitive. Instruments
usins .,rinciples of light scattering and transmission have been evaluated usinq the
smoke generator and are currently providing diagnostic information on smoke and carbon
shedding characteristics from engine test facilities. Develcpment of these into tech-
niques suitable for wider use and to supersede the current internationally accepted
filter stain method will involve detailed assessment of their suitability for use in a
wide range of test areas from combustion development to engine certification. For each
of these areas a better understanding is needed of the fickle nature of smoke particu-
lates, primarily in respect of their formation, growth and oxidation and the effects
therein of fuel and combustor variables. As different techniques are adopted this in-
formation will enable the sampling, calibration and audit procedures to be tailored to
suit specific applications and customer requirements. With an increased understanding
of particulate effects, optical techniques will become more widely accepted until more
quantitative mass or size based methods are available.
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DISCUSSION

T.Rosljord, US
For research applications, it is desirable to use a responsive diagnostic which offers more information about the soot -
particle size, size distribution, etc. I agree that "stain" techniques will continue to be used for some time, however, in
studies at UTRC to obtain simultaneous SAE smoke number and soot mass loading data, we concluded that greater
errors are introduced in the mass loading determination. The masses are small and outside influences (e.g. moisture
filtration efficiency, etc.) can be important. Will you please indicate the technique you us.A for mass loading
determination?

Author's Reply
Our mass loading was determined grammatically, by sampling through a glass fibre filter paper (estimated 99.9 percent
efficiency) for periods of between 15 and 60 minutes. Several SAE measurements were made during the sampling period
and averaged for each mass loading determination. Samples were dried to constant weight at 200"C to remove any
unburnt hydrocarbons or moisture and after weighing the carbon was burnt off at 500"C and the filter paper reweighed
after cooling in a dessicator! Throughout the procedure a blank filter paper was included and corrections made for any
mass losses in the paper itself. This sampled volume was measured with a wet-type gas meter and corrected to standard
conditions. The scatter in the resulting data was small, less than predicted by error analysis. This was the virtue of being
able to sample large masses of carbon from a stable smoke source (<±l SAE.SN) under controlled laboratory
conditions.

J.Odgers, CA
Can you suggest lower and higher limits of SAE smoke number? Our experience shows poor repeatability in 0-15 range
and poor correlation with mass loadings above SN = 50. Could you please comment?

Author's Reply
We have successfully made smoke measurements as low as 2 SAE-SN, and have found that in cases where the

repeatability was poor, it was due more to the smoke source itself than the measurement procedure, with short term
instabilities or "transients" biasing the smoke stains. Indeed our experience is that the repeatability is poorer at high levels
(>20 SAE-SN) due partly to differences in the white reflectance between papers becoming more significant in the
reflectance ratio determination. I quite agree that the correlation with mass loading above 50 SAE-SN is poor, due to the
asymptotic nature of the relationship, though the repeatability at these levels can be improved by adopting the four filter
method laid down in the recommended practices.

A.Williams, UK
Could you indicate whether there was any indication of the presence of PAH which could be absorbed in the soot particles
a.td released during the soot drying process.

Author's Reply
The soot particulates have not been analyzed for the presence of PAH, the purpose of the drying process in the
gravimetric determination of mass loading was, as you indicate, to release any "unburnt" hydrocarbons that might be
present.
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SUMMARY

Radiation effects caused by the presence of soot particles are of dominant influence
in gas turbine combustors, especially on the stress distribution in the flame tube.
In studying the two-phase flow within and after the combustor experimentally, a wide
spectrum of soot particle and fuel droplet sizes is to be considered. Two optical
measuring techniques have been used throughout the present work. First, the dispersion
quotient (DQ) technique was applied to determine the size of the early soot particles,
i.e. in the small-diameter range. The second method, the well established Multiple-Ratio-
Single-Particle Counter ( MRSPC ), was used to measure the larger particle sizes, i.e.
fuel droplets and soot. Furthermore, attention was focused on data acquisition- and
analysis-techniques. Experimental results were obtained from measurements in a combustor
with high concentration of soot particles and in the exhaust gas of a gas turbine.

INTRODUCTION

The knowledge of the particle size and particle density is of major importance to the
understanding of the two-phase flow phenomena, the reaction and condensation processes
and the mechanisms leading to soot formation especially in thermal ti!"bomachines, i.e.
gas turbines and steam turbines. In continuing an earlier study, the present work was
predominantly directed towards the two-phase phenomena within gas turbine combustors.
Especially the processes occuring in the fuel spray as well as the soot formation and
soot particle growth were of major interest. High particle densities beyond 1010
particles per cm

3 
were to be expected in the lower size ranges up to one micrometer,

whereas the particle de!nsity is drastically reduced for the larger particle sizes. Tc
avoid any interference, only non-intrusive optical techniques can be employed. At high
particle densities optical single particle counters have to be excluded. Here,
integrating optical techniques have to be used. Their major disadvantage, however, Is
a certain loss of information due to the integrating character. On the other hand, their
major advantage is the simplicity of application which is demonstrated with the
dispersion quotient (DQ) technique used in the present analysis. If detailed information
on the local particle size distribution is of interest, such as the droplet sizes in
the fuel spray or the soot emission within the exhaust gases, the introduction of an
instrument, which provides relatively fast the local size diameter distribution over
a wide range, is necessary. With soot emission additional problems arise such as
relatively high concentrations, the unknown shape of the particles and the lack of
detailed knowledge of the index of refraction. The requirements are largely fulfilled
by the MRSPC which is a single particle counter operating over a relatively wide size
range and which is largely independent on the refractive index and the shape of the
particles. The major emphasis of the present work was the detailed analysis of the two
techniques under prototype conditions and their application to gas turbines.

PRINCIPLES OF THE DISPERSION QUOTIENT TECHNIQUE

The principle of the dispersion quotient (DQ) technique is based on the light extinction
at different wavelengths by a particle collective. The method which was first suggested
by Teorell [1] has been discussed by us at other occasions [2]. Basically, the intensity
of a light beam which passes through a particle cloud will be scattered and absorbed.
In assuming spherical particles and a monodisperse particle distribution, and in
neglecting multiple scattering the light extinction for monochromatic light is described
by the following well-known equation [3],

I = Io.exp( -NL-r .Qext (r,X,n)

where Io is the intensity of the incident light, I the intensity after transmission
through the particle cloud, N the particle density, r the particle radius, Qext-7r

2

the extinction cross section, n the complex Index of refraction, A the wavelength of
the beam and L the optical path length. The dispersion quotient DQ is obtained by
dividing the natural logarithms of the intensity ratios I over 1o of two light beams
with different wavelengths which are passing through the identical particle cloud. The
unknown particle density N is cancelled and equation 2 ib obtained:

in( Io)X Qext (r,xl,n)

DQ 0 1 (2)
)n1 Qe, (rX ,n)

It can be seen that at predetermined wavelengths and with known index of refraction
the dispersion quotient is a function of the particle radius only. The extinction cross
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sections can be calculated by employing Lorenz-Mie theory [4,5]. With the known particle
size the particle density can be determined by employing equation 1.
Figure 1 illustrates the dependence of the dispersion quotient on the particle density
for three different indices of refraction, assuming that the index of refraction is
not a function of the wavelength.

1.6- / I

/ %/~n 1.95 -0.66i

0/
W 1.5- / \\

-\-n 1.74 -0.74i
0

1.0

005 0.10 0.15 0.20 025 0.30

Particle Diameter [Wrn]
Figure 1: Dispersion quotient as a function of referactive index

It is obvious that the technique is relatively sensitive to changes of the index of
refraction. Wittig and Lester [2] and Bro et al. [6] have provided detailed studies
on this relation. An additional problem is the observation that the functional dependency
between particle size and dispersion quotient is not always unique as can be seen from
Figure 1, a fact which is quite important with respect to absorbing particles such as
soot. A solution is found by employing a third wavelength as shown in Figure 2.

30-

2n= 1.95 - 0.66i

"E2.5--
=~ / 2 = 632.8 nm

o 2.0-

--------- X = 488 nm

1.01
0 0 .1 0 .2 0.3 o02 0.

Particle Diometer [pm]

Figure 2: Determination of the particle size by means of three wavelengths

As can be seen, for example, in employing an argon-ion and helium-neon laser (488 nm/633nm) particle sizes of 75 nm and 180 nm could be present. In utilizing a third wavelength

( 1152 nm for example ) a new dispersion quotient can be measured and the particle sizein the present case is determined to be 75 nm.

Up to now, only monodisperse particle distributions were considered. However, the
dispersion quotient as a function of particle size can also be calculated for particle
size distributions [7,8w . Relative to the mean particle diameter the maximum is changing
towards smaller diameters and will be somewhat flatter. This is illustrated in

3.0,I
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SOOT MEASUREMENTS IN A SMALL COMBUSTOR
The DQ-method has been employed at the Institute for Thermal Turbomachinery for a variety
of processes such as the analysis of unsteady two-phase flows [10] and the measurement
of tobacco smoke. As a standard procedure it is employed for the study of soot formation
mechanisms in fast homogeneous combustion processes in shock tubes.

In the present investigation direct measurements were made in a small combustor test
facility as shown in Figure 5. The measurements were made in two different planes at
different equivalence ratios f.

Temperature 0

Moss Flow Rote 1.

Pressure e Exhaust Gas

Burner

I •

1 2rWetol

Measurement Planes Combustion Chamber

Figure 5: Combustor test facility
It should be noted that the measurements were made without correction for the initial
intensity. Improvements, therefore, can be expected if this is incorporated into the
instrument. As the index of refraction of the soot formed in an oil-bu:ner is still
under discussion, the value n = 1.95 - 0.661 suggested by Senftleben and Benedict [11i
was chosen. As the earlier stages of the soot forming process were studied, it is obvious
that the positive slope of the curve as shown in Figure 6 was of relevance. Using an
argon-ion and a helium-neon laser the curve as shown in Figure 6 was employed in
evaluating the particle size.

1.6" X =/88nm

X2= 632.8nm

Z n 1.95-0.66i

0

1.2C01-

.!2

0
1.I.-

1.3 *II

0 0025 0.050 0.075 0.10o 0.125

Particle Diameter Ipm ]

Figure 6: Dispersion Quotient computed from exact solution to Lorenz-Mie theory
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The measurements were made in the larger context of a program studying the effects of

the fuel spray characteristics on the soot formation and on the pollutant emissions.

The pressure of the atomizer as well as the cone angles were changed over wide ranges.

It would lead too far in the context of this paper to discuss all the details. It should

be noted, though, that the particle diameter is increasing with increasing equivalence

ratio as expected. Furthermore, the mean volumetric diameter is considerably higher

at a later stage indicating agglomeration processes. However, a variety of influence

parameters is to be considered. For example, if the equivalence ratio is increased with

constant airflow rate it is obvious that the pressure atomizer induces a higher droplet

momentum and thus the structure of the flame is altered. Despite smaller fuel droplet

diameters with higher nozzle pressures, increasing soot production is observed due to

higher local equivalence. The measurements were highly reproduceable. Detailed tests

were made on the influence of the backround radiation, but it was found that its

importance is negligible. The results also agree quite well with measurements made at

other systems. It should be mentioned that earlier calibration measurements by Wittig

et al. [7] yielded extremely high accuracy.
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E
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1/0
1.02 100 0.99 0.97 0.96

19 20 21 22 23 24 25
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Figure 7: Soot particle size as a function of fuel pressure

THE MULTIPLE RATIO SINGLE PARTICLE COUNTER (MRSPC)

In addition to the measurements of particles in well-defined environments, the

determination of the particle emissions in an exhaust gas poses additional requirements
on the instrument: A relatively high concentration, the unknown shape of the particle

and the generally unknown index of refraction are inducing new difficulties. The
requirements can be summarized as follows:

1. In situ, non-intrusive measurements are necessary with high local resolution.

2. The size distribution is to be recorded independently of particle material and shape
in the range of interest for emission analysis (.2 micrometer to approximately 10

micrometer).

3. If the particle material such as in droplet measurements is known, the instrument
should cover a broader particle size range.

4. The influence of windows, background radiation and changes of index of refraction
within the gas atmosphere due to temperature gradients should be negligible.

The multiple ratio single particle counter, described by us at various occasions
[12,13,14,151, fulfills these requirements to a large extent. It was developed based
on suggestions by Gravatt [16] utilizing basic theoretical concepts introduced by
Hodkinson [17].

THEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL CONCEPT OF THE MRSPC

As described earlier, the MRSPC is utilizing the principle of light scattering. Figure
8 illustrates the schematic of the instrument as reported in other studies [12,14].
The light source is an argon-ion laser which is focused on the probe volume by a lens.

WA
t
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Figure 8: Schematic of the MRSPC

The receiving optics is arranged such that its focal point coincides with that of the
focusing lens. In passing through the probe volume, the light scattered by a particle
is made parallel by the receiving optics and separated by a sequence of annular irises
into four angle regions. The rings of the last iris are equipped with fiber optics which
guide the light to the appropriate photomultipliers. The signals which are proportional

to the scattered light intensity at the respective angle are processed by the
electronics. Here, various control functions are performed and the peaks of the signals
are determined. The peaks are dngletalzed and their ratios are formed using a
microcomputer.

The determining equation which describes the power of the scattered light under a
predetermined angle range is as follows:

p = o_2 _ = ( i( 02,s,n ) + 12 ( ei,a,n ) ) sine 2.se6 (3)

Here Ps is the scattering light power, Io is the intensity of the initial light

irradiating the particle, A is the llght wavelength, il and 12 are the Mie-intensity
functions, a = is d/ A the dimensionless particle size and n the complex index of
refraction, ei the scattering angle and Aei the size of the angu wtr range which is
associated with the mean scattering angle. By forming the ratio of the scattering light
power under two angles the influence of the Incoming light is eliminated as shown in
equation 4.

= P s e 2 ( i f( e2 1 'n ) + i 2 e 2 a 'n ) ) s i n e " 2
= - 2=2 0 -9 (4)

2g/r 1 a a 9 i( 81,t,n s + ein rato,n f sine l a e b i

The ratio, then, is only a function of the particle oize, the index of refraction and
the angle. The well-known problem of the position of the particle within the light beam
as observed in using a TEMoo-laser with Gaussian intensity distribution across the beam

diameter thus is largely eliminated due to the formation of the ratio. For examcle,
if only the scattering light power would be rrorpassage of a particle at
different locations through the beam would yield different results.

Figures 9a and 9b illustrate the scattering ratio for two different angle combinations.
Also, the effect of the complex part of the index of refraction, i.e. absorbing material,
is shown. As can be seen, the oscillations for non-absorbing particles lead to errors
in the order of approximately 20 % (compare [14,15]). In other words, if the curve for
absorbing material is used as a reference, the error in determining the particle size

for material of unknown index of refraction will be below 20 5.

I,
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Figure 9: tie-intensity ratios

It should be noted that despite forming the ratios errors can arise due to the
non-uniform size of the probe volume as seen by the receiving optics, i.e. that particles
passing through different areas of the probe volume will not necessarily induce identical
signals. This fact has been analysed by us in detail at various occasions [15]. In
applying appropriate statistical analysis and in optimizing the optical and electronic
design this error can be minimized. However, a lower particle size limit has to be
recognized.

The maximum size up to which the Mle-intensity ratios of non-absorbing particles
oscillate about those of absorbing particles depends on the angle ratios considered.
The particle counter used in the present study employs presently four angle ranges with
a measurement range from .25 up to approximately 10 micrometers. The influence of the
particle shape in this regime is relatively small [15,18]. It, therefore, is possible
to employ the MRSPC for the measurement of exhaust gas emissions, whereas its utilization
for soot formation measurements is limited. However, Samuelson et al. [19] have been
able to apply a modified design for the measurement of soot in its early status. With
respect to larger size parameters of particles of known index of refraction, the
instrument can be employed. However, as an extremely broad size range is to be
determined, the necessary dynamic range of the electronic yields considerable problems.

As has been mentioned n•rlier one of the problems under consideration was the question
of the importance of vc -ation of the index of refraction of the gas between the probe
volume and the receiving head. However, as the scattered light is recorded by radial
symmetric rings and as such over a relatively large integration regime, strong
dependencies on local temperature and thus index of refraction variations are not to
be expected. In this series of tests a bimodal particle distribution was used for test
purposes. As can be seen from Figure 10 the results employing latex spheres are excellent
for cold flow situations. The superposition of the temperature gradient between the
probe volume and the receiving optics practically did not change the results as can
be seen from Figure 10. The gradients were generated by means of a non-sooting flame
of a Bunsen burner with relatively high temperature gradients.

WITHOUT TEMPERATURE WITH TEMPERATURE GRADIENT
GRADIENT

C Co 0

U Q
C C
Ii U
C Co 0

0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 t S

Particle Diameter [pm] Particle Diameter[pm]

Figure 10: Influence of strong temperature gradients in measuring a bimodal particle
size distribution
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The importance of strong background radiation can be minimized by using relatively high
power lasers and small band filters.

A final source for errors is derived from a high density particle cloud between the
probe volume and the receiving optics. The scattered light which is emitted from a
particle passing through the probe volume can experience multiple scattering and
absorption. The relative extinction can be calculated by using equation 1 and for the
case of an assumed optical path length of 127 mm yields the results shown in Figure
11.

I . . ' " . . . .I . . . I ' ' ' ' . .

12 0,3 i.m
I1 - 0,5 Irn

1,0 - 110 PMtt

0.8 .x

0,6- 1 =127tun \

n = 1,56 - 0,57 i \
0,4-- X=: 88 tm

02-

0,0

'101 101 106 107 Particle 108
cm

3

Figure 11: Extinction as a function of particle concentration
As long as the particle distribution is homogeneous, the re'lative extinction is identical
for all angles and thus will not affect the results under ideal conditions. However
I at relatively high concentrations and high extinction it was observed that
inhomogeneities in the particle distribution will induce significant errors. As can
be seen from Figure 11 this effect is of no significance as long as the particle
concentration is below lO6 particles / cm

3
.

FUEL ATOMIZER
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COMPRESSOR GUIDE VANE CHAMBER
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COMPRESSOR ROTO TURBINE GUIDE VANE

Figure 12: Schematic of the gas turbine DEUTZ T-216
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EXHAUST MEASUREMENTS BEHIND A GAS TURBINE
Due to its relatively large dynamic range over approximately two orders of magnitude
and its insensitivity to the index of refraction and the particle shape, the MRSPC is
ideally suited for exhaust gas measurements. Early attempts were reported by Wittig
et al. on studies of automobile smoke emissions [20]. At that time the problems
associated with the non-uniform facts of probe-volume on the particle size as well as
the dynamic range of the electronics were not fully corrected. The present example
illustrates the application of the MRSPC to an exhaust gas measurement on the relatively
stringent conditions for exhaust measurements behind a small gas turbine as shown inFigure 12. The location of the measurement plane is indicated in Figure 12. In recording
typical samples of 10000 particles the measurement times were approximately a fewseconds. The flow velocity of the exhaust gas was - depending on the gas turbine loadbetween 20 m/s and 60 m/s. Due to the optimization of the data acquisition system
the evaluation of the data was practically online. The evaluation time of approximately
1000 particles is slightly about 1 s. The results for a typical experiment in the gas
turbine exhaust is illustrated in Figure 13.

25%-

C
0

0

L)
C
0

0 :
0 1 2 3

Particle Diameter [pm]

Figure 13: Typical particle size distribution in the exhaust gas of a gas turbine

The particle size distribution shows a mean value of about 1.3 micrometer. The
observation that the small particles are practically absent was initially somewhatsurprising. At present intensive studies are conducted to analyse the simultaneous
measurements of the soot formation process and the subsequent exhaust. However, the
present paper was primarily concerned with the technical aspect of the diagnostics.

CONCLUSIONS

In analysing gas turbine combustors, two major problems are arising from the soo t
formation. First, the soot forming processes that are to be studied require non-intrusive
optical instrumentation capable of monitoring large concentrations of very small
Particles with diameters generally smaller than .5 micrometer. The dispersion quotient
technique seems to be well-suited as a diagnostic tool. Its advantages are found in
the possibility of monitoring extremely high concentrations, its fairly high accuracy
and in its simple handling especially under extreme conditions of a gas turbine
combustor. The disadvantages derive from the fact that it is principally an integrating
optical technique thus yielding either monodisperse characteristic particle sizes or
requiring the assumption of the characteristic type of the distribution. Furthermore,
it is relatively sensitive to variations of the index of refraction.
The second major problem arises from the measurement of the soot emissions in exhaust
gases after the soot forming processes within the combustor. Here, considerably larger
particles of sizes above .2 micrometer at considerably lower concentrations are to berecorded. Under these conditions, the multiple ratio single particle counter leads to
excellent results. Desptte its limitations with respect to a maximum concentration its
major advantages are found in an insensitivity to the index of refraction and to thefact that particles deviating from the spherical shape are reccr-ýied with their equivalent
optical diameter thus yielding an averaging effeýct. As it is an actual single particle
counter, local particle size distributions can Lb! obtained. Furthermore, it was shown
that disturbances such as background radiation and temperature gradients are only ofrelatively small influence. The capabilities of the Instruments were demonstrated using
gas tur-bine co~mbustor flows.3
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DISCUSSION

O.Gulder, CA
If you change the index of refraction by 10% what would be the effect on measured droplet size! is it acceptable'!

Author's Reply
It depends on the region where you are. If you have small particles, a change of 10% would produce a 20% error. If you

have larger particles the error would be somewhat smaller.
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ABSTRACT

Ionic species with masses from 24 to 1x104 u have been studied in premixed, fuel-rich,

low-pressure acetylene and benzene flames by means of a time-of-flight mass spectrometer.

Total positive and negative ion concentrations in the flame were also determined by

sampling ions from a beam. The mass spectrum of positive poly-yne ions corresponds to

two different Poissen distributions for the groups C nH3 + and C2 n+IH3 + respectively. These

ions are not related to soot formation. The growth of polycvclic aromatic hydrocarbon

ions, however, could be followed up to a mass of about 2x101 u where coagulation started

resulting in ions of about 4x10
3 u which then grew further. The relative volume fractions

of charged and neutral soot was determined using a method of soot deposition in vacuum.

The results can be interpreted by a partial-equilibrium model. Polyhedral carbon ions

have been detected as a completely new class of flame ions similar to those founo in the

laser-evaporation of graphite. Cg. + is the dominant positive ion of this group, while C5 ,-

and a broad distribution of C with 2n up t about 210 are characteristic for the nega-

tive polyhedral ions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The number density of charge carriers in a hydrocarbon flame is only about 1/107 times

that of the total number density. Yet the variety of ionic species is of the same order

if not larger than that of the uncharged molecules. Particularly when flames are made

fuel-rich both the number of different neutral hydrocarbons with masses greater than that

of the original fuel molecule and the variety of heavy ions increase enormously [1]. It

is very difficult to follow the process of transition from large hydrocarbon molecules

to solid soot particles by only measuring the formation and depletion of uncharged species

using e.g. gaschromatography or mass spectrometry or a combination of both. Particularly

the large molecules or particles can much easier be detected in the ionized form in which

they occur naturally in the flames. The use of an artificial ion source for these par-

ticles may be rather inefficient and also changes them by fragmentation. The mass range

of the beginning of soot formation has not been satisfactorily explored by measuring only

the growth of neutral particles. The growth of ionized species, however, can be followed

right through this transition region up to larger particles.

But not only its importance for the understanding of soot formation makes the study of

large ions in flames a somewhat exotic but nevertheless fascinating field in combustion

science. Their mass and molecular composition with respect to C/H/O can be compared to

those of the higher aliphatic and polycyclic aromatic compounds. Many plausible similari-

ties are found since most of the ionic species result from a reaction of an ion with a

neutral precursor. But there are also ionic structures which are not possible for un-

charged molecules. Very unexpected particles such as the polyhedral carbon ions can be

found in sooting flames [2]. Striking differences show up between positively and nega-

tively charged species and for ions in flames from different fuels [3, 4].

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1 The Flames

Premixed, flat low-pressure flames of acetylene/oxygen and benzene/oxygen were used.

They burned on water-cooled sintered disk burners of 7.5 cm diameter in a pressure range

of 26.6 - 40 mbar. Details of the preparation of the burning mixtures and the stabiliza-
tion of the flames have been published before [5]. As the structure of these flames is

relatively well-known with regard tothe concentration profiles of many neutral species

and of the temperature [6] they were only sampled for molecular ions and larger charged
particles in these studies.

S. . . . . . . . .i .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .
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2.2 The Analysis of Charged Species

The method of sampling the flames was always the same but the analysis of the diffe-
rent charged particles varied. Conical quartz probes were used to form a supersonic beam
containing the ions. The expansion of the free jet to molecular flow conditions took place
under zero electric field (7]. As the masses of the positive and negative ions in the
flame covered a very l.argc rmnT- different methods of separating and detecting them had
to be applied:

(a) To measure the total positive and negative ion number densities in the flame a Faraday
detector having a cross section larger than that of the beam was used. it was biased nega-
tively or positively for positive or negative ions, respectively. In addition, ions could
be reflected by a grid in front of the detector to which a varying repelling voltage was
applied. This energy filter allowed a rough mass analysis of the particles with masses in
the range 103, m45xl04 u (8].

(b) For the analysis of charged soot particles with m ý,104 u a collimated beam of ions
was led through the electric field of a plate capacitor in a second vacuum chamber. A
suitable voltage was applied to the plates to deflect the charged particles. After travel-
ling over a field-free length they were deposited together with the uncharged soot par-
ticles on an electrically grounded glass plate. From the pattern of the deposits the rela-
tive amounts of neutral soot and charged soot of either sign, a rough mass analysis of
the particles, and the evidence of doubly charged soot particles were obtained [9].

(c) To gain a better mass resolution of the large molecular ions and also of the small
charged soot particles (m S 2x 04 U) time-of-flight mass spectrometry was applied. Fig. 1
shows a schematic view of the experimental set-up.

CAH + 0

~ Cooling water
Flame

20...45 mbar

moobr 0 j
1 ---- K -si

10- 6 mbar IIL
Ion tr T --------.....

ýtra t Flight Chonnettron- K: 2400 V

puijse A~2600V tube Multiplier 0: 0 V
-32,OV 1p inF
5 k-~z 6kVW

(negative Ions)

(K: *2500V) 50 k

SM

Fig. 1 Scheme of the flame sampling system and the time-of-flight mass spectrometer
for heavy positive and negative ions

*The ion beam was collimated by a rectangular slit in a skimmer and a second slit into a
TOP mass spectrometer. Positive ions were drawn by a -300 V rectangular 5 kHz pulse to an
accelerating grid (-2.6 kV) and into a 55 cm long field-free tube, my applying the same

*negative pulseto the back plate of the deflecting region and reversing the accelerating
voltage negative ions could be separated as well. A channeltron electron multiplier served
as the detector, the signal of which was amplified and fed into a gated boxcar averager
F10]. S S
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(d) Using a fourth method described elsewhere mass and velocity analysQs of small
charged soot particles of either sign in the range 103 < m < 104 u were performed by means
of a Wien velocity filter combined with an energy discriminator [10]
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Fig. 2 Profiles of total ion number 080
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flame with C/O = 1.05 ^],
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figures)

3. TOTAL NUMBER DENSITIES

Two typical profiles of the total number densities of positively and negatively charged
species in a low-pressure slightly sooting C1H 2/02 flame are shown in Fig. 2. The oxida-
tion zone and the soot forming zone can clearly be distinguished by the profiles of
charged particles. The ionization is less strong in the oxidation zone (up to about 12 mm
of height from the burner) where chemi-ionization of small radicals is the prevailing
mechanism of charge generation. The difference in the profiles in this zone can be ex-
plained by a relatively high concentration of free electrons which cannot be measured by
method (a). In the preheating zone below 2 mm of height electrons are attached to neutral
molecules or radicals (see 4.2) because of the low temperature. As the temperature in-
creases large hydrocarbon molecules with high electron affinities such as the poly-ynes
are formed from which negative ions can be formed by dissociative attachment causing the
free electron concentration to decrease.

At the beginning of the soot forming zone there is a steep ±ncrease in the ionization
by more than an order of magnitude which is even larger as the flame is made more fuel-
rich. After reaching a maximum some mm downstream from the maximum of temperature the ion
number densities decrease more slowly by charge recombination. The higher concentration of
positively charged particles in the burned gas where the soot particles have grown to a
diameter of 5 - 10 nm [11] cannot yet be explained conclusively. The concentration of
free electrons should be relatively low but it is unlikely that there is a net positive
space charge in the burned gas. The reason for the discrepancy might be that very large
positively charged sout particles could not be prevented from reaching the detector when
measuring negative ion currents applying method (a). Measurements of energy distributions
showed that in this region of the flame positively charged particles are heavier on the
average than their negative counterparts. The seeming unbalance of charge becomes smaller
with lower maximum flame temperature 112].

Fig. 3 gives an impression of the development of the icnization in the burned gas with
increasing C/O ratio. The visual threshold of soot formation in C2E/0 2 flames lies at
about 0.95 but the profiles of positive ions indicate that the formation of large and more
easily ionizable particles begins at C/O ratios between 0.85 and 0.90. The shift of the
profiles to greater distances from the burner with increasing C/O corresponds to a general
shift of the flame reaction zone when burning richer mixtures. The small peaks in the pro-
files are considered artefacts due to an unknown interaction between the sampling nozzle
and the flame. This is also observed in the profile of negative ions.
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4. INDIVIDUAL GROUPS OF IONS

4.1 Positive Alkapoly-yne Ions

Ions of this kind are derived from the addition of a proton to alkapoly-ynes of the
general formula C2 nH 2 (n = 2,3,4,...)giving alkapoly-ynium ions of the type C2 nHi and to
alkapolyenyliden radicals (or corresponding carbenes) of the general formula C2 +IH 2
(n = 1,2,3,...) giving C2 n+1 Hs÷. Both groups of ions exhibit a mass distribution with one

maximum in the enveloping curve. See Fig. 4 which shows these groups of ions in the mass
range up to about 170 u at two different
heights in a sooting C2H2 /0 2 flame. Ions
up to C1•1 N+can already be found in non-
sooting flames. The ions with low odd
rumbers of C atoms are more abundant than
those with low even numbers but this f
iifference vanishes for ions with many C
atoms. Therefore the centre of the
distribution of the C2 n+IH 3 ÷ lies at a /7 :6mm
lower mass by about one C atom than that
of the C nH 

t
. The distribution of both

groups of ions can well be described by
Poisson distributions. Their centres are
shifted to larger numbers of C atoms with
increasing height in the flame and with
increasing C/O ratio (8]

Neutral poly-ynes, C2 nH 2 , are a major
group of hydrocarbons in fuel-rich and =7mm
particularly in sooting flames.
of the carbenes, C2n-1H , only C,X2 has
been detected till now[?3].The neutral
poly-ynes have in common with the
respective protonated species that they I I I I
are formed later than the less unsatura-
ted molecules (ions) and reach their 0 20 100 300 f 1000
maxima at the end of the oxidation zone
or shortly thereafter. In contrast to
the ions, however, there is no Poisson
distribution of the neutral species, the Fig. 4 Mass spectra of poly-yne and PAH ions
concentrations of which decrease monoto- at two different heights in a sooting
nously with higher number of C atoms, a C2i2/02 flame (CIO = 1.

1 2
,vu =60 cm s-1

consequence of their relation by partial p = 27 mbar)
equilibria . Furthermore, the
series of alkapoly-ynes is guided by
acetylene while the C2UH+ is practically
absent from the flames.

4.2 Light Negative Ions

Much less is known about negative ions in fuel-rich hydrocarbon flames. After the
pioneering work of Green (14] Goodings et al. reported about negative ions in methane/
oxygen flames (15] and Hayhurst et al. studied acetylene/oxygen flames along these lines
[16]. Atmospheric pressure flames were used in all cases.

The two maxima of total negative ionization in the oxidation zone (Fig. 2) can be
attributed to different groups of ions. More than 90 percent of the ions in the first
maximum are anions of saturated alkamonoacids CnH2n_102 (1 5 n 5 6) of unsaturated acids
CnH 5O0- (n = 3-5, m = 2n-3, 2n-5) and of the alkadiacids CnH2 n. 3 0j- (2 5 n 5 6). Since in
a flame ion mass spectrum each ion is represented by only one peak and not by a charac-
teristic fragmentation pattern the formulae have been proposed not only according to the
mass. Characteristic mess differences of related peaks due to the CH 2 group and a typical
behaviour of the different groups of anions under different burning conditions (C/o ratio,
temperature) support this assumption. The decomposition of acid anions at temperatures
above 500 to 600 K is the reason for the minimum of the total negative ion concentration
at a height of 4 - 5 rim in the flame (see Fig. 2). It must be assumed that these ions
decompose into free electrons and neutral molecules or radicals since other anionic pro-
ducts would have been detected. The larger acid anions decompose faster than those with
a lower mass.

The negative ions of the second maximum are mainly those derived from the poly-ynes
and have the composition C2,1- and C2 n (1 5 n S 10). They are still present in the
burned gas although their concentration decreases after the second negative ionization
maximum (8] . The concentrations of the smaller representatives of these groups, C2 H, C-,
are the only ones that decrease with increasing C/o while those of the ions with more
C-atoms increase, the more the larger they are. The over-all concentration of the C2n-
ions is between 10 and 20 % of that of the C2nH- group depending on the burning conditions.

In contrast to the positive poly-ynic ions those with an odd number of C atoms in the
chain are less abundant. While with an even number of C atoms those with one hydrogen
atom (C2nH-) are dominating it is the C2n+- group that is relatively more frequent than
C2n÷IH- ions or even particles with a composition C2 n+IH2. With increasing chain length

r[

[q
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(2n+1 > 7), however, the odd carbon anions with one and two H atoms increase in abundance
relative to the C 2n tS)

The general formulae HCnO (2 S n S 10) and C 0 (2 5 n S 4) can be assigned to otherions in the second maximum. They are ions derive3 
from the respective ketenes. Those withan even number of C atoms are relatively more abundant. Their profiles in the flamessuggest that they are thermally more stable than the acid anions but less long-lived thanthe poly-ynic anions. They are not found at greater heights in the burned gas of sooting

flames.

4.3 Aromatic Ions
Aromatic ions in flames were first reported by Calcote et al. [1] and by Delfau et al.[17]. In C2H 2/O2 flames with C/o > 0.55 aromatic ions are formed early in the oxidationzone. To these belong the ions with only one aromatic ring system such as the benzylium

(C7M?), phenylvinylium (CaH7 +), phenylpropinylium (C9 M7 +) and the protonated naphthalene(CiaHs+). From its behaviour in the flame the protonated benzene, (C,H7+), although notaromatic, can also be counted to this group. These ions decompose or are oxidized stillwithin the oxidation zone at temperatures higher than about 1400 K.
At a C/O ration > 0.6 also aromatic ions with more than one ring appear in the oxidationzone (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon ions, PAH ions). First only those with two or threerings are formed. The three-ring ion phenalenylium (C 1 3 H9+, see Fig. 4) is one nf the most

prominent PAH ions but also ions with a short side-chain such as the naphthylmethylium
(C11HM+) and the vinylphenalenylium (C 5 HM1 1

4
) are formed. Two- and three-ring PAM ions alsodisappear again still within the oxidation zone at about the same temperature as the mono-ring ions, see Fig. 10. With increasing C/O ratio PAH ions with four and more condensedrings appear. In the mass range < 350 u the abundance of the ions with an even and an oddnumber of C atoms is alternating, those with an odd number prevailing. In PAH ions withan odd number of C atoms and no side chains the positive charge can be delocalized withinthe aromatic s-electron system which makes them more stable. Two very noticeable repre-

sentatives of these are benzo(cd)pyrenylium (C 1 9H1 1 +) and benzo(fg)tetracenylium (C2 1 H1 3 +).With an even number of C atoms the positive charge must be located outside the aromatic
ring system.

The mass distribution of the heavier PAH ions can be represented by a Gauss function,
the maximum of which is shifted to larger masses with longer reaction time in the flame,see Fig. 4. According to the mass of the most condensed ring systems they contain up toabout 50 rings in sooting flames. Ions with four and more rings do not disappear complete-
ly at the end of the oxidation zone but can be detected in the burned gas.

Negative aromatic ions have not conclusively been found in acetylene flames. They
occur, however, in benzene flames in which case they probably always contain one or two
oxygen atoms (13.

4.4 Polyhedral Carbon Ions

Fig. 5 shows three outstanding peaks at the end of the mass spectrum of the positivePAH ions. They belong to another group of large ions which are formed at the end of theoxidation zone in sooting flames and also persist in the burned gas. This group of bothpositive and negative ions with the composition C2 n and C 2 +1HM (x 5 2) has been detectedfor the first time by us in acetylene and benzene flames 02] . For the positive ions 2nlies between 30 and 90 while for the negative species the range even extends up to2n S 210. Ions with an even number of C atoms are more abundnnt by factors between 10 and100 than the neighbouring particles with odd numbers.Probably the same ions but not with
such a broad distribution of masses have
been found when graphite was evaporated
by absorption of intense laser radiation 29[18). Since particles with even numbers h 11.5mm
of C atoms are particularly stable Kroto
et al. assume that they must be closed
spherical shells of carbon atoms (19)
but ellipsoidal structures are possible 60
as well. The closed shells would consist
of six- and five-membered carbon rings.
We therefore call them polyhedral car-
bon ions.

In benzene flames the positive poly-
hedral ions smaller than C60, can better 1 57
be distinghuished from the heavy PAH ions
since the concentration of the latter
steeply decreases at the end of the oxi-
dation zone. A mass spectrum is shown in
Fig. 6. The most striking observation is , _ , • _ _ ,. ,. ,.,the high abundance of the C60 + ion. 4 60 0Furthermore, C +, C * and C70+ are U
relatively abundant 1n accordance with the
results of the graphite vaporization ex- Fig. 5 Three prominent positive polyhedralperiments. While in acetylene flames the ions at the end of the PAH ion masssmallest detectable polyhedral ion is spectrum (C2 1 2/0 2 = 1.0, vu = 42 cm s-a

p = 27 mbar)

i-
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C.0 4 there are ions down to C+ in benzene
flames. The relative abundance of the posi- h 20mm
tive polyhedral ions with a number of C
atoms Z 60 is not much different in ben-
zene and acetylene flames. The total concen-
trationof polyhedral ions is about twice as
high in benzene as in acetylene flames
when compared at C/O ratios where both
flames form the same amount of soot. (a)

The mass distribution of negative poly-
hedral ions is distinctly different.
Examples from an acetylene and a benzene
flame are given in Fig. 7a,b. While the ions
smaller than C, 0 - display almost the same
relative abundance as the corresponding
positive ions the larger ions cover a much
more extended mass range up to about C2 , 0 -.
In benzene flames there is a bimodal mass
distribution with maxima at C,,- and C 2 - I I
and a minimum at C - C6 u- is more abun- 500 100 200 m
dant than its direct even-numbered neigh- u
bours but its intensity cannot be compared
to that of C6 0 +. The mass spectrum of the
negative ions heavier than about C a- is
quasi-continuous with no single mass peak
standing out. This part is similar in ace- n -
tylene and benzene flames apart from the ¢T3 50
somewhat different position of the maximum
at Cso- in benzene and at about Coo- in C8 2
acetylene flames. The branch around C$0"
is more pronounced in benzene flames.

A maximum in the distribution both of
positive and negative ions with odd num-
bers of C atoms lies at about C•,H. For
negative ions a weak second maximum was
found near C7 8 H2 - (not discernible in Fig. 7).

'n

iosmr3

CM00

CZa

SUu500 1000 s 10 me,
C+

0
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Fig. 7ab Mass spectrum of negative polyhedral
ions frcr a
(a) C2 C.2/0 2 flame (C/O = 1.12,

vu = 42 cm s1, p = 27 mbar)

(b) benzene/02 flame (C/o = 0.86,
C32A ZL 42 cms-', h= 10inm,

r=27 mbar)

400 600 800 1000 .1]
U

Fig. 6 Mass spectrum of positive polyhe-
dral ions from a benzene/02 flame
(C/o = 0.76, vu= 42 cms-

1

h 15 min~p =27 mbar)
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When burning a benzene-ds flame no mass shift of polyhedral ions of either sign containing

an even number of C atoms was detectable. This confirms the fact that also in flames these

particles do not contain hydrogen. There was, however, a hydrogen content in ions of

either sign with an odd number of C atoms, C2 n+IHx : If 2n Z 60 negative tons contain two

hydrogei, atoms whereas for 2n < 60 one H atom per ion was observed for most species, par-

ticularly for positive ions. Nothing is known so far about the number density of neutral

polyhedral carbon in sooting flames but it is very probable that it exists.

5. CHARGED SOOT PARTICLES

With the mass spectrometers used charged soot particles can be distinguished from the

molecular ions with a more or less well-defined composition by the following criteria:

The charged soot particles occupy-the mass range beyond that of the PAH and the polyhedral

ions. Their mass distribution is continuous with a smooth enveloping curve.No individual

mass peaks can be distinguished as in the case of the polyhedral ions and no particular

masses are standing out from the distribution. They are the species with the largest

growth rate by far. The variation of their mass distributions indicate both growth by coa-

gulation of large particles and by the addition of small particles. The total ionization

increases steeply when they appear and begin to grow.

5.1 Positively Charged

The Figs. 4 and 8 a,b illustrate the je- -.-.. .h= 11hmm
velopment of the mass distribution of the"---- --

positively charged soot particles in a_ :

C 2H2 /0 2 flame. At a height of 6 mm single - I

PAH ions in the mass range 140 to 450 u

are clearly visible in the spectrum. At
7 mm the PAH ions with masses lower than
about 3xi0 u have decreased while a con- - -

tinuous background mass distribution which -L ý- 4
is already indicated at 6 mm develops and A

is first centered at about 4x10' u. At
11 mm (Fig. 8a) the lower mass range is
dominated by the poly-ynium ions but the
PAH in the mass Mange 300 to 450 u are
still discernible on the left flank of the
underlying continuous distribution shown
with a lower resolution. Its centre has now
moved to about 7x10 u while its upper end

extends to 2x10 u. It can clearly be seen

that a second maximum in the continuous m 3
mass distribution develops at about T 1  2 3 456789 x1O

4x10
3 u leaving a minimum around 2x10 u.

The further growth of the continuous di -

stribution with the maximum at 7x10' u
now does not continue as in the way before. - - - - h 12m
Instead it fades out while its centre is T --I-
only being shifted to about 1.2x10' u. In .. t .
the same time the larger charged particles
grow strongly in concentration and their
maximum is shifted to 5 - 6x10

3 u exten- (b)
ding to 10x10' u and leaving still a mini-
mum around 2 xi0' u (see Fig. 8b). [-

The appearance of a minimum in the mass _A F .
range around 2x103 u which corresponds to J .

150 - 160 C atoms pier particle and of at4
maximum at about 4x103 u in the very early I-p'IJI
stage of soot formation is an indication ["..
of an effective coagulation process of - -_
particles with a mass around 2x10

3 
u.

The further growth of the soot particles .. I....

and their mass distribution has been -z- 1 ' 3 I 5 6 7 8 9 l~a10

studied by the experimental methods (a), 0 u 2

(b), and (d) (see above)[3,io]. The results
for the C2 H2 /02 flame with C/O = 1.12,
VU = 42 cm s-1 are in short: With increa- Fig. 8a,b Mass distributions of large posi-
sing height in the flame the mass distri- tive PAh ions and small charged

bution of the positively charged soot par- soot particles at 11 mm (am and

ticles broadens and its centre is shifted 12 msw (b) in a CtHo/cO flame

rapidly to larger masses (20 mm: 2x10' u; showing the effect of Coagulation.

25 mm: 6x10' u; 40 mm: >3xl0
3 u (d t 8 nm). The resolved peaks on the left are

In more fuel-rich flames the growth rate due to poly-yne ions.(Conditions
ishgr as in Fig. 7a)is higher.
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5.2 Negatively Charged

Negatively charged soot particles and their mass distribution showaa different behaviour.
There is no analogous growth of negative PAH ions nor is there a minimum in the mass di-
stribution at 2x10

3 
u or a second maximum starting at some thousand mass units as in the

case of positively charged soot particles. Mass distributions of large negatively charged
particles obtained by energy-discriminating methods have shown that, although the absolute
maxima in these distributions remain at a few thousand mass units (mostly pr.lyhedral ions),
these distributions develop long and broad tails extending to very large masses with in-
creasing height in the flame. Since the distributions of positively charged particles also
become very flat and broad not much difference is found in the distributions of very large
particles of either sign if measured above 20 mm of height using methods that can only de-
tect particles with m > 2x104 u [9].

Relative soot voLume fradions T1% Diameter
5o ~ l,, rcin Temperature na

5.3 Son-'. Volume Fractions 
1 2100

The development of the total volume frac- 90 -T_-- -0
tions,)% of charged and neutral soot par- - // -2000
ticles with masses t 2x104 u (d • 3 nm) is
shown in Fig. 9. The points are experimental - /
values [12] while the full lines have been .... 1900
calculated using a partial-ionization-equi- 70 -"T'
librium model [9] . Both the experiment and 70T
the model show that the ionization of the 1800
particles withmn 8x10 3 

u starts at about /15 mm above the burner, apart from a small El][e-
fraction of charge that remains on the 109Cm- /o
particles from the non-equilibrium chemi- 50 -2- o
ionization processes in the oxidation zone.
The volume fraction of charged soot increa-
ses up to a height of about 40 mm followed .
by a slow decrease (not shown). In this /
flame the volume fraction of positively d[[1-
charged soot is larger than that with a 30 - -3
negative charge. This deficit of negative 1
charge on the large particles is balanced
by the larger number density of negative -
polyhedral ions and poly-yne ions. At /1
heights larger than 25 mm a small soot /
fraction carries two elementary positive 10 /.[e-]'10
charges per particle. The calculated con-
centration of free electrons is low and
decreases with temperature. 10 20 30 40

In sooting flames of lower temperature Height above the burrner/mm
the soot fractions of either sign are nearly Fig. 9 Experimental and calculated relative
equal. The fraction of negatively charged volume fractions of charged and neu-
soot can be increased over that with tral soot with experimental curves for
positive charge by seeding the flame with the mean particle diameter, d, tempe-
easily ionizable metal salts, e.g. CsCI rature,T and number density,Z , of
[ 9] negative molecular ions.

(Conditions as in Fig. 7a)

6. DECAY AND GROWTH OF CHARGED SPECIES IN RELATION TO NEUTRAL HYDROCARBONS

One purpose of the study of charfin species in fuel-rich flames is to draw conclusions
as to the growth and decay of large neutral hydrocarbons, particularly of thosu which es-
cape direct observation. By far the main chemical conversions in the flame take p'.ace by
:eactions of nc':tral particJis. This also concerns the formation of higher hyCrsc'arbons
ard of soot. But :tuace air:zt eery group of related species (poly-ynes, IAH etc.1 has its
ionic pendent and a great deal of the reactions of ions are ion-molecule reactions the ions
being formed and conbmed 'n flames are closely related to tie peal of neutral reactants
and products.

Similar behaviour in many respects has been found where the profiles of the neutral
species and the related ions could be measured separately. But there are also significant
differences within and between the groups of neutral and ionic particles. Important rea-
sons for these differences are an enhanced reactivity of most ions, a variation of the pro-
ton and electron affinities and the ionization potentials within and between the groups
and the demand for local electroneutrality in the flame. The latter has also an influence
on the diffusional transport. Because of statistical reasons the differences due to the
reactivity and the electrical properties of the particles can be expected to become smaller
at higher temperature and with larger particles.
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6.1 Poly-yne Ions

?Poly-yne ions (C2 n )H.4) are the smallest of the larger hydrocarbon ions in flames.
They could be followed up to C H +. Similarities to neutral poly-ynes are the following:
They are formed in the hotter reglon of the oxidation zone and reach their maxima almost
simultaneously at the end of it. Their relative rates of consumption downstream from the
oxidation zone increase with increasing mass, but absolutely the rate of decay is slow
compared to that of the small PAM ions at the end of the oxidation zone so that they still
have an appreciable concentration in the burned gas. The difference to the neutral poly-
ynes lies in their mass distribution (two Poisson distributions) and its variation with
temperature. The experiments indicate that there is a rapid equilibration between the con-
centrations of the poly-yne ions. Although they are the dominating low-mass positive ions
in the region of soot formation they hardly have any relation to it: As direct precursors
of charged soot particles, they are too small and as building bricks for growing particles
their concentration is far too low compared to that of neutral C2Hz and C4112 . As with
neutral poly-ynes prolongation of the carbon chain does not lead to the formation of very
large ions or molecules, respectively.

6.2 PAH Ions

The next steps of growth can only take place in two dimensions via aromatic systems.
Again both growth and decay control the concentratior. profiles of the aromatic ions al-
though in a way different from those of the poly-yne ions. In the first lower-temperature
region of the oxidation zone there is a relatively rapid formation of aromatic ions up to
masses considerably larger than those of the largest poly-yne ions. In contrast to the
"one-dimensional" poly-yne ions some of the PAH ions attain a more stable structure than
others, such as the phenalenylium. As the temperature increases to >1400 K the decay (or
oxidation) of the aromatic ions starts but it mainly affects PAH ions up to a mass of
about 350 u. These ions reach their maxima at about the same height and decay more or less
simultaneously and with a similar rate. It is very probable that poly-yne ions are pro-
ducts of this decay since it takes place in the flame zone where the number density of the
poly-yne ions increases. A mere charge transfer to neutral C2 n(+ 1 H3 species cannot be an
effective process since the concentration of such radicals is so low that they have not
yet been detected in these flames. Fig. 10
shows the decay of a representative small n
PAH ion in the oxidation zone and its re- cm-
appearance at great heights in the burned T/K
gas together with the profile of a repre-
sentative poly-yne ion. Thus, the decay of / .2000
the smaller PAH ions to poly-yne ions seems ,ltT/
to be in some way reversible when the

temperature in the burned gas has dropped 1600
below about 1400 K. The decay of smaller
PAR at higher temperature and a reap- "10
pearance when the burned gas cools has also '

been observed for neutral PAH [20]. 1200

The larger PAH ions also display maxima EH'
in their profiles but these are shifted
toward greater heights with increasing mass
indicating consumption by growth to larger
particles rather than decomposition to
smaller ions. There is no more preference
for odd-numbered PAH ions but species with 0
a minimum of H atoms are still preferen- 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 30 40 50 60
tially formed. During the growth up to a Heightabove teburner/mm
mass of more than 103 u no bimodal mass

distribution appears. This is an indica-
tion for growth mainly by the addition of Fig. 10 Decay and reapoeard'-' of a small
small hydrogen-poor neutral hydrocarbons representative zt{i -:. in relation to
enlarging the two-dimensional aromatic profiles of a representative poly-
system at this stage rather than by ynium ion and the temperature
coagulation starting a qrowth in three (Conditions as in Fig. 5)
dimensions.

In the range from naphthalene (128 u) to corenene (300 u) the maximum concentrations of
neutral PAH in many sooting flames decrease on the average by one order of magnitude with
an increase in mass of about 80 u [21]. The growth and the change in number density of
neut-al PAH with m > 300 u , however, has not yet bWen observed directly. A single older
mass spectrum from a very rich flame covering the range from 350 to 550 u shows that this
rough relation is not valid for m Z 350 u [22] The mass spectLa of the PAH ions also show
that >eginning from this mass range the amount of carbon that goes into the larger par-
ticles increases.

6.3 Coagulation

Mass growth by coagulation is the next step. That coagulation of soot particles takes
place has long been known from the decrease in their number density during growth. But
"the beginning of the coagulation causing a transient bimodal mass distribution has first
been observed by us while measuring the growth of large ionized PAH. At the height where
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the coagulation begins (Fig. 8a,b) the strong extra ionization of the growing soot par-
ticles has not yet started. Therefore the variation in the number density and the mass
distribution of the positively charged particles reflect the variation ir, the mass distri-
bution also of the uncharged particles. Measurements using method (b) have shown that at
this stage the volume fraction of uncharged soot is more than 99 % (see Fig. 9).

6.4 Polyhedral Ions

Formation and decay of polyhedral ions is tofally different from that of all other
charged species. The principle that can be recognized so far is the following: There is
no indication that polyhedral ions grow from smaller aromatic or poly-ynic species. The
order of appearance has nothing to do with increasing mass. The polyhedral ions seem to
appear as soon as the smallest soot particles have been forred. In benzene flames this
occurs already within the oxidation zone. The most stable of the polyhedral ions appear
first. The less stable are formed later. In non-sooting flames there are large PAH ions
but no polyhedral ions. It is our working hypothesis that the polyhedral ions are formed
from the very small soot particles probably by partially oxidative attack as soon as these
have begun their three-dimensional growth.

In the zone of maximum temperature and shortly thereafter there is a partial decay
(or oxidation) of these ions. The degree of decomposition is largest for the ions that
have been formed late, i.e. the less stable. In the region of largest increase of the
soot mass where no more oxidation is possible their concentration remains constant, apart
from a slight increase of the particularly stable C6 0 . This shows that they are not
formed from larger soot particles, that they are comparatively stable at high temperature
in a non-oxidizing environment and that they are not re-incorporated into the soot. Their
mass range is limited and they do not grow by coagulation with themselves. Further in-
vestigations of these interesting carbon species in flames are beingundertaken.

This work has received financial support from the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and the
Fonds der Chemischen Industrie which is gratefuZZy acknowledged.
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DISCUSSION

O.Gulder, CA
Would you expect the same sort of profile if you were to have a diffusion flame?

Author's Reply
The profile will not be the same but one knows that in diffusion flames the soot formation starts where the oxidation zone
touches the pyrolysis zone, and I wouldn't be astonished if you also see all these ions in diffusion flames.

V
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RATES OF FORMATION OF SOOT FROM HYDROCARBON FLAMES AND ITS DESTRUCTION

J. Mullins, B. Simmons, A. Williams*

* Department of Fuel and Energy, The University of Leeds, LS2 9JT

SUMMARY

In the first part of the paper the equations that have been proposed in the
literature to describe the rate of soot formation in hydrocarbon flames are surveyed.
Recent work in this laboratory using a shock tube to measure soot formation rates is
outlined and the correlation equation proposed compared with that of other workers.

Data on the rate of combustion of soot particles are also outlined and combined
with recent measurements in this laboratory to give an overall soot oxidation rate
expression.

The two equations are combined to give an expression suitable to describe soot
formation and burn out for gas turbines and tested to a limited degree.

1. Introduction

One of the requirements for the successful design of a gas turbine combustor is
the ability to predict the concentration of soot particles from a knowledge of the fuel
concentrations in the early combustion region, and to predict its burn-out in leaner
regions.

The amount of soot produced is generally too small to influence the rate of heat
release, and, in principle, its rate of formation can be calculated from a knowledge of
the hydrocarbon and oxygen concentrations if an appropriate correlation equation is
known. In general, the soot concentration is given by [1]

dc dcf dcOXID-= (1)
dt dt dt

where c is the actual soot concentration, dcf/dt is the rate of smgt formation which is
a function of hydrocarbon and oxygen concentrations, temperature and pressure; and
dcoXiD/dt is the rate of oxidation of soot particles which takes place in the leaner
zones of the combustion chamber.

Soot formation in flames is generally envisaged as taking place in three
conceptually separate consecutive stages. The initial transformation of the original
fuel into a particulate system is known as nucleation. The small spherical particles
first produced then increase in size in the growth stage (via surface growth and
coagulation), and finally, fully grown particles arrange themselves into chains by
aggregation [2]. The processes involved are illustrated schematically below:

Paraffins-. ethynes

nIncipient surface small soot
nucleation particlee

liquid droplets soot particles growth (neutral and•
with high C/H I charged 9S t

aromatics-• aromatic Iradicals 
+

flame ions
soot

Whilst it is possible to describe the individual steps leading to soot formation
[3), in most pra-tical cases it is necessary to employ global kinetics to link the
concentration of the initial hydrocarbon to the rate of soot formation.

Tesner et al [4) described the formation of soot particles in an acetylere
hydrogen diffusion flame using the branched-chain process of Semenov [5), the radical
nuclei formation step being given by:

dn/dt = no + (f - g)n - g Nn (2)
0 0

where n is the concentration of active particles, no is the spontaneous origination rate
of active partltcles, f is the linear branching coefficient, g is the linear termination
coefficient, go is the coefficient of linear termination on soot particles and N is the
concentration of soot particles. The rate of nuclei formation was related to fuel
concentration by the following expression:
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'0 = 1013 N (3)

whr 0 iS the assumed frequency factor, N,. is the acetylen~e concentration, K is the

activation energy, R is the gas constant and T is the temperature.

The rate of formation of soot particles was given byt

dN/dt = (a - buWn (4)

where a and b are constants.

Essentially the same two-step model was adopted by Magnussen [6] to model soot
formation, in turbulent flames, good agreement between prediction and experiment being
cited for the variation of mean soot coaceatrationo along the axis of pure acetylene
flames.

The most generally used expression, derived foi direct-injection diesel engine use
and therefore applicable to high pressure situations is tbht due to Khan et al [7]:

dS V
- = C _ u 

3 
PU -ES/RTu (5)

dt V NTp

where C. is the soot form, tion rate coefficient.¶, V, anid VNTp are the volumes of the soot
formation zone and cylind]er contents at NT? respectively, d, in the local uniirnt
equivalence ratio, P. is the partial prmesure of unbutnt fuel, Fs is the activation
energy for soot formation, R is the universal gas constant and Tu is thu local
temperature for soot formation.

I. similar expreasion was cited by Naegeli et al [8] to correlatde relative soot
concentrations in a gas turbine lombuetor;

S = A(F/A)
3

.42
5 

,xp(-b/T) (6)

where S is the relative soot concentration, A is an arbitrary pre-exponential factor and
1, is an Arrhenius type temperature coefficient. The relutive soot concentration was
strongly dependent on the fuel/air ratio, consistent with the equ-tions of Khan et al
[7].

More recently, hiloyasu et al [93 developed a mathcmatical model for predicting
the rate of heat releas.,, the concentration of exhaust nitric oxide and soot in swirl-
chamber type (indirect injection) diesel engines. The rate of soot formation was cited
as being strongly affected by the concentration of unburned total hydrocarbon in the
flame, and was given by:

dsf A TC1 T-10 --40,000

dt IP"

where PT7 " and Po 2 are the partial pressures of unburned total hydrocarbon and oxygen
respectively. The soot oxidation rate incorporated the findings of Nagle aPn
Striciland-Constable [10).

Farmer et al [11) citing previous work [12), presented a similar expression (or
the rate of soot formation in a jet-stirred reactor:

RF ATa C HCb C02c exp(-E/RT) (I)

where NF is the soot formation rate and A, a,b•c, and E are constants. The temperature,
hydrocarboni and oxygen concentrations used in the correlation were obtained by
experiment [12) with the soot oxidation rate due to Nagle and Strickland-Constable [10)
again being used to allow for soot burn ont.

Wang et al [13] investigated tbhe combustion kinetics cf soot formation for toluene
and other selected fuels behind reflected shock waves. For toluene/oxygen/argon
mixtures, the following correlation equation was given to describe the apparent rate of
soot formation:

SRSOOT(g/mi.uaec) ý (5.55E + 10) . eXpl-41.8/RT + 0(-48.1/R)
(lIT -- lT} . [782.59 -0.71 0.13 19)

(1T- /.) [C Hi [0 21 [Ar) 9

where 0 is a variable so that both high and low temperature regions are represented, and
TM is the critical temperature (1800 K) above which fragmentation occurs: a - 0 if T C

Tm, otherwise a = 1.

of.NaJja_- (143 developed a soot model to predict soot formation in the primary zone
of a gas turbine combustor [15,16). Equations are given describing the soot formation

I '
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rates applicable to the three gas turbine fuels, kerosine, gas oil and F50. For
kerosine, the following expression was given;

d C()HCI.exp(-2,00/T) - JxlO
9
.[I [S].exp(-7,800/T) (10)

where Gil) is a pre-esponentlal col lisio:" factor for soot formation equlal to 58 x 1014

at 3 atm. and 4.88 x 1014 for i0 arm., [:;.j, LO02, and [S) are the fuel, oxygen and sm-ý
concentrations.

More recently, Simmons and Williams [1,17) investigated the rate of soot formation
using a reflected shock tube and expressed the rate of soot formation by the following:

dO d lo kg m~ -l (11de M IC1 CRnIIa exp(-E 1 /RT) - C2 FO21b exp(-E 2 /RT)) - kg dt 3iB

where (RH3 and [0 2 ] are the initial concentrations of hydrocarbon and oxygen
respectively, mol m-3: a, b, C0 and C- are constants, E, and E£ are activation energies
for pyrolysis and rich oxidation conditicns respectively, J mo1-1 

1  
R is the universal

gas constant, J mol-' K-i; T is the temperature, K and dcoxiu /dt is the rate of soot
oxidation.

The development of this equation forms the basis of the next part of this paper.

2. Experimental Method and Results

A laser beam attenuation technique was used to measure the rates of soot formation
and to determine final soot concentrations in experiments involving the pyrolysis and
oxidation of benzene, toluene and toluenc/n--heptane mixtures in shock-heated gases as
descriled previously [1,17). The reflected shock tube used is illustrated in Fig. 1 as
was essentially that described by Coats and Williams [3]. Both laser detectors were
shielded from thermal radiation by narrow bond-pass filters and the laser beams were
mechanically chopped at a frequency of 16 ktlz to eliminate residual background
radiation.

Test gas mixtures employed were diluted by more than 98 mol % of argon, with the
test gas pressure maintained at 4.67 x 103 Pa for all experiments. All data were
obtained in the temperatuLe range of 1500-1950 K and pressures of 2.6 to 3.6 x 105 Pa.
Tne experimental data consisted of curves expressing laser beam attenuation as a
function of time (inset Fig. 1), measurements of this type were made for benzene,
toluene and toluene/n-hel-ane mixtures under pyrolyaiu or rich oxidative conditions
where 6, the equivalence ratio was in the range 6 to Ii.

From the laser attenuation records, values of the variation of the soot
concentration, c, with time were obtain-d 'iýing the conventional absorbtion and
scattering equations:

= exp[-KAict (12)

0
and

K = 2k x 36n (13)

(n 
2

+n
2
k

2
)2 + 4(n

2
-n

2
k

2
,l) OX

The density of the soot particles was experimentally determined to be 1860 kg mi
for all the soots which is in good agreement with reported values [13,18]. The most
detailed recent analysis of the values of n (the real part) and k (the imaginary part)
has been by Lee and Tien [19), the variation of n and X given by them is shown in Pig.
2. The ob3ervations of Lee and Tien [19] tend to disprove the assumption of Dalzell and
Sarofim [20) that room temperature values of n and k are valid at ilaise temperatures.
Recent work in this laboratory [21) tends to confirm the validity of the Lee and Tien

7. t Zt rB Ira*ur4, Gn2 LI i the:, 3ut- ,u used Lo ieteE miine scot
concentrations despite the uncertainties still remaining about the high temperature
results.

We have proposed [1) the following relationship (which de1 ives from equations 1
and 11

I' dcf
dc f C ,,)a eyp(-EI/AT) - C 22102) exp(-E 2 i/RT)) kg m s (14)

Taie form of this expression is such that it can deal with oxidizing and pyrolytic
situations; also, by setting dc 1 /dt = 0, it can define the soot boundary (limits) as a
function of the gas temperature. Ilowever, as outlined previously, the accuracy of this
expression is dependent on the validity of the complex refractive Index chosen.
Furthermore, the initial formation of large polycycoic soot precursors [22) or side-"reaction products may significantly interfere with the attenuation calculations. Fig. 3

I..-
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[23) illustrates both the bsthochromic and hyperchromic shifti. associated with the
increaued conjugation in polysromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) nut shows that they can only
influence our data if they become very large and this is further developed below.

By comparing soot yield data obtained simaltaneously at two wavelengths (63'.8 and
1152.0 nm), an attempt was made to determine the vitiation in total PAH concentration
with temperature. Toluene pyrolysis data was obtained using the Lee and mien r19]
values of the complex refractive index of soot derived trom Fig. 2 at 300, 100o and 1600
K. At lower tenperatures, the visible results !xhibited hg9hei apparent concentrations
(SOOT + lAI) than the infra-red (SOOT only), in agreement wtith the findings of Graham et
al [18]. However, at wore realistic flame temperatures (16O0 K), the visilble and infra-
red curves yielded no conclusive evidence of any PAH absorbtion. Those observatio,os ate
consistent with the work of Rawlins et al [22), who concluded that once soot formation
takes place, laser attenuation by soot particles renders polycyclic laser ýttenuation
insignificant. The recent findings of Beretta et al [24) lends Aeight to this
conclusion, finding that the molar absorbtivlties of PAH's doserved in
methane/ethene/oxygen diffusion flames decrease with wavel-ngth over tlie range 250 to
436 nm.

In view of this discussion, the visible and infra-red results were combined by
using the Lee and Tien [19] values for the complex refractive index at 1600 X for the
relevant wavelengths. Consequently, the rate of soot formation over the pressure and
tempersture range investigated can be represented thusr

Toluene
dc f 5 23 

2dt - 6.25x0
5 
[C7H236 exp(-13,400/T) - 2.32x'06FO231 x exp (-21,000/T) (15)

Benzene

dcf 5 202 4 130

a - 4.66xlO (0616) exp(-14,000/T) - 7.98x102E,3) x eap (-15,000/T) (16)

Toluene/n-lemptane

dct = 6.25xl0
5 
LC7Ha]236 exp(-13,400/T) + 5.35xi0

2 2  
x (C 7116]-3 .99 ";p (-117,300/T) (17)

Attempts to observe soot formation in pyrolyzing n-heptaux/argon mixtuts (up to 2
mol 9) or low percentage aromatics mixtures similar to t.-rbine foal)s proved unsuccessful
in our apparatus because of the short path length with no soot formation apparent.
Evans and Williams [25) also observed very low soot yields from n-heptane 4I relation tn

-6td bentýene.

However, the toluene/n-heptane expression, though adCnquately describinc the range
of experimental conditions investigated, does not hold for the condition where no
toluene is present. The following expression takes this limitation into consideration:

dcf

dt = F([Total Hlydrocarbon]2.36 exp(-13,400/) (181

For the toluene/n-heptane mixtures investigated at 1800 K, the f.llowiag data were
obtained:

1ol % wt % F 71  MEASOn)D I
AOMTI FUEL SL)KE 0171NT

IYDROGEN (mm)

100 10.0 
6

.25m10 11

00 11.2 5.31xm05 13

L 671j J 12.0 2.b0x10
5  

1

The soot yield may be derived from records of the type inset in Fig. I where
attenuation ceases to ir~crease, reaching a final, Etable value. Soot yield (Y2, kg m-

3
)

data were obtained from the same results t-at furnished the rate data and yielded the- -.. 1 following analogous expressions:

511I
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Tocluene

Y i .. 95x10
2

c7H81 2.27 ,p(-14,200/T) - I 46x30
5

C02 2.01 x exp (-26,600/T) (19)2 C 7 8 (19)1.00T

Benzene

y2 ý 95.2[C6 H6 1.034 exp(-12,300/T) - 1.45x111
3 

[0o2l'j I exp (-19,900/T) (20)

Toluene/ n-i aptane

Y 92 5.5XI0
2
[c (7 )2.27 exp(-14,200/' ) + .,3-e7:1(, 2.54 x exp (-40,100/T) (21)

As befc~re, the toluane/n-beptane expression was modified to the form!

Y2 - F 2 [Total Hydrocarbonj2-27 exp(-14,200ir) (22)

For the toluene/n-bhptane stxtures investigated at 1800 K, the following data were
obtained:

F : 5 wt % 1. •'IASURED

RuI'%ArC FUEL SMOKE POINT
hYDROGEi4 (mm)

1O0 10.0 o .95xtIO I2

2
80 11.2 5.57xlO 13

67 12.0 2.93x'0l
2  

1)

The mixture.3 studied have aromatic contents higher than current aviation fuels,
but tie data c.;; be extrapolate 5 s. that with mixtures with 25% aromitics F = 1.0 x
102, and with 20% the value is 0.5 x 102.

3. Copmprison ofý ifferent SOOt Forming Lxressions

Ideally, in order to J-oepare tije acruracy of the various equationis they should be
coamp re1 with cxpe:imcctal data ct root concentrationa which have been measuired in
ccnjun-tion wit' local coicentratjiýn of hydrocarbon and oxygen. No such data seeimis to
be as - le.

Application of tho equations cited in the literature, which for convenience are
listed in Table 1, is difficult beca-ise often important constants or units are niot
specified. Of those listed four were selected for comparison and these are given in
Table 2.

Rates of soot formation were calculated for equivalence ratios of 5 and 7 be
t
:,cen

1600 and iOO K., and these are listed in Table 2. It seems that there is modest
agreement between Khan et al [7), Wang et a] (13) and this work. Taking the data for 4
= 5, T = 1000 K we find respectively 0.17, 11.16 and 0.43. The results for Naj jar F143
are much higher: iP is possible that we are not applying this equation correctly because
in this type of ,:alculatioL, we cannot include the second term which requires a soot
ooncentratior term.

It slnuld be noted that since the Kh.-n e! al (73 work was specifically for diesul-
Jfka stcztions i'," accuracy in other situations may be less accurate, On this basis
the reaults by Wan~g et al (131 and these presented here seem to be the most accurate,
and one must ccnclude that these form the upper and lower bounds of the limits of
accure.cy of the rate expressions.

4. Soot Oxioation Rates

Soot particles formed in relatively fuel-rich regions of the combustion chamber
may be burned out in subsequent leaner regions.

Few measarenents have been made of the burning rates of ill-situ flame generated
soot. Nlagle and Strickland-Constable (IO] however deduced a model applicable to carbons
generally, this being;

, "j

. . . . N
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R -1- _ ___ ] ' 44x I x
"12 [ft20exp(-30,O00/RT(Po 2 ) ) 4 10xp(I 21. 3exp)4l00/RT(Po2))l (23)

r l.5lxlO exp(-97,OD/RT)
where X 1 , + 4.46xlO exp(-_ ,20/lo 2))

L 2

where R is the rate of oxidation/unit area of snot surface, although this is based on an
assumption of first order kinetics for the reaction between caximon and oxygen, which is
now known not to apply under flame conditions.

Lee, Thring and Beer (26), using in-situ propane flami generated soot, also
derived an expression for the burning rate, this being:

rate of combustion/unit area - 1.0851104 -- 2 ex- 19300(
VTR

although it also follows the Nagle and strickland-Constable [10) approach to the
problem.

Other studies have been undertaken by a number of other groups in related areas.
Park and Appleton [27) have studied the oxidation of carbon blacks in a shock tube;
Tesner and TSibulevsky [28j, Fenimore and Jones [29] and Caro, Lahaye and Prado [30]
have made flames studies: Chan et al [31E have low temperature oxidation studies, Smith
[32E and Hargrave et al [33) have considered coal char combustion rates. The results
from these workers are compiled in Fig. 4 (based on refs. 27, 3L).

It is generally agreed that soot particles are so small (typically 50 to 100 am)
that the rate of oxidation is not limited by diffusion under normal combustion chamber
conditions (by typically an order of magnitude) and that the soot is essentially non-
porous. In this case the rate of the intrinsic chemical reaction, P, , between the soot
surface and oxyqen is given by

Pi = R1 [o 2
m  

(25)

where R, is the intrinsic rate coefficient and [02) is the concentration of oxygen at
the surface raised to the reaction order m.

The relationship between R. anid the observed rate of oxidation per unit surface
area, Pois, may be expressed as:

Pons = Y 0 Ag Ri [0j2m (26)

~iCie5 • is time characteristic particle sire defined as the ratio of the particle

volume/particle external area, a and Ag are the density and total surface areas
respectively. This applies to soot chains or p:.:ticles of any shape, but for a
spherical particle it becomes

Dobs "tm' Ri E0 2m (27)

where ma is the mass of the soot particle. The value of the reaction order, m, has the
value of zero at low temperatures [311 and about 0.5 at flame temperatures [331.

In order to make comparison of the reactivities of different samples, on a same
oxygen partial pressure basis, the available data (arid not all the information giver in
Fig. 4 can be used in this way) were normalised by calculating the intcinsic rate
coefficient. Rt, and then determining the oxidation rate at an oxygen partial. pressure
of 101 kFa. Thss data is given in Fig. 5. It seems that on the basis of all available
experimental data the best fit value at flame temperatures is given by:

0i = 10-2 exp(-160/RT) kn/r. 2 £ (22.

where the activation energy is in kJ/mol. This can be recast as follows:

Rate of combustion of a single s, arical soot particle o [O2], ad
2  

kg/s

thus dc xD1 6xl 0
2 

c f-160 3

it- nd exp ( TJ [021 (29)

where d is the diameter of the soot particle (m), and e is the density (kgim/), [E02] is
the 02 conicentration ir, atm. In applying this equation there are two problems. Firstly
the soot particle temperatures msay not he the sanie as the gas temperatures, and secondly
the availability of oxygen in turbulent ccmbui, ion situations (i.e. whether chemical
control holds under these conditions).

I
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From a radiation balance it is posslble to estimate the soot particle temperature
'overshoot' (T. - T.) from:

Iobs ( h (Tp-Tg} 4 C o (T 4- T_)j/Ai (30)

w,,ire h is the beat transfer coefficient. Tp and T@ the particle and gas temperatures, C
the particle emissivity, 6H (for combustion to C;) equals 9.781, T,1 is the temperature
of the surrounding combustor walls. Under gas turbine combustion chamber conditions
with low carbon burnout rates it seems that the degree of overshoot is negligible.

As far as turbulent mixing control is concerned one must generally assume In gas
turbine situations, which are lean, that turbulent mixing is not a controlling factor.

5. Applications to Gas Turbine Combustion Chambers

In general many treatments of turbulent reacting flows assume that the mean rate
of production (or loss) of a chemical species is a function of the mean state. That im,
it is equivalent to laminar flow.

The analyses that have been presented here have been based on the assumption that
both soot forming and soot burning are chemically controlled. This auisemption has been
used by Najjar [14J and Edelman et al [12], for both soot forming and soot burning
conditions, although, to a certain degree, the expressions that they derived have an
inherent turbulence factor incorporated into them.

The present eata can be represented by the following expression:

9c = {C 1 £RH exp(-E 1 /RT) .. c2 ro. exp(-E 2 /RT)} - {6102 c 160[O

within the temperature range of 1300 to 1850 K. It should be rioted that for the burn-
out part of the equation it is necessary to know c either by experiment or by
calculation using the first term of equation (31).

Thic equation, and the yield equations, are applicable to premixed or diffusion
flames hut must be applied to the local concentrations of the reactants. Whilst some
researchers [34,j5]have incorporated turbulent mixing control steps into the application
of such models the choice at present is arbitrary and the straight application of the
above equation seems satisfactory but only if local concentrations are employed.

As far as the eccuracy of the equations to practical systems is concerned it can
be tested in three ways.

(i) We note that if the equatioo is applied to a model gas turbine combustor [341
osinq a Jet Al fnel (13.77% H, 18.0% aro,,Lijs, 27 mm smoke point), and assur'ing a
'local' equivalence of ( 4 7 we find that the calculated concentration of soot is
0.8 x I0-

3 
kg m-

3 
rnsing our extrapolated data to a 27 mm smoke point. This may be

compared with experimental results [34] of 1.3xl0÷
3 

kg/m-
3 

for an inlet air fuel
ratio of 40/1, and 0.6ulO03 kg/i-

3 
for a:, air fuel ratio of 50/1. Variations in,

soot yie:ld fo;:nd here are also consistent with variatiocs in aromatic content of
the fuel r36).

(ii) The pressure dupendence of the smoke yield is given commonly by the expression
[37): Smoke a P' . Essentially equation (1i) has a form that is consistent with
this dependlence,: this is because rhe fuel terýr (fuel2.7t) dominates the
expression.

Hii) Secondly the form of equation (il) should predict the sooting limits, because at
the soot boundary dcf/dt - 0, that is

C1 [RH~a exp(-EI/RT) = C2 [020b exp(-E2/RT) (32)

which maps out the bounidary. Such a boundary is given in Fig. C . n e-. 38
wose thie concentrations Indicated refer to toluene. It i, clear that our soot
bou.:daxy is slightly too rich, this indicates probably that the oxygen term (which
is derived indirectly) is probably too small. Indirectly this would imply that

* our rate of soot formation is possibly on the low side by an estimated factor of
2. Clearly more wort; is required over a wide range of conditions.
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DISCUSSION
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Author'" Reply
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voiatile enough Ito get a sufficient high vapuour partial pressure; we hope to liai oul siht.k tuhc iii the future it) dot> thi,.
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Author's Reply
We appreciate that the prcssure range studied is rather linutnd aid we would wish t) extend the cxpecrimicuts tli higher
pressure. (and other fuels) to obtajit tmore precise datia.
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Author's Reply
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infinite amounts ot fuel and oxygelt available.
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SMEIARY

The influence of pressure on sot formation has been investigated fur pyrolysis. premised flames and

diffusion flames. Detailed kinetic studies are available for the first two. They show that the essential
steps: particle inception, Induction time it), coagulation and surfice growth remain similar for different

pressures, also the influence of temperature on the meximum anount of snot furned. for pyrolysis depends

On the crboun density, strongly on temperature and only slightly on pressure. The cO)gulation rate constant
decreases slightly towards higher pressures. The &mount (Ifv) of snot for-led per cm for a given fuel-air
mixture increases with pressure P like Prn. n was found for C2114 -air up to 3. for other fuels near one. it

depends on pressure. Larger f means larger soot particles, larger radiation losses and longer oxidation

time at a given temperature anQ therefore higher chance for smoke emission.

INTRODUCTION

Pressures applied in technical combustion processes range fro, one (atmGspheric pressure) to about 200
bar. The high pressures arc ieached as maximum pressures is modern Diesel engines, combustion chambers run
up to about 30 bar, while stationsry burners in general orerate closer to atmospheric pressure. In any of
these combustion devices soot can be formed if a sufficiently high "carbon concent ration" (as fuel or other

hydrocarbon) is present in a range of sufficiently high temperature for sufficient time [I].

* Soot will be emitted, if the soot particles formed are not oxidized in the combustion process. The

oxidation of soot praticles depends strongly on temperature. It is therefore rmeresary to keet' the

particles long enough at a high temperature in an oxislizing atmosphere. The infllence of the k), concentra-
tion is not very pronounced, as long as it is above a Certain limit, but the size of the soOt particles

influences the residence time required for total oxidation [I].

Soot emitted through the exhaust system of a combustion device is in general quite different from that
product, which is formed within the combustion process, Its appearance depends on its histnry with rrspe't
to tempera

t
ure tcopct.u'. iadr-enis, concentrations, pressure etc. in tho exhaust system. This is rlearly

SloIn 'u a comparison of the soot emitted at the valves of a Uiosel engine and thi? smoke leaving the
exhaust pipe. This is of importance foi discussions about the particulate emission of combustion devoces.

This later part of soot life will not be considered here. The present paper describes results of investiga-

tions about the influence of pressu-e on soot formation un••or the well defined conditions of hydrocarbon
pyrolysis in shock waves and in laminar premixed flames as wel! as some results obtained with lassnar
diffusion flames.

PYROLYSIS

Soot formation in the gas phase has beer, studied under isothermal conditions in flow systems [2] and
in shock tubes [3-11. For many different fuels experiments have been performed at pressures up to about 7

bar (7,8]. Until now experiments at much high pressures are available only for C2Ht and C2ll2 diluted im

rare gas. For these two fuels soot formation has been studied at pressures up to around 250 bar ill a wide

range of temperature [5,6.6

Pig. I shows an emission signal fur a mixture of C 2 "4 in Ar. taken at a wave-length of 8000 A at a

pressure near 3US bar and temperature of 2100 K. taken through a narrow slit from the side ot a high

pressure shock tube fh1. Thir 51-pi! vs at least &Z t.e ;'eilrror of the profess when u, 10-' ge/cm
1

nearly proportional to the amobnt of soot fv - N'i in cm present per cm . N is the nuober of soot
particles per cm3 and v tire nscan particle voluea. tln the final part of the process shown the Raylýigh

condition is not fulfilled anymore.) This erisaeion signal is typical for soot formation. Starting from tine

zero (front of the incident or reflected shock wave). there is no signal until after a certain induction

period t (the ribsorptionl or emission signal rines. The increase of tne signal continues, than it slows
down and approaches a nearly horizontal line which is due to a (nearly Constant) valtz of fV - f.. Towards

still longer tim-a the signal risen again, however, with a much lover time constant, which is due to a
slower process.

The characteristic properties [6.7.81 of this signal are similar for different temperatures, tor

differee' fuels and also for different pressures. It is to be expected that this holds else for pressures

highei than those used in the experiments desrirbes here. For a quentitative evaloation of the signals ihe

opteoal properties of the soot, the particle size relative to the wave-length, the influence of species
other than soot etc. huve to be known. Rather independent from these properties are the chanacterlstic

times like the induction period or rates as represented by the slope oi the signal in Fig. I around the
.. on[rnlrg point.
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IlDUCTIOl TINE

The induction time for soot formation in a pyrolysis process is an important property. It is not a
uniquelly defined time hut it depends to a certain extent on the experamental temonique used. This is qutte
obvious: within this indiction period essential parts or the soot foMation process happ-:n, The fuel is
pyrolysed and during this pyrolysis process tany Intermediates are forrMed w•ich again tend to form
acetylenes and at sufficiently high carbon cnncentrations aromatic compouads. Filially the first very small
soot particles appear. These comuounds absorbs light at different wave-length. This in fact can lie used am
a rough method to follow the appeatance of these species (11.123. Therefoje ac, itdoction period deterorned
by absorption around 5000 A will be shorter than one measured at 8000 A or in the infrajed (7,8). This
cemplicates a comparison of data from different authors. Even thoogh the absolute data of the T values
determined with different methods difler. their dependences or) P or T usually run parallel [5-8i.

lire temperature dependence of the induction periods for soot tormation has beeo investigated ii. -..me
detail 13-12]. For a given C atom concentration the I values s'low a distinct dependence on the type of fuel
f13]. hut the apparent energies of activation far the diffe.-ent fuels ale very similar: ite values of 7
fail steadily towards higher temperatures as shown in Fig. 2 It is much harder to determine the influence
of total pressure and of fuel concentration on soot formatijr. and especially oil induction period than that
of temperatuoe.

Fig, 2 gives mtasured induction periods fr the pyr, ls of C21i for ýressures from 0.3 to 200 bar
and for total carbon concentrations from 2-10 to 2 It, of atoms per cm .r he upper I 0.e in Fig. 2

represents a set o01 data from Frenrl-lach et al, [81 for ýC] - 5.101" and pressures between 2 and 3 bar
(measured at 6728 X). This line represents the experimental points (lot shown here) very well. Within the
rangy Tcdirated by th5 bar around that line values obtained by [83 far carbon conce.nrations from 2.1017 to
2-10 : atoms per cr far pressures from 0.3 to 7 bar are located. Part of these data are shown separately
in Fi,. 3 in order to itdicate the influence of various rarameters. In the looer part of Fig. 2 data anj
given hikch have been obtained in our laboratory (5.61 a- pressures from 40 to 200 bar a-d [C) from 4-10
to 2.1010 atoms per cmn by following light emission at 8On0 A. (This emission measurements give results
very similar to absorption measurements at the same way--length ass shown in (51.) The three dashed lines
are obtained fron an approximation used by Freneklach [81 which reads t-[c 2n 2I

0
.
8 4 

. 10-31,6o e (, 14700/Ti
calculated for three different C012 concentrations There seems to be a gocd agreement between tile
experimental results and this approximation arid th. total variation of T over two orders of nagnitude can
be covered by the dependencz cf I on the C ;.2 concentration alone without a separate total pressure
2nfluence. There are. however, experiment, -t tigh pressure (5,61 with rather low [C] values. whych should
be hzgher up in the diagram, if the,- is not separate influence of pressure on the induction times. The
high pressure data alot.e can in rCt be better approximated using a weaker dependence of I on lC3H .jnf go
additionl 3influence of the .otal density o for esarple on the approximate 16) fcrla I - 1C2H4]
(p]-O.SO &. The assumpticn. thot higher prcssure, at. othorwise similar conditions accelerates the
formation of the first small soot particles does ilot seem to be unreasonabie.

For the pyrolysis of C2H,. there are data available fir pressures from I to abou 5 ba4i. They can be
represented with an apparert energy of actovatiori of about 40 kcal/rol. Data towards higher presures hane
hesin obtatoied in oar labor, tiny [5,61 in the range ffom 9 to 225 bar foe [lC]fs 62. 101, to 4 10 atur, per
cm . A prieentation of there data in the la:m T'[C2i,,1 as a i.cricol of s shown in Fig, 4, As for the
pyrolysis of C2H2 the approximation of T for the data presented hie. ,n thUs- of other anthors can be
improved it a depeOdence of I Or, the total density is included. This is irndicated by Fig. 5 which shows the
induction periods for C2H4 pyrolysis for diffe nht pressijre racop.r. !I2e tIr: app••crt -- &-sns uio activa-
tault fCu i at Oillerent densities show a uyst-ecatic tendency lro. low to high total pressures.

FOr other fuels pyrolysis data are available only a: pressures belor' 10 bai and a set of iOduction
periods as a function of temperatute is given in (13. Some additional dat. are shown [() it: Fig. 6 for an
approximately constent C atom density. 'The different hydrocarborrs exhibit Oulder eqcai cssditaus differrot
absolute values of the induction times, with aromatics having low T values and C1 tlydrocallolbs higher ones.
an exception is vinylacetyleuc C4ll4. The slopes of most of the curves do. hownerer. trot differ very much.
the influence of hydrocarbon-concentration and total pressure on T seem to be similar tr) those mentioned
above. (Quantitative data for high pressures are still missing.) The dashed line corresponds to the toluene
curve for 0.3 - 0.7 bar. it belongs to a mjxtore which has eqoal 0 2 and C0H8 Concentrations. For the 1.9 -
3 bar C7H8 curve additioc of correspondling aomurts of 02 does not influence the indOction period, higher O0
additions generally reduce z also for other flc[r [Mi.

For combrlstion processes operating at high pressure the stoichiumetry applied under normal operanlor
conditions does trot differ much from that used in burners for lower pressures. Therefore the above
mentioned data, even if the influjence of fuel concentration and total pressure canoot be precisely
separated, do show that the first phase of soot fornation is strongly favoured by high pressure.
tFLUErCE C• o m v.U• im 8 Hisb kt(uw]r

As shown it. Fig. I. the soot volume fraction f. tcmj/rffi starts to rise after the induction period
and than approaches a "stationary" value f.. This second phase of soot formation fullowing the Induction
period can often be approximated [6,134,15) by an empirical exprestion df/dt - kfbfr-f). There are two
different methods used in the literature it: order to charactetize thr rate of Soot growth. For shock tube
experiments In whleh f, can often not be reached because the time available In the shock tube is too short.
it is convenient to draw the tangent at the signal in Fig. I around the turning Point and take th- slope at
that point as a measure for the rate of soot growth. Another possibility, o;ten used in flamea is (1) to
determine df•ldt and plot it as a function of I'V or to plot log(f.-fv) as a function of time. On the basis
of the formula n.entioraed, the first method gives a rate which is nearly equal to df/dt . kf. but includes
more of the beginning of the process, while the second method can give k(l/sec) directly. which in flames
proved to be a funrtion of temperature whicbh is independent of the fuel structare [141. This second method
puts more weight on the later part of the soot formation process.

•r • . --~- - -S. . . . . e.. . : . .
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An interesting quantity for soot formation is the total amount of snol f, formed irom a given fuel
carbon concentration, the soot yield. In premixed flames, in a wide range of conditions, this soot yield in
the burned gases Is small compared to the carbon present as hydrocarbon like acetylenes and other thermo-
dynamically rather stable hydrocarbons £163. For shock tube pyrolysis eoxperimenits, as mentioned above, it
is often not possible to reach or even to come close to f. because the observation time is usually less
than a few milliseconds. In cases, where f. can be reached o; in the high pressure experiments 15,64"reported here within the time available, normal simple optical method, like absorption measurements cannot
easily be applied for the determination of the properties of the soot particles, because these may be so
large that they are no longer in the Raylelgh regime. It would therefore be necessary to perform laborious
angle dependent light scattering experiments with high time resolution in order to obtain the properties of
tihe soot particles [17].

There are two observations, wilch are of Interest In relation to f,. buckendahl £51 in our laboratory
found for C9H1 pyrolysis in shock waves at high pressure (100-200 bar) that the "rate constant" kf
deternined with either one of the above mentioned methods and plotted as a functltn of temperature pass
through a maximum at temperatures between 2000 and 2300 K (depending on C2A 4 concentration and total
pressure).

Shortly afterwards Graham et al. £7] used Laser absorption in order to determine the amount of soot
formed during pyrolysis in shock waves. They found especially for aromatic but also for other compounds.
that the fraction of carbon atoms transformed into soot after a given time, the soot yield at time t,
increases with temperature, passes through a maximum and than decreases towards higher temperaturcs. This
is shown in Fig. 7 for several fuels.

In recent yenas especially Frencklach and his colleagues [81 Investigated this phenomenon in great
detail for different fuels, fuel combinations, and fuel-oxygen systens and found many interesting rela-
tions. A strong influence of the carbon concentration on the soot yield curve is shown in Fig. 8 for two
concentrations of C2112 us an example [81.

A comparison between fig. 7 and 8 shows, that the macima of the soot yield curves for C2A 2 and for
aromatic compouods appear at different temperatures. One may ask, how these bell-shaped curves are
"generated". On tne low temperature side the shape of these curves Is determined by the induction time for
soot formation (see Pigs. 2,3,4.5). On the high temperature side it is the rate it soot mass growth which
reduces f, present after a certain tome. This is nicely demr,nstratid by the soot yield profiles shown an
Fig. 9 for times up to 2.5 ms. (EMm) is a function of the optical properties of the soot particles) In
connection with the curves in Fig. 7 und 8 (which are obtained for a certain fixed observation tice!). For
a temperature of 1587 K (see Fig. 9j the induction time is lung, nearly 2 once. snot growth takes place
later, At 1h72 K the induction period is shorter, more soot us formed after 2 msec. At 179 K the Induction
time is further reduced, the soot yield, however, starts to grow slower. At 2059 K the inductioS period is
still shorter, the turning point is reached rather early and the curve seems to tend towards a rather low
soot yield. With further increase of temperature this effect sontinues. Even in case the rise of these soot
yield curves for high temperatures contiijes, it will take a very long time until a soot yield as that for
1672 or 1799 K Is ieached. Iowards Io-er temperatures the induction periods increase so that for tits and
other reasons the growth of soot is slowed down. For C2 hydrocarbons the s1tuation 1c quite similar to that
fur aromatics but "shifted" towards higher temperatures.

Thb data described above have been obtained at Pressures from 0.) to about[ ý bar and th- qusuton
a:Ises whether the soot fo mation prnoers will remain similar towaids high pierusren.

A0 mentioned before, measurements of the rate of soot formation in pyrolysis up to pf ssur.s of
bar have been performed for H254 and for CH, and carro-atom densities between 2"10 and 4-110"
Indicator for soot (f,) has been light absorption at 8000 A. in most caqes. however, light emission around
0000 I a. a function of time, For most of the data to be presented especially those of Gecyt (6] the
measurements hare been performed in reflected shuck waves, there are. however, data available for pressores
up to about 30 bar from incident waves. (For the evaluation of the data the emission signal I has been
plotted, referred to the mienal J. for f. in logarithmic form as a function of time (log(l.-)-t) -. The
slope oi there plots arc taken as the "rate constants" kR fur soot growth. It is to be expected that for a
number of euperimeents the radiating mediui near fI ist no lorger optically thin, this may shift the obtained
k, values to a certain extend, but this shift should remain within the experimental uncerteinty of the
experiments,)

The first order "rate constants" kf obtained from measurements following pyrolysis of C2 117 as we] as
Of C2 H4 show a typical behaviour as a function of temperature. Starting from low temperatures, 1600 to 1700
K. they increase towards higher temperatures with apparent enerrles of activation of about 40 kcal/mol.
Thf is very similar to the behaviour of kf obtained ie flames. Above a certain temnerature (nor reached 4n

,hcvr, *h' u, o sisit u decrease with increasing temperature rather steeply,

Another observation is. that the curves obtained at different total densities asd at different fuel
coocentrations do riot fall together in -n Arrhenlus plot. This is different from the results obtained in
flames until now, where fuel structure and concentration seem to have little influence at; kf.

A presentation of measured late constants kf for thi pyrolysis 01 C2H1 ih argon at total pressures up
to 250 bar is shown in Fig. 10. iaere the measured rate constanrts are Jv.ded by the hydrocarbon density PB
in mol/cr

3 
so that a second order rate constant k4f(HC) - kflp,, cm /mul see results. from thin plot It

becomes obviutis that at the lold temlpCrature aide the data obtained under different conditiOnS group around
a centrat line with a given slope WH(k ) - 10 exp - 21000/f cm /mol see). Towards holttr pressures at
frist those data obtained at relatively low pressures (and C atom densities!) change dilectlnn and tend
towards lower values of k(HC). An apparent turn around poo t lies at 2100 K- For higher preasures this
change of the temperature dependence happens at higher temperAtures, for 200 bar near 2400 K, It Is also
'influenced by the total carbon-concentration.

"t '.
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A better correlation than that one shown in Fig. 10 can be obtained [6] if instead of the Irydro-
carbon-density the total density p is used to correlate &ie data. This ho,16 especially for the low
temperature part. There an expresbion k(p) - kf/p - 1012"5 emp (22000/T) cm /mol sec results. Dno may
expect that the correlation can be further improved if both the total density as veil as the hydrocarbon-
density Is included.

Results obtained for the pyrolysis of C2 H. in a similar ratnge of conditions are in the same range as
that for C2K 4 with a slightly lower apparent energy of activation and also a somewhat weaker dependence on
the total density. The temperature dependence of the kf values measured for C2H4 and 12H2 up to high
pressures is similar to that obtained oo flames at lower pressures.

A rather direct comparison between low and high pressure data can be made for C2112 . The kf curves
measured at low pressure [8( show a similar temperature dependence as those obtained at high pressures. The
maxima of these low temperature kf values as a function of temperature seern to be at temperatures slightly
below that of the maxima of the bell-shaped soot yield curves. but thJi can be within the limit of
experimental error. it does therefore not seen to be unreasonable to assume that the total soot yield at
high pressures shows a similar temperature dependence as that at low pressures. This should. however, be
confirmed by independent direct measurements, because emission measurements as a function of temperature do
not show a temperature dependence, which shows such a pronounced concentration effect as the bell-shape
curveys from (7,8], This could be an Indication that the total soot yield is much less than that reported in
17].

because most of these high pressure measurements have been performed in reflected shuck waves the
question may arise, how much conversion takes place in the incident wave. before arrival of the reflected
wave. In case of C h4 this cculd be calculated from known data about C2P 4 pyrolysis (19J. it could aiso be
approximately be determined from the immediate rise of the emission signal after the arrival of the
reflected shock wave (6). At reflected shock wave temperature below 2700 K (about 1300 K in the Inciden,
wave) the conversion was only a few percent and it dropped rapidly toursds lower temperatures. For
presidres up to 30 bar there was good agreement for kf between data from incldent and reflected waves. .ess
favoutable is the situation for the C2 H2 pyrolysis experiments reported [6].

It should be mentioned that towards temperatures hboher than those reported here for the hich preasuro
experiments the conversion of fuel in the incident wave bus a strong influence on soot tormatlon in the
reflected wave.

From the experiments described above one can see that:

1.) The phenomenology of soot formation in pyrolysis of hydrocarbons at high pressures remains slimlar to
that aro'nd atmospheric pressure.

2.) The induction periods for the onset of soot formation are reduced by increasing carbon atem density
arid by pressure.

3.) The "fate constants" for suit formatlsn. obtained from the expression df /dt 
- 

kf(f -fv) can best br
represented as being proportional to hydrocarbon or total density over a fairty large teoneratore
range. This means that the "active lifetice' of cost partiles witn respect to mass growth, which is
i...e' yip proportional to kf, should in the range discussed here be proportional to the total or
hydrocarbon density (or sore product of total and nydrocarton density). Towards higher temperatures
the kf values invert their temperature dependence.

4.) It is probable that the soot yield after a gVveo time shows at high pressures a similar behaviour as
at normal pressure. Absorption measurements indicate that the soot yield rises witl total carbon-atot
coreccntratoon and very probably also with tressure so that the absolute cenversloil of carbon into soot
can increase rather strongly towards high pressures.

INFLUENCE F P•.ESSUIJRE ON SOOT F'OMiATION IN PREMIXED FLAKES

Laboratory experiments on carbon foremation in flames under steadý state conditions [1.2.22] have only
seldom been extended towards elevated pressures. In bomb experiments it has not always bien poisible to
specify the local conditions during carbon formatlon because pressure arid temperature change within time.

* Il,' east of th-, other experlments performed at elevated pressures us detailed information about the process
of carbon formation could be obtained (1.2G,23].

in a pioneering work McFarlane et al. l21J studied carbon fortj-vi•a! c •.i'f.ijod siiaes ot different GS
r.nd r6 h.d.,,....ba. lur pressures tip to 20 bar. The burner they used cousosted of a 0.3 inch diameter

bundlu containing 140 refractory tubes, each 0.00H Anch internal diameter and a 0.2 inch dyameter bundle
containing 32 refractory tubes each 0.006 inch internal diameter, Flow velocities erautho the refractory
tubes were 600 cm/s reasp. 5000 cm/s correspondtng to mean fresh gem flow velocities within the burner cross
section of 17 and S00 rn/sec. The first mentioned flame Is called o flat flame, the second one is
characterized &a "turbulent flame brush". Because the fresh gas flow velocity is higher that the laminar
flame veiocuties of the sooting flames, the flow for the flat lla.aes must also have expanded and the
combusntion process Is strongly influenced by heat losses and by recirculation.

These experirents lead to some important results:

I.) The soot formation threshold for both types of flames ate rather similar,

2.) The soot formation threshold varies llLtle with pressure. For the different flames Investigated namely
n-pentane, sro-rentane. n-hexane, cyclo-hexaoe, hesere 1. cyclo-hexene. methyl-cyclopentane and
benzene In air it lhifts very slightly towards stoichir metric mixture with increasing pressure.

ti
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3.) For sol.e fuels the aoot yield seems to be an optimum at a given fuel-air ratio and it decreasesI towards leaner and richer mixtures.

4.) The soot yield obtained in the flat flame is reached In turbulent flames only at higher pressures.

5.) The soot yield for a given mixture increases proportional to P2.5 to p
3 

for most of the fuels
mentioned.

6.) The general hehaviour of benzene and cyclo-hexene a:r flames differs somewhat from that for the other
fuels mentioned.

In addition an increase of flame temperature (by exchange of N2 by Ar) is reported to rise the soot
yield. It is important to note, that the analysis of the soot yield has been pPrformed by sampling for a
given time and collectire& the soot on a filter for further treatment. This does not necessarily neasure the
moot mass really formed in tihe flame and Mr Farlares description of the product for-ed points into that
direction,

As mentioned already the operation of flat flames which can be used for detailed kinetic investiga-
tions at elevated pressures causes a number of problemo, especially due to the increasing energy density to
tlare front stability, flow problems and the presence of Soot etc. This may be one of the reasons, why so
few experiments have been done with one-dimensional flames at elevated pressure.

In this chapter some experiments shall be described, performed with laminar premlxed C2 H4-alr flares
burning on flat capillary or porous plate burners at pressures up to 5 or Il bar. This pressure is high
enough to observe the influence of vressure on soot formation from free molecular flow to contiausut
conditions for the coagulation of the particles. On the other hand the extension of the soot fornation zone
Is still large enough to allow optical absorption and scattering measurements for the determination of soot
volume fraction fv. particle number density N and mean particle volume I, In addition the applicability Gf
the Rayleigh condit ion can be checked by rcasurements of the wave-length dependence of the absorption and
of the depolarization ratio. Temperature measurements can be performed by Kurlbaurn method. As mentioned
above problems are caused by flou problems, the formation of vortices in the burned gases and by flame
stability. which limit the range of conditions for which measurements can be performed 1231.

INFLUENCE OF PRESSURE ON f.

Flat ilamer, at elevated preasure are usually rot burning order adiabatic conditions, because the flame
stability is not good erouh and the flanes are sensitive to even small disturbances [32.23). Some rnergy
loss into a hut burner' improves the flame front stability and it influences the flame temperature. !his
flame temperature, characterized bY its maximum value Tax proved to be a very Important parameter also for
flamet burping at elevated pressure [231.

It is known from experiments performed at normal pressure Mll. that for a Liven stoiichiontrv of the
fuel-air mixture. or a given Cit ratio a reduction of the flame temperature increases the value of f. until
at a certain flame tempereture (the temperature is usually fixed via the cold gas flow velocity) a maximum
of f. is reached 1261 (see Fig. i1) With a further reductionl of the flame temperature f. starts to
decrease. This typical behainour is related tnth a cclcar influýcc, f - ipcroLure on tiLe shresnMuJd o1 soot
formsation L24.25]. Bclaw a ceteeain] ti,, rd~l e (stabilized) tlames do not form soot aioY~ore and towards

a certain high temperature, at the same C/O ratio f. also tends to zero (26). At a certain temperature the
soot threshold cu rve exhibits a minimum (minimum CIO rtiu fur onset of visible SOUL formation). Going at a
fixed value of flame temperature towards higher C/O0 ratios the values of f. increase strongly (proportiona)
to the 3 to 4 th power of the carbin surplus ((L0)-(C/Oithresh)) [112.3,271,

For fl&aes at elevated pressures the situation remains very similar [271. The threshold curve& expand
slightly away from the I bar curve atid the mountain formed by the f. %salues Increases in hight, the
dependence on the carbon surpius, however, remalns quantitatively similar. It is obvlous therefore that a
change itt temperature away from the maximum for the f. in the direction of the steep fall of the f,
mountain can easily cause a strong variaýion Ot the dependence of f. on the total pressure.

A typical example for fv profiles obtained for C 2 H4 -air flames bhrsing at 5 bar with two different
fresh gas velocities v - 9 and 12 cm/sec is shorn in Fig. 12. Ore can easily recognize that the growth mif
fo with time starts very rapidly and approaches a stationary value f.. fie shape of the different curves
for I. N. and v is very similar to that froi, flames burning at atmospheric pressure. The profiles in Fig.
12 show. that fI can be quite well determined.

A plot of f. measurements for flares with C/O ratios from C/C - 0.65 to C/O - 0.76 as a funotiur of
prenaure is shown in Fir. 13. The different experimental results fur a gCven C/0 ratio (rain, in a first
appoxoimatlon. be represented by a pressure dependence of hboot fý - F2- which is very close to thn
results reported by McFarlane (211. It should be mentioned, however. Lcat thle flames coupared here burned
at different temperatures and this influences the exponent of P. If It would be possible to burn flames of
, given C/O ratio and a given flow velocity and temperature the dependence on P would be weaker (expooest
for C2 H4--aLr from 2 tu 5 bar about 1.8 to 2). For flraoes burning near the maximum of the f. curves In Fog.
II the influence of P on f. can be described by an exponent which Ir between I and 1.5, that means the
total soot yieid in that rairge does not change much with pressure.

At atmospheric pressure the typical dependence of 1. on flame temperature mentioned ebove has been
found not only for C2 H1-air hut also for other fuels Including C2l[I and C6 116 (26). It is tin thc high
temperature side In agreement with earlier results [I] and aso& wIth measurements fromi other authors
(2ek,25. McFarlane reported a different tendency. Tul& may either be due to the sampling technique used in
his experiments or the temperature of his flames is In the "low tempesature" range described above.

*-1'; • .€
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INFLUENCE OF PRESSUPE ON SOOT MASS GROWTH

From the experiments in shock waves the "rate constant" it which is a -easure for tho duration of the

"second part of soot formation appears to depend on total dens ty. Some measurements performed in C 2 14 -arr
flames by evaluating the measured fC profiles are gIven in Fig. 14. The data are taken from a narrow range
of flame temperaturcs [23). Even if they should have a certain dependence on pressure It is not as strong
as that found in shock waves. The absolute values for kf obtained in these flames, however, center around

the figures Gbtained from an extrappolaton of the shock tube data down to low pressures at the same

temperature.

This observation cun be of some importance for the description of the soot mass growth. The results
obtained fro. flames, where if was found to be only a function of temperature support the assumption that
the active lifetime of the groants soot particles is essentlally determined by the soot particles themself.

The tempering of these pattJcles, the decay of the active centers could be rate determining (28,29l. This
assumption leads to a quantitative description of soot forraation in C2 H 4-air flames. An active. lifetime.
which if proportional to the total density shuuld hardly be determined by the "solid particles" alone.

COAGULATION

An Important step for soot formation in Combustion processes is coagulation (i]. At atmospheric

pressure the Knudsen number Kn - 2f/d (with A being the meanr free path of the gas molecules and d the
particle dilameter

1 
foE soot formatlon tn premixed flames is usually 10 or larger, nod therefore in the free

molecular flow regime. For flames burning at elevated prescore and for the high pressure shock tube data
described the KnudAen numbers can fall far below 10 and pass into the continuum range. This has certain
consequences. The coagulation rates measured at atmospheric pressure usually exceed the theoretical value

for ball-shaped molecules by a factor less thar ten (1). Towards higher pressure the data obtained in stock
waves came close to theory [7] while the flame data at 5 bar seem to fall somewhat below the calculAted

values (23). The reason for this difference requires further investigative,

INFLUENCE OF PREiSUf OtN THE PARJICLE NUMBER DENiTTS

The measurements of the "final" particle number densities In these flames can be perfanned with higher
accuracy than in shock waves, because the application of different optical techniques Is mouh easier atd

the time available for the measurements much longer.

For the C2H 4-air flames burning at elevated pressures, with different C/O rAtios and wi11 different

fla•me jemperstres the "final particle number density" was found to be Letween V = 10 to 10 particles
per cm and therefore very crIse to values fiund at normal and reduced pressures 123). A slighL systematic
variation of N can be explained by the change of the cossulation rate constaut for the transition from hign
to low Knudsen numbers.

The fact. that the "finail" N vale remactn s practically independent of pressure means; that the
variations of the soot mass for-ed at different burning conditions result in variations of the rean finia
soot particle volume. It is therefore practically exclusively determined (as long as the flames ore
srrffciontly hotG by the coagulation of the portic!es,

As in sooting flames bursing at atmospheric pressure the soot particles in flames buhring At higher
pressure ire surrounded nor only by the compontrs of the waler-gas but also by hydrocarbons like acety-
lenes. sethane. and by many other hydrocarbons including pulycyclic aromatics. For the Chir-alr 5 har

flames presented here, these hydrocarbons contain much more carbon atoms per cm
3 

than are present as hout
partlcles. This should, however, change towards high pressures with iuther increasing soot yield. The
situation should become more similar to that in rich benzcene flames (23).

The reported measurements about soot fornation in larinar flt flames at pressures up to 5 bar give
fairly detailed Information about the sequence of events involved in soot formation. They cover a pressure
ranEe which is not large. but the data up to 5 bar have recently been confirmeo at higher pressures. The
experimental results about flames buoring at elevated pressure show that

1.) As in the pyrolysis experiments described the phenomenology of soot formation iii premixed lamrnrar

flames burning at elevated pressure remains similar to that at I bar.

2.) The "final particle number density" Is hardly Influenced by prerhsure as to be expected from 11e
formulas for particle coagulation rates. Dfring soot forotirno pr.tjCle coaria'";t
reduction of N with time.

3.1 Pt dependence of f. on the C/O tru fuel-air) ratio at elevatra pressure remains practicaily the name
as that at atmospheric pressure.

4.) Above a certain tempelature noot mass f. decreases with Increasing teolorature fur all Q/ ratios

within the soot threshold.

5.) nre lnfluence of pressure on f. 1'..''nds on the fuel. For "hut" C2 I14-air flamer f. increases with
preas,are proportional to about I'" ' tdevendina on the burrnlg conditions for which the comparison is

made!).

6.) The threshold of soot formation depends on temperature and Shifts only slightly towards lower tI/

, ' ratio with increasing pressure.

7.) lie rate coastant kf obtained at elevated preosare shows a ternrcature dependence as that found in
"q atmospoelric flames and in shock naves. Up to 5 bar no pressure dependence which is outside the limit

of axserlmentl41 error could be meas.ured. tThis differs from the high pressure values obLtoined in shock
;, . w aves!)

j- -
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INFLUENCE OF PRRSSIJRE ON DIFFUSION FLANES
Diffusion flames shall be mentioned for reason of completeness but only briefly, laminar diffusion

Biases have been investigated by mioller on al. (32) in the C84-air system for pressures up to SO bar. Based
P . histred fatteed onsderblyabov 3Gbar K~ota(331 studied soot yield of liquid hydrocarbon

doetupt10bradfoond a nallierncasofsoot y. pressure.

The outforatin indifusin famesis rahercomplicated iprocess because not only soot formation

butals it oxdatonplays an imyortant role. Recent studies of local soot concentrations, formation
rats, artclenumerdensities etc. did Show a rather comylicated (34-363 interaction of the different

zones soadffsr fapad stire strong iolluenee which even slight heat losses or additions by the
burner or by radiation van have on the appearance of the flame [341. It is interesting to note that even
tbough diffusion flames ace rather complicated as far as soot fonratina is ceccerned. there seems to be a
certain lower t emperature at which soot formation starts [072 and a tetmperature below which moot oxidation

* stoips [3'].1

* ~Recently flower and Bowman (381 performed detailed studies of ethylene air diffusion flames. tor
1-ressures up to 10 bar they found an increase or the soot volutee fraction f. integrated across the diameter
oif the flane whilch varied proportircnal to p"

m 
with n w1.2. Towards 10 liar tie integral voinmer frocetion

* inasreiteots segim to fall below this trend indicating a decreasing dependeace of f, on pressore towards
higher pressures,

Their experiments further showed chat while the foimation ol soot increases with Pressuire. the soot
oxidation consumes a decreasing fraction of Heo soot formed. Therefore the tendency to emit smpoke rises
strongly with mnciea~ssnn pressure. Vile pictures shown by these authors (Fig. 15) deronvtrate that very
convincingliy. It seems raiher obvious ti43 that it is esseethafly the influence of temperature liiorreusrng
radiation, losses) which, with lircreas~ing soot yield reduces oxidatuon rate foe boot particles for higher
pressures closer to the burner mouth.

The three btepis, the experimental side of s'htich is briefly discussed here do show, that piessure
eahiiits a strong mut !ruce on thle formation rate of soot and on the volumec fraction of snot finaily formed
within the Process, They Also show, that the number of SCI- AitfIic nvestigations devoted to that important
topic is relatively small. Therefore technicAl piobleits connected with soot 'rovation iv comibustioon at
elevated pressures still have to he handled on a tisal and error basis.
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611. aMission signal from soot formed in
shock wave. T - 2100 K; p - 7.9.10- O -
mol/cm 3; 0.7 0 C2 H1 in Ar; 200 VS/cm;
200 Mv/cm (631.

T
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4  

2.0 Ic) 4: Induction time I for CH 4 pyrolysisas a
9 r .0unction of temperature. [C21 41 is I %120 [LI] except stated otherwise '6].
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NUMERICAL MODELS FOR ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS OF COMBUSTOR
AEROTHERMAL P1REIORNANCE CIARACTERISTICS

D.L. BURRUS CE, Aircraft Engines, Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. SHYY GE, Corporate Research and Development, Schenectady, New York.
M.E. BRAATEN GE, Corporate Research and Development Schenectady, New York.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this paper is to present an over-iew of the work performed at GF
Aircraft Engines under an ongoing program to develop and improve the sophisticated
analytical models for the design and analysis of aircraft turbine engine combustors,
This effort has focused oil the full three dimensional (3D) elliptic combustor internal
flow model. This paper "ill begin with an introduction and review of the objectives of
the program. This will be followed by a discussion of the nrogress made in the past
five years starting with the initial application and assessment of "first generation" 3D
combustor models based on cartesian grids, progressing to the development and recent
application of alL improved "second generation" 3D combustor model based on a body titted
generalized curvilinear grid. Finally, a brief review of planned future modeling
activities to bD conducted under this program will be discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the significant ways in which the performance level of aircraft turbine
engines has been improved is by the use of higher pressure ratio compressors, and higher
turbine inlet temperatures. These approaches have achieved engine performance
benefits. They have also resulted in an increasingly hostile aerothermal environment
for the engine combustor and turbine components. The escalating cost of experimental
component development testing approaches directed towards improving hot section
durability and aerothermal performance has necessitated the development of sophisticated
combustor design and analysis methods. Early combustor modeling activities at GL
focused on the development of one dimensional models, (Reference 3), capable Of
providing predictions of overall combustor total pressure loss, bulk flowfield
quantities stationwise through the burner, and the mass flow level of tile various mass
injection features of the comllbustor design. An example of this type of analysis
provided by tire COBRA program derived from Reference 1, is shown for the GE/SNECMA CFP56
comhustor in Fio:nre 1. 7n generan , the Eorhisticat4Fn incorporated in this one

dimensional model provides accurate predicti'z.& of tiiu overall total pressure loss, and
the injected mass flow distribution. However, such a model provides little or no
predictive information concerning the combustor heat transfer characteristics, the
combustor exit gas temperature patterns, or any performance characteristic dependent in
the three dimensional nature of the combustor geometry. As such, a need existed for the
capability to perform fully 3D analysis of the turbulent reacting internal flnwfleld of
the combustor. The problem of developing suitable analysis approaches was nontrivial.
The combustor flow problem is extremely complex involving aspects of complicated
geometriae coupled with complex flow phenomena.

For many years the lack of computer capabilities prohibited the development of
fully 3D combustor aerothermal models. Rapid advances in computer technology within the
past ten years have overcome previous limitations permitting the extension of
aerothermal models to fully 3D elliptic form suitable for detailed analytical simulation
of the internal flowfield of conventional combustor designs. One of the first
comprehensive combustor model packageL was developed by the Garrett Turbine Company
under contract to the United States Army, (Reference Z). In this work many individual
analysis procedures were developed and assembled into a complete computerized combustor

oanlyLsr package. Included in this package was a fully 3D elliptic combustor internal
flow model based on a cartesian grid system, a so called "f

t
rst generation" combustor

internal flow model. The availability of this model led to the initiation of a procram
at CE to examine the usefulness of such a model as applied to real combustcr flow
problems, and to identify model deficiencies and the needed improvements to provide a
"second generation" improved combustor internal flow model.

The anticipated benefits of this program are improved combustor designs with
better performance, greater durability, developed in less time and at reduced cost. The
development and application of such models will provide much improved engineering
understanding of the complex flow features of the gas turbine engine combustor.

2. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

The overall objectives of the GE combustor modeling program are to develop
improved combustor design and analysis tools to assist engineers in achieving improved
combustor designs at reduced development cost. The focus of the combustor modeling
program has been the development of the co•bustor internal flow model. The near term

. , goals have been to develop modeling capability to provide reasonably accurate
predictions of cembustor exit gas temperature patterns, asid liner hot side heat transfer
characteristics. These areas of combustor performance are where combustor modeling has
the best near term potential to assist engineers in ths development of improved

1: .......--- - - _ - - - - -- -I
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combustors. The development of modeling capability to provide useful predictions of
other performance charactaristics such as efficiency, gaseous and particulate emissions,
As well as flame lightoff and extinction have been pursued in the past with less
emphasis. However, the move towards high temperature rise and, ultimately,
stoichiometric combustors has demonstrated the need to pursle the development of the
physical modeling capabilities to address these performance concerns.

The approach used in this program hIs been to assess the combustor internal flow
models against actual and combustor like flow problems, and, where possible, more
definitive experiments of benchmark quality. The key items of concern are accuracy and
suitability of the methodology employed, useability, and computational efficJency as
related to the cost of the solution. Based on the assessment studies, the strong points
of the model are noted, and the deficiencies identified. The next step is to identify
and develop the needed modeling Improvements. The developed improvements are then
incorporated into the model yielding an "improved" combustor internal flow model. The
improved model undergoes additional assessment and refinement in - continuous cyclic
fashion. After each cycle, the improved model becomes available for application, by
engineering, to real combustor flow problems. This approach hastens the introduction of
improved modeling capability into the design and development of combustors while further
model improvement is taking placc.

3. ASSESSMENT OF FIRST GENERATION MODELING CAPABILITY

The assessment of the accuracy and sources of error in the methodology of existing
first generation combustor internal flow models was an important first step in
justifying the extent of use of the models, and identifying the needed improvements.
This effort was conducted in part under an in-house Research and Development program,
and in part under the NASA Aerothermal Modeling Phase I Program, Reference 3. The
assessments were conducted using 2D parabolic and elliptic, as well as fully 3D elliptic
model calculations of definitivo test data from the available literature, and data
generated as part of the NASA program effort. The assessments performed with the 211
models provided a methodical examination of the numerical techniques and the physics,
while work with the 3D models focused on the overall useability and performance as a
design analysis tool.

3D MODEL ASSESSMENT

Evaluations ot the available 3D modeling capability began with the assessment of
the model prepared by the Garrott Turbine Engine Company, Reference 2, and a very
similar model prepared by the Northern Research and Engineering Company. Reference 4.
The major differences between the two models involves the numerical finite differencing
scheme employed. First order accurate upwind differencing is used in the Northern
Research model; the "hybrid" differencing scheme in the Garrett model. In the hybrid
scheme, second order accurate central differencing is used where3 the computational cell
Peclet number (ut x/.) has a value 'f 2 -, less. For cells where the peclet numbers
exceed 2, the hybrid scheme reverts to fitst order accurate upwind differencing to
maintain numerical stability. As such numerical diffuston has been introduced into the
solution, potentially effecting the accuracy. To support the application of these
models, plotting rcutines to display the calculated results, and improved model input
flexibility were developed. This entire modeling package was then referred to as the 3D
INTFLOW combustor internal flow model.

The flow problems selected to use in the 3D model assessment study were comprised
of simplified combustor like flows for which son"- definitive experimental .iata existed.
For mn~il inn r

1
mp'e round jeý lw nýW t.................-vm unfue ,,ei ptofile

characteristics, two sets of experimental data from the work by Walker and Kýors
(Reference 5) were selected fol examination. In addition, experimental test data,
obtained as part of the NASA modeling program, for combustur like flows of progressively
increasing flow complexity were used. The selection of these simpl chI loDreacting
flow problems permitted assessing the capability of the existing 3D ,n-,dls to accuralely
predict dilution jet penetration and mixing without the added complication of 1uel
injection and heat release.

The two experiments selected from the Walker and Kors data represented jet t.)
crossflow momentum ration of 6.3 and 26.8. The experimental techniques employed mapping
out the penetration and mixing of room temperature jets into a heated uncarbureted
,.rossflow. The experimental data consisted of detailed thermocouple measurements at
prescribed planes downstream of the jet injection point. In the nodeling calculations
of the Walker and Kors data three similar grids of 10395, 21000, and 41600 gria mesh
points were used to investigate the influence of mesh grid point density on tile
calculated results. The finest mesh, shown in Figure 2, required computer memory
approaching the capacity of the computer system available at the time. Besides the mesh
characteristics, these modeling calculations also investigated the sensitivity from
varying the iilet and jet boundary conditions for turbulence kinetic energy and length
scale, and the prescribed turbulent Schmidt number.
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From the results of the modeling calculations ox tlho Walker and gort data the two
available 3D models were shown to predict almost identical jet peretration end mixing
characteristics although considerably lower turbulence levels were calculated by the

Northern Research model. This result provided support to the claim that the presence of
numerical diffusion J, the solution erising from the use of first order accurate upwind
numerics can dominato iver the mixing generated by the turbulence modal. As such. it
was decided not to make further use of the Northern Research model. Excellent agreemrent
between the model calculation and the experimental test data was demonstrated by use of
the "optimum" choice of the model inlet and jet turbulence boundary conditions, Figure
3. Because the Walker arid oars data did not contain information concerning inlet and
jet turbulence characteristics, it was not possible to conclude that the levels which

produced the best modeling results were fundamentally correct. The investigation of the
mesh grid density showed that comparably good agreement for jet penetration and mixing
could be achieved for all three grids if the solutions were allowed to be sufficiently
converged. As the mesh density increased, the model calculations produced jet shapes,
as defined by the temperature contours, which more closely approximated the test data.
However, it was apparent that considerable further mesn refinement would be necessary to
achieve a "matched" result. The need for very fine meshes, provided the computer
capability existed, illustrated another problem with the model. The computer processor
time per iteration was shown to generally increase proportional to N, where N I. the
number of mesh grid points. It was also observed that the ý)ýher of iteration steps
required to achieve convergence increased gfoportional to N

1 
. As such the total

computer time increases proportional to N 
1
", making fine grid solutions cost

prohibitive.

Additional assessments of the 3D INTFLOW model were performed by modeling selected
experiments from the work performed as port of the NASA/GE Aerothersal Modeling
Program. The nonreacting experiments represented various dilution patterns penetrating
into a cylindrical duct flow. These experiments employed the use of the two temperatz~re
trace technique. The penetration and mixing of the jets war documented using detailed
thermocouple measurements. For these modelinq calculations a coarse grid mesh of 13365
grid points was used, Figure 4. This mesh provided sufficient detail to model the
dilution pattern while not requiring excessive computational time. The same turbulence
inputs that had produced satisfactory results in the calculations of the Walker and Wors
experiments were used 'I these calculations. A selection of the results from this
modeling exercise it r:.-wn in Figure 5. In general, the calculated results demonstrated
qualitative agreement with the test data. However, there was evidence of over
prediction of the jet penetration and slower predicted mixing.

Another of the experiments from this test series involved a GE/SNECNA CFM56 five
cup (90o) sector combustor operating with gaseous fuel. All dome and liner cooling
flows closed off to reduce the degree of difficulty of modeling a combustor reacting
flow problem. A cross section view of this combustor is shown in Figure 6, illustrating

the complex geometry of the boundary walls. Experimental test data involved detailed

thermocouple measurement at the exit of the combustor. A considerably more detailed
grid mesh containing approximately 37000 grid points was used to perfori the 3D modeling
calculations, Figure 7. Because of the lack of special boundary treatment within the
model to address liner wall contours, the modeling simulation featured cylindrical
geometry. The inlet swirler velocity characteristics were generated using data from
5-hole yaw probe measur-ements obtained f1,,,. CtMib combustor swirl cup hardware, arid
carnualiy added to the model input file. Tile calculated results from this exer ise are
shown in the form of the velocity field in a side view plane midway between s%. rl cup
centers, Figure 8, and as a comparison with measured exit gas temperature date

normalized using the pattern factor parameter, Figure 9. The pattern factor I rameter
is defined as follows:

Pf= TloCAL - TAVG

TAVG . T3

where TrCtlc is the local gas temperatura, TAr.. is the average gas temperature at
the comror or exit, and Tj is the compressor discharge temperature. As observed in
this comparison, the model did reasonably predict the relative locations of the hot
spots in the exit gas te'apereture field, indicated by the hiaher levels of the pattern

factor paramreter. Howevrr, once again, the mixing appears to be under predicted as
evidenced by the higher l,.vels of calculated pattern factor as zompared to the measured
test data. The quality 'if this rerult is perhaps fortuitous considerino the reliability

* in the accuracy in the measured swirler vplocitis ----sg as intrusive instrument, and
the gros sll,wiification of representing the complex flowpath contours with cylindrical

geometries. Calculated velocity magnitudes suffer inaccuracies due to the
nisrepresentatiion of the fiowpath areas. There was also the issue of the numerical

accuracy in this calculation, specifically concerning the introdrrction of numerical

diffusion. An shown in Figure 10, with the grid mesh selected, very little of the

computational domrln had Peclet number levels below 2. As previously mentioned, the

hybrid scheme reverts to first upwinding under these conditions. Hence the bulk of the

domain was solved using first order accurate upwind differencing resultiig in the

introduction of numerical diffusion proportional in magnitude to the ratio of the local

r'- ,Peclet number to a Peclet number of 2. The evidence of considerable numerical error is

obvious, demon3trating that within the grid limitations of the existing computer

capacity, there was a need fur improved numerics.

*" ' As an extensioin 0l this exercise, the mudeling capability of the 3D INTFLOW model

--------------------------------------------III--.-- --II-- II----
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was extended to permit simulation of contoured flnwpath boundaries typical of
conventional combustor designs. This was accomplished by the introduction of the socalled "stairstep" boundary treatment into the model. This approach was selected
because it was easy to implement within the cartesian framewrrk of the 3D INTFLOW
model. One further modeling improvement involved automating the generation of the inlet
swirler velocity boundary conditions thus eliminating the tedious task of generating the
model input manually. This improved 3D INTFLOW model was then applied to the same CFM56
combustor flow problem previously modeled using cylindrical geometry. The purpose of
this exercise (Reference 6) was to assess the suitability of the stairstap boundary
techniqur in representing complex combustor geometries. To model the C01M56 combustor
design, Ltairstop boundaries were introduced along the outer and inner liner flowpaths,as well as the dome inlet in a way which closely simulates the actual combustor flowpath
contours. A side view of the grid mesh used, and the stairstep boundaries representingthe combustor geometry is presented in Figure 11. This particular mesh contained 41352
mesh grid points. However, it is obvious from observing thin figure that many of the
mesh grid points actually lie outside of the stairstep boundaries, and hence, the
computational domain. This is one of the immediate disadvantages of the stairstep
boundary technique. The calculated velocity fields obtained with this model, in two
different side views, are presented in Figure 12. A comparison between the calculated
exit gas temperature pattern and the available measured test data is presented in Figure
13. Again the results are displayed as contours of the pattern factor parameter. It is
observed from this figure that the magnitude of the hot spots and their locations
circumstantially were accurately predicted by the model. In this sense, the result was
somewhat improved over the result obtained in the previous modeling calculation
employing cylindrical wall boundaries. However, considerable discrepancy is observed in
the radial location of the hot spots. 'he test data suggests they are centrally located
within the annulus boundaries, while the model predicted them along the inner boundary.

As a result of this assessment exercise, several observatIons concerning the use
of stairstep boundary treatment were made. The need for treating wail contours was
perhaps a foregone conclusion, and the results of this exercise serve to support this.
However, the use of the stairstep boundary technique involves significant limitations
and/or difficulties. A feature of using stairstep boundaries of particular concern is
observed in the flow along the boundary walls. A cascading effect has been introduced
into the solution of the flow along the walls. This has resulted from the use of flats
(horizontal or vertical sections of the stairstep boundary of more than a single grid
cell spacing in length), in the construction of the stairstep boundary. A related
difficulty involves the awkwardness in obtaining grid detail along the boundary walls.
This particular experii.ental test configuration modeled did not feature liner wallcooling slots. However, conventional combustor configuration feature numerous liner
wail film cooling slots which could not easily or accurately be represented on a
stairstep boundary. Any attempt to provide this detail would result in randomly
distributed grid concentration, and excesrive requirements for computer storage.Another limitation of the stairstep approach was briefly touched on before. The
stairstep technique inherently involves considerable amounts of "vasted" mesh grid
points. These are the grid points which are present within the cartesian structure of
the mesh, but which lie outside the boundaries of the problem, The wasted grid points
have no adverse impact on the computational time for the solution, they nonetheless
require computer storage. The ragnitude of thiz problem Car be av-r--. i-, - hL CFm5t
example, only abcut half of the total ieuha 4Lid poinis actually lie within the problem
boundaries. As such, the stairstep boundary approach does rot provide for the optimum
use of grid or the available computcr storage.

ASSESSMENT OF NUMERICAL AND PHYSICAL METHODOLOGY

The combustor aerothermal model can be simplistically regarded as a set ofsimultaneous partial differential and algebraic equations, a discretization procedure,
and a solution algorithm. Physical modeling is contained in the original equations,numerinal accuracy in the discretization procedure and solution algorithm, and
computation efficiency primarily in the solution algorithm. It is computationally
prohibitive and actually unnecessary to study these modeling isnues in fully three
dimensional flows. Thus a series of one and two dimensional studies were conducted
ranging from the analysit of liner uniform coefficient convection diffusion equations to
a turbulent recirculation combusting flow. These studies, conducted as part of the
NASA/GE Aerothermal Modeling Program, each focused on different aspects of the overall
numerical and physical submodel issues to assess their role in the accuracy of the
solution, Assessments performed in two dimensions nade use of thm TF:Arl! 7cde, dcvclcpcd
iniriaily at the Imperial College, and the GETREF (GE Turbulent Reacting Flow) code
developed at GE.

The first issue studied was the accuracy of the finite difference representations
of the convection term. Several schemes for approximating this first order spatial
derivative in convection dominated flow were investigated. The relative accuracy andcomputational efficiency (convergence speed) among the first order accurate upwind
scheme, second order accurate central differencing scheme, second otder accurate upwind
difference scheme, and the QUICK (Quadratic Upstream Interpolation fot Convective
Kinematics) scheme, were compared against several idealized one or to dimensional model
problems, e.g., uniform, constant diffusivity flow with a proscribed source term,

It was shown that in a finite dcfference simulation with large cell Peclet numbor,the high wave number Fourier components of the real solutions cannot be evaluated
, accurately. As a result ot thin, in a convection dominated flow, if the viscous terms

In[
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are required to balance the convection terms in a thin layer close to the downst:-eam
boundary due to, for example, the imposition of a Dirichlet type boundary condition, a
finite difference approximation can, at beet use the truncation errors of the
approximations to help damp out the disturbances in that thin layer. The detailed
structure of the real solution is unresolved. Even this may or may not be accomplished
by a given scheme, and hence for a high cell Peclet number flow the formal order of
accuracy, by itself, is a poor criterion by which to judge the performances of different
schemes. For example, Figure 14 compares the typical solution profiles along the y
direction given by the five schemes for a 20 convection diffusion equation with constantvalues of u, v, and Pa (Fe - 40, u/v - 2). For Figure 14, the downstream boundary
conditions are taken to he the same as the upstream boundary conditions. Figure 15
shows the solution profiles given by the five schemes for the same flow problem, but
with zero as the downstream boundary condition; a thin boundary layer normal to the flow
direction is formed close to the downstream boundary. Among the five schemes tested in
this study; the second order upwind scheme gives the most satisfactory results in
general; this scheme, however still exhibits some overshoots ini the solution. On the
other hand, although both second order central differencitg and QUICK are formally of
the same order of accuracy as the second order upwind scheme, they fail to enhance the
viscous terms properly where needed for a high cell Peclet number flow problem.
Noticeable spurious oscillations appear in the numerical solutions. Furthermore, if no
boundary layer type region exists in the real solution, the accuracy of the
approximating solutions given by QUICK and that by the second order upwind are
comparable. The first order upwind scheme is free from unphysical over and undershoots
in the solutions for all test problems considered, but fails to give accurate
approximations in the presence of a source term and shows too much numerical diffusion
in the convection dominated region for multidimentional flow. The skew upwind scheme is
able to substantially reduce numerical diffusion by the first order in the cross stream
direction but is found to be less satisfactory than the second order upwind scheme. The
skew upwind scheme also fails to give accurate solutions in the presence of source
terms.

The physicel models for turbulence and turbulence chemistry interaction phenomena
were studied by comparison of predictions with four benchmark quality axisymmetric
experiments. These experiments were: a turbulent nonpremixed jet flame (Reference 7)
an annular isothermal dilution jet/chamber flow (Reference 8); an isothermal pipe flow
(Reference 9); and a nonpremixed, bluff body stabilized flame (Reference 10). The
turbulent jet flame is a shear flow and so a parabolic version of the model was used.
An elliptic model was used for the three recirculating floý simulations.

The first simulation establishes the need to account for random compositional and
temperature fluctuations. In a shear flow such 's this jet flame, the parabolic nature
of the governing equations permits the use of sufficient grid points to make the issue
of dlscretization accuracy irrelevant. Tihus a mors direct assessment of the turbulence,
and particularly, the turbulence chemistry interaction model is possible. In addition,
the jet flame experiment provided both laser velocimeter and spontaneous Raman
scattering data so that the mean, variance, and indeed, the pdf (probability density
function) of major species concentrations, temperature, and axial velocity were
available. Comparisons of these quantities, many of which are shown in Figures 16
through 20 indicate the accuracy of the single scalar pdf/equilibrium chemistry submodel
in accounting fnr the highly rnon!incar "unmi-ed--,-e' Luibulence cnemlstry interaction.
It should be noted that so called adequacy ot simpler models such as the eddy breakup
scheme is often inferred from far more complicated experiments, e.g., recirculating
flows with less precise instrumentation; under these circumstance@ the turbulence
chemistry interaction cannot be isolated and compensating errors frequently occur.
Finally it should be noted that the single scalar pdf can be extenkd to isultJsoalar pdf
descriptions of nonequilibrium flows without added empiricism.

The three recirculating flows are progressively more complex in that more
phenomena occur simultaneously. Solutions essentially free from 'numerical diffusion"
were obtained by increasing grid density until central differenning of the convection
term was possible. The Isothermal dilution jet/chambcr flow provides data for a gas
turbine combustion chamber like flow whirh retains axisymmetric geometry. Compariscns
(Figures 21 and 22) indicate that the flow is dominated by the mean pressure gradient
rather than by tie turbulence. This is evident from the poor agreement in the
turbulence kinetic energy profiles arid, despite this, the good agreement in the meanaxial velocity. However, in a reacting flow the turbulence Ji important in that besides
controlling diffusivity, it interacts nonlinearly with the chemistry to produce a mean
density field which enters all the equations:

The co- and counterswirled isothermal pipe flow features strong streamline
curvature and consequently, anisotropic turbulence. This 'annot be represented by the
isotropic eddy viscosity two equation models which are widely used, e.g., k-c model. On
the other hand the full Reynolds stress equations, which could account for anisotropy,
involve semiempirical closure for higher correlations, ignore very important issues in
the dissipation rate equation, and are computationally very much more expensive. Hence,
an algebraic simplification of the Reynolds stress equations, in two dimensions, which
finally retains the two equation form with a very complex eddy viscosity, rather than a
constant, was derived. This model is more universal than, for example, Richardson
Number corrections; it has been used successfully in several recirculating flows.
Figure 23 shows centerline axial velocity profiles in this flow with the standard k-,
and the new model; the appearance of a recirculation zone in the latter case confirms

'% 1 its accuracy.
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The last flow simulated was an axisymmetric reýirctulating nonpremixed flame.Combustion, i.e., the turbulence chemlEtcy interaction, was represented by the sinc~le
scalar pdf described earlier. Again, truncation error analysis and grid densifi'ation
were used to produce solutions essentially free trom numerical diffusion error as
observed in Figure 24. The csntsrline mean axial velocity profile shows reasonable
agreement with the data. The measured turbulence kinetic energy profile shows a marked
peak at the first stagnation point, which ie not predicted. Mean and variance of
species concentrations were not measured and so those predictions could not be
evaluated. Agreement of mean temperature (Figure 25) is reasonable but it should be
noted that in the model temperature is not a primitive variable, that thermocouple data
is notoriously difficult to interpret, and that intermittency may affect the pdf in the
annular shear layer (y - 0.07 a). The position of the for-wrd stagrtation point as a
function of the central jet to annular flow velocity ratio (Figure 25) alsc shows
reasonable agreement with the data.

The conclusions made from the assessments of existing first generation combuator
internal flow models were clear. The stairstep boundary technique was not a suitable
approach for addressing the complex flowpath geometries of conventional combustor
designs. Considerable thought went into identifying better alternate approaches for
handling the geometry issue. What emerged was the decision to adopt a body fitted
coordinate mesh structure using generalized curvilinear coordinates to provide for the
greatest flexibility in handling complex geometries. bse one and two dimensional
axisymmetric studies addresqed the issues of stability and accuracy of convection term
discretization, the performance of several difference operators in various flows, and
the physical modeling of turbulence and turbulence chemistry interactions. These
studies all lead to modeling approaches which would result in a more accurate predictive
capability in the next generation code for combustor flow.

4. IMPROVED COMBUSTOR MQDEL DEVELOPMENT

The conclusions reached as part of the assessment studies of the available first
generation modeling capabilities demonstrated the need for significant improvements. As
a result of this, a decision was reacied to undertake the development of a now improved
combustor internal flow model. This aecond generation combustor model would be based on
e generalized body fitted curvilinear mesh structure to provide the requlred flexibility
to model the complex flowpath geometries typical of combustor designs. The new model
would have all of the capabilities of the first generation model, plus feature the
improvements in numerics and physical submodeling that were identified during the
assessment studies. The development of the new model, 3D CONCERT (gartesian Qr Natural
Coordinates for Ylliptic Reacting jurbulent flows), was conducted at the GE Corporate
Research and Development Center. In a parallel effort conducted at the GE Aircraft
Engine Business Group, improvements to the first generation model, 3D INTFLOW, were
made, and application to actual corbustor design and analysis problems was initiated.
This approach permitted the near term introduction of improved modeling capability while
development of the new combustor model was taking place. It also permitted the
identification of further needed modeling improvements and capabilities to oe introduced
into the 3D CONCERT model eq development proceeded.

DEVELOPMENT OF 3D CONCERT MODEL

The major issue behind the development of the new combustor model, 3D CONCERT,
involved the inappropriate representation of a complex flowpath such as a gas turbine
combustor In a cartesian or cylindrical coordinate system. As such, the development of
3D CONCERT involved constructing a new combustor model comprising state-of-the-art
physical submodele and numerical procedures within the framework of a boundary fitted
coordinate system, because the use of the curvilinear coordinate system presented some
new challenges in the formulation of the solution algorithm in the CONCERT nudel, a
brief discussion of the formulation is appropriate.

The 3D CONCERT model like the first generation 3D INTFLOW model addresses the
solution of the governing conservation equations for a dependent variable t. The
governing equations are written in the strong conservation law form in general
curvilinear coordinates, as derived in Reference 11. The conservation equations
typically can ba written in the cartesian coordinates for the dependent variable * in
the following form

- 1 3o 1'o ~ ~ IwC4)fR(x.y .Z) (1)

wnere I is the effective diffusion coefficient and R the source tesr. When now
independent variables c, r, , and "( are introduced. Equation 1 changes according to the
general transfurmation C - E(x,y,z), n -w (x,y,z), v- v (xy,z). The result of this
coordinate transformation is to transform the arbitrarily shaped phymical domain into a

A "rectangular parallelopiped.
J,

1
('• €; i Equation I can be rewritten in p.,,, coordinates as follows:
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and SC,,, f) is the source term of tile governing equation in (.,,r) coordinates.

A staggered grid system ms described in Reference 12 is used in the calculation.
The scejlar variables (p,o,k,,,etc) are located at the center of the control volumes,
while the velocity components are located on the control volume faces, Figure 26.
Finite difference approximations to the conservation laws are obtained by taking the
inteyraZ of Equation 2 over tae control volume and discretizing it, as done in cartesian
coordinates. By choosing Ai - A,, . A, = 1, the resulting form of the governing equations
become formally of the same form as the finite difference equations derived in cartesian
coordinates. Because of this similarity, the SIMPLE solution procedure is extended to
the body fitted curvilinear coordinate system using the methods discussed in Reference
13.

'the solution marches sequentially through the momentum, pressure correction, and
other scalar equations (such as k, r ), with a maximum allowance being prescribed for
updatirg each dependent variable. This sequential procedure is defined here as the
outer iteration cycle. Within each equation, and with tir: prescribed allowances as the
limit, the discretized systen of linear equations are also solved iteratively. This
procedure i:; called the inner irer.tion step. The detailed implementation of the
numerical algorithm is discussed in Reference 13.

Second order central differencing Aiu used to approximate the second order
derivative terms (diffuston), in the governing equations, I-or the finite difference
approximation to the convection terms, both hybrid difforsncing and second order
accurate u,)wind differencing are available. Tihe incorporation of the second order
upwinding reflects the results of previous assessments of nusoricax issues.

In the development of the 3D CONCERT model to date, much of the effort has focused
on the numsrical framework rather than on the development of specific physical
submodels. As such, the model at this time considers gaseous fuel injection, the two
equatinn, -' ,c...n.. ... ... , o-d"fost'cheolsty suupled with a protability density
function treatnient to account for compositional fluctuations. Elemental rather than
molecular species concentrations are considered. Since elements and tutal anthalpy are
conserved, their conservation enuat.ions are homogeneous. If all diffusion coofficients
are equal the mlxturo fraction (A) is usefully defined as

Z - Z
Sa* 7 ' .- (4)

where (a) and (f) refer to air and fuel streams and Z is any elemental mass fraction or
* total enihalpy. A value of corresponds to a known instantaneous c•ncentration of the

elementg and total enthalpy. The thermochemical program CREN, (Reference 14) is built
.nto CONCERT to determine the equilibrium density, temperature, and species

concentration C:on each mixture traction, Thess eqaillbrium vectors are then stored ae

k'A-
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therrochemical tables for use as r quired in the solution of the conservation
equations. The fluctuations in $ are represented by the h -probability density function
( 4-pdf), References 15 and 16. The transport equations for the first two moments of the
pdf describing the fluctuations are solved simultaneously with the equations for the
pressulre correction, momentum, turbulence kinetic energy, and dissipation rate. Thus
the local pdf at each point is convoluted with the corresponding equilibrium vector to
generate required quantities such as the local mean density. This approach provided
improved physical modeling over the treatment of fast chemistry featured in the first
generation 30 INTFLOW model.

During the development of the 3D CONCERT model considerable effort went to address
the need for improved computational efficiency associated with modeling calculaZions.
In 1985 two studies, Reference 17, were performed to investigate two aspects of
computational speedup. The first of these studies explored the use of a direct solver
approach within the framework of the curvilinear coordinates. The second study explored
the pressure correction equation used in the iterative approach.

In the direct solver investigation, a procedure using sparse matrix techniques for
curvilinear coordinates was formulated and evaluated. In this procedure, the continuity
equation is directly discretized instead of using the pressure correction equation in
the iterative approach. The momentum and continuity equations are combined into a
single equation set, linearized by suc!cessive substitution, and solved in a fully
coupled manner using a sparse matrix technique. The specific details of the tonaulation
of the direct Colver approach can be found in Reference 27.

The adopted direct solver approach was implemented into a 2D version of COACERT to
simplify the overall effort. The relative performance of the direct solver, in terms of
computational speedup, wao assessed against the iterative approach in a series of 2D
channel flow calculations. From the results of this study it was demonstrated that
curvilinear coordinates make the relative performance between the direct solver and
iterative approaches different from what is observed in cartesian coordinates.
Increases in grid raesh points penalize the computer storage requirements and the cost,
in terms of processor time, of the direct method more severely than the iterative
method. For the iterative approach, the amount of processor time per iteration was
shown to be proportional to the number of mesh points, N. The direct solver approach
did converge more rapidly in terms of the number of iterations However, the cost in
processor time per iteration was found to be proportional to P. As such, the
straight forward adoption of the direct solver sparse matrix approach was not a viable
approach to achieve computational speedup in the 3D CONCERT model. However, the
importance of retaining the coupling between the velocity and pressure fields was
demonstrated by tLe vastly superior rate of convergence of the direct solver relative tothe iterative method.

The purpose of the second study was to assess the effect in the overall rate of
convergence of the iterative approach from the degree of convergence achieved in the
solution of the individual equations in the inner iteration step. For typical combuetor
flows, the pressure correction equation, which is Poisson-like and hencr inhnerently
elii|,tic in nature, needs sore iterative steps to concrgc than tha monentui. o0 acalaL
transport equations which are convection dominated. Typical rates of convergence for
the various equations are shown in Figure 27. The use of line-SSOR (Symmotric
Succussion Over Relaxation) is found to provide substantially faster convergence than
point-SSOR for the pressure correction equation. In either case, the pressure
correction equation often needs an order of magnitude laore iterative sweeps than the
momentum and scalar transport equations to reach the same degree of convergence in the

A inner iterations steps.

In the initial development of CONCEI•T the linear equations were formulated asd
solved on a series of 2D planes compriuing the 3D solution domain. Only one pass was
made through the domain to avoid ti:e need to recompute the coefficients. Although this
procedure reduces the required computer storage, it is incapable of solving the linear
equations to an> arbitrary level of convergence within a giver outer iteration.
Consequently, a new procedure was developed In which the coefficients are calculated and
stored over the full 3D domain. The resulting 30 equations are solved by repeated
sweeps of point- or line-SSOR to the desired level of convergence.

4 T, r ii, Lhe overall convergence rate the* results from solving the
linearized equations at each step to a suitably close convergence is demonstrated by the
results shown in Figure 27. Here the decay of the mass residual is shown for both the
old and new procedures as a function of the number of outer iterations for a turbulent
flow calculation in a curved 3D diffuser with a cross sectional shape varying from
circular at the inlet to rectangular at the exit. It Is ob.erved that the improved
solution of the pressure correction equation, resulting fron the new approach
investigated, causes the mass residual to decay much more rapidly and smoothly than in
the existing procedure. However, In the new approach, more calculations are performed
in the inner iteration layer, resulting in the consumption of more processor time par
each outer iteration. The overall savings in processor time will not be as good as the

improvement in convergence rate. It thus beco.ses apparent to look at approaches which
can improve the computing efficiency of the solution of tha pressure correction
equation.

The results of these Initial studies into improving computational efficilecy I
demonstrated that some sort of compromise between the fully uncoupled iterative o'- -r
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and the fully coupled direct solver approach was needed to achieve meaningful reductions
it, the computational time. What evolved was the selection of an approach involving a
multistep pressure correctiol. algorithm doupled with a multigrid scheme. Efforts in
1986 led to the development and assessment of this approach in the curvilinear
coordinate framework of CONCERT.

The multiple step pressure correction algorithm developed is similar in spirit to
the PISO (Reference 18) algorithm. The use of general curvilinear coordinates
introduces a nurber of additional terms into the complete form of the pressure
correction equation, which appears as:

ApP'p - A PIE: 4 A PW APN +1 A P' . AS ' + A P'.
A P 4 4 +WANPN AP + R H (a)

("u) - (0). + ("V)S - V)N i ('W)B - ("W)Y (

+ (U')W - U')F + ( V')S - V')U 4 ( 14')8 W')F( )

+ ý] ANB NH (di

Terms (a) and (b) make up the standard pressure correction equation as derived in the
SIMPLE algorithm for cartesian coordinates, except that the contra,,ariant velocity
components U, V, and W appear in the mass imbalance term (b) here due to the use of a
curvilinear coordinate system. Two additional terms also appear, with Term (c)
representing a mass imbalance source term resulting from the velocity corrections at the
neighboring points (a similar term also appears in the P2So algorithm) and Term (d)
representing the additional neighboring points introduced as a result of the use of a
nonorthogonal coordinate system. Since the complete pressure correction equation is
virtually intractable in this form, approximations must be made to lead to a mere
suitable form. A predictor-corrector approach, which in Term (Q) was evaluated using
the corrections from a previous step, was selected as the most viable approach.
Droj, lng Term (d) was found to lead to a more efficient and stable algorithm.

Test runs were made comparing the rerformance of the algorithm as a function of
* t1i number of corrector steps. For a turbulent Lo•i through a rectangular channel with

all asymmetric expansion, increasing the number of corrector steps from one to three did
lead to an appr(ciable improvement in the rate of convergence, as shown in Figure 28.

However, not as much improvement was notud for the more complicated flow in a typical
annular combustor geometry, as shown in Figure 29. The combination of a highly

* nonorthogonal mesh around the dilution holes, and the strong coupling between the
turbulence equations and the flow equations seems to reduca the improvement in
convergence rate the new procedure can provide.

The computer time sequired to solve the prescure correction ecuation represents a
sizablei fiacto ij of the toLai computational effort. corsJdcration of prescure
correction methods with multiple corrector steps means that a number of pressrure

correction like equations need to be solved at each outer iteration, placing all even
higher premium on efficient solution of the pressure correction equation.

In previous studies it was found that the pressure correction equation required
many more sweeps of a point-SSOR or line-sSOR method to converge than either the
momentum or the scalar transport equations. This is because the pressure correction
equation is elliptic in nature while the other equations are convection dominated. It
is well known that point and line iterative methods converge rathor slowly on elliptic
problems, particularly as the number of mesh points becomes large. The multigrid meti.jd
(Reference 19), has been found to be very useful in accelerat ng the convergence of
these solvers for elliptic equations. Another approach that 1, ýs proven successful in

aclerating the convergence is the, so called, additive correction method, Reference
20. In tne approach selected for CONCERT, a multigrid correction method, which is a
blend of both of these approaches, is applied to the pressure correction equation, with
the goal of reducing the ovorall computer time required by the flow calculation.I Corrections are assumcd to be uniform over 2 x 2 x 2 blocks of the fine grid. These
hn utC...... _. ..r v ,,•o of 0.a grid levet ol. a multjgrid scheme,
Equations for the corrections are formulated so that the corrected solution satisfies
the conservation equations Lor the control volumes of the coarse grid, in the same way
thet the corrected solution satiseies thi: conservation equation over each grid line in
the additive correction approach. Since the coefficients of the correction equations on
the coarse mesh are merely sums of tie fine grid coefficients, the calculation requi).'es
very little extra computational effort. In the context of a three dimensional
calculation in a nonorthogonal coordinate system, the savings is substantial relative to
the effort that is required to compute the coefficients independently for each grid
level, an is often done in nultigrid methods. I)

In the adopted approach, the fine grid is solved first, followed by the next
"coarser level, and finally the coarsest level. At present only these levels are used

- .• although extenniuns to more levels is possible. The generated corrections on the
Vit. coaratst level are interpolated using trillnear interpolation onto the mid level grid,

which is resolved, and finally, those corrections ara interpolated back onto the fine
mesh completing the cycle. A fixed number of sweeps of the point of line-SSOR procedure

I' • '•'. .
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Is performed on each grid level. The performance of this multigrid algorithm for the
pressure correction equation is illustrated in Figure 30 for a curved duct diffuser flow
solved on a 46 x 22 x 22 mesh. The multigrid scheme is observed to provide significant
improvement In the convergence rate of the pressure correction equatisn relative to the
single grid.

Another essential step In the development of the 3D CONCERT model involved efforts
to develop a generalized curvilinear grid generalion method capable of accurately
addressing the special features of the combustor geometry such as round dilution 1-les
and cooling slots arbitrarily located onl the contoured boundary walls. The special
purpose grid generation code developed employs a combined use of elliptic partial
differential equations and algebraic interpolation methods to generate the grid system.

The procedure starts by generating a 2D grid mesh on the side contour of the
combustor geometry using prescribed grid clustering along the wall boundaries and mesh
expansion ralio in the interior region. This 2D system is then rotated about the axis
of symmetry (engine centerline), to form a full 3D section with a prescribed pesh
spacing in the circurferential-direction. A remeshing procedure is employed if there
are dilution holes present on either surface. By defining the hole center location, and
the hole radius, the elliptic equation method is employed to generate a new grid mesh
with satisfactory smoothness over the mesh surface domain while conforming to the shape
of the round holes. Any odd number of node points can be assigned within each hole tI
resolve the necessary details of the dilution jets. After the surfaces are remeshed,
all interior mesh points are remeshed, using an algebraic interpolation method, to
satisfy the clustering and smoothness requirements.

rigure 31 presents such grid meshes, for an isolated 1° sector of an annular
combustor, generated with the code. This figure also provides a comparison of dilution
hole treatment within the generated mesh between the rectangular grid scheme used in the
older 3D INTFLOW model, and this new curvilinear grid generator. The superiority of
this improved approach are obvious. Further development of the curvilinear grid mesh
generator is required to improve the grid detail for wall film cooling slots, anid to
address the 3D features of the inlet dome, especially in the circumferential direction.
Work on these grid generation issues will be addressed as part of the continuing
development of the 30 CONCERT model.

Having completed the basic development of the 31) CONCERT model, it was tire to nut
it all together into a package usable by the engineering design community. The
development of a menu driven "user friendly" package of supporting routines built around
the 3D CONCERT mode] was completed in 1986. The package consists of eleven elemental
rouitines which allow the user to build up a model problem, submit it for execution on a
selection of available computers,and a post process the calculated results. Use of the
package significantly reduces model set up tine. A typical combustor problem can be set
up and submitted for eaecution in about one hour. The preprocestlor element of this
package automatically generates the file for the 3D CCNCERT model. As such, the chances
far Input errors aLe Also significantly ijd4,ed. 'Phe execute element venerates all ot
the job control language (JCL) required to Submiit the job on the designated computer
system. This eliminates the need for the user to be familiar with the often complicated
JCL required. The package also provides the user with file management to assist in
passing information from step to step through the entire process.

With the completion of all initial development asp-cts of 30 CONCERT, the model
was applied to perform a calculation of the internal flowfield for the GE/SNECMA CFM56
engine combustor, Figure 32. The high pressure core system of this engine is currently
in use on several aircrart including the 737-300. The combustor configuration modeled
represented the standard design. This modeling exercise served as the initial
validation and demonstration of the 3D CONCERT model applied to real combustor flow
problems. Combustor component test data in the form of do'hiled thermocouple
measurements around the exit annulus was used to compare with the calculated results. A
mesh of 52 % 25 x 37 grid points was used in the calculation permitting the use of three
levels of multigrid. Illustrations of this grid mesh are prusented in Figure 33. The
combustor operating conditions including the flow levels through the various combustor
pass Injection features were decermined from available test data. The combustor inlet
swirier and spiasnpiate velocity characteristics weine geneAtetm u-ty t ,,
experimental test data of axial, radial, and tangential (swirl), velocities at varying
radii from the swirl cup axis of symsetry. These data were taken earlier using a five
hole yaw probe, and are the same data used to generate the inlet swirler characteristics
in the previously performed 3D INTmLOW modeling calculations. Ihe Inlet swirler and
spleshplate velocity features generated in the preprocessor using this data are shown in
Figure 34.

This modeling calculation was run for 1250 iterations requiring about 1.75 hours
of cpu ties on the CRAY XMP-28 computer. The convergence history of the residuals for
mass, momentum, and energy indicated that the solution was reasonably converged at this
point. Figure 35 presents the calculated velocity field in the plane in line with the ,
inlet swirl cup centers. A blowup of the dome region in line with the swirl cup centers
is shown in Figure 36. This blowup view reveals the recirculation zones formed by the
interaotion of the swirl cup flow and the primary dilution Jets. These velocity field
results also serve to demonstrate the superior features of the curvilinear maesh used in
CONCERT when compared to the earlier results obtained for the same combustor design
uoing the cartesian mesh with the 3D INITFLOW model, Figure 12. in Figure 37 the
c.Iculated velocity field and gas temperature pattewns at the combustor discharge plane
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are presented. For compaL'ison purposes, the measured exit gas temperature patternsobtained from rig testing this combustor[ are also presentsd in this figure. This

temperature data was obtained from an array of thermocouple measurements around the
entire combustor exit annulus, corrected to provide an integrated temperature rise of
99.5% of the ideal value. The presence of vortices in the exit plane flow is evident
from this figure. These vortices have their origin from the secondary flows developedwith the injection of the secondary dilution air into the combustor. Figure 37 also
demonstrates that good agreement was achieved between the prudicted exit gastemperatures and the adjusted measurements from the rig test. The Modeling calculationdoes show a little more pattern than is evident from the test data, possible indicating
less overall mixing generated by the model than is experienced in the actual combustor.
Similar observations have been made in previous modeling studies using the first
generation 3D INTFLOW model which, like 3D CONCERT, employs the two equation K-c
turbulence closure model. Another possible contributory cause may be the lack of"total" convergence of the solution. The temperature field is usually the last to
Completely settle out. Given the crudeness of the boundary condition details supplied* to the model for each of the combustor flow injection features, especially the swirlcup, the generated results are clearly quite good.

This modeling exercise has successfully demonstrated the capabilities and
superiority over first generation modeling technology provided by the 3D CONCERT model.While further validation of the model at this stage of development is necessary to
provide a more thorough checkout, its release to the user community will provide themwith ani easy to use and very useful analysis tool to assist in the design and* development of other aircraft gas turbine engine combustors.

5. PLANNED MODELING IMPROVEMENT ACTIVITIES

The completion of the Initial developoent of the 3D CONCERT model has provided a
superior analysis tool to the combustor design community. Efforts to further assess the
capabilities of the new combustor model rt: applied to other GE aircraft gas turbineengine combustor designs are presently underway. These exercises will provide a
demonstration of the modeling capabilities and limitations at this stage ofdevelopment. The model will also begin to be used within the combustor design community
as an analysis tool to assist in combustor development efforts. Being that this
represents the initial release of the 3D CONCERT model, many modeling issues of concernto the designers have not as yet been addressed within its framework. However the new
model does provide a new foundatior on which to develop/implement the needed modeling
improvements. The list of modeling improvement candidates is seemingly endiess. As
such, within the scope of this program it is necessary to assign priorities to these
issues based on the perceived near term needs, and potential payoffs in selecting which
ones to pursue. The following discussions briefly describe some of the modeling
improvement activities currently in progress or planned in the near future.

Aýt this tlim work is nearing completion on en irproved releasie of a
2D/oxisymmetric model package version of CONCERT. This package will provide the needed
modeling capability to perform flow analysis in diffusers, swirl cups, or any
20D/axisymm'etric duct of complex geometry. The ability to perform detailed computational
analysis of complex swirl cup flows will provide a very useful tool for the designer to
apply in what has generally been regarded as a challenging art. These swirl cupcalculations will also provide the needed detailed inlet boundary condition information
to supply to the 3D internal flow model. In a recent assessment of this modeling
package, the model was applied to perform calculations for a series of 20 diffuser
configurations from the Stanford experiments, (Reference 22). Tire calculated static
pressure recovery variation with diffuser area ratio is shovn to be in excellent
agreement with the experimental results, rigors 38. This exercise also demonstrated the
ability of the model to accurately predict which configurations would experience flow
separatlons.

* Work has also been progressing on the development of a combustor wall coolingmodel. This model employs a novel approach in which a boundary layer calculation is
linked with the 3D internal flowfield calculation to provide predictions of the !iner
wall not side heat transfer chreartct.. cu-. This capability is needed to achieve

* improved 3D thermal analysis and life predictions for the combustor liner structures.
The adopted boundary layer approach overcomes the deficiencies associated with the wall
function treatment used in the 3D internal flow model. In its present state of
development the wall cooling model is 2D parabolic in character . Some very initial
assessments of this model have been encouraging, (Reference 23). It is planned to
extend the model to 3D in the near future,

as Compressibility for subsonic flows has already been intcoduced into the2D/axisymmetric version of CONCERT and into the 30 version. It will be necessary to
develop changes to the existing algorithm to permit transonic and supersonic flow
conditions. This added capability will permit the application of the CONCERk modeling
technology to high Mach number duct flow analysis such as the aircraft gas turbina
engine augmentor system.

A liquid droplet spray modeling capability is presently under development for the3D CONCERT combustor model. Because of the excessive computational intensity and
storage requirements models of considerable complexity are not considered practlcal"within the framework of the 3D model applied as a design tool. several moderately
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complex approaches which account for droplet size, evaporation, and momentum exchange
with the surrounding flowfield are being considered, including a refinement to the
Lagrangian approach.

Another area of planned activity Is to introduce a fore of finite rats chemistry
into the model. The next level of complexity relative to the fast chemistry t.eatmant
currently employed is to Ndd one more scalar variable and have it describe as
coieplicated a kinetic scheme as possible. The two scalar approach has been carried to
an advanced stage in hydrogen-air systems (Reference 24). A more complex three scalar
model has also been developed for CO/H2 flames, (Reference 25). The third scalar
introduced spans the range between the CO frozen, and in partial equilibrium with the
radical pool. Rather than a 20 matrix, the thermochemical system lies in a cube. This
model has demonstrated the ability to account for the CO kinetics lagging with respect
to the radical pool, and should, therefore, be applicable over a wider temperature range
than the two scalar approach, It is planned to pursue the development of this approach
for the CH-air system.

In the area of turbulence modeling much has been published about the deficiencies
of the two equation K-c model. Many have suggested the need to adopt the full form of
the Reynold's stress equations. However, it is felt that at this time the excessive
computational intensity associated with this approach is prohibitive for its
introduction into a 3D model design tool environjment. A less rigorous approach such as
the algebraic stress model, for 2D CONCERT and a Richardson number correction for 3D
CONCERT will be pursued as potential near term improvements. These approaches have
demonstrated somewhat superior performance over the standard K-- model, especially in
the modeling of flows with high swirls,

Considerable effort and progress were made in providing improved computational
efficiency during the development of the 3D CONCERT model. Recent applications of the
model to real combustor flow problems has demonstrated a need for yet further
impr~vemsent. In the near term it is planned to continue to optimize and streamline the
coding to take the most advantage of the CRAY XMP-28 system available at GE. Future
efforts may see a restructuring of the model to take advantage of parallel processing
techniques associated with new computer system designs featuring clustered processor
arrangemsnts. The coding is presently undergoing modifications that will permit the use
of the CRAY solid state disc device (SSD), as a sort of virtual memory device. In the
adopted approach only the five planes of information necessary to generate the inputs to
the local computational cells are loaded into the central memory. The rest resides on
the SS0 which currently has a memory capacity of 32 megawords. When fully implemented
calculations using up to 450000 grid points could be solved using just one of the two 4
megaword processors of the current CRAY XMP-28 system. The extreme input/output speed
of the SSD will result in very little penalty in total cpu time. This will permit very
.Lt~1lzd analysis of flow problems within the currently available computer capacity.

In the area of grid generation, consideration is being given to adopting a zonal
or block grid approach for tne 3D CONCERT model. In this spprnr-h the phyalcal Ju-,ain
is broken up into a numb-er of SepaLtae zones. Each zone could be reshed separately as
needed. The global flow problem transforms into a number of sma.ller flow problems.
Linking the individual zones together must be done with care to assure that conservation
is maintained across the interface boundaries. This approach offers many advantages.
one of these is the added flexibility in meshing extremely complex geometries such as
multichannel duct flows. Another advantage is the ability to couple with a zonal
solution procedure. Different problem zones could be solved with a procedure different
and more app-opriatc than for other zones. An example in point is the planned
incorporation of the wall cooling model into the 3D internal flow model. Flow regions
near the wall could be established as separate zones from the main internal flow. These
boundary zones would be solved using the wall cooling model procedures under
development. Yet another advantage of the zonal approach is its suitability to take
advantage of parallel processJng. Ore could hypothetically imagine global flow problems
broken into a number of zones each solved on a separate processor of a clustered
computer system. Another grid generation issue receiving considerable attention is tile
concept of adaptive grid solutiors. The appealing aspect of the adaptive grid method Is
the ability to adjust the grid in an intelligent way to achieve improved accuracy
without resorting to a priori knowledge and intuition of the modeler. An approach for
2D flow problems based on the connppt ef clliibotion has been developed, and has
u;,deyune considerable examination (Reference 26). As an example, the flow
configuration shown in Figure 19 is a two dimensional planar channel flow with a one
sided sudden expangion. The flow is isothermal and turbulent with an inlet Reynolds
number of 2.5 x 10 . This figure shows the original uniform and resultilg adaptive
grid systems and the numerical solutions obtained for each. It is seen from this figure
that the adaptive grid solution yields a much sharper velocity gradient in the free
shear layer region. The scale of flow variations in the lower wall region is also
better resolved by the adaptive grid which has clustered more grid points there. As to
the skewness of the mesh that can be introduced by the adaptive grid procedure, studies
have shown that no noticeable effect on the overall numerical accuracy resulted. The
develop,ient of a multi dimensional adaptive grid approach suitable for t3re 3D CONCERT
model is a planned futrre improvement.

During the development of the 3D CONCERT model considerabla effort went into
addressing issues concerning the useability of the model. In its present form, the 3D
CONCERT modeling package is an easy to use stand alone flow analysis tool. As a further
significant improvement in this area, efforts to develop a comprehensive combustor

, ~'A
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aerothersal workstation built around the 3D and 2D/axisymmetric CONCERT models have just

been initiated. Whxuen coli.pleted the engipeering workstation will provide the combustor
design community a packaged and managed system with which the user will be able to
perform a complete development study of a combustor from the preliminary design right
through to predictions of the combustion system performance. The workstation data
management will be compatible with existing mechanical design workstations to allow
pertinent information to be passed between deoig. groups. This workstation system will
greatly enhance engineering productivity in the design and analysis of comnbustion
systems.

6. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The combuetor atrothps.al modeling technology development program has made
considerable progress toi dc .. Knowledge has be n gained through the application and
assessment of modeling technology to a wide vari, ty of combustor flow problems, and
through the development of the now second generation model 3D CONCERT. These activities
have also demonstrated the usefulness of modeling technology, plus obtained acceptance
within the combustor design community.

The payoffs to be obtained from the efforts of this program have only recently
begun to be realized. It is felt that the modeling capability available at this time
provides very useful and accurate predictions of the combustor internal flow features,
and the exit gas temperature patterns . This useful capability will play a significant
part in the reduction of lengthy and costly development testing efforts to achieve
acceptable exit gas temperature patterns. It is clearly understood that many important
modeling issues have yet to be addressed. The continued development and introduction of
modeling improvements to address these issues will further enhance combustor modeling
capabilities providing even greater benefits to the combustor design community. The
ultimate payoff of these efforts becomes significantly improved engineering productivity
in the design and development of combustion systems with overall superior performance
achieved at considerably reduced costs. This represents the ultimate objective of the
combustor aerothormal modeling technology development program.
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DISCUSSION

G.Winterfeld, tE
You showed an impressive list of improvements of your modelling techniques; howevcr, you still have to validate the
codes against the exit temperature distributiotn. If you ilon't reproduce the tinse history of development of the temperature

profiles inside the combusror, the validation of the codes remains rather by chance. Do you plan also to improve ltt
experimental test case of the original combustor, not only models of parts of the combustor. Can you please etwor near on
that point?

Author's Reply
Yes. I understand that we have a supporting test program using a variety of experitmental techniques to acquire a
benchmark quality data base. We will take data in reacting flow fields.

T.Rosrjord, US
Aftera 3D combustor calculation has been performed, It, 00 o you ju ige whether the predictions are 'go,'d enough?* Do
you target for a combustion efficiency? Emissions? Liner hot spots?

Author's Reply
It response to ihis queston, we arce presently focusing our modelling devehspmen s t( nrovide enginecr,, with reasonably
accurate r, edictionis of the combustor exit gas temperatures. In particular. we are onl og at the capal ility to predict EGT
patern changes r-,ulting from dilution pattern or film cooling changes. This we fe,' i., the greatest near term usefulness of
moelling te6e.: 9gy. In assessing hoe good is good enough, we have applied the new 3D model to a series of actual
comoustoi flhw problems for which iLGT data is available, documenting pattern changes arising fom dilution changes.
What we; are looking for here is, did the model predict the correct trends in the pattern changes, and are changes in hot
spot levels correctly predicted? The examples presented represet a range in the quality of the prediction obtained to date
for what would be considered useful for cngiinereing design and development.

J.McGuirk, UI.
1 would likie t comment on your statement that you currently only use a second order upwind scheme in the momentum
equations. T-,is means you use first order, numerically diffused, methods in the turbulence model equations and for
mixture fraction. In several flows calculated at Imperial College, we have observed that it is equally necessary to use false
diffusion free schemes in the turbulence equations and it is very importau in the equation for mixture fraction, since this is
a conserved scalar, and hats no source terms to offset false diffusion effects.

Author's Reply
The selection of second order upwinding was based on a detailed assessment of hybrid, quick, skew upwind and several
others. In this assessment second order upwind was not the best performer in each case studied. I however, it represented
an anronpch with format cnd o.&; 'cchraiy n,.-oi ,i alle for aii values of celt Perlet number and was
straightfor, ward to implement iii the curvilinear coordinates, It does however exhibit under/over shoots due to its non-
conservative nature. As such we employ it only for the convective terms in the momentum equation. As you point out, we
have thus created a situation in which we solve the scalar and turbulence equations with hybrid numerics. It wouldbe more
rigorous to develop a bounded technique for second order upwinding and apply. In the solution of all the governing
equations yeur comments are appreciated arid we shall consider further numerical improvemenrts of this kind,

SJ.0-Moss, UK
It is disconcerting to those of is working in combustion modelling, for cxantple, as distinct from combustor modelling to
find so many code developments proceeding in parallel without ranking of requirements or sensitivities. It we were to

t distinguish four elements: numerical procedures (difference chemnes, mesh genera:iorr, solution algorithms); turbuienceI. modelling, turbulence-chemistry interaction modelling; two-phase flow elfects - what would be your ranking of
priorities? The all-singing all-dancing code makes molecular testing arid validation quite impossible.

Author's Reply
In reviewing my response, keep in mind that the objective of this project is the development of a combustor model whtich
can provide useful predictions of gross internal flow features (exit gas temperature parts -Is). easy and economical to
apply for the average combustor design engineer. To respond to this question we presendy have a plan for future
modelling activities which covers all of those arms you mentioned plus some others. We are presently working on several
items from this large list. These are the things we feel we have the greatest near term need for. In selecting these items we
hLes assessed the benefits and risks involved. Since our program is very small in scope we arc looking for the best near
term benefits with low risk involvement. As such, our list includes.

* 2 phase modelling capability to model fuels, droplet effects arid perform low power analysis.

* 30? parabolic wall cooling model to couple with 3D elliptic internal flow calculation to provide a rigorous prediction
,of the flow/heat transfet characteristics at the walls.

* 2D/Axisynmmctic model for analysis of swirl cup flows. We will implement 2 phase flow capability and improved
,.. t- ue•ulence modelling in this code prior to implementing the improvements in the 3D model.

-~ . --
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A STAIUS REPOR• ON GAS TURBINE COMBe US1ION MODELING

by

flukani C.Mongia
Allison as Turbinc i)jvision
General Mntor Corporation

P0 Box 420 -- Spced Code T- 14
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-0420, USA

ABSTRACt

To effectisely use multidirrmenionel models for gas turbine combustor design and development activities,
a method Is presenteu to compute e., hermal performance parameters Including GO, unburned hydrocarbon,
"NOx And smoke emission.,; i,-,: blow.,L and Ignition fuel/air ratios, and pattern factor. To further
improve modeling accuracy, advances are required in numerics and physical submodels of turbulence and

spray transport processes. A status report In presented on the ongoing Allison modeling activities.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the first two successful applications Ci) of multidlriensional combustion models to aid the design
and development of gas turbine combustors, a number of combustion systems have been designed nsing the
empirical/analytical design methodology as Scuumarized in Reference 2. An extensive model assessment
activities were conducted under a NASA sponsored program and reported in Reference 3. The major conclu-
flons of References 2 and 3 are:

(1) current multidimensional combustion models provide qualitatively good comparison with measurements;
and therefore they can be used as an adjunct to the conventional empirical design approach.

(2) Any further improvement in the predictive accuracy of analytical cembustion models is predicated on
accouplishing the following;

o collect a benchmark quality data
o develop numerical schemes with significantly lower numerical inaccuracy
o conduct a systematic evuluation of current physicochemical models of turbulent reactive flows; and

if needed, develop and validate new models
o mathematical simulation of practical gas turbine combustor hardware

(3) Multidimensional models cannot realistically predict a number of desigr, parameters including burner
exit pattern factor; liner hot streaks; gaseous emissions (GO, unburned hydrocarbons and Nix); exhaust
awoke; lean blowout and ignition characteristics. Consequently, the combustion models have been used to
provide qualitative guidance in arriving at innovative design concepts.

Since January 1954, Allison Gas Turbine Division of General Motors rorperation h l has . working hard in
addreosin the zodcl def-clencies itdentified above under company and govcesioent sponsored programs. Some
of theSe octivities are reported in References 4 through 13.

Section 11 presents a second-generation combustor design system that predicts most of the combustor de-
sign parameters; this capability represents a significant improvement over the flist geheration design
system based on Reference I. Section III presents briefly the development of advanced numei'ical
achemesS,&, followed by turbulence model validation

7"9 in SecZion IV. Considerable effort is being
expended at Allison (10-13) on spray formation and transport processes as described in Section V, fol-
lowed by sUtmdry in lection VI. From this one can conclude that although some progress is being made in
the modeling of turbulent combustion processes, much more needs to be done to improve the accuracy of
multidimensional reacting flow calculations.

II. SECOND CbNiFATION COMBUSIOR DESIGN SYSTEM

The first generation combustor deuign procedure as outlined in Reference I has been very useful for de-
veloping s number of advanced cembustora(2) that exhibited significant technology advances in combustor
AT, heat release rate, L/H, pattern xsctor, lean blowout, ignition, liner cooling air flow requirement,
wall temperature gradient, gaseous and smoke emissions. However sue to many reasons. tbe the yel
models have provided only .... t.. g.. dn'ce dosing combustor design and development phases.

Siaple semi-analytical correlations have been successfully developed by Lefebvre(
1
4) sand iellor(15)

and their associates to predict combustor overall design parameters. Table 1, for example, presents a
set of the correlations recommended by Professor Lefebvre. These correlations have evolved over a number
of years and are based on the vast amount of experimental data for a n.umbir of engine combustors. Since
theae expressions have given good quantitative agreement with data over a wide range of operating condi-
tlons, they probably include most sf the key parameters that govern the operation of the cocibuster
Professor Lefebvre has been able to correlate data from different combustcors with a set of empizical con-
stants C1 through C, and C8 . However, to achieve this, engineering approximations have been made to fix
some of the constants (e.g., f. fc, (f/a)sz, Vc. and Wev) whereas other constants (e.g., C5, C6, and C7)
va-y from combustor to combustor, This approach has been very useful to correlate the available data
and gain insight. Further work is needed to predict the effect of the design details (e.g. combustor
dome, nozzle and primary jet details- vane angles, spray cone, airflo splits, primary orifice size and
spacing) on combustor performance.

t - .. ......... .... , •

............ . ....
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To predict accurately the combustion efficiency, CO, unburned hydrocarbons, 11Oz and soot, significant

improveqents are required in nmerics and turbulent spray combustion models; and this nay take many
years. Even then sane sort of modeling will be required to predict other design parameters, e.g., pattern
factor, lean blowout and ignition. Therefore, an alternative appioach that combines the best of semi--
analytical and multtdimeneional combustion modeling techniques may be very useful. In addition, improved
calculation procedures are needed to accuzately define the cJobuSaor liner bcundary condiLtios, the near-
wall hot--side convmctive flux, anod radiative heat loading.

Table I.
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A second-generation combiator design system, as shown in Figure 1, is blolig developed at Altison. This

approach has given good agreement with data from a number of combustors as diatussed in the following
paragraphs.
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"Figure 1. A second generation coabseter design system.
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Table II presents the macrovoltue correlations that have been used to predict CO, unburned hydrocarbons,

NO, soot concentration, combustion efficiency, pattern factor, and lean blowout fuel/air ratios.

The expresojons within the square brackets (as predicted by the 3-D combustor model) are summed over each
of the control volune unit. Tihe seven independent empirical constants of Table II need to be fitted wit-h
the available combuotor data base. It is hoped that one set of these constants will fit the entire data
base. To date, a number of engine combustors have been used for validating this approach. A typical
comparison is discussed in the following paragraphs for three classes of combustors, namely can-annular,
inline and reverse flow annular combustcrs.

Figure 2 presents typical neasured CO emission indet for lnlinc and reverse flow a-nular ond can-annular
conbustors as denoted by open circles, squares and diomoeds; the corresponding predictions are shown in
solid symbols. The comparison covers over a broad range of engine operation from Idle to maximum power.
The agreement is good. Similarly, the comparison between predictions and data is good for unburned
hydrocarbons, NO, and smoke as shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

Lean blowout fieJ/air ratios during startup and at idle points, and pattern factor can be presented as a
function of a number of paramerers. Figure 6 presents the LBO data (open symbols) as a function of Vpi0
where VR, 6 and 0 represent liner reference Velocity, compressor discharge pressure and temperacure, re-
opectively. Model predictions (denoted by sulid symbols) agree well with data. Figure 7 presents pre-

dicted and measured pattern factor values of different combustor& as a function of (&P/q 3 ) i/H where
bP-q

3
, L and H ore combustor liner pressure drop. coopressor di.chorge dyoamic baud, combustor

liner length and channel height, respectively. Again good correlation is obtained between data and pre-
dictions.

Table II.
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Figure 2. Predicted and mersurec CO (carbon monoxide) emission Index
for in-line and reverse-flow annular and can-annular combustors.
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Figure 3. Predicted and measured unburned hydrocarbons emission index for
In-lIne and reverse-tlow annular and csa-anoular combustors.
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Figure 4. ?redicted and measured N% ewialion index for in-line and reverse-

flow annular arnd can-annular Combustora.
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Combustor liner durability is %ffected by liner wall temperature lcveLa and gradients and attendant ther-
a.1 induced stresesa. It is therefore important to ACCUratelY predict liner hot streaksa and how they
ar f infl uenced by comsbustor design detailt. l0 obtAin accurate estimate of liner wall temPeraturep It
i6 easfn-!Al to Include the radiation f~irz contribution from ito VaolOUB combutOt zones onotoeachwl,'il seg-
ment. This can be easily dome when the deftailed 3-i) combustor ilovfield is Ia kown. Pa5diation flux toa
wall segment 2, in given by Rq, - 0.5 a (1-'cW) J[8 c T- W-25 - T,42. 5) ijk. Here u, Cv, Ca. F, T and

T1are litefan-Boltzman cotatant, wall emissivity, g ad emissivity, radlatior Vie. factoi, .as and wall
tftoperaturcs, reapectively. Simple expressions are uncl for computing convection contribution to and
from the vall. Such a procedure has given good correlation with measured data.

Figures a and 9 a~e typical predicted vall temperat.ure contours for the, outer and inner diameter linoer
walla of an inline through flow annuler combustor, the resulta showvn are~ for a one-nozzle sector un-
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wrapped. From these firtree ona can ace a number of hot and cold spots. For example, thy predicted

average OD wall t-sjerMe.C (froet Figare 8) is 9864K whereas toe maximsu wall tqmperatuoe is 1222'1..%

Ill. APVANCED NUrJERICAL SCHEM~ES

Ovilr the Varý N WC deCades allai ifii nt advances have bein made In roerical echees in recgari to discreti-

Zctiono profile aruttaptions and aolvrirn algoritlos. A limited literature review is given In References

5 ud 6, wherc the details are presented en th, tvc advanced numerical schemes for application to gas

turbine combostor floss. Thesa ,chehes are briefly described 'n the follewing paragraphs.

For moat practical problems, tse central. uirferencing echose (CDSi would br Jleallt suited if it were
unronditionaii 1 stable. The CPS is a simple second-order accurate stceeve which i. easy and straight-
forward to ir±lement. Howevar, for grid Peclet numbers larger than 2, the CDI ran lead to over- and

ender-shoots and is unstable. The hybrid (upwlnd/CDS) scheme is statle for all Peclet numbels but abf-
fert frotr excesoive :alse diffuaioa. An alternate scheme named CONDIF (for Uo•rolled fluoerical DIffu-

$ion with Internal feedback) has been devised(5) to have unconditlsnally positive coefficient erd otili
maintains the essential .eatvres of the CD$ and its setond-oyeer accuracy.

COSOIF employs the central differencing vhen Pe _t 2. r points wnere Pe > 2 anid the dependent varioble
varies monotonicalty, I ms€ffied central differencing scheme is used. Otherwise, the upwind scheme is
used. C1OD:F emplys tnuerical diffusion just enough to eneure stability based intsrnally on the field

distribution if the variablc rathea than switchirg to upwind differesring as soon as Pe exceeds 2.

Since upwinding is dine only at relitively few grid points, COW, IF essentially maintains the second-order

accuracy of the central differencing scheme.

Another advanced numerics called fl-xx-apline that has been developed(6) is based on a linear variation
of total flux (convection and diffasion) between two grid points. This repres,nto an improvement over
the asustption of uniform flux used in hybrid schemes. The linerr flut variation leads to at expression
that includes the effect of multidimenasionality as well as the scorce terms. Consequently, the numerical
elror is reduced.

An attractive feature of CONDIF and flux spline schemes is that their extension to three-diienoionsl

flows is relatively straightforward. The resulting finite difference equations involve only seven points

as opposed to 27 points used in many skew upwind schemes.

Both of these schemes have been used to solve a variety of analytical, 2-I laminar and turbulent
flows(S,6). As an example, results for a square driven cavity are presented here. This flow is char-
acterized by a strong recirculatior zone typical of many physical situations. The problem was solved
with a uniform 22 x 22 grid using different scheme; and the results were compared with a very fine grid

(82 x 82) hybrid solution. The velocity profiles at the midsection of the cavity ore shown in Figure
10. Both CONDIP and flux apliae show improvement over the hybrid scheme; e.g. solution of flux spline
with (22 x 22) grid compares well with (82 x 82) grid hybrid solution

In addition to the need for Improved numerical accuracy. an important aspect of the fluid flow

calculations Is the treatment of interlinkages between various Zransport equations. This issue is
especially important in the primitive variable formolation for incompressible flows since thc momentum
and continuity equations are coupled through the pressure field but no explicit equation exists for the
evaluation of pressure.

Normally the equations are solved In a segregated wanner and the velocity pressure coupling is handled

using the SIMPIE algorithm or its variants. In this approach the :ontinuity and momentum equations art

combined to obtain an equation for pressure (or a related quantity) and the equations are solved in a

decoupl ed sase r. The success of this approach dependo heavily on a proper choice of the umder
relaxation fActors .-- evcr, thic cuAo-.Veue e catoe ulterior&tea significantly beyond a certain number
of grid points.

P Driven cavilty
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An alternete to the SIMPLE-like approach Is to solve the equation in a coupled mnoner. For this purpose
coupled solvers with point, line, or direct wihoe domain inversion have been developed. Here, we bill
discuse whole domain inversion lechnique wherein a direct solution of the whole set of continuity and
momealt'ls equation is obtained. Thuo, the coupling between the various equatior.s Is implicitly retained.
The vele, ities and pressures are updated simul' uateusly and iterations are required only for resolving
the nonifnearities in the equationis. Our approach, similar to that of Vanka, and braaten, uses the Yale
*parse matrix package (TMI-) for inverting the matrix- YSTIP solves the linear cystes equation AY = B by
a sparse natrix Variation of the LU decomposition ptocedure, where L and I are the lover and upper tri-
e.giular e!..trtces. rtan though the cost of matrix inversion is large, the total computalion coot is
;ather satall -ive to the few number of iterations required to achieve convergence,

t'revi,,,. ill) ton the clzecr inversion technique (DIT) has been limited to lower-order schemes, e.g. hy-
brli - We b1," combined -,-'T 'ilch 'lux spl•ne differeweing technique so that nore accurate numerical pre-
dictions ,:?u be obtainod at ccaiputicr coots coaparabt.. with current numerics.

To .emanstTste the advantage o;ý tr.he ac'.em.- oir 'ht, llflLt-1'-" fc- 4echome, a number of problems
have been zalculated. Here we present the reola; ,f -rebIs glloar• .5-v in a dri-tan cavity, and
turbulent flow over a backward tacing ste;.) in rg t i' t-! t ri•-t r e.nJ.m-ici-. tilee for tbh iaiie leetl of
numerical accuracy. Table IlI smmarizes .hi rejvd., ýhirh j-otr thea. oz the dr!.vy!n colLy pc(eti' tli,
current schcme with 82 x 82 grids Is comptrable in Accuracy with 22 r 2Z &2 iCs of flu= .- plLt end 4 ie4 t
solver; the former requires 572 seconds 0•eresa the lotter take- 6 reconde, of CPU ti'-, gl,,i•r e aper-S
factor of 95 or 991 reduction in computer time- For cte turbulent backward facing st-.p prublez, the
speed factor of 15 cooresponds to a 93% reduction in computer tine.

Table III.
Flux Ith direct soluti 'Llihl.

BLHI 3081 CPU time, seconds (Grid)

S•iPIA and Flux spline and Speed
Test Proble -facto

Laminar Driven 572 (82 x 82) 6 (22 x 22) 95
Cavity Re = 400

Backward facing step 890 (62 X 32) 58 (42 x 2.2) 25

Turbulent Flow

IV. TURBULENCE tl ODELING

A number of turbulence modeling investiSationrs have been reported Over the years for application to gas
turbine combuotion flow fields; and these have included the use of k-c, Reynolds stress algebraic and
differential models (RSA, RSB). These investigations have contributed significantly in identifying thr
strength and weaknesses of the models, and it is generally agreed that althoigh general featuires of the
flow field are well predicted by the second-order closure models, a systemetic validation effort is re-
*quired to further improve these models and to develop advanced models. A good quality data is obviously
needed in addition to advanced numerics to asees model accuracy.

lie k-c model is the simplest model that is suitable for recirculating flow celculationa. This model
achieves closure by using a gradient transport model for Reynolds stresses by using ai lsotropic eddy
viscosity. For the flows where the isotropic eddy viscosity assumption is not valid, the k-c is either
modified (to include the effect of low Reynolds number, streamline curvation and swirl) or replaced by
algebraic stress models (RSA). RSA can be classified into two cate-,e ..... ..... 1Ltj• r tRSA/E) ann non-
equilj'-in erAels. RlAIE is b.~d on a local equllibrinm essumptioP wuei:týy the convection and diffusion
c"tr-t- arc neglected -ooparod to the local producrion and dissipation of turbulence. In the nonequitlbriuo
modelo the convection end diffusion terms are approximated, e.g. Mellor and Ymouda(16

t
)(SA/HY) and Rodil'33)

(lSAIR).

In the flow situations where it is not possible to approximate or neglect convection and diffusion terms,
the six Reynolds stress trensport equations along with at least one length scale equation, e.g. c--equa-
tion, need to be solved (R&D).

The results of a number of RSA and RSD turbulence models have been compared with available data during
the last two years with the SIMPhZ-iybrid based computer code, Figure Ii shows a typical comparison of-:the three turbulence models (k-c, algebraic stress model and Reynolds stress models with the mean ax'%l

velocity profiles measured by Johnson and Deonotttl at X - 13, 51, 102, 152, 203, 254 and 305 smm, re-
spective ly.

Although the agreement between models and predictions is encouraging, one cannot make any definite con-
clusions about which of the three turbulence models is superior because a number of issues still need to
be resolved, e.g. n'soerical accuracy, boundary conditions nod accuracy of tite data. This is currently
under progress, e.g. grid Independent solution with the k-c model for *t D - -Latin flow Cases

-f rre-en In I= teeov S. lee will continue our effort to establish how fir second-order closure
models can be extended for application on gas turbine design method.

In parallel we have been working on developing a joint probebillty density function (PDF) transport equs-
tion epproach for solving recirculating swirling flow problems as encountered in gas turbine combustors.
This effort(9) is based on the eztension of the PDF transport approach of Professor Pope and his faeo-
clates(19) that hbs been validated with a number of simple flows with and without reaction. The PDF
approach involves the solution of the evolution equation of the velocity-composition joint PDt. The

"Joint PDly, f (V, Q, t), is the probability density of the simultaneous event U(X, t) - )( and""(, 0) - r, where U, X, ; and t denote velocity vector, a set of scalars, spatial coordinater andtime, respectively. Mie POT approach is ideally suited for solviag complex reacting flows due to the

following reasons:

:• .- ,:. .,. ••",,I-1.
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o significantly less computer time will be required compared to direct numerical simulations
o since coneection, variable density, chemicel reacts.op rates, And mean pressure gradients appear in

closed form, many of the closure issues of Current, turbulent combuation models are avoided altogether
o the approach is ertendable to multistep chemical reactions Wost appropriate for JP fuels
o A realistic stochastic spray combustion samulrttion can be easily incorporated in the joint PDY ap-

proach

A Multiyear PDF effort is currently underway to settle a uumber of Issues involving modelin.-, solution

strategy, numerics and validation. The feasibility of the approach has cecently been demonstrated(
9

)
a applied to a backlard facing step. Figure 12 through 14 show typical comparison of predictions with
the measured dota of Pronchick and Kline(2

0
). The calculations were made viih k-c, RSA, Cli and PDF

models for a uniformly distributed 52 x 32 arid. All for, turbulence models show essential features of
the axiel velocity field as shown in Figure 12. Here X denotes x-xRgiR, where x is the axia] dis-
tance from the step and Xg In the reattachment length. Similarly, PiD, RSA and RiSD iva genera] trends
of <u'>2, <v,

2
> and (u'v') as shcwn in Figucea 13, 14 end 15. Lice the second-order closure models,

work is it, prosreass to fuither Iuprovu! PDF calculstions.

V. ATOsiZATION AND SPRAY TANSFPORT PROCESSES

Gas turbine combuotor performance, durability ani fouling arc strongly ItLfluenced by fuel injector design
and its interaction with swirler and dome detail design. It Is therefor-t important to fully understand
varlous processes occuring within and around the fuel nozzle. The specific areas that are being ad-
dressed include serodynamirs within the complex passages of the atomizer, fuel filming, llgameiit forms-
tion and breakup, atomication, ccnvection and diffusion transport of spray deoplets, evaporation, mixing

and combustion.

The predictions of air flow velocities within the nozzle passage wan originully carried out using a body-
conforming, curvilinear orthogonal grid(?). Now it is done with a more generalized ,eonorthogonal coor-

,irate x-ystrM that also includes coupling between the Injector, swirler and thu shroud. The li(oid i•im
1h.ck6oss Is calc•t.ted based on the interfacial friction factor between the airstream and liquli film.
Tic jrfasup oi the liquld sheet into ligaments and drops is governed by the bala:.cr of the forces caused
by sir velo:Ity, auifac:! tensior,, liý!ulzo Inrtxia and viscosity. The time needed fol- the 0ULtrlbaec.l wave
tt trov to ruaxirum value- 4,L brzekup .s detenýined ft,)s the resulting equation of moticn. IT.t average
Itzegtle of ligaments and Initial droplet uN

t
e are calculated Lhruugh an iteretvr procedure. Thho second-

ar-y Atomsiatlon is based ons the rate of -emoval of fluid str-.pped o~f the ýurfacc by the high velocity
stream.
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The spray dynamics model consists of a fuily-cot tel peubination of Lagrarylan droplet atd Euleroan gas
pha use allatIo p. Tple Lanralyean model e ncau es the effectr of tal e l ao turbulence on droplet dispel-
stroe A decriLs ed by Gosren ania loat leo(ni a. The i ,lerian treatment of the fluid is baoed on the

Sn-phos k-w model that in ccd nts for a].- exsra energy dissipation due to the presence of t be droplets
witdLn tqe carlter phaselIo).

To vourdate nozzle airflon calculation procedure, detailed near-tozzle airflow field bie s been mapped for
l rotal -f eight nozzle with a e two-color, four-bul a eA system. Refereswh e 7 presents a comparlson be-
twenu mcaeuremenrs a nd predicthog s for the fcon r simulated nozzles. A typhcas co.parison for an airblst
nozzlF(13i ) i roen in Figure 16 for X/D sho 0.co p di a. d mesrelmefltb fozzle t hroud exit diameter and
X the dns'it Tanhe dowstream arom the nozzle exit. The calculations were done with the sta)tdard k-c
model.
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Figure 16. Cowparison between predicted and measured axial and swirl Velocity profiles.

Thn spray dynamics Model was used to predict the pressure atomizer spray data of Batchelo Et 41(22)

who used a Phase/Doppler analyzer to measure Wlal and radial velocity components. dronptt .•.,-mer dcu::t-4t

:nd 44?. ý_erht~.Fkz 7 shows & typical comparison between predictions and data at 5 Mm down-
stree-m from the Injector. This test configuration Is too complicated in that the bounaldry conditions

are riot well definedl in addition Lo measurement uacertainties. Neveiltheleso, the agreement can be cont-
sidered qualitatively good.

IN our more zeeent inrestigation(12) a wall defined teat configuratival has been studied. The develop-
ing regionsX of in unconfined axisy1mmetric tturhutent jet with and without glass beads 'of 105 Micron Cam•e-

• ter here been Inveatigated experimentally and analytically with two rasa loading ration, LR . 0.2 and
.i:;i :" •1.0. A two-component Phaae/Oopplcr system was used to map out the flow field for both phases ýftcludinA

. ~number lonsity, and two orthogonal components of velocity for both phasess

• -•* , ¢$ (Figures 1 sand 19 show comparison between predictions and measurements for two loading ratios (LIZ ý 0.2
S•L*• ...•and I.Q) Iu regard to gas Axial Velocity, particle iaxtl and radial velocity components, and particel

. ): ••,•number density, The calculations are shown for both determintutic (DT) an stochastic (ST") treatments

• •'•• -''•-, .•.W
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ratio. Lt,-O.2. - - stochast~ic treatment----------deterministic.

of the particles. In these calculations. the two-phaL-e k--r mr4.1 yes used. Both DT tad ST~ treat~ezatS
give uesenly the name gas axial velocity profilem. However for the particle quantities Including radiaL

-~sand axial velocity cosapoensut, and numaber density ST treatment gives better agrseemet with data than Dr.
As loading ratio increases from 0.2 to 1.0 (Figure 10 versus Figure 19), the correlation Soto worst mndi-

All eating more model4 woi.,k need to be done In the near job exit region whbich is of Interest In gpSa turbine
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VI. SiLapy

Multidimenrionsl gas turbine combustion modeling involves a number of physieochcmical proceasse, and
these will have to be sorted out individually and in coobination. Robust, reliable, accurate and conpu-
tatively efficient numerical schemes need to be developed. In addition, one must determine how to us.
the detailed combuotor internal aeroehermal calculations to aid the combustion system design process.

A unique calculation procedure has been developed that combines the 3-D combustor model output with
macrovolume expressiono to compute design parameters and wall temporature distribution. This approach
has been calibrated with a number of gas turbine combustors.

Some adiasoces have been made in numerics, turubulence and spray formation/injectioki modeling. Work is
cor.tinuing in further validating these models with the benchmark quality data currently being produced
under the NASA sponsored Aerothermal Modeling Phase II 6ctivities.
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DISCUSSION

J.McGuirk, UK
I notice in the PDF transport equation results you showed for the backward facing step that there sil, seems significant
statistical error present in the veiocity profile in the reverse flow zone. Is this. an indication that the sample size iil the
Monte Carlo ensemble is not large enough? Also, what is the relative cost of performing this calculation compared with,
say a K-E or Reynolds Stress Transport model?

Author's Reply
The kink in the U-velocity profile in the revcrse-flow region is not a result of the sample size in the Monte Carlo ensemhle,
which, incidentally, is adequate. It should be noted that the calculation were peformed using a novel approach which
combines conventional finitc-difference calculations with the Monte Carlo calculations (see Reference 9 in the paper).
The kink in the vcl.city profile is a consequence of the error it the derivatives (t th: Reynold stresses which appear as
source terms itt the momentuMn equations in the finite difference calculations. The components of the Rcynolds stresses
i,,C supplied by the Monte Carlo in the form of bi-cubic spline fits, which are subsequently differentiated to obtain the
soarce terms. Small errors in the spline-fit are amplified when dilferentiated. Since the papers (Reference 9 and the
present work) were written, we have significantly improved the accuracy of the spiine fits with considerable reduction ill
error in the derivatives derivcd from them.

The number of particles usd in the Monte Carlo simtlation was 100ttO0. While the Monte Carlo calculations were
performed on a CPAY-XMP the finite difference calculations were performed on an 1IM 3084. Taking into account the
difference in cxecution speeds between the machirtnes, we deduce that the PIF calculations take a factor of 2 to 4 more
CPU time that calculation.s with conventional models (K-E. RSA, RSD). More details can be_ found in Reference 9. A
t osc inMq.ialsoll o• ile execution speeds torthe variotis modelst hits not lut-tn9 perfornmed and cannot be perfoimed frce
"of biascs in coding. vectorization, etc. The important conclusion is that the Monte Carlo calculations fur 2-D recirculating
flows arc 4uite affordable.

We would like to point out that fouruing splines consumes the majority of the CPU time in Monte Carlo calculations. The
time reqaired for the present PDF calculations reflects a successful effort in reducing the CPU time by judiciously
modilying thc Monte Carlo algorithm to diastically reduce the frequency of forming splines without affecting the
modelling of the PDF transport equation.
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3-DI14ENSIONAL GAS TURBINE COMBUSTOR MODELLING

by
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The Department of Chemical Engineering and Fuel Technology,
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Sheffield, S1 3JD
UK

SUMMARY

A mathematical model of the finite difference type is employed to prcdJct the three
dimensional reacting flows within realistic combustor geometries. Beth algebraic stress
and k - c sub-models have been employed for turbulence, together with combustion models
of the Magnussen type and a detailed fuel spray model. A Lagrangian type model for the
calculation of residence time distribution has also proved useful in validating the
predicted flow fields. Modelling is carried out for a cylindrical combustor can and for
a sector of an annular gas turbine burner. Both of these possess swirl stabilised primary
zones. Experimental measurements of gas velocity, combustor residence time distribution,
composition and temperature have been employed for model validation and results obtained
to date have been encouraging.

NOMENCLATURE

A = Combustion Model Constant

CD = Droplet Drag Coefficient

C = Gas Specific Beat Capacity at Constant Pressurep

C =d Droplet Specific Heat Capacity

Ed =Droplet Diameter

h Enthalpy

k = Kinetic Energy of Turbulence

L . Latent Heat of Vaporization

Mi = Molecular Weight of Species i

m Mass Fraction ol Species i

14 Number of Trials

p Fressure

R Gas Constant

Roe Rate of CO Consumption by Chemical Reaction

R = Rate of Fuel Consumption by Chemical Reaction
f Entha.py Source Term Due to Chemical Reaction

S = Species Source Term Due to Chemical Reaction

T Temperature

r lime

U Velocity Vector

u£ i Time Average Velocity Component

6i 1 Instantaneous Velocity Component
u!d Fluctuating Component of

"Ud Droplet Velocity Corponent

The authors aie now w:.yh Flow Simulation Ltd., 146 Weet Street, Sheffield, England
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i Kronecker Delta

E = Dissipation Rate of k

n Gaussian Distributed Random Number

A Gas Thermal Conductivity

P = Density of Gas

0 d Density of Liquid Phase

I zTurbulence Time Scale

Subscripts

cc Carbon Monoxide

d Droplet

fu Fuel

k Kinetic Energy of Turbulence

o Oxidant

s Chemical Species

t Dissipation Rate of k

INTRODUCTION

The mathematical modell-ing of reacting flow, using finite difference techniques, In
n0w well estaolished. The k - c model, which is the simplest practical turbulence model,
tont-thir with rhp stmple:t combustion models (based on the fact that chemsical reaction
proceeds at a much greater rate than does turbulent mixing) have often proved adequate.
Such modLls are increasingly being put to use by industry, allowing prediction of overall
flow patterns and temperature distributions, for example Priddln [ 1 ]. Reviews of the
techniques end their application to gas turbine technology can be found in many of the
recent publications, [ 2, 3 ]. Less well developed are: computationally tractable
combustion models capable of predicting pollutant formation; models capable of predicting

j the effect of fuel atomizer performance on the combustion process; the use of higher order
t-urh,,1.--.,,l .- 1.,r,,,.- .... ,.. .----.. . Ofte,--- Lw uudt-ii
mvOels in stunyly swirling flows.

Application of mcdeln to modern gas turbine combustor geometries, with complicated
wall boundaries and m- y discrete inlets, is also an area undergoinig development.
Approaches here range from, the ditect solution ot the governing equations in cartesian or
cylindrical polar coordinate systems to the use of general two and three dimensional non
ort:hogonal grids, for example Thompson j 4 1 . The former technique requires the least
computational effort but has the disadvantage of only approximating the shape of many
curved boundaries. Additionally it often results in an inefficient distribution of grid
nodes within the flow field.

This paper presents the findings of studies carried out at Sheffield in applying
finite difference techniques to two realistic three dimernsional combustor geometries. The
combustors employed are a crylindrical can with swirl stabilised primary zone and an annular
combestion chamber. The same computer code, written for solution of problems in cylindrical
or cartesian coordinates with arbitrary boundary conditions, has been employi:d in both
caoes. (This was a varlant of the FLUENT code). The coupling together of more than one
finite difference grid has made modellina of the annul. qt,ý,r T h1• vi÷•,,t 4
need for more sophisticated gridding methods. In this 'me efforts have been made to
assess the usefulness of an algebraic stress turbulence closure for the reacting flow
problem and, for the liquid fuelled combustor can, a detailed tuel spray model is included.
A Magnussen type model t 5, 6 1 has been employed for chemical reaction since It has proved
to give reasonable results in earlier studies and is easily incorporated with the droplet
model. The extension of the reaction model to a two step chemistry allows some estimate o0
Co formation in the combustors.

For validation, experimental studies have also been petformed with: both combustor
geometries. Measurements of gas composition, tempasature and exit velocity are compared
with model predictions. In addition residence time distribution measurements have been:" - made using the method described by Topps [ 7 ] and Ewan at al [ 8 ]. These are compared

............ .with the results of a Lagrangian type prediction method and provIde a convenient means of
Sflow field validation.

* ", 1 • .. :
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1. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR THE GAS PHASE

For the prediction of isothermal flow fields within the combustion chambers, the
equations requiring solution are those for conservation of mass and momentum in their
time averaged form. Since the process of Reynolds decomposition and time averaging
results in unknown correlations of toe fluctuating velocity components, a turbulence
model is also required. Using the k - r model requires the solution of two additional
transport equations, those for kinetic energy of turbulence, k, and its dissipation
rate c. The set of governing equations is given in appendix A (equations Al to A6).
Fur compactness cartesian tensor notation has been employed to present the formulation.
The use of an algebraic stress turbulence model (ASM) requires additional algebraic
relationships for the six Reynolds stresses (appendix A). In the present ASM formulation
the partial differential equations have been retained in their K - c model form.

The prediction of single phase reacting flow requires further transport equations
for the time averaged species concentration and enthalpy. Turbulent diffusion is
modelled here by analogy with Fick's law. That is the gradient diffusion assumption is
assumed, the method adopted by most workers for large 3-dimensional calculations. Heat
capacity data and the gas law are also required in order to relate gas density, temperature,
and enrthalpy. The equation set is summarised in appendix B. The approach adopted here has
been to retain Reynolds decomposition and to neglect density fluctuations, a procedure
which is consistent with the frequently used density weighted averaging method. Finally
the reacting flow model requires a means of providing the time average source terms present
in species and enthalpy equations. As is well known, when the flow is turbulent the source
terms due to chemical reaction cannot be determined using the Arrhenlus rate equations alone.
The present work employs an eddy dissipation model based on the method of Magnussen and
H jertager 5 3 . A two step reaction mechanism has been modelled

o)N2 ) + xc 0 + + 4 inN, 11

xCO * ( a nN2 ) - xCO2 + X nN 2  (2)

Reaction rates for the two steps were determined by

Rfu 1rmfu.A1r kFs~ Su fu3f
f 1 fu Lfumfu + 5comoo lu kinetic (3)

Rc. = a2 0 m w'co 1, k Sfumfu + Scomco' co kineticj (4)

A is a mcdel constant ard the subscript 'kinetic' denotes the rates determined by the
Arrhenius equations. S. and S are the stolchiometric oxidant : fuel mars ratios for
the combustion reactionE? Thes have been included in order to account for the fact
that the two reactions are simultaneously competing for available oxygen. The operator

) . I] takes the smaller of the terms within and allo%,w combustion to be controlled
by: the Arrhenius formula; the dissipation of oxygen containing eddies or the dissipation
of fuel eddies. Once the rates R and R are known, the required source terms are
determined from knowledge of stoi fliometr5°and the heat of combustion.

2. THE DROPLET PHASE MODEL

Thu Layta riai formulation employed here, has the advantage over other methods of

being grid independent and not requiring solution in regions where all the droplets
have evaporated. The fuel spray is simulated by a statistically representative ensemble
of droplets. These are giveD a range of discrete injection velocities and sizes to
represent the distributions produced by the atomizer. Lagrangian equations are then
solved for droplet motion, droplet heating and evaporatLion. In simulating droplet motion
only the drag force acting on the droplet Js considered, effects of droplet - droplet
interaction are neglected. The equation for droplet .otion is then

did 181r C)Re
d= - - 7 --- ( UD d - C1 1 (5)

PdDd 24

u,• denutee the component of droplet velocity, D, is the droplet diameter and Pd is its
0 .,-. <d16¶sity. The droplet Reynolds number, Re, is dehined

.,...
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rDd

and CD is a Reynolds number dependent drag coefficient. C is assumed to be that for a
solid sphere and is obtained for the appropriate Reynolds Bumnber using the correlations
of Morsl and Alexander [ 9 1. The instantaneous dropist location is computed by
integration of the equation

dx,d = uld (7)

To account for the effect of turbulence on the trajectory of a droplet a stochastic
technique is used. This employs simulation with random numbers. Many trials must be
performed for each droplet, so that the time averaged effect of turbulence can be
simulated. At each trial the instantaneous gas velocity, ui, is constructed from the
time mean and fluctuating components, u and u'. It is assumed that the fluctuating
velocity prevails for a time period enual tA the lifetime of the fluid eddy which the
particle is traversing. This is expressed in terms of the local kinetic energy of
turbulence and its dissipation rate, Hinze 1 10 1.

0.75

CU__ k (8)
20.5 c

The magnitude of the fluctuating velocities are assumed to possess a Gaussian distribution
and are related to the root mean fluctuations by

u'i= ( u' 2 )1/2 p( 2k/3 )j /2 (91

where n is a Gaussian distributed random variable. Values of u. derive directly from the
solution of the gas phase. Equation (7) is solved and at the eAd of each time period, x,
a new value of u' is generated. The simulation is stopped when a particle; evaporates,
escapes from the flow field or impinges on a wall. The next trial can then be performed.

In the modelling of droplet evaporation it is assumed that droplet temperature rises,
as a result of convective heat transfer, until the boiling point is reached. A uniform
temperature within the droplet and a single boiling point are assumed. Heat up is governed
by the equation

2' - T'.

dT r 1 /2 Pr /3 T T,
o• Pd D2Cpd

which is due to Ranz and Marshall [ 11 ]. A is the gas thermal conductivity.2 T and
are droplet temperature and specific heat respectively. After reaching the boiIIng C
point evaporation begins. Fuel vapour is distributed to the gas phase along the particle
trajectory and droplet diameter decreases. Evaporation is described by

C 1C 1/7

dt 2 
0
d Cp Dd L- [ - ( I - Td 1 I (1.23 R J (/

which is taken frou the work of Wise and Agoston [ 12 ].

In order that gas and liquid phases may Interact, droplet source terms are introduced
into the gas phase equations. These a -nt for f s 5 •i mass, momentum and enthalpy
i.xi1sige between the phases. On completing the droplet simulation the source terms ase
updated. For example the mass source term is computed, for each droplet and each finite
difference ceil, asI ____ - ;

[mm[In
m denotes the initial droplet mass while subscripts in and out denote values at entry and
exit from the computational cell. A is the fuel mass flow rate asseciated with a dropist

| :and N is the number of trials in the stochastic simulation. Gas and droplet simulations
may be performed alternately until a converged solution is obtained. The simulation
procedure is summarised in figure 1.

1* . .7ig!;.1 .fll 7l IIi•I Ijj|lllli II . .I :" ' ...
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3. MODEL FOR TIlE PREDICTION OF RESIDENCE TIPE DISTRIBUTION (NTIP)

Knowledge of the difZeent lite times for which fluid exists insid,- a comjlust Ion
chamber, is a useful diagnostic tool an well as a means of model validation. Tho RTD
may be determined from a calculated 3-dimcnsionail flow fae'_d, by simulatins thý
injecticn of a tracer gas pulse at a suitable inlet and by dppiing equation (121 t;
compute the normalised response.

E(t) C(t) (12)

f Cit)dt

0

Where E is the residence time distribution and C is the tracer gas exit concentratiOn.
Modelling can be achieved using a finite difference procedure and solving the ties
dependent equation for conservation of a passive scaler. however the code used in the
present study is formulated for the solution of steady state problems. Furthermoue, in,
determining an RTD, solution at all points in the flow field is not necessary, values of
concentration only being required at the combustor exit plane. A Lagrangian method
employing stochastic particle tracking is therefore most convenient.

It is possible to represcnt a diffusion process by a stochastic differonttal
equation of the following form

X I R-ýt)-X 1 (t) = D (21(t). tV)t. ji3((xtilt 1 t6)Wi (13)
II

in the limit as 6t -- 0. Where X (t) represents a position vector at. time t, W.1t} 1ý

a standard WieneI process, D. and ý are specified functions, known respectively as the
coefficients of drift and diftusion. X2i then describes the motion of a computational
particle through space. If many of these particles exist at a point 2.(0) ot time t = 0
then the distribution of particle concentration, 0 at some time t > 0 Aheys the equation

at 3xi 2 ; 21 2(14)

The Wiener process employed in the above theory can be considered to be made up of
discrete time steps, at, in the limit as ot - 0.

*ii
1/2

W itn) 1t (iS)

where tn ý nat and n1 ienotes a set of independent standardised random variables.

( . ..... n ý. -his concept is employed in the numberical solution.

In a similar manner to the droplet model, equations 13 and 15 can oc employed to
produce a particle trajectory. The procedure is

1) Select initial particle coordinates, Xi, and a suitably small tine step •t.

2) Obtain k, c, u and the gradient of diffusivity from the finite difference soluticn
of the gas pha~e and use these to calculate tile appropriate D, and B.

3) Compute the new particle coordinates after the time interval 6t.

X i- Xi a Di6t B1/1At
1

/
2
0 112

where n is obtained from a Gaussian distribution random number generator.

4) Repeat from step 2) to produce the particle path.

To obtain a residence time distribution, an injection point is selected and many particle

trajectories are generated. The time required for each computational particle to travel
from injection point to combustor exit is recorded. This data is then used to construct
the cumulative distribution function, F(t). F(t) is dufined as the fraction of materia?
in the exit stream with residence time -ess than t. It is related to the residence time
distribution function by

' t

F(t) = f Eft)dt (17)

0
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The RTI) may be obtained by curve fitting Fit) and differentiating. For the latter, a
least uquares cubic spline fit has proved satisfactory.

4. THE COMBUSTION CHAMBERS AND EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

The combustor can employed in this work is shown in figure 2. Tt is a Lycoming
experir'entssl burner on which a number of pr,:vioua studies have been performed. For
example ( 13, 14 ]. As can be seen, the burner postesses a single centrally located
pressure jet fuel atomizer, a primary swirler and 3 sets of injection holes. Experimental
studies have involved fuýllil:g the can with kerosene and operating with atrlospheric
discharge. Temperature profiles, at the exit ano within the combustor, have been measured
using unshielded platirut.r - platinum I nodlns thermocouples. Exit velocity measurements
using unccoled pitot probes, have also been performed.

The annular chamber used in the present work Is an 101 main burner. Figure 3 shows
a section through the combustion chamber and figure 4 shows details of one of its 20
prlnmry zone swir. assemblies. The entering air flow supplies the dome and two combustor
passages. Part of the dorse flow enters the combustion zone through the two stsge counter
rotating swirlers. Further air provides impingement cooling of the splash plate and hot
side film cooling. Part of the flow diverted to the liners is employed as film cooling
and the remainder enters through sets of Injection holes. For this geometry experimental
measurements nave bean made using a 3 sector (54 degree) test rig. Studtes have been
perfoumer' for isothcermal flow in the combustor and with t-he combustor fuelled on propane
gas. All tests have been performed at atmospheric pres3ure. No data has yet been obtained
for the liquid fuel system. In the isothermal flow study. residence tinie distributions
were measuzed by injecting pulses of mercury vapour into the charber. Exit concentration
was then measured using the vapour's ability to absorb ultra violet light. By repeating
the experiment many times, time average responses were obtained. Equation 12 could then
be used to compute RTD's. The results in this form are independent of the actual size of
the tracer pulse and are suitable for comparison with model prediction. The espetimental
apparatus is illustrated in figure 5. The probe, figure 5 (a), is suitably positioned in
the combustor and an electric spark is passed across its two ceicury amalgam electrcdes to
generate the vapour pulse. A photomultiplier detects absorption of ultra-'olet light at
the combustor exit and a micro comouter is employed to log the data. Further experimental
details can be found in the publications of Topps [ 7 ) and Ewan et al [ 8 3. For the
reacting flow studies, thermo,'ouplc and gas sampling probes were again used to obtain
internal and combustor exit profiles.

5. NUMERICAL SOLUTiON

For solution of the gas phase equations, the SIMPLE algorithm and hybrid dlfferencing,
15 1, were employed. In solving the Lycoming comibustor problem a cylindrical polar

coordinate system was used. 30 grid nodes were used in the axicl direction together with
16 and 7 nodes in the radial and angr-ar directions respectively. Symmetry allowed
trodelline to be confined to a single 60 degree sector of the chamoer, 'his being boundled
in the angular direction by planes of cyclic symmetry. It was necessary to model the
conical primary zone wall by 10 steps in the grid. The fuel spray was modelled with 10
discrete droplet sizes. 10 discrete angles of injection represented the hollo- cone spray.

In the case of the annu2lar cumbuxtor, a cylindrical polar coordinate system was again
eoployed. Modelling used two separate flow fields. For the primary zone swirler assembly
a cylindrical field was employed, with 18, 16 and 38 cells in the axial, radial and angular
directions respectively. A separrte anerrlar field modelled the a-i:. body of the ch be-,

ski symmetry allceing the solution to be confined to a sirryle 18 degree cumbustor sect--, This
second flow field used 42, 35 and 23 grid nodes in the axial, radial and angular directions
respectively. The computer code allowed the two flow fields to be treated in turn by tire
solution algorithm. However, since the swirling flow causes rectrculation into the primary
zone swiel cup, it was netessary to completely couple the two soiutions. This was achieved
by repeatedly solvig the two flow fields and transferring bounerary conditions between tire
two. The approach Is illustrated in figure 6. For this problesm the curved liner surfaces
were modelled by the use of a stepped wall approximation.

6. RESULTS

Figure 7 shows predicted velocity vectors for reacting flow in the Lycoming combustor.
These are for a slice in the plane of the inleotion holes. Strong reclrculation in the
primary zone and steep penetration of rhe entering air jets can be seen. PLguce 8 (a)
compares predicted and measured exit temperatures and figure 8 (b) compares exit velocity
prorfiles. Use of either a single or two step kinetic mechanism with the Maqnussen
courbustlon model was found to have a negligible effect on these predicted exit profiles.

All predictions in the Lycoming combustor wore made trsino th! ASM turbulenre mdrcl. This
was seen to perlorm satisfactorily in the reacting flow but gave little improvement over
k - r model predictions for this case [ 14 ]. Figure 9 shows the predicted moan
trajectories of fuel droplets in the combustor can. The greatest proportion of fuel is
seen to evaporate withIn the primary zone. However the largest droplets penetrate to the
colrirustor walls where they impinge. it can be seen from the contour plots in figure 9,
that the entering fuel spray imparts momentum to the gas in the primary zone and influences
the flow fela here. The time histories of typical drops are shown in figure 1'. The

model predicts that there is significant influtnce of turbulence on the trajurtories of
the smallest droplets, and this will in turn influence fuel distribution in the combustion
zone. The effect is illustrated by the predicted trajectories in figure 11."N

Irem
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Predictions for the annular combustor have, to date, been performed using the
k - turbulence moeel in iuotliermal and reacting flows. Measured residence time
distributions for the annular combustion chamber are presented in figure 12. These are
compared with predictions of the Lagrangian model described in section 3. The latter
was used as a post processor after computation of the consbuator flow field. Good
agreement between prediction and measurement is obtained for tracer released into the
dilution zone. For tracer released into the primary zone, the major features of the
distribution are also reproduced. However there is some over prediction of the rate at
which the concentration pulse decays. This suegestý an under prediction of the effective
primary zone volume, a result which may be attributed to using the k - L: model In this
stt-ongly swirling flow. Figure 13 shows reacting flow "elocity vectors at two axial
locations. The interaction of the entering air jets and the asymmetry induced by swirl,
are clearly visible. Further visualisation of the flow field has been achieved by
simulating fluid particles which follow the flow. These are shown for reacting and
isothermal cases In figure 14. In the reacting flow velocities are increased and jet
penetration is seen to be reduced. Predicted temperature contours for tile reacting ease
are shown in figure 15. These are at a plane through the centre of the 18 degree sector.
Predicted and measured temperatures are compared in figure 16. Predicted and measured
gas compositions appear in figure 17. Modelling results are generally in good agreemrnt
with measurement. Discrepancies at the exit plane may be attributeC to the stepped wall
approxlylation for the inner liner surface.

7. CONCtUSION

A code, suitable for use with arbitary geometries in cylindrical or polar coordinates,
has been applied to the modelling of a can and an annular combustion charber. A
technique for the coupling together of finite difference grids has made possible the
modelling of a difficult primary zone geometry.

A detailed spray model has been presented for liquid fuelled systems. This includes

the influence of turbulence on fuel droplet trajectory, an effect which appears'
significant in some cases.

* A two step kinetic scheme, together with a Magqntsen type model for determinl".g
reaction rate, has been able to give some indication of pollutant formation inside
the combustors.

An algebraic stress turbulence model has proved sa':isiactory for combustor simulatLion.

However, further study is required in order to demonstrate any rcal advantage over two
equation models in reacting flows of the type studied here,

The measurement and simulation of residencc time distributions has proved helpful in
model validatiorn, 'he techniqie will be especially useful in complIcatcd geometrieŽs

where direct measurements of v2loclty and turbulence levels can be difficult to obtain.
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APPENDIX A. EQUATIONS OF THE GAS PIJAGE MODEL

Conservation of mais

3 (0ui) = 0 (Al)

Conservation of momentum

Cnuiu) .u uJ i -- (A2)
' i (A3x1

Lxoi Ju 3 u

k - e Turbulunce model

i3

B (out k) t 3k2/ (A4)

F 1
PUCI "CP -Ce-,- (A5]

Pt= 0.09 0 k 
2
/C (A6)

(Modelling coefficients take the values

C, = 1.44 C2 n 1.92 vk = 1.0 u = 1.3)

Algebraic relationships for the Reynolds stresses

2z

... 1 .

A U
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- 3u 3u 1
P = ~ rw ~(A6)
PiJ a xk

P = 1/2 F ii (A9)

(C and C' are model constants given, the values 0.55 and 2.2 respectLively.)

APPENDIX B. QOUATIONS FOR GAS PHASE REACTING PLOW

Ecuatson for the Conscivation of Enthalpy

Equation for Cccrs, rvation of Chemical Species

I P0% TT ;x~j 135(B2)

The equation of state

0 p /RT i mMN. (133)

. .. " 1 .4
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DISCULSSION

J.McGulrL, UK
I understand front tire equlations in your paper that yiout evalutate the mttan density ftititi the gas law tl~itg the mecan
temperature. This nieats that you arc ignoring density fluctuations: fi the primvary zitom whet e ithe flucitiations atie liege
and the dertsity/teniperature relatiotnship tion -linear. this canl lead to erro rs of up to a factor of twit. so (fyoul are getinglthe
riglht answers, it will he for the wrong reason.

You use a mining limited two-step reaction seleittre - do You 1,110W zit Isis Maniy poitints )-oit are mixing t ate i mited atidat
how many you usric a kinetic ci(pression!

Author's Reply
(1) T-he transport eqjuatiotns employed are essentially detmisty weighteod itt form and dernsity weighted quantities are
predicted. Yes, densities art- computed ft am meantientperaturce This is a miodelling assitioptiton which we have fotundl
satisfacitir> its a wide r ange of etittiiuistitin apptieations. Ilo directly inettide tetnerature fluctutations II equtircs additiona~l
nmtdetinitg :tssamptitrtt; riltieli have thiiir owsni ttscctrlainuiis. (2) M~ost teat rel ease is etnintti ted itiL small regiott fit the
prinmar)- tine and ter(- tihe reactioni is almtost mixing eoaiti oiled.

B.Noll, GE
(1) Inw ality d roplet tratjectories (itd yoit tileulkie it) Liehitwi a sTaiktionty solutittis in a statisticat setisc) for the fuel

propaimgationt.

(2) Which cittvergettee criteriotn dii ytJit use to Stop the iteraitioni priteetlure is Iich Lcceountis ftr elroplet/ga.s lihase
intietactitt

(3) Flow tiany -outer- itiraitittis Wvi e tiecssaity to teltiese tivertll conivergencee?

Authuf~s Reply
( I) Ihc spraly in the ooi degree conitustot seetiot was represented by J10t droplets with disciete injectiion angles antI
diameters,. Ftfty trials ofthese droplets a crc performed itn the stocltastic simulal~tionll. (2) 1lite tesidttals entpltoyed to test ft r
coas-cigeutet- are thoitse for the gas j1ilase equations. Since the two phts, c -eouipted this automat~tical~ly- et\iCste correct
resultslii frthe diprsecrq phase.c~ (3) 1 weatv iteratiri ti fltstit gina itms ph tletll~ Wet pec.ftirseul htweCit tacht d- ojilc
sttmulatiomn. At the jircitit time tno Ltttenmpt hi;t ticeti mtade It) optititee this .soutltttii parameter.

J.HMns%. U1K
The level I i tyreetetent betweeni predietitot aitd --xpcnmnttt for scalar tpropeta ties (CO atid terntperaLttire) otah~ined with the
Magnursscit-adotpled eddy hireaik up mtodet is inmpressive (eveni ftir ite exit ptltane) but sumrprisinig givnse its lintitedl pl)iyicatl
atid eheiimit.ti ointctit. !'tte twi-sier, eltentiiN'v twItch i. it ii 1iuei-ct1liettl tte ýitL 11Carl inperateiover ittto

sict ircted Itt i tegint:in tile ettfltlIttsiti I tISst in11. Are ithe mittil pa ramieters genetiilly Ltpplicabtle tir specific toi the
iijtictitotitl? What salutes are assumed for Al,- A2, Kitt kt leiti Retikinetic?

Author's Regis
lite etinstaints A I and A2 aii giseit the s-Lit tie.t. Rfa kinetie etc. are i oibtained friont tiii At rhrheuiii expression. Sittee tife

operatoir I I.. IfI ties tte stitallest if the terits within. thre two sice' model does updiate in tile trurhule-ivt regimte. Cuinstanttsr
were takeit fronitsu leI trattute tind lii Lftttcipt was niade iiiLicjust tir tutic thecse.

* [~inalt', I thintk that the reatsotn for sot many wtitre-r obtaining sattisfaetory results whiet ushie co-nibtistitti nitodels iii the
eddy dissiptititi t>pc cu , sttis rtni ithe fiet that citn-huNsttir, amid thetrefore heat rlaeisrestricted tii Linarroiw tegion ini Itthis
pnma ry ci itte. I he ftttc details ii ithe processes ioccurrintg lie-re,-are :hrcfottre istt titprirault tii tdetermnaittionit of the itret ~LI
cottihuisor flow filud.

LModelling issures w ith perceived higher risk itt providing a significatnt payoff are d..fet red tot fututre aeticities. Our tihtnking
here is it, let these concepts cuilve within lie Utnisersity envirottnment. We wtouldl theni be in Lt pisitiot lto easily itiplenieutt
theis ittititle ittouldel.
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ON Till: APPLICATION OF FIN1'PE-DIFFEERENCE TECHNIQUES FOR THE COMPUTATION OF
TIlE FLOW FIELD IN GAS TURBINE COMBUSTOZIS WITH COMPLEX GEOMETRIES

by
S. Wittig, H.-J. Bauer and B. Noll

Lehrstuhl und Institut for Thermische Strtmungsmaschinen
UniversJtft Rarlsruhe (T.1.)

Ralserstr. 12, D-7500 Karlsruhe I (West-Germany)

SUI'1MARY

A finite-volume method is presented for solving the time-averaged two-dimensional
Navier-Stokes equations In non-urthogonal curv'linear coordinates. In contrast to most
existing codes, a non-staggered grid is employed for the dlscretlzation of the momentum
equations avoiding the onset of pressure- and velocity oscillations by additional Eteps.
In a first step, turbulent transport is taken Into account by the standard 1N, -model.
As a test-case, the turbulent flow through a model combustor with varlable"
cross-sectional area and dilution air jets is considered. The results of the computations
are compared with measurements as well as with flnIte-difference calculations of other
available codes utilizing orthogonal coordinates especially adapted for this geometry.
The advantages of the new non-orthogonal approach are demonstrated. It is shown that
the proposed mathematical model serves as a powerful too) for, the computation of
turbulent separated flows In ducts with complex geometries pertinent to modern gas
turbine combustors, especially those of the reverse-flow type.

NOMENCLATURE

at coefficients of dlscretization equation
h coefficlenrt of diacretization equation
B boundary
c velocity
C1 constant of turbulence model
du coeflfclent of correction equatlon for U
D, additional diffusion source-term,
Gk volumetrlc production rate of turbulent kinetic energy
h enthalpy
HI duct height
0 Jacoblan
j momentum flux ratio
k turbulent kinetic energy
I distance between injectlon slot and slope
p pressure
Pe Peclet number
Pr PrandtlI number
q1 geometric cnehflcient of tranaport cquaLion
Re Reynolds number
1; source-term
u velocity componeit in x-direotion
U convective term normal tc -ontrol-volume Interfuce (i-const)
v velocity component In y-direction
V convective terai normal to control-volumne interfoce (n-const)
r diffusion coefficient

dissipation rate of k
u curv•ilnear Coordinate
* dynamic viscosity
* curvilinear coordinate
r density

constant of turbulence mode]
o constant of turbulence mode]

1 dependent variable

Subscripts

E eastern grid-polnt (or boundary I
eff effective
J jet

n northern cell interferce
N northern grid-poInt (or boundary)
P grid-point under consideration
s southern cell interface
S southern gid-point (or boundarýy)
w western cell Interface
W western grId-point (or boundary)
x partial derivat've with ruspect to x-coordinate
y partial derivative with respect to y-coordinate

parti l dcrivative witlh respect to t-coorilnate
partial derivative with respect to ,-coordinate
inlet

ti..l rtfl ,"..sr.&:m n ..... L*..,A.... .. - . . . .> ...
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Superscripts
up upwind scheme
HOS higer-order scheme

estimated
* correction
S- average

INTRODUCTION

The continuing improv ment of the thermal efficiency and of the specific thrust In modern
jet engine design is directly dependent on the rise of the pressure ratio and the turbine
Inlet temperature. As a consequence, the combustor dimen•sons are reduced. In addition,
even with higher temperature levels, lower pressure losses as well as capliete combustion
of the fuel with low emissions are a necessity. Furthermore, velocity profiles which
are matched to the turbine requirements for high reliability are of interest. In
predicting the performance of the combustor, a fairly accurate knowledge of the %elocety
within the combustor is required. In an attempt to reduce the high cost for m detailed
experimental analysis it is necessary to utilize newly developEd analytical and numericaj
tools in combination with available 'orrelatloris in the design process. In recent years,
various numerical codes for the thr'ee-dlnenslonal description of the flow field have
been developed. Continulng effort, however, has to be addresseo towards relatively
complex geometries.

Up to now two- and thrue-dlmensional finite difference schemes for the description of
the turbulent coabustor flow have been used at the Institute for Therisal Turbomachinery
employing orthogonal, i.e. in general cartesian or cylindrical, grids. Helatively si1mple
geometries such as the flow through a plane duct with rormal injection of the dilution
air [I] or the swirling flow through a duct, with constant clrcular cross-section [23
can be described with these codes. However, real gas turbine cOmbustors deviate more
or less from these simple geometries. A typical example is the reverse-flow combustor
of a small helicopter engine, where the 180 -bend induces considerable influence on
the velocity, turbulence and tersperature field.

Pig. I: Typical reverse-flow combustcr

Up to now, in using orthogonal grids the boundaries of" a complex flow field had to be
approximated by a sequence of steps [3,41. The shnrtcon'ngs of this procedure are
obvious. In addition to the fant that the boundary repy sentation Is insufficient, it
is fairly difficult to take into account gradlents nor.al to the wall. In addition,
In tho case of three-dlmensional flows t-his method lcads to a highly uneconomical
utLlization of storage space. In arriving at a high accura-y, the grid dtnslty In the
urea of the steps has to be sufficiently high which generally leads to an unnecessary
hIgh rnuethe of grld-poilnts In the other areas resulting in excessive computatlon times.
li, extreroc ccises such as shown In Fig. 1 it is almost impossible to apply a conventional
o'v.ýIthogonal grid.

Iir theh present study, therefore, a new fInlte-dlfference method using a body fitted
ourvilinneir and generally rron-orthogonal grid for two-dImensIonal turbulent elliptic
Sflow•s has bee•n dorsved based on the experiences with the earlier' codes. The transport
equ•Cr-ions In the physical domain are solved in the i-space discretized by an equally

x "
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sacsed carleaian coordinate system (Rig. 2). Oine advantage of this technique is that
the relatively simple dlecrejezation of partial differential. equations is largely
conserved.

Y 
Bs

Pig 2:Byeladr~aso'ie 

omuainldmi

the boundar g.y. Physeectin apporidate rafiid distriutaion,the dma-sin d nmeia

ciffuslon' which is observed with oblique flow vejctors: can be redaced.

Obviously, additional offort In progromsiing i3 rpotird In r: tfIIZ!ciog i0u 1 *y-fL tteo
coordinates. iCross-derivativc t.--~ in tne trarnsformcd dlffcr~nitldi e'4sa' Ions aee to
oe considered arid gcnerally aitaggerd gridsý are not suitable as will be Illustrated later.

iIn generat.ing an appropriate computat-'onal grid It is, necessary that the boundaries
Vof the geld wIth that of the flow field are Identical, A* will bt shown iater it. is

necessary to calculate the cartesian sly-coordinates f'or cacti polint Ye (see Pig. 2ý),
In loll-wing Thompson et al. [5] th~e curvlilnear' coordlinates have to satisfy thre Laplace

equations wich the appropriate bounolary coniditions.

4"+ yy n. ny,

In exchanging the dependent and Independent variable-, a new system of d tfo'-rint ia
equations is obtained which leads to - ''' c ' etmi*-a orthogonal grid. Adding additional

t t*n.Sý tie rignt-hand side of' the Laplace equation it is poscihle to achieve a locdlly
denser or a stretched grid. However, the orthogonality is not conservpd under lthrae
conditions. Thompson, for exaripie, used this principle in genierating a grid for 'tie
flow arotund an airfoil. In the prcesent work< thils grid-generatinc program was adiapted
to internal I'low proelotes bry changing the boundary conditions.

Compu~tational grids which ale produiced accordingly - i.e. following equation (1)-
saqtisfy slimllarly to thre potent ial and stream function of' it pot~ential flow thre Laplace
equation, i.e. streas lines arid potentials are loentical with the lines n = coolst. arid

C= const. of thre grid. An >bllque flow with respect to the cont-rol-voltise illtei'faces
is avoided in domains with potential flow character arid thus the numi-erical diffusion
Is minimnized. iHowever, this technique which requires the soiution of a ten-linlear
differential system for the grid-generation Is: relatively cumbers-ome. Foe- practical
considerations, It is relatively difficult to position the gridl-lines to predetermined

-. .. ,measurement pilanes despite the possibilities of increasintg their local density or Ii
* . .stretching tho lines. Generally a sequen"ce of iterative steps is neccessary.
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Another possibility for generating body oriented computiational grids which Is mauch
soimpler is to predeterine grid-lirles of two boundaries sucht as 1311(n - nmax) and lIs
( n= J), to connect the boundary flites using straight lnCes ( C , constant) and 'o define
the grid-spacing A•nalytIcally [6]. It Is obvious, that this method allows for a rapid
grld-generation. Tire resultin-, grids, however, show - under certain conditions - strongly
non-orthogonal rcgimes. This Is to be taken into arer.unt in the transformation of the
transport equations. Fig. 3 Illustrates various gri -e for the calculation of the flow
through a reverse-type comobustor which were generated with the techniques descriled
here. Fig. 3d especlally shows thie gr•d-geosrutry for the ca:s of rotational symmetry.

'4 A

a) Uniform Grid
- - - bI} Contracted Grid

0) Grid Generated t.
Means oa Partial
Oitterential Equations

d) AxisynRmetI0ric Grid

€) dJ

Pig. 3: Computationial grids - reverse-flow comtbustor

TRANSFORMATION OF TilE TRANSFORT EQIJATION$ TO A CURVILINEAR CUORDINATE SYSTEM

In cartesian coordinates tire partial differential equation of' a general transport
property can be formnulated in the usual way:

f + ( t (121) 4 S(X.y)

convection diffusion 4 source-terin

All terins which aric in additiorn to convection ani diffusIon are grouped in tile
source-term. The partial differentials of equation (2) cart be replazed by derivatives
of tire new coordinates C and a [5]. A new transport equation Is tihe result which can
be grouped in analogy to equation (2) in a convection-, a diffusion- and a source-term.

in l~3 1 t a Žý) 4 Sq(4 n)*J (3a)

convectionr diffusion 4 source-term

'. nvf-wn ý
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11 Y'l(3
q2 = xy , +" 1Cn ( 311)

= 1 (3c)

q 
+

U = U*Y, - V*X (31')
V v*r.) - u*y4 (3g)

The termns qj and J which are observed in equation (3) are determined by the geometrical
droivatives of the curvilinear grid in the cartesian domaln X , y1 , so yrA , q_ is a
measure for the orthogonality of the grid and it disappears for orthogonal grids and
with it the mixed derivatives of the diffusion term in equation (3). The importance
of the geometrical derivatives and of the velcltLius u and v Is illustrated in Fig,. i.

// \

v /

u\
/ p

Yn I. -/uU ___ , 'N.."

N. - '

yr 1

.w- x

Fig. 4: Geometric derivaLives and velocity coxpounerits at the corntrol-volume cOnisidered

The intei-face area of' a control-volume Is tadetermneod by the gýnmetric derivatives x,
y& and x , y . o e U arid o'V represent the convective fluxes across the rezpectIve
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Table 1: System of differential equations

Tab. 1 summarizes the diffusion coefficients and source-terms for the momentum equations,
the energy equation and the equations for the turbulence parameters of the k,c-model
which is employed for the closure of the system of equations.

As can be seen from Tab. 1, the momentum equations for the velocity components of the
cartesian coordinate system u (x-direction) and v (y-direction) are solved even after
the transformation. Other authors tend to formulate the momentum equations for the
covariant velocity components. In the case of non-orthogonal computational grids,
however, che momentum equations are quite complicated and the discretization becomes
expensive. These techniques generally are, therefore, restricted to orthogonal grids
C7].

S~=j +

NN
le EE~

i

II+

Fig. 5: Typical control-volume for curvilinear coordinate systems
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The differential equation is transformed into a difference equation by integrating over
each control-volume (Fig. 5) with Aý = An = 1. In discretizing the diffusion-terms
of the general transport equation, the so-called central-difference scheme is used.
Here, the gradient of the property 0 at an interface of the control-volume is calculated
directly from the adjacent grid-points. It should be noted that with the mixed
derivatives of equation (3) the vailes at the corners of the control-volumes are required
which have to be calculated by appropriate interpolation from the four adjacent
grid-points. As the solution of the system of equations is based on a five-point
difference-star it is impossible to consider these terms directly: they have to be
accounted for by additional source-terms. This approach reduces the convergence
characteristics of the method and additional interpolation errors can arise. It,
therefore, is advisable to employ grids which have only slight deviations from the
orthogonality, which, however, is frequently in contrast to the necessities of the flow
geometry.

Considerable difficulties are observed with the discretization of the convective terms
of the transport equations. Here, the transport property itself at the cell's boundary
is required. The use of the central-difference scheme for Peclet numbers Pe > 2 can
result in an instability of the solution p>ocedure. A simple alternative is found in
the well-known upwind scheme. Here, the transport property is defined at the cell
boundary using that of the upwind positioned grid-point. This scheme is quite stable.
Its major drawback, however, is the onset of numerical diffusion.

A scheme which excludes these discretization errors, is the so-called 'QUICK scheme'
that has been originally proposed by Leonard [8]. This scheme uses two grid-points
upstream and one downstream for interpolation of the unknown value at the control volume
interface. As the direct incorporation of that scheme into the finite difference
procedure can lead to instabilities for large Peclet numbers (Pe > 8/3) similarly to
the case of the central-difference scheme, a different method is used, which has been
presented by Elbahar [1] and improved by Noll [2]. In this method, commonly known as
'flux-splitting technique', the convective terms are first calculated by the upwind
scheme. In a second step, the difference between the convective fluxes determined by
the upwind scheme and those by the QUICK scheme are added to the source term. Using
this method, it is also possible to include other higher-order disretization schemes
(HOS) s<eh as the aforementioned 'central-difference scheme' or the so-called 'linear
upwind scheme' without strongly affecting the stability of the solution procedure. The
convective flux at the e (-eastern) side of a control volume under consideration, can
then generally be written as

(p*U*) HOS = (0*U*O)Upw + (P.*U*o)e (4a)

and in the case of QUICK being the higher-order sce.ýme for p*U > 0

aO e = (OW-Op)*feWP + (OE-OP)*feEP (4b)

((x -xp)2+(y 2 yp)
2 )*((x XE)

2
+(y 2

f eWP = ((Xw_ Xp)2+ (yW-yp)2 ).((xW.xE)2+ (yW_yE)2

2+ 2 Zp +TY 14o)'

((x ._Xw +(y -yw))(( +(y yp)d)

f eE 2 2(' d
feP= ((XEXw)2+(yE-yw)2).((XEXp)2+(yE-yp)2

Comparisons of calculations employing the different discretization schemes described
(upwind, linear upwind, central-difference and QUICK) with experimental investigations
of typical combustor flows show that the best agreement between measurement and
computation is achieved using the QUICK scheme [6,10,11].

On discretizing the differential equations, the value of the general transport variable
0 can be expressed for each control volume by the values o' the four adjacent cells.

aPOP= aEOE + aWeW + aNON + asOS + b (5a)

ap = aE + aW + aN +as + Sp (5b)

b =S*J*A*An + D (5c)

D= f(q 2 ,Jr.0) (5d)
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The resulting system of algebraic equations is solved in this program by a line
Gauss-Seidel method [9].

For closure of the system of equations an additional equation for the pressure is needed.
In the code presented here, Patankar's 'SIMPLE-algorithm' is used mainly in evaluating
the pressure by an estimated pretsure-distribution and a 'pressure correction equation'.
Starting with an approximation p of the correct*pressure field p the momentum equationr
are solved. The resulting velocities u* and v generally do not satisfy continuity.
Therefore, a velocity correction u' and v', respectively, is added in order to satisfy
the continuity equation. An equation sim;lar to the momentum equations can be derived
for the velocity correction with the gradient of pressure correction being the source
term. Introducing this equation into the discretized continuity equation, an equation
for the pressure correction can be derived which is mainly determined by the 'mass-flux
source term'

b = (pw*Uw - Pe*Ue)*an + (ps*Vs - Pn*Vn)*A& (6)

The calculated corrections are subsequently added to the estimated velocity and pressure
fields, respectively, which now satisfy both the momentum equations and the continuity
equation.

If pressure and velocities are located at the same grid-points, the calculated pressure
field and velocity field can show strong checkerboard oscillations although a converged
solution is obtained. This is caused by a decoupling of pressure and velocity in the
discretized momentum equations where the pressure gradient at a considered grid-point
is determined only by the values at the adjacent grid-points and not by the pressure
at the grid-point itself. As a remedy in the case of cartesian or cylindrical coordinate
systems Patankar [9] proposes the use of a 'staggered grid' shifting the control volumes
for the momentum equations by a half grid spacing in x-direction and y-direction for
u and v, respectively. This leads to a strong coupling of pressure and velocity because
now the pressure gradient in the momentum equations is determined by directly adjacent
grid-points. Furthermore, the velocities are located exactly at the interfaces of the
control-volumes for the pressure correction equation where they are needed to calculate
the mass-flux source term.

Shyy et. al. [12] use a 'staggered grid' in their finite difference method on
curvilinear coordinate systems too. In this case, however, the control volumes for the
calculation of the velocities are now staggered in t-direction (for u) and in n-direction
(for v). In considering the mass-flux source term of the pressure correction equation
(6) it is obvious (compare Fig. 4) that in regions where lines & = const are nearly
perpendicular to the x-direction or lines n = const to the y-direction the staggered
grid will not lead to the desired effect. The convective term U at the eastern interface,
for example, is exclusively determined by the cartesian velocity component v in
y-direction which is only known at the northern and southern cell interface. Similarly,
the pressure source term in the momentum equations (see Tab. 1) is no longer determined
by directly adjacent grid points. Therefore, in such regimes this kind of staggered
grid is not advantageous as oscillations of pressure and velocity can not be prevented.

In the code presented, a different method of avoiding the onset of oscillations is
employed which was proposed first by Rhie and Chow £13] and later used in a slightly
modified manner by Peric [14]. Here, the cartesian velocity components in x- and
y-direction are located at the same grid-points as the pressure. The convective terms
U and V at the cell interfaces are calculated by suitable interpolation of the cartesian
velocities at the grid-points. Subsequently the averaged values of the convective terms
U and V are corrected by means of local pressure gradients, o.g. for the eastern
interface

--= PE - PP _-*(aUe e du.e*( A ,e (7a)

y2 x2

du = an*(.D + ._n) (7b)
S U av

This procedure was found to be quite stable and up to now oscillations of pressure and
velocity have been successfully suppressed. Another advantage of the use of a
'nonstaggered grid' is that the complexities of the program are reduced as the
coefficients have to be evaluated for one grid only and nc- for three different Zrids
as is the case for a 'staggered grid'.

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

As a test case for the quality of the newly developed finite difference code on
curvilinear coordinate systems use was made of measurements in a turbulent flow through
a plane combustor model with convergent cross-section and normal injection of dilution
air.
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A schematic view of the complete experimental facility and the employed data acquisition
system is shown in Fig. 6. Air from the compressor is subdivided into the primary and
the mixing jet flow. Adjustable valves and standard orifice meters facilitate control
and volumetric flow measurements within the ducts, respectively. Both, the primary air
and the secondary air flow through settling chambers fitted with turbulence grids. The
primary air enters the test section of 300 mm x 100 mm cross-sectional inlet area through
a nozzle with a contraction factor of 20.8. The secondary air is normally injected by
a slot in the bottom wall prior to a slope of 90 mm length and 43 mm height contracting
the flow area as illustrated in Fig. 7. At six discrete measurement planes it is possible
to attach a probe traversing mechanism. The measurement of the velocity field has been
done by means of a calibrated five-hole probe with a diameter of 2.9 mm. A detailed
description of that miniature probe can be found in [2]. Computer assisted data
acquisition is necessary as a large matrix of data is obtained and has to be analyzed.

ORIFICE METERS

iI v SETTLING CHAMBER SUCTION NOZZLE
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Fig. 6: Experimental set-up
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The flow through the described combustor model has been calculated with the newly
developed finite-difference method using curvilinear coordinates as well as with the
conventional code using cartesian coordinates (s. 13J). Both programms employed a grid
of 54 x 38 grid-points. Fig. 8 illustrates the combustor-fitted curvilinear grid.

Fig. 8: Curvilinear computational grid

The cartesian grid discretizes the convergent part of the combustor by discrete
orthogonal steps. Grid-points located at the lower right hand side are skipped and not
used for the flow calculation. In Fig. 9 this part of the model combustor is shown
enlarged for both computational grids.

Fig. 9: Discretization of the slope

Fig. 10 shows the measured velocity distribution along the model combustor for a momentum
flux ratio J = pS/.. * (vj/fu)

2 
of 20.5 for an axial distance 1 between injection slot

and beginning of the slope of 15 mm.

-• .------

_CD

--I' 0 ..0 5 0 0 0. 1.0 i s 2 0 2 S 3

x/H
Fig. 10: Measured velocity distribution
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Although the flow is accelerated in the convergent section of the duct adjacent to the
injection slot, an extensive recirculating zone can be observed. The calculated velocity
fields (see Fig. 11) which have been obtained by employing the finite-difference program
using curvilinear computational grids generally show the same characteristics. However,
the two numerical results differ clearly: In using the QUICK scheme for the
discretization of the convective terms in the momentum equations, the depth of
penetration of the dilution air is slightly increased and the length of the recirculating
zone is enlarged.

S• QUICK- Scheme

Upwind - Scheme

Fig. 11: Calculated flow field

On comparing measurement and calculations for several discrete measuring planes directly
as illustrated in Fig. 12, the results obtained are quite satisfactory.

0 a- 08O
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SFig. 12: Comparison of experimental and computational results
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The best agreement with the experimental data is achieved for both numerical methods
using cartesian or curvilinear coordinates in the case of utilizing the QUICK scheme
for the convective terms. As should be noted, the new finite difference code leads to
even slightly better results. On using the simpler upwind scheme, the steep velocity
gradients are smoothed and the maximum values of velocity can not be obtained. This
is due to the intensive oblique flow with respect to the grid within the recirculating
zone and the resulting 'false diffusion'. The fictitious better agreement in predicting
the velocity minimum close to the boundary by the method using cartesian coordinates
is caused by the local approximation of the boundary. At the position x/H = 0.3 the
step is protruding into the duct for a certain amount (see Fig. 9) and thus the velocity
profile is shifted upwards.

The comparison of the finite-difference method using curvilinear coordinates with
measurements and with conventional finite-difference methods illustrates that the newly
developed calculation procedure is at least of comparable accuracy for relatively simple
flow geometries. However, its entire potential is demonstrated for such geometries which
can not be considered by the existing methods to a reasonable expense. As an example,
the flow in a combustor type diffuser with centre-body is calculated with the method
presented [15] without changing the program source code: the previously generated
body-fitted computational grid had to be read in and the appropriate boundary conditions
had to be defined.

CALCULATION OF THE FLOW IN A REVERSE-FLOW COMBUSTOR

As an other example for a flow which can not be calculated by other existing conventional
finite-difference methods, the calculation of the flow in a reverse-flow combustor of
a small helicopter engine (see Fig. 1) is presented.

Fig. 13 shows the calculated flowfield within the axisymmetric duct for a Reynolds number
of Re = 1.3'lo5. The computation has been performed for a computational grid consisting
of 47 x 17 grid-po'nts with the grid-lines beeing contracted towards the boundary (see
Fig. 3d).

Fig. 13: Calculated velocity field in the 180 deg. bend of a reverse-flow combustor

Due to the decrease of the duct hight in flow direction in combination with the
decreasing mean radius the flow is strongly accelerated within the bend. In spite of
the strong curvature of the internal duct side, a separation of the flow at the bend
exit is prevented by this acceleration. The flow in the bend shows potential vortex
character, as the circumferential velocity increases towards the internal side (suction
side) of the duct while the boundary layers are quite thin due to the acceleration of
the flow. At the bend exit the maximum of the velocity is shifted in direction of the
external duct side caused by centrifugal forces.

p.i
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-3.35

Fig. 14: Calculated pressure distribution

Fig. 14 illustrates the calculated pressure field pertinent to the flow field. The
isobars in the bend show the typical behaviour of a potential vortex superposed by a
flow acceleration. The pressure minimum at the bend exit with subsequent increase of
pressure due to the local flow deceleration is obvious.

CONCLUSIONS

A newly developed difference scheme for the calculation of two-dimensional turbulent
and elliptic combustor flows has been introduced which provides the discretization of
the geometry of the flow field by body-fitted curvilinear grids. These grids can be
generated either analytically or by the numerical solution of elliptic differential
equations. An orthogonality has not to be assumed. The transport equations to be solved
are transformed appropriately to the curvilinear coordinate system generated. As the
differential equations principally do not change their character during the
transformation it is possible to apply previously derived methods of discretization
and thus can be solved. In discretizing the ccnvective terms of the transformed transport
equations the relatively simple upwind scheme and the more elaborate QUICK scheme were
employed. It was found, that staggered grids did not exclude oscillations of the
calculated pressure and velocity field for all flow geometries. A non-staggered grid,
therefore, was employed. Oscillations of the solutions were avoided using a correction
of the convective terms along the boundaries of the control-volumes using local pressure
gradients. In addition, the obvious advantage of non-staggered grids is the resulting
simplicity of the program's structure. An elaborate check of the reliability of the
program was initiated. The comparison with calculations using a conventional cartesian
grid were quite favourable. Furthermore, measurements in a combustor-type flow were
conducted for validation. In demonstrating the capabilities for application under real
conditions, a reverse-flow combustor of complex geometry was analysed.
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SUMMARY

The indications coming from fundamental turbulence research have been incorporated
in combustor modeling without a systematic analysis of their effect on predictions. In
this work comparisons are presented between finite rate (overall) kinetics and equilibrium
in their influence on the structure of the recirculation region attached to a disk flame-
holder. The effect of including density gradient terms in the k-epsilon turbulence model
is also examined. The results indicate that the fluidynamic field may determine whether
equilibrium or kinetics produces higher temperatures, and that the temperature difference
predicted with the two approaches tends to become small with increasing pressure. The
effect of introducing density gradients has a moderate effect on temperatures.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a air inlet annulus thickness
A air
Ci constants in turbulence model
D combustor can diameter
ER equivalence ratio
F fuel
G free energy
HC hydrocarbon
K turbulence kinetic energy
K, equilibrium constant
m reaction order
n reaction order
p pressure
R universal constant of gas
RJ ramjet
SCRJ supersonic combustion ramjet
t time
T temperature
U velocity
V velocity
Yk mass fraction of species k
E rate of dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy

Wt turbulent viscosity
p density
0i turbulent Prandtl/Schmidt number

Subscripts and superscripts

max,min maximum, minimum
ref reference

fluctuating quantity
- Favre-averaged mean quantity
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1. INTRODUCTION

Much progress in gas turbine combustor modeling has been accomplished in recent
years /1-3/, mainly by appropriate modeling of the turbulence phenomena of importance
and of the reactive zone structure. Notwithstanding its shortcomings, the turbulent
flowfield is described in most works by the k-epsilon model; however, work by Jones /4/
has resulted in the introduction of additional terms in the 'standard' equations to
account for density changes due to combustion. Besides, the Favre-averaging procedure has
won wide acceptance over the more traditional time-averaging in writing conservation
equations for both scalar and vectorial quantities.

At the moment use of Favre-averaged scalar equations, however, is dictated more by
expediency than by real need: in fact, LDV measurements of velocity components are indeed
'Favre-averaged', and are immediately compared to predictions. Scalars, such as enthalpy
or species mass fractions are usually obtained from CARS-type measurements, supplying the
time-averaged value of the quantities /5/. Mathematical difficulties in dealing with two
different averaging techniques in the same equation are still severe, and no solution is
in sight yet. However, Favre-averaging is in many respects an advancement. The structure
of the reactive zone and the statistical description of combustion processes has been
the object of many investigations /6/. Historically, modeling of the reactive terms has
moved from global or semiglobal time- or Favre-averaged rate equations through equili-
brium assumption, to flamelet models involving PDF (requiring rather time-consuming
measurements under difficult conditions /2,7/.

The combustor modeling community has followed all these developments trying to in-
corporate them in its computer codes; the speed of change has been rather fast, however,
and often there has not been the time to sit back and evaluate the many suggestions and
novelties coming from the fundamental research. In particular, there has not been yet a
consistent evaluation/comparison of the different approaches available; some papers have
used the 'standard' TEACH code for the turbulent flowfield, adding a mixed global/equi-
librium kinetics to it /8/; other works have accounted for density gradients in the
k-epsilon equations while using global kinetics to describe combustion /9,10/. It is of
interest therefore to try to assess in a systematic way the effects of these modeling
choices on the results, and to compare them with available combustor measurements.

The purpose of this paper is twofold: to compare predictions obtained using global
kinetics for the fuel/air reaction and equilibrium assumption, and to compare predictions
obtained with the 'standard' k-epsilon turbulence model and that including density and
pressure gradient terms. To uncouple the problem from the particular combustor design, a
basic geometry was chosen, ,onsisting of a disk flameholder in a cylindrical can. This is
the simplest possible geometry that is still capable of generating intense turbulent re-
circulation.

Section 2 contains details of the geometry used and the operational parameters
employed in the computer runs; Section 3 gives the essentials of the mathematical model;
results and their discussion are reported in Section 4.

2. GEOMETRY AND CONDITIONS

Combustor can geometry is shown in Fig. 1. Two L/D ratios were used, i.e., L/D'1.5
and 2.5: the first was adopted for all equilibrium calculations, as the overall fuel
consumption rate was faster and a shorter combustor length required for combustion com-
pletion. With finite-rate kinetics the total length needed was longeri dictating a larger
number of grid points in the axial direction. The ratio between air inlet annulus thick-
ness, a, and can diameter D was kept constant and equal to 0.1505, with D=0.25 m.

The advantages of such cavity shape are as follows: geometry is simple, with only
primary air mixing; combustor shape and design are essentially those of the model
combustor used at AFWAL by Roquemore et al. /11/ in their simulations and experiments, so
that comparisons are possible; this geometry is also interesting for ramjet combustor
modeling, where research is also in progress.

Conditions used in the simulations were the following: the fuel was gaseous C3 H8,
for which global kinetic data were available and that approximates the reactive behavior
of higher HC (using methane, a much more likely candidate for RJ and SCRJ was considered
and discarded because of its rather special kinetics); inlet air temperature ranged frcm
900 to 1100 K and inlet fuel temperature between 350 and 450 K; the inlet air and fuel
velocities ranges were 40-120 and 20-50 m/s respectively. Pressure was varied between 1
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and 9 bar. With these choices the air Reynolds number varied between 50,000 to 400,000.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The model uses a standard 2-D TEACH solver /12/ modified to include multiply-
connected surfaces capability. Chemical kinetics may be either generalized (i.e., capable
of simulating elementary steps), or global/overall; alternatively, thermochemical equili-
brium may be imposed to find species concentrations and temperatures in the presence of
chemical reactions.

All dependent variables use the Favre-averaging formulation; for the two velocity
components, this makes comparison with LDV measurements very convenient. In fact, pre-
liminary runs of the model without chemical reactions ('cold' runs) yielded velocity
fields in close agreement with both predictions and LDV measurements obtained by Roque-
more et al. /11/. Comparison with temperature measurements would require transforming
Favre-averaged temperatures into conventional time-averaged temperatures, and because of
the scarce data was not attempted.

The effect of density changes due t- the heat release has been accounted for by
including the modified k-epsilon model proposed by Jones /4/ and later employed by Jones
and McGuirk /2/ and Jones and Whitelaw /13/.

3.1 k-epsilon Equations

Inclusion of the extra terms due to density and pressure gradients results in the
equations for k and epsilon shown in Fig. 2. The terms depend on the product of the
density and pressure gradients: therefore, in subsonic flows their magnitude is essen-
tially determined by density gradients. For diffusion flames the introduction of these
terms may cause numerical problems near the interface between the fuel jet and the
surroundings during the first iterations starting from an initial guess of the field.
This is due to the sharp radial density gradients near the flameholder fuel injection
hole, that demand either a finer local mesh along the radii near x = 0, or introduction
of these terms after a number of iterations large enough that those gradients have been
smoothed down. This second approach was implemented here. Typically, about 0(10)
iterations were performed prior to the activation of the density gradient terms in both
k and epsilon equations.

3.2 Overall Kinetics

Rather than using a flamelet model coupled to FDF approach, global kinetics was
investigated using Favre-averaged concentrations and temperatures in the rate expression.
The rate was taken from /14/, dealing with premixed HC/air flame propagation, and has
the form

d [F] m - n
8.6xi0

1 1 
[02] [•] exp(-30,000/ RT), moleem3s()

where m : 1.65 and n = 0.1. However, this fit works well only in a relatively narrow
range of equivalence ratios ER. The n (( I exponent tends in fact to predict unphysically
high rates in the fuel-lear zones of the mixing region(s). To avoid this, the exponent n
was made a function of the local ER, following a suggestion by Riva implemented in /15/.
The fit for n that gave the best results over the broadest range of pressures was:

n = n f+ (n-_n ) ER(x,y)-ERref (2)
nre(max-ref) ERminERref

where nrefC0.1, nmax=0.5, ERrefo0.
5

, and ERmir?=O0

3.3 Thermochemical equilibrium

In this mode, besides C3 H8, 02, N2 , C02, H2 0, the model includes also CO, OH and H2 .
The species concentrations are predicted using fits for the equilibrium constant
Kp K p(T), resulting in functional relationships of the type

Y [EkR(x,y)] (3)

I•The fits are valid between 700 and 3000 K. The equilibrium calculations are bypassed .

I;
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entirely either for F/A ( 0.001 (very lean mixture) or if A/F ( 0.01 (very rich) /16/.
Besides, for propane fuel and if ER ) 3, the combustion products are assumed to be only
CO r'd H2 .

Using the model in the equilibrium mode, the solution procedure becomes as follows:
starting from an initial guess, compute the momenta transport. With the flowfield already
updated, compute equilibrium values for species Yk and enthalpy; next, compute the
enthalpy transport, and from updated p, Yk and h and old density, update the temperature
inverting the fit for the enthalpy as a function of temperature and species mass frac-
tions. Last the density is also updated from the equation of state.

In both equilibrium and overall kinetics calculations there is a modeling approx-
imation inherent to using [Favre-] averaged quantities. In the case of finite-rate
kinetic, fuel and oxygen fluctuations, that would tend to reduce the average value of
the rate itself, are not accounted for; in the equilibrium approach, the approximation
consists in evaluating equilibrium constants Kp at an averaged temperature. In both
cases the dependence of the approximation on temperature is exponential: for the finite
-rate case, in the Arrhenius term of (1); for the equilibrium case, in the Van't Hoff
dependence of the equilibrium constant on free energy

2(ln K )
p A (4)aT RT2

so that the errcrv in both cases is of the same order.

4. RESULTS

Table 1 shows the matrix of the runs performed and the values adopted for the para-
meters changed.

The structure of the recirculation region was investigated at first using the equili-
brium approach. Figure 3 shows the predictions of the velocity field in the centerbody
combustor for different fuel and air flow rate ratio. Streamlines indicate that the
formation of one or two vortices, and their extension, depends on the ratio between the
air and fuel inlet momenta. The interaction of the central and annular jets is responsi-
ble of changes in the flame structure; Figs. 3a and 3b show the condition where the
annular jet dominates the flow field, while Fig. 3c relates to a condition where neither
jet dominates the velocity field. In Fig. 3a the air inlet momentum, greater than the
fuel inlet momentum, creates a dominant outer vortex; however, since the two inlet mo-
menta are essentially of the same order of magnitude, the fuel jet creates also a second
inner vortex. Fig. 3b shows, instead, formation of only one vortex, due to air momentum,
while the fuel is rapidly entrained as soon as it exits the injector. The strong gradients
in the upper region of the vortex are responsible for high turbulence levels and,
consequently, for high conversion to products and heat release,as shown in Fig. 5. Air
and fuel inlet velocity are equal in the case of Fig. 3c. An upper clockwise vortex and
a well developed counterclockwise vortex are formed, due to the same inlet velocity of
air and fudl. In such situation turbulence levels are quite low, turbulent transport is
poor and the combustor efficiency is bad, as seen in Fig. 8a.

These predictions were compared with those obtained with finite kinetics assumption
under the same operating conditions. Results are reported in Fig. 4. A detailed compa-
rison shows a negligible influence of the approach chosen on the velocity field.

A different conclusion is reached when temperature fields are compared. Starting
with test case 25 (P=5 bar, inlet air velocity:120 m/s, inlet fuel velocity=25 m/s),
the fluidynamic field is shown in Fig. 3b (equilibrium assumption) and in Fig. 4b (over-
all kinetics assumption). For the same test case 25, Fig. 5a shows isothermal contour
lines obtained for thermochemical equilibrium and Fig. 5b isotherms predicted with the
finite kinetics assumption. Significant differences exist in the two temperature fields.
In both cases the hot gas region is localized at the bottom side of the annulus region.
This is a physically realistic conclusion considering that such region contains a strong
shear layer, characterized by high velocity gradients and high turbulence levels.
Transport of fuel and oxidant is favoured, and so in both equilibrium and finite kinetics
assumption the largest temperature is reached. An interesting feature of the two solu-
tions is that the temperature field for the finite kinetics case is higher than for the

* equilibrium case. The opposite conclusion may be drawn when the temperature fields of
test case 16 (Fig. 6) are examined: in such situation the finite kinetics temperature
field (Fig. 6b) is lower than that pertaining to equilibrium (Fig. 6a). The reason of
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1,3 arid 5 bar, arid for conbustion condlitionfe at pressure of I bar arid for a low ratic
between air and fuel inlet momnentum. Fur such conditions rinvestigated the effect ir
almost negligible, This ia realistic from a physical point of view becauir;e such oper'sting
conditions are not responsible for extended rcgions of high density gradients. In fact,
Sdensity gradients are associated with slow mixing bttween fuel jet and suri-ounding air;

f increasing pressure Increate also fuel jet somentum (or Pcynolds number). Tlrur,at higher
presrures the jet will tend to remain more 'coher'ent', arid this wiii cause sharper
density gradients over larger regions. Fig. 12 compares the temperature field obtained
with the k-c stancard model (Fig. 12a) with that obtained implementing the v-c model
(Fig. 12b) modified to include tire density gradieaits ourcer terims. 7hc te'mperature field
is almost the same and th. same conclusion may be drawn for tie turbulent Iiinetic energy
field, when compariing the standard k-c approach (Fig. ic') with the Modified k-c approach
(Fig. 12d). Similar conclusions are obtained from the comparison of the cold flow field
predicted at 3 or 5 bar. Work is currently being done to check .hethcr these Lpreliminary
results apply al"s at higher pressure and eapediaily under reactive conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

Coneluisions from the work performed so far and presented here arc as follows:

I. implementing equilibrium or overall kinetics does not affect significantly tile re-
circulatiari region;

2. the temperature field is instead affected by this choice, arnd so are major species.
However, highest temperatures and largest conversion ratios ar'c not necassa 'ivy
associated with equilibrium assumption and depend instead oil the structure of the
velocity field;

3. diffcrences In temperature and mass fractions due to the choice of equilibriau or
finite-rate kinretic tend to dimini'l, at higher pressures;

4. preliminary results at pi- barr indicate that in)troducing density gradients tel'ms
inside R-upsilon equations foe reactive cases ihas a minor effect on all variables;
at p-3 and 5 bar this .s also true at least for' the rnonreactive case tested.
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Fig. 33
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AIJSTRAC1'

Numeirical calcirlarioriare reported of the irlsre-dimnrenional mcacturf flow iniside a can typec conrl'tstor georicrrir. Sre-eral tile

features found in current comobustor dcsigirs are includedl, a swirl driven primary none nd a1 single row oft radially anserrd dihlttors

air jets. The paticutclar aspect of the ntatltcttiatical forlisniasion given special aittentiont contceirns tie tiniedl for rise cLtctttcal reaction.

Alternative description' ofthe instatttan(oas rhertsriw-ernitsrsy are adoptcd As Inth corrcs-svnd ito either full celteictal cqirlibi vinto or rthe
lanminar Caroeler approach. in tire lotter case rthe flatnelet strrrrcrnrc is taken over front pitislilted caiclatiX1rts of lattitnar propane -or

ditlusiort flamecs. All oiler aspects oif rthe ttatltcttaticai model such ats ttnteicnicl dfiscretisatiort anti soluttioti ilgontirm, turbulence rrrsscl

andi rrsebtrlnc/clienistry interaction are ctotmmion in rise predictions obtained (tine two equatiaon k-c isiwll andl a ~1 function vit hiave

been used)

Thle ristilts ol'tat~ilc irdicate thiati the predficted flow prtiint aitsi essentially rthe satire foe isith clieritsisry itioicis, ecsn slititili
sli (ferettees of alitto"st I(X)','. are oliservcl tor iitc itsatiactydensity fielid . itt ci-nts of predretedl gas retpcuratuiin intl ]--k istf

ap-ciesconeirais tiore- sifteflucati dillerettecs arit tubsrtscd iThis is parsicitlarly sio for C) an Iit v1 sliere rthe elitniges ininsahit ci

by thre laittinrir flarreler description anldobsers-ed irs open Jet diffusitia flasirt predlictiorts are bolrne out by the present acuacitions. fIn

pan ictilnie tire pritiary aone les-els, f ('0 antd 11, are sign ificantly redacosi. T-he predictions with boil ototecls indichate tosever a

ticttciettc in the rcipresenttttion of COi hitt outi attd it is protbable This %% ill tcýlttiiC .iii S11ltt tmii sclittisiy .lcvI ii'io'i. 1.11>y

,although the calcitlationis has-e used arit vittrained lartinar flanre description, predict ions irf the tietti sanrlar diisir-inisit rate IrC
preseinted to assess the likel ihtiod of local queniching due nt flarsie stretching. Sonict iuncertrinity esists in selcotfing a cnn-al niasittitie

value, and in transferring front the tmean valae to the instantaneouis stare; nevertheless, rite esUIentu p,-cdicrfioes, scent to itinjly ithar

significant Icilt entincrition risnlikely itt thre presenti flow, eneept for sonic fuel rich regions very clorse to rite in.K 1-. mii uatioti.

1. INTRODItC17fON

Muoch work, is currently underway which is intended ito lend tio the develoipiment ofithree-dutieitisioval niarleirrarieal muodlels lor thre

floss and chensical reaction isnside gas-turbine combushasion chambers. The compleniry of rthe physical and chenmical events in
citnbutisrin flow tieatis Itowsever that she formiuhation of a cotmplete nanthet .ticul niodel is by no means easy- Even for rtse sinipliticil
ease of euseous fuels, such nmcdeils aris't hut' i'nusuenn-td fton!s..,,..- 4--i' on-ccf.7" - 'si.o

thle instantaiteous thetartixlemical desciption, and (to allow the necessary simuilation of rurbulcnce/chnrmistry interaction) a further

modusel is retlijited to prescribe the statistics of the scalans which delterurine theý stale of reaction (usually in the fort of a problability

density function (pdfY-. This conibitratieni leads to a closed set 5tf partial differenistal eqoiasiorus which muast then bie solved. usingý

conipuartional fluid dyaransic rechniqpues, in a nmranner whinch offers robustness. geonmetric flexibilit". numerical accuracy and

econmputarional e~fficiency. Exsamples may be fouinid in the litcranure of the entenrt to which the developmienit of snnir calculation

parocedures has progressed, eqs. Reference 1, but it is clear front review papers on turbuient combuIstion (see Refetettix 2) thlat tione of
thre ecnsponents of rthe overall miodel mray tie said ito be in art entirely satisfactory start or to have reaclird ant olutiritts level. Thre preseat
paper 'oncentratc, on just one of rthe alit-ne aspects. namuely the chemiistry sub- rmodel. and arremipis iun corrip tire two alserntivtie

dcscn-sptiorts at she level which is conisidered cur-rently feasible within tlie constraints of a three-dhietitssotnal annmeric ni simsulatrion.

Most cotmbustion tocelcs for gans-tatlitie comrbusrors adopt she so-culled cuonserved scalar approatch. I-or noti-lirenissed flamte%.
tin. asatutoprions of negirgible hear losses due o tradiation, low Macli tnaumbers und equality of all iliflusive transport coefficients allows
at; rlsmrnochetinieal stare variables to be espressed in terms of ainy coasen-ved scalar such as run eleiment nirass fraction. Coniventionally
the usisrur treaction is chosen to describe the gas state- Farrther, if recognition is taken i-f the fact rh-ar coinhassors operante

-, ~~~predominantly at high inlet ternpipeattes and pcessnere, then it miay be usstaised that all chemical kineses arc very fast cotilpaitmd to the I
-- I1
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(trite scalers Of turbulnt cii i [istg or resilience op ies assNociated ssthl conetiseittsIrulisprirt 11its Ic tl tfile lat lictiristry"

Pp;'OXitttatron' iriiplyrttg that It IN aduiassilsle to ussittite l(irsaiiilatrOas) tlteiicalic cijloildmi-r licoimipositioni apliolirialt it) [lie local

mnixture fiactiit value. MOu Ielrtig the eorr;eiltreCs TCNOf tubuet] 1L1 fluctuationls onili 11heleircal coiittiiiiwiit is tircrr reslkicerl I desotilhitrg

[tile llttctiittai5e oat tire nittitre (ens-lion 1hit is cos-ntroiallodly c.atlied oit by grcsiitiming kri-ossldge tol tile pirsuixisliy dcrisiiy tunictti'

(p,1 for thle cotirered scalar usually in rentls of a well- ilettiresl assumctd tot ii dcscrtlred by a stiral; trrin-et (toaiinrronly (t of ree

parameter'. Thlis is (tice full Chietital cqijtllibi nut iitrcl and is oac us rtie two rusnicls consists ed below.

"Whilst tire :iksappi ritc-i can) icad tri srrccssfrl piredtictioni of sorti icatiures Of COirirlisistI titiws, it Ira., k-err OiserCdt o i i

jirsunce an ocerpredrlcriiin ot ricit aspcts, as earla'ir mron0Ainli Con~lrrcetrrrol. liartiicuilarlt utnder erndtidioirs ot lk-ally I rid erli -cite

(see Referetree 3). Adiliitioaily, arty plicrnoirerrors %incir is inhererl) irort equitilibriumarti flit lictidcii oii fitrite rates leg. tire

quenching of CO buriotrtr reactiorns) clearly cuirotri I-c pirvdicred rising the it del just descrrixd Int icLcurt yearN, tire wrquirireurc: for

low etrirssirins Irs-el.s his placed dicrirtrds sot comittustor desigitn rs winc:h have had it) Ic rrtct b>) costly trial and coot espervoiriciruiori

(Refcrerice 4) sitter no trodels Iraves trert derveloped for rise itt 3D) coubuirstor tfiows to prorvide accirrie irifir tarlioi of this type.

Etiartaoirs tat chetrrisny trorlels tl Inrclrtde finite inie effccr5 hrave beeri trade. but tire inuernintiori of addtitiril sabti si icir iescerlie

tire instanttarrcous slate hlas forced tire use ofa tratin dtimerrsiorral joint pdt - Ir tcoironeicriori of this rirsinrg aIssrric'i shrape tonitrs is

erirher eorrprrtaiirnaraly expensive iReferrirce 5) ort ha' iiinih ed assumrptiorns salt has statsticall independence of tire scalars (Ileleicirce

(I) witt t10 irrigirt udee~risel trulluerree the pirediciours arrd wirrct art not strongly sappsiried Iiy es-ideirce. Manry oti tire atcinse pirhirti ate

usoided if a a-anspvrt equatilti for rite joitnt plif itself is tiesised aird olved. alirhoughr addiriotial tail dtivrtemucrt tidelling Problemrs are

tliter hy itrtuxjuced. Reference 7 describes the rmosr ads Nuice t applictriiOrt Of thits typeC to.a freeru (tablent ditfirsion fiarire (itt fact thie joiuiri

pilf for sCcLX ity arid two seiii1ars We: used) Ilire tecintitue ts promrrisinig. atlhuiragi tire cinisare Mtodels useid are still antler test. lI-re 31)

coittbustor calculations, such Irtixiels are clearly prertiatuare as all reported caictrlrituns to dare hasvc berr it) Irlbitiers which ra~ve

alkissed file s.gnificant snrttpliticuiutivi of inegligibile 1irobabilitty of oite selociry esittilient anstiting ulcgaris e Values,. ihis has allowed

mtarching solution aiguinrtrirs to ihe used, and lids itr- enlcrless, led] It comrtinrirg litnk ,of otlder of sine irstir.

Air alterntatise to' these mutrirr-scalair desCcripirstils has Citrerrged Over tire l:ast tess- year-,, unit is risuily termted tire lainrrira trirtelet

aippi oakch I ll% rIrt tPe Of itrisiel :Itc single coirsets-ed sc~rar fonrtinlariontits exrer~der to incIlde antn cqiirllirttrun etfect:s. Oi igirati this
was hasel ott esiuerirueital oliservarisirus (Ref erearce 151 thtat tireasuriei tcrlicitlertiir arid sticktes cili siplistnns an rirdisrirrlid k~ntitria

dtfftnsrou tiartics, v-heir plottired against mixtiture frastitin. proirtied uniquen ziud alrenrarise relatironsipsi islii ririse devised assurting

etqtiilibritirr. Tire cr-tlirlatiorrr or Refereircet 9seum tite lust to rise an cs~perrirrerrtlls deduiced Iaitiuiirr nitric stiictirre tIN virtw lii, h)

rrSst niriig I I iff lIrIeaIr duIffasIort fltflear conseis rIN[Ofa CollectrIorIrII ". lInIInar flt Iarie, tire autxN is-e-t [ar rIiir-i 515i.]ii'ict Iiirt iCi) It nt I Ii'CIIIc an ta

Openr rut irileirt flatieseurCuld bec reritfited i. S imrilar resultIs were repoired for priiliiri air flaitiis in RZfe icu c tce oI and I I. lbrt nows the

Itniriirar flaiurt structure "sas deducedr trot fesuti eklienirrt, bar.ht frioat a rirc- d ~irFIrrsrInal traTIns ient la ruia flitrIn, u-alaaI.tior Isnrch

irnvoked ;t setilit ear-iron rei- ir~arrrsrr tIns-ilsinsg a gliubt1 fulel disaippearrait--snc Si.. thiwelIQ A by,~ ,n ,.,i mmicls 1-0' tintte

oxidatioti It I Ii rail 11, 1iii, I.rntiriat flarnelet niodel dcrailsd iii lKsfeuence It) is (tic seenruil chniertsley trlical urkiss iii rite sah~lct olrlt s

T"he lautiritr fiarrieler approaehr ha;s Nieri ekrended (sic Relcrerrees 12 tfint I ;)to a-uitri ani tire [tier~c hit1 il a tuirhiuleiir fiss- rite

tirintelets will is, stretc-hed arid diustrirute by tire zriirhiileriec 'I his mtrirxiufcatrnrllos ;lsS Such effects aIs rONA 
1 
tltte itirertching andi lue;tcu

local pre-tittsing it) occuir ill tturbutlent itiffusion liatires 'Ilre par-llitetereýr whch is assnirired ro tsharacterse tire illintoe sire cliriir pinness ts

tire irrstanttneorr' scalar disiputnuri rts'ilei(ropotiionral nIL tire hitre of tire tritirti . - , scalatr gradienrt). Follossrrr iris, appinuicir

instilses providing at set o(iitiRue strWictre Profiles In teriris of hiori tin sitre Ia n ;,ton and scalat dtssipa~tiorn rite lII addlitioun. a jiint pli

ts (in perincipie) requtired,. althtouigh ruarly sNirekers rave to dare ISititried ;c i--a inulependleutc betw~eeti r1IrJisrr ft aerirn and its

dissilaition care whlichr has srrimillieid thus. aspect tf tire trcaicl r log alir-ni; disc :birini has usually' been tired fur tire scilar dtsiturtitis

rare). Althrouugh somec evidience is stzunrrrg" to errierge fire tIre benefi.s to lx- h& :p y inclutding thle IdinUlenee of Iharne surreb it is tot a-er

clear how rums canl be achieved ill ain iptinairiri iranner itt it coar*ptles flosw calculattion. Aeconfirtgly. tins vet siortof tirte flatielel: intumi rs

riot used iul rte presenrt work. altiroughi sinriu attemrpt i,; tiaide to examinrre thre values tif !he -. irji scalar dissipation tare NVlrich cirrerge as

panr of the cut.errt parductirins. to see if these imptly-ejrtfiti''rrs lite rui ,:hr vaiuca si je drc ssi~xlioiiri -rat itc -ele ed to ile latrge euinistig to

cause loall enlratined (References 10 anrd 12).

'Ihe followingr section details tire ttailhettattcal model ursedl ii the present swork and p'eseuts aI irief' desceirilviof Lithe solution

algorritnr adopted and a few cottrpatuionai details. Sectrion 3 ourtlurts the parriic7irlir cruirtlusror confiigurttion chosen to examrine the

two ehenitrsty modixels tmentioned aboive and: tiers out a derailed eCitipailISni Orr tire basis of predicteud fluiw ant] ipcies p~atairteers.

Sirrriranry conclusions arre stated iii the turni sectioni.

2. luAuIldulNAlICAL.MODEL

Tire e~jnarusuis governing contirtatty and conservation of troniciumtritarid uturraae firaction rrray be writen t -r steady htglr

Reynolds rainber flows an follows:j
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lDeusii) ieipliteti rs-raging has her' piefected SicetiŽhis lntd,l is) stittj'lt eqiiatior rents it Vitriahlsc tvnmis floews Closire i'l
thte,,c.lcte eqne tile psttvtimn ci a iedcl loethde turbulent transportittl ilsstse n tt iiss.it S it~tti

k- itttict is used iii ith calcttlations per-tormei here, for romthtslItg flOWS tile fOcat (If lieI iltAIoe LsetN III Itecr-tcec 3 its lxcn

s1 ,1it lit P

k2

k I], p T ' * p C

j I~tI1]-<Ot 1 4

lilt stti i st il t' ItS giscit III Rlrene,i e 14 hisv en usedtis~ tiiroigliiiit together wih i ceuisttan tiutuiltu l'uaidit!

tuittber 40 1.7.

Asý desc:rtlntt below, tile eoitsttt~lcttIt it te pill of tmixture traction also tvqrijit:es nviiits liv lthe sxtnintce Offii th tittuic trainer;
lit A.l peitit in tile tlew. 'ltmis osbltarined ft-out itirs' on tirisielled inisixport ecimriotint

~~i-- ~ ~ ~ ~ A )t d 2i'T Ceit

It shOiel he toted that tire last [ccii in ti1Ns et~~lntiu IS the rTIulelldCI term for ltie teitnr sellar dussuj~titton ratt atnd untrcwlnces nit

additional taixir constant CD3 wltire salute is 2.0 itt the calculations ttjsttted here.

iii ilsnt of the iienuiitty models ito be usecd, us deseribed in the prevtious section, all therttrociieuucal slate variables are Itiesuited

attown us unitiue foniticuiis of f on anti fstaineflus basis, i.e.

0,= i (f)

where ýii tiay stanid for gas density, teniperature en lthe mole fretiisn Of any Species piesent. The funenional fount tuprecsensed by

litcse relations is vety commtionly non -linear, and,. because the nuxture traction InuMAtes. lthe Ittral PItean coIliC Of utuy state Vunlibte

itruIs1 in calculated frratt.

f ( ',
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where (f) is the density weighted probability density function for f. Adopting the assumed-shape approach, this pdf is

specified using a Beta function, vii,:

>f) f, 
1
(1-f)b')

J f..( f), df

where the esponcns a and b are given by:-

f

i.e. these are uniquely specified at any point if the mean and variance of the miature fraction Are known. Tht mcan density

appearing in the atinsport equations may be obtained from this density weighted pdf using:-

[ fL . (f) df
u PM)

The functions 40l( and p(1 descnbing the instantaneous thermochenical information have been obtained using either the

technique of Reference 15 for the equilibrium mnadel oi the tabulated data included in Reference 10 for the laminar flamelet moldel. In

both cases propane fuel has been assumed. This has necessitatrd the use, in the equilibrium model only, ofa rich flanuinability limit at

an equivalence ratio of 2.5 kas recommended in Reference 16) and the snprcssion of solid carbon. lhcse modilications are rquired to

enable pure fuel to exist in the equilibrium model for rich mixtules (it would otherwise break down to a mixture of solid carbon, 112

and CH4 ). amd to reduce the very large levels of CO produced by the equilibrium model for equivalence ratios larger than 2.5. The

version of the equilibrium model used is identical to that used in Referenre 16 for an open taruhlent propane air jet flame. All

cal-ulations have assumed a pressure of two atmospheres, the laminar flamelet detailed kinetc calculations tabulated in Reference 10 aue

ACuaý f0;o .hi, ps'sair', but nvidrntie oi changes i fiamneiet suructure with pressure included in she sante work trply that

such , small ihcre.se in pressure level would not lead to any significant changes.

li- ieples ef the differences btetween these two models for the instintancous functions $i ate shown in 1-igures 1-3. In the first

the ;rtiation of gas density aiud temperature over mixture fraction space are cotipated. The minimnum density near the stoichionsetne

value of f is very similar in both nmodels. but diftercncr s approaching a factor of 2 arc observed on both lean and rich sides, with the

flanielet mtodel producing the larger density values The most striking changes in the tensperaturo curves are a reduction of the

nmanimtin temperature by some 300 degrees in the flanselet mnodel compaued to the equilibrium, an t'he existence of significantly higher

tempcratures in the flarnelet model on the rich s;de of ,toichiometric leading to a much less peaked distribution. The CO and CO2

comparisons in Figure 2 illustrate the result, mentioned in the previous section, that the high CO levels produced by the equilibriutn

model on the rich side are reduced by the flamclet description (by a factor of four in the present case) with corresponding increases ti
the CO2 molt fractions. A second po.nt to no:e is the presence of CO in the flamelet model bciow stoichiometric, whereas the

equilibrium motei titpites ncgigiubie Lx; tuts has inpitcations har the prediction o1 etstlssion levels. Finally. Figure 3 presents a

coitpanson of oxygen and hydrocarbon (propane) mole fractions; here the differences am rcmu,:h less between the two models. The
single point worthy of note is the slight interpenetration of fuel and oxygen curses in the flanselet niotiel, for equilihiujut a clear

Sseparation between finite levels of 02 atid fuel exists.

The equations described in this sctioi have been solved using a finite volume technique incorporating hybrid differencing for
the apptoximation of the convection terms. A standard pressure-correction method has been used to handle the pressure velocity

coupling The calculations have been performed with cylitdrical polar co-ordiuates and arty irregular boundaries in this system wert

approximated via a simple castellated approuch; comparisons betwecit this method and a body fitted curvilinear calculation for the

iso..thcrmal flow in the geometry considered showed negligible differenecs. The grid used in mos: calculations possessed 
4

2x22x21

noides ini the x.r and 0 duectons (19,000 nodes in all). Vei grid dispositica was non-uniform and chosen to give optimutm resolution
of the expected high shear regions. Calculations were performed on an Amdahl 470 V8 machine; typical storage and CPU

requirements to obtain a cznnevged solution for a combusting flow were 2 Mbytes anid 45 trintues CPU tinte.

k ',.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ilc The el comibustr geometry for which the cunent tests have been made is shown in Figure 4. A simple can type geometry is
u sed with an internal diameter of 76ram arid an overall length of 170rrm. The combubiir )lead contains a 450 swarler and a fuel

Sinjector Whlich allow Er and fuel (propane gas) to enter the primany zone. The swirl number used in the present calculations was 0.85.
In betting th2 inet conditions for fl'o, through the swirler, flat profiles were assumed, but an allowance was made for vane blockage
decreasing swirler eflectie area (by about 15%) by increasingly the hub radius accordingly. "11he fuel was assumed to enter in the flirn
ofradial jets from the outer surface of the injector which protruded slightly (about 3nmi) in the axial direction; for the moment discrete
fuel jets have not been assumed, but ratho.r for simplicity the fuel enters as an atnular ring possessing only radial momentum. A tilted
combustor backplate is followed at x---ltim, by a single row, of six dilution air jets of diameter 8mm. Cinrumferenrial uiniforusity flsa
been supposed so that only a 60P cydically repeating sector containing one jet at 0=300 was calculated. A discharge coefficient of 0.6
was assumed in fixing 'elocity boundary conditions at the jet holes. Wall cooling air enters the combustor along the can periphery at a
uniform effective transpiration rate. Finaliy, the air flow split between the several features is given 3an Figure 4, together witit the
overall ait/fuel ratio for the combustor, which corresponds to art overall equivalence ratio of 0.41.

Figure 5 presents results for both isothermal aPnd burning flow in terms of centre-line velocity development. The increase in lie
maximum backflow velocities on reaction is about 40% accompanied by a downstream shift. The zero velocity location remains about
the same however; the larger velocities in the downstruatn part are indi,.ative of the lower gas densities due to reaction. The differences
between the two chemistry models is rather slight in the pritmay zone upstrearm of the jets (about 10% maximum) indicating that the
mean density fields must be predicted to be quit! similar. At the can exit differences of some 20% occur with the laininar flamelet
msiodel giving rise to lower velocities; this is in aeco.-d with the instantaneous curves which show larger densities in the flamelet msodel.
Other features which are influenced only via a bulk property such as mean density shown similar trends; the predicted mixture fraction
field for example shows changes of order 20% in the near fuel injector region and at exit differences are of order 10% with the flamclet
predictions showing a slightly more mixed out profile shape.

The changes in flow field structure due to combustion are further illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. urncsc show, for two planes one
axial (08300, jet entry) and our radial (x--48mm), predicted streakline patterns for weightless particles tracked through the respective
planes for a time -f 0.4 msee (Figure 6) and 0.2 msee (Figure 7). The primary zone vortex is clear to see in both isothermal (6a) and
burning (bb) calculations (only equilibrium results are included due to the close similarity observed abote), Two features may be noted
on closer inslvction: under hbrning conditions the swieler air seers to peuctrote slightly further axially before being forced against the
combustor backplate and, perhaps due to this. the dilutionjet penetration is slightly less radial in the combusting flow. In spite of this,
in both cases, almost complete penetration is obtained to the can centre-line before the jet fluid acquires finite swiMl momentum (see
Figure 7 a and 7b); sonic evidence exists lor larger jet spreading in the case of coisbustion, but on the whole dte flow structure is rather
similar.

It may be expected that properties such as gas tempetature and romposition are more sensitive to changes in the chemistry
model. Thrcr features of the current predictions are examined in ,'igures 8 to 10 for the two stations in the primary zone marked on
Figure 4. Station I is halfway between swirler exit and dilution jet entry and station 11 is at the jet entry eross-section, at station I the

flow is still fairly axi-sysmetrirc, but at station II significant three dimensionalities occur and predictions are examined for two 6
planer, one through the jet centre-line and one mid-way between jets. Figure 8 indicates that the temperature predicted by the two
models at the first station can differ by up to 300K. The maximum temperatures are only some 50K different and are in the same radial
location, but nearer the centte-line the flamnelet model predicts considerably lower temnperatuics. The waviness in the equilibrium
predictions occurs because at this location there are two positions where the mixture fraction goes through a stoicriomerric value, and
the fluctuations are not large enough to stsooth out the profiles; this also happens in the flamelet predictions but because of the sligh ;ly
differrtt oixtture fraction field, not at thc station plotted. Further downstream the temperature comparisons for the between jets plane
(
9u) shows much similarity with the earlier profiles, not surprisingly since this plane forims the exit route from the primary zone. For

the plane through the jets, the jet entry can be cleatly identifed with the low tensperatures down to a radius of about 3rtins.
subsequently the shape of dte pitofie is similar in both models, with again the equilibrium model showing higher temperatures.

The most important slpecies concentration to examine in the present context is the CO mole fraction; this is shown for the two
station 11 plarnts in Figure 10. The between jets profile (10a) displays differences which are in keeping with observations made it
Reference 9 for open jet diffusion flames. In fuel rich regions, the fltmelet msodel produces CO levels considerably lower than the
equilibrium model arid more in keeping with values expected from me'aurements in tit kind of flow (Reference 17); closer to the fuel
injector similar behaviour prevails. The comparison betweei H2 mole fractions shows exactly the same differencus. Note also that the
maximum CO levels differ by a factor of 3 which is a reduction from the instantaneous curves, and this is probably the effect of scalar
fluctuations. In the equilibrium model, practically zero CO exists at exit, the rotaximurt value being about 120ppm. For the flamelet
model, however, under the conditions of this calculation, a maximum mole fraction at exit of some 10,000 ppmw sas obtained. These

*,~ figures illustrate that neither of these models is capable of predicting CO emission levels since values msore like 1000 ppm might be
.• ....x o.
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expected (Reference 17)- Since the flamelet nodel was found to agree wcll with laminar diffusion flame data at the equivalence ratios

existing at the combustor exit (see Reference 10). then it is clear that additional nor-resuilibrium effects may be present in the present

flow field which comains rapid air addition. This may require direct finite rate effects to be taken into account before reasonable
enmissions may be predicted.

ltimnly. although unstretchud laminar fla'relet profiles have been used here, it is instroelve to examine to what extent flame

stretch miglh intluence the present predictions. Figure I I quatifies this by examining the predicted mean scalar dissipation rate (the

final term in the modelled scalar variance equation divided by the mean density) for the 0=30° plane. High values are, not

surprisingly, obtained iu the region of fuel injection where scalar pradierts are large, but also in the shear layer bordering Fite upstream

edge of the inflowing dilution jet Reference 13 quotes a value of about 550 secsa1 to be necessary to imply significant stretching

leading to local quenching. If dii. value is taken then only a very small region near the fuel injector ts implied as being affected by the

present calculations- A much loAcr value (5 sees"1) is given in Reference 12. but even this would not include even 25% of the Frimary
zone volume. These remarks should however be taken with some caution since no allowance has been made to take fluctuations into

account in this assessment, to examinz over what region the inst srQu scalar dissipation rate might exceed these critical values.
This would require some assumptlon as to the probability distribution for the sclar dissipatio. taitc and I-s not yet been attempted.

Further, it may also be that qs'enching in only a small but critical region near the fuel injection is sufficient to cause changes over a

much larger area, but this conjecture awaits confirtsastion from furc..cr calculations,

4 CONCLUSIONS

The main findings of the current work may be summarised as follows:

1. For a combustor flowfield containing many typeda features a laminar flansclet snaidel has been successfully inrcrporatcd
allowing a quantitative comparison with the comnmonly used equilibrium apptoach

2.Little changes in the predicted mean density field wcre observed on chantging the chemistry model, leadiug to differences of
only sonm 10-20% in such quantities as mean velocity and mixture fraction predictions.

3.Much larger difftrences were observed in predicted gas temperatures (up to 40OK) anid species comp.osition< CO and 112
levels in particular were significantly reduced in me fuel rich regions of the primary -tcs, _-- was exp-cted frme open JiM sus. flau

calculationm.

4. Neither model could predict reasonable emission levels of CO arid further attention is plaissly needed here to incorporate fititc
rate kinetis effects for combustor flows.

5. Although the flow-field predicted corresponded to the high inten.;ity loading and hage fluctuations found in typ(:ssl
combustors, relatively little evidence was found for large flame stretch effects, although only preliminary and iasiornplete investigasioisj
could be inade on this issue.

6. The flamelet approach did scen to improve the realism of the primary zone reprssentation, although finul confirmation of this
requires compari.on with enperimental data, and this is planned for future work.
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EaDISCUSSION

t H,Eiekhoff, GE

Do you have criteria for the laminar flamelct model to apply to conditions typical of gas turbine combustion in terms of
scales of length and time, which are characteristic of the turbulence and of the flanrelets?

Author's Reply

I have been assured that the Reynolds and Damkohlernumbers are similar in gas turbirrecombuslors to those occurnngin

turbulent jet diffusion flames, where the laminar flamelet model has been shown to work well. I have not perfornmed any
additional calculations to examine the applicability of the flamelet approach to combustor flows in particular.

P.H.Wild, UK
Can you say how dependent your predictions are on the form of the assumed PLEF? How well cart a 2 parameter model
represent this PDUP For example at the point where the primary jet enters the flow field and where intermittency in
mixtu re fraction might be expected.

Author's Reply
The predictions are known to be verysensitive to the use ofa PDF in the first place; the neglect of a PDF can cause large
changes to the flow field and its effect on mean temp,_'raturc and species compositioh. Some comparisons have bccn made
between the use of a B-function and a dipped Gaussian form for the PDF; the results show some solid differences, but
nothing as large as neglecting the functions altogether. A.s long as the PDF shape is not bi-modal, then in principle a B-
function can represent a wide range of shapes; how accurately this is achieved depends on the correctness of the
prediction ef the mean and variance of the scalar. Fur a combustor flowficld, we have no -,,idence based on experimental
measurements that the variance is predicted well It is possible to modify the PDF to allow for intermittence effects
although this is nuch mo-re likely to be important in freejet diffusion flames than in a confined, highly turbulent combustor
flow.

A,Wi'lianms, UK
The existing data for flamelets , alculations comes front quite large latninar diffusion flames. We have burned very small
gaseous stationary diffusion flames rated at about 0.25W (which we claim to be the smallest stationaryflame possible) and
there is a considerable chiange in hehaviour compared with larger flames. There is a greater influence of fuel/oxidant
interpenetration with consequential effects on CO and smoke. Would you please comment on whether you believe that
this approach may be useful in turbulent combustion.

A-Wthors. Pcp!)

I believe there is evidence in the cur rent predictions th,ýt the laminar flamclet profile used is not ideal for this kind of flow;
it undcrpredicts CO -hifts in rich regions and overpredicts considerably in lean regions. It is difficult to know whether this
is due to an inappropriate flanrelet profile, or due to a limitation of the flamelet approach altogether for combustor
flowfields. I do not know whether the flarnelet profiles you are referring to would r emedy these defects, bitt it is difficult to
see why data from very small flames should be more relevant to .tmbustor flows than large laminar flame data. Much
more relevant Would be a flamClet prolile derived front a latin;. flame which approached tihe rapid rates of dilution
found iii combator flows, although it is difficult to conceive of such a flow. Even if this were possible, the laminar flame
calculations might no longer collapse to give a unique flamelet.
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THE EFFECT OF PARTICLE PROPERTIES ON RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER

Em. Kakaaas, M. Founti and N. Papageorgiou
Thermal Engineering Section, Mechanical Engineering Department,

National Technical University of Athens, Greece.

NOMENCLATURE

an bn optical coefficients (complex)
B mass density (particle loading) (kg/n')

Cext equivalent extinction cross-section Wm')

Csca equivalent scattering cross-section Wm')

d particle diameter

I radiative intensity (W/m')

JA black-body radiative intensity distribution (Plank's function)
KA absorption coefficient (m-')

Kseca scattering coefficient (m-')

Kext extinction coefficient (m-')

L equivalent thickness (m)

m particle refractive Index = n-in(')

N particle number density (mC')
Qsca scattering efficiency

Qext extinction efficiency
0 b,sca back-scatter efficiency
T temperature (

0
K)

X particle parameter = •-

Greek symbols

IAt mean free path between particles

IC wavelength

4 o density

1. INIIODUCTION

Radiative heat transfer in combustion chambers is strongly influenced by the pre-
sence among the Jaseous combustion products of solid particles of various size and che-
mical composition such as soot, char and fly-ash. The particle parameters of these pro-
ducts are of great importance for the calculation of radiative heat transfer and insuffi-

cient knowleoge of their magnitude can often lead to erroneous simplifications. The im-
portance of absorption or scattering phenomena in radiative transfer is also sometimes
misinterpreted.

* It is the aim of this work to provide computational data in order to demonstrate and
explain the importance of solid particles, present in the combustion products, on absorp-
tion and scattering phenomena occuring in the radiative heat transfer.

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDEFATIONS FOR THE CALCULATION OF RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
IN PARTICLE-LADEN FLQV

It is generally accepted that the radiative behaviour carn be well represented by the
emissivity, e. The emissivity of a mixture of substances is calculated from

1-+2 = i- (i- 1e(-E 2 )

For the general case of the mixture of combustion products we have
E tot = l-(l-c gas)(1-Csoot )(1-echar )(1-C ash} I /1/) (i)

The gas emissivity Egas depends on the CO2 and H20 concentrations,pressure and tem-
* - perature and is calculated from well known relations (/I/,/2/,/3/1.

.. In order to evaluate the solid-particil emissivities an one-dimensional, two-flux
model has b.en used for the solution of the transfer equation of radiative intensity in

a slab (Fig.]), a technique which has also bean applied by many authors (14/,/51/6Ib,/7I,

*,1 ___
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/81,191) -

Lj ý. I 2-Flux model for a particle slab.

j (-K E* .,K If 1K -

dI_
i -K = - 1+•K (2)

The particle emiosivity has been calculated as

= I+)L-I-TL) (3)
p o.TV

Neglecting the scattering effects we find the well known expression:

S= I-exp(-KA.L) (4)

3. OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLID PARTICLES

Because of the insufficient data existing for the various chars occuring in combus-
tion, our efforts have been focussed on the more ;ccurate calculation of soot and ash e-
missivities.

3.1 Fly-ash Particles

The applicability o rile-tiheuky for the calculation ot absorption, scattering nr Cx-
tin,tion coefficients (KAKsKE) can only be Justified after investigation of the ratio
c (/10/,/1ll/) where c = Lt-d with the definition of the sympbols given in the beginning

of ths paper.

It should be noted that when S < 0.3, single-particle characteristics can be used
for particle clouds.

The theoretical coefficients KA,S,E can be calculated trom

N. nd' -(Ki = _.T-Qi 5

For every wavelength, the optical efficiency Qi is calculated according to the
Mie-theory from the following relations (/12/,/13/":

CC ILL) Y (2n+I){ In I'b 21 Csea
=a c21L 'sea rtd'

n=l 4

(A) Cext (7)Cext -2 n)' (2n41){Re(anrb ' Qext = r
n=l 4

QB,sca = X-' I j (2n+l)(-'l)na 0 bIbn) (P)
n=l

The results of this calculation (see Fig.2) h.v been compared with the experimen-
tal data of /14/,/15,' and have shown a very good agreement in Qet and Qsea and a slight
overestimation of QB,sca"

Q,-, has been integrated on the black-body emissive power distribution J., giving

• ffimdhwn
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This integration led to a temperature dependence of Q., as it is shown in Figure 3.

3.2 Soot Particles

The efficiency factors for soot particlas can be generally calculated from the Mie-
L theory. Due to the small diameter of the soot particles, the Rayleigh theory has also

been tested here. Computations have been performed for extinction, absorption and scat-
tering cross-sections according to three different theoretical concepts:

S- The Mie-theory as described by egn.(6),(7),(8).

- The Rayleigh theory which is applicable for small particles (/13/).
- Widely used approximations suggested by Hawksley et ai.(/3/,/16/,/17/1, considering

only the absorption efficiency factor.

The obtained monochromatic results were integrated according to eqn.tS). The exist-
ing differences between the Mie and Rayleigh theory for the cases of small wavelengths
(N < 2Lm) became negligible with increasing wavelength (Fig.4). The integration however
over the black-body intensity distribution function causes serious discrepancies between
the two assumptions leading to an overestimated value for Qsca according to Rayleigh
theory (Fig.5, 5a).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to the previous analysis, we could determine the following parameters as
the most important factors influencing the solid particle emissivity.

- The particle size parameter, .=-

- The particle refractive index, m = n-inO)

- The equivalent thickness, L (mean beam length)

- The forward to backward scattering ratio
- Particle number density N (11/W) or mass density, B (kg/m')

- Particle density, p

The effects of these parameters on the particle emissivity as well as on the total
emissivity of a 1aJticl-a• mixture have bteen iesiated, an- a asple of ;he Zerulta
is presented here.

Figures 6 and 7 present the vatiation of particle emissivity with and without scat-
tering versus loading for various temperatures. From these figures together with further
calculationc ,9rformed with loadings greater than 0.5 kg/ma can be seen that, for both
with and wii it scattering, the particle emissivity tends to a constant value for load-
ings beyond 0.8 kg/m' which remains temperature dependent, as it is also indicated by a-
quation (9).

The calculations of Figure 8 show that, as the optical density is increased, the ef-
fects of scattering become more important for the particle emissivity than for the cases
without scattering. Namely, scattering effects can only be neglected in calculation pro-
cedures for low values of optical densities.

It should be noted here, that the isotropic scattering assumption usually overesti-
mates the scattering effects fot large particles. This can be seen from comparisons with
experimental data for fly-ash particles, extracted from ref./7/. However, neglecting
scattering-effects totally, can lead to more serious errors than assuming Isotropic scat-
tering.

Figure 9 presents the total emissivity dependence for varioas particle loadings of
gas/fly-ash mixtures. It can be seen that for particle loadings below C.05 kg/m',as the
temperature increases the total emissivity decreases. For particle loadings above this
value the temperature dependence is negligible. The observed temperature dependence is
the result of two counter-affecting phenomena: of the known reciprocal influence of the
temperature increase on the gas emissivity (i.e. for gases, as the turmperature is increas-
ed emissivity decreases) and of the analogous influence of temperature on the particle
emissivity (i.e. for particles, increasing the temperature increases also the emissivi-ty) as shown in figures 6 and 7.

In Fig.10 the dependence of so't emissivity on temperature is presented. As it is
shown the soot emissivity increases with increasing temperature. The practical indepen-
dence between scattering and soot emissivity is confirmed from the related table.

.''. * ' ¢,S
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5. CONCLUSIONS

* The important factors affecting the radiative behaviour of particles in particle-
laden flows have been established and investigated.

- Scattering effects can only be neglected in calculation procedures for low values of
optical densities.

* For particle loadings above 0.05 kg/m' the total-emissivity becomes temperature in-
dependent for Fly-ash particles.

* For particle loadings above 0.8 kg/m' the particle emissivity is no longer affecteQ
by the increase of loadings for Fly-ash particles.

e Detailed calculation of soot emissivity has shown, that scattering phenomena are of
no practical importance on soot emiesivity.
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FLAMtLLI MOELING Of TURBULENT PREIXEDINIBAfMfS
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Abstract

This paper describes some aspects of our effort to analyze turbulent combustion un the basis of an
etension of the coherent Flame model initially proposed by Marble and Broodwell.

At this staga the model comprises a local description (flaelets) and a global representation of the
turbulent flow-field including a balance oquation for the mean flame area per unit Volume.

The flemelets are non-adiabatic premixed strained flames, a model vuygeqetmd by t ibby, inamn and
Williams. Complex chemistry calculations have been carried out for a large number of propene-air flames
and a large date-base of flameleta is being constructed, lhese calculations provide conr3umpti'en rates,
extinction and ignition characteristics which are tied in the global turbulent calrulation to model the
meat, reaction terms. Numerical results obtained for turbulent premi'--d flamec stabilized in a duct are
discussed.

Experiments performed orn a model cnmhustor provide distributions of the mean heat release rate. These
distributions are compared with those determined numerically. Ihis conpoarieno indicates that the coherent
flame description accounts for important features found in the experiment.

1. INIROOEIIfN

Many recent studies of turbulent comnustion are beased on flemelet models. In these models the
turbulent reaction zone in viewed as a collection of laminar flame elements (flamelets) esbedd-d in the
turbulent atreaic (Williams 1975, Carrier et al. 1975, Marble and Broadwell 1977, 1979, Petecs 1980, 1986,
Bray 1986, Spalding 1978, Bray et al. 1984, Clavin and Williams 1982).

An advantage of this concept is that it essentially decouples cumples eliemistry ealculations from the
turbulent floa description. Chemical kinetics end multi-compocent transport properties may be treated
separately and the results of the local flaImeet analysis are then included In the calculation of the
turbulent flow field. In practical applications a flamelet library (date base) I. first constructed end
provideo specific properties ouch en the cnesumption rates per unit flame area, ignition and extinction
conditions that Fre required in the computation of the turbulent flow field. Because chemical kinetics arc
explicitely treated it is expected that thin approach will be able to describe its influence on the
turbulent flame structure.

Flanelet models are belicxd to provide a vial.b3 dtceitio., ur Lhuli'ut uimbustmtiuin in the" range ,t
large [amlikohler numbers and for flows characterized by typical length scales which crc much larger thon
the typical fleme thickness (Peters 198b, Bray 1986, Rorghl 19b5, Williams 1985). Another limit of the
flemelet regime may result from quenching mechanisms due to 

t
he turbulent fluctuatiuns. Accurding to some

authors (Borghl 1985, Williams 1985, Peters 1986) the turbulent flame ijtructure is modified if the
kolmogorov length scale 11 becomes larger than the flame thicknness. 1, in idiected that in that
situation the smallest eddies enter into the inner flame structure ard that the rates of strain easociated
with these eddies locally ouench the flamelets. ihis is a regime of distributed reaction in which thte
flameletes have lost their identifiable structure. While some sulhor3 believe that this regimei oennot bedescribed by flamelet models, others suggesi tiat flame quenching and the nubineqent mechonisiio aiid

modifications of the reactive flow nay be treated with flumelet descriptions. The questien is not nettled
because very little is actually kn..,, uin the structure of the turbulent omAwE scales crid on theit
interaction with flemes. This puint may be examined witt• detailed numerical uimulatioiiu hut the current
unde:standing remains essentially intuitive and speculatioe. Relevant contribul ions dealing with these
aspects are due to Williams (1975. 1985), Broaduell and Breidenthal (1982), Peters (1984, 1906), Uorghi
(1985), Bray (1986). Further comments on the problem of flame quetciiing arid on its modelling are given in
Section 2 of this paper.

While the domain ut application of flamelut models cannot he precisely defined at this tLme one maySsay that such models are genernilly valid in the range of large Dm!nhoiler nom',ers. The typical turbulent
scale suet alsa be much larger then the Flame thickness. These two conihitionu are certainly satisfied in
many practical situations asd flamolet models are rel rvant at least i,, a portion of the domain of
operation of IC engines and of cuntinuoun flow combuoturs. leaving aside t'urther discussions of this poin1
let us consider some of the protlems encountered in the construction of flenelet models. These pruule.ssn
are rel ted to the basic ingredients of such ondels :

(11 The laminar flamelet submonel (or submodela) providing the local structure und properties ot thu
reactive elements.
(2, The description of the tochu!ent floe trnned on dynamic equations for tic flow variables and the main
species and thin relevant closure rules.

(3) The rule or rules or additional balance eql.3tions ohih are flamelet ou.,,odelu into tie turbulent fluw
description.

+ Also with ONERA, 92322 [hatillon
= On leave, Department of Vsehenical Enginerring, tUi. Berkeley, Berkeley CA.
"- Also with UA 860, CNR5, Univpraild de Paris V1, 75252 earls

a •.'.
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(4) Any additional aubmudel accounting for chemical reactions taking place outside the flameleta.

There are many alternative ways of specifying theme elements. Some methods are reviewed in Peters (1984,
1986) and in Bray (1986). Ourr own wohk Is baied on the coherent flume model initially proposed by Harhle
and nroedweil (1977) for the analysis of ironprenloed corhbustlon. Fundamental Ideas of this medel are also
contained in an earlier study due to Farrier, Fendell sld Marble (1975). These Investigtioon suggest that
turbulent combustion of unmixed reactants is controlled In the early stages by a coepetition between
atrainino of the flame elements rid mutual annihilation of flame area due to the interaction of
nolghbourlng reactive elements. The coherent flame model recognizes some other Impsrtaet features of
turbulent conbustion such as the production of flame ares by stretching and its destruction by flame
shortening (rutual annihilation). Because these mechanisms are imporLer.t in the large scale coharent
motions found in turbulent shear flows, the model accounts in somte sense for these organized fluctuations.

Our own effort tis been to ectend the coherent flame description to premixed flow configurations
(tandel et al. 1982, Darabihe 1984, Darsbiha et al. PU8S, Darabihe et al, 1997a) ansi to explore Its
potential In nunpremised situations (Veynante at al. 1986, Lacas et al. 1987). The present paper reports
on our progress in this entreprise, The current state of the nodel Is descrihed and comparisons between
calculations and experiments are provided In the case of a turbulent flame stabilized in a duct. From the
many experlmentm p~rformed in this configuration we will only examine the flow structure obtained from
aehlieren visualizations and spatial distribution- of the light emission from C2 radicals. These
distributions may be lIterpreted so giving e quslitative mapplng of the local mean heat rel-,ase in the
turbulent flame and they are compared with distributions of the mean source torms obtained from the model.
This comperison ties obvioues mperreutinns hut it laso constitutes an original teat of turbulent combustion
models. It is of special interest because it deals sith the mean source term appeveing in the right heand
side of the energy balance eqguatiun. This differs from the morg common tests performed in the literature
on velocity, temperature and species mass fractions all of which are only indirectly related to the
modeled source terms. Because these varlables are tho outcome of an integration process they are less
oensitlve to the modeuling asauniptions and do not allow a direct evaluation of the enbtru3tloi models and do
not give access to the source terms. Accurate representations of the mnen source tirms are however
esseitial if ona wishes to describe the effects of chemical kinetics or Reynolds numbeh on the structure
of the turbulent flase.

to provide the proper background to this study the basic elements of hre coherent folane model are
reviewed in Section 2. Special attention is devoted to the balance equationr deascribing the transport of
flame area. This equPtion put forward by Marble and tronedweli is derived and adapted to the premixed flow
case. Production of flame ares by stretch asd destruJntion by mutual ,irnihilstion are given further
consideration. The effect of flame quenciring on the balsone of flume ares is discussed and a model is
proposed for this mechanism.

Important features of strained premixed flames with complex chemistry are examined. Caiculationo of
strained proparic-air flemelrts under adiabatlc and non adiabatic conditions sre discussed.

fxperimentel results for premnxed deirled flames are presented in Section 3. Pesulta of calculations
.'or .,,- - ... iy-r.'Liun u-' soiirLid iii Seution 4 and compared to toe nenusuremeinto contained il
Se'tiorr 3.

2. BASIC LtEMLNIS ll TIE COIEtRENT FlAME NMO[D

The coherent flame model adopts the view that the turbulent reaction field nay be described a.s
collection of laminar flamelets. the flameints are transported and disturted by the turbulent stream hut
each flsmeltet retains en Identifiable structure. In this senrrs the flamelotO remain "coherent" (i.e.
organized). A rough sketch of this situation is given In Fig- 1. A flamelet omtnedded ln this flewfetld is
essentially affected by the local strain rate. The fiaeelot structure is modified arid the local reaction
rate per unit flame area may be ohtmiioed from an analysis of strained laminar flames. The similert
geometry allowing this analysis is shown in fig. Ic.

The turbulent motion and the associated field of strain rates also ham the effect of increasing the
availablc density of flae, surface. The production of flame area in. hlancred by various destruction
mechanisms ouch as flame shortening (mutual annihilation of adjacenl fiamelets) and slame quenching.

are most specific and apparently less well krnown such au th" balance of flame area.

2.1 Turbulent flow description

The description of the turbulent reacting flow employs stanidard neas-overegrd balance eqnistione.
lusrlg stsaidsrd notations to designate tlia density, velocity componenta, pressure entblpy and spaciee msass
fractions these eqgotiono may be cast in the form t

Overall mass

aplat opvkfaxk = o(

Momentum

aý4VJ'at + 
8
P~k;VJ/O1k = kl I + (-fPVkcV')I/Sxy (2) I.

1. -I

S---:..i

-------------------------------- 'n-
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Unermg

Seis aýFtlri + ')54kKL/aX1,= DPldtL+ D(.PV1ý' )/" - l (3)

rfpVlj/t + aP~kYi/axk = ap_ kYýN )/Mak + *1(4

In writing these equations for high Reynols id umber flowsa it has heen assumed that mulecul'r fluxes
could tie neglected with respect to the turbojlent fluxes.

Flaw.@ element at lime It

Fresh mixture

Hlot products

Flame, element f l cime t s 6t

Freshl mixture

Z _ - (2
Hot product.a

ci Pai~cle.if flame surface byjthe strain rate

NI Flume amisilhllem process

ci Lscol model ef Ike stralssil promlied flame slemeet

TNo distinct types of closure solklu are required to obtsin a complete ant of balarice eqctatilona. Th.
first closure model conierein the momenotum, enthalpy and eperica transport terms l.1VV.Vtb-V)
A cnnventlrsnal second order ciosul'c basred on trnoairprt equations toir he turlbulent kitc eneryy slid the
di ssipaetion is used In 'his study. thosue eriqoelions [love well knowin I mperfections but they are
provisionally adopted because they provide (in acceptable description of turjulerot transpor-t In simple flow
cofiigurat ions.

Ili c econd cluourc eodel coucrsu the mean reaction teems V%-Ibm corresponding clour~e Pioblam hloe
been, the su bject of many studies and research In this area Is rev~ewed In the monogrophy of Libby Grid
Williams (1980, and In articles ocu to Goirghl (1979), Bray (1980. 1986), Peters (1984, 1986) Jones and
Whitelow (1932). An up to date discussion cf the prolilem Is also contairned io Williams (1985').

Standserd modelIs for thte m ean source t erme areC based onl prohbib i ty denul t y func t I ons. OI')[ A ,df
shape Is presumed or calcolated. In eertLin formulations the pdf describes a single parameter likec a
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progress variable p(i, x). The pdf then gives the distribution of (his variable at each point of thie
flow 9nd the mean source terms are evaluated as integrals of the source terms weighted by the PDF

Wj= fi*jP(C: x) dc (5)

The coherent flare description provides an alternate solution to the closure problem. The mean
reaction rates are deduced from a consideration of the mear flame ares per unit volume j!, . The
consumption rate per unit flame ares are also calculated arsd the mean source terns are obtained by
combining these two quantities. These elements are now considered in more detail.

2.2 Balance equation for the flame area per uwilt volume

The balance equation for the density of flame area plays an ch entisl role in the coherent fir,me
description. This equation Is now estobJiohed in the case of premixed combustion (see Darsbiha et ol-
198bT). If Z represents the material surface per unit volumte it can he shown that the balance equotion
of the mean value of I has ths following form:

aglat + aVkz/iaxk = a(-PvZ)/aXk - ý n( )j sij

1 2 3 4

The turbulent flux of the surface density which appears in the third term of this enprrsuion may be
modeled liir the other turbolent fluxes hy making use of the turbulent viscosity ph,. and the moan gradient
of

- pVk Z = Mftay dL/aXk (7)

ihere 1 is a Schmidt aumber for the surface density.

The last term in equation (6) is more unUsliel. It represerts thie seen variations of surface density
produced by the local strain rates. Following Marble and Broadvirll (1977) this term may tie modeled by

- P n7;i3jjz I =e 51 (8)

where E, designates a nsean strain rete. According to this model the surface density : inc~enseo
linearly with the mean strain rate. In siuple uheer flows (mining layers, Jets, wakes) the strain rate may
be related to the mean velocity gradient in the transverse direction

t~maluiayj(9)

where w is a conitunt, In more complen flows it Ia more appropriete to diudce the dtrain rate 6, from
the turbulent kinetic energy srirr from the dissipation rate

C6 = CSC/k (T

where C, Is a constant. An altrinate method for prescribing this strain rate consists of estimating the
oculor dissipation rate '- and assuming that C, is proportlonil to this quantity. The mean scalar
diosipst!on rate may be obtained from (neo fur exam;le Feter- 1984)

•X= C'E:/k Z"
2  

(is)

where Cý- 2 and z' 2 designates the mass average of the square of the fluctuut ions of a conserved
scalar. This last quantity Is us:ially determined by solving an additional transport eqration.

SThe rnean scaler dissipation I X sy o ev 0r. Iu r.' frium a nuririend tranrrsport equrstIn as giverr four
example by Borghi and [kutjyu (1979).

Leaving aside any further diacusvion of this aspect, orne finds that the tranroport equation for the
mean surface dcrsity Y may be cost in the form

m eZ l~ .. ..... .b ~ +- a p j• c rT ) aO ' xJo k ) / &X k + P CS " ( 2

In fact thins equation d,)es noL descrlbe all the mechanisma which determine the balance of flame area-
Indeed the elemer,to of f lame area carnr-A he Identified wi[th material out-faces because they are in relative

motion with respect to the locT flow. One may however neglect this displacement beccuoc the flame
velouitlea, are usually nma~ll when compared to the flow velotjtios.

furthermore it is indicated by Marble arid Bvroadwelr that flame arcs diaipireara when two adjacent
Cfl .me elements interact and consume the Irtervenlng reactants. Finally in certain situations the flamoe""element i located i, a field of high strali rates and it may be extingeiahed. this process caeama the
-dissipation of flame area. lo represent these mechannsms one ha to Include additional terms in the
;"Lranaport equution deac-ibing • The balace quation for the density of flama ares will take the

• ." ,-';7.•':gcnoral forat

: "YI?""%
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te of change lurculuct ciiffcsionl Ifroductio.. lnlaslpatom of r i at ionoostrin . byo et .oeto ,onI E mtloo
C1o Ff byt . jannihila0tion

(1) (2) (3) 14) 1)x

The first two terms are similar to those obtained for the material surface density.

"The third term has to be modified bucause local conditions of temperature mass fractions end strain
rate influence thie prodiction of flame ares. Whereas a material surface submitted to atrain in acigmented,
this may net be thf: case for the flame surface. If for example tire strain rail is ton hiolh extlnction will
occur, no flame ares will be produced and irc some coucs tire flame surface density will be decreased.

Aotether process which may limit the production of flame area is the absence of one of the rcactantm.
For Instance in the recirculation region the gases are neac chemical equilibrium and no heat prnouctiorr
occurs.

Other mechenisms may limit the production of flame area but those mentioned ore among tilt -post
important. Tice production termfaE [must be moderated to account for Ihinae processes. In the general case,

for adequate values of the strati rate, mans fractions and tefrierasture the production term keeps its
standard form TCS Er . When these values are outside the domain in which e flane may develop, the
production term uili vanish. The domain n1 of possible fiames is derived from thle local flamelet

anraly)ls. If f (CS. Y. T)deslgnotes a function which vanishes outside .n and is eqiral to aoni inside
4.L then the proouctcon of flame °,'eo may he cast in the formn -E --f " "

According to this expression flame area Is produced If the flame existence is assured.

If the local strain rate io very high the local fismelets are quenched aind the atralin rote dos not
creost flame eroa. In that situation the strain rate will actually participnate In tire destruction of flame
surface. This mncnbaris is expected fu occur when the strain rate 6s exceeds a certain critical value
t "hich tdelrcccndn on the local conditiurca and in oetermirced from the local flamolet analysis. In that
circuintance the flame, arcn will disappear in proportion Le the strain rate itself..A model for this

destruction term is of the form C, h e [ i " Cs )sc

where h Is the lHeavsside function and 4c is a constant. One may alao argue that tile rate of deutruction
of flame area if prcportionl to the difference between the strain rate and the critical stricn rate. In
that came the destruction term becomes

"- Cr, h(S - eFe A( f

In both cases the net result of the Production and destruction terms (3) and (4) alrpearinU in eq. (13)
will be a dacreane of the flame surface density when • excceds -E- •

It ine -1irficni to Luse into account the fact irst the ntraIn rutes fuurnd si a certain poinrt in

the truststemare distrihuted in a finite range around lire mean value. Ibis is ec[iremud with a
probahility dernrity Function like that pruposed by Peters (1984) or Bray (1986). When such a FDF is

introduced tire transition betwuCir production ancd dissipation of flame area is more lprogressive.

Diosirat ion of flame area Ia also duo to tile mutual annmhi ition of adjinrent flame elements.
flamem ts eoming at a close dietune, consume tce intervening reactant srcJ ticis shortens the available

flame area. This mechanism is well Illustrated icy the theoreticeal work of Marble (1985), Karagozlan and
Morble (1986) alid by some recent calculations of Laverdact and Candel (1987a, 1987b).

A mocdel for thin process may be eutablished etc the baals of a simple argjument due to Marble end
I13rodwell. 1heir derivation Is easily extended to tle pcremlxed case. oorulder now two flamenleta separated
by combustion products. Tire distance between these tw,, elements will tend Is Increase and mutual

snliini lation will trot occur. On the other hand if fresh resctante separate the two flamelets the reaction

froits progress towards each other, the reactarnts are consumed and mutual annihilation takes place. Row

consider the mean distariee between the flamelets. Inis distance Is of the order if 1/4 . If
It. deslgnctes the volunme fraction (the molar fraction) of unie of tt 2y main al eries i,volved in the

reaction, then the effective distance occupied by this ahecies is tm./ . tt V-rr de-sgnaete t!Icý
volumn rate of consumption of the- I-tb npTcrlc- pun unit flame area tthio quanrtlty has the dimensions of a
velucity). lihi apecies Is consumed at tie• rote VC and it disappoarae I a charaeinrlstic time

,l - 11 / VlDl = 5FI/AVDI 7ý1
The rate of anlihilation of flame area associated with the Cuinoumptlnci of the i--th species Is theft

proportional to

TfTD1 .'VD, ½I /I

The rate OF flame annihilation associated with the consumption ul tile main species Involved In the

reaction Is the,, of the form

t(V2 / ,r 2 (14)

When tie main species are a fuel I ansi 5c oxIdizer 0, tl!e flame aicortenlnc term Is proportional to

IvLI0 /Xo0 vyD/ XF)1
2

(15)
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This term Is evaluated per unit volume The flame shortening term is proportional to the square of the
flame surface density and to a weighted sum of the consumption velocities of the main specIes.

It is now possible to write a complete balance equation for the flame ourface density I

+ dpýkJf laxk a( 9(14Y WfIaOxk )/O'-k + it Es fQ ½

ye -(e "se )h( e-s - Pese )Ef (16)

-P• (VD -+o + VDF / XF) -2

where may be estimated as

Es = cc ( Sij ýij ) 112 or Cs = C(U)

In these ex×repsion C, 7e, CS are constants end 47 is o Schmidt number for- the floa,, surface
density.

The volvma rate of conaumpt ion per unit flame appearing ini thiB exp ems ion aere obtained from tire
local flavielet analysis.

2.3 Determination of the me, reaction rates

Knowing the mean flam. surface density 9 and tire consumption rates per unit flame surface one may
easily determine the mean consumpllon terms per unit volume :

WFS -P VDF I½

W 0  P ~Do~f(17)
These simple expressions may be refined if one takes into account the fact thiit the local FlaMClets
corre•pond to a distribution of strain rates. The probability density function describing the diutrioution
of the strain rates pr(, ) may he presumed and the mean consumptiun terms per unit volume take the
general form

Wl= -P If J IDF (E PS (E) des (1)

A slightly more coeplex expression is also obtained if one assumes that the burnt gas tomnerature whiech
arises in the local flamelet analysis Is also distributed around its mean value.

2-4 1he flemelot model

An idea shared by all flamelet models is that the strain rate imposed by the turbulent flow air the
laminar flame elements playa an essential role. The flamelets are strailned by the turbulent m, lion, their
innor structure is modified and the consumption of reactants and the heat reflcae rate per unit flame area
are affected. Large strain ratem may lead is partial or total extinction of the flanelets. If,: slmplest
ea..pl Illuastrating tire effect of strain rate Is that of a diffusion flame in the fast chemistry limit.
It is easily shown that io this limit the rate of reaction is augmenLed whon the strain rate Is increased
(stee Carrier et el. 1975). It is actually found that t.he consumption rates per unit flame area increase
like (OE65  where 1) is a diffusion coefficlenit. The strain rate augments the flow of geses to the flame
sheet arid the reaction rate is enhaneed. This process Is limited by fillte chemical rates of reaction arid
for high strain rates the flame may be cooled by the rapid convection of fresh material snd it may be

* esxtinguilhed.

Notable analyses of strained ditfusion flames are due to tsrrir et al. (1975), I i•an (1974), TsuJi
(1932). taw (1984). The cane of premixed strained flames is considered by Klimov (1963), BUcKmester arid
Iudferd (1987), libby and Williaso (1981, 1903, 1984), libby et .l. (1983).

Many studies of premixed strained flames are based or, activation cnergy asymptotis. Numerical
calculations are due, among others, to Smooke mL al. (1986), CIovangig)i and Cennel (1986), Darabiha et
al. (1986), UIovanglgli arid Smuoke (1983). Dotalied clrraistay calculations ate nou beling perlormed by eany
groups. Dixon -tewia et al. (1984) compare calculations of methane-air difusilon flames. tomplec
chemistry is also used in the studies of Marble and Brodwell (1977, 1979), tiew at al. (1984), Rugg at al.
(1986) and Glousngigli and Smooke (1916).

The structure srld properties of strained propane-alr flames with complex chemistry are uxamined by
Darabihia et al.(1987a). The basic flaselet model and the main remults of this study are reviewed in this
section. The preoantatlion will esasntially focus on the effect of otrain and hot stream temperature on the

,• flamelat structure and extInction/ignition characterlstics.

A strained promIxod laminar flame In a cuunterflow of flesh, reactants and burrt g,,aer Is considered
as ohowr In Fig. 2. The system Is modeled by employing in boundary layer approximation (see Dorabilla at ah.

: - -1 1987).

.1 --- ,-. -.



Mec local flamelet model depends on three pi.Oesm retr 6, It, end 4P. The qusoitity 6, denotes, the
strain rate, l1. represents the temperature In the burnt gas stress and (p is the equivalenrce ratio of the
inco ming frevsfi reactsnt stream. The strain rate Is a measure of the s1:tretch' in the flame due to the
Imposed flow, 0 is a measure of the relative proportion of fuel arid air in the resctant stream and 1
represcrit how much the incoming hWent prurlirets have gained or lost energy subsequent to their creation,

bya ehnism inoirirratlve within the flaselot. Whenever these products Siane nei tier gained ne, loaf any
ene rg9y, the temperature 7b is the so called adiabatic flame temperature T1. icWe will refer to this ease as
the "adiatbatici cas", whereas the situations TI >I'd and Tb < %d saz cv erenced as "suierarlihabtibe and
"subsdihbut Ieii. These terms characterize the his~tory of tire burn, gases and nout the flaeeieets which dv

no t exchange host with the surroundringo.

frans, mixture

I Th

to 
tio

Figure 2

* mlstres2

The solution melthod used to dote clvine ihe I lereiriet rotci'Or cuniuirren . phs-10e pusuiiu-arcleigiri
cur, tinuntioni mthod, Newtor-l ike. i tervtion, cod global adapt ivi gr nit uq. Itiermudyrnamic aid tran:imnel
proibert ies aer deteramined uwitii LiltU-tIN and ttANSiORl pieebaoe~ dciielied try Ke--el ail. (1980 , 1993).

t (Details nay be found in Cbsovnig~li told Semnube l907s,ii,e, Smuobe t9132 sind i Clvsoijigi ond Doarbilia 1987.)

7h, fianeint data have may he hurtutr y performing caniiiliuvi is, seuels-en wit jibrespect in trir
.strain rate tar di fferei,t values of the hiontet gnu temperatire. It is possible iii ibis say 

t
o invest igaoi,

tnc deiendellcc of the p ropiare-ai flame norE avi!1 Tb. a celcoinit'uno dun,! for en euuivlvai.si
$ratio of 1) l.75; frtni r-2''tL ýelsur ot if z 31ICK anid I recursjr p of onie atmosplhere

ars now deacribred. 11Tu reaction arec~imarri fur the jiropilie-si r sy~idom iv taken from Wari431t1 (1903, 19U5).
It isonlve3 33 rpjecios arid 126 reactions.

Bioned on, the thoer.t issi werk if Lt ibby, I nnyu arid Williams 11987) if iv aliticipated that the Irurrt
gad temperature T", wiil inlay r-l Importani role in the eatinction process. In part cleo s, depeindinig on the
vau of 1b, a fliame %sibjjtrv t u varyinig atralii rates say LfiuturgJOo aruplt ignit inn fir estminctitoni trcn)i tions
Involving mitered inoatlnuic of tin recet Inn brie vniol altered creation of product.

igToi invertigoie thin tooiet~ vuotitrlirity, tlir heat relosrue rate h tier isrit. flame area is pulottedi In
Ijgn,- .9 fu-Wo of he tran roý ý fr difolenttemperatures 11. Thl3-ese Q cavshohw that for

flames awit tiirod-rut: v' ream lacving elevat ed critiolleuo'15 i.e., a sti'ffi crientl large the heaut relerloc
rote varies cult inurousl y w ithr C. . (In the other haiol, t no f lasiert n withi soffiicniehi y coodld eetrudiet
streams, i.eý., a arjffjiirut ly low T11, there ate aibrupit. Ignition cd extinctison trarraitinna ai-d the
cuiaracterinrlle rerrpoiro: curve in S-shaped. Ttie upper braiich eurrrmslruids tii standard flane sitruceturesa the
lower turarih to, entirrrulstud siilutions and the ititermcrdlatL birancii to unltsiile soil~iuuion. It Is fouoru itiai
ti~e first 'at Inrit I on paoint Ia reeactio at sosut I, z 1u5i] 14 atid for t,%_ 81J0 s'c -. lire COr~eonsiidinlg
l ame f rost locai Ions -r0 iresentnied in f I gpirre 4. Ihese p~leta siio tniut dir rig i golt iont or ext.inet jell

treursi t inns there are turuirt i lues fruiit moa~tj ait ariitl prt enperatuore changes. lirese renrilts taae Anl

P 7',
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excellent qualitative agreement with the theoretical work of Libby, Linan and Williams (1983).
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3. EXPERIMENIS (IN TUtBiLENT DUEILD FLAMES

3.1 Experimental configuration

The experimeritel set up used in this study is shown in rig. 5. A mixture of air and propane is
Injected through a long duet hIto a rectangular combustor. The height, depth and length or thii element
are respectively 50, 100 and 300 mm. The inlet plane complises a V-gutter flame holder placed at the duct
center and producing c 50 % blockage. The upper and lower comhurtor weals are made of thick ceramIc
material while the lateral walls are tranuparent artificial quartz windowo. A stainless steel structure
holds the various parts together. Ignition of the presived stream is obtained with a spark plug. The plug

may be luwered doan behind the flameholder, it Is activated and removed from the chamber after ignition.
Combustion is then stabilized by hot gases recirculating behind the V-gutter.

"Tne stabilizer may be aet into a pitching motion with an electromocharical shaker as shown in Figure
5 but thls device io riot used in the present study.

A-.,','-. ;-____

.. 1- ",I'... ,
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Figure 5

3.2 Schlieren Viaoaslizaticm end C2 -redical light emlamion *Oaauraenuto

It in introctive to first Oxaejrue the, flame structure using spark rchlilren photographs.Fur the whole range of heynoldn numlbers considered in this paper Re <1 05~ (the, Reynold3 number isbased on the stabilizer height, on the velocity at the liye and on the co) d Flow viscosity), the floe inthecflame zone is domi 'nated by large scale coherent vortices. A typical Cale As shown in fig. 6. the snailfluctosi ions cs...U the recirculation zone are doe to a small leek between the flaenmholder and thewindow loading to some npurious burning of the mixuore rear the wall. These vortices resemble those foundin studies of non reactive two dimensional shear layers (for esample brown, and Itoshko 1974). There arehowever aome distinctive Features. It is observed in particular that the initial smell scalp' vorticesformed near the stabilizer lip! are perfectly rolled up In a suceesslon of "cat's eye" patterns (Fig. 6).However at a greater dlistance fi-ie the stabilizer the inner boundary of the vortex, patterns disappIears end
a1 "or of relatively uniform gases is formed on rhe hot ald( ol tire flame. Thin behavior is a direct

------------- 1. P, .. , iti., tn.;,!,y pi-n irl trie vortices between the prnflrrnlion of flame see by
91-relchulrad its destruction by mutual annlilhllatlon.

Figure i
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While exact measurements of the local energy release are not available molly ohservetlona I•diL.tte
that the Tight rodiated by the combultiotl Torei i related to the reactiol intonlJl t- olid hivllce to the hoot-
relnsan process. Certain radicals like C2, Ct, lii1 appletr almost exclusively lIt reactive zonles and their
concentration l always small. Hence the self absorpt ion of the light emitted by these radicals it; nlot
important and the radiated light Interity is directly "loted to the reaction rate or eqt:italently to the
heat rolens rate (ace Poinsat at at. 1967 for further dIlaussitn of this point attd all aplicstien to thil
analysis of the nonsteady heat eloease ultder unstable combustion).

Whle a lInear relationt hetwmell the heat release source term and the light emission from free

radicals has been proved Itt acme special oetuations it may be aftely stated that A monotonic relation
exists between these tan qluantities. The meauutJL-rl' W the mean heat rele•ao source term relies onl tnot
assumption. The emission band used to this I tlurt-1- lit the (in.0) C bhnd at a wavelentgth ) a 5165 A.
)his wavelength is isolated in the emisston sptectrum witth a narruowbanld tnte ferentet] filter ( a>) 50
A). the light enlttled by the flame is collected by an f a 54 mm cunvex ]tnot located at 100 mm from thtc
comtuutor center plane. The light beam is then filtered end the filtered light inter•sity is detected by a
photomultiplier through a 1 mm diameter pinhole to provide a local measurement : tike emitting area
actually seen by the detector hoe a diameter of ahout 1 mm. The detector output is amplified, low pasn
filtered to prevent allsaing and trannlitted to a PDP 11/23 cumputer through an chanmel, 12 hit A/i)
converter. This computer mloo controls the optical system displacement li tilte vertical ettd horizontal

directions. The photomultiplier scans a grid comprising 3000 points. At each point j, of this grid, 1OOt0
data samp•ea are acquired and averaged. This process yields the spatial distributioii of til mean light

emission I(s).

Spatial distributions of the light emitted by C red cala ere displayed int Figures 7a and b. Tlhe
first map (fig. 7a) corresponds to a Reynolos number o? Rail = 46000 and ast equivalence ratio of 0 =0.6.
At low values of i , concen

t
rated regions of reaction are obierved in tVe iciinity of the flame holder.

for -t = 0.6 thei e regions form at a close distance ands anerged reaction zone ix oLservedJ. For higher
values of the equivalence ratio the reaction regions ore shifted downstream sold further apert from cacth
other.

....... .. " " .. .... ... .. . ... ......... . ..... ..; ,•,,., ,,,: ...... .=.:, ,

a: • = :\ 7 ,K ..................... ...........

(ae)

.. .....,............ ..... w

(b

Figure 7

Contsider now the light emission map Obtained foe a higher value of the mesa flow rate end of the

eQuiVclence ratio (Fig. 7b). In this ease the flame angle decreases slightly and the maximum of tde heat

release rate Is shifted upstream.

A systematic exploration of the flow regimes (Darabiha at el. 1987b) indicates that the equivalence
ratio end the Reynolde number hove a notable Influence on the flame structure. the modifications
associated mith these two psrametere are ,ot extensively documented in the previous Iitersturen (see libby
et al. 1987 for a review of the available data, Zukoski and Harble 1955 for en early aiielysie of the
Influence of the Reynolds number on the wake transition behind a flame atabilizer). It is however
Impliortent to retrieve this behavior in the numerlcai modeling of the flame.

4. tWUERICAL R.•SItS MD DISCUSSION

Numerical results obtained for the combuator geometry described in the previous section are now
discussed. These results may be comp-yreu to the experimental data presented in Section 3. All calculations

,, 5.' -. . . _ !
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eoeroaio~ird to a oringle set of conrstanrts (Staiidard~ vusare Aapte~td fuor tire ki- £ motel (Cr m 0.92.

el - 1.44. 2  15, c2, a 119, -V; UI 4 .7) anil thu constants insol ned Ii the tilantarr of flame
area are

No effort was expanded 
t
o aidjust tihese peraseters but some impirovements a re pinnitrir. fire cal, rliotn liserr

carried with a time dependent finite difference Implicit Lode developed at OCRIA arid describred try
0uproieioux and Srytrverre (1985).

The coherent flame deacription was Introduced iii tie cdod in place oi tire preexisting 'trfdy-Oitaol lii1'
model.

Taking Into acconut the mccxn finn, mymetry the compotation In pert orined oc a domain "stendinog from tire
cos~usitor axis to the wail. ifre finite difference grid is nounuifform ii' tire a(ial direetioo and eusireisew
21 serf inal arid 63 hoIzoia nodes.

The reacting flow calcirlatmiren Are Inritiatcd b5 introducing a t emperature spot with, a Gthierir ail efuiafl

And a localized distrlibution of flame surface density in the recirculatuion zone of the cold flow. It tornx
out that the temperature spot is eufficiout to atart tfie rewictaur, tire initial diotril. 'cun of fiame
aurface nay ho chosen arhitearily.

Tile Jinlt tempreiaturie Ia 300 K, and tire ambient preasue at tie coamrustor esflinili isý Atmosphieric.
Results presented rorresorond to a mtatiiorrry flea coinfiguration ahirth tsobntainedi after 2000 liar stepl
Iterations after ignition, li-e typical ff1 number used in the calcutations is 7.

lo complare tire nomerical reasrlts rwitih tile eafelermental cradile, we have dimsplayed in, I irgure lie tiro
fuelo ealoumpttir, rate dinlteihotiom in tire Combtustor using a sales of grey symtnils. This figorrc correnpuntizi
to ai i'llet velocity of 15 re/9, v mass flow rate of dI m 6Q g/n Anid a fresh mistuire rgllicAl.cii rai in or
CP = 0.6. lire fuel consirapt Ion in noserit jolly cnetaiIn¶stod in a region beraten at about 40 mlm from iiie

flame holder edge. lire maximum value is 1.59 kgm'Ir /a. Note fhet fur clarity tile gerimet Vy of itire plot il

distortedi, the vertical seal e di ffers from tle hiorizonrtal ionc. Tire ratio of the' emumintor lircohti io tili
combuster length is n.357 iii the figure whinte it is 0.166 in reality. ihiwexerIfe rioroueriuol results may Ihr
directly compared with the experimental dixtrihutions (fig. 7a),

the fuel consumption rate dimintioshes progressively> in ifri liowostroam direct T n here I!i 110

consumpt ion of foal near tire hurlizontal wallIs. This resuLlt is irl agreemenitowith tile esprircmelitof
ohservationsm of the CZ rediall figiht emission (Fig. 7.). The .sj. difference between these twor resunlts is
that tire calculation predicta treat release in the recircolalicn zone. 1hin is at sariancen with tire
exýperiment sod also with commoni knowledge. Triis differecec may he explaime!d in varinlim osyn. hOre may argue

for example thrat the turhirleilt diffuoion of flame area ia overestimated anod that the Schmnidt rilinfer shouild
he Increased. A detailed eaa~tnziiiol of the dint rihution of fuel indicates that a eertie aornt of thin
speciea penetrates into thre recircrulatimon region arid sires, il thiat iegirli. This indiexi- xair important
weakoce of the gradieni diffusion modeling used iii tie calculation.

,jgii dibh iil

J~ a .f ............. j ll
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Figure 8

Figure Be dtisplaya the tesperaturo diatributioni In tire rumbustor for the wose conditions ±v 15 -



tn/a, za 69 9in, m0.6). Mhe lot reL-Irculet lot, ?line lien the ntaxi mue teelteralure 51iyht ly ahlve 170U K.
The t emper-ature 1i-o', dim iln sinte, ott the Cominjtot oriact. Is thkg middle of tfhi A-lolieruniti tohiiia n Al thn'
tempergeclce Ia about 1000( K. Near tih otinie citatiftisuo tire temy,'ratl.ti- ,,cia;' odi rI'iei- l IIO K10I. Near
(tc alIn it"! tewlturortr alowly inceecoco in the addn direct il ii- etiil-i ttta;-ertnturv prof ie ant the
echacet. far.rot reoaeil: o utiifornm state.

AnoibEr ealculatlctt ist errfnl,reii for a-,ii, jesilettee ratio of lb - 0.75 nod i alt ont vetucit , of 22
en,' (correspondting to a musas flow rate ;Q= titf g/e). r lyntt, go tliitiyir tlye liielrift,,t ion of t,'mat,
cttcumpiion rate. of foe]. Comparing himJ figure' with ltI' eeiw Uitaettllil Ji In IttI tOttitl iitttt the Itijlth
of tihe rfaot loti region dieninhuen bo

t 
tie oato in nletiats the nani,, title resul t aijr'en will, tire

eeeerimor,~al ottcervutf loin (arc fig. 71.). We note, that tue, t-aittittt fuetl c"ntumittil in,, i-atl' (e1e-s a cot'. ,etf
2.14 kg/tn /a whith in greater thie, tiata of ifill oit-eio. ualeijiat icii, thisi tii in ilot- iti 'net to tt~e
higher value of the requivaletice ratio and it ateo vorrealienda to a ciiange Ill the sop al l dintribol ins t

tive moort reaction rate tore.

.............................................gc~b1;etc~ ..........*[Ii'I: I

Figuee 9

figtjee- oh repiroeeoteý tite iilrlioilioti of itie t:-imperatit-t for lthin caleijllci i ii CJt 0.75, ni, 10lu
gin). 7v1- i-,.tilivewtwee it, lithe reelircu lation zoo,' reaches 2iLdd k iinleold of 171 ', in It he r.vioit-
calculat ion. Otltlhe' jet acmR, (tie ttemra~tiltre ilieioictca-ý legn raplidlyIn ttoaout 13109 K- It lilleriase, it, (tit'
dowitmrves direction. In thin region the temperatuee carien from akilol 400 k ita 1501 K.

iThe agtu-oenmt bietweent eltoulated ainti eanourd neat, heal ct--lie terci is not pft- 'iutt l~ielitu civti
featir nina t1Irenihe oer ret cineed. In clew of Itonse rettts ol-o moy rink itf tic lae f lo i ii'erit i, i-cit
i ndeedi appl icoatle to Ito- Iucec tdflIawe conf igiirention conlic -ei i ntrv thtils irr

An inidicated it tts hiut ridwtin oi iiitels.' 11ti--rfo t10 thi iullet intl beiii~ Jlv' git-illtI Sttt'
informaltion way hie cii it~ied from an.c n~ioitt i, ot.i the iaur eiro-u-torgith-let crc itoe di 11grunt. Itrit di tlli-tin.
dtt itia itie ri111 trctii t'iginl'' iii ,trgtiei1 tutjroliit eoebtAst mu ii lteres of too .limr-ooiniv3!; tunritoit te

(1) the rat in of tite local tceluletit lengjth scale to a typical flome thiclcevn ýflij
(2) the ratio of the local velocity fluctuationi to the laminaor flame aiicod clevf.

A ait apt I ied phiita- diagewne adiopted fron Pitt er (1996) in ft~own in Ci gare 10. ltIn thii n iio iBites ilt
room

1 
not ocekohler numbier are parallel atilt noke a 45- angle liltI tite l-ionront ala In- t I iiie Don m

soparatca the regyion of iwmng-teonii cebuctioti roer-ootding to well estirred reacicce ([)a < 1) frtom tite

region of corrugated ftamwlete satil diat- holed ri-act itt lotone lt 5 > 1).

Caonditionis which minit at eicht piii of vi( (11711ri relic-Ct'ifinI tlte Comhbustor ini a 'piti.Al calct~tldjtiln

are indicaoite in itire lnwqrse. I~e domain defined in thin waly Ic Ineateil below Ike fla e I line od, i t
thereforertoblotige to t:ie region of corrugte~d F Iceicet8- atd iist-l ihtitot react iont zotou. ]he domain cover.$
regions whtee Mto flInoelete are awell defitad,: arid other regiolts wie ret ixtinct ion taken place.

from this diectiesiun it cay he roocldt] tdh fat the F inselot model sill Ite aipliiaitlo if it ii, !,elteia
propier dearrifit iou, of flIame quetichli cy and wv~heeqiel 11,i0a1.1iIOta.I le iteetcdel accocit n for thin
aspect at least i stome seine tiot it caetainiiy rei(o ran sonme Citrttter ref moemenlts.
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d;a r t~-i pt mi of ltrtsmi ned ftttiilio I i..t t iif (lusnts is. 11-rooute d 1n t he leoni oft Itti'oh rileralt flu ame
Tufl T1is imodti I i it 1jl ly prop-t,ud lby lHtrfilt unod Itrtedwel I fur turlttn Ient di ffusi on flum,,es i s estetided t i

thle prom Itnod situtajlto.

The tniuncec eipttlntt wtitch fines ttti' amount of Iflame, area per uttit umlnume is At-rived fronm eissie
t'rittoijIt. atf u on1.c naitirat itn tf i n-tnt ant meh-.-ftisms whlch tairt eiioate itt ftc piridutle imu attd destruct ion

of filume tirfuc,.- These sceftuismo ((torte stretch, cutijoction, flume sliocteonig) arc illusitrated iby recent
ut~riimrotialI ottoci-rst inns aitd numerical eslrolal jots. Thel local flasclet structure of strammed -irxietl

flaimes. with cimotes coit-mt-fr'- to p-pornd* jstm, yt mt r tieri e of tteseo I etiat are,

Nuvmerical r~clnstitloss hosed att the ouherentft itI site th-nrjptl t tire enfrjed for tUrl-irlet flames,
stehi Iizei iii a Jtoct. Ttit- resulIts or. ees,,inrd with eski-itrmtto pierformedf ott a modtel eeitmbtiie. It is
sowtoa thiat fthe sptat julititritsit inns of ft,. moms test releaste romluttle in trioe model fire smjmjlu Its Itte
dis5teittuttionts of ft.Iyileh jittoottity emilled I-) Cý cotitniiol. Itoindliitt-tes that Itto .. ,lel, .in t- prtsent
ften, Jlriodýlicectdis . stitaloeI destritf ion t, luttijlettf iloeled flost ., Isoerfceet ititin oire also nunde
evideot but Ithe structure of the model Wowtit; ref iniementst anid isttroveoeitst at marious levels.
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Figurner cptIons

fig. I Schematic repreuentation of physical proces•sc descxrihed in the coherent flnme model.
(a) Production of flame ares by the field of strain rates
(b) Mututel annihilation of adjacent flomelets
(c) Strained laminoar flaelet model.

Fig. 2 Strained flame geometry

fig. 3 Heat release rale per unit flame orea plotted as a function of the strain rate for different hot
stream temperatures. The curves are monotonic when 1hexceeds 1530 K, they take on S-
ohape below that value. The vertical scale Is divided by I8 J/m /a.

fig. 4 Reaction zone location plotted am a function of the strain rate for different hot stream
temperatures. The curves are monotonic when 

1
b exceeds 1530 K, they take an S-ohape below that

value.

fig. 5 Experimental configuration. A mixture of air and propane Ia injected through a long duct into a
rectangular combuetor Inlet plane comprises a V-gutter flame-holder placed at the duct center snd
producing a 50 % blockage.

fig. 6 Spark schlleren photography of the wake of the flameholder.
= 67.5 g/., 3~ - 3.4 g/n, P = 0.79 Re - 46500

Reaction takes place over a broad spati1ldomain and the burning structures form a regular
pattern and their size grows uniformly.

Fig. 7 Spatial distributions of the lighi emitted by C2 radicals. The distribitiuns ere plotted or,
a scale of grey levels. The darkest symbol correeponds to the maximum light emission, the
lightest symbol represents the minimum light intensity.
(a) Re, = 46010, z = 0.6, ;a = 69 g/3
(hb) Re, = 68010, = a 0.75, T'd = 100 g/e

fig. 8 Spatial distributions ubtained by numerical calculation of (u) the fuel consumption rate and (b)
the temperature for Aa = 69 g/a and equivalence ratio of It = 0.6. Part 'a of this figure may
be compared to F 1g. 7a.

Fig. 9 Spatias distributions obtained by nuoiericel cAlculati-cn of (a) the fuel Conoumption rate and (b)
the temnr rture fnr ;, - 100 g/c and vruiealenc i dLiU C .12 = 1.75. fart 'a' O! Uti3s igie may
be compared to Fig. 7t.

Fig. 10 Simpiified version of the Barrhre-Burghi-Peters diagram showing the different regimes of prumixed
turbulent combustion. Conditions existing at each point of tire cooputationul gred are plotted in
this diagram.

c *.
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DISCUSSION

J.B.Moss, UK
The critical strain rate which defines extinction on your 'S-curve" is 1/8001 seconds. This value is large (more than an
order of nagnitude) when compared with values emerging in non-prunsixed flame studies (Peters and Williams, Liewet al.
uilger, for example) Why are you' values so much larger and is this expected in prcmixed flames to such a degree? I low

relevant are the modelled turbulence properiies k (turbulence kinetic energy) and E (viscous dissipation rate) to the local
strain rate employed in your laminar calculations?

Author's Reply

I would like to thank Prof. Moss tor asking these interesting questions

"The magnitude of the critical strain rates corresponding to extinction is strongly dependent on the flame configuration
being studied as well as on the operational parameters (field type, equivalence ratio, cold gas temperatute, hot gas
temperature..) In the present case, the calculations pertain to a counterflow of fresh mixture ani hot combustion
products. (The temperature of the hot stream is equal or differs front the adiabatic flame temperature.) Such flames are
more resistant to stretch than diffusion flames.

Another reason which may be invoked to explain the difference in the critical values obtained by diffferent groups is
perhaps !ess evident. In many studies (Licw et al, Peters, Bilger) the critical values are given for the scalar dissipation X. It
i% implicitly assumed that this quantity is proportional to the strain rate. The proportionality factor connecting these two

quantities is, however, not clear to me. In any event, I arn more inclined to consider that the flamelets embedded in the
turbulent flow really sense the strain i ate associated with the turbulent fluctuations.

The determination of this strain rate is as usual a difficult problem. Our choice has been to dttermine a mean strain rateas
a ratio of the rate of dissipalion to the turbulcnt kinetic energy. I: is then a good idea to us;e a pdf to ,jbtain the distribution
of strain rates at each local point au suggested by Liew et al, Bray and Peters.

ii
1.

• . - .
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PIOIELIDATIOP DE LA STABILISATION DIINI FLAMIIE TURBULENTL PRENELANCEP.,
EN AVA. D'UNE MARCHE PAP UNE MET11ODE ILACRANCIENNE

A. CIOYANNINi
CNEDIA/CERI /DLRI4DD

BP 4025 31055 TOULOUDSE
FRANCEI

Lea camlsul soot rdaliulo, pour Is glondteto de in enrobe deoceedonte, pan tduelatlon nuodrique
don 6quattono do Savior Dtokes non mouvennden, en urilleaso one mAcbode Lageangionrie du type aingolarLten.

La nombuorlun doe gaz poliodlortgbo eat ruodADLod en otilioant lo concept do flaune mnece. slpatant
gee br~ids at mdisoge qut soot trairds connie deux nilieua Dncuompressilbe- l,'onotlierrcirt6 do la rdactton
oat reapodnette b 2'oldo de sources voluotqUos plac~es a pr~otolte do front do flomen. L'aeanconont do
cello-cl eot rdolls

0 
par adveetlon, Pet norualenent, even cone vitenoc de combustiorn fooctuon nun seolemnet

do idioat obeonodynaxolqs on midlsngo, mals aunni de Ia courburo locale do front et do sun 6tirewent.
Aloof, l'alrndynuniqoo de Do combustion pout-Acre dtscutdo-,nous l'anpeot den structures coblrentes,

ar leo sitronses enaparles oux enplriencos do Pitt CL Daily avon c starns odct Ion chiniqor.

DINtEOUCTI iN

I'odrodynaolqde doe dcoolomcstn rocirculds esi non d- problbves& l.. plus dlfflclleo do i. .6na-
niqon des fiuldoc. En partinoliet. lee Modtbodes niosolquoa do fernmeturn dot 6quatoone do la turbulence so
soot rtodiden Irraptes 6 ]a preddiction do ce con duoenonto. to sfet, coon-cl 0000 fortonent lnstatiuoseirea
00 loasatrocturcs tuorbillunnoiros prdsonten isooroglsenEeot 000 eliot doputo iou plus pootone Issues de
D'lnntabdlitd do ia cooche cinailide, do type Knlolo-lnlemobocz ot done A l'ýcholle do 1d&puisseur do Ia
condoe 0nIte anoint. jusqci~ue plus grosses do n~ve dimonsion quo la eons roctoruldo.

Cotta difficultd do noddlloatlos cot renforoLe par l'lnorodoctlon d'une election do combuntion3
canoe do sa 'reldour' dans lo coops (cilndtique chinique eapldo) 00 dons Donspane (fronts mnices) ; oats
ausol do is forte nun liolarird do corrme do snource d'Arch~nlos daoa len Iqust Ions.

Le procensus physiquo coroespondant, appol6 lototactios adeudyneolqun-coobuatiun,oat encure ma,
econn et dolt faire. Dobjet A la fois d'6codee tslori~ques ot nupdrlroontosle.

Nouna aoso voulo prlsontee dci so celcul inslel luonlare reaidod par unin odohode Laegreogfenee do
type vertes (RAJ.M)O cnupl6 3 us algoritliso de combnstion utlilsoo4t S.L.l.C et S.L.l.C-V.o.P.**, et comporer
Inn idonloars sync ion neplrionces do Pitzeot Daily.

I - CALCO!. AtRODYli5PIQfil

Y.1 Petocntation

I 'Oqouat- lo i plus gdodralo du VOnorur roarblllon oblpn~un Fat traniosaiiol- Is- Iqau.Lboo do
Savior Stokes t 6citr~

(I) h(W/ 0 VU so + , yv
2
z- Op A Op

lit p -7jJ(,

advoctivin Ctitosunt dlffu6.-ii source

Dios lo non don 6doosionon plan i212, inconproonihle. cocto exopression so alcopl~llo. soon fror

adionoluosonnlle

(2 D[ - VC.4 - ISo l

Conie, In montre Is figure I, Is vittsso D Ott d6Lcopond .en 2 parties, coo poL-isrllin Up et In00
DuotatloltmnoIlls DL a sfalo 1an t ci po rmereot 16 cool i tIons do glI scooet one pu ul, olotn quo ph aslqoezent , 1.
vitesso toualt U - Up 4 34 nein~ifait A Is condition d'ad~r~rneo. La cunposunto potootoielo U~p est ubteour
pur traesfomoatuolo cunfornoe (Dnloworte-CInistOffuL) do plan pl'ysiqso, on devi plan oolorlosr dn dumanelo con-
plens. lion 6lne; to do vorticlts (soomonts cc droobt6 toorbi Iloonairo -1saro ,if-cll A ls tott n

ptronalotofo on tourblllons9, loduisnot us chomp de otiosso calc~ulI analytlqoerent A Vable do ls lId do
j Buo-Snosot filttle par on nooau be dbmnonoln r...

La procedoro glodrele on~lIse lo priocipo do I'4clatovont beop~rateusr pour rdnoudon I'Lq.(D).
Leo 6lllnest aonr d~pI no~n per convection 00 Dour nonoeenet do l~audd, avoc on 6coor typo db~pondanr do
nonbre do Roynolds. modllgle lo terse do dIffusIon. COI ~,IePour do plus soplon ddiois, le locteur est nonvuyd aoxuc Wavct do A.CIOi 56.1o2.

1.2. CouoHALD (3]. J.1. ULALIK and A. MAJDA Is]1, C. NAIJCSIORO sod M. PIJLOIRLNT1I (5) nor 6tabli Ion

ptouvos do convergence de cotie mltliube pat rapport auc bquacmuou do Nooler Stokes on milieu 101101. On or
ponolba Pan do prouve coupilte on 6coulemnon interne, aver gloleoclun do eutatloonoLt or n dulL deecr tinner
probannont ion eopr-rioucos noo~liqoon at in do jugor d2 so nrjldlhlt.

A ba ouite dossoisa nuobiIquna et nor los mooseiln do Y. GAGNON et A. CIIODILP (6). leo oboultats
pebsnonon soot elirenus evec uscia rnsm d'avoovooooo den Lourbilluno diondre 2 ea tomps IRUIJSE-EIITTA) , uu pas
do toops At - 0.2. one diacrltisctioo des Oleuetooeblllcnosieoa Al' - 0,014 or ono tolilo do noyau e0 - 0,08.
La prtcislon eat doordre 2 00 temps et en eupace, ot l'6clatemnno d'oplrotoor donna an taco do ruooergeose
prupoettooinei. a iL.ntltesosni poar lea 6coolomeuro Lurbaienoa.

A 10.V.8. :Random Vortten Machod

AA S.L.t.C.-N.V. f. Single Line interlace Colculation Vbooum f Flud
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Sur Is figure ne2 rnprdor...Aint des champs lostantandsg do rotatloennl ot. de viscose, pendant one
P.0vAn, do vAloppnmqsr, on note tout doabord onen risac stable da is recircslatIor.

Apria untmsrfduit do 10. on obe-oedsaliaindue A 2 effete
-l'smpiificmtloa des oscillations ed la touchy cisaill]4e qul notralon In connote Au toorbilion
principal (1) en Aeon parties (1) er (2). Ia partla (2) 6teot convec~tfc Vera level.
-In respiration do toorbillon contrurstarif (3) dent; In coin in la earths qui Ajacce is tujebil-
10on principal ( 1) Vera l. coulemout direct St feonris, ansin l'engouffretlanc de fluids deputal Ie
putnt do ddtaclsaseat A craveca Is zone (4) 4 criie bo~ise vitessa.

Lora qan in r~sine out 6arbli, on a pi-Anent6 figures n' 3 at 4. one aeqaesue de champs instanteocs
Ar rois.fcnoui., d". oltesass et de ligtnes de acuant vistrant en 6vidence Ia dynasique den grosses structures.
I.-, tricy, f;6.trnole.i tourbilims principail grosslt, ettelot aLne Callie critique et Cat roop6 en dean parties
diel loon, s'lchappo veib l'evel, ledudnont den fluctuations Importantzs du point de reroilement (1 3 fisi

11 int houtrr dc enrebe). L.'Achnlls de traps de vs phinned-ne ent grande coapar&6 A Iio~atnilitdi de couclhe ml-

ejlin.hts lon 05 tuttoove pas use ptrfodlcltd netta poor or pbtnmondns et lea anaiyses ds Fontiac poor is
sign;cl di- vittveu en am point dosnest tin Spectre A bands large, coon's renacqad- eopdrimennrlsmnsn par S.W.
PRQ'iHlIK at F.1, KLINE 17 .

Sooit ennuire pr~senrdan. figare no 5, lea vlresnse moyennoes. aver cumparsison saneniurce ds
it. Fiji er .), tAlLY {8I et ien lignes As courant mat 'men9. Toutes esa grandeors ot en pertlcaiter in vitnune
de retoc macfarcea afoot qua l'nntenaiss de In zoos rncirculds soot en boo accord.

II -CALt;UL 11L U0IBULITION

La pispeart des fnlanes d'lotdrit induacriel brilcort dana Ass conditioss dfcovlanent turbalsent at
"absent le prutcnos sat sc ablillu par one Voile da rerlircui1sariun I ndalisant den vi ro.soen pInus Iai blIts. P ar
rappcrt A Io lsei alosn des fianmen dv priudlasge, on me place dens Ia cons ad Iean chaliva IsrdgralesIdo In tzurbricoeasYr soolt pIus. gee nde" q ua el paleseur de Is C isamm aT. Dc pius. is vitease de combontion
lnvulealre 1li Giana plon petite qua l'knergle cln~tlique rurhuleneo id, ono sot dana s le rgime do flosstes
plinuOr., oven focvwmion de pocties (figure ccý 6).

Ei gieccral, in tnrbulence falt crottre in tone As conbustitiidVb'dt put eagnotution do ]a surface
d, contac:t otct voz tra!n at brflido, male ausal pnr i'etirensnt local des pertlcuies iloilde qul fevorise
I 'duboege tacbuiczc. Or' incmnduit alocs one pnzudo-vitesse dn combustion Erubulsots iT All idrer~ta ds LL' par
ls rapport de Is soriace de contact Af A Insucrfare cayen~n

() Ul A f

bane. la iittbratocs, si ion raprend flgoec n' 7, len ccrerdioiboss peopoedas pour rcta quantitd,
on observe qne ins valeur6r sent > I et on note ore forts dlspersion den teethes does Olin (cheina dc Is tat-
bolenca at ace iioobres de Reynoids tarbulests crorid!4rda.

Lns celcuisnursefriquan resltifa A Is comhustion dson, cc regime dicauivmenst turbulent sont ddlt-
rota. Los diflicaitds oleenent:

A', rjoddln de turbuienre proprerast dir nill eat scoaodzhnle,
-do saddle de combuation turbu'laence, In oi d'ArrlOnlss irant fortoment, non lindaire at fatsanut
Iantorasmir len flactuations d'espbcen uhimiquan at de teapdroture,

-de Is prdne ca de largoc gradients de ditesme at de mason onulunique cnn'laot l'atllinatioo da
geiiins fuidriesnes difficfines ot Induisant soit den insthfilitda. asoi Ae Ia diffonion osodirique
A moins qun lon nertilise des mailisgas plan resnartds, des corrections de finn no des grilles
adaprat inns

Lea madlm autiI9 eat boadt aste i elgocrlhce SLiC at let: privolpalca hypothles mcii lee suivanras

- in mllies eat sayposa compos
t 

de 2 nillnan incanpreastibles : le etlansa (u) at lee -n tr,-lbe (b)
s~darin par us scot de llaas mince canoserd par l'6coaiceoint at ase popageent avec use viessA.

C ~noettele UN.
4- lee goZtfrain teaoersant Is i~iaaue sabissant one dilatation A cause As Iosotheraicikde AnIs crst-

tins at an terse de source vcluniqon epperslt duets l4qustino As continuirdl carrespondentc en
passage d'une masse fiode Amn de fiulde Ar is meanse volumique pa 4 Ob

- Ia rindtique chlloqan cst inftnlment pins ropide qua tons lea rasps carsctcisatlques As IC6cao-
lamest.

*- lea charso de cemprasslbiiitd soot nkgligds :lea ondes scausatiqosa Se propageeni ioiinlinent vito
at l'latnerctloni des gradiants tangential da pression at morsel As masse volasilque n'ftant peas
Prinis an esny.ta. La mndd11Lsuon de ca carmeo (Eq. 1) en miina tof tot a 6rd felts par MI. FINULpA

(8)," eat on strsr de grendasr dana motto cam eat Aifficile A appriclar.

a) altio de l'ieterfacs
L ausivi dan. feast Ltegreegiam sat difficlie A cause des Aiscsntinuittda. pirsttes at replisnants

qua ion ranosisrsa losquosne Interfaes eat 6tirdA no laraqas daeu ltirerfenes as coopent.

P.> WODWR (9 11,1 A.sisd0.CW.HR n .. NCHL 1) .GONE 2 edm~iepyiu

divlo6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ____ en..it are oco6h tl oiin frm ofotd lmn~etrcnu orcau
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celule(ij) r cnsd~rnE eofractions brle e1,jnea ceononca voconnes (iuen )

* d) dysnaiqose do Vk(uteri are
La position do front do flamne Ief eat idgie par l'dqoarfon do propagation

(4) f

et lea de-i opdratoors, advortlon at comnbustion soot door sucereaiveraent Opplirjuds

-advert ion
pout one celitlie i,j. io bile.> pour Io fraction brhliie ij~j s'4erit

bc2 d (fi~j)-+-(nihc)" ý +C(v jb0 ) 2 "0
dt i-l/2,j i,J-l/2

t ~47

Perdant rhoqon pan do teampa de coobu,;tlom Air, ion dear dersioro tormes qul repr/uotentni in 0 in
A framers leo f eces .do in relule, soot 6 valuesi par le oalcuI den Vit esose u et v nor none grille ddrailn.

LI. nterface eat dispiacde en 2 pan fractiorlsnires soivant xat or pt or recoonnissancre da ormcie eat

- rosnstir

La ([ammo se ddplnce ot diu ga.. (rain out consorrad A rare viteuse nourrola UN. Poor hen ecourltuonto
lontotirnriaireq. P. CLAVJ.N ot G. 004TH> ((31 cnrt montrd6 qo'uno quaotird. soalairo unique, lt6tircmcnt total,
ourrL r8 IeIn prncagarloo. Cot dritoreoet nut rumpus

4 
do 2 portioni one repr~aontaot l'rlfet de ]a geomnetric

do front dt flocne (connborr R) ot lantra, Ia non unifotnit6 de lidronianant ano vatooogo do lo flaone
(tooseor do to;- do cootr taboo ).

1-a (of cocroopordanra propondo Es6crit

( U) U,_ I
1  

do
(6 _I- - ---- )-

iL L [I a dr

L~a rounliuro R eot (malodo coron dans )n ri/f/renre ýli (iutn-00y), as norod Is plun poes do froat
rbt6 gaz [rain. d~apriin len salooro dc ]a frootion brlidr, d-o leo 8 calloban vojlsens. Ld'itrionert local
I11o do/dr qob so riddait en 2D A dblric No (toot in vi tossa mangenteano front i so roiculo trujourn do

* ntt *ar [rats, par interpoiarioo dc~svnitosnon.

* r)j enoobiornbnlt(
Loaomornn floldon ýnot ýCoitrindao t,,o-sq-ellc trav.' c 1c A..- dOt -i .ac o.

Port d'rxpatslonr iut'Ic. Grt effet our. ni~jl. " bindo pili'no d,. neutron vonniquno rararcerisors par tw oltesno

Un - 0Ui/2 (sn/Pb-1) door Vi'ntennlm( r.i,j eat facilomnrt rolide 6 In variation do fraction braldo pendoart iote.

2 Pb At

Les sources soot dincrtdtbodo ot plarden joato derridra In front do fiance do clt6 don ear br~idis.
Son la figure n

tm
b, oar_trnbidxvnm contribotbon h in nireosa iqnppnrltr at ant evoioiia potono troftemno Anan-

*logan ann toorbilinons bUg.

*11.3. Cnion1n

Lea ralcuis anivants nor 6t6 rr~aiiada dons in can Voo premdiJaagn panoro do propane nt P'air, de
Tirbosse 0,57 rcorcepondart A on rapport d'enpnsolno do 5 or one vitonse de omobuntion laminaimn ridnitoe
U
1
L/U o- 0,015. La loegnaur do Harnr~sobot 4 otervensot doon (iq. 6) a &t6 prlne (gain A 0l005. Ln pan ~a temps

do combustion A
t
c - b,025, is muile den reiunion tarrdos he - 0.05 or . loi conditions Ii. iales moot on 4coo-

plament aerrdyoamlrluo etabil or one traction br~l~ofjj - I dans in none rncbrrol~e y I, h.

11.4. liranitata

La ilgore rt' 9 compare i'dnmlutioo doria le tempo do tsirn do com~rtsiorr reluti an dObit aonnt or
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NUMERICAL MODELLING

OF PREMIXED FLAMES IN GASEOUS MEDIA

B. LARROUTUROU

INRIA
Sophia-Antipolis

06560 VALBONNE
FRANCE

ABSTRACT: We present numerical methods and numerical results for the propa-
gation of premixed flame fronts in a two-dimensional gaseous flow. The study is re-
stricted to simple rectangular geometries, and considers both open and closed vessels.
The methods use essentially finite-element approximations and adaptive gridding pro-
cedures. The results include curved flame propagation, cellular front instabilities and
quenching phenomena due to non adiabatic walls.

* 1. INTRODUCTION

The puijpvse of this paper is to present some recent developments in the field of
the numerical investigation of gaseous combustion phenomena. M, it of the calculations
reported below concern two-dimemnional premixed flame propagatik., problems, and use
adaptive gridding techniques in order to reduce the computational cost while resolving
accurately the small length scales within the flame thickness.

The advantages of an adaptive moving grid for an accurate and low-cost solution
of flame propagation problems are now well established. Since the combustion and
diffusion inside the thin reaction and preheat zones within the flame thickness determine
the flame speed, the temperature and the species mass fractions must be computed
accurately in these regions; on the other hand, these variables are almost constant in
wide regions apart from the flame, and efficiency dictates to use a coarse computational
mesh there. A non uniform adaptive grid whose dense region follows the propagating
flame is therefore necessary for an accurate and low-cost simulation of the phenomenon.

V We briefly present in this paper some one- and two)-dimensional adaptive mesh
methods specifically designed to improve the solution of stiff (siulti-scale) combustion
problems, and illustrate them by showing several numerical results. These results in-
chide the celludlar instabilities of a flame front, and the extinction of premixed flamnes
propagating in a channel with non adiabatic walls; these two phenomena are stud-
ied in the framework of the simplified thermo-diffusive model. We also present rome
mov,, realistic results showing a flame propagating in a CoApressible low Mach number
compressible flow..

•.%:-'.- a - "- '.
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2. ONE-DIMENSIONAL MOVING GRID METHODS

We begin by presenting some adaptive procedures for the simulation of an unsteady
planar premixed flame propagating in an infinite tube. More precisely, assuming for
simplicity that a single one-step chemical reaction A -- B takes place in the gas (but the
methods remain efficient when more complex chemical effects are taken into account;
see [16]), we solve the following system of normalized Lagrangian equations:

ft -T.. f (TY) , (2.1)

where T is the gas temperature, Y the reactant mass fraction, Le its Lewis number
(see [17]). The normalized reaction rate C is given by:

2(,) CZp[ -77(1 - T)
rz(TY) = _ ( 1[ (2.2)

,8 being the reduced activation energy of the reaction (also called the Zeldovich number),
and a being a positive heat release parameter. The bomidary conditions associated to
equations (2.1) are classical:

T - 0, Y -1 as x --* -cc (fresh mixture), S(2.3){T- 1, Y- 0 as x -+ +oo (hot gases).

2.1 In several previous studies of problem (2.1)-(2.2), we have used a mesh whole nodes
move at each time t with the same velocity V(t). In other words, the grid is traveling
as a rigid body; m' order to follow the propagating flame. The grid velocity V(t) can
simply be taken equal to the instantaneous average flame speed, given by:

,v(t) j- fR(T,Y)(z,t) dx, (2.4)
iJZo

where [xo, xN] is the computational domain (see [131, [14]). A better choice is to evalu-
ate the grid velocity according to some physical conservation principle (see [15]): more
precisely, we choose the nodes velocity V(t) such that the thermal energy contained in
the computational domain remains exactly constant (up to round-off errors) during the
calculation: flJ" T = Constart. We then get, instead of (2.4):

V7(t) = -u:*" f(T, Y)(x,t)dx + T:(xo) - T,(xN)

T(7x) - T(xo)

"1h-9 --1 notho r.alcd to be very tiiicienl and gave very satisfactory results for several
one-dimensional problems (see [1i3, [14), [15], [16]).

2.2 More recently, we have applied to a simple one-dimensional flame propagation
problem some of the adaptive moving grid methods developed by J. M. Hyman and
the author (see [11]). In theze more sophisticated methods, each of the computational
nodes moves at each time step with its own velocity. One way to compute the nodes
velocities is to use a "mesh function" w, which reflects the local goodness of the mesh
(i.e. the accuracy of the spatial approximation and the local mesh regularity). Such a

--- j.--. . .-: .-. _ . .
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mesh function is often used in time-dependent calculations, to change the grid at some

time levels and generate a new adapted mesh by equidistributing w: the adapted mesh
(Xi) satisfies:

Xi÷,

W+1/2 JX = Constant for all i , (2.6)

(see f14J and the references therein). The mesh function w can also be used to evaluate
the nodes velocities and dynamically adapt the grid: for instance, the mesh points
velocities can be determined at each time step by solving the tridiagonal system (see
f 11, f121):

A _i+_/2 _ w. - .w,÷,1 - Wi- 11 2 ) (2.7)W'I2AXi+1I/ '12 A'.i-1/2 T

where AXki_-_2 -- -k÷p - 24 and where r > 0 is a grid relaxation time.
Figures 1 and 2 show the results of a calculation using 30 mesh points and solving

(2.1)-(2.2) for Le = 1, P = 10 and a = 0.8. At time t = 0, the 30 nodes are uniformly
spaced in a domain of length XN(0) -XO(0) = 20; then, they move according to equation
(2.7). Figure 1 shows the trajectories of the mesh points, and figure 2 shows the (steady-
state) temperature and reaction rate profiles and the nodes distribution at the end of
the computation. Thir promising method is currently extended to two-dimensional
problems.

3. NON ADIABATIC CURVED FLAMES

In collaboration with F. Benkhaldoun and B. Denet, we have investigated the
propagation of a premixed flame in a rectangular channel with non adiabatic walls, in
the framework of the well-known thermo-diffusmve model, •-h•,h b1,, been used for a
long time by the physicists to study flame propagation phenomena in which the gas
flow does not play a primary role (see 11], [18), 119]). More precisely, considering a tube
of width L, we solve the normalized reaction-diffusion equations:

fT, = AT-+ II(T,Y) ,(3.1)
Yt =--LAAY - [I(T,Y)

in a rectangle [a, bx x (0, L]. Equations (3.1) are associated with the following boundary
conditions:

T(a, = 0, Y(a, y,t) = I (fresh gases) (3.2)
T.( (h,y,. .) 0l Y, t• , 0) 0 -, r•, ..... s

and;

a-n -Ob•) P K.T, (3.3)

on the walls y r 0 and y = L. The last condition represents a thin poorly conducting
wall whose outer surface is maintained at the fresh mixture temperature T2 = 0; n is
the outer unit normal on the channel wall, and K is a normalized heat loss parameter.

___._ ___..
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As expected from a physical point of view, we observe that the time-dependent
flame eventually extinguishes if the heat loss coefficient K is large enough, say K >
Kti.n. On the other hand, when K < Kjir,, the solution converges to a steady non adia-
batic curved flame (see figure 3). Moreover, it appears from our numerical experiments
that the extinction value Ku,,, of the heat loss parameter varies as the inverse of the
reduced activation energy fi of the reaction; the same result was found analytically in a
one-dimensional setting (see [7J), but there existsrno similar analysis of flame quenching
in a multi-dimensional context.

These two-dimensional calculations use a finite-element approximation on an adap-
tive moving grid. The grid moves at each time step as a rigid body, as explained in
Section 2.1. Moreover, at some time levels during the computation, the grid is changed
to a better adapted mesh. In order to realize this "static adaption' in a simple way, we
use a computational mesh which is divided into horizontal straight lines, and employ
the one-dimensional equidistributing procedure (2.6) on each of these lines (see [2], [4]
for the details). The adaptive mesh corresponding to the steady carved flame of figure
3 is shown on figure 4.

4. THIERMO-DIFFUSIVE CELLULAR INSTABILITIES

We now consider the adiabatic thermo-diffusive model (with K = 0 in (3.3)).
It is known from the asymptotic analyses for large activation energies that the planar
f i-.- unstable, to, two-dimensional perturbations, for com-e values Lf thee.i .... be_
and of the reduced activation energy, and that cellular instabilities then appear (see
118], [1)]). In fact, solving this problem is not an easy computational task, because
these instabilities occur on a time scale which is much larger than the flame transit
time (defined as the ratio of the asymptotic flame thickness to the asymptotic flame
speed), and they appear only if the chbnnel width is sufficiently large compared to the
flame thickness. The numerical study of this phenomenon therefore requires an efficient

(vectorized) adaptive computer code.
We have computed these instabilities using a semi-implicit version of the finite-

element technique briefly described in the previous section, in collaboration with F.
Benkhaldoun (see 15]). We also have investigated the same problem in collaboration
with H. ,,ii;iIrd nnA N KAý. n u-n- o ... ..,j_ -+ t-.-. - t

this latter case, we use an expansion in Fourier series in the y-direction, associated to
an adaptive finite-difference formulation in the x-direction (the Neumann conditions
(3.3) at the walls are then replaced by a. periodicity assumption). This pseudo-spectral
method (which might of course be less easy to employ and less efficient in the case of

a more complex geometry) uses highly vectorized fast Fourier transforms routines, and
reveales to be very accurate and efficient for the problem under consideration.

The typical evolution of the isotherms is shown in figure 5 for Le = 0.7 and/i = 10;
the last view corresponds to the steady state.

- -.. -C-
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S. TWO-DIMENSIONAL COMPRESSIBLE REACTING FLOWS

We now end this paper by considering more realistic systems of governing equations
describing two-dimensional premized flames.

We still assume that the mixture is made up of only two species A and B, and
that the single irreversible one-step reaction A -- # B takes place in the gas. For the
sake of simplicity we also neglect the viscous and external forces effects. We will then
consider the following system of equations (see [6], [20]):

Pt + V.(P'v) = 0,

(pu)t + V.(p,,V) + p = 0 ,

(P,)t + .(pvV)-+p=0, + QV (5.)

pcpT1 + PCP'V.VT = V.(AVT) + pt + 'V.Vp + Q(T, Y)

pyt + pV.?Y = V.(pDVY) - mw (T,Y),
mp = pRT.

In this system, p is the mixture density, u and v are the component: of the velocity

V, p is the pressure; T is the temperature, cp is the constant pressure specific heat of
the mixture, \ the thermal conductivity, Q the heat released by the chemical reaction
and w is the (dimensionalized) rate at which this reaction proceeds. Moreover, Y is the
mass fraction of the reactant A, D is its molecular diffusion coefficient, and m is the
molecular mass of the reactant.

5.1 In order to numerically investigate the solutions of this system, we use a slightly
different formulation. We introduce the variable E as the sum of the internal and
kinetic energy (E = peT + ½p(U2 + v2), c, being the constant volume specific heat),
and rewrite equations (5.1) in conservative form as:

Pt + (pu)ý + (pv)V = 0,
(p,)t + (pu•U + P). + (PU•J)y 0
(pv)t + (Puv)± + (pv +p) =0+Q, (5.2)

Et + [-(E + p)]. + [I(E + p)]y V.(AT) + Qw(T, Y)

(pY)t + (pYu)t + (pYv), = i.(pDVY) - mw(T, Y) ,

mp = pRT7.

It can be noticed that the left-hand side of the four first equations in (5.2) ex-
actly form the classical Euler equations for perfect gas inviscid flow. Starting from this
observation, and because these hyperbolic terms play a major role in a reacting flow

U.Mlued by (5.2), we use a numerical approach based on an upwind finite-element
solver developed at INRIA for the Euler equations. This solver uses a finite-volume up-
wind formulation on an unstructured finite-element triangulation, with a second-order
approximation of the flux terms (using a MUSCL-type interpolation and slope limiters;
see [8] for the details). For the remaining terms in (5.2) (namely, the diffusive and
reactive terms in the energy equation and all terms in the mass fraction equation), we
simply use a classical mass-lumped finite-element formulation. For the time integration,
we use either a forward-Euler explicit scheme, or a semi-implicit formulation in which

" .• i'", .-
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-t the "Euler terms" are treated using a linearized backward-Euler implicit scheme. We

reaer the reader to [3], [10) for more details about this numerical approach, which has
been developed in collaboration with F. Benkhaldoun, A. Dervieux, G. Fernandez, H.
Guillard and A. Habbal.

5.2 An example calculation is shown on. figure 6, for the propagation of a flame inside
a closed square vessel. In this experiment, the mixture is initially cold and at rest, to
ignite the gas, we impose a hot temperature on a segment of the upper boundary (the
remaining walls are assumed to be adiabatic). The flame begins to propagate with a
spherical shape, and then interacts with the lateral walls and tends to become planar
while propagating downward. The strong expansion of the gases after ignition appears
on the left upper view of figure 6. This calculation was realized with a preliminary
explicit non adaptive version of the computer code: it can therefore be noticed that
the physical parameters have been chosen in order to obtain a relatively thick flame so
that the problem can be adequately solved with a uniform non adaptive mesh.

5.3 Figures 7 to 10 concern a different physical problem. We consider a steady curved
flame in a rectangular open tube; an inflow of fresh mixture is introduced at the left
end of the channel, and the flame is ignited and anchored at a hot point B located on
the upper wall. Two different adaptive procedures are used in combiniation with the
finite-volume/finite-element scheme described above:

(i) We first employ the adaptive procedure mentioned in Section 3: the two-
dimensional mesh is divided into parallel straight lines for which a one-dimensional
equidistributing method is used. The steady-state isotherms, the reaction rate con-
tours and the corresponding adapted triangulation 'presented in figure 7 show that the
reaction zone is again well resolved by the algorithm. The comparison with the results
obtained on a uniform mesh with twice as many nodes is much conclusive (see figure
8).

(ii) An alternate approach is based on progressive mesh enrichamet by element
division. More precisely, after a first calculation on a coarse mesh, we divide each
triangle in which the reaction rate w is larger than a given value into four new triangles
(each triangle in the first row of undivided triangles is then also divided into two or
three subtriangles, in order to obtain an admissible finite-element triangulation). This
enrichment can be applied several times in a row: in the calculation whose results are
shown on figures 9 and 10, the triangulation is enriched three times for various levels
of w. Again, the comparison with the co,-rse mesh results of figure 8 shows that the
mesh refinement highly improves the resolution in the flame region.

6. CONCLUSION

We have presented a sample of methods presently developed at INRIA for comnbus-
tion calculations. These methods range from pseudo-spectral approximations for some
fundai tental flame propagation problems in simple rectangular geometries to finite-
element methods on unstructured grids for the solution of the full system of governing
equations of a compressible reacting flows.

" " " " ", , -,
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We hope to have shown that adaptive gridding techniques are now efficient tools
for the numerical simulation of thin premixed flames in one or two space dimensions.
Although several further improvements still need to be investigated, we think that the
development of these procedures has now come to a point when they can be used to
improve the numerical solution of industrial combustion problems.
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Figure 1: Trajectories of the moving nodes for t <4.5.
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F igure 2: Steady planar flame: temperature and reaction rate profiles.

Figure 3: Steady non adiabatic curved flame: temperature, miass fraction and
reaction rate contours.
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-r Figure 4: Steady non adiabatic curved flame: reaction rate contours and corre-
sponding adaptive grid in the lower half of thc tube.

Figure 5: Therrmo-diffusive flame instabilities: isothermus at four successive time
levels.
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Figure 6: Flame Propagation in a closed vessel: velocity field and mass fraction

contours at four successive time levels.
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Figure 7: Thermally anchored flame: steady-state isotherms and reaction rate
contours on an adaptive 31x11 mesh.
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Figure 8: Thermally anchored flame: steady-state isotherms and reaction rate
contours on a uniform 51xll mesh.

B

Figure 9: Thermally anchored flame: blow-up of the steady-state reaction rate
contours on an enriched mesh (1472 nodes).

B

Figure 10: Thermally anchored flame: blow-up of the enriched triangulation.
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CASEOi S PREMIXED FLAMES IN NON-UNIFORM F-,OWS

P. CAiERAYM, ". PESHAIES, C. JG3rLIN
UA. 193 C.N.R.S. Z*N.S.M.A., Hoe Guillaumas VII, 86034 Poitiers Cadex (France)

A theoretical auslyies /I/ led to an evolution law for a flame front propagating in a

non-uniform flow when the scalAs of the non-urtformfty of the flow are well larger

than the flame thicknsei. This law gives the local burning velocity of the tfame front

as a function of the 'flare stretch" which can ha spl~t In two parts, one accounting
for the gassatry or the front and the other for the non-vniformity of the flow. In
tuch a law, all the phyetco-chemfcal properties of the mixture are lumped in only two

scale fsctoea.
A theoretical determinaulon of one of these two scale factors (i.e. the so-called

alrkatain length) is developed in a first part of tie present paper. In a escond part

an experimental teat of the evolution law La vregenged ir different flame and flow

configurations, which leads to -xparimnntsl vaises for the two scale factors in the

case of lean propane-oxygen-nitrogen mixtures. Finally experimental and theoreticas

values are compared.

NOM*ENCLAfRE Subscripts

u upstream mixture

B pre-exponenrtial constant ; Eq.(3) ad computed at the adiabatic flame temperature
T

CP mixture specific heat at constant pressure R 0C3puted at the reaction temperature TP

Eq. (3)
I - Ill PODUCTION

D coefficient of binary diffuaion of the reactant

into the upetr~vsc mriture The burning velocity of e prenlixed flame
D X /p C ;thermal diffsivity of the upetreai propagating in a ron-uniform flc'" Is .uidaly known

h tto be dependent on the hydrodyiamic conditions

mixture expcrienced by the flame via the so-celled flame
stretch since the pinoesaring works of KIrlovitz

E derivation energy ; Eq.(3) et al. /2/ and larkctein /3/.

J,K integrals defined in Eq.(5) Such a property Is evidenced by the basic theory of
P. Clavin and G. -oultn /1/ which moreover gives an

L ifarkettin length ; Eq.(1) expression for the local flam. burning velocity un

La-Pzh/D : Lewis number as a function of the flsmc stretch i.e. e

.TPtl-/Uad * sdis.stic flame thickness - +1 (u

I normal c~oodInate to the flame front ; Eq.(3) n ed ad Rt 87 + .

n unit normal to the flena front ; Eq.%1)

Mk=ir/LT : firkstein number In this equation (Iit, + l/R ) is the flame front
mean currstnre (defined to ie posltive when the

a prafect Seec onstant Eq(3 c enter of cnnrvetrre is located v ithin the trash

RP, 2 ' flame front principal radii of curvature mixture). vu is the rate-of-otrain tensor in the
fresh mixtu7e extrapolated to the flame front and n

Eq"(Q) is the unit vector normal to the flam, front.

e binary thermal diffusion factor, between the In such an equation for the flame burning velocity
u all the phyeico-chemical properties of the

* reactant end tile mixture, Eq.(4) miturs era lumped icn only two scale factors

T taslpetetura
vTelct vetr exrpltd- the burning velocity a of the flame in absence

, upstream velocity vector, extrapolated at the of any stretch or curvIgure effect (the burning

flame front position ; Eq.(l) speed of the ideal "one - dimensional planar

Sfflame"),
u c~roai flsae "elcotty, relative to the upstream - the coefficient of proportionality relsting the

gas Fqoo ) change in flore speed to stretch and curvaure

!t - us/vd : reduced normal flame velocity effects, I.e. the co-called Mfarkatein length L.
i1Tun /ad:reuenomlfaevoct

U burving speed of the unetretched, planer flane The first part of the present paper deals with a
a tfieoretical determlnation of the Marketein numberMl,.(l) 5c, ?- d. ........

E.- (.) ' ,,i .to ttt lltgh scaled by tne

Y reactant scaled mass fraction, Eq.(5) ,lame tithness) including tie case of lean

mixtures of on hcavy hydrocarbon (without ao y
a axial crordinste restriction about the order of magnitude of La - I

- E(Tad-Tu)/R12 : Zel'dovich number ; Eq.(S) and of 5oret coefficient s). An explicit equation

1 relating the Parkstein number Ilk to
Fl effective Zel'dovich number . rq.(7) physico-chomic.a ,,aramaters of the mixture

; f - (T d-Tu)/Tfd ! scaled reaction enthelpy ; iq.) (activation energy of the overoll chemical process, 4

expansion ratio, effective Lewis number, brat
I reduced flam, stretch defined in F.0(9) conductivity and hist capy:ity of the mixture) In

0 - (T-Tu)/(Tsd-•T) e scalad temperatute Increment given.

Eq.(5) u a second part an exprilmentnl test of Eq.(i) is

I mixture aeat conductivity Fq.(3) done In cases of lean propane-oxygen-noirogen
mixturis, which are usually considered as

9 I - 1/1, Eqd.) representative of leas mixtures of heavy

P mixture deanlty Eq.(3) hydrocarbons. By using a large numbet of steady
flame and flow conffgurL ions C i.e. of flame

.I •• # •• •"a•r•:... r'• p ,•-'•! ' - .•r ••••ltq- ' •I [l:
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stretches) experimental values of the reference 11.2 - Resultst
burning velocity u a nd of the Harketein number NH
rea obtained. A rem~ark worthnoticizis Is that a purely

Finally the experimentally fonrd value of the phenonenologicel or gameotrical Interpretation of
Harkstain number is compared with the one computed the constitutive law (1) woold a pr1~ri assign
from the aeuatij obtained In the first part of the different values L1 and L2 to the coefficiente
present paper. A surprisingly good agreement is of u d(I/li + IR 2) and n . V n. However, it is
obtained butwocri the two. a- • -

readily checked that the Merketeir lengths
II - THE MARKSTEIN NIN l 'l ! A THFORFTICAL corresponding to the present f-modal ha'-e a common

"DfWHINATThT.; value, 1. , irrespective of the values assigned to
the phyilco-chemical parameters charocter!eing the

T
o obtain estimates of the Harkatein length mixture. This Is bast shown by considering a

Involved In (I), we need to introduce a ctmbustion steady. adiabh•ic spherical flame. for which
model, then to solve the corresponding conservation V . It. 7t'-"t ?rF and the effects of stretch

equatione In various situations of week stretches and curvaeure are Aound to cancell each other for

and curvatures. any value of the flame railus r . To ctmpute L, it
is thus enough to consider I weakly stretched

11.1 - Model planer flame in a staBgation flog. For this
one-dimensional configuration. f straightforward -

fe assume that the burning process may be albeit lengthy - computation yields
represented as an overall, one-step, irreversible H
reaction : ef CNhi-model - 1(i + -,-l(Le'e,Y) (4)

Fuel + Oxidizer -. Products + heat (2)

and we restrict our attention to ft.l-len for the "'arketein nuahen' Nk - L/iT Where
mictures. The changes in oxidizer mass fraction are
neglected (lean mixture), the effects dos to the
closeneas to etoichinastry being briefly evoked in J(v) I1 dih

Section IV. An inert gas (e.g. H ) is also assumed a I Y +6

to be present In the mixture, in iarge excers. (I)
We further assume that the reaction rate may be
modelled by a 4-function. the weight of which being Il (l-,) + +-
chosen euch that the normal component k aT/an of Z(Ien,Y) - o (1 ÷ r
the conductive heat fltx undergoes the Jump

+ _E/RTR In (5), A(H,y) stands for X/Xu when expressed in

(I-. z - (7 to B p X ", e R.T,/E.)I/Z teens of Y - (Tad - T a)/Td u 0 (T-r'u)/(Tad-T u
the reduced fuel mass fraction Y - y/y is given In

(3) terms of 0 by the linear OiE

across the reaction rheet. along which the fuel -y Y - I s+ , Y(I) - 0 (M)

Maes fraction vanishes (ail the symbols involved in
(3) ._d the subsequent formulae are defined In the

nomenclature). The expression (3) for the overall which invotvea the Lewis number oe and the borat
rate of heat reisease per unit area of reaction 00sficieor a corresponding to the hichian and

sheet has bean selected so as to ensure that it thermal diffusions of the fuels into the diluent.

gives the sine adiabatic flame speed o as the The "effective" Zel'dovich number Beff .s defined

leading order asymptotic re~lt /41/, atnsn the by:
Arthenlus law is adopted. Notice that the I -TLog 2?,
dependence U. /f) on tempreesture of the collicion II -td E t iLg1/
frequency has bean retained as the only 0t7 d-"i ad (
T-dependence of the pee-exponential factor of the

* Arrhonius law, and that an overall reaction order
of 2 has beer elected (hence the factor 2) to sad measures the fractionel change of the rate of

obtain no pressure dependence of u , s iN is best release, given by (1), as the reaction

nearly the caee for the CfH- N-O- mixgures used in temperature T varies shout I . The integral J(Y)
our experineots ii. amonv cle various aenoonts for 2he density obS.ftg5 across the flame,

molecular mechanisms of heat and mass transport, we whereas K(LI.snY) measutrs the stratch-induced
only retain the conduction of heat, along with the variations in reaction tenperature : T -

T
ad -

Fickier and thermal diffusions of the fuel. Tn (T7I-T) K(LssY)(I/Ri + I/R + n -vi nc we
particular, the Dufour eechaniso Is omitted, s = - ad

because It only gives a very ..uAll contribution to note that Y(I,0,y) - 0. The aboNe expression of the

the leer flux 161. a! well 2n ts .,faktin Mrxan oxher M11 -,, he com,.cnA_ .. 4.h eP1- 2

diffusion effects, lotos they only mildly affect by an asymptotic theory i1/ 16t, namely

the Marhstain length as estinated by asymptotic
models /4/, for diluted enough lean mixturtes of - J(Y) + 8(le-1) 3 ,0,Y) + Y 01-Fv
propane. By the same token, y' C , OP and the 

k
asym L ' 2 (

thermal diffusion coefficient a jay be ssfcvy
cnsIdered as comnosition independent (across the (8)
I axa) and are assigned values corresponding to the
diluent or to diffusion into it. which assuess that P 1 T(d-T 3CT

2 
d and that

Even thcugh (3) leads formally to the same value cf B(Le-l) and io are 0(1) quantities. Equation (F) is
V an the leading order asymptotic analyses, which merely en expansion of (4)-(7) for 8 * ý, L-I ' a

p gtuoate tfcTR >5 1, and the form of (3) is - 0O(/8). Tuerifore, comparing (H) and (W)-f7) can
suggested by such analyses, we do not cted here to g-ve informations oln the accuracy of the former,
assetme that the activation temperature E/R is very when neither the rociprocAl Zel'dovich number, ncr
large, For this reason, no a prioci assumption on (La-I) nor a are vanishingly snall quantities, a
the magnitude of La - I and the Sorer coefficient a case of practical Interest capecially naon heavy
needs to be Introduced. hydrocarbons or very light fuels are involved.

I"••: .• !
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ILl - TIE MARKSTFIN PMtER ANi EXPERIMENTAT pictures of the flames and L.D.V. measuremente
DETERM|I NATION along the axis of v'omesry. If the corresponding

local flne burning velocity u can ba measured for

111.1 - !mperlsental setup ccch con~figurstion the lInesardependence of u on
the flaen stretches E iuferred from Fq.(9) can lhen

For make of simplicity tie experimental test of be tested. In case of a reasonable agoement the

Eq.(1) cnd determination of the lMacketein number values of the tarksroei nuabwr as ell as of thl
have been performed using axisymeatric flove end reference flame speed usd can be obtained fur a

flame shapes. Tli experimental i.cup described given mixture.

elsewhere /7/ Is sketched in Fig. I : the reactive
mixture flows out of a cylindrical tuba and than 111.3 - The flame Fuming velity un
impinges or' a flat stagnation surface. Using such

an expartmental device different kluds of A priori, there exists a difficulty in an
axisyosetricsl flanee (ranging from claessicl flat axpetimental determlnation of the local flame
flames in stagnation flcws to inverted curved bhrniog velocity u . Indeed. in the nion-uniform

flames) can be stabilired at sufficiently large flows in which thi flaxes are stabilized, the
distances from both tie burner exit sod stagnation velocity of the flow has a different value at sach

surface to avoid a thermal coupling, poin- of space.
It should be noticed that even If the typical
length scala of tris velocity gradient remains

larger than the flame thickness. a change in the
-defltoion of u involvirng a spatial translstion of

the order of tA' flame thickness induces a change
in the -;elut of u of the same order o( magnitude

T ( wi Ovic . as the second termPfeaturing in the riglt hand aide
-- n of tq.(I.

A• Thus in order to make a consistent comparison

-- . ... .betwean theoretical and experimental values of the
7,7 tarksteil number 14k, the experimental determination

.......... 1 ... . ' of tbe local flame burning velocity u has toS..I ' fn Lii.i' e~ploy the same definition as in (1f.

I In /I/ and in the analysis loading to (4) - i) the
local flame burning velocity u is the value of the
normal component of the velocfty prevailing in the

SCiHrmTIC REFRESL TAIiON unburned (cold) mixture, extrapolated - along the
I IG. 0 O n E FQLol F IELDt, normal to the flame - to the inner reaction zone

(cf. Fig. I and 2).

Laser Doppler Valocinetry (L.D.V.) end laera
tomography /S/ are used to measure the local ,...

velocity of the fluid snd to visualize the shape of "v'

the flaoa front respectively. For that purpose the
g..seous reactive mixture is eseded with cull oil
droplets (typical diameter , l;m - boiling point Id
, 600 K). Ep-11-ot.-
A 3-axa, computer-controlled, motoirted translator c1.,,c -'..• , ii 4

is used to dlaplzice the burner. This computer is -.... '.d.-
else used to - rn end atore in real tic. , i,.

mean flov vclocfty, it. standard nsan deviation,
the digitized coordinate of the ceasurement point,
as well as a digitized video picture of the flame. FIG. 2 REACTION ZONE LOCATION.

711.2 - Experimental methodology

To simplify the experimental procedure all the From the asymptotic point of view adopted in paper

measuremefts have been so far performed along the /1/ or as it is a priori asauped in the theoretical
axis of symet.a-t ; am a consequence, the Influence part of the preseut paper, this reaction zone

of the stretch effects on the flame burning appears to be a discontinuity (when compared to all
* velocity has been evidenced at the tip of the the other length scales zf the problem) whire

Sflame. upstream. chamistry-fres ovter temperature profile
When specialized to the axis of eymsetry equation reeches the combustlon temperature. We have adopted
(I) reads as - this definition of the reaction zone to determiue

the flame burning velocity um (cf. Fig. 2).
Ur -I + Rk.c (9)
nSincs an attempt to meaeure the temperature profile

where the non-dimensional flama burning velocity 1i by using thermal probee !.eL em.!4 t=d tc- 1"ga

.sol nou-dimsnstonel total flames stretch c are given perturbations of the flame position P..d shape, ve

Sby : currently utoi an indirect procedure to obtain tie
SIreactive zone position.

u n % 1

r do+ i) a tcaperature field in computed vie a nmerlcal
(integration of the chemistry-fres balance equations

Uadad under the constaot pressure approximation ; we used

as bwondary conditions the controlled itnjection

he iarkstetin number k is defined as in the temperature and the requirement that the calculated

flame curvature at Its tip and du /dz Is the

go yJetry ofr h . cold region of the unburned gas flow and dt the
beginnin of tIre preheat eone (i.e. for T < 600 K),

It component of the fresh mixture velocity ei) thb. the position of the reaction zone is

extrapolated to tbd flame front. These two obtaiued as the abscissa where the computed
obtained for difitent temperature reaches the constant pressure adiabatic

flame ftretches) di combustion temperature.

di.coe vde
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Notice that. since this integration is done along results is presaeted in fig. 3. The slops of the
the axis of synsetry and a first order i'ant-squAre linear' fit of U a f(e) gives a mean
approxsitaion for small curvature and small value of the Markstel numb4? correspondinn to the

velocity gradienf affects is used, a computation of three mixtures we used, i.e.

the temrature field requires to solve mass and
enargy balance equations only. Following the 14k a 8 ± t.5

aforezentionoed d-finition of u , the r component
of the fresh Lixture velocity c•iede of the fime The dispersion ve indicate for the Marketein number

is extrapolated to the reaction rune ebecises. This is the result of a comparison between the eean
gives the value of the flame burning velocity u at value and those deduced from the different sets of

the tip of the flne. experiments.
These indirsct determinations of the reaction zone
location end of the local flese burning velocity uv

hens bean checked In Pope experimente by using a
direct experimental procedure. For that purpose
experiments mere performed with reactive gaeeous
mixtures seeded with submiconl - refractory solid

particles. In that way velo, ity profiles are
obtained it' the hot past of the flame.

Thus, end es ahown in Pig. 2, a way to determine UP

the reaction tone location is to extrapolate the
experimental velocity profile firo its inflection
point located In the acceleration region, to a

value equal to the maximum value messured in the
hot part of the flame. •

5

A comparison between this direct estimate of the " "
reaction tone position and the one resulting from FIG. 3 - Rft co FLAME BURNING VELOCITY
the aforementionned Indirect procedure i given in VERSUS TOTAL STRETCH.

Fig. 2. It should be noticed that the complete
egreemnt between the results of these two methods LESS ( 0 MORE 1 0 1

evidenced by Fig. 2 is partially due to the rcale THAN 25 7 OF CURVATURE EFFECTS
of this figure. But, at any rate. these two
procedures da not introduce a Fig•nificant I TOE TOTAL FLAE STOETCH,
difference in the determnnation of the flame
burning velocity u . The resulting discrepancy in To conclude this section it should be noticed that:

the values obtalnecd for the flame burning velocity
never exceeds 5%. - in accordence with Fqe(i) and (9), the flame

burnig velocity dependence on geometrical effects
IT1.4 - Reuults (i.e. flame curvatures), and hydrodynamical iffects

(i.e. normal gradients of the fresh mixture

Up to now three reactive mixtures have been used. velocity fields) inolves the same proportionality

I.e. : coefficient, i.e. a single iarkotein number

C H + 6.25 0 + x N (equivalence ratio r-E,8 ill - down to a decrease of 50% in the flal burning
Mt• : 2 2 velocity a linear dependence of this velocity on

x -32.8 (mixture ]; dilution : d.-.160) flame otretchgc is observed (Fig. 3).

x 2 U-3 (mixture 2; dilution ratio: d 2 -0.154)
x 3-36.0 (mixture 3; dilution ratio: d;-0.148) IV - COHPARISON THE•iRY/EUPERIMENTS

tor each mixture ditterent sets of experiments have Over the range ot dilution retios used in the

been performed. For each of these sets of experimects. the adiabatic flame remperstura only
experiments the reduced flame burning velocity U - varies by ebout 100 K and the resulting variations

u /I has been plotted as a function of the total In y - (T -T )/T are too snall to cause

ngn-imenslonal flame stretch E. For one set of significant tSnrex rijo ( 0.2) in the theoretical

experimenta a value of the reference flame speed estivate (4) - (7) of the Markstein number 1I4

u 115 obtained as the one for which the accordingly, the central value Td - 1690 F

lst-square linear fit of U1 " f(c) was equal to I (miutura 2 ) has been selected whon drawing the

for c - 0. Together with thA value of u a value comparisnn.

of the larksteir number was obtained ase•helope As for the le~wis number Le and th, thetrnl

of the least square linear fit. In this way a mean diffusion factor s, we used the valueo Le - 1.60

velns of the reference fliar speed u waN computed and s - +0.48 recomaended by Cercia-Ybarra et al.

from all the sets of experiments Inv81,'ing the asme /6/, which correspond to the Fickian and thermal

mixture, together with a typical dispersion around diffusions of propane Into nitrogen : the

this mean value, uncertainty on t.essC fl, res is at least 5%.

By this mrens the following results are obtained I especially on a. The spet(fic heat C has been
takeD as constant, and the variations 8f the heat

.,xturC, (1) n d - t 0 5% conductivity X, assumed to be that of air, with

mixture (3) ufd 12 t 5Z orter polynomial fit of the values quoted in /9/.
Finally, we used the value E - 37700 kcal/mole

As for the iHarketein number, the different values given in /5/ for the activation energy of lean

we found from all the sems of experiments do not propane-siT mixtures ; inspection of the

indicate a syscematic variotion due to the mixture literature, hvewver, yields rather scattered

composition, but instead seem only to be figures., and the uncertainty on E has been

representative of a random dispersion around a mean estimated to be about 1 5000 kcal/mole.

velue. Then, Eqs (4) - (7) yfeld

This man value was determined by plotting all the
sets of experiments] results U " f(- ) on the eme it - 8.0 ± 10%,

Sfigure ; to this end we useA the velue of the
"reference burning velocity u wA previously the quoted uncartelnty on Hk resulting from ih 'o

obtained as a scaling factor fo~r a flame speed U On E0, 1, a 4nd the variation It -. Tho agreso- ti

and flame stretch c corresponding to the seas ees with the expsrimental figurn is eutprisligt•, end

of experiment. Such a plot of all the experimental unexpectedly, good.

. ... IN.
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accurSte evaluation end many voxr accuract "Soret and dilution effects on prenIned

experiments ate needed to decide whether th1i shift flames", Comb. Sci. Tsch., 40, pp.il-53.
is indeed significant and car be measured. /7/ P, CANBSAY, D. DESHAI-S (1987) "Experiments]

inTvesFitationosctr#c and curvature effectc

on premixed flame burning velocities",
- This wonts vau c1arsid with a 6rnaneia

2 
5uppolf (oncilium Amalftitanum super ignis opera,

o6 the EET" undM. contwto.. n"85/r30. p.6.19, the Combustion Institute - Sezione
Italiana.

/8/ L. BUYER (1985) "Laser tonograpbic method for

flanms front movemant studies", Comb. snd
Flamo, 39, pp.321-323.

/9/ A.J. REYNOLDS 11971) "Thermofluid Dynamics".
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DISCUSSION

S.Candel, FR
(I) Did you have any problems in measuring the velocity in the reactive zone with laser Doppler veocimctry? Mire

specifically how did you deal with the large beani deflections caused by the large temperature gradients exisfingin that
region?

(2) flow did you choose the value Le - 1.04 for yoitr propane/lO2/N mixture'? I find this value somewhat low.

(3) Did you measure the gas temperature in the hot products? Is this temperature equal or different firom the adiabatic
flame temperature?

0)o you have an estimate of the heat aosscs from the flame zone (in particular the heat flux into the stagnation plate)?

Author's Reply
(I) Tile indirect procedure (ef § 111.3) chosen to locate the reaction zone and to obtain u. requires to measure the flame

curvature ( I /R). the upstream velocity gradient, the room temperaturc and the minimum value ofu, along the axis of
symmetry (but no; the exact location of that minimum). These needed quantities are not affected by beam deflection.
Then an outer, upstream velocity profilc is computed along with the correspotading chemistry-free temperature
protile. This computed i, profile is found to agree with the experimental inc for T <6001) K: h. yond, a slight
discrepancy is observed, but we cannot decide whether it i, due to heam deficetion or to the fact that chemistry comes
into play. At any rate, the determinations of the teaction zone loeation, then of u., are nor affected.

(2) The value Le = 1.64 is that recommended in /6/, but in, the theoretical evaluation of ML, L.c has I'een assigned an
unrcotainty of 5%. We further note that M. ý J + a.( I - IiLe) + b.s, where J, a and b arc almost Lewis-Numler-
independent; increasing Le beyond 1 .64 would not change the thicurtical estimate of Mk significantly.

(3) Yes, the burned gas temperature has been measured. with a thermocouple. Within the experimental untteeainty. the
measured value dues not differ from that (TI,) predicted by the theory. Since I.e > I and s>t. T,, is lowc7 than thc
,adiaiiatictlatn,,:IL~wi anu tT,. e~ven withot any loss to the downstrcam wall;the stretch-induced change in reaction
t,:mperatureyT.,,,,,.is aboiut ('l, - T ). For flatt flames an o'ercstinateot thechangc in reactiont terperatu rc.6T,•
due to cotdu ctiotn to tlhc stagnatio3 tate :iCia lle obltained by approximating pu, by a linear law between the frtntt and

the wall. This gives:

2 1. - T.,.,) h
• -i P1l•, Jn)/I" eil~llJ,/24,)

where 4 X/.itu,,Co" . < KIWT) e1t1g ;1i aver;gCe value of the hear conductivity in the dowtstrcam region; 1) is the
flame distance to the wall, I-ot the most stretched flame in Fig.3

, r a- - 5 10 , 1) a I cni; with
f.X .. K(T oeti obtains - 1 5 It) 7., - 1,l and - 671'_, < 2. 1) '(7T:, - 1". The last figure showss that
conduction to the Wall is negligible for -t < 5 10 ei.. for all the data used in Fig.3. sitceL ) ticreases with decreasing
stretch. Htowcver. -6T.3 incrcarses very rapidly with itecreasing D)s. hence with incecasing strctches, th•ecby
posstdiyetgtesjroitsnetib rtre ntttttonitou at e -0.5 i-nt sitirwnt in t ig.. ;thts poust istttsuhicct f
c:urretit s-tudies..:.

*1?
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MODELISATIO1! ET ETUDE EXPERI14ZNTALE DWON ECOULEMENT REACaiF CONFINE
AVEC INJECTION PARIETALE

P. Bruel. X. chaspion, M. Boutoufli, J.C. Ballet
Latoratoira dsEnergdtiqus at da Ditaniqus, U.A. 193 au C.N.R.S.

E.N.124.A., rue Cuillauma ViI, 86034 Poitiers Cedox: (FRANCE)

pSUME

La combustion turbulent. Wun prdmdiangs tnjtct4 dane on canal 2-1) set dtudlds oun lee plane
n'zsmdriqus et axpdrinental. Dame s c.arn do* fort. taux do aoufflags no modils do combustion turbulent. aver
farmature du second ordrs pour lea transports de masse* at d'noergia, a 6t6 dkvslo~pV smi tenant coupte do
ndeultats anidrianra obtanus done Is cas d'Ecoulsmanta rdactife da ciealilsemcnt de structure plus simple.
Le coda de calcol correspondent a did tostk par com'parsison d'une part even Ia solution exacts dane 1. cae
d'un 4couleount de Conacts, at dCanine part even Ion rdaultatn vn~pdrlmentaox obranus our ls cbamp do*
viteeses deos Is canal 2--D.

NOFNF~CLATI'RE

isn~pfrstur. r~dduti u

adu

c' fluctuation do temptrature rdduite

Cf coefficient do franeusoct

D coefficisnt de diffusion o=olcuiaire

DiFl. 1. par des temps numdttquc eant 6gal A MRL fois lt pta da temp. currasspndant an cnit-Ita Cr!.

YV
F taux do soufflags .e E

p u
asa

bi dsmi-bautsur do canal

NDT nombra de pan de calcul effectud

F. pression statique de rktdrsmce Pu2

Re nombre da Reynolds de i'Etnulamant

1a etompdnstura addlabtigna ds comiustion do rxtmudlnngE

I" tsmpdrarurs du pndmdionge injoct6

T, tempdreture deas tga. 'Il~ . l'4coulsnent ;nlncelpa,

ut ccnpnaanta Ioocitvdinalm do Ia ;-itcsas A l'ext
4
risfue du Ia conchs Unmite onosur Ie plan axial

uP viteses de is penal done It cas do I'6eoulament de Couette

u, fluctuation de Ia composante longitudinals de Ia vitassa
v viteass d'injactloo do prAmflenga

J fluctuation do Ia co~rpusaats tranaversele Ac 1& vitesage

tax deproduction chiniqus

d-rect oniogitudinele

op direction tnansvsresls

6 peleanur da is couchs hoursr turbhý,lere

s3 dparsissur do is aoua-coucbe iqos

P c coeffi saut de viscuelft dy ...ique

richoess du prdmdlanpe

L ,, ilaib volumique da rifdreocs

L mo< as vmluique correspondant & I'&cokilemeol princimol

meanss voiumoiqus do pr~mlagsg luja~ttJ orstVdo frottament A la phrol y u)~a

Dana la sore primaina des foyers do rurbuxiactsorr. ls combustion net stebillste par racitcuietion do
&et brQl~a dane les got (rate. Lea phdnos.Anea £tf8nsari'ee qui coltrý1eai ce procameus dtpsndrýat darn
vaisure relatives do tavipe caract~rastlquc d~a rdacrtion thisiques Couns part at du tamps do udlanpe cotta

"......................................................



se erama get brfitis 4'::::: part.Duns 1. cam oil lee r4ACtions cbimiques soot trim repidem (Brand

umbr 4sDanholr) I prcesuscotcontSH ar s dnamquo o Idcolemnt u&lenge turbulent) atse
interections avoc des front. do flam. minces lccslisiss dens loe interfaces antre gas frets at get brfihds
(produite do cooboetien). Ce cac limit. da Is comubstion turbulent. eat dtudi

5 ao Lsboret~ira
.¶'Energicique at d6 Ditonique dens une exphrisnce do combustion doe n.on conduits bidits.neionoaile av~e
injection paitl ogrfruitdnso Acol n principal .. 4 gtbls.Uceai orA1.Atdo
aipirimentale at numwiriquc ant MAi WU conaccrfeo an divelopposent d. Is condoe limit. avec injection do

mileage niaio pfs~t lam pcouiersmcoutat v..,.an rIan . -n ca enras.. nccra Injections
qoeleonque oO ml l'asepct confink ds l'Gcoolersnt iii d'i~vmntuellms recirculatione no psuvent itre
nigligis. Lee travaux presentie done cetti prisente publicatioo sent dicrite en distingoent trois parties:

- 16alseetd'un mcdii. do uccond ordrs applicable & on &co,'lamsnt elliptique.
- is amis en point du code de caIcci. correspondent,
-' ldhbtention d'una bass do donnise expirnewntales doen is cat d'un Acoulement doen no canal

bidimaneiconnal evec Injection pariltale da primilange hydrocarbons-air.

2. DESCRIPTION DII HODELE. DUI SECOND ORPRE

Dana on pricier temps neus avens trait6 lt cam des ktooiemeuts rixetife isanthalpiquee, no e.
combustion ant caractkrisds par one variable d'uvancement c (omopirstura riduito au fraction massique des
get brfils.) variant de o A 1. Laceemable des Aquations utoyononue go representent l'hcculsnent riactif
turbulent eat slots

B I ac' a ' ~ i ac(c) + I-I :c+r 0  c)r - (D;

+Vp u c)+ -C) c") 0; 11

+ . yn -. 'S'.- ' Ty r. a2)

+ -- r 7cr + ary C5y77

_(F U) + (C U2) + r Z -(p V U)' -S v CT i r- +, s-

se ala4arm B
(pp) /31ut ) - PP 7-(Yut + (I) (

ott 1indic c cuectfcn 'sl, gu vrii t- a sfctu 'x~to hriu

Solv ent Is rodile moyan do/ it taut (on psodocti d cheviqu cyt j next d pee~.L6qaind6a

o lottic on ap cartctfriotlee det ir s curebInicnc. 5 .xpsin hemiu

duiknnt Soltre faites~lno ra

-e odlva 14. appdliqs an 1/t flaunt plaes pio 15/. c'oti-dire laye ricuindossve()-l eoI

cam T otn Aconiemcan agtnodianeidonnsi.a turuenatcout osfnrondciid rbaliPco m

En cW7 .P 3  
cotrcern& Ia flamma, uc des puosien dflxttturimlen c pts qa~o a 'en rolven la qat ons de

at..............bien pourlea flux turb ouiet dt1o cnoate otnsrd Reynolds.F -- ,F- vlermdqa rlwnit uvna

* *.~ L'exteoainn do modile SHI an cas de. Aconloamnto ds cltuiliem~nt, notamuent au cut do Ia cxotuch limit.

torbuoluta ria~cti%,a ovac injsction du prdm~large /6/91/ u wutor que lee flux torbulentc pooxcient 'Acarter

7-
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* eoeiblexeot do muddle gradient (tao qua 7"T2I a -j a c~ly par earmple no pi met ott coefficient da
s icoeit& turbulente) , et que la celcot pridit I exietelxce d. diffusion A cantxos %rdient (FvI dn

Is couche limits) den; cart ains tee d'6couleoment nonliaenthlselique 19/. Per etileure 11 epparatt qua, in
p roductiont de turbulence peor c iseilleent diant dominante dana on tel froulemant, I& tension de Psyolda at
]a contribution ou"

2 
de ldosrgie clndtique torbulente woot correeteuent Analuoe. pat one feruetoru de type

gradient.-
Tenant corpte do tee rdaoltato dififrent; sour 'fvaluetion doe flux turbulent; Coune part at cur cells

*des composantes do enseaur do Kayoolde dasutre part, nounu yons kt4 conduits A anvisaegr Ie farnasture doe
Equations (1)-(3) de la focon suivanta

Lee compoefante; tou""j) soot tell.; qua

PuuJ (n kt + %T j - "ta (7)
j i

ce qul introduit l'6nsrgie ciodtiq'ze turbulent; ký,

Le calcol des flux so felt pat l'intarmddiairc des 6quetiosse do bilan

-sr- , -tr 'T c.

(P~ ~ + u~~p - v - uukr

oZ t
1
c cat Ia fonction de dissipation viequouec.

Lae ofrboda do farmaturo chofafa pour cea Equations ddconiLe de l'application da Is thduris BHlL.
* Lintroducrion Coneo pdf birndale conduit tout d'abord A

c~l-c)(9)

Pu c"
W

1  
" 0,- ~C - 4 ) (I)

o * mest one conatante

at Poýut . iL- --ý (11)

Fa" aillaur; "it sat axprinde per

in " kin -, pný's'ý (12)

lea8 (quacinos M9-02l) not 6id sutiliefles at reetfoe den. le cam d'on 6couleeout rdactif alliptique,
eiupls on ue flana. stebiliafe au voieinage dCon point do stagnation M1l.

3. KtTllODt Ur CMALITL

La rice so po int dVon coda de calcol applicable coo Aroulemistosetaclonneira; elilptique; og 2-Dl
inetatlonnaires per'aboliquesa 6t6c false en 3 6tapes qui peuveot atre dfcrite; comen ii suit

-micsans point doa I& sndthoda nundriqxie dens e I@ca; d'ur, 6coolsmn~et incomspreassible non riectif et
validation par application A on kcoolanent conro,

- udiod de Is anus couche viaquaoaa at des taux de frottement de In carol. idenOiotlkn do -rebldnn= -,=4pm
la prime en cos'pte d'une injection paridtele,

-mice en plans do eyvEtmn coxipler d'Aquatiooa to] qu'il eat ddcrit an paragraphs prhiddent. et
applicetion au ean de l'Acooleaoatt dens on canal 2-Dl even Injection do pr~nflauoe fraic.

Lits c~thode iniplicite aox diffdrances floies utIllie meet calls ddvsloppls initialsuant par BEAM et
WARMiNG 112/ et pout itre bri.Avecat dicrits commo' 11 suit :

Lee Equations y sont rdsoloec snue Ia fotoe conservativesucivante

If Ar AG3

'Y'



11 roprdeento l'aneoohl. do. torsos source. oaaer snieAuelncieiodetre

Can. dquotionot sent rdaeluoo per fectoriootionudofaor soieIuelngiaindstrt
conneervstito do le form., solvent.

(n0-I) - 4)w +)- 3((n.(~
1 3

i ) + O(1ct
2

) (14)

oA AN1 oat lIa metric. Jecobienuxe tell, quo

A -U . 6M (15)

et La diocrdtieatien toapurelle s'hkcrtt

f(n+l) (n + At ý (n),ý (o+1) (6

La dlocr~ttaation epatiolo 6teot doe type contr6, lee 6quotions (13) a. rastincur A un syst~no tridiogonal
par blocs, chequse bloc ieant une metric. carrde dent l'ardr. ear Is paubre do fonctions inronav~s., .-

I, En cc qul concerne Io problfme traitt deno ret arricl*. aos foacttpoc inronnuco ount 0, u, v, p, co
k. a t onk envioege ane feruetur, do type gradient at o, u, v, ~,Lk, Wu'i". ý~V-o dane 1. con plus

gMadras dcrit mu parogroph. pricidant. 1. 1 'ddcc
- ~Lg. conditions luimit* utilksisou voicinage des perole solides cant lgconeition d'dfe c
v - c - 0 k - Fu c - 7%c- 0. CocA odcoesita I& prios en coupte do I* covs couch. visquouoe par Is

calcul. Pour cela te speillage eat trnoafornd per Ito rhargoemnt do varioble oulveut /1iA

L n. R+1/(+1)

oil h cct I. dent-houteur du canel.

Cotta transformaetion conduit A up. accumnulation dr. points pour lac poritec velours doc y at peruet
do~ne do tenir ceuopto d'un. sonup couch. vicquouse tr~a fine par l'intorm~dieir4od'n tomobre di. points do
celcul I ot pout varier citre 5 at 10 (cif. figure 2).

En plus dea conditiom doe paroie on point Important concearne lea conditions lisltios A utiltoer
lrorqu'il y a Injoction de pradilerog. Afink d'iapnoer un tidbit d'injection (ceot-h-dire pour Avitar tout
phdnnoov tie refuolsomot) iceg rntreiutee suivantoc oat WA choiciec

lao indicec tnfdrisurc notont lea points de asillego. et supdricor It pee do ucOibt. A? eat Act un
incrisont do proactan variopt ever xt main non avoc t.

Un colcul evec Injection so ddroule do ISo facon suivento

A) A t - 0 leo profile do vitaesto done Ia canal Mont tats qua

ui(y) - in(u+ -' y U
t 

a n - + o + 5.25. 2..-(7/b) 1/6

eU

oil k eat Ise ronstanto do von K&IU4M /14/
ILI) A tC t > 0 baroque l'Acoglcuenr turbulent eat Atab'i dano s Sc mit, a1% consseacci f oJrctr.

A " cc e Soa edirions d'antrdA dana Is penal (1-o) soot A dibit fixd.A

Avant d'offoctuer nfl% coleuS coopict, ii a fxA niooeneire de prochdur A djtiestsor do valtdetion du'
code do rsflca en dcoulrewvt leroinslcs poto tnrb-lett Ceos teots pin-toot privcipalemtnt oar Is p':ttfaior
does rdoultero obtenno, pat c~onparloioa onec Is solution cexxte, den. I coroe dCn t~conruunr count, 4t le
ropiditi de convergence vers cotts eolution en foaction dun spillage of: do pie do ta-'ps. Pate atlus n

p i7
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ce qut conceorns lIea 4coulseseuto torbulants do. tests ont itt sifa~tuIo6 our Laie t0.porttevstts des grandeitre
at on parcicnlur du chemp 1.. viresse A it Perot.

lions donnona let lee r6aultate do cao itudee ptilisuineires do validation

1 - Application do Is mifthode an, cairn1 dCnn 6couleoomt do nCiuate.

On conoadfrse l'dcoulsmoeot Von fluids A rempdrstnro constants dons on canal 2-D. A t - 0, 1t fluids
sat tmeobils ot is perot supgrieore do canal mo not an. mionvsnont ( viteasa u ). to peas de temps At oboist.
pour faire to talent oat not multiple in peas dftartn6 A oIads do critrer CnLPItiI

(At)cr -F ' f.21. f ..-h . /- -.- I

aK 7Y s ? + 2v (37y4 --- )

qut sut on giniral liovith par larcoustique.

En toute rigusor lV~olution inistationnaice exacts*tae purrs acre, reprisont~o nluen prenant no peas do
temps ignl an maximum A (At) C6t est Is ceirni ropnioont; our Ia figure Is o6 onei comparatoon coat Is
solution exacts doi prOblIma sel inbl,..

Dana isa 3 figures sutnantos (fig. 3b, c. d) lI'Aat ocetionnairo u~u - 1 - v/h sot ubteon avec
dfffrente peas ;, tempo, Jusqu'A Akt - 5U (At) CF L'4volortun instationnairo sot do plus en plins nal
ropriceotie matis en revanicho I6ter sattinonntre eat nbtenu pant un nombre do peas do tamps (RtiT.it) do
plus an plus petit. Los figures 4.e of 4.b nontrent lorreur relative fails onr Is ralcol du champ da
vitease en fonmtton du maillage.

2 - Calcul Van icoulanent turbulent dens un canal 2-It.

On covtidbra cVsintooaot l'ioulouiant turbulent itabli. dens on canal I-f1 ds hauteur 2 hi. La nombre do
Keynolds Re 2h oat Calculi peer one viocusixfi v dipendaric ds is toopirature da fluids.

La tompsraienn 4oo champs do vitoose u calculi at macnod eat effectofo our is figure 5.
En re, qil cnn~corne Is coos-rondoe vioqususe one diode finse a it te ite V I 'kvnlurion do profil do

viteaso ut - ify ) at.dn coefficient do frottronot C.(Reol) ever u at y dumbni pricidemanit, Is
*coot ticin do frottomonot Sune di! mu par /17/

"C
! f flue

ILes rdeultacs soot illuscrisf par lop figures 6.a cc 6.b1 quf correspondentt A des coitoulo felts suer:
uno diraine, do points dens la sot's conthe visquouse (ocilisant Is transformation (17)). Liv~olotitin do
l'ipoisseur do In soos-cooche visquossa So foncion du nombra do teynoldo s sa tt 'itcrtt. per Ia figure
6.& at cello du coefficieot du frottooiont par is figure 6-f'. i

4. RESUtJIATS PXflFRIP4TNAtTX

Leo moonres ort 1. effeccuie~s A Paid. doun montage oxpirfmentsl arkut~iuei cur Ia figours 7 or out,

on gtmiratour do sat chenudo, rontisitug par ntis rhebre do ecmbustion doot las prndults stint
mIangie A do lair frats pour sn abaisser Is coopdrature I.

in Cantal d',ivacoiation dsgao..

La perot infiriours do Ia v.100 d'ssp~rtsnea sot constituio dans plaque porous, A cravats laquolle,
otinjacti is milenge irais propose-air at lee aortas parol.,, senot garrnies do matiriaou rdfrectsiros. fDons

::as condlijocus one cone do combustion turbulante est stabilinie A one distance do 2 A 3 em an-doesus do Ia
Peroi. pour on nombre do Reynolds ds l'dcoulomont pcvincipal ouffiseosoent 6lcoA.

Los assures do champ it- vitassa sour faires per l'incernddiaire, ions themue A.O.t.. en asosmeocant
Iirnoulstrnit principal of i'drnulsnant (injocci) dt gar (rats aver des particolsa de 110 /19/. Deow
configurttions non risotto. puts cieccivo ont Ai0 choistos. chacuos pout dens tang d'injartion2 diffirooito:
A at 7%. Les profits de viteosa longirudinolo dans Is coo douns injection dCstr frotA sent donria aur Ia
hIgur, 8.e. Pour P - 71 I. profil opperalt coimiao totalemsot dirolli6. Leo fluctuations qusdratiqnos
soeyentin ccz-.esopndentos sont cellos doonnes cur ]s figure 8.h. tUns tosipotaistn soancro quo rcoo
fVutuctulcon o vic~osse sanot pan modifties par linjoction. du moios dons Io coo snvisag et itsd forts

to "Ao xo,'tif eat Illostrd par lea figuras 9.e et 9,b. ao figure 9.a saonttro qua I ela coullranot do

tri
5

do Sit oJaro sofaic do Aaler sn olmtiere veon msscan cz~atuiztz prnia n don Is csoilicaFt-n7As

tra s o~rgI igr .1 or o ou egoflgospriusa % 'aftd li'njecic our 1as
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5. CONC"LUS TOiN

Partent des r4sultate obtenus daos 1. cam d'&coulus:nte do cisaillevant staples. on "edAls do
combuatton turbuls a te a'appuyant our on* tetur& Lu second andre pour Its transports turbulwnts do "ansat d'Zoriie it it& dtvoloppg dami le cat d'kcoulawnts do type alliptique. La validation do ae modi~le a

Att offectu4 Jusqu'A mintoit our daux types do tests : Is €ompcralson Vona part avac V~taoixsemout
d'un f€oulosnt do Couatte at d'autra part avoc un A¢oulsant turbulent dan, on canal 2-D. Le calcul

couplet dene ce canal pvec iectlen d'un ptlmge et an coux-
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SUMMARY
Existing equilibrium chemistry and laminar flamelet
computer Codes are inadequate for calculation of

post-flame" carbon monoxide burn-u1 , in gas turbine
£ COisbustion chamber dilution zones. The amtount of reaction,

occurring in suct zone* is small, but significant in terms
of Cr emissions, especially under low power conditions. A
meth,;d has been developed, based on a "smell departure
from equilibrium" concept, which shows promise in
modelling dilution zone cazbon monoxide oxidation rate.
The procedure, when ircorporsaeo into the Rolls-Foyce PACE
program*, still only requires specification of a
one-dimusnsional probalility function and entails jusa orn
extra conservation equation. Output data have been
compared with those measured experimentally in all
idealized dilution zone.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

c Co wass frac:tion
cu equilibrium CO mass traction
C constant in dissipation equation
fgz fuel fraction
f. favre averaged fluctuation of t
k turbulent kinetic energy

rate or formation of CO mass fraction
t time
uI velocity in direction i
x. coordinate in direction i
Atf) I. 'driving function"
CO ccr.'on mcinox ide
CO eqUiti"brihr ium carbon monoxide
COPI carbon monoxide emission index
D departure of CO mass fraction from equilbrium
P(f) protnoility density funcLiuon fr fuel traJl ion
S, schmý t rismber

tirb,-e' neigy dissipation rate
o dens tv
a lam-na. % iscosity

f tiec, Ifi.t dIffUSlion UvUfiict'stL
I f ;calar d i~ss.p)at ion

timc rvrreljed
* favre averaged

[1i molar" concc-ntra;-iun of species I

INTRODUCTION

SRecunt ye-,'s have sieen ioach progress in thn' InaLhemat ical modellinig of gas turbine
combustion nimbern. These models generally use finite dilfeience algorithms for the

*solution of mass, momentum an(' enctg' conservation equations, with k-z or alternative
tuzbulence sub-models (1). Early variants of setch programs general]y invoked thije
infinitely fast chemistry assumpt ion; that reaction proceeds in-.eaatancously to
thernxochemical equilibrium as gases mix, Cou,,eo with the assumptions of equal species
and thermal dirfusivities, arid negjltgnble heat lIus to the ourroundings, the

"¼ instantantous thesrodynamic state Cart thenL bL expressed int terms 0l a single conserved"" scalar. Loctl mean values of species mans frecLionn, temperature etc. can diem be
determined for turbulent flow in' terms of this scalar, integrated foo" sone probability

initially developed by dJons anti Pridrin (2), nave been successfully applied to (for
example) compute combuaror turbine Lntry temperature protiles (3).

"The "lnstaz.tareous equilibrium" concept is likely to prove inadequate fur gnu turbine
coibustot primary zones, where reactLon is incomplete (4). More recor., developments
cuino the "larinar flamelet" approech to express species connentrat~ons, heat reloaua anid
tem/asiture in terms ef a .;tnglc reaction prol]roes v.iriablc offer a P,,-ru rcaliittc
approach (I). Hlowevet. is unlikely that GiLher equllibriim or laminar Ilamelet. mrodelscould asuns ately predict burner carbon moioitide it'2 conceati atiott with, a, d emissions

L.oom, a dJilutioni zone. Oxieasion uo CO proceedE at a mucl, slower rate tha.i the re'actions
associated with the (ritl-)l blaskd~own of l.he hydrucarbun fuel, at a rate comparable with
t.ranspodt procuises. Clearly t.e equilibriu!m model is nut valid in these circumstances;
Co cmtissions are well abovt erilloriut levels I(). It. is alneo unlikely that a flamelet

0,n 4 112, .. .. mu.............. .
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model can cope with a chemical reaction rate dominated process in a post reaction zone,
Sc already burned gases try to approach a new chemical equilibrium following the mixing
o1 dilution air.

Even for simple hydrocarbons, chemical reaction mechanisms are complex and uncertain;
similarly rate constants for constituent reactions are subject to wide tolerances. It ib
not considered practical to incorporate even a simplified hydrocarbon reaction scheme (7)
into a three dimensional lterat. ive code, such as the PACE computer prngram, in order
correctly to model CO oxidation for engineering applications. In addition to the

chemical uncertainties, density would need calculation at every nodo in each iteration
step; also the reaction rate would be very dependent on the (unknown) V:df of temperature.
However, the output of combustion products from a modern high efficiency gas turbine
corrbustor primary zone is characterized by low unburned hydrocarbon levels - Such that
the principal hydrocarbon reaction proceedino in the dilution zone is the
oxidation/recombnnatioq/quenching of carbon monoxide. Under these conditions CO
oxidation may be considered in terms of a single, uncoupled, reaction. In the currently
reported work, CO oxidation in an idealized gas turbine combustor dilution zone has been
modelled using a variant of the Rolls-Royce PACE compuvLtr code. Thin vcrsion
incorporates a "small departure from equilibrium" Co oxidation sub-modcl - along the
lines suggested by the work of Bilger (8).

The computations h.ve been carried out for tle idealized dilution zone shown in f-ig. 1.
This facility coprises a 175 mm diameter turbular burner; it has a primary zone which
burns propane and an extended intermediate zone to allow essentially uniform conditions
to be attained at entry to a dilution zone. The dilution zone has eight, annulus fed,
25.4 mm plain dilution holes. The facility, together with its associated uas analysis
and other instrumentation, have been described more fully in an earlier publication (9).
Computed CO concentratlons are compared with those obtained using the standjrd PACE
equilibrium chemistry sub-miodel, and with some preliminary experimental data.

CARBON MONOXIDE OXIDATION

Westenberg CIl) has suqgested that lean premixed hydrocarbon-air combustion may be
considered to occur in two stages. Initially, free atoms and radicals are generated;
these react very rapidly with tIe fuel, converting the carbon uontent to CO. in this
first phase of burning most heat release occurs, such that the adiabatic flame
temperature is approached. This condition is partLicularly lilely to obtain in the err.ing
zone of the current test chamber, where combustilon efficiency exceeds 90% at entry to
the dilution zone. Westenlberg also suggested that fast bimolecular reactions would
result in radicals such as OH and H rapidly approaching their equilibrium concentrations
at the adiabatic flame temperature. It was sugCeýted that the somewhat slower oxidation
of CO to CC 2 , as well as NO forMat-o.t, could be considered to occur in a second stage of
roLeuction - of effectively constant tcncperatcre and radical concentrations. In this
later phase of burning, the principal Co oxidition reaction is given by (10):

Cu I Oil T CO2 4 H (])

to hi Lbs c'yLiutii, iinunk•an carbon conservation it cat, be shtnwn that (10,11)!

dieD) - -k [ ;, 4t (2)drOt

where kI is the forward rate constant for the react.on and (Ii re,,'ceunts lthe molar
coneenLttion 'il s8pecLes i.

The tcrm - k [O)] is, vua temperoture depundensce, a strong oncl., u, of equivailnce ratio
(or fuel fractioA). for lean mixtures, at moderate temperatures, [C0) - l co] . Hence
the CO oxidation rate is sim.ply a itinction Of the depntrtre uf to frum its .6qilIibrium
cyncentration and the fuel fraction. Equatiuo (2) may be recast in terms uf mass
tractions (11,12):

I c A(f). D (3)

where A(f) represents those tutms which ace functions ot fuel fraction (LB and V is tne
deparLure of the Co mass fraction fron equilibrium, i.e.

D - c - ce (4)

where c, e, ar• the CC and Cqulilb:ium tO mass fractions, resjrpctively.

TUli.LNCU, 14oD]Lt.ING o- CO OXIDATION

Since the driving potential fot the tO roactIon Is so doi1 ,edeuIt on eq,:Jva)encýe
ratio, it is to be expected that Ii a turbulent reactinj flow the temporal varit,.nUn in
fuel fraction will have a significant offuct on tLlt mear, CO oxidationl rate. 'lie CO
apeties cnsvrvattun equatiton Is:

J- 1 r 1. ffr"t

, 1.
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vrom Eq~s. ;I a:ý2 k5), one may derive a conservatlon equation tot the departu,'- - tie C
mass fractio.,r fromt its equtibrium level, Di

ntt an) o A (I) ) ' D 41 dL0

ahiýnd .v :jfcr~qejormas;2 ejghted)[iivijjY 5 2. 1 A~a6 ) fiow belcs

lit dilution :ones, patticularly t -at mlo -tled in the pre-sart wir- 21 valuet. of D ar.,

determined L. the mixing conditriono; in the primary zone,, they re only SiesKIV dependent

cii ~ the turbulntaeu faluectuaini the fuel tract~ion, ~ CýA i '~mdLb

aritsicdc/1
2 

rcas edt be taitally indpnetotriduas eiinE.7xpeasnut (f an sorc tis mdelledo

accoring tod sptding th(salrdi),ato

where, Cg is an emiia cosf t wih aso apas..h mdle q in

treqibru of the COrbmass fractuaion bn omes: a~in
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Te-m IV represents the oLv6tio1 Ot ,0o1-eCauilibriui concentrations due to mixing,a " d e --tcibed ea-•lie7. Thle enuilibrium CO mass fraction (c ) iF low for le~in mixtures,
bit. incr*e=-:-s ,Py rapidly as stoichioratric conditions arS spproach,-d (f = 0.06). It

thei. rie& ~more gradually to a maximum (at f = 0.15) before ag-in falling, at first
rapidly ati th:r" moLc gently towards zero iur very rich mixtures. The resultant effects

(.na2ý/aý, 1`1:1 appteca i- --o mixingy Source term (IV In Ltj.91, are Shown in Fig. 2.
Tile lti slke ISassochate in he apd change in gradient a. c rises abruptly
toaards tile ut~i,'1ometric condlitOn; the negative spike at tl'he rich fuel fraction of
0.16 is sinilariy,: aizo;iated wi--l te rapid fail in c for this mixture.

CaJculatiori were principalty conducted for a mcan primary zone equivalence rate of
U.30 (corieepcnding feel fraction = 0.024); a condition :epresentative of idling
co.,dinionis, a-reit at ,he atmospheric pressure restrictLon: imposed by the burner beino
modslil-J. Tie primart an, dilution air mass flow rates considered were .23 and .15 kys
respcctive!V,.

Tbh ccmputatninal mesh used i.*s 47 x 22 x 15 (x, y, 9), with the axial Wx) grid lines
conccntrated in the region o' thu jet, the circumferential (0) grid lines evenly spaced
and the reoidJ (y) grid lines chosenr to avoid centreiine convergence problems and to give
greater acc-uracy in thi alit region. Uniform (flat) profiles were assumed for all
variables at both the diJlution jet and the axial flow entry plane (75 mm uprtream of the
dulitLiu jet centreline). except for Co concentrations; the latter were assumed equal to
those experimentpa!y measurcd at entry to the di.lution zone.

The form ot the mixing sourcc term in L;ie CO oxidation model was such that the effects of
thie inlet k a-d I valuez were significant, Therefore some cart w.s taken to ensure that
realioLic boundary condition valuer were used. A value of 33 m s- was used for k at the
inlet t- the main flwr, consistent with the data repojtcjl earlier under similae
cond.tions (9I. The boundary value Of E was fixed at 900M s , based on mixing length
nypotheses in a duc. At the dilution jet entry boundear, values of k and c were set at
10.6 and 700 respecti',ely, the:ce were based on mean calculated values from an earlier
.omputation of the tlou in the annulus (Il).

Since the mea,, Co oxidation fate was sensitive to the pdf in fuo) fraction, itself basedon mzl, fut. l ~rýCtion meat'. and variance values, a.nd esince the mechanism being
.lot.el)l.:J tvar te qucn-hinq ýf the CO reaction, it was clearily important to set valid
value, for these bou: J co: endiLtions.

Fir the non reacting flows reported earlier (9), for the identical geometry, r.m.n.
tmperature tluct~uations of 55 K about a mean value of 115 K were typical at the axial
flow entry plane. Unoer thrse conditions, the (adiabaliv flame) temperature could be
exf.eLieo to be directly related to fuel fraction Mf). Based on SYfh a relationship
hetwien temperature and f, and the assumption that the r 6 io of wto Wassthe samw for

the erirliet and current experimental§,onditions, ar isle value of 1.23.10 was adopted
for tie vaiiasica of fuel fraction (V ) at the entry plane (Ii .

II5SULTS

t Ea._._uvatenne r-atio 0.3"6

The seasured comblirrion fl; iLCeney at the dilution zone entry plane was well above
901ý, and tie unburned hydtucarbon levels were low (< 200 ppm) . It was therefore reasoned
that heat releace associated with any additional CO oxidation within the dilution zone
would be small, end hava miniltal effect on the general character of the low. Hence, in
calculating the main meari flow features the standard PACE: turbulent chamical equilibrium
nodel yi. used. Lomputed streav Inee, fuel fraction, and variance in fuel fract ion
distrihurionp, for arn axial plane through the centre of a dilution jot, are shown in Fig,
3. Correeopondine; deta for a plane midway between two dilution jets are given in 1ig. 4.
'ilh low proved Nr-- similar to that for the low dilution jet flow ease reported if
reference (9). Ine low momentum dilutioi jot is swept bank by the croes tlow, such that
the! rote ,f the flo. close to the burner centreline remains larg ly undiluted uritil well
duanstimir;, of the dilution jet plane. The distributions for IfT clearly show reg ions of
intense nixiig activity at the leading edge of the jet, and to a lesser extent in the
votLex btah-ind te.e jet, as noted previously 09).

Shown in Fig. 5la are experimentally measured and computed luue fractions, along ralial
hhisw d jet ue,,eree at axai sietations 75 mi uplstream

(entmy) and ;U0 anm munstrecs (exit) th the plasc iL the dilution jet:s. The measuredentry, fuel xtracion ri~s ess¢iitially cornstant, Lthe equivalent e~xit value allowed some:
dilvt),)n at the buirneir cint~rell.',e and tiore dilutiufl with increasing r:adius - as sugg~estedt
lF Fig. 3. However, the Mef:erird exit fuel frac! ion was generally higher, and themaximumn (it;-Jtioii uccur<ud at a r,,dius closear to the blrnor wall, than coIpu~tedý. rhis iu
contreteoot with tile com~put,•tic .1 ot reater dilution jet pacietration observed be-ore (9).
Contous of CU cuncastratlun, co:-put.-] using the method o.jtlined previously, are shown iii
Fig. 6 fot Lhrr two a: .xsl planres -irn-l'dered. The reductions in CO conceniatlon along tie
hi,;rner ±ertreli. are largely due to £e'rther oxidution, as dilution at thle ce.atrulllns hs
L[ , U Le, es ni,wn to be smelt, Figs. 3 and 4. In the regione closer to the, dilution jet

"-. -- ' etreiecatry. the Ilrw Co concereiatione ate associated more with dilution than oxidatiorr.
C,c-puted ai•r- expervinenlal Co concentratlions along radial )I ries at entry Pro exit fron, theL.- d:rtIn,, zon,: curtes;onridng to the tuel fractlons shown in Fig. 5(a), are presenLtd in

?i<,!,f

- - ii.
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Fig. 5(b). The CO concentration at the entry plane Is essentialLy constant in the
central core of the flow, with some fall in the reg'on closer to the wall. There is no
corresponding fall in fuel fraction with increased radius, Fig. 5(,). It therefore seems
most likely that the reduceo Co concentration neat thf wall is associated with a lwer
temperature caused by heat loss to the wall, The measured inlet CO profile was also used
to define the entry plane CO in the theoretical model. Til corresponding experimental
exit plane CO concentration shows a considerable redoctjon in mole fraction at the
centreline, but that this reduction is smaller with increased radius. The lower
centreline CO concentration is a result of further oxidation within this relatively
undiluted region, the fall in CO concentration at the outer radii is more associated with
dilution of quenched flow. This is shown more clea-ly in Fig. 7(a), where the CO levels
are plotted in terms of emission index (gm CO per kg parent fuel) in an attempt to remove
the dilution factor. The aodational oxidation of CO in the central flo0 is evident; the
apparently anomalous higher exit than entry COEI at the o:ter radius is likely to be
associated with (high CO level) fluid quenched and transported by the dilution jet wakes
to this region. If the upstream CO concentration had been subject to pure dilution (with
no further oxidation), its downstream profile would be identical Uith that of any other
conserved scalar. Then, for approximately uniform CO upstream concentrction, one would
have expected a downstream profilc similar to that of I in Fig. 5(a), with a high CO
concentration in the central flow and lower concentrations in the outer regions - quire
opposite to the trend noted experimentally.

Exit plane Co concentrations, computed using the method outlined in this paper may by
compared with the experimental values is Figs.5(b) and 7(c). The predicted treni is
reasonably correct, more clearly so in terms of the emission index, although the comput.ed
concentrations are lower than the experimentally obtained velues. The cco.puted results
are however, clearly closer to reality than one would have obtained by assuming pure
dilution of the upstream CO, or by using the standard equilibrium chemistry nmdxJel; this
yields essentially zero CO concentrations throughout the dilution zone.

b. E quvaivalence ratio 0.9

As discussed previously, the bulk of the work has been for a simulated "idle'
condition with equivalence ratio 0.31. However, some computations have been effected 1o0:
an equivalence ratio of 0.9 at entry to the dilution zone - a condition more
representative of full power, albeit at the me mass flow rates and pressure as before.

To date is has not proved possible to operate the test facility at this condition without
overheating the intermediate zone. However, it was considered instructive to run the
computer program for this cot.dition in order to see if arty quenching occurred upon
dilution air addition. in the computptiont the revised values of ?, v" , k and' used for
the axial flow were 0.0545, 6.5x l-o, 42.' and 1320 respectivrly. Uniform entry plane
conditions, with CO concentrations at this plane equal to the rel tively high equilibriun.s
level, were assumed. Shown in Fig. 8 are the resultant compute streakline plotE, mese
and variance of the fuel fraction, CO and departure frorw equilibrium contours for an
axial plane through the centre of a dilution hole. The latter have been plotted because,
for these conditions the approach to equilibriu,t proved very rapid; the CO and
equilibrium (CO ) concentration contours hence look very similar, ruth that thu departure
from equilibri-Sm contours are mire informative. The only significant departures from
equilibrium occur in the intense mixing regions, principally at the leading edge of tie
nn- tieP rpnnid mivn result. in. p.frtal quench of thL CO ouaricnl, preventing tie Co

concrntluation falling fully to tle lower lev:Is appropriate to the local lower
equivalence ratio, Shown in Fig. 7(b) are the computed CO and CO concentrations (in
terms uf emission index) along a radial line at the exit plane. The&e concentrations are
high in the central richer and hotter flow, falling towards the oa'nr wall as the
dilution air mixes in. Although the CO levels are close to those a' equil ibrium, the
differences (especially in the outer and coolaer regions) are siginificant in terms of
emissions standards. At the high pressure experienced by real combcstors at full pcwer
conditions, one might expected a more rapid approach to equilibrium; since the Co
ox.idation rate is pressure sensitive (4,16).

DISCUSSION

The degree of agreement between computed and the limited e.perinental CO data

currently ausileble is considered encouraging. Part of the dfsageeaent for the € - 0.38
case relults from shortcomings in the scalar transport modelling, en previously reported
(9) and as illustrated heru in Figs. 3 and 5(a). The ginas.er computed jet penetration

S tand coherence will result in incorrect calculation of axial flow dClution, with higihertemperatures maint~ained longcr and conseqtuently lower COcQ,'!t•t-.."

A sensitivity analysis of the effect of entry plane variance in fuel feaction fins shown
that the CO level for the flow close to thie dilution zo',ne con~rtine It sensitive to this
parameter (ill. The region of fiow strongly affected by tA.• d lution Jets is lass
senaitive to the entry plane value of f , since thkt is overwtelte~d by the turbusnce
generated in the jet shear layers. Lxparimental data for fluctuation in fuel fr,'tLiom (or
at least temperature) are clearly ne0ded for the correct burner conditions, as tee method
used to etlimatn thes-u may be Inadequatu. Alternatlvely on.' might include the upatream
burner in the computational solution domain, or carry uit separate calculasions ror this"but nee.

. ,, Tie solution technique developtd is considered to have greater potential for predicting
CO em

1
JsUJ.nis than chemical squllibrium or laminar flamelet methods. It also has the

E. Am "i!.
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considerable benefits of requiring the soluLion ot only one additional conservation
equation and of needing specification of just a one-dimensional pdf - unlike multiple
chemical reaction kinetic scheaes. In the computations reported here, using the solution
to similar problems to define the starting conditions, to perform 100 iterations for all
the turbulent flow variables (including the Beta func:tion tairbulent equilibrium
evaluation of the mean density) took 3.5 MB and 15 CPU minutes on ar. IbM 3081 mainframe
computer.

Thb outlined solution methud is only applicable to CO burnout, such as that in a dilution
zone; its assumptions make it inapplicable to a hiuhly reactive region, such as a ýrimary
zone. In ordeL to appls the method to the til.ition zone of a practical burner, as
opposed to the highly idealized one ured in the present study, it woul- be necessary to
closely specify the dilution zone entry boundary conditions. Those generated by a
program uning an equilibrium chemistry model may well proe adequate for variables other
than CO. However, equilibrium primary zone exit CO concentrations would c-rtainly be
incorrect at idling conditioiis; those generated by a lam, a- flamelet model might be more
appropriate.

CONCLUS IONS

The small departure from equilibrfue CO oxidation model offers a cost effective
means of calcrlatin*) super-equilibrium CO emissions. The procedure, when incorporazed
into a conventional finite difference computer code, such as PACE entails the solution of
just one additional conrervation equaticn (of standard form) and Lcquires only a
one-dimensional pd.

For an idealized gas turbine combustor dilution zone, operating at an inlet equivalence
ratio typical of idling conditions, the method is capable of generating solutions in good
qualitacive and reasonuble quantitative agreement with the limited exparimental data
available. The computatioi.s are more realistic than those generated using a chemical
equilibrium model.

At the higher equivalence rtios typical of full power conditions, a much closer
approximation to thee'sochenieal equilibrium CO levels is likely. However, the method
used is capable of predicting departures of CO concentration trow equilibrium which may
be significant in terms of emissions standards.
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DISCUSSION

J.Haaspal, UK

* Why is it that experimental data arc crror-batfr ce9?This is a feature not ollyvfor your •rcscnitatior. but Most othleis.l)ocs it

mean, that the ,errors are smaller than the data symbols? If not,it is very importanrat, include thenm for relative comparison
between exper.mental theoty.

Auihor's Reply

The eperinmental data presented are only prelimino ary - insufficient data were collected to justify such error bars. Much
more data is now being accumulated, and this will have err or bars!

J.Odgers, CA

Yotr "flame" temperature term appears to be a function of equivalence ratio only. Do you take into account the effects of

iidct temperature?

AutheCs Reply
The temper ature used is the local adiabatic flame temperature. Since this is a function of both local equivalence ratio and
reacted temperature, the air inlet tenpetatu e is automatically taken into account.

.t
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EFFET DE LA CONVECTION SUB L'EVAPOBATION ET LA COMBUSTION

D'UNE 005115 DE COMBUSTIBLE

par Dominique SCHEBRER

Office National d'Eludes et de Becherches Adrospatialan
29, avenue Ge La Division Leclerc

9 2 320 C HATILLON (Trance)

Onaprksente unoneGlde numtrique de Isa combustion d'une goulte days uu
G~coaleoenl g zeix. Le principe Ge La n~thode raside dais Ia rdeolution des
4quations de bilan instalionuairec dens lea deix phases par cue technique
isplicile de volumes finis. Lea r~aullats obteaus pour In lot Ge vaporisation

mont cosparda aver )a loi seni-empiroque de Benz-Marshall e n accord satis-
fiosant eal IroniC seulemeul dens le can d'une vaporisation sans combustion, a

iii nimbre Ga Beynolds seffisaut. Len Nutres r6.nultats sont len snicaits

- la Iralu~e Ge Ia gentle Pit nensihlement dininude par Id vaporisution.

- lea effets instelsonnaires dais In phase gammas Giaparaissneu presque
conpl4ýtesent du fait Ge l~e convection (exception tat "1: e rein Gcnnctuels 116s

A ne rinl6tiqcue G e r ea ction fiut. qus aunnt pus ltd tudi~s ici),

- lnn viteqsea indeitec i lsinterieur Ge l~a qoutte ne sent pan nuffisanten pour
rendre idgligeahlen lem effets inatationnairee Gus an traunltert Ge chuleur
dans Ia phase liquide.

INFLUENCE OF THE CONVECTION ON EVAPORATION AND COMBUSTION

OF A FUEL DROPLET

3 Abstract

A A numerical mide) is presented fir the ceehit.tiocu if t droplet in a
gaseous flow. The method is based on the integration of tie unsteady balance
equations in the two phones. It uses a finite volumees implicit scheme. The
results for the vaporization law are cozpared with the empirical law of Rant-
Marshall :a geod agreement is found only in the cace of Dure vaporization
(w ithout combustion) at a sufficient Beynolds number. The other results are the
following0

- tie drag of the droplet is decreised by the vaporization,

nA - the unsteady eflecla in the gassoun phase hecome negligible with convection
(except those due to finite rate reaction which Ite not studied here),

- the velocities inside the droplet are not sufficient to neglect the unsteady
effects Gas to heat transf art in tie liquid phase.

Le celcul des tcnelecaantc rfiactifa dens ltsebamcastc Ge combustion fait tirk nouvent appel A on
medAls de combustion Ga goutte. CVest en particuliar Ie can dais )es sotaurs Diesel, lea molaurs fuskes
at lea turbumarhinee, Is combustible blast iajeolk dans Isa chashne some forwe Ge goittelettes imsues Ge
It palvlrisatior Ga jats liquidec. Lea noebrmnm tran'ami eff~etalm eur ISc ombuation d'une goulle aunt
risuals doea let article& de reins Ge A. Williams [1), Teath 121, CEK. Law (3] at Sirignano [4]. HAIG:#
is cosbre oet Vl1sportntice de ram Irmeaux. le modbls Is plea utilied rests Isc c~lbbr lot du Da-, ealable
en l'abmence Ge coovictioa it issus e da I&nttone anelytique kjit anciense due A Godcev (5!. Carte lo1

- . stipule qua, Gins )s cadre Ge certainee hypothkces (quasi-ststionnariit, I-eats -1, flames infirumant
*since) , Isa carI6 Gai diam00tra Ga Is gentle ditionn linkairesent gec ise temps datm/dt -K. K ttant



tonction de Is diffasinitt, do IPenergne apport~c par lqn g&2 chanda nerkirnnnnsnt it par Ia riactaunt
clnnaique. at de I& chainar de vaporisation de )a goatte. Bans ie can ad ina goutte est piacee darts in

ptruleen azeiig de vitemse non nalie, Frduaiing. pai: Rapo en Marshall (6) otial e ao ei

repose ividiament sur ies hypothiosa purloin dnacntabies do is iJoi di D2" it de pius 1'exPression dii

faturcreci i' *O6ab~ uepurdsca evaporisation at is combustion. al * fclt

d'emplt etprbsentede m ortle simlr ilusfnec rac in convection (oniutiliseeative quasi-exolutte. noA

ennain er Aieon 1 spcts inntatau oinns lds A is convection linfluence des viyttsensnda income sum in
&hiffagqe de is oatte. Oe vledter due funcrreation de vaiteMassel d A g ot offelronnntn. ~ Mien ne sin ndi
ptisan luen reire ent ape.t lear eff prets de iscoveton lds en vant cindt~nuneAn rcton uncn non,!os e
pa~no Ateds Pyicqumese et Sandqers (8) citnontare day inn intads rdcente g danst lee can Anne cntnl 4 4t

goat nve imoiet ann rfait lente.t ii nc purldation ainn~iprle ai]. fuae pamsai pon evidntcde 'mpran arerde
entideent dnaitt na ine an s i s hs iud caage de ia goutta.i usl dnsI haegae~

imortntectif tnt vaoieain lvet In terseudeionveto..=%d d)(P/tveta opnto

niced penpressio Ani Pno-Mrteslusil. infune dtan la prneciori iidtpedreartidvtre gAr-e lnfsnonl
combustio~n o'ne anut conceetin dre~~ itnier dona ptencan des pnodotts fichiadtionars di untrnntnqneslt

doe 1 orrncihoe de senz-asftaoetiir. Lv praineie d'uegutei eodaain eaibutiont Dratron seoanriquems den
eqxamioner Au aisnet ina tationnairendts lisAI ovcin:inslec deny phascae iinvids etr gleta

-La phase daene eat trite, et roeoe o'ne flucu atio dop ennitei e deVanqurux.nt. in u l odl

puas len Anrionar enea iomte leuat enft bde In canvectio IuntiAhde nounnente det rnergie. Ellie n svont
ias *temnes dei conyerto et Sader 8 difson. on trerms dc hud presintet qua daronts, le inn tenes Sis den
dna. anne td'n rdatnnnchianqacst. fls sootradeiesaen coorunndes eunlignen pisen pignentme iscoordervn
ddfinnsnant den leailsge (fig l)a Cote niig uti oteAo o dpaeete aslirgen

denes.Lactidrst ion de6d is getleAon do epi cnestc inieAean ntant en inpagrunt Ian
frcen di preasnon de RAnz-asal frettemetnt xrinprl a proari ia matpe.atd em d lf

an Loiese nbonesent dn~nne a'ýunte icn l cbstabe, lundunits e finni prduta- dn combtrlUustin
rp rdanntoh par nes s caplies Cenpc chinpiglie. n efn otfonpsitti~us umdl t i s

don Lassibleno dhne nit A annannar.LePincitpe ate iatqn mondisa. chste noflnteraznunnntrapie doii
resteron den biln cadre de ihypenidans Acs fiann phsince. ieelgae

- Lspas inmiur e apcfqe, rin~ dilnauimnt fudn coprsne.isl eonduietniAciriqen nnnont o!md

pefnissantr An i tepmatla re etQ.1) dn min conpo uitno chasignue. dn o tlcmn e as1irge

forces de pres~lonIet de -rtemn Mx~ sn par de lVaz phrae encase

Lez ~p~es himque en resnce snit I cobuý,lbl, V xydut r la prduls d cobusion
reprsen~s pr ine suleespice hl~lkkA

La r.a.t.o. .himqu, est A .ne Sule 6napa 2t A indti~tiflfmnie, choilic suffisamentnrapid. pon
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2.2. rhksue 1inqan4

-La phase liqonda eat troundie cease on fliode incompressible visqaucu

-Lea encaose3so an in de Is gen1tLe soot dtihaces par an totirbillon de diii [10], qui eact one solutionencedes Aqoationa de Navier-Stokes stationnai res, donade par isaxpresuuun de is foaction dke courant'4'- 1/2 ArAWa3~r)aie2O, ox) a eat ls rayon 4ke la goutte et A lintenctirýl dui tourbiilan. Cette hype-tketat JnatifOde par Is valeut Bouvent 6iav~e do notice d. Praodti dana an lilaide. ce qui permte dkesuppeser que ie diffusion dke quaetit6 dp moavamaent eat quasn-atationnsire zur rapport A is diffusion ikeIs chaleur. L inartie dke ia goutte eat toutafoic prizse en compte par 1e esicol de linenasit6 dotoarbiiion, obtenac A chaque instant en Acrivant In bnicn onhstatiolnnanre de i'tnergia cjontique dkerotation de, is goutta. Dana in nmanle convectif aiasi ddf jot, lea temydretores soot caicuOidu par lebiisn inatatnonnhire d*6sergie sennibint. Gonna pour Is phas" gazeuse, catta ignition eat icrits encoordoooke, carvnlignes flides ao mailhage. Celai-ci (fig. 2) eat ttnideaouet construit dto feqon A Beraccorder su muiilage dke la phase gazense.

FIG. 2 - Mmllagn dke Is phase liqoide

2.3. interface itauida-faz

-Lu continuiti dke la cou-onte auo -n- ii.l ,c ~ ---------- ~ 4innraeliof-s.I
econvient dke touter qoc ia reprdsnetation ci -leavtease, dana Is goatre par on tourbiilln dke Hill ne parcetPun disposer egalement in continuitnd de in contrainte dke cisaiilenenr, ce qoi "n deursit pas avoirdueffel notabie sac iea rbsaltata dan a in enace ox) ie biian diAnergie global eat Correct.

- luqnqilnbra iiuaida-nopanr A Is surface dke Is gootte eat asmntenu par ant cindtique dke vaporicationtrm rapide : I .f-,. _-
- Le flax dke chainor arrinant sar is gnatte cart doune part A Aichaoffar Ia goutte, d'uotra Part & Isvaporivur :

* ~3. ((E7HODt HLJERIOUE

Une des principaies difficoltds daune telie ituda rbsida dana Ia citboike nuserique 6 mattca anoeavre, tant poor la diaccitisation apatiala qua pour 14i technique dintegranion en temps. esa difti-cait63 Soot lxtes sex suupalaritds dke I'dco'iaeeont (point d'arrbt en amoar dke La gootte), & ia prisence* da gradients 6leviss at sartout k Ita coeisio~c- 4. t,-A., cS tvmps osannirieriquas oat desordres de grandeur- tros d'f firanot. Dans dke teliac conditions, setules lea sithoikac naplicitea coatenvis eag eabIes lea sthodas axplicitas 6tant unimties en pas doe temps par des crithres dosctabiiini
Drohibitifs.

On a otilisi ici Is aithoike des directions cltanniats, avec on scixisa estiireaaot impticite
conpiantentrue cues tootas iean 4quations. La Iintiarnsatioo des termse non iindairas permet dke trainer6gaicuenet can termesa an implicite. La diacritisatino spatula neat baskc sou is aitbode des columns f iniaA centric A sanillage d4csit!, lea can da caicul A viteasa tlevie nicaccitnso toutefoia an ddoentrsmaot amoutdes tenses dke convection.

4. &KSULTATS

La dostaint: de calcoi eat conettluhi par an tube cylindriqas da rivolutionI ear l'axe doqoal eatanodte Is goatta. L-s conditinons impoatcas A l'entrie do tuba coat 1'enthclipa Ga&rret, is prassiondarrit at is composition chimique. A ia sortie. on impyose ia preaches statcuqa. La micsean vitecre deii6cooieaeot eact obtanse en aogaennann Is preasicn darret at i'eothalip d'arret A Ventrie. Dana teasLea can de calcul presentis ci-apric, lag principales grandeur. csrcctrinscuques sont lea anicastes

- noabre dke Leans :
- nombra dke Prandti : 0.7
- coefficient dke tranefer~t de ipaldinig B 6 pour on tcouiestant "froid" (T..- 500 K)

23 poor on 6coalesant "chaud" (7.-- 3000 K)
- diamitra Ge is goatte L0g lJn
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4.1. R~soitatm ststioninirca

4.1.1. Description den di~ffreuts rtgimes

Lea ranuitats sttiosnnaires sont obtonusf Door one gootte time pierce dans on Aconiement do
voteame, isaptrsiure et composition chisinna constantes. La tespkrstore noitinie do Is gootte est 'gain A

* e tepi'ratured vaporisatoon,.ce qui porwet de slupgriuer la p~riodo do cbnoffage. Le rayon do in gootte
* etlnaintenu artLifi Cieilement constant.

Lee figures 3. 4 et 5 reprdsentent lee chamsp de citesso et 1cm isotherees pour on noabre do
Reynolds 6gale A 10. 100 et 200 respectivoeent. LA teempdrature de 1'ecootement asont eat ignie A 500 K,
qot est aussi Is teapkrature do vaporisatior to Is gootte. Poor ion faiblon velours do noabre do Reynolds
(inot rienre & 20), lei r~nime do Combostion oat enserntioiiemont ditfusif :In tiasne prend one forae
elliptique maim reste acme: 6lumgn~e do e I&sortace do In gootte ;I& vitesne sorsaic do gun A in surface
do In gootto eat cosparable in laitense do i'6coniosont amont (fig. 3). Poor lea grands nombron do
Reynolds (cotre 50 et 100), la fianne oat pratiqoonont colike * In goutte dons so pantic amont. et tr~u
Atireo dana sn partio neal, car )n diffusion no petit pius renontor 1Lscoolowtciti inl rdgime do combustion
eat ators eesentielleseot coovoctif ;in vit-ae fermale do gun A la surface do inl gootte oat nettement
inth~rioure S vin efsse dr I' cou Ienot acoot (fig. 4) . Lotraquc Ioe nombve do Reynolds dieassuc 150, il
spparait dorrii~re In gootto one %one do recirculntion qui modifie ia forst des isotbernos (fig. 5) :ceci
se trudnit par one liegdn augmentation don gradients thcranque et chisigno dams cetto rigion. dose par
one augamentationo do debit vnporis6. Cetto augmentatnon resto toutefoin lisitkc car In mojeure purtie do
ln vaporisatnon a loen sur In moitiO naont de In surance do in goutto. comae ie sootro ia figure 6 quo
reprdsenre it taux de vaporisation on fonction de 4ocogin Dour difftrents noabros do Reynolds.

............ ................ ..........

....... ..

.-...................
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-650

780 ___780

10000 910 17000O

FIG. 3 -Champ do outessos ei iaothoraea FIG. 4 -Champ des entenoos or nsotheracn
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5 10
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1000
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4.1.2. Evaluation doi terme de convection C en tonction dn nombre de Reynolda

Coons on i'a on plus baut. in tense de connection est ddtnnv par

C = LD
dt v.0

Lain airiqen de Ranz-learshall. ktablie pour des cas de vapornsation sans rcosbustlon. donne
C = 1 +- 0.3 4re Pr'

3
, Re t ant is neobre de Reynolds et Pr ien umbra de Prasdtl.

La figurn 7 neprbsentv la comparaison sores rsttv 0 )et Les innsuoltatn do modele enstraquc. -,,our
sin Aconleisest chand 13000 K) et poor un ecouleisent frod (50C K). D ais Lv essdu coo, on note on Lscatt
i mpo rtas t (alI ýnt jus5qnA& 30 %) poour in s fa ibies vale.s d ,o emrte d e ReynoldsmII (ifdrleuore 0 a ii1). Cet
odeset snaxplique sans dunce par le fast qon is choix d'une lvi en 411 nat baen nor l'existenc~e doune
coeche limite mince. ce qon n'est pan le cas At foible nombre de Reynolds. Poor Leo noribres d2 Reynolds

tinvts, I-accord eat sa istannans dons in con doun 6coulesont choud. mais on site owe diffdrecc anset
sensible dais in cas de lkcouilnmsns froid. Le van de ]bvconiemens chand ktnnt assen proche d'une

"vponisatnor sans' vosboston, laceord entre in med~ls noseriqas vt s la on de Rano-Morasali dtait
prdnnonbin dais vs cas. Dins ie cam dun dcoiilscnnt froid, idvcart entre is osoddic onsdrvqoe et in lio In
Rosv-Marsbali pens snexpliqiter par Is torte dimsinuton dn densite li4le A loougnentatnon de tespkasutre
dons la flamma. On conntate quiii renroave no accord satsatansant dais tons ies van si dana Ia lo,- d"
Rvnz-Harsnsli)ai respiace is soabre de Reynolds par on Reynolds soditi4t calvuidI l aide de la densnt
As oVa dais XcIbs men slonot qol ain,,Cnni amont (fig. 0). La loi dc Ratoz-Harshali aissi aedifiýýe

g'z cc 31,,F" at Re_- Re~S~~ Fa

Cetts modifiaction est Avadennent sass etfet en l'absesre de combustion.

/k dt )". Modile dtC dl ,0 dfd
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4.1.3. tvaluutiou do I& trainee Ae in goutto

"L trainee de La goulte peit Lktr cm~u lcne numoriq leaent en int~g rant our Ia surface Se is go-itte
Ia projec tion anur I ' e desI forc es do pipesion et 4o ,frottneent ces5 deu terose. pvui.nt Mtro caicul~s
s4Ianie.tot. in premier calcul effectuA, dans le cra d one sphdr, s01us- dap. no ficculesevt Iroid non
riectif secst avdIr4 en bon accord suec Ia lot do t~ain~e expdrisentale exprimnLo Is coetuicienit doI
train4ie en ±'nction du noebre do Reynolds

Co - 24fRe (I + 0,15 ,t'-.')

L' figure S rapreasent- I loi de trairte obtenue p'r Ie moddle nuriiiquo pour one gVnito en

combustion dana. un 6cojiosent chand (T... * 3000 K). On conustato q:e des que 1 unwmre de Reynolds ddpasse
20. Ia Partn. frottvment de La train~e s'amnule Presque cau~p~btten! ammor quo La rartia prosolon n'eut
Pa. atfect.'e. teen eat dO mu 3outfiage do Ia couche lumite par is lit naporiad. Ce .ouffiage Wnts
etficace quo ii Ia 3iuehe fliste est since c'est-A-dnre approxisat- 'vesent Pour los nosbccs de Reyntolda
supt.7Inur5 A 2t,. La partUe presaton do Is trainee West pas steered. car le debit VLporiod route in-b.O
par rapport an debit arrivant sur Ia goutto. Pour des taun de vaporisation p

1
un important-, 41 ourrant

apparaitre no effet do propulsion dO an fait 4-ie La vspomieatiooo a lieu anctont daf.j s Luridion du point
d'arrdt asout tell so tradnurait par :nt augsrotatios dn La trainee do preasiun.

co

ITo. =3000K5

CO gluttS e!P combustion

Co prenkfI 4,ýcut
0o flowterwent (grille)

.................................................................. !...........

50 100 150 R.

FIG. 9 -Cc'.fflicont de tru~noe d'une goutte
ea coahnstuoo .

t
ans no Acnnleaerl~ !haul

* 4.2. Risultats -itatioanaires

4.2.1. Mitde do In periods do chau~trge dai I& tt

On corsiddro gfnhraioaon ruo los sitesse' i l'inttrieur to 1 Qin otto ont pour effot dConifer-

:,rstras teapdrat-ire pendsut 1, p~riodo em c~tut~ffge do e lajuntte. Dana cc :as, cells-ci pent Etre prize
In capta 4a.a Is lox do Raoz-Karsball de lfocon reistlveoont jispie. Lurignano [9] a souitr6 quo cotte

bypotbtse 4tent Pon realists, ce que couforcant lea r6'oAtatx do caicul offoctuds pour no noabre do
leynolds.6eal. Ai30.. Is figurea 10 reprksente en fouction dn tempa is corrn do diasitre Sinai quo les
tospfmoturse ainisl 2. asmxrirtl dana Is guatte. Par rapport so can d'uos goutte iuitiaLeaent chaude. Is
Cerda do sic de Ia goutte out prituque auitipliko par deny :si periode do chauffage do La goutto aI dour

usne isportance considerable, et ce dniaatrt plus quo is proession eat proebe de Ia presuion critique du
couhnstibl.. ce qni eat ie raa :!e - catrul. La figure 11 represents lea i-otherms. dosInni goutte. & no
instant sittit vera Is so~tiEm L do it 4rtt di tie do Is goutte. On constace qu'elles ont pratiquoctent Is
ferase 0es lipco 69 ecourant :ceilom-ci dtcat des iignes ferades, La convection ne pernet pas de
trapasettta Is hikl,,jr vets 'ao centre du too ubs.on co qul explique is nsn-uniforsit6 des temperatures

*.. .dues Is goutta. Ce rdsultat vcerait Asvidesseot reaie an cause si Is representatiou des niteases internee
par Ur, tou.,biilou ds Bll eatt&rait pen rislioste ce qui eat possible.
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FIG. 10 - Influence do ch..ffsge de 1., FIG. 11I 1orbrrovu dans 14 goutto
goutte: curr duI diaaulvre, tempedratrsrv Re = 30

munislec or mazamale de Ia goatre en Iocutico
di temp; pour un tco,,?omntt do r--tosso

4.2.2. Effet do fluctuatioans do la vitonno des gjal

Les tlartaationu de vitonse do 1ercoulomnet garoax son'. obtennos en taisust varier is prennion
darrdt at loenthalpie d'arrbt do relic sorte quo la viteýsr naive one loi ninusoiadst. Los ralcsis ont
AttLeoffertuods poor diffdreutos vaolurs du nombre 'it Lýy501ds allant do 10 A 100. A des inksqunocen
coaprises entre 2000 et 10 000 Ho. ct aver sue ani:' -,tode egalo A 1I- nootiO du niveau moyon. loss rdnultats
ant nontrt quo la rdponse du debut vaporisO A de riles fluctuations so fainait sans gain on aver in
rotard tr-Om faible dost lordro do grandeur ens egol A ])IV_ , A tant lo diandtro do la goutte ot
V. la vitesne do l'dcoulenent. Cotto rkponno pout dour itre connuderdse romeo quass-nstntonnairv.

5. CONCLUSION

L'utilisstion doun noodle naindruqur bodinernionpel a permsn d'cltrrtavr l'etadr dr toeflet dv la
convection mar la combustion d'une goatte. Los princspaux ensoogneseets do cetto etude sont rhnsumn ra-

-lor aqua le nombre do Reynolds mt napbsu6ieur Ai10. la Ion do Rnsz-HarshaLl a t confirmde pnrpLen
r~sultats nundriqoena dais le can Id dnergi appurtdo pit Ls6a rdatiou ch ,noque ou~t f aiblo par rappor t
A cello apportdc par l'tcoatonont amont. Cue 'vn

t
osivn do la lno dr Rarr-'Hnrshall bun~o var jun

rdsBultats nusdriquos a perans do tenir covote do Ia dsrinutiou do donsitd au nivoca do Is flasno
iorroqv Liurrgie apportdc par la raictios senst pus faiblo dorsal cello apportko par 1mecoulemunt

InL vaprirtatino de La goofye disni sonsnbloment as trajrt-o loruque le sombre do Reynolds ont
nupdriour A 20

- n arcdldront roas los phdnvomkns do transport, la convection rood ndqlogoabloo lea allots Inuta-
P tionpaires does In phanse quzouso. A ineclusion Av-ennuclle do roan lidn & une riedtiuqe do reaction

fisie, qui s'oot pan 6td Atudoda ici. Par cuntte. len vitennos indasten A I'iatdrioar de ia goutte so
no~ffnent Inca A usiforniser anutnantan ament sotopdraturo, et Len Oranrsferts de chaleur dunn la qoutte
r estont don a cun aspect inststionnsuro non n~altigoea ble r' hffnicile . pronsdre en comp te do faco nn implo.
IL fialt do pins garder A loesprit quo, dass Is rdslite, len goulton do petite tislle mont raradruert
ontraludos par l'Hcoueimont et on retroune alorm Soapedt instalionuarrole 11 &Is lonteur do la

Sur le plan qoant1latif. run rknult at dossadouitve A tre Anendon au raa le plan gkndral do
prodoits ayant don carartdrinliquen pbyasco-rbnmiqaos qarlrnnquoa. Ainni. La ddpondasco des coefficients

do travafort user la tenpdraturo et I& composution cbumoqao impost d'utoliser dans I& loi do Rant-a

Marshall at dunn la lo otrainie don naer oyeanon justiriouses uicovetd ris .
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DISC USSION

C.Sanchez Tarifa Sener, JP
When modelling droplet combustion under forced convection conditions, the existncte of tihe Cextinttion limit of the
envelope flanic should be taken into account, which is a function ol the Reyno)lds iiuibci, and the existence of I wake
fl0me above this limit.

B.NolI, GE
How accurate arc your results and how did you dctcsiitinc the a.cuia.cy ?

Author's Reply
It is difficult to evaluate tl,c global accuracy. The spatial scltene is second ordcr accurat,, except for high velocities which
necessitate sn upwind fil't ord'r sciChene for the cunvection. This should not casse an important error hccause the
gradietits in the concerued direction are very low.

B.Simon, GI"
In your very detailed investigation you regard d diffusion and convective transport- Do you believe that at very high
temperatures, e.g. 3000K, the radiative heat transfer can be neglected?

Aut'hsr's Reply
The radiative heat transfer at hagh tempetaouae becomes important. But the tenipetature gradients are so imtportant that
they remi in predominant.

SI
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ANALYSIS OF TIHE PLOW THIOUGH DOUBLE SWIRL AINBLAST ATOMI1ERS

BY

E. Blumcke*, V. " kLekhoff*, C. Hassa*, J. Koopman*

*lnstitut fur Antriebstechnik, DFVLR, Postfach 90 60 58, D-5000 K15n 90, W-Germany

SUMMARY

In this contribution thin flow field resulting from a counterswirl airblast atomizer
has been investigated numerically and expcrimentally. The flow pattern shows the typical
features of a swirlirg flow with an inner recirculation zone. Comparison of calculate.d
results with experimental data shows that general features of the flow can be predicted
with reasonable accuracy.

The propagation of the spray downstream froni the atomizer has been investigated

theoretically using a deterministic flow model for the liquid phase. The predictions
demonstrate the influence of operating conditions on the spray charactu7isties.

I. INTRODUCTION

In gas turbine combustion chambers airblast nozzles are often used fur fuel atomiza-
tion, because they produce a fine spray over a wide range of operation. This requirement
is particularly well fulfilled by counterswirl atomizers /i/. it is therefore the goal
of this investigation to study the effects of swir) on the flow field as well as on the
dispersion of fuel by application of theoretical as well as experimental methods. Here
we are cspeciajly interested in the evaluation of all existing computer model in its
ability to represent the rather complex features of the flow pattern of such a device.

A reverse fla." annrulair cojabustor with a counterswirl nozzle is shown in Fig.l, /2/.
The lower part s.i,-ws a magnification of the nozzle. The counterrotating airstreams
produce a mixing aayer with strong shearing forces, that efficiently atomize the liquid
film into a fine spray. The flow-field of the combustor is strongly dependent on the
flow through the nozzle. For that reason the calculations are started already at the
entrance of the swirl channels. Since a prescription of boundary values at the upstream
boundary of the computational mesh is needed, further difficulties are introduced hy the
Inc-rta-intie, cf th;iz tp which ai 1i ,•-d isl The second chapter.

In the following part us the paper, the theoretical basis of the flow models are
briefly outlined and some features of the program used (CPTR) are highlighted. During
the design of the experiment, special care was taken to reproduce the essential proper-
ties of an airblast atomnlizelr arnd to gain optical access for LIEA measurements at the
points of inter'est. The cxperiment is described in the third chapter. The results of
prediction and experiment are discussed and compared in tha fourth chapter. Pressure anu
pressure less are important parameters regarding the dispersion of fuel in the com-
bustion chamber. Measurements cf dropsize distributions are taken as the starting point
of the two phase flow calculations. Their results are discussed in chapter five.

2. THEORY

Gas phase

TVe turbulent swirling flow is assumed to be stationary and axisymmetric. It is fully
described by the conservation equations for mass and momentum. Using time averaged
quantities and tho standard K- t -model. thu en,,.1tions arc clocod a.ft7r pi~.cIilon of
suitable boundary values.

Block profiles are used as inlet conditions for velocity, turbulence energy and
dissipation. The influence of these profilt's on the calculated flow field, as well as
the geometry of the swirler are discussed in the next chapter.

Liquid phase

Onl the assumption of a dilute spray, . without droplet interactions the equations
of table I are valid. The relevant forces acting on a drop are the aerodynamic drag for-
ce, the centrifugal force aid the Coriolis force, which arc in balance with the inertial
force. In this representation, the forces are normalized with the droplet mass, thus
loosing their dependence on droplet diameter with tre exception of the aerodynamic drag
force, which keeps an inverse proportionality. The deterministic droplet trajectorios
are defined by diameter and position for n droplet classes. The dropsize distributions
are taken from measurements by Cao et al. /3/ made with the Fraunhofer diffraction
particle sizer of Kayser /4/. In this instrument, pliotozultipliers are used as detectors
which by virtue of their high Sensitivity enable "frozen" measurefents of the particu-

" j late flow. The measurements were evaluated with a two-parameter Rosin-Rammler model for
.- tnthe dropsize distribution. Information about the choice of initial droplet position and

3 mentuwi is given in chapter five.

I .. . . .. .... _ . . . . .
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Nuleric;sal solution procedure

TVe cach ulations with ths i)ai/ volume prolat m o are macdo using talc ed ybrid /w / and the
Quinck /6/ discretiztion scheme. The nybrid rcheme uses a first order ineuroolation for
the convective terms, wharean; tg e Quis k scheme uses a third order iftcrpolapite . Or. the
ssumption of the validity ofh typ ical had the ourck schtme yields h ene-

radle a Letter agreemeot of prediction wmth measurement. rihe equations for tof tressure
correction are solved using the pr/.ssure implicit operator (PISO) predictor corrector
technique developed by Issa /I/. Local re] ixation factora •re calculated withi thle methodl

of Neuberger c aic The TDMA procedure wnrktag if alternatyng directions solves the resul-
ting systcem ot linear eqtoations.

An example of a flow-field d reofiction for z raths mesCour pex gaometry is depicted in
FTg. 2. It is a measuring apparatus for the determination of local fues concentbation in
the chamber /3/. This arrangement os explicitly treated in the fifth chapter.

The fine compatational mesh typically had 70 x 49 m m des. To veric y the mfsh-indepcn-
dcnce of the cTmputer solutions, tine mesh wai further refined. More details se f the ChTR
program are given in refsrence /9a.

3. EXPER71MENT

The schematic layout of the expfrimentalo facility iT given ic Fig. 3. The liquid tra-
cor particles with a diameter of less than a micron follow the flow and its flUtiuatiohs
sufficiently. The pressure drop of the nozzle is measured agaenst atmospheric pressure.
Thanks to its modular structure, the metal to lows different nozzles to he built in. Tie
combustion chamber wall is made out of lucihe, thus giving unrestricted opticit access.

Velocities are measthed by Later-aDoiplcr-Aneromet.y (LoA). A commercial four Deem twocolor LDA (TSI model 9100-7) working in backscatter is used, The measurement volume has
a size of 53,, in x 1 mm. Theý signals are frequency shifted and downmixed before being

pialuated by cunthey jaiJ microcomputer. The stpllta-to-noiae ratio (SNR) for all points
siown is bsetter than t0 db, with 2000 p amplas taken per point resulting in a repaolu-
i9ilety of better than 10 % for rmsa velocity values. Tie counters are operated icp the
controlled psocessor mode, thereby the time between stemlea is larger than 10 times tie
average betweeo validatr a d.-ta. The total time of a measurement varied between 50 sbe
a td 3 min accordisg to t3 T p flow situation.

In tht current setuA of the atDA, either the tangential or the radial Velocity coi v)o-
neirts br measured together with the axial component. In the first case, the measurement
points are on the nz ws buicylinder parallel to the optical axis of the anstrumelt,
inathe second case on the axis perpendicular to that, thus lying on the sidelines of a90° sector. On the assumption of axial sypimetry of the flow, the axial velocity compo-

nent has the same value on both measurements. wince there are 6 pwirlers, the voyifica-
tionv of axial symnotry eae ionc with repeatcd measuroments, perfored on the model Deing
rotated 15 lespeCtivipy 30. These poinms arhb specially marked in ean the cl the lo resole
velocity profiles. A cotment about the influence of tlest dimtchsional effects is tive,i
in tlld next chapter.

Modeal no".z l

Airblast nozzles actually used in ronibust.ýrs are very coiapiex. Hence a simplified

version of the nozzle was built, incorporating the esseqtial features of the aotual
atomizer, o ig. t , above all two snearati channdls prodesains a cwunterswirling air stream.
Another important part is the nozzle diffusir, which, during the present stage of our
investigation, has not been incorporated because of optical access ability at the ato-

mizing s ip. The model has bep n scaled to endanr e the capability of the LDA to raeolve
the flow field with the desired accuracy. Th,ý u: e of straight channel walls ha5 the
twofold advantage of gaining o:,Iiral access, to Uthe nozzle itself and of avoiding uncer-
taintieE in the discretization of the governing equations,

The outlet of the model coiibustor is zndia! to establish a well defined downstream
boundary without reverse flow. In Fig. 4 the model nozzle is depicted with its main
dimensions. The ratio of primary to secondary air is I e.ver 2.25, a value comparable to

those actually used. As a consequence of utacaling, the mass flow is augmented to a
level, where the velocities ct the atomizing 'jp reach values, that are commonly seen in
airblast atomizers. With this concept the influence of swirl on the flc-" ptte- is

L adL first numerically.

4. RESULTS ANn DISCUSSI"N

Flow patterns

The choice of inlet conditions at the exit of the swirlers has strongly influences on
the flow field, especially the prescribed level of the tangential velocity coanpe nts.
Its velocity profile on the inlet cross section of the sw.rlers shown in Fig. Sa s not
known. Their configuration was taken from tIne nozzle of Fig. 1. Note that there are
sharp turns in the flow path from the plenum through the swirler. That will force theflow to separate and to modify the swirler outlet profile. That is taken into account in
the computation by the reduction of the effective swirler ouitlet cross section, thereby
increasing the swirl intensity. A 30 In % blockage has been observed experimentally in
such configurations /10/.

The influence of this partial blockage of both swirl channels is demonstrated it, Fig. 6.
Without blockage no central recirculation is observed, Fig. 6a. Increased inlet

LP-pj..
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blockage, i.e. augmentation of swirl intensity produces an innce recirculation zone, as
can be seen in Fig. 6b, that is getting stronger and finally with 60 % inlet blockage
supresses the corner vortex (Vig. 6c). Inlet boundary values were t.ot adjusted with
respect to a comparison between measurement and ealeulation. The flow abunived in the
experiment has a corner vor~ex and an inner recirculation zone and corresponds
qualitatively with the flow in Fig. 6b, that is compared with the experimental data.

Comparison of prediction with measurement

The measurements show the typical features of a swirling flow. The three velocity
components are measured on three cross sections, the first being 2 mm downstream of the
atomizing lip. In Fig. 71 a weak reverse flow can be seen on the axis at that height.
For tne inner as well as the ou'ter stream, the maxima of the axial veloc~ty component
are found in the vicinity of the atomizinq lip. The wake flow profile observed at z = 2
mm is lost at z = 19 mm (plane 11), Fig. 711. The maximum of the axial velocity
component moves out and flattens on its way downstream, Fig. 7111.

Profiles of the tangential velocity component from three measuring planes ate shown
in Fig. 8. The development of the flow shows a unidirectional swirl at z = 19 mam. The
last part of figure 8 ,h>ýws an already strongly equalized profile of the tangential
velocity component. But there are also three-dimensional effects showing up of the
measurements, on the profile of the axial as well as tangential velocity component.

As was already mentioned above, measurements have been repeated at differetrt circue-
ferential positions. Comparison of the general reproducibility of the measurements with
the considerable diftre- ces between some points above the seeondc ry channel leads to
the conclusion, that departures from axial symmetry start in the seconda-y air channel
(see Fig. 5,. An explanation for these irregularities given by Robac.k and Johnson /11/
ascribes this to wake effects from the swirlers.

Calculations have been performed with tt'e Hlybrid (-) and the Ouick I-'-) scheme.
There were but minor differences in the solutions. The width of the inner recirculation
zc,ne as well as the corner vortex are again correctly calculated. The reversal of the
swirl directian is predicted further do,,nstream than shown by the measurements. The
profiles of tne velocity components at the last measurement plane are again well
represented.

The Ciscropancies in the results can bie explained by the combined influence of the
uncertmintixs of the I- - model in swirling flows especially with counterswirl, uncer-
tainties ini the! choice of inlet conditions and three-dimensional effects in the flow, on
top of thir tflare are the above mentioned uncertainties of I.DA measurements in highly
turbule.nt flows. nearinq in mind the complex noture of the flow, this comparison shows,
that it is indeed possible to predict fairly well the flow pattern through a
coarnterwirl nozzle into a tubular combustor. That is tire prerequisite for two-phase
flow calculations, that superpose she movement of tIre droplets onto the gaseous flow.

5. FtSt;tL'S OF THE TWO-PHASE PLOW CALCULATIONS

F ow Field

Tnc spray characteristics of the nozzle in F'n. 1. are the major issue of this
.Aruptur. They have been studied numerically. Its flow field is represented by rite
streamline plot an Fig. 9a. On the magnified part, a vector plot shows this velocity
field. The stelam separates quickly into a part following the wills of tho chamber and
in the inner recirculation zone reaching into the nozzle because of the high expansion
ratio and the strong swirl to which it is subjected. The well developed velocity
profiles at the entrance of the chamber (sOe Fig. 10) underline the necejsity to start
the calculation already at the entrance of the swirl channels. In the course of the
in.zestigations of this nozzle, Cao of al. /3/ also performed measurements of the local
feel canoentration in the chamber with a sampling bin. it is movable in the axial
direction. rhe sampled flui. :: -
weighted and the mass flow was determined as a function of bin position. The calculation
of the flow field with the sampiing devien at a fixed axill noihi-o, osa-,ed th.al th.
flow within the nozzle is only s:nrginally influenced. Hence the atomization process
remains unchanged. The flow in the chamber shows a different situation. The air is
sucked into the bin by the op:,nings of the sampling device and flows out through the
fronted opening. In spite of the considerable perturbation of the flow pattern, the
spray characteristics of the nozzle have riot changed such.

Droplet trajectories

The dispersion at the b,-ay iv characterized by droplet trajectories (see Fig. Il1.

The spray is approximated L; 15 size classes at three initis- positions. On Fig. 11, the
diameter varies between 10lm and 220,im. The Crops are started at The atomizing lip
with a negligible initial momentum. The calculations show a great sensitivity of the
spray dispersion on the initial position. The reasons can be found in, the different
acceleration rates of the dLoplcts in the region of steep velocity gradients. The
numerical predictions show, that the spray dispersion can be represented with a droplet
sample initially distributed over one quarter height of the primary channel as can be 3"seen in Fig. 11.

"Spray characteristics

"The pressure and the pressure loss influence the atomization quality by the changesL in shearing stresses. Increasing shear acting on the liquid fill produces a finer spray.

• _I I I I
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Srisallcr drops will follow tile flow nm.t easily than tire bigger ones, that will follow
S their initial direction with only niinor chanlgog.

Figure 12 shows what happens, if the chamber plessure is i sena-l'as~td re.m I bar
frig. 12a) to 2 bar IFig 121) and 4 bar (It 1q ). Thi relative ptCiSut c diof was in Id
* constant and with that the veloCir iCs at the atorsizing lip-. Fiut tier data are listed or,
table 2. From the above discussion it is clear, that the dloilet trajeetnl irs ale
stronger deflected with increasing prOssure arnd thus reach thle wall earlic-r.
Trajectories on fig. 13 are calculated tot A pressure of 2 bar and demonstrate the
influence of pressure loss on spray dispersionl (i Kia in fig. 13a and 3 V'a in i'iq. 1 3 h)
The clear diffeorence in spray dispersion car be explained by the generation of a finer
spray with a higher pressure loss, getting to the wall faster.

6. CONCLUSIONS

By comparison with experimental data it has been dersonstrat d, that the complex flow-
field developing in counterswirl airblast atomizers can be predicted with reasonablre
accuracy. The qua: ity of the numerical code has been shown. itowever, additional work
reriains to be -. ne with respect to the expeziirents ar well as concerning the phvsical
model ot turbulent transport of particles. Special attention will be given to the
initial conditiens at thle swirler outlet and to threcdimensionality of the flow.
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table 1: dioplet equations

dx
- -u

dt

dr
- = V
dt

du 3 CD 0 ReD "f -hy
-= - .-- U-u) -

dt 4 O D * ,x f

dv 3 CD Rct uf 1 p W,
(V- -V )- V - - - - ) -

dt 4 D * D' L ? ) r r

dw 3 C -) ReD •) , 1f v • 11dw 3(DCD w - w)-
(14

dt 4 ODD' r

=W * W 1- w D

2 4 C .6 87
CD = - ( .0,15 RCue ;; 1000

ROD

cD = 0.44 ReD 1000

table 2: two phase flow calculations

medium: enrosine

total droplet classes: 45

diameter groups: 1 5

initial locations: 3

initial droplet velocity components: u 3 m/Sec, v = 0 m/sec, w = 3 m/sec

chamber pressure (bar) pressure drop (KPa) L50 Vin) diameter range ym)

1 3 53 10 - 220

2 6 34 5 - 110

4 12 30 5-90

2 3 76 10 - 250I
. .. -4
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F iV. 3 0: Identlficotion of 1;urADered

Items in Figure 3

1 Plenum and Model ;'nozzle
2 Combust Ion Chomber
3 , diol Outlet
4 Blowver

5 Criticol Nozzle
L Absolute Pressure flanometer
7- Diiferentiol Pressure

Nanometer
2 DFVLR Particle Generator

9 Troversing Geor

2I lo0 LDA

5

68

Fig. 3: Sclrnutic Representotion of the Expeririient

dam

Flg. 4 a: Identification of Numbered
Items In Figure 4

I Swirler
2 Inner Swirl Channel
3 Outer Swirl Channel
4 Atomizing oli

Fig. 4: Model Nozzle
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Fig. 12: Influenceý of Pressure on• the Distribution of Fuel
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Fig. 13; Influence Of PreSSUI-e Drop over the Noz21e on tihe
Distribution of Fuel
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DISCUSSION

S.Candcl, FR

I did not quite understand how the blockage develops and how it affects the flow pattem it. Could you provttd- some further
colnnments ott these two aspects.

Author's Reply
We don't koow the shape of the velocity profiles at the switrer outlet, therefore block profiles are used. We assuone that
sharp turns in the flow path from the plenum through the swirler will force the flow to separate and to modify the swirler
outlet profiles.

This is taken into account in the computation bya reduction of the geoittetric swirlcr outlet cross section, that is to say. by a
partial blockage of the swirler outlets.

This blockage affects the flow pattern in the chamber by an itntrease in swirl intensity.

J.McGuirk, UK
Just a further comment on this issue of blockage. In working swiricrs at Imperial College, wc have notlicd similar
problems and effects, which are made even worse and more difficult to handle n-merically due to circumferential
variance in gap widths between the % anes.

Author's Reply
Thank you for this comment, Mr McGuirk. We hope to get sorme mm e insight into this subjcct by LDA measurements of
the swirier outlet profiles.

We will repeat these measurements at different circtumfncrentiMl positions and then start a three dintetsiottal flow field
calculation to study the influence of these three dimensional profiles on the saxisyntmetrie flow in the chamber.

II

i

-i

I -"; . : • ; ..
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THE BEiHAVIOUR OF SYNTHETIC FUELS IN A SMALL I
TRANSSPARE1NT COMBUSTOR

by

J. Odgers a D. Kretsciamer
D6partoement do GCnie pi6canique

Univer sjtC Laval
Quoboc, QC Canada GlK ?P4

Summary

In a continulng p-ogramme on the effects or fuel properties on combustioni. some 20 pIIa: tydrocarpons

and synthesized fuels were tested at atnospherel conditions in a small transparent conbumtor. This

combustor used a very effective air assist atomizer, such that droplet size was nearly constant. Each fuel
was burned over a range of air/fuel ratios, and at each condition, a full exhaust gas analysis was done,

exhaust temperature distribution was measured, as also flame radiation and weak extinction. Tihe results and

their Implioations are discusued.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over tLe past several years a large numler of combuntlon tests have bees conducted using fuels derived
from Tar SanO deposits, Oil Shales. arid Coal and within several different combustion systems. The results

obtained from this work have been very useful in determining the kinds of problems likely to occur when
usir;g such fuels, and they Indicate that many o0 the changes Observed during combuntior can be defln :d

largely in terms of the liquild droplet diamete- and/or the fuel hyda ..gen content. However, oertain workers

In the fleid have expressed doubts that the droplet size characterlsties and hydrogen will yield the

predictlion accuracy necessary for some purposes (e.g. the degree of pollution at high combustion

efficiencies), and there have been observations that other pr-operties Involving fuel coenpositirn' and

structure might well have important secondary effects in defining the eomnust.ion behaviour as a wnol and,
In particular, items such as ierbon formation and flame extinction. The complex uature of real fuels takes
it very difficult to decide which components are responsible for the observed behaviour: for instance, the

possible effects of the various at-ouatic coepoond Ira taLe fuel Dave been] arrgued unsuccensfully feor some

conslderable time.

The present experients are part or a ;arge programme designed to obviate tiae nature of supposition
in determining effects due to fuel compos;tion. in brief, some 20 dlf~erent. hydrocarbon compounds have DF:Omn

tested in a smail onshvirm chmfeer at the s..e m!vrtt. .Atr.a A -y'•th -t'..Ae was ocnved bo

mixing five paraffins so as to emulate the majort physlcal ohatacteristles of a J|i-h type fuel. To this

Hence It was easy to observe an) change in combustion behaviour due to the additional component(s). The

tests described here utillsod a small transparent cembastor employing a very effective air-blast atomizer
such that. the droplet snie changed very little from fuel to fuel (SMD range abeout i4 to 17 am). Thus, inI

the present series, any effects due to droplel rizo vIrtually could be elimlnsted. The effects of droylet.

size have been studied in sone detail in another set of experlments carried out using a snall combustor

having a Simplex atomizer and reported in [I].

2, COtBUSTOR AND TEST RIG

A schematic of tire combustor
and its major dimensions Is given 0"' ---- ' 50-T 133
in Fig.1, Full details of its Air-h1litmter

elsewhere [2). The test rig runs- 'I
at atmospheric pressure; It is i,.r. pi.l'n

fully Instrumented for air and 83 9
fuel flow, Inlet air and fuel "n'-rtz~s,
temperatures, outlet temperature

distribution, fall gas analysis St.,aW.. sttt-

to EPI standards or better (CO, . -

carbon by Smoke Number method,

S"alflame radtatIon witlin the No to scl q 0141I I.

primar"y zone, and additionally,

the transparent nature of the Fig. 1 SCHEFiATlC OF TRANSPARENI COMBUSTOR I
combustor enabled visual

observatlorns of the flame to be

made.
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JP-a I A typical aircraft gae turlbine fuel, and the Combustor was developi d ri-tart Liis fuel. Noi

attempt was made to optimize the performance, tie I chamber be Irrg considerod so satIsfactI.ory when it yielded

stable comrbustlon over the range of test Condltions and with a combustion efficiency of appylnxmately
90 %. T, attain this it was ;reccssary to operate th'e coimbustoa at a casinig Mach nurbier somiewhaL less tiri.

the deSign value. The reason for tins is attributed to tire Incompatibility of reaction sealIng and

aerodynamic sealing. For most large combustors it is tie aerodyriamic demands (particularly pressure less)

uhileh define the size of the combustor, and usually there is an excesa or reaction time, bhit a3 tic

combustor decreases Ii size the control of combustion efficiency saitClies to react2on ro ate, due tO tire

decreased residence time. For a given inlet teteperature. aerodynamic control uses m/plp for the scaling

group; for reactlion control the group is mel/Pp. It was foued that at aLmonp)InriC prCesul-e ti;e lattser

group controlled, and it becamne necessary to operate with a decreased Mach number in order to attain oad
stability and acceptat"e values of Combustion efficiency. The droplet Size or the fuels was of the order

of '5 inn, so tirat this was not conrldered to be a large factor In determining the combustion efficioncy.

3. FUELS AND THEIR PROPERTIES

Tile use of JP-a for developement was ae-ptable, but tire compexulty ant variability of its

composition did not recommend it as a suitable stanard. Consequently, an attmnft was n.ýr to yynthbci-e a

Base Fuel (BF') from a miut.-e of prAffino-i suc' lirut the new fuel had approximately tire Same majorr

physical properties as Jp-4. Consideratlon of availability and economics led to tie following paraffin

mixture; texanes 10t, heptane 20%, i3o-octane 50%. decane 10%, and dodecane 10% by volume. A comparison

of tire two feels is given in Table I.

Although tiere are obvious differences Table I

between the two fuels, it was decided that

they were sufflolently similar for the Base Property Uhito df-hl Base fuel

Fuel (01. hIl) to be acceptable as the new

standard for Lest comparison. Table I lists Molar Mass kg/aol 01115 ,OliS

tný lau compositions used for the present Hydrogen % by mass 14,3 15.9

experiments. and Table lli gives the range Dennity at 288 K kglm/ 775 703
of major properties, It is considered that Distillation ASTM D-86

the range of properties covers more than tit Irotial Bui.inp Point K 385 360

variations that are observed (or anticipated) 10% distilled K ionO 361

for alternative fuels for aircraft derived 50% dim' lied K i29 373

fromt coal, oil snhales, or tar sands. It would 90% distilled K 465 465

have been nice to have Included 2- or 3- ring Final Boiling Taint K h99 477

aromatic compounds, but these did not seem to Viscosity at non K o-n. 0 "9d v.69
he available at an economic price. Surface tension at 298 K dyn/co 23,0 19,6

4i. TESTS WITH BASE FUEL

In order to estatbllsh the test repeatability and reproduolbilitv, two test serics were done using the

Base Fuel. These were performed at the beginning and end of the tests on fuels 42 to 63 inclusive

(excludlng 51 & 52). The resnults are given In Table hV and Fig. 2 which illustrate respectvecly the

repeatability and reproducibility.

Normally six readings were taken for each experimnot. Scans 1 & 2 were ignored, and a nean value was

used based upor. the remaining four scans. NO and NOX were recorded alternately (i.e. three readings each),

and usually the mean of the last two readings vas used. The exhaust temperature (T.) shown In Table IV Is

just a sample reading, but it exhibits typical varlatlons for any single point. Temperatures were averaged

In the same way as tire compositions. It is considered that the repimatabulity of tir data is quite

* satia3actory.

The reprodueibiity is given In curve form in Fig. ,, and once again the resuals are considered to be

* very satisfactory. Approximately six months elapsed between the two teats. The s.me experimontal technique

* was applied for all subsequent tests, An intereating feature io the fore of the combustion efficiency

curve, A tentative explanation was given In [23. Further coatsiderations suggest an alteirnative (aod more

likely) explanation. The weakness of the first explanation lay in the asumption that the effect was at

least partially caused by changes in droplet size. Examination of all the operating conditions for all of A

the fuels suggests that the droplet size varied only from 14,1 to 16,7 em. These diameters are very close

to those for whIch the alr/fuel mixture will burn as thought it was a vapouc [3J, and this would negate

some of the arguments put forward in [2). An alternative explanation based upon the flame observations is

offered here. The combustor Is cylindrical in shape, with a reaction zene (prirary) largely generated by

the centrally located shrouded primary baffle plus secondary effects die to the pe.netration of the air

which Is introa'uced annularly at the end Of the Zone. Observations of the transition from weak to rich

mixtures (within the reaction zone) showed the following effects (espacially observable-with the yellow

• .•. - ..-:. A

L.. .. .-'-.- a - - h - - --.- -.
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Table 11 Table Ili

Fuel Compoaitions Range of Fuel Properties

Pure Fuels Property Symbol Uits minimum maximum

No Tyre No Type Molar Mass M kgnmol 0,078 0,170
1 J1-h- 77 t-acylbcnzene ilydrogen Content %II % mass 7,69 16.28

24 butylbenzene 25 cyclohexene Density at 288 K a kg/m' 679 1,3,22
26 cyelohexene 2? decalin Calorific Value (net) Q, MJ/kg 40,11 J44,74
28 deeane 30 dloyclopentadiene Distillation ASTM D-86
31 doicafle 32 heptan,, Initial Boiling Point IBP K 317 478
33 iso-hexanes 3'4 methylcyciohexane 5% distilled T5 K 338 480S
35 Jno-octane 36 Octelne-1 10% distilled T,0 X 338 48!

37 isopropylbenzeno 38 tetralin 301 distiiled T33 K 339 082
39 toluene 40 o-xylene 505 distilled T50 K 339 511
42 JP-10 114 RJ1-6 701 distilled T70 K 339 538

90o distilled T90 K 341 539

Mixed Fuels Final Boiling Point FBP K 355 550
Volnme average Ta0 K 339 507

No Conposition Flans Point FP K 215 351
41 28(10) 31(10) 32(30) 33(10) 35(50) Smoke Point SP -o 7 5I
U3 23Vi0) 41(60) 42(30) Surface Tension at 298 K n dyn/erl .8,6 36,3
A4. 23(?23) 41(50) 42(30) P- rachr [P] (Cgs) 220 502
15 23(10) 41(90) Vlscosity at 298 K v Ceqt 0,63 5.05
L6 23(25) LI(75) SMD d2.3 .m 14,6 16,7
17 23(40) 41(60) Saturation Factor S, - 0,128 1
D8 36(25: '11(75) 280 . .
49 30(12,,) 36(12,5) 41(75) 81ku

1  
" .

50 30(25) 41W75) 240- -'--.. tj

:4 27?25) 41(75) 200

5b 25)P5) 41(75) 160
56 26(25) 41(75) 

ij
57 25)25) 26(05) h(in) 120 .
58 39)25) 41(71ý) f.'Hc
5 9 35 (2 5) 4 1( 7 1 ) .- 4

60 24(25) 410(5)

6 1 6(75,) 41(75,)[ I l]
62 1'0(25) 41(75) . .0

63 22(25) 41(75) A I-*8-- _ .N a
N,13. Numbers in brackets are % by volume. --I-N-.o , ENO.

-2

Table IV n . ,
Repeatability of Tests

.92Scan CO, Co HC e Nx NO 0, T, 90
I I pp- ppm pp- % K s ,,B

1 4,56 0,432 42 16 - 18.9 578 I 6

2 4,26 0,351 4 - 11 18,9 578 4
3 4,22 0,31i9 l 13 - 18.9 581 j 2

4 4,21 0.1;9 44 - t 0 59 0, , 0,3 €
5 1,20 0,337 39 13 - 19,0 532* 6 1i,2i 0,302 39 - 9 18.9 583 Flg. 7 COMBUSTION CkARACTERISTICS AND2REPROUCIBlLITY OF TEST RESULTS

Uase Fuel (41)

flamae prouOued by aromatic rnels sucth as benzene);
*a) f.t weak conditions (0Overa l S 0, ) Combustion appeared to be limited to a regLon bounded by the

wall of the haffie and within the recireulatlon zone downstream of the baffle, but still within toe
boundary of the s1rold.
b) As the mixture rilhened (0,1 % *oyerll S 0,2), tOe Slhoud of the baffle became dull red. and the
flame began to assume a yellow Colour and to burn downstream of the recirculation zone.
.) Frthler riChenlng p.-oduced bLright red heat at the shroud, and the flame appeared to occupy the whole"of the reactlon zone and to penetrate well into the secondary zone.

I V
* L
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l a sed upoe these observationa, and ignoring any dr opret effects, the Combustior efficiency

charactrrisaties may be CAplained in the following manner -

1) At the weak cune itiona tLie reaction zone is burnhig at 0 < 1, and fleece the flame is within an oxygen
rich region, and due to the intimate mlxneg of fine droplets and air, the reaction rate is sufficlerltly
high so an to yield a high overal efficiency. However, any .olburned fuel leaving the reaction zone Is

quenched In tile secondary zone and appears as exhaust hydrocaribOne.

ill As tie Mixture richens. the baffle reciroulathon zone becomes overloaded an, burns Inefficiently. At

this stage the furl/temperature combilnatior in the Secondary zone is still insufficient to burn the excess

fuel, and the efficiency decreases at tne combustor outlet.

ili) Further riehienng pushes lrare fuel into the senondary zone, but at the same time. the temperature is

Irlcreesed suchl that the fuel continues to burn downstream of the main reaetion zone, thereby sagmentieg
the ovnrall efficiency.

The net result of all this Is to yield a curve of efficiency such as that illustrated In Fig. 2. Tse
unbririlt compynents. hydrocarbons. and carbon monoxide, reflect this behaviour in the fore of their

respectlve curves, as also the oxides of nitrogen and flame radiation.

5. TESTS WITH OTHER FUELS

Space restrictions do not pernit the experimental data to be quoted, neither tabularized nor in the

form of curves such as Fig. 2. However, the form of the curves for at 1 the fuels examined was very similar

to those of Fig. 2, only the levels of the curves dffered. There were acMe differences In -isual
observations. The transparent blue flames were yielded by paraffin type fuels. and tire opaque jeliow

flames by the aromatics, as in accord with flame opservatlons elsewhcre. All the flames, regardless of

col,ur, exhibited the hot baffle pihenomena described above,

5.1 Ignition Observations
At the condJtlons of test, all fuels Ignited easily atrd, apparently, they ignited outside their

burning units,., thle fiane being stabilized by tire energy relcasle Leon tire ping, In these eases, Linen tile

plug was extingulihed, so was the flame. This Suggests that the i3tltion systan is so (relatively)

powerful that it In not a limiting feature with a system such as this, which behaves as though it were
premixed, but, unfortun.,tely, It also means that the reults are not correlatahle in any way.

5.2 Combustion efficiency
lor preem end eomn -tlIon, there 13 a wiJealprerid iasumption that the chemical nature of the fuel has

little effect on the -ate of combustion. Briefly, this hypotho:lis assumes that the hydrocarbon very

rapidly breaks down Into hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Because of Its great reant.ivity, the hydrogen buPrs
almost as fast as it is formed, and as a result of this, throughout the reactionr period the hydrogen

concentration is always low. Since the rate of destruction of carbon monoxide is slower than tire rate of
formation, it builds uip in concentration until all the hydrocarbon has been destroyed. This econstitutes
the so-celled first stage of the process. The second, ann firial, stage IS thle combustion of the relntlvely

slow-burning carbon monoxide. It may be annuned that this latter stage governs the overarl rate of the
process. If the stoichiometry of the various hydroearbo./air mnitures is examined in tilis light then It
will be remarked (a) that the relative amounts of carbon moaoxide formed are little different for a very

wide range of hydrocarbons and (b) that tle reaction temperatires are generally slmiiar (for meny
hydrocarbons ± 1,5 %). For these reasons It Is often presumned that the reaction rates of most premixed

hydrocarbon flames wial be very similar. The two-stage precise has been assumed for a number of reaction

rate models t o descrite combustion since the kinctics of thie CO/ih!/U system are claimed to be known with

fair accuracy, whereas Lth hyarcoarboc bocairtcce ia y vunpicX Lane rapid) as to be almost unmanageable.

If the two-stage theory roally is applicable, then it would be expected that flame speeds and

combustion efficiencies of hydrocarbons would be relatively insensible to fuel changes. The flame speeds
of various hydrocarbon/alr mixtures are in fair accord with the above suppositions, especially when the

fuels are saturated or have a long chain. It should be roted that th, two-stage hypothesis only applies to
major spee:en and that It is quite possible that minor snd transitory species nay be more sensitive to

fuel varietien (e.g. aldehydes, ketones, careOn etc.).

Froe what has been said above, it would be reasonable to presume that since tile present system 1I

thought tc approximate to a pre Ixed system, then there would be little difference betwesn the various
fuels with respect to cumbustion efficiency chsracteristles. AS previously iroted, the curves are similar
in form, but tile levels differ.

Figure 3 prOts the variation, of combustion efficiency versus the average boiling points of the fuels

... ....................... ,":..."...
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for an overall equivalence raLio of 4 - 0.1.
There is obviously a trend, but whether It Is 100 •r• ,,r.,,,,,,, •T-T,..

whether there Is/fare some other factor(s), which""

may be a function of the boiling point, is a mute

point. Similar curves were obtained for other

equivale.mcn ratlos (0,2 & 0,3). In an attempt to

shed light on the role of oilling point, Fign. 4,

5, & 6 were constructed. They show the variation

of combuostion efficiency w;th equivalence ratio 80

for a number of fuels of similar boiling points

but with quite dIfferent, hydrogen contents. These 300 350 100 A50 yOo
results strongly suggest that the major Influence I K

upon efficiency is truly one of bollihg point.
Fig. 3 COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY - VOLATILITY RELATIONSIIIP

100 1300 - -

o % a N 1

1190

T KNoT K V No T K %H
7.6 0a 5,8 o jig9 6 ihý,5

fyclohexane 352 14,29 `18 393 15.4 * 62 394 13,9 4
Cyclobonene 12,20 61 389 15,4 o 58 390 13,7 x

45 386 Iia,8 m I

1 02 0,3 0 0,1 0.2 0,3 0

Fig. 4 COMBUSTION EFEICIfNCIES Of Fig. 5 COMHUSTIOK EFFICIKNCIES OF

"CONSTANT" BOILING MIXTURES "CONSTANT" BOILING MIXTURES

101 C, x.E -

S200
u o • • • • NECo I8

In NoT., K %H NoTaV V ,I _,_
5 h h12 15,0 x 53 416 13,7 o

60 tOS 1U.3 + l13 409 13,5 o
63 1,12 143 * 50 407 11,9 e 60
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0,a3 

fe 

40

Fio . fi t CtOMBUS IyoN EFICIENCIES fo 8o f

Sad 1 r"CONSTANT" fOILING MIXTUaES P C20 oI

Further confirmation it provided sy the data o o
sogs. Fteyl 5e,

ltn Fig. 7 awhih plots the combustion eff'icien c a e m r iya ro uother
versus the rpte o of emission and/ors Elyai it only. Te o
where y is the estimated function oa eqnuivaeha ce 78 i f 82 8r t6 RR fno Q,) rt o
ratio withe n the prig.arv zone ty om u for e to at iombunilon Efficiency

uand y - I for oe Z c) e T iC fact that almost all Fig. 7 POLLUTANT CHARACTERISTICS

tale points )9e witbon the same scatter bund OF H etDzOCA0bON FUELS
suggests that fuel effects have only a small part

to play In the establishment of the iatio. Thes

latter appears to depend upon combustion efficiency and equivalence ratio Orly and therefore suggests a
dependency upon tomnperatore and/or oxyF" n availability only. The only exceptilon appeal's to be fuel No. 55

(25 % cyclohnexane, 75 % Hr), and no exp inatiuo, for this is forthcoming.

The tencenicy (Fig. 3) for t~he combus?.Ior efflelenrqes to attain a maximum value (for a givien t)

• .. suggests that the role of chemical reaction is significant I,: reaching the lfinai' value. This lim!tiiig

,,'i::,"•-'•.value (about 95 $) Is not out of accord with the reaction rate ba,•ea upon the coMbustion z:one loading.

• -- r."•..In view of the above evidence. one Is forced to the conclusion that the irencl voted Is predominantly

- -,J
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ore or boiling point, and that fuel ohenlal effects are small. Although this hus been generally hemepl'd.
there Is still a senool of thoughlt that suggests that structure (aronaticity, chemical bonding etc) still
plays a role. The difficulty is to de.ine a term which is representative of these various effects. If one
uses aromatic content then benzene, toluene, and xylene are all tOO % aromatic, but Ob~iously hiaer
different structures. ARaln. how does ons compare an aromatic fuel with an olefin or a cyclo-paraffln? Ii
an attempt to overcome these difilculties a term (Hydrogen Saturatlor, - SH ) ba been defined for use in
these laboratories. The hydrogen Saturation has been defined as the ratio of the number of hydrogen atoms
in the fuel to the number of hydrogen atogs In the paraffin having the same number of carbon atoms. Thus.
for instance, for benzene, toluene, and xylene:

Benzene Toluen'. Xylene
Formula C6116 C7H 8  C 8H, 0
Corresponding Paraffin C1H14  C7 l-I 6  C 8H1 8
Hydrogen Saturation 61/1 - 0,a29 8/16 - 0,500 10/18 - 0,556

For commercial fuels the Yalue of S. can readily be shown to he given by:

S 6h )
SH 1 h - 0,0121M l

where h is the mass fraction of hydrogen in the fuel and H the molar mass of tne fuel laglnol), It is
conceded that the saturation value cannot be fully representative of all effects. For Instance, it cannot
distlnguish between isomers (e.g. octane and iso-octane) nor between classes of eoepourds having the same

formula (e.g. olefins and corresponding
ring saturates), nor has it been

considered for fuels other than 100 I | - I

hydrocarbons. Despite these timltations,
recent work In these laboratories has 0
shown the usefulness of this function. As 0ao a
a first example it has bees applled to
the results obtained here for measured 0 0 0
combustlon efficiencies. if the

erficiency data from Fig. 3 are plotted 90 0

against-T ./ SH' Fig. S results. The
results show ices ucatter than the plot
given In Fig. .3 and suggest that the fuel

composition plays a secondary role in the 0
djebei- 0 Ion 0! n ens0nUn jt' i
efficiency. It Is felt that thls role may

become more Important the closer the 80K0

efficiency app,yoannes to 100 % since the r I I
very high values may be entirely reaction 300 4 00 K 600
rate controlled. ThIls in a factor which T / $
night assume great Importance froe the

pollution view point. Fig. 8 COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY CORRhnviblj $ - U,1

5.3 Follutants

Much of what has been said with

respect to combustion efficiency applies, a ClunOn IMOMOXIDE
also, to the amounts of hydrocarbons and . ly•Io•iROC"' 0T l -
carbon monoxide found within the exhaust. 200 -45

The amounts of carbon monoxide appear to a .

be independent of fuel type (Fig. 9). This wl

enwould be anticipated If these Quantities 'kgon - - __

were determined by chemical reaction rates
and conifirma previous work carried cut 100

using well stirred reactors [i]. The
hydrocarbon content (Fig. 9) shows a trend
with boiling point. This confirms the . . -

as•umLption that hydrocai Sons are largely * *• e•e .Ii
due to unburned droplets as the volatility 1I, **C

decrease*. If the results are plotted 0 . . . .. .. . . . .

against T/ 0,25 as in tne case of the 300 350 100 T 450 K 500

combustlon efficiency, there Is some
Fig. 9 CO & IC EMISSION INDEX CHt.RACTERI$TICS., -. reduction of scatter (Fig. 10), howeiver. AI-JNWT VEAEBI-N ONt inRIATcON WITH AVERAGE BOIL.cNr POIST'" •" "'.ithe influence of structure is sligot.
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The reductlon Of scatter is

mainly noticeable for the

hydrocarbons, as would ile 200

anticipated. .IH *Q: a a *El 0o e 0

glk

100

The predicllon of NOX h•s been 350 iO0 O,25 500 K 550

made using a formula developed &Y H

and described in (5). The Fig. 10 CO & TIC FhISýION INDEX CIIARhCTEIiSTtCS

equation takes the form - INFIUFNCE OF VOLATILITY AND SATURATION

SNOx" 29e-e21670/T P o,66[t-,5 1 (

where T - adiabatic flane temperature (dlisociated) K

p.- combustor inlet pressure Pa

i - available NOx formation residence Lime a

The major difficulty is to define the NOx formation tdme. It in no-sral to take One or more

experlmental values to de.ercine the time sonstant and then to Utilize Such salaes for futul c prcdictiaeoa.

Becaune of its effect upon reaction temperatue-c and, indirectly. the size of the burning zone, the

apparent NOx formation time i;1 often a function of equtvalencr ratio. To asse this function, the d.,ta

pertinent to Fuel 41 (Base Fuel) were analysed and the following equation was derlvci -

¶ - 0,0129 i 0,0266 t (3)

Substituting (3) In (2) yields -

EINsx - 5,8A4 104 t e-21670/T (I - e6.65 -
3

.2Z5h (4)

Since the flame is 1 Mlff,,s'n Flaer, T is1Ii calcul,ated for t - III( moaurced vcrco predicted calucr

are Niven In TaitDe 4 rO the vcarlOS f uvI,

Examination of Table V suggest.s that. the correlation is not perhaps as accurate as it might be.

However, It should be mentioned that at theme condltiotan, and with the low NOx elues ermasnurel, the

experimental accuracy is I,robably no better than e I g/kg of fuel. AcceŽting tiis, tie predictioa becomes

very satisfactory.

The ratios of NO to NOx are difficult to analyse, again bEcause o t le low values .titch do not make

fer a high experimental accuracy. If equilibrium is• assumed at temperatures higher than about 1000 K then

eirtually all NOx should be Ic the form of NO. The opterating conditions of the test rig give exhaust mean

teuferatures from about 600 to 1100 K. IV equilibrium is assoted at theae temperatures then tile NO/NOx

ratio should range (eorrespond'ngly) from about I at Noverall > 0,3 to about 0"' at @overall - 0.1. In

facL, between t - 0,i to a - O,3 tile trene of the experimental data l1s to tile contrary, although at

conditions weaker than a - 0: there is evtdence or a shar dcclIo iti thc NP .)% Tit•. w-_-!

siggest that the final value is a frozen one, the approach to equilibrium being dictated iby the rate(s) of

reaction.

At the weak operating conditions, the temperatures In the secondary and dilution zones are too low to

lead to high rates of oxidation of NO to NO,_ therefore, the original high ratio of NO/NOx Is frozen. As

the equIvalence ratio Increases, these zone temperatures also Ilicres0e. however not sufficiently go as to

produce new NO. Tnese increaseo temperatures lead to an increase in tie rate of tile oxidation reaction and

lower values of NO/NOx. Of course- after staying in the atmosphere for stie con'slderable tlnPc, tihe NO

becomes almost totally converted to NO0 .

Although flane radiation cannot be categorized as a pollutent, It has been included here because of

its association wLthl carbon formation. Visual observatior of the flames (confirmed by Still-photography)

showed marked difforences it the flame ictmlnosity. Paraffinic flames, such as those Of the Base Fuel, were

always blue, even at rich canditionm, and it was obvious teat there was little or no car-oDI in tile flame

%I
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at any condition. In contrast, frims of Table V

fuels c¢ntaining high percentages of are-

matlos were bright yellow at all conditions Fuel EINox 
8
/gfue

Indicatinig the presence Of considerable soot

formation. Fuels with low aromatic content. 8 0,i a - 0.2 4 - 0,25 f 0.3
and others which were ,ion-aromatio, hut Pred. Mean. Pred. Meao. Pred. Meas. Pred. Meas.

* still unsaturated, gavc- intermodiate coloul's

betweon blue and yellow. 23 6.24 4,1 5,91 3,3 5.50 2.9 4,92 2,6

25 h,30 4,4 3,q6 3,2 3.68 3,1 3,30 3,2
Despite these vosn1 observations the 26 5.38' 4,6 4,95 4.0 4,61 3,9 8,13 3,8

amount of carbon founid In the exhaust wan 3d ý,23 6,2 3,89 4,9 3,6? 4,6 3,24 4.3

too small to 2e measured gravImetrneally, 36 ,91 7,0 8,52 5.8 4,21 5.2 3,77 14,9

and even the filter-paper stain technique 38 5,40 4,8 4,97 2,8 A,63 2,8 8,14 2,3

only Indicated trace quantities, so that 39 5,86 11,3 5,39 3,2 5,02 2,9 4,L9 2,7
quantitutive measurements were not po0sible. 80 5,53 4,2 5,09 2,2 1,73 1.9 4.28 2,1

41 3,99 3,6 3,67 3,7 3,42 3,5 3,06 3.0

It was thought that the flame radiation 82 4,80 t,8 14,06 3.8 3,77 3,2 3,38 2.9

might represent the carbon formation within 43 4,48 3,3 4,12 3,2 3,83 3,1 3,43 2,8

the flame since for any given equivalence 44 4,26 3,7 3.92 3,3 3,65 3,0 3,27 2,9

ratio the flame temperatures of the various 45 11.11 2,8 3,78 3,0 3,52 2,8 3,14 2,1

fuels differed only by small anounts. The 46 8,26 3,5 3.93 3,5 3,65 3,7 3.26 3,0

meacuree radiation Isoverall - 0,3) was 87 n,i6 4,8 4,11 4,0 3,82 3,7 3.41 3.0

correlated by means of the following 88 8,16 13 3,83 3.6 3,56 3,4 3,18 3,0

equation - 89 4,24 3,0 3,91 3.2 3,64 3,0 3,25 2,9

50 0,48 3,5 8,12 3,0 3,83 2.8 3,88 2,7
8 - 4,33 M lin(B-l)i h]2,

7 5
. s 0,875 (6) 53 8,19 8,7 3,86 3,5 3,59 3,1 3:.21 2,9

5a h,33 3,7 3,99 3,3 3,71 3,2 3.32 3,1

where R is the radiation in k8'/40, 8 the 55 3,99 3,` 3,67 3.7 3,42 3.5 3.05 3,1

fuel molar mass in kg/mi., h thle fractional 56 4,21 4,8 3,88 4.1 3,61 3.8 3,22 3.7
hydrogen content, and B the transfer number 57 0,21 3,9 3,88 3,5 3.61 3,? 3,22 3,2

59 ',19 8,5 3.36 3,9 3,59 3.6 3,21 3,1
1575 - 0,5 Ta 59 4,11 3,9 3,78 3,3 3,52 3,0 3,10 2,9

a - - 114 ,.16 3,? 3.83 3,3 3,56 3,0 3,18 2.9
61 3,99 3.5 3.67 3.6 3,82 3,8 3,05 3,1

Figure I1 1llustrates the calculated versus 62 4,19 4.0 3,86 3.6 3,59 3,1 3,21 2,8
the measured valuef an well as the essentlal 63 4.12 4,5 3.80 3,7 3.53 3,5 3,16 3,1

statistical data, hearing in mind the acrýe- I8 b,16 3.5 4,38 3,7 ,407 3,1 3,614 2,9
racy of the mcasurements ( 10 %) tne corre-

lation is thought to be eatlofactory. The
molar mass and the transfer number may be

taken as representing the physlCal effects
upon the radiation. For instance, the trans-

fer number may be taken as representatlve of

volatility, and it could be Supposed that Xa - 0,9800
volatillty reflects upon the combustlon 70 e - 0,11I

offiieincm (i.e. gas temperatu'e) in the
rEaction zone, the higher tie VoiaLlity of 8/
the fuel the higher the efficiency and the
higher the flame temperaours and, threefore, kWim/?

the radiation. Hydrogen content and hydrogen neasured

saturation may represent composition and -9

%;tnctjra! eff.Ctc~t. T= 15L ,
6
o nn, rn0 o

less carbon and, hence, less soot formation 380

(radiation). As bcfore, the sati) ation

factor Is representatlve of toe fuel

structure, and It may be considered to be a0.

measure of the effects due to bonding, ring

structure, etc. In tee context of the
presemn work, this is the first time that it 0 [Z

has been possible to detect possible effcets 0 o0 20 koW,'
wue to structural differences that have riot R calculated
beer, masked by hydrogen content. One would

expect tVie vaiue of SR It Pqn. (6) to haje a Fig. 11 FPAME RADIATION CORRELATION

"negative exponent; however. it does have a
strong relatlorShip with hydrogen content

and the positive exponent found in the

SiI
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correlation analysts lay well reprejent a compensation for an 'overkill' eaponent for the hydrogen
Content.

It would be reasonable to expect that the flame radiation might relate to the carbon content and/or
Smoke point, of the fuels. A plot Of radiation versus smoke point shows no relationship whatever. It Is
suggested that a possible reason for this is that both exhaust smoke and tire smoke point are more

indicative of carbon burn-out than ca•rbon Formation. whereas the reverse is the case for flame radiation.

5.4 Weak Extlnctiona

To measure the equivalence ratio at weak extinction, after the test rig had been operated at steady
eonid!tions, the fuel was turned down until a slight Instability was noted, which gave the signal of

approaching extinction, At this point the ignition plug was switched on. and the fuel was further reduced.

After a little while tile plug was turned off, If the flame remained alight, the plug was again fired and
the fuel further reduced until, on arresting the spark, the flame was extlngulihed. At this point the plug

was re-fired and the fuel increased by a soul. amount, By this means It was possible to define the
difference between a flame which was Just seif-surtalning and O'le which was not. This de!lne•. the weak
extinction.

Because of the use of air-assist atonization, the combustor exhibits many of the characteristics of a

oremixed system and/or a gaseous diffusion system, ano hence it seems likely that tile weak extinctions

might depend partly upon droplet (physical) Characteristios and partly uuen the chemical composition of

the fuels.

For a s1mplh pressure-Jet atomizer the weak extinctiorj characteristies have been shown to correlate
wltol [6J -

Cf x. 2t±1.0 B4,) a .3 (h~ Pf- 0,92 of'\oif 1
%l I's) 

Iv~l
3, qnhl ma11  laMl B11 41n

9 1

If the air mass flow is constant then -

Of- [;*i ±ruIn('+ '41) ] 0,53 (or f (i 0,47 (If )o,16

where fs is the stolehiometrlc fuel/air mase ratIo q'. the net calorlfle value

P the tlaan-fe, ,,uer p the density
a the Surface tension v the kinematic viscosity
index f refers to the fuel under cosllderutiorl, index hi to the Base Fuel (as reference).

If the combustion behaves as u preMixrd (or a gaseous diffusion) system then it might bh possible to

correlate the extinetin data using the technique described In [7]. In this technique, the reaction zone
equivalence ratio (L ) is correlated by neans of a series of equations -

t 0,725 
1 

X-1,3 (9) X - 10-3 (i0) g - 0,24 T0 /298 - 0,t6 (11)

p

y - Ah57 - ( (. 0 - 0,63)•'2 (12) where To 1s the unburned gas temperature in K,

Q Is the net molar calorbf~ c valrue in J/mol; CP Is the apecific heat of tpe products of complete

combustlon of one mole of fuel (at 298 K) in J/(molf.,_ K); . and t- are the respective -lv•r fr.ctlcr. ý
of a•i' ra.a oaxygen in toe reel.

Ntither of the two sets of correlation equations gave a satisfactor;' correlation, and It seemed

Obvious that the combustor was functioning in between a droplet flame and a premlxed flame and nence was
not accessible to a satisfactory description by either correlation.

Since fuel volatility had already been shOwn to play a role in the attainment of combustion
efficiency arid flame radiation, it seemed likely that Some Volatility function might lead towardsý a
correlation. Accordingly the groups

and - IL- wee plotted as functioas of the fuel transfer number B. Both correlations
*e yf f8,41 L"#L,41

""..eshibited distinct trends, lthogh khe 8 function was more pronounced, A further improvement of the

correlation was obtained by the inclusion of the saturation, factor SP. This is demonstrated in Fig. 12.

________.-

L a
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It is concluded that the Weak extinctions ar2

largely controlled by the physical p-opertles of the 2

fuel, especlally those associated with droplet size w %,41
* //

and evaporation, but that once again, fuel structure l8 f8,41 /
effects play a mirlor role.

5.5 Exhaust Temperature Distribution 
0/

0
The exhaust temperature distribution was deter- 0,6 /

mined by means of an array of 17 thermocouples situ-

ated at the exit of the combustion chamber. As des-
cribed in detail in [8], the effect of changing the

air/fuel ratio fr any one fuel has very little 0,0
effect upon the temperature distribution.

Visual inspeclion of the temperature distrl-
butions had suggested that there was little, If any,//

change in patteroation due to the use of different
fuels [8]. To test this, in a more quantitative way,
the following technique was applied: 0,

3,5 4 1,5 5 5,5

a) For each of the fuels an operating condition D u SH0,24

was selected which approached to overail , 0,3.
b) At this condition, the mean outlet temperature Fig. 12 WEAK iXTINGtiON CORRELATION

was calculated based upon the experimental value of
equlvalenfe ratio and the combuotion efficiency as

determined by gas analysis. Table VI
c) Each thermocuuple temperature was then divided

by this mean temperature, Thus for any one fuel a EXHAUST PLANE TEMPERATURE DATA
representative dimensionless temperature distri-

bution could be obtained. TC No. Temperature ratio T/ Tmc_ Stand, Dev.

0 ) Tne dimensionless temperature for each Indmvi- Miinimn, Maximumn Average
dual thermoeouple was examined statintlcally for all
fuels. These results are presented in Table VI. I 1,18 1,29 1,24 1,83

2 1,09 1.23 1,15 3,11
Table VI shows that there Is little alteration 3 iOh 1,16 1.10 2,36

in toe outlet temperature dintribution aq the furls I 1,10 1,21 1,15 ',61

are changed. This clearly emphasizes the domsnance 5 1,22 1,35 1,2T 2,56

of the air & fuel flow patter-ns over the fuel pro- 6 1,14 1 ,2( 1.20 2,26

pertles. However, In order to examine the possi- 1 0,93 1 07 1,00 2,88
bullty of secondary trends, the ratio of the maximum 8 O,90 1,03 0,98 2,81

to the minimum temperature measured for each 9 1,05 1,18 1.09 3,36

individual fuel was plotted against several diffe- 10 1,07 1,22 1,111 3,0

rent fuel properties. No effect was noted for struc- 11 0,86 1,03 0,96 2,89

tore properties such as hydrogen content, saturation 12 0,80 0,97 0,88 3,22

factor, etc, but there was an indication of a slight 13 0.90 1.00 O,91 2,D7

trend with the average boiling point. Presently this 14 0,87 0,98 0,90 2,u8

is not considered to be surficiently confirmed to 15 0,99 1,09 1,03 2,88
warrant further analysis. 16 0,76 0,90 0,84 2,99

17 0,75 0,84 0,80 2,24

hearing in mind the results of Table V1 it

seems that fuel effects uporl traverse qualitL may be
regarded as negligible. This is perhapý a little
surprising since it infers that neither fuel properties nor droplet size variations, nor reasonable

variations in combustion efficiency, play any role in the exhaust terperature distribution, and it thus

dintribution govern the outlet pattern.

6. CONCLUsIONS

a) at the conditions of operation (acbient temperatures and pressures) the effects of changing equi-

valence ratio have been determined for 41 different fuels. The parameters determined were (I) combustion
efficiency, (2) pollutants CO, HC, NO, NOx, (13) flame radiation, (P) weak extinctions. (5) exhaust

temperature distribution. Ignition data were not obtained due to the efficiency of the Igniter, which
n-,i gaitad even mixtures outside the extinction limits. Exhaust carbon concentrations were too low to be

measured gravisetrinally, arid even the filter paper staining was too low for quantitative measurements.

; V.,,:.
L-. _ _ ._L..
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b) Despite the very low droplet diameters (- u7 um), a trend Wad observed between the veasutod

combustion efficiency and the average boillng point of the various fuels. A small improvement of tie

correlation of the efficiency with boiling point was brought about by the Inclusion of a term Involving

the hydrogen saturation factor.

e) A good relationship was observed between the group EICOJ y EIHn and the combustion efficiency for all

fuels at all equivalence ratios.

d) The oxides of nitrogen can be satlsfactorily predicted using the equation -

ElNO. = 5,824.10" . e-11670/T (I - v
6

'
6

5, - 3,225)

e) The ratio NO/NOx was determined for each operating point, but no clear picture has energed.

fI Flame radiation measurements within the primary zone have been found to correlate with -

R -,33 {[M in(h-1)! n]275 1 
10,875

g) A flame extinction correlation was found which is similar to that observed previously but modified tty

the use of the hydrogen saturation factor to the power 0,244.

h) No fuel effects have boen detected upon the exhaust temperature distribution whico remains remarkably

constant for all conditions examined thus proving the dominance of Combustor geometry and air flow

distribution over the variants due to luel changes.

I) The Improvement In several of the correlations by the inclusion of tne hydrogen saturatlon factor

suggests that fuel Conpositioe (and structure) does play a snail role In the combustion behavJour.

However, to fix the magnitude of this role with certainty will probably require specl~l testing and,

probably, the Inclusion of new fuels having even wider variations of composition than those examined here.

J) The use of an efficient air blast atomizer means that tile combustor functions as a partially premIxed

system.
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A Small Annular Combutstor of High Power Density,
Wide Operating Range and Low Manufacturing Cost

by

K.H. Collin

KHD Luftfahrttechnik GmbH
D-6370 Oberursel, Germany

SUMMARY

A short description will be given of the design and manufacturing philosophy, testing
and optimization of a combustion chamber. The features and design layout of the burner
are characterized by the requirements for a low cost propulsion system for an unmanned
flight vehicle, such as RPV and drones. Rig test results for the ignition and the per-
formance over a wide operating range will be discussed. Ignition by hot gas from a car-
tridge as well as experiences with testing this combustor in the demonstrator turbojet
engine will be described.

1. INTRODUCTION

The requirements, established for a combustion chamber layout which is reported in this
paper, differ significantly from those of usual gas turbine combustors.

The life of the reference turbojet engine is limited to a few hours only. This therefore
does not demand low wall temperatures of the liner as number one priority. But extremely
light weight and small size for the burner were to be achieved for a jet engine, which
is intended to fit the very narrow installation envelope of the fuselage. This led to a
high power density of the burner volume. Good combustion efficiency, ignition reliabili-
ty and flame stability combined with low fabrication cost are required to get reasonable
life-cycle-cost.

The development phases of the combustion chamber up to it's installation in the demon-

strator engine will be described. In detail the following topics will be discussed:

- Fuel preparation and combustion.

- Test and optimization of the burner system with a segmented model and of the igni-
tion system with a hot gas cartridge.

- Design and test of a full flow cotbustor.

- Analyses of test results and subsequent redesign of an improved combustor.

- Burner investigation in the demonstrator engine.

2. FUEL PREPARATION AND COMBUSTION

The mission profile of the unmanned flight vehicle and the resulting desiga parameters
of the engine, which emphasizes low cost /1/, define the operating range of the burner.
Fig. 1 shows operating parameters versus engine rotor speed (rpm).

To ensure reliability in ignition, high flame stability and good burner efficiency as
well as low manufacturing cost, design criteria were used which were based on experien-
ces made by the development of an earlier KHD combustion chamber /2/. This combustor was
successfully tested at DFVLR-PorZ /3/ /4/ in a wide range of applications.
The conceFvu£f ihis burner was to swirl air with single air jets combined with fuel in-

jection by a simple spray nozzle. This nozzle has been located in the middle of the air
swirler as shown in Fi.2. The air jet guaranteed a good mixing of air and fuel spray.
The high air swirl e7fected intense recirculation, which in turn promotes improved flame
stability and good fuel preparation by high entrainment o, hot gaseous reactants.

Further development of this premixing system in connection with an annular burner led to
the features of a combustion chamber as will he discussed i.i this paper. 11 mixing cups
with spray nozzles were installed on the front of the annular combustion liner as can be
seen in Fig.i3. The burning zone was thus divided in 16 parts reducing combustion length
by intenslv recirculat4on and fast mixing. This concept created a combustion quality,
which gave an uniform temperature distribution at the burner outlet.

- •.. The large swirl at the outlet of the cups and the following sudden expansion into the
annular flame tube caused on one hand a quick circumferential flame propagation around
the burner, therefore only one ignitor location was needed. On the other hand the coun-
ter clockwise impulse of the swirls between the cups induced high turbulence which im-
proved mixing and flame stability, too.

-A
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To predict the flow patterns in the actual combustor computations with a finit element
computer program CPTR /5/ were made to optimize swirl intensity and cup locations. But

for these computations several simplifications had to be introduced because the real
flow distribution is of three, while the computer program is of the two dimensional type.
Therefore burner optimization was mainly done empirically. For these investigations a
segmented combustion chamber was selected.

3. TEST AND OPTIMIZATION OF THE BURNER SYSTEM IN A SEGMENTED TEST MODEL AND OF THE
IGNIrION SYSTEM WITH A HOT GAS CARTRIDGE

For the initial investigation and development of the combustion system a segmented com-
bustion chamber was built. This burner comprized 4 segments, each of them equipped with
3 premixing cups in the primary zone. Similarly the annular flame tube was segmented in-
to 4 parts, each part manufactured with a different arrangement of dilution air holes.

During any single test only one part of the segments was flowed by air and fuel, Several
combinations of cups and liners could therefor be tested. 4 shows the cross section
of the segmented burner and the instrumentation at the end of the burner. 5 shows
tie cup arrangement. The cups had different geometry of holes, inclinationangle and
number of holes. The feature of the dilution holes arranged in the flame tube" for all
four segments are shown in Fig. 6. These holes were varied for the optimization of air
flow entrainment as well as concerns manufacturing techniques.

In the first test phase the burner segment was tested with openended burner outlet for
flame visibility. The flame observation were recorded by colour photography. For example
Fig. 7 shows flame photographs with one cup liner arrangement for the same fuel air ra-

aS•-hut different flow velocity. High influence of the segment endwalls was observed,
so that only the middle cup could be used for definition.

Further tests were then done with a pressurized combustor to measure temperature and
pressure distribution at the outlet. The best combustion and temperature distribution
were observed for a 40' inclination angle of the primary air holes combined with a liner
type equipped with a few large holes which were plunged. But this liner hole configura-
tion showed vibrations of low frequency. Therefore a modified arrangement of the holes
was defined and assembled for the full flow test burner.

The segmented burnex rig finally was used for cartridge ignition tests. To fulfil the
starting requirements the design goal was to find a cartridge for both: cranking and
:gnition. A cartridge was developped which simultaneously gives not gas for fuel igni-
tion and deliveres jet impuls for rotational accolleration of the turbine. The first
ignition attemps went wrong. The high inert hot gases from the cartridge injected into
the fuel ai.r mixture at the cup quenched the flame and foiled the ignition. After using
hot gas to glow a pipe, which was immersed into the fuel air mixture and then guiding
the gas of the vartridge downstream into the annular volume, ignition ana flame stabilil-
ty was echieved.

4. DESIGN AND TEST OF THE FULL FLOW COMBUSTER

For the exact simulation of all actual operating conditions a combustion chamber for
tests was built using the knowledges of the segmented burner test model. The detail ot
the burner and the arrangement of the measurement devices are shown in Pi!. This Zur-
ner was installed at the DFVLR-Porz uombustor test facility. This test facility is des-
cribed in /6/. Fuel to each spray nozzle was supplied from outside the combustion cham-
ber to control and shut off single nozzles if required. Fig, shows the fuel supply ar-
rangement. Four spark ignitors were assigned at four cupsiiid equally spaced. These
could be used together as well as separately. At the burner outlet three measurement ra-
kes for temperature at 4 radii and three rakes for pressure at 5 radii were installed.
By traversing these rakes temperature and pressure distribution could be recorded.

45. A1;AL-=S 01 TEST RESU.LTS sND SUSnrvrUnE.T rnF-egCs Or TMPnVr.n C,0oMBDSTOR

Testing was carried out as concerns:

- Ignition behaviour
- Temperature distribution
- Pressure distribution
- Emission measurements

Fig. 10 shows the ignition behaviour of the burner.
Fuel air ratio and air mass flow, the latter being proportional to flow velocity, were
changed during ignition tests. The air inlet temperature was varied from 8 to 56 *C de-
pendend on the test facility range. For the ignition a lower limit for fuel air ratio of

.h k' 0,025 was found. Bi L
In line with the compressor characteristic the ignition range is 10 to 40 % engine k.-ed.

, That means a large starting window is open to start the engine at different flight con-"- P" '.' •ditions.

."l : :"'!1' .?
:t'L. J .
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The ignition tests were done with fuel IFT-Al. No influences of ignitor location and iq-
nitor number were observed, therefore further ignition prccedures were made by using one
ignitor only.
The temperature distribution at the burner outlet for the design point is shown in

rig. ii.

The! pattern factor as determined from measurements

T -TTmax meanPAT~T -
Tmean Tin

was calculated to be 23 %.

Tbc temperature distribution as a [Sean value over the radii is shown in Fig. 12. The tem-
perature scatter is here 1 1000.

The measured pressure distribution in shown in Fig. 13.

The highest pressure was me:asured at largc radii caused by centrifugal forces. However,
in wall proximity the cooling flow overcomes this centrifugal force resulting larger
pressure fluctuation. At radius r /r - 0,83 the greatest pressure fluctuation was ob-

served. At this point a high velogitý exiting at the cup area succecds a lower velocity
between the cups. But here it has to be reported, that the measurement rakes could not
be turned in their own axis. So the change of flow direction could not be measured. The
total pressure loss of the combustion chamber was found to be 4.5 8.

To determine quality of the combustion the exhaust emissions were measured and the bur-
ning efficiency was calculated by the emission indices of HC and CO.

Fig. 14 shows the results of this investigation for ISA-SL ambient conditions. The reduc-

tion of burning efficiency and increase in parts of unburned fuel below 90 % engine
speed depend on insuffient fuel atomization. Fuel flow and therefore fuel pressure are
too small for each spray nozzle to produce a high rate of fine droplets. For application
of the burner other than the aformentioned mission the atomnization in the operating
range can be improved by shutting off some spray nozzles.

6. BURNMR INVESTIGATION IN THE DEMONJSTRATOR ENCINE

The results from the burner rig investigation are mainly that:

- large comoressor diffuser outlet velocity will cause a nonuniform inlet flow to the
cups of the burner which increases the burner's pressure l-,,, This could be iprovod
by reducing the diffuser outlet velocity.

- To get a smooth radial temperature distribution for suitable b.ade lifz the flame tube
holes were changed to reduce the temperatur at the hub to meet the material properties
of t:,e turbine blades.

With this experience in hand a combustion chamber for test in a denonstrator turbojet
engine was conceived and built. With a burner arrangement aq shown in Fig. 15 an enaine

I testing was started. To date serveral starts and operating hours have been successfdlly

run with air jet starting and a high energy spark plug ignitor. Tes s will be continued
edding hot gas ignition and crank start.

This design approach will now allow for minimum parts and low cost manufacture such as:

- Investment cast air swirlers for the primary air with integrated fuel nozzle adapter.

- lnner and outer flame tube made from simple sheet metal and welded paris.

- A hv,ýr,,fcrmr truz into which cups arba .

Holes laser cut into the flame tube and plunged in one step into the plane sheet. Thisj then is rolled cylindrically-respectively conically.

All these manufacturing methods reduoe the cost to a minimum.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The sequence of burnar development described here for a very specific application shows

that by systematically applieing a modern design method an efficient, cost effective com--
ponent can be obtained.

Only two burner constructions were needed for tests. The first one was the seement bur-
ner to optimize the geometric design, the second one the full flowed burner to check the
operating profile of the engine.

>i'1-
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Design of the combustion chamber with the following principlcs

- fuel preparation in a premixing chimber,

- air swirler with holes to create single suction ir jets,

- division of the combustion zone in several parts, here 16, seperated and controlltd by
swirling a well defined fuel air raieo in the cup,

- and finally provision at high turbulence in the annular part of the burner,

yields a excellent flame stability and combustion efficiency as well as an uniform tem-
perature distribution to satisfy the requirements for th:s burner application.

Without doubt more work has to be and will be done in order to improve the wall cooling
effectiveness for a lonrecr life of the combustor liner, however the layout principles
need not to be changed.

However there is scope for perfection of our, as yet less then perfect, analytical tools.

For continued progress in the future it is a prereqisite to establish better computer
simulation. Specially 3D-Programs easy to handling, capable to describe the fuel pre-
paration and combustion as well as flow is what we need.
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Fig 3 Combustion Chamber for Oemunstrator Engine
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Fig. 15 Ciass Section Combustion Chamber for Demonstao
Engine aHD i~f1httech,,ik Omb"

DISCUtSSION

B.Simon, iF.
What wvas the pressure drop across your flanictulle!

Author's Reply
The pirc.SILUr drip wa.s 5%.
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